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ABSTRACT 
 
 
This study examines language style of Arabic newspapers particularly in the world affairs 
and sport sections, using the word frequency analysis. The study is divided into seven 
chapters. The first chapter mainly focuses on background and aims of the study, while 
review of previous studies is presented in the second chapter. Chapter Three discusses 
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), the selected newspapers and the chosen sections. Chapter 
Four concerns on the methodology applied in the study. Analysis of the language style is 
presented in Chapter five and followed by findings which are discussed in Chapter Six. 
The final chapter provides summary, conclusion and suggestions for further research. 
 
The study employed a self-constructed method in corpus building. A total of 30 articles 
(world affairs and sports) from seven Arabic newspapers were collected from the official 
online websites mostly in November 2007. Five of the newspapers are published in Arab 
countries and one in both the United Kingdom and Australia. The Wordsmith version 5.0 
was used in analyzing the corpus data. Both descriptive and inferential statistics were 
employed to analyse word frequency list in both categories, while the Likelihood ratio test 
was applied in the comparison analysis.  
 
Findings revealed that most high frequency words have close relationship to their 
respective categories especially in the use of nouns. Slight differences were identified in 
terms of word spelling, loan word, verb transitivity and phrase amongst the newspapers 
published in different countries s. It is also proven that there is a tendency in MSA to 
practice new features in news writing which is different from the well known Arabic 
grammar, i.e, verb and subject agreement in gender. Different newspapers have also 
demonstrated their own focus in news reporting, and sports section is found to use more 
specific words than world affairs section.   
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Background of the Study 
 
Words are the most effective tool for spreading news and information to the public.
1
 
Newspapers, as a public medium information resource, use words to fulfil their role of 
building readers‟ character and shaping their mentality,2 and their effectiveness depends on 
how accurately words are used and exploited by journalists. That is to say, the use of 
suitable vocabulary is essential in news writing as a good article must contain a 
combination of appropriate words, style and content.
3
 
 
The process of word selection becomes easier if the writer knows the basic vocabularies 
regularly used in news writing, so mastery of these vocabularies
4
 is crucial as it will 
increase the ease and speed with which the journalists are able to accurately convey the 
news to readers, as well as helping newcomers to journalism. The lack of basic and 
specific vocabularies is the main factor contributing to this problem. In this context, the 
researcher considers that Malaysian students who study media Arabic are among those 
who face this kind of difficulty, and this is what has prompted him to carry out his research 
                                                 
1
 Philip M. Seib, The Global Journalist: News and Conscience in a World of Conflict (New York and 
Oxford: Rowman & Littlefield, 2002), 13. 
2
 Danuta Reah, The Language of Newspaper, 2
nd
 ed. (London: Routledge, 2002), 55. 
3
 Roger Fowler, Language in the News: Discourse and Ideology in the Press (London: Routledge, 1991), 1-3. 
4
 According to the Longman Dictionary (1991), the word „vocabulary‟ means „the words used by a language, 
or individual or in a field of knowledge‟; see Longman Dictionary of the English Language, s.v. 
“vocabulary.”  
 2 
in this area. In other words, this study aims to develop empirically-justified vocabulary 
lists for teaching Arabic to Malay-speaking students in the specific areas of World Affairs 
and Sports journalism as they are the two most prominent type of news given for students 
writing exercises.   
 
Several previous studies have shown that basic vocabulary can be identified by studying 
the frequency of word occurrence in the texts in a given field of knowledge,
5
 listing them 
in order of frequency, with the most frequently used word placed at the top of the list and 
the least used at the bottom. In addition, the in-depth empirical exploration, especially 
alongside the word list, provides media Arabic learners with useful information about the 
style of word usage in Arabic newspapers and creates evidence for the building of 
specialised dictionaries for these specific genres.  
  
1.2 Rationale 
 
Although several word frequency studies for Arabic newspaper, media terminology and 
other specialised fields have been developed, the researcher could not find a list that 
combines newspapers published in Arab countries and non-Arab countries and focused on 
a particular section in the newspapers. The studies by E.M. Beiley (1940) and Mosha Brill 
(1940s) are too out of date to be relied upon, despite their popularity.
6
 On the other hand, 
the corpus analysis made by a group of computer experts from the New Mexico State 
                                                 
5
 Please refer to chapter 2 for the previous word frequency studies. 
6 Sayyed al-„Azawi and Huda Buradah, Qa‟imat al-Kalimat al-Sha’i„ah fi Kutub al-Atfal (Cairo: al-Hai‟ah 
al-Misriyyah al-
„
Amah li al-Kitab, 1976), 6. 
 3 
University, USA (2005), does not include newspapers from non-Arab countries.
7
 
Furthermore, none of these studies focuses on any particular sections of the newspapers. 
 
On examining this issue further, the researcher finds that each section in a newspaper uses 
basic words appropriate to that interspersed with general vocabulary. For instance, words 
such as حوً (ball) and ٖ٤جػلا (players) are widely used in sports sections but very rarely in 
world affairs. Lack of knowledge of specific vocabularies may result in poor news writing 
that may lead to the ambiguous use of words, causing misunderstanding and confusion on 
the part of some readers, which in drive them away to alternative news media. Kershner 
(2005) notes „A little mistake in accuracy will undermine the credibility of a story; a 
mistake in grammar, diction or usage can make a reader confuses what the storyline of the 
article.‟8 Therefore, the rationale of conducting this study is very relevant when 
considering the important of knowledge on basic vocabulary in news writing.   
 
Until now there are, as far as the researcher is concerned, no empirical studies that prove 
the possible uniformity or regional variation within Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) 
gathering between Arab and non-Arab country newspapers. In relation to this, Van Mol 
(2003) stated that „there exists an important variation between Arabic dialects.‟9 This has 
inspired the researcher to investigate the variation in word usage in Arabic newspapers 
published both in different regions of the Arab world and in non-Arab countries.  
 
                                                 
7 See Ahmed Abdelali, James Cowie and Hamdi S. Soliman, “Building A Modern Standard Arabic Corpus” 
(paper presented to the Workshop on Computational Modeling of Lexical Acquisation, Croatia, July 25-28, 
2005).  
8
 James W. Kershner, The Element of News Writing (Boston: Pearson, 2005), 15.  
9
 Mark Van Mol, Variation in Modern Standard Arabic in Radio News Broadcasts: A Synchronic Descriptive 
Investigation into the Use of Complementary Particles (Paris: Peeters and Department of Oriental Studies, 
2003), 1. 
 4 
1.3 The Importance of the Study 
 
The researcher strongly believes that the study of word frequency in selected Arabic 
newspapers has its own significance, especially for journalists, language learners in 
communication and broadcasting, and news policy makers, for the following reasons: 
 
1.   Although a few studies have been carried out in the area of word frequency in Arabic 
newspaper, they did not focus on particular sections, such as world affairs and sport, as 
this present study does. They all analysed newspaper texts in general. Furthermore, 
some were carried out many years ago, which justifies the need for new findings. 
   
2.   The study highlights the importance of accurate word selection in news writing, since it 
may affect readers‟ understanding and their motivation to look for more information in 
the newspaper.  
 
3.   The study lists the words analysed either in order of frequency or alphabetically in 
order to show that each specialised field has its own basic vocabulary that needs to be 
mastered. 
 
4.   The study explains the relationship between newspaper word usage and the country 
where newspapers are published. This is because some words are very regular in 
certain newspaper but rarely or never used in others. In addition, the same words are 
used in similar frequency but are differently spelt. 
 5 
5.   The study reveals the differences in word usage between two selected sections in 
Arabic newspapers in order to provide useful information about high and low word 
frequency in each, and traces the factors that lead to these differences. 
  
6.   The study considers whether there are differences between word frequencies in Arabic 
newspapers in Arab and non-Arab countries and, if so, looks at the factors that 
contribute to this phenomenon. 
 
7.   The study also provides a ready-made dictionary for learners in the field of media 
Arabic, including word equivalents in Malay, which will be especially helpful to 
Malaysian students. 
 
8.   The findings of the study provide useful suggestions for learners, practitioners and 
policy makers in media studies for the improvement of Arabic news writing.   
 
1.4 Research Questions  
 
This research sets out to answer the following questions: 
 
1.   What are the most used words in Arabic newspapers in world affairs and sport 
sections?  
 
2.   What are the differences, in terms of word frequency, between Arabic newspapers in 
world affairs and sport sections?    
 6 
3.   What are the main characteristics of the Arabic media, in terms of word usage, in world 
affairs and sport sections? 
 
4.   Does the country where the newspaper is published affect the choice of words used in  
Arabic newspapers? 
 
1.5 Scope of the Research  
   
1.   Seven Arabic newspapers are involved in this study, including two published in non-
Arab countries. They are, Al-Ahram (Egypt), Al-Jazirah (Saudi Arabia), Al-Safir 
(Lebanon), Al-Sabah al-Jadid (Iraq), Al-Khabar (Algeria), Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi (United 
Kingdom) and Al-Furat (Australia). 
 
2.   Only the words in the world affairs and sport sections in each newspaper are analysed. 
The justification for the selection of these sections is the same as before: that the Malay 
students are given more writing exercises in these genre of journalism and face 
difficulties in performing at the required language standard for news writing. The 
advantage of looking at world affairs is that there is a high possibility that all the 
newspapers highlight similar issues, adding to the validity and reliability of a 
comparative analysis. The advantage of studying sport sections is that they use specific 
terminologies for various sports and that the worldwide interest in sport means that 
there is a high possibility of finding coverage of similar events in the various 
newspapers is expectedly high. 
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3. The data cover a number of news texts from the selected daily newspapers and were 
gathered in 30 days, mostly in November 2007. Some of the texts appeared as late as 
early December 2007 because several newspapers are not published on Sunday or 
Friday. In order adequately to include newspapers from non-Arab countries, one 
weekly newspaper, the Australian Al-Furat is sampled from the beginning of June 
2007 to January 2008.  
 
1.6 Methodology of the Research 
 
Studying media language should involve close observation and analysis,
10
 so, in order to 
answer the research questions, a quantitative study including statistical analysis was carried 
out. The study provides accurate figures for word frequencies using computer software 
Wordsmith version 5.0. Several limitations and delimitations were applied to the words 
studied to fit the program. To examine the significant differences between the newspapers 
studied, the likelihood ratio test was applied, particularly with regard to the differences 
between sections and countries. The study also focuses on foreign words that used in 
Arabic newspapers.  
 
1.7 Transliteration Symbols and Abbreviations 
 
This part explains the transliteration system employed in this study for an accurate 
pronunciation of Arabic words, which are written using the Latin alphabet. It is generally 
used for Arabic book titles, Arabic terms and proper names. The repeated use of several 
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 David Buckingham, Media Education: Literacy,Learning and Contemporary Culture (London: Blackwell 
Publishing, 2003), 56; Allan Bell, The Language of News Media (London: Blackwell Publishing, 1991, 
reprint 1999), 5.  
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terms and proper nouns requires the use of abbreviations. Transliteration symbols and 
abbreviations are listed below. 
 
1.   Transliteration 
Arabic letter    Transliteration symbol 
 
I. Vowels:  
a)  short vowels: 
 ـَـــ      a11 
 ـِـــ      i 
 ـُـــ      u 
 
b) long vowels: 
 ا      a 
 ١      i 
 ٝ      u 
 
II. Diphthongs: 
 ١ ــ َ       ai 
 ٝ ــ َ       aw 
III. Consonants: 
 ء      , 
 ة      b 
                                                 
11
 These transliteration symbols except in quotations from texts that use a different transliteration method.  
 9 
 د      t 
 س      th 
 ط      j 
 ػ      h 
 ؿ      kh 
 ك      d 
 م      dh 
 ه      r 
 ى      z 
 ً      s 
 ُ      sh 
 ٓ      s 
 ٗ      d 
 ٛ      t 
 ظ      z 
 ع      „ 
 ؽ      gh 
 ف      f 
 م      q 
 ى      k 
 ٍ      l 
 ّ      m 
 ٕ      n 
 ـٛ      h 
 10 
 ٝ      w 
 ١      y 
 
2.   Abbreviations 
I English abbreviation 
 CA   Clasiccal Arabic 
 MSA   Modern Standard Arabic 
 n.d.   no date 
 f /freq   frequency 
 No   number 
 R   rank 
 T   text 
 W   word 
 w   world 
 s   sports 
 Mas   masculine 
 Fem   feminine 
 Pl   plural 
 HTML   Hyper Text Markup Language  
 MS   Microsoft Word 
 RTF   Rich Text Format 
 PDF   Portable Document Format 
 WS   Wordsmith 
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II Arabic abbreviation 
 ط   plural (غٔع) 
 ّ   dual (٠٘ضٓ) 
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CHAPTER 2 
PREVIOUS ARABIC WORD 
 FREQUENCY STUDIES 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter presents related studies and research that have been carried out in word 
frequency, ranging from studies in languages in general to studies of newspaper Arabic in 
particular. As a starting point, it is very important to stress that only a few word frequency 
studies have focused on Arabic newspapers and these can generally be divided into two 
eras: the pre-computer era, and the post-computer era. The researcher found a clear 
distinction between the two eras. In the pre-computer era, word frequency studies were 
carried out mainly to produce a word list in either frequency or alphabetical order, while in 
the post computer era studies of word frequency were used to investigate language style 
and trend rather than simply to present word lists. 
 
The researcher found only two studies carried out in the pre-computer era that relate to 
newspaper articles in Arabic around 1950: those by Mosha Brill in 1940 and E.M. Bailey a 
few years later.
12
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 Al-„Azawi and Buradah, Qa’imat al-Kalimat al-Sha’i„ah, 6. 
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The development of this kind of analysis in Arabic since then has been mostly directed to 
the area of education,
13
 with the emergence of a number of studies of word frequency in 
school textbooks or syllabuses, students‟ speech and so on, especially in Arab countries 
themselves. This was the case until recent years when computational analysis tools started 
to be applied in building Arabic corpora, which indicates the beginning of word frequency 
studies in the new post-computer era. Some of these corpora compiled data from Arabic 
newspapers and produced word frequency lists automatically, using various computer 
analysis tools. With the help of computers, word frequency study enables more in depth 
analysis of language style rather than word listing. 
 
The researcher‟s reading has shown that the two pre-computer era studies referred to above 
were based on texts published in one or two specific countries. Both Brill‟s and Bailey‟s 
work focused on Arabic newspapers published in Egypt and Palestine.
14
 In contrast, the 
studies carried out in the post-computer era compiled data for corpus building from up to 
eleven countries by using the internet. The researcher refers to the work of a group of 
researchers from New Mexico State University and the New Mexico Institute of Mining 
and Technology,
15
 which will be discussed later (see page 35).  
  
A corpus tabulated from many countries is more valuable than one tabulated from fewer 
because it produces a more generalised outcome, since internal factors in a particular 
                                                 
13
 With the exception of one or two studies that did not have a directly educational purpose, e.g. Jacob 
Landau‟s work in 1959, which counts modern Arabic prose generally; see Dawud „Atiyyah „Abduh, al-
Mufradat al-Sha’i„ah fi al-Lughah al-„Arabiyyah (Riyad: Matbu‟at Jami‟ah Riyad, 1979), iii.  
14
 E.M. Bailey, A List of Modern Arabic Words As Used in Daily and Weekly Newspapers of Cairo (Cairo: 
Nile Mission Press, 1940s), 1. 
15
 Abdelali, Cowie and Soliman, “Building”.   
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country may affect in some way the selection of words used in its newspapers.
16
 Therefore, 
the advantage of this study lies in its focus on seven Arabic newspapers from seven 
countries, including two from non-Arab countries. As far as the researcher is aware, there 
is no study on word frequency analysis in Arabic newspapers that takes into account 
newspapers published in non-Arab countries, such as the United Kingdom and Australia, 
and focuses on particular sections, such as world affairs and sport. 
 
In this review, the researcher divides the relevant studies into three parts: first, word 
frequency studies in general; second, word frequency studies in Arabic generally; and 
third, word frequency studies in Arabic newspapers.  
 
2.2 Word Frequency Studies in General 
 
Historically, the idea of counting words and finding out which are the most frequently used 
is not a new field of study. It goes back as far as the early twentieth century, when 
Professor E.L Thorndike from the University of Columbia made an attempt in 1921 to 
study 4,500,000 running words in various types of subject matter.
17
 This kind of study 
evolved and grew in many aspects during the twentieth century, including in terms of 
focus, methodology, size of corpus and the use of technology in the studies, especially 
after the invention of the computer.
18
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 Abdelali, Cowie and Soliman, “Building”. 
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 John T. Fotos, “Word and Idiom Frequency Counts in French and Their Value,” The Modern Language 
Journal 15, no. 5 (1931): 345. 
18
 Ahmad Shah Peyawary, “The Core Vocabulary of International English: A Corpus Approach” (PhD thesis, 
University of Manitoba, 1997), 21-24.  
 15 
The researcher has noted that studies carried out before the computer era are mostly limited 
to listing words in frequency or alphabetical order and constructing a dictionary as an 
extensive analysis by giving word equivalents in other languages. Among the most popular 
studies applying this method, especially in English, is the General Service List of English 
(GSL) by Michael Philip West (1953). It was the reference work most used by learners of 
English
19
 and was available for research purposes for many years.
20
 It consists of data 
published in the 1920s, including encyclopedias, magazines, textbooks, novels, essays, 
biographies, books about science, and poetry.
21
  
 
A valuable improvement was achieved after the computer era where comparison analyses 
were made available in corpus studies by several researchers, usually as an extension to 
their word frequency analysis. Among the most popular analyses relevant to this present 
study is work carried out by Knut Hofland and Stig Johansson in their Word Frequency in 
British and American English (1982). Its purpose is not only to list word frequency, but 
also to compare the English words used in the United State of America (USA), as 
represented by the Brown Corpus, and in the United Kingdom (UK), as represented by the 
LOB corpus.
22
 Another early study in comparison analysis between corpora was carried 
                                                 
19
 Paul Nation and Hwang Kyongho, “Where Would General Service Vocabulary Stop and Special Purpose 
Vocabulary Begin,” Journal of System 23, no. 1 (1995): 35. 
20
 Paul Nation, Teaching and Learning Vocabulary (New York: Heinle and Heinle, 1990), 22. 
21 Micheal Philip West, A General Service List of English Words (London: Longmans, Green and Co, 1953), 
xi. 
22
 The Lancaster, Oslo/Bergen (LOB) Corpus was developed and completed in Norway under the direction of 
Geoffrey Leech (University of Lancaster) and Stig Johansson (University of Oslo), in collaboration with 
Knut Hofland (Bergen); see Knut Hofland and Stig Jahansson, Frequency Analysis of English Vocabulary 
and Grammar (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987; reprint, New York: Oxford University Press, 
1990), 1. 
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out by Nancy Carman Brook for her PhD (1982),
23
 followed by Ahmad Shah Peyawary in 
1997
24
 and Geoffrey Leech, Paul Rayson and Andrew Wilson in 2001.
25
  
 
Several previous studies that involve in comparison analysis show that a similar size of 
corpora is needed in order to produce a reliable result. The research carried out by Knut 
Hofland and Stig Johansson, for instance, compiles 500 texts containing around 2,000 
words for the LOB corpus in order to match the number of texts in the Brown Corpus, 
which was developed earlier, in 1961.
26
 However, the researcher considers that this is not 
nessesarily required nowadays as recent computer software is capable of comparing 
corpora of different sizes by using percentage methods. The researcher will show later, in 
the methodology chapter, that the Wordsmith software applied in this present study is able 
to compare between corpora containing five and two newspapers (see page 140-141).   
 
Many word frequency studies analysed various corpora in order to produce up-to-date 
results because all languages are subject to changes be evolution and under the influence of 
other languages. Leech, Rayson and Wilson claim that their study about written and 
spoken English is distinguishable from previous studies in its usage of a more up-to-date 
corpus, which dates mainly from the period 1985-1994.
27
 All previous studies applied 
older corpora, such as Brown and LOB dated between 1961 and 1965 and GSL by West 
applied a corpus built around 1920s. This consideration affected researcher‟s study, as it 
seemed to state a principle that the more recent the corpus used the better. Peyawary 
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 Nancy Ellen Carman Brooks, “A Word Frequency Analysis of Business Communications and Shorthand 
Textbook Materials” (PhD thesis, University of Oklahoma, Oklahoma, 1982), 5.  
24
 Peyawary, “The Core Vocabulary”, 4. 
25
 Geoffrey Leech, Paul Rayson and Andrew Wilson, Word Frequency in Written and Spoken English 
(London: Pearson Education Limited, 2000), xi. 
26
 Hofland and Jahansson, Word Frequency, 1. 
27
 Leech, Rayson and Wilson, Word Frequency, xi. 
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(2006) agrees that it is appropriate to develop a new list when earlier studies are no longer 
suitable for today‟s learners.28  
 
On the other hand, a number of previous researchers have proved that many studies used 
ready-made corpora for their word frequency analysis instead of self-constructed corpora. 
The studies made by Knut Hofland & Stig Johansson (1982) before used the Brown corpus 
besides their own LOB corpus, and the study by Peyawary (2006) used both the Brown and 
LOB corpora in addition to Kolhapus corpus from India in order to determine whether 
there is a core vocabulary common to the three major dialects of English. In other example, 
the study carried out by Geoffrey Leech, Paul Rayson and Andrew Wilson (2001) was 
based on the British National Corpus (BNC) Version 2.0.
29
 The researcher has noted that 
this style of analysis has become common in English language studies because there are 
numerous established corpora are available for be use by other researchers. The situation is 
different for Arabic, as this study shall discuss later, where most word frequency studies 
have used self-constructed corpora (see page 18-27). 
 
Despite the availability of numerous ready-made English language corpora, some studies, 
particularly PhD theses, used a self-constructed corpus as this present study does. For 
example, Nancy Carman Brook, who analyses and compares word frequencies in 
shorthand textbook materials and business letters and memoranda for her PhD,
30
 collected 
the data herself from 83 business letters and 80 business memoranda were received from 
                                                 
28
 Peyawary, “The Core Vocabulary,” 2. 
29
 Leech, Rayson and Wilson, Word Frequency, 1. This method of study (applying other researchers‟ 
corpora) has been used by many researchers, for example, B.Q. Morgan (1928), who used F.W. Keading‟s 
Corpus in his attempt to create a words and idioms frequency list for the German language (1928); see Fotos, 
“Word and Idiom Frequency,” 344 
30
 Brooks, “A Word Frequency Analysis,” 5.  
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83 firms in Oklahoma.
31
 The data were then compared with the corpus collected from the 
shorthand textbook, the Gregg Shorthand for College, volume II, series 90.
32
 
 
To briefly conclude, it could be stated that, although these studies were not of the Arabic 
language, they were nevertheless useful for this present study in relation to corpus building 
and comparison analysis. Their steps and principles they applied in both areas are very 
valuable for consideration as an established method in this area of study.  
  
2.3 Arabic Word Frequency Studies 
 
Some studies related to word frequency count in Arabic have been carried out by both 
Arab and non-Arab scholars. Most were related to Arabic language teaching and learning 
in primary schools and were carried out between 1950 and 1961, e.g. Mahmud Radwan 
(1952), Fakhir „Aqil (1953), Ibrahim al-Shafi„i (1957), Muhammad Munir (1961) and 
others.
33
 Subsequently, this kind of study developed to include teaching and learning for 
university students, as well as for illiterate people when some experts realised that the 
latter should also be taken into account.
34
 The researcher lists below some word frequency 
studies in Arabic: 
 
1. Changes Needed in Egyptian Readers to Increase Their Value. According to al-„Azawi 
and Buradah (1976), Brill‟s and Bailey‟s studies in word frequency analysis were 
conducted for general purposes until M. K. Lutfi completed his PhD study at the 
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 Brooks, “A Word Frequency Analysis,” 50-51. 
32
 Brooks, “A Word Frequency Analysis,” 5.  
33
 Al-„Azawi and Buradah, Qa’imat al-Kalimat al-Sha’i„ah, 8. 
34
 Al-„Azawi and Buradah, Qa’imat al-Kalimat al-Sha’i„ah, 8. 
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University of Chicago in 1948.
35
 However Bailey claimed that his study, which was 
conducted just before 1948, also had an educational purpose and was intended for the use 
of primary schools in Egypt.
36
 The educational purpose in Lutfi‟s study was very clear: it 
included a comparative study between the reading textbooks for years one and two in 
Egyptian and American primary schools. However, Bailey‟s study, in this researcher‟s 
view, is not as close as Lutfi‟s to the field of education because Bailey‟s study was of 
newspaper Arabic. It might therefore be useful to anyone, including people working in 
education, while Lutfi‟s study was directly focused on children‟s school textbooks. 
  
Lutfi‟s was the first study to consider a comparison between the Arabic used in different 
countries and language practice in daily communication. Nevertheless, it was conducted a 
long time ago, in 1948, before the emergence of the computer. The writer counted word 
frequency manually over 35,053 running words and found 16,687 different words in all the 
textbooks he selected. Without the help of a computer or other technology, the researcher 
produced a frequency listing. He identified 249 words used with high frequency in Arabic 
reading textbooks and deduced that they were the basic Arabic words that should be taken 
into account when developing Egyptian textbooks for year one primary school pupils.
37
 
Although there are few similarities with the present study, the focus of Lutfi‟s study was 
not on newspaper Arabic.  
  
2. A Word Count of Modern Arabic Prose. There have been only a small number of studies 
of Arabic that deal with word frequency count in general, as many studies have focused 
more on particular language disciplines. Jacob Landau carried out a study in 1957 to list 
                                                 
35
 Al-„Azawi and Buradah, Qa’imat al-Kalimat al-Sha’i„ah, 7. 
36
 Bailey, A List, 1. 
37
 Al-„Azawi and Buradah, Qa’imat al-Kalimat al-Sha’i„ah, 7. 
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the words most frequently used in Arabic prose, which he considered could represent the 
Arabic language as a whole. To achieve his aims, he counted about 136,000 running words 
from 60 Egyptian books of various kinds, namely story books, literature, literary criticism, 
history, education, economics, social studies, politics, philosophy, Islamic religion and 
marriage.
38
  
 
Not every word in the selected books was counted, as this would have made the counting 
process difficult. Of the 60 books, the writer only counted the first and last ten pages of ten 
books and the first and last five pages of the remaining 50 books, not including the 
introduction and conclusion of the books, if they had them.
39
 Jacob came up with a list of 
12,400 high frequency words. For an extensive study, he carried out a comparison between 
his findings and Mosha Brill‟s study of Arabic newspapers.40 This work indicates that the 
method used to choose the texts whose word frequency is to be counted is a matter for the 
researcher himself, as long as he has a justification for the method he opts for. Researchers 
use many other approaches to collecting the texts they intend to count and these vary 
depending on the purposes of the study, resources available, time constraints, level of 
study, and so on.  
 
3. Al-Kalimat al-Sha’i„ah fi Kalam Talamidh al-Sufuf al-Ula min al-Marhalah al-
Ibtida’iyyah wa Taqwim ba„d Majalat Tadris al-Lughah fi Dau‟iha. The purpose of this 
PhD thesis was to study language development among primary school children in Egypt. 
The researcher studied on 240 primary school pupils from years one, two and three, with a 
                                                 
38
 Jacob Landau, A Word Count of Modern Arabic Prose (New York: American Council of Learned 
Societies, 1959), 5-7; Charles Issawi, “European Loan-Words in Contemporary Arabic Writing: A Case 
Study in Modernization”, Middle Eastern Studies 3, no. 2 (1967): 131.  
39
 Landau, A Word Count, 7. 
40
 Al-„Azawi and Buradah, Qa’imat al-Kalimat al-Sha’i„ah, 9. 
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representation of both sexes in equal numbers. The sample compilation was mostly 
(88.7%) hand written and when a recording device became available in the middle of the 
study, the research was able to use it for the rest of the sample.
41
 
 
It is very clear that Yunus dealt with approximately 40,000 words manually. Of these, 
12,205 running words were used by the first form children, 12,426 by the second form 
children and 15,022 by the third form children.
42
 From these figures, he was able to study 
language growth among children by comparing between variables in forms one, two and 
three. From the figures, he also found that the form one children used 1,185 different 
words, second form children 1,390 different words and third form children 1,624 different 
words, and reached the conclusion that in each year children used a slightly increasing of 
number of new words. Completing the study, the full frequency list was included in the 
appendix. The researcher, however, did not pay much attention to the most and least used 
word, but rather focused on the number of common words used by children in general.  
 
Nevertheless, his suggestions for future studies were very useful for this present study as 
he noted that a word list might be an answer to the functional tendency in language 
teaching, implying that reading books should use words that are functionally significant to 
the children. In addition, the researcher also noted that building a dictionary from a 
frequency list would be a very worthwhile contribution because it would be an important 
reference book that all children should be trained to use.
43
 This study definitely affected 
                                                 
41
 Fathi „Ali Ibrahim Yunus, “al-Kalimat al-Sha’i„ah fi Kalam Talamidh al-Sufuf al-Ula min al-Marhalah al-
Ibtida’iyyah wa Taqwim b‟d Majalat Tadris al-Lughah fi Dau‟h,a” (PhD thesis, Ain Shams University, Cairo, 
1974), 167. 
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 Yunus, “al-Kalimat al-Sha’i‟ah,” 302. 
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the present researcher‟s efforts to implement these suggestions made more than 30 years 
ago. 
 
4. Qa’imat al-Kalimat al-Sha’i„ah fi Kutub al-Atfal. This study was conducted by al-
„Azawi and Buradah in 1976 with the purpose of analysing the word frequency in a few 
books located at the Raudah Centre Library for Children in Cairo. Specifically, it studied 
the suitability of these books for the children‟s reading standard.44 However, in sample 
collection, only 10% of the 170 books in the library were studied. From the selected books, 
the researchers reduced the sample scope to 10% from each book, selecting from the first, 
middle and last parts of the books.
45
  
 
The researchers counted all the words on the pages they selected and came up with a list of 
5,284 words listed in alphabetical order. The highest frequency recorded in this study was 
for the word ٍبه (said) with 232 occurrences.46 For the lowest frequency, they recorded 
nearly 1,560 different words with only one occurrence. Following the practice of other 
researchers, they listed all the words studied by frequency as well as in alphabetical order. 
The researchers found that the library was equipped with suitable reading materials for the 
levels of certain children. They concluded, however, that the level of language and 
vocabulary used in these materials was too advanced for many of them. 
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 Al-„Azawi and Buradah, Qa’imat al-Kalimat al-Sha’i„ah, 10. 
45
 Al-„Azawi and Buradah, Qa’imat al-Kalimat al-Sha’i„ah, 10. 
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5. Al-Mufradat al-Sha’i„ah fi Kitabat Talamidh al-Saff al-Sadis al-Ibtida’i.47 Mustapha 
Ruslan in his Masters thesis collected samples from the writing of 120 pupils in form six in 
Egypt primary schools. There were equal numbers of pupils from both sexes to make a 
comparative study possible. Variations in socio-economic status were also taken into 
account in the sample selection so that the correlation between word frequency and socio-
economic status could be studied.  
 
The research procedure included identifying the writing sources, which were limited to 
writing comprehension in class (30.5%), school assignments (22.08%) and pupils‟ diaries 
(36.80%) in Arabic.
48
 The researcher analysed the pupils‟ written work in the light of 
certain stated rules. The manual method of counting was applied in the study as computer 
analysis was not widely available for Arabic at that time.
49
 
 
The results of the study indicated that the 120 pupils used a total of 65,955 running words. 
Pupils in rural areas used 30,654 running words and pupils in urban environments used 
35,289 running words. There were 31,489 words used by the tested pupils that differed 
between urban and rural areas, of which 14,808 words were used by pupils in rural areas 
only, compared with 16,678 words used by pupils in urban areas only.
50
 A comparative 
study between areas will also be part of this present study, but the present researcher has 
chosen to look at differences between the countries as represented by the selected 
newspapers. 
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Ruslan produced frequency lists in six sections. First, words used 20 times or more, which 
totaled 642 different words (17.73%) out of 41,964 current words. Second, words used 15-
19 times, numbering 220 different words (5.97%) out of 3,723 current words or (5.64%). 
Third, words used 10-14 times, numbering 343 words (9.32%) out of 3,807 current words 
(5.77%). Fourth, words used 5-9 times, totalling 766 different words (20.79%) out of 6,753 
current words (10.24%). Fifth, words used 2-4, totalling 1,057 words (28.89%) out of 
3,052 current words (4.3%), and sixth, words used only once, which totaled 650 words 
(17.81%) out of 606 current words (1%).
51
  
 
6. Al-Mufradat al-Lughawiyyah al-Mantuqah al-Sha’i„ah lada Talamidh al-Saff al-Rabi‟ 
min Marhalat al-Ta„lim al-Asasi wa „Alaqatiha bi al-Fusha. Various studies on word 
frequency have also been carried out for a Master thesis. Ihsan 
„
Abd al-Rahim conducted a 
study for an MA thesis submitted to Ain Shams University, Cairo. It studied the words 
most commonly used in speech among form four pupils. In order to pursue the main 
purpose of the study, the researcher counted about 133,940 running words from 240 pupils. 
The number of words for each pupil was not same, but ranged from 240 to 1,185 running 
words.
52
    
  
Without using any sophisticated tools, the researcher counted all the words manually.
53
 
First, he recorded all pupil speech examples in specific forms and transferred them to word 
cards. Then, the cards were counted and finally listed in alphabetical order.
54
 Before 
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counting the words, several principles were implemented with regard to some kinds of 
words to be excluded in order to determine which words would be considered single 
words. The researcher decided to exclude al-dama’ir al-muttasilah bi al-asma‟, al-af „al al-
huruf, ta‟ta‟nis al-muttasilah bi akhir madi,55 because none of these words can stand alone 
and provide an understandable meaning.  
 
The findings of the study show that the most common words used among the pupils 
studied varied according to the number of letters in words. The largest group of words 
were words of four letters – 817 words (39%). On the other hand, the researcher also found 
that the vocabulary used in speech by grade four primary pupils was almost entirely 
literary (97%), with only 52 colloquial words 52 (2.47%).
56
 It appears that the card system 
was the preferred method for word frequency counts, especially for Arabic language 
studies. The present researcher believes that the reason for this is that no computer 
program was yet available for Arabic programming at the time this study was conducted. 
However, the researcher did his best to increase the reliability and validity of the study by 
executing the steps explained above. 
 
7. Arabic Key Words: The Basic 2000-word Vocabulary Arranged by Frequency in a 
Hundred Units. Through a careful analysis of previous studies, the researcher found that 
most researchers used various ways to present their word frequency lists, choosing 
approaches which they thought would best help them to solve their stated problem. This 
arises from the belief that the vocabulary needs of students differ depending on level of 
learning, place, field and time. David Quitregard, the researcher of this study, listed only 
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2,000 words, which he claims are the basic Arabic words and the words most commonly 
used in Arabic. The study was based on a „collaborative computer-based project devised by 
the author‟.57 The advantage of this list is that the researcher divided these 2,000 high-
frequency words into 100 units, each containing 20 words, with the units arranged such 
that Unit One contains the 20 most frequently used words, Unit Two the 20 next most 
frequently used words, and so on.
58
 The reason for this division is explained in the writer‟s 
suggestion that „the student should learn units of about twenty “key” words each day, thus 
mastering two thousand such words by the end of the year.‟59 This kind of presentation, 
which takes into consideration a strategy for vocabulary acquisition in word groups, is very 
interesting. 
 
By deciding to use his own corpus, the researcher compiled the text from various sources 
with 2 million running words from many parts of the world. He included texts from all 
types of publication such as fiction, drama, essays, historical publications, geographical 
and scientific works, magazines from nine countries, newspapers from fourteen countries, 
films from seven countries, radio programmes from twelve countries, television 
programmes from eight countries, children‟s books and literary histories.60 Because 
comparison is not the main aim of this study, it was not essential to use equivalent numbers 
of texts from the various countries and source types.  
 
8. Al-Mufradat al-Sha’i„ah fi al-Lughah al-„Arabiyyah. The purpose of Dawud „Abduh‟s 
study is to analyse high frequency words in Arabic in general by analysing four wordlists 
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compiled by scholars, including his own list.
61
 In addition, the comparison served to reveal 
the differences between those wordlists. There were more than 700,000 words to be 
analysed and the researcher limited himself to those that occurred with a frequency of 28 
and above. The results showed that only 3,025 words met this criterion. The analysis 
followed in Dawud „Abduh‟s study by listing the words and then proceeding with the 
comparison is similar to this present study as word frequencies in world affairs and sport 
sections are listed before going into the comparison analysis. However, the researcher 
found that the Dawud „Abduh‟s work analyses the number of words and their frequency 
generally, without focusing on particular word categories as this present study does. This is 
because his purpose was only to study high frequency words in Arabic without going in 
depth into word cetegories, while this present study aims to reveal current language use 
and style from the wordlist by listing and comparison in several word categories. This is 
made possible for the present researcher by the use of computer software which was very 
limited during at the time of Dawud „Abduh‟s study.   
 
2.4 Word Frequency Studies in Arabic Newspapers 
 
The significance of computer-based analysis in word frequency study is unquestionable 
and all researchers apply it actively in their studies. This is because dealing with hundreds 
of thousands, or even millions, of words would be very hard work without the help of 
complex computer technology to avoid the otherwise inevitable exposure to human error. 
Therefore, the researcher divides this kind of analysis in Arabic language into two sections 
to show the differences that exist.   
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2.4.1   Pre-Computer era 
 
This part presents previous studies that are relevant to this present study in the area of 
newspapers. As mentioned before, as far as the researcher is aware, there were two word 
frequency studies in the pre-computer era that focused on Arabic newspapers. This 
excludes a number of studies that cover newspapers together with other sources such as 
books, manuscripts, articles and other materials. Studies such as these clearly do not, the 
researcher believes, specifically highlight word usage in Arabic newspapers. Studies that 
focus on Arabic newspaper as a main sources are as follows:    
 
1. Qamus al-Sahafah al-„„Arabiyyah. The writer, Mosha Brill, compiled his own data and 
counted about 136,000 running words from various newspapers, mostly, Al-Ahram from 
Egypt and Falesteen from Palestine, which were published around 1937-1939. It is very 
crucial to note that the writer also collected other newspaper texts together with Al-Ahram 
and Falesteen, but not for the frequency analysis. Rather, he used these texts for validation 
and as a reference for his study.
62
 This study has affected this present research, especially 
with regard to the selection of sections in Arabic newspapers. Brill studied only the 
national section, the world section and the special telegraphs section in the newspapers.
63
 
According to 
„
Abduh (1979), Brill limited his data to main articles, news and reportages in 
the selected sections.
64
  
 
Despite having the same focus as this present study, Brill‟s work was carried out a long 
time ago, which justifies the need for new and up-to-date work. According to Abuleil and 
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Evans (2002), „the need for studying the lexicon of Arabic is particularly important 
because research into Arabic language is unfortunately still not entirely up-to-date.‟65 The 
Brill study was carried out in 1940 and was the first ever word frequency study in the 
Arabic language.
66
 According to Peyawary (1997), any language might change over time.
67
 
With the advet of a world without borders, where people can access knowledge from 
everywhere, many factors can effect changes in any language, including Arabic, which is 
accepted as among the widest used languages in the world. The passage of around 70 years 
from Brill‟s study is more than enough to warrant new research. 
 
Without any sophisticated technology like the computers that have been used in recent 
studies, Brill mostly relied on the help of two friends, especially in counting the frequency 
of word in many newspaper texts. Therefore, one of the advantages of this present study, 
despite its close relationship with Brill‟s, is the use of a statistical computer program. As a 
result, this present research can be studied from various perspectives, such as differences 
between variables and a variety of ways of listing the counted words, e.g. the corpus 
building work by Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) from the University of 
Pennsylvania.
68
 In other words, the more perspectives from which the study can be carried 
out the better.  
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In addition, the researcher strongly believes that the invention of the internet around 20 
years ago makes the administration of a study such as this, which compiles newspaper 
texts from different countries as far apart as the United Kingdom and Australia, possible, 
although it could have been conceived before the age of globalisation. The process of 
newspaper compilation from many countries is very difficult to conduct without the help of 
the internet. In 1940, the easiest method available to the writer was to compile the corpus 
from two bordering countries, such as Egypt and Palestine, or follow Lutfi‟s method 
(1948), by conducting the study in the first country with prepared data brought from the 
second country. In Lutfi‟s study, for instance, the data were brought from Egypt to be 
compared with data from America, where he conducted the study.  
 
2. A List of Modern Arabic Words: As Used in Daily and Weekly Newspapers of Cairo. 
Many studies carried out in this area, especially as early as 1940s did not pay great 
attention to the differences between corpora or sources. The main reasons for this are the 
lack of statistical analysis tools, such as computer programs, and difficulties in compiling 
corpora from many countries. A study such as this needs a special program as a helping 
hand because the writers are dealing with a huge number of words. The study would 
otherwise be very difficult and time consuming. Without the help of technology, 
researchers can make only a limited contribution when they present their lists. All they can 
do is list the words in frequency or alphabetical order, and this kind of listing had been 
available from the beginning of word frequency study, e.g. B.Q. Morgan (1928) who 
studied F.W. Keading‟s German language corpus.69   
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Although E.M. Bailey carried out this study a few years after Brill‟s list, no major changes 
were presented, except that the study concentrates on Egyptian daily and weekly 
newspapers. Bailey states, „Six daily papers and three weekly papers were tabulated. They 
are, The Ahram, two copies, The Gihad, two copies, The Mukattam, The Balagh, The 
Mussawer, The Rose-el-Yusif and the Akher Saa, one copy each.‟70 About 200,000 running 
words from nine series of Egypt newspapers were counted.
71
 No specific methodology was 
employed but, in terms of counting method, he specified seven guidelines to make his 
study countable. For example, proper names, place names, and numbers were excluded, as 
they were in many other studies both in the West and in Arab countries. Not only were all 
these kinds of words not recorded on the list, but he also excluded all conjunctions, 
prepositions, and particles, as well as common titles of respect used in Egypt.  
 
In presenting the results of the study, Bailey divided the list of words into four categories 
in alphabetical order. They are, List No. 1, containing 35 words discounted because they 
are considered the common words in any written Arabic, e.g. prepositions, pronouns and 
particles; List No. 2, the main list, which contains 1,996 words found in five or more of the 
papers; List No. 3, containing 60 words found 25 times or more but in less than five 
papers, and List No. 4, containing all the words on the previous lists except List No. 1 in 
frequency order.
72
 As a value added for the list, Bailey included the English equivalent for 
every word he counted, as he stated: „the inclusion of the English equivalent would be 
valuable‟.73  
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It is very important to explain why the writer questioned whether specific words in the 
political area should stand so high on the list, e.g. maslahah, wazir, hukumah and so on. He 
admitted that his data were dominated by the political nature of the content in the selected 
newspapers.
74
 This shows why category selection in the newspaper is crucial so that the 
counted words are not generalised. On the other hand, generalisation is possible when the 
distribution of the data is balanced between all categories. This is a reflection of the belief 
that each category has its core and common vocabularies.   
  
2.4.2   Post-Computer era 
 
As far as the researcher knows, no effort was made to carry out a study specifically on 
word frequency in Arabic newspapers after the emergence of the computer era until a new 
perspective on this study developed rapidly in America and Europe in recent years.
75
 
Arabic linguists and computer programming experts in these countries have built a large-
scale corpus database using computer analysis tools. The purpose of this effort is to make 
the corpus available for researchers undertaking any language study in fields such as 
grammar, lexicography, language variation, historical linguistics, language acquisition and 
language pedagogy.
76
 Al-Sulaiti and Atwell (2006) noted that more than 19 Arabic corpora 
have been compiled from various resources in last ten years, but unfortunately only one of 
them is readily accessible to public.
77
 The researcher believes that this new kind of study 
has re-activated word frequency analysis in Arabic newspaper as some of these corpora 
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have compiled data from newspapers. The researcher found several studies, most of them 
focusing more on corpus building using computer technology than on word frequency 
analysis, except in one study by Ahmed Abdelali (2004). Thus we list below the Abdelali‟s 
study and one example of corpus building work in the area of Arabic newspaper. 
 
1. Localization in Modern Standard Arabic. As mentioned before, computer application in 
word frequency studies enables researchers to study not only the most frequently used 
words in the corpus, but also the style and practice in language. The study carried out by 
Ahmed Abdelali (2004) set out to reveal the effect of the country in which a newspaper 
was published on the language used. He concluded that colonial influences, mostly from 
Britain and France, on Arab countries contributed much to the language variation in Arabic 
newspapers.  
 
The corpus was collected from ten newspapers representing ten Arab countries
78
 with some 
of them similar to newspapers in the present research. The focus was given to the 
differences in word spelling, imported words and word usage. The study proves that 
differences occur between Arabic newspapers in different countries in these areas. For 
example in word usage, the word for „dormitory‟ was وج٘ػ in Addustur newspaper (Jordan) 
and لهاوٓ in Al-Khabar newspaper (Algeria).79  
 
The present researcher believes this study to be among the closest to his work, especially in 
that it contains a corpus from newspaper texts in different Arabic newspapers. Its focus on 
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language use, especially spelling, word usage and foreign words, is one part of this present 
study. However, it should be noted that Abdelali‟s corpus did not include Arabic 
newspapers from non-Arab countries as the present study does, and this may reveal 
something valuable to this area of study. Furthermore, Abdelali‟s focus on those aspects 
(spelling, foreign word and word usage) was limited to noun classification, while the 
present researcher‟s view is that the verb is no less important for analysis.  
 
Nevertheless, the researcher found it is to be of very important relevance to this present 
study as Abdelali suggests in his conclusion that an extensive investigation should be made 
into the full scope of localisation in MSA. He stated later that his study did not include 
Egyptian newspaper as part of his corpus as Egypt was considered the Arabic-speaking 
country with the largest population and had had a very clear impact on recent politics, 
religion and literature.
80
 The existence of this present study should answer Abdelali‟s 
suggestion and hopes, by including Al-Ahram to represent Egyptian newspapers – in 
addition to non-Arab country newspapers which are considered a new dimension in the 
area of word frequency study.          
 
2. Building A Modern Standard Arabic Corpus. The development of this database is the 
result of a continuous effort at corpora building which is taking place very actively in non-
Arab countries, especially in Europe and America. It is an attempt to build an alternative 
corpus for researchers who want to carry out analysis in the discipline of Language 
Engineering
81
 in the belief that the varieties of research objectives need a suitable corpus.
82
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Significantly, the building of the corpus is very important in Language Engineering 
studies, including word frequency study. The corpus development by a group of computer 
experts, namely, Ahmed Abdelali, James Cowie and Hamdy S. Soliman,
83
 comes as an 
alternative to two Arabic corpora commonly used by researchers, namely AFP Arabic 
newswire from LDC and Al-Hayat newspaper collection from the European Language 
Resources Distribution Agency.
84
 However, these two Arabic corpora do not have word 
frequency as the main purpose of their analysis. 
 
The intention of this study to collect texts from various newspapers in different countries 
has affected the present research. The study compiled data from eleven countries, namely: 
Egypt, Kuwait, Oman, Algeria, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Jordan, Qatar, Syria and 
Iraq.
85
 All these newspapers were the product of Arab countries, which is deliberately 
different from this present study, but the attempt proves the current interest in the Arabic 
world in corpus building by its use of a larger number of newspapers than previous 
studies.
86
 This justifies the claim that current studies are more generalised and 
comprehensive in compiling the corpus. In addition, the study proves that compiling data 
from many countries has become much easier and reliable through the internet, especially 
when the countries involved are scattered throughout the world. 
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2.5 Conclusion 
 
Many studies in word frequency have been carried out in various languages in the world. 
In Arabic in particular, only a few studies have been undertaken relevant to the current 
research, that is, focusing on Arabic newspapers, and they were completed a long time ago 
before the advent of the computer age. This kind of study developed in other languages, 
especially in America and Europe, for many purposes, but word frequency studies in 
Arabic have tended to have directly educational purposes because the corpus contains 
educational metarials such as school textbooks, syllabi, pupils‟ speech and handwriting. 
 
A new perspective on the study of statistical word analysis in Arabic newspapers emerged 
in the early twenty-first century as a reflection of similar studies in other major languages. 
Linguistic experts, especially in America and Europe, have put considerable effort into 
building a large-scale corpus using computational statistical analysis in Arabic language 
materials including newspapers. This becomes the platform for the reactivation of word 
frequency study in Arabic newspapers after a disproportionate amount of effort has been 
unintentionally concentrated on school textbooks or syllabi in the educational field.  
 
The researcher considers that this is the right time to update the findings of previous 
frequency studies in Arabic newspapers, as language changes from time to time, and 
research methods and statistical analysis tools develop. Geoffrey and colleagues (2001), 
describing previous word frequency studies in English, noted: „Although useful and 
 37 
interesting in their different ways, these publications cannot be said to fulfil the need for 
adequate and up-to-date frequency listings for the present-day English language.‟87    
 
Extensive studies are likely to be conducted from the findings of word frequency lists, such 
as comparisons between variables and lexicon construction, and this will make the study 
more valuable to readers.  
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CHAPTER 3 
MODERN STANDARD ARABIC (MSA) 
IN ARABIC MEDIA 
  
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Arabic newspapers as one of the news media in Modern Media Arabic has made a great 
contribution to the development of readers‟ knowledge and their thinking level,88 because 
newspapers spread knowledge of current world events and are read by all levels of readers. 
Besides being informed of the daily events around the world, readers can develop their 
language knowledge and proficiency.
89
 Word usage is therefore one of the language 
elements that need to be studied in Arabic newspapers because language competence 
affects readers‟ understanding. 
 
Newspapers are today playing an increasing role in spreading news and language 
understanding both locally and, with the emergence of the Internet, globally. Through the 
Internet, readers can access online newspapers from everywhere and at the same time 
compare the newspapers they read from every angle, including language.  
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This chapter presents discussions relating to the real aim of this research and is one of the 
most important parts of the study as it provides key information before going further into 
the main content. This chapter is organised into six major sections. The first section is the 
introduction. The second section explains Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) in Arabic 
newspapers. The third section describes aspects of language in Arabic newspapers. The 
fourth section deals with print and online versions of newspapers. The fifth section 
presents a brief background to the newspapers selected for this study. The sixth section 
explains the two newspaper sections that are studied, namely world affairs and sport.  
 
3.2 Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) in Newspaper Publishing 
 
3.2.1   Modern Standard Arabic 
 
The issue of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) has been discussed by Arab scholars for 
more than 50 years.
90
 It emerged with the aim of uniting and standardising the use of 
Arabic in all Arabic-speaking countries. Van Mol (2003) states that MSA is the standard 
form of the language and within the Arab world; it fulfils a unifying function, the main 
purpose being is to make MSA the official language of communication for the Arab world. 
This is inline with the view of Haddad (1988), who notes that MSA is the language of 
official communication among the Arab people.
91
 The acceptance of MSA as one of the 
official languages of the United Nation proves their success in achieving this aim.  
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As a result, MSA has today become an accepted language that is widely used in both 
written and most of the spoken mediums throughout most Arab countries, although local 
dialects still dominate informal daily spoken and written language. Ali (1983) notes that 
MSA is the variety of Arabic found in contemporary books, newspapers, and magazines, 
and that it is used orally in formal speeches, public lectures, learned debates, religious 
ceremonials, and in radio and television news broadcasts.
92
 As this statement was made 
before the Internet era, the researcher believes that most of news materials and information 
sources that can be accessed digitally through the Internet, also use MSA as they are 
considered a duplication of traditional media. For instance, accessing the Portable 
Document Format (PDF) version of newspapers from the Internet provides a copy of its 
printed version and similarly, the accessing television news broadcasts via the Internet is 
the as same as watching the news on television. 
 
However, the use of MSA as the name for the new era of Arabic language has not been 
fully accepted by all scholars, particularly in the Arab world, when it was first mooted. 
Scholars at al-Azhar, for instance, did not agree with the term as they see it as a deliberate 
departure from Classical Arabic (CA), which is used in the Qur‟an and other classical 
writings. Their stand in this situation is very rigid: there is only one Arabic language.
93
  
 
Confusion also occurs among typical native speakers because the distinction between MSA 
and CA is unclear and, as a result, they use the term fusha for both because they generally 
see MSA and CA as one unity – „al-lughah al-fusha‟ – taking into consideration that old 
texts, especially those related to the Qur‟an and Islamic tradition, which use CA, remain of 
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current interest in the MSA era.
94
 In addition, in contemporary Arabic grammar, no 
distinction is made between these two versions of the language.
95
 However, it can be 
argued, as the researcher will discuss later, that the evolution of Arabic from CA to MSA 
involves not only new words and phrases, but also aspects of morphology and syntax 
(grammar), even though these changes may not be very obvious.
96
 
 
In fact, the purpose of the MSA project was not to separate MSA from CA, as the former 
still refers to the Qur‟an and other classical writings in many cases, but to indicate a stage 
in language development and act as a starting point towards modernisation. It also has a 
particular link with the technological age, which has directly affected this development in 
many aspects, especially with respect to communication and education.  
 
This view is not very different from that of Van Mol (2003), who states that MSA is the 
language that is spread through education and media and functions as a bond that 
symbolises and fosters Arab unity.
97
  
 
In other words, the fast development in communication technology in the last few decades 
has created a global interlingual culture where languages nevertheless affect each other. 
This phenomenon cannot be denied by any civilisation; all must accept some changes in 
their language. The only issue that arises is the extent of the changes that occur in a 
particular language.  
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According to Mitchell (1986), the Arabic Language only accepted limited changes. This is 
proven by his statement that „MSA shares most of its morphology and syntax with the 
classical language of the Qur‟an and canonical literature of Islam.‟98 That statement is 
strengthened by 
„
Abd al-
„
Aziz (1986) who notes that „the phonological structure of MSA is 
assumed to be the same as that of the classical language‟.99 
 
Nevertheless, Bateson (1967) observes great differences and concludes that „many 
particles have undergone a slight shift in meaning‟.100 This view is supported by 
Stetkevych‟s (1970) statement that MSA has deviated strongly from CA.101 In order to 
differentiate between the two, Beeston (1970) underlines four characteristics by which 
MSA can be distinguished from CA. First, a certain language variety (namely CA) is 
selected as the basis; second, the language has been codified and normalised by the work 
of the various language academies. Third, it is adapted to the evolution of time and, fourth, 
it is specifically promulgated through education and media.  
 
The researcher takes a moderate stance between these views. Only slight changes have 
occurred in the structure of the language, including aspects of morphology and syntax, 
because of the strong foundation that Arabic has retained throughout its history, based on 
the Qur‟an and the classical literature such as poetry. However, great changes can be seen 
in MSA in other respects, especially in terms of the terminology, phraseology and style, as 
a result of modernisation and language interchange with the non-Arab world. In addition to 
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new terminologies, some phrases and words have experienced a semantic broadening or 
meaning shifting.  
 
Therefore, it should be concluded that CA has experienced changes in almost all aspects, 
including the structure of the language, especially in the past few decades, as a result of the 
swift evolution of global communication. However, the level of the impact of this 
phenomenon is not the same in all aspects. Among the most affected areas are terminology 
and word usage. The study of word frequency in Arabic newspaper text is an effective 
method of tracing the changes.   
 
The modernisation in MSA in terms of the extension of Arabic vocabularies to include new 
words and scientific terms is spread mostly through education and the media. Arabs are 
aware that most of these terms come from other languages, especially English, and Arabic 
has its mechanism, through the adoption of MSA, to adapt them using the derivation 
system and Arabisation (ta„rib). This is proven by „Abdul Sahib‟s statement (1988): 
„Modern Arabic will continue to play catch up and incorporate scientific terminologies and 
scientific ideas within its own linguistic structures.‟102 In this regard, the researcher 
believes that the Arabic newspaper is the news medium most uses these methods in its 
encounter with loan words and new terms from foreign languages.   
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3.2.2   Media Arabic 
 
3.2.2.1   Media Arabic and the invention of the Internet  
 
The media, in any language, can be divided into two categories: written media and spoken 
(broadcast) media.
103
 ‟Written media‟ usually indicates newspapers while „broadcast 
media‟ refers to television and radio broadcasting. This applies to Arabic media, as is 
indicated by Mitchell‟s (1982) definition of MSA as the language that „has been applied to 
the written language of say, contemporary literature, journalism, TV and radio news 
casting, scientific and technological writing, administration and diplomacy.‟104  
 
The Arabic media, dominated by newspapers, radio and television, have been the most 
popular news and information sources for the Arab peoples. Beginning in the Arab world 
around the 1920s (radio) and 1950s (television), the telecommunication media rapidly 
developed a number of national, regional and international services with the launching of 
some satellite channels, beginning with the Egyptian Satellite Channel (ESC), followed by 
the Saudi Middle East Broadcasting Center (MBC), the Kuwaiti Satellite Channel (KSC), 
the Jordanian Arab Satellite Channel (JASC) and other Arabic channels.
105
 The launch of 
ArabSat around 1970s unified Arab world communications with the purpose of forming an 
Arabic public service satellite sector for all members of the Arab League. Arabic 
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newspapers were first published many decades before radio and television services began 
and this will be discussed later (see page 71).  
 
The invention of the Internet in the 1990s has played an important role in enlarging the 
Arab communications network, particularly the media. Its existence has increased the 
popularity of Arabic media throughout the world, wherever people can gain access to 
newspapers, radio and television news through the Internet. Furthermore, in some 
circumstances, where the Internet is easily accessible, it is more effective in spreading the 
news than traditional media, due to its great advantages. A survey by Dimmick, Chen and 
Li (2004) shows that the availability of media through the Internet leads to greater user 
satisfaction in accessing news when compared with traditional media. They found that 
37.7% of respondents had moved to online media for television, followed by newspapers 
with 28.0%, and radio with 22.2%.
106
 Traditional media, such as newspapers and 
television, are at a disadvantage in terms of the limited array of content and rigid schedules 
to which the users must conform.
107
 Internet users do not need to go travel worldwide to 
get their newspapers and TV channels. They just need to sit in front of the computer and 
call up whatever they want to browse.  
 
From the researcher‟s point of view, although the number of users of traditional media may 
decrease with the existence of the Internet, it must also have be admitted that the number 
of users accessing similar media through the Internet from all over the world has increased 
tremendously. From an economic point of view, media publishers may now earn less from 
local sales, especially of newspapers, but their popularity may increase instead. As a result, 
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the income lost can be replaced by online buyers from outside the country. Furthermore, 
this economic lost does not substantially affect other media, such as television and radio, as 
most of the media in Arab countries today are non-profit services and only partially 
financed by advertising revenues.
108
   
 
Internet media, which have attracted a large number of users compared with their 
counterparts; offers extensive advantages over watching television programmes and 
reading printed news. For instance, the most influential Arabic TV channel, Al-Jazeera, 
offers the flexibility of choosing news stories, reading the written version in Arabic or 
English, interactive polls, search services and much more.
109
 In addition, online 
newspapers such as Al-Quds al-„Arabi (UK) offers the written news in PDF and HTML 
versions in both Arabic and English languages, like an international Arabic newspaper.  
 
Generally speaking, this shows the Internet delivers Arabic media as well as traditional 
methods, along with additional information and services, although users need some 
knowledge and experience in order to classify all the news they want to access, specifically 
for newspapers, because they offer more additional services and information than the 
written version.   
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3.2.2.2   MSA in written and spoken Media Arabic 
 
In whatever sources the news appears (whether traditional or online), the language style 
used in both sources is the same because almost all online newspapers, and television and 
radio channels provide the same news as their traditional equivalents.
110
 However, some 
issues have arisen regarding the differences between the language used on television and 
radio, and the language used in newspapers.
111
 Fandaris (1950) differentiates between the 
two, saying that the written language has a well organised style of writing, comprising 
continuity in passages, structured words and organised idea. He also points out that 
grammatical structure in spoken language is not as good as in written language. As an 
example, he says that a speaker does not use grammatical structures to frame ideas, but, 
applies certain simple indicative movements to connect passages, because the spoken 
language is more spontaneous, while the writer takes time to think before writing.
112
 
Fandaris may be correct in this, as news presenter may use local dialects especially when 
they are commenting on unpredicted situation without any written references. Therefore, 
the researcher considers that not all spoken news depends on written text. In some 
circumstances, live comment, discussion or interview may be slotted into news 
programmes. Most of these slots are conducted spontaneously without a formal text or 
reference and as a result, they are open to the use of local language as well as to variable 
language standards.  
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Whatever the case may be, many scholars believe that all Arabic media, including the 
spoken media, use MSA. The basic vocabulary and syntax of Arabic Media are the same as 
those of MSA.
113
 According to Muhammad (1984), although there are differences between 
media in spoken and written language, both of them are derived from one language used 
among the Arab nation, which is known as al-luhgah al-fusha or MSA.
114
 Its classification 
into two kinds of language is basically to differentiate between the two types of news 
media. Ultimately, they refer to one basic language because spoken news is written first 
before broadcasting to the public. 
 
3.2.3   MSA in Arabic newspapers 
 
The above discussion brings us to the conclusion that Arabic newspapers undeniably use 
MSA. This conclusion is strengthen by Abdelali‟s view (2004) that the media Arabic 
which include Arabic newspaper is considered exclusively comprises Modern Standard 
Arabic (MSA).
115
 According to Godlas (2002), most printed materials including Arabic 
newspapers use MSA,
116
 while 
„
Abd al-Sahib (1988) notes that MSA has been widely used 
in Arabic newspapers as a medium of information to the public.
117
 
 
As a result, several Arabic newspapers have successfully penetrated to the market in other 
Arab countries and reached a circulation in the hundreds of thousands, which means that 
the use of one acceptable standard language that strengthens their unity is accepted by the 
Arab nations.  
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Essentially, MSA is widely used in all kind of modern written materials, ranging literature, 
scientific writing and arts writing including newspaper. Newspaper language generally 
follows a common style that is accessible because it is intended to cater for the widest 
range of people. It means that the language used should not be too difficult for the common 
people and at the same time, not so simple that it will be underrated by educated readers. 
Muhammad Hasan „Abd al-„Aziz (n.d.) thus notes that it is newspaper language that comes 
closest to representing MSA.
118
 However, the study will discuss later how a word 
frequency study can determine the differences in Arabic newspaper word usage between 
countries and regions, within the MSA characteristics.
119
  
 
3.3 Language Aspects in Arabic Newspapers 
 
Discussion about aspects of language plays an important role in forming the identity and 
characteristics of a newspaper. Although the Arabic newspaper is strengthened by the use 
of MSA, which is also used in other writings, it is still distinctive in terms of some aspects 
of the language it uses. It is very important to stress that the major part of a newspaper 
consists of reporting, and the ultimate aim of reports is to convey news from the writer‟s 
knowledge to the public.
120
 The language in newspapers is therefore primarily affected by 
the requirements of the style needed for news reporting.   
 
Specifically, the elements of words used in Arabic news articles also have contributed to 
making the newspaper distinct with regard to language. The nature of news reports, 
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including both local and world events, creates language inter-change and allows the 
acceptance of foreign words. The Arabic newspaper is therefore considered a major 
resource for Arabic words.
121
    
 
3.3.1   Language style 
 
Mahmud Adham (n.d.) notes that the language style in Arabic newspapers is generally a 
combination of various styles, depending on the type of writing in question,
122
 because a 
newspaper may contain all kinds of writing, as noted before. However, the fact that all 
newspapers are essentially dominated by news articles
123
 means that the reporting style is 
most evident. This style is distinguished by several characteristics. 
 
Arabic newspaper style is basically easy
124
 and can be regularly be recognised from its use 
of short, simple passages. This is justified by the fact that there is no specific target 
readership,
125
 so the text should be accessible across a wide range, from the very 
intellectual to those still learning to read. The easy style of writing is also technically 
related to word selection. 
 
A „fast‟ turnaround is also needed in news writing because the news is more valuable when 
it is current and „hot‟.126 Since events reported in newspapers change every day, journalists 
need to use a style appropriate for the short-term report, so they should not waste time 
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selecting difficult and ambiguous or subtle words in order to publish sophisticated but 
tricky articles.   
 
The special characteristics of newspaper language style inspired Mahmud Fahmi (1964) to 
consider it in more detail. He recognises the language style of Arabic newspaper writing as 
„practical prose‟ (al-nathr al-„amali). According to him, „practical prose‟ language differs 
from literary language and ordinary prose in that it is intended to make it easy to interpret 
articles quickly.
127
 The recognition of newspaper language as such clarifies the differences 
between newspaper and other writing, it being a practical prose style usually formed of 
easy language, without pressure, ambiguity and difficult words and sentences, which are 
aspects that may not have received much attention in other writings. Newspaper Arabic lies 
between literary, elevated language and the language used by the common man. 
 
It is very important to note that newspaper Arabic cannot avoid being influenced by the 
styles used in foreign languages. This is consequence of the socio-linguistic interchange 
that takes place when the media report the world issues reported in countries with different 
languages and cultures. Nevertheless, „Abd al-„Aziz (n.d.) quotes from al-Maghribi to 
show that this does not diminish the Arabic nature of the language as word and sentence 
formation remain authentically Arabic. What happens, rather, is that expressions are 
developed under foreign influence that were not previously in use in Arabic.
128
 Table 3.1 
gives some examples, showing that the Arabic is correct, but that the phrases are 
influenced by English usage.  
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Table 3.1: Examples of news writing style affected by English language 
No Arabic Language English Language 
1 ّبؼُا ١أوُا َضٔ٣ to represent public opinion 
2 ٠ُا ٚرٕٞ ٢طؼ٣ to give one‟s vote to 
3 هبُ٘بث تؼِ٣ to play with fire 
 
This is debatable as Arabic language has acquired foreign words as well as being 
influenced by foreign phraseology. It may therefore happen that a foreign phrase and word 
occur together. For example, it is not usual in Arabic for a passive verb to be used with a 
subject, as in the sentence, ٠ِػ َ٘ ُِجه  ّٔ ُِِا  (the thief was arrested), but this construction is 
now found in Arabic newspapers. The phrasing of the sentence خٛوـُْا خكوؼٔث ُِٔا ٠ِػ َ٘ ُِجـه 
is believed to be affected by the English phrase „the thief was caught by the police‟.129 
Thus far, there is no contradiction with al-Maghribi‟s statement that „the word and 
sentence formation are still authentically Arabic‟, as al-shurtah is an Arabic word, but the 
word ٌ٤ُٞجُا (police) might equally be used instead, and this is a loan word from English.  
 
3.3.2   Word usage 
 
The accessibility of the Arabic newspaper as a principal source of knowledge and 
information for the public depends on its distinctive language, which also contributes to the 
newspaper‟s identity.130 It is widely exploited to attract as many readers as possible and to 
stimulate their imagination with regard to the topic and message of the articles.
131
 Thus, 
Kershner (2005) notes a very important point in relation to the language aspects of 
newspaper writing: „a small mistake in accuracy will undermine the credibility of a story; a 
mistake in grammar, diction or usage can make a reader confuse what the storyline of the 
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article.‟132 The statement proves that the exact choice and usage of words are crucial 
factors for the accuracy of a report as a whole the avoidance of misunderstanding among 
readers, bearing in mind that accuracy is an essential element in news writing.      
 
3.3.2.1   Word selection 
 
The main purpose of news writing is to deliver information to the readers on current world 
issues and consequently to activating their thinking.
133
 The language aspects of newspaper 
writing make a critical contribution to the development of readers‟ thinking.134 It is 
undeniable that the use of suitable and accurate words actively affects this contribution. 
„
Abd al-
„
Aziz (1991) statement that „no word has two meanings in one time and one 
situation‟ indicates the importance of this. The journalist should therefore be able to 
distinguish between synonyms the most appropriate word for the situation. Journalists 
regularly take several criteria into account when selecting the most suitable words for their 
writing. These are: 
 
1.    Clarity  
 
The use of clear words in newspaper writing is crucial as it leads to clear message delivery. 
Knowing how to select the clearest word is therefore a requisite for producing a good 
article. One of the simplest methods to achieve this aim is for the writer to put himself in 
the reader‟s shoes. In contrast, the use of ambiguous and unusual words will only drive 
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readers away from the newspaper.
135
 In addition, the use of subtle words should also be 
avoided lest readers misunderstand the intended message.
136
  
 
Newspapers today are read by most community members with various levels of thinking. 
Some are educated and others are not. It is therefore very important to do as much as 
possible to make the content of the news understandable across this wide range. Clarity in 
the wording used is a factor that contributes to the achievement of this aim and without it 
newspaper writing is not fully benefiting readers. 
 
2.   Simplicity 
 
The aim of using clear words is to make the newspaper easy to read and understand for the 
general reader. The relationship between the terms „clear‟ and „simple‟ in newspaper 
writing is straightforward: a word is clear when it is simple. Muhammad (1984) set the 
standard when he said that, in news writing, words are considered simple and clear when 
they are understandable to average secondary school students.
137
 This is probably the 
reason why many previous studies have shown that the words that can be considered clear 
and simple words to the type of corpora are those that rate highest on word frequency lists.   
 
Easy words are not simply those with a simple meaning; they should also be easy to 
pronounce. Ease of pronunciation usually depends on the combination of letters in the 
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word.
138
 That is why in many cases, the Arabic language has its own mechanisms for 
facilitating pronunciation. For example, in the word وجطٕا (to be patient) the consonant to 
replaces the ta in the original form of the word   وجزٕا .139  
 
3.   Immediacy 
 
Words used in news writing should immediately indicate the article‟s message, or in other 
words, be to the point.
140
 The writer must therefore choose between various synonyms and 
phrases in order to deliver the message without making the readers have to think hard 
about the meaning. For example, instead of using the phrase:  
 
" ًهػلأا لأًنا ًنإ مقرَاانً وّٜ ٢ك" , the writer would do better to use “ ٍفىذ انً وّٜ ٢ك ”141 
 
The emphasised phrases in both sentences convey similar meaning, but the wording of the 
first example is more complex than the wording of the second. 
 
In general, the main purpose of reading newspaper is not to enjoy the beauty of the 
language, but to be informed about current events. Muhammad Hasan (1978) notes that 
„the language of newspapers is not a literature language which specific to one group of 
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people, but a general language for everybody who can read and understand.‟142 
Nevertheless, it is undeniable that the beauty of language style is still useful in news 
writing especially in making the information delivery process to the readers more 
interesting but it should not reach to the level where it can shift the real aim of news. 
 
4.   Decisiveness 
 
News is essentially a report about events that have happened in the past. It is not a 
prediction of the future. Relating the past requires truth and accuracy in reporting.
143
 On 
that basis, the use of words that indicate the writers‟ confidence in the accuracy of the 
news they write are needed to engage the readers‟ attention. The most common words used 
in Arabic for this purpose are specific words of emphasis. For example the word له  
(literally: „already‟) used with a past tense verb indicate an action that is definitely 
concluded. In addition, there are several words that affirm meaning, such as  َل ًَّ أ (to confirm) 
(rather than simply ٍبه – to say), particularly when used in the perfect tense. For example, 
the researcher‟s simple observation in his own corpus showed that the word  ًَّ أ َل  is used five 
to seven time in a 900-word article in Al-Ahram.
144
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5.   Accuracy 
 
It has become part of journalism ethics that writers should confirm the accuracy of their 
story before submitting it in order to ensure the validity and reliability of the news.
145
 This 
accuracy does not apply only to the facts presented, but also to sentence structure and word 
selection. Lack of attention to accuracy will downgrade the quality of the news and cause 
misunderstanding among readers.  
 
As mentioned before, the journalists should write the news in a „fast‟ way, using easy 
words and simple sentences, but this does not mean that accuracy in word selection can be 
neglected. Journalist must still take care to use the most accurate word. This is not as easy 
as it might appear, because writers are often faced with a number of synonyms from which 
to choose.
146
 For example, in describing a „war‟ event, the writer must choose whether to 
use the word ةوؾُا (war), خًوؼُٔا (battle) or ٍبزوُا (fighting). Similarly, in describing the 
„Arab people‟, he or she should know the difference between خ٤ثوؼُا خٓلأا (the Arab nation) 
٢ثوؼُا تؼُْا (the Arab people) and ةوؼُا (the Arabs).147 Writers must take into account both 
fast writing and accurate word selection in order to produce good current news stories. An 
expert writer should not find a major problem in balancing them as he or she will be skilled 
in grasping the exact meaning of word and how to assemble them in the right context.    
 
In conclusion, in many circumstances, all these criteria are characteristics of MSA that are 
also discussed in connection with other kinds of writing. However, they become more 
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important in newspaper articles that report current world events and aim to deliver reports 
to readers as quickly and accurately as possible.  
 
3.3.2.2   The development of word usage 
 
The development of Arabic with time is undeniably influenced by word usage in 
newspaper Arabic. This development can be measured by comparing the use of words in 
different periods. Muhammad Hasan 
„
Abd al-
„
Aziz (n.d.) has made a clear comparison 
between Al-Ahram in the 1950s and in the 1970s. He found that the newspaper used 
standard Arabic (al-lughah al-fusha) more in the first period than in the second.
148
 This 
may be because many journalists during the first period were also literary authors, such as 
Taha Husayn and 
„
Abbas al-
„
Aqqad, well known for their excellence in standard Arabic. 
„
Abd al-
„
Aziz gives some examples to prove this assertion, including:
149
  
 
 ٍٟٞ لِجُا ّبٓأ لؼ٣ ُْواسحنا قاشريا  
 
The word ّبَؾُا مبْزٓا (drawing out the sword) which mean „war‟ found in the first period 
newspaper are very rare in Arabic newspapers today and are considerably affected by 
literary language (al-lughah al-adabiyyah). 
 
In contrast, in the second period, Al-Ahram tended to use more new words – either loan 
words or new derivatives of Arabic words, for example:  
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 خ٤ٌ٣وٓلأا داٞوُا ٠ِػحثحسًُنا بٜٔ٤ظ٘ر ل٤ؼر ٕأ  
 
Al-Wasit
150
 states that the word خجؾَُ٘ٔا (withdrawn) is a new word derived from the Arabic 
root word تؾٍ (sahaba), not previously current. 
 
In relation to the above discussion, some may consider that the first period is characterised 
by „real‟ Arabic, and is much better than the second period because it used purely al-
lughah al-fusha. However, in the researcher‟s opinion the use of literary language in the 
first period indicates that the newspaper writing at that time was still in the process of 
identity building. The fast, clear and to the point style that characterises newspaper writing 
is not the main concern of literary language.  
 
In other words, while in the first period, Al-Ahram, to some extend, tended to use more 
Standard Arabic (al-lughah al-fusha), the second period some attempts had been made to 
use more MSA (lughah 
„
Arabiyyah mu
„
asirah), which is less affected by the literature 
language. Eventually creating the newspaper language identity that is recognised by 
language academies and the Arab community.    
 
3.3.2.3   The contribution of Arabic newspapers to word revolution 
  
What distinguishes newspapers is that they are read by people of varying intellectual and 
educational ability and, on that basis we may say that they are the most readable form of 
literature.
151
 Furthermore, people today have the option of accessing newspapers online 
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rather than in traditional print editions. Because of their easy availability, the public can 
easily being affected by the newspaper content, including the language usage. Monteil 
(1960) has noted this phenomenon, stating that some considered the MSA to be the 
language of the press because of the great influence that newspapers have exerted on its 
development.
152
 
 
Words that are newly born, through whatever medium, including newspapers, are called 
the „modern word‟. The Arabic newspaper has played its role not only in creating new 
words but also in making them known to the public.
153
 Table 3.2 below gives some 
examples of the modern words recognised by Arabic newspapers.
154
  
 
Table 3.2: Modern Arabic words recognised by Arabic newspapers 
No. New Word Meaning 
1 خ٣ٞٚؼُا   
 
Membership of an organisation or association with its 
own constitution 
2 كبطُ٘ٔا   balloon – from the Arabic intad (to soar) 
3 خعاَهلُا   Bicycle 
4 خَ٤ػٞ٤ُْا  Communism 
5 قربُٜا   Telephone 
6 عب٣نُٔا   Radio 
7 حبٍؤُٔا   tragedy – in the theatre 
8 خ٘زَجُا   Gardening 
9 ٛلاجُا   (royal) court 
 
These new words do not appear in newspapers without reason. Rather, there are recognised 
methods, also applied by other language mediums, which newspapers use to create new 
Arabic words in response to demand and to accommodate continuing changes in socio-
linguistics. Dr 
„
Abd al-
„
Aziz Sharaf (1991) has shown that newspaper language tends to use 
one particular word for a specific meaning and add to the language words not previously 
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recognised. The most common methods of word creation in Arabic are: majaz (semantic 
broadening), ishtiqaq (derivation) and naht (compounding)
155
 as shown in the following 
examples of new words contributed by newspaper Arabic:  
 
1.   Majaz (semantic broadening) 
 
Table 3.3: Majaz expressions recognised by Arabic newspapers
156 
No Majaz Word Meaning 
1 خثهبُٚا ح َٞ وُا   strike force 
2 خُؤَُٔا ٖٓ ٚ٣ل٣ ََؿ   He washed his hands of the matter 
3 حهكبجُٔا نفأ   He took the initiative 
4 ةبؾَُا دبؾٛبٗ   very high (literally: touching the clouds) 
 
2.   Ishtiqaq (Derivation)
157
   
 
Table 3.4: New words recognised by Arabic newspapers through derivation 
No New Word Word Origin 
1 ٖ٘ه (law)  ٕٞٗبوُا   
2 ٍٞٓ (wealth)   ٍبُٔا   
3 هٞطر  (development) هٞطُا   
4 ل٣بػ (feast)   ل٤ؼُا   
5 ْ٤ه  (value) خٔ٤وُا   
6 ةاٞغزٍا (interrogation)  ةاٞغُا   
 
In addition to these new words, newspaper Arabic has adopted a number of new phrases 
formed a combination either of Arabic words or of Arabic and loan words, for example: 
٢ٗٝوزٌُلاا َوؼُا (computer [lit: electronic mind]), ٖفبَُا ٜقُا (hot line), ٢ئانـُا ٖٓلأا (food 
security), ءاُٜٞا سِٞر (air pollution), خهبطُا خٓىأ (energy crisis), ةٞ٘غُاٝ ٍبُْٔا هاٞؽ (north-south 
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dialogue), ٢ِ٣ٞٔزُا ٌَ٤ُٜا (supply network) and many more.158 All these words and phrases 
were created to meet the need for modernisation in Arabic as a consequence of global 
communication, and more words are being created. It is therefore indisputable that the on-
going study of words in newspaper Arabic is useful for tracking the continuous change in 
MSA. According to Mahmud Adham (n.d.), this development is the result of political and 
social changes in the situation in the Arab world.
159
 The evolution of other languages and 
the global consequences is also a factor, and the need to describe issues that do not arise in 
Arab countries also creates a need for new terms and expressions. The newspaper is one of 
the major media that describe and explain issues to the community. 
 
In addition, there are mechanisms in accepting the foreign words. This does not mean that 
Arabic welcomes all foreign word without restriction; priority is given to nouns and 
specific terms that do not have an Arabic equivalent. There is also room for some kind of 
words and other common foreign words with the permission of language academies.  
 
3.3.3   Word standardisation between newspapers and language academies 
 
Arabic newspapers are not alone in recognising and publicising new words for the Arab 
world; they frequently gain the support of the language academies
160
 that exist in most 
Arab countries. In addition, newspapers sometimes simply publicise the new words that are 
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recognised by the language academies, rather than creating them.
161
 Thus both generally 
cooperate in generating new Arabic words and adding to MSA.  
 
The history of the Arabic language academies began after World War I (1918), which 
caused the spread of loan words into Arabic as a result of international contact and 
communication.
162
 Arabic newspapers became the medium of this intercultural process. 
Arabic language scholars considered that an authorising body, such as a language 
academy, should be established to reflect this phenomenon for the sake of the survival of 
the Arabic language. Among the first academies to be established are the Academy of 
Arabic Knowledge in Damascus (1918), the Academy of the Arabic Language in Cairo 
(1932), the Iraqi Academy of Knowledge in Baghdad (1947) and the Office of Loan Word 
Organisation for the Arab World in Rabat, Morocco (1961).
163
 
 
Several declarations had been released by these language authorities, particularly the 
Academy of the Arabic Language in Cairo, recognising the usage of new words in Arabic 
newspapers. The publication by the Academy in 1960 of the Arabic dictionary, al-Mu
„
jam 
al-Wasit, which included many modern and loan words used by Arabic newspapers, 
certified their availability.
 164
 
 
 The Academy had also sanctioned the use of abbreviation, accepting them as part of the 
language after they began to be used in newspapers.
165
 In that sense, the abbreviation is 
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used to abbreviate from two words or more using the original alphabet without any prefix 
or suffix.  
 
The Academy has also sanctioned the use of ٢عئُا تًؤُا (composite collage) in specific 
instances, but their use is limited to the words that are recognised by the Academy. 
Examples are: ىهٞ٣ٞ٤ٗ (New York), و٤ّ ىهٞ٣ (Yorkshire), and many more.166 
 
In conclusion, we may say that thousands of newspaper Arabic terms have been sanctioned 
by the Arabic language academies as a result of the freedom given to journalists to create 
new words, as long as they are in line with the fundamentals of the Arabic language. In 
addition, the academies also play the role to promoting the use in newspapers of an Arabic 
and at the same time follow more closely the fundamentals of the language as most 
frequently used by scholars.
167
  
 
All this leads the researcher to conclude that the language academies have offered 
extensive opportunities for foreign words to be accepted into Arabic. Even if some kinds of 
words may be restricted by certain rules, many are not touched by such restrictions, 
especially scientific and technical terms. This situation makes for the faster development of 
Arabic in terms of word usage and interaction with other languages, which strengthens the 
case for the need for this study to be conducted. 
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3.3.4   Differences in word usage in Arabic newspapers 
 
As the main role of MSA is unification, it should not in theory have a local character. In 
other words, it does not belong to a particular area or group but to the region as a whole.
168
 
However, in practice it cannot be denied that differences do occur in the Arabic media that 
claim to use MSA. Newspaper Arabic has been identified as exhibiting some differences in 
word usage.
169
 This phenomenon emerges more clearly when a variety of news articles 
from different countries are compared. Normally, Arabic language is divided according to 
the region they located. Some scholars divide Arabic language into three broad regional 
variations, known as the Arabic of the Arabian Peninsula and Mesopotamia (including 
Iraq), the Eastern Gulf (including Saudi Arabia, Oman and Yemen) and the Maghreb 
(including Morocco and Algeria). However, Fischer and Jastrow (1980) divide Arabic 
dialects into five broad groups which represent five regions, distinguishing Egyptian 
Arabic (including Egypt and Lybia) and Syro-Palestinian Arabic (including Lebanon, Syria 
and Palestine from the above three.
170
  
 
As far as this study is concerned, geographical area is a main factor in the selection of the 
newspapers studied because the claim that newspaper articles use MSA cannot eliminate 
the effect of local language in different geographical areas. Thus Ditters (1991) believes 
that the variation in the use of MSA depends on factors such as the progress in time and the 
geographical spreading by way of interferences with colloquial varieties.
171
 The affect of 
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local dialects in MSA also was stressed by Kaye (1987) and Bentahila (1991), who state 
that, although there are many similarities between the dialects of the Eastern Arab and the 
Western Arab regions, it is not possible for people from different region to understand each 
other.
172
 The fact inspires such this study to be carried out to compare the MSA 
characteristics between those regions in word usage.   
   
In seeming contrast to researcher‟s previous understanding, the use of local dialect in 
Arabic newspapers that claim to use MSA becomes preferable as in some cases when the 
local dialect is better understood by readers than the standard language (al-lughah al-
fusha), especially when the news article covers the report about national issue. This leads 
to a consideration of differences in word usage between newspapers from different 
countries and regions, as most of them have their own dialects.  
 
The differences in Arabic dialects in many parts of the Arab world are influenced by the 
languages of the countries that colonised them, especially European powers in the early 
ninetieth and twentieth centuries. The current situation in Iraq, with the recent domination 
of the United States and its allies provides a similar example. As a result, many words 
introduced into Arab countries are used in Arabic newspapers and in daily 
communication.
173
 The colonial period affected the language locally in terms of borrowed 
words and in the later development of the language. The table below shows colonial 
influence in Arab countries.  
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Table 3.5:  Arab countries colonised by European countries
174
 
No Country Control Type Dates 
1 Algeria France Colonisation 1830-1962 
2 Bahrain Britain Protectorate 1835-1971 
3 Egypt Britain Colonisation 1882-1952 
4 Iraq Britain Colonisation 1917-1932 
5 Jordan Britain Protectorate 1922-1946 
6 Kuwait Britain Protectorate 1899-1961 
7 Lebanon Britain Protectorate 1920-1943 
8 Libya Italy Colonisation 1929-1949 
9 Morocco France Protectorate 1912-1976 
10 Oman Britain Protectorate 1820-1976 
11 Qatar Britain Protectorate 1916-1971 
12 Sudan Britain Colonisation 1873-1954 
13 Syria Britain Colonisation 1922-1946 
14 Tunisia France Colonisation 1881-1956 
15 U.E.A Britain Colonisation 1819-1971 
16 Yemen Britain Colonisation 1839-1965 
 
Table 3.5 shows that most Arab countries were colonised by two major colonial powers, 
namely Britain and France. However, it should be pointed out that some of these countries 
were colonised by both Britain and France in different period of time. It also shows that 
Saudi Arabia, which is part of this present study, was never colonised by a European 
country. This should mean that Al-Jazirah, which is published in Saudi Arabia, will reveal 
differences in word use as compared with other Arab countries. Differences in vocabulary 
that occur are set out below: 
 
1)   Differences in spelling 
 
Differences in the spelling of Arabic words occur between various Arabic newspapers. 
This is probably due to historical factors in the development of Arabic grammar and also to 
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the different narrations of the al-Qur‟an.175 These differences mostly occur in words that 
have hamzah (ء) on a vowel (ٝ) or (١). For example, Egyptian newspapers mostly 
spell ٍٞئَٓ  (official; responsible) with the hamzah on  ١ , while other newspapers spell it 
with the hamzah on ٝ (ٍٝئَٓ). The analysis of Al-Ahram, which represents the Egyptian 
newspapers in this study, will hopefully explain the differences. 
 
2.   Differences due to colonial influence  
 
The influence of foreign languages on newspaper Arabic can be seen in the way some 
words are spelt in Arabic based on the spelling in the language they were derived from, 
mainly English and French. Table 3.6 below contains examples of these differences. 
 
Table 3.6: Word differences affected by different colonial countries
176
 
No Word Translation Source 
1 يثٝلأا OPEC English 
ت٤ثٝلاا OPEP French 
2 ىل٣لإا AIDS English 
ال٤َُا SIDA French 
 
Table 3.6 above explains how different colonial countries affect the same words used in 
Arabic newspapers. For example, the abbreviation OPEC in English is OPEP in French 
language. Because of the effect of colonisation effect, Arab countries follow either Britain 
or France in using one of these two word variations.  
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3. Difference in usage 
 
The use of words also differs between regions in the Arab world. Even if particular words 
are Arabic words, their usage may be rare or nonexistent in some parts of the Arab world 
and frequent in others. Table 3.7 contains examples of words that are used in some regions, 
while in other regions other words are used to convey the similar meaning. 
 
Table 3.7: Example of words for „training‟and „arrest‟177 
English Word Al-Khabar (Algeria) Al-Jazirah (Saudi Arabia) 
Training ٔثوزُا ت٣هلزُا 
 Al-Khabar (Algeria) Al-Ahram (Egypt) 
Arrest ق٤هٞر ٍبوزػلاا 
 
Table 3.7 above compares the use of synonyms in different newspapers. The first 
comparison shows the use of different words for „training‟ in Al-Khabar and Al-Jazirah. 
The second comparison shows the use of words for „arrest‟ in Al-Khabar and Al-Ahram.  
 
4)    Imported words and derivations 
 
Finally, differences in MSA also occur in loan words, which vary according to the source 
language and the adoption process. The Arabic language uses different methods for 
creating new terminology and concepts, either creating derivatives from Arabic or adopting 
or transliterating words from other languages as a means of developing the language and 
keeping an up-to-date lexicon.
178
 This leads to the use of different words for the same 
concepts or objects in different areas. Table 3.8 below illustrates the situation. 
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Table 3.8: Examples of adopted or derived words
 179
 
No English Word Imported or Derived Word Other Word 
1 Bridge ١وجً180  وَع 
2 Cadres هكاًٞ داهبٛا 
3 Cable َثبً َجؽ 
4 Globalisation خُٔٞػ ٢ُٔبؼُا ّبظُ٘ا 
5 Humanism خَ٘ٗأ خ٤ٗبَٗلإا خػيُ٘ا 
6 Privatisation خٖقٖقُا خٖٕٞقُا 
 
In addition to the facts above, the nature of each society contributes to the shaping of its 
language. For example, countries with economies based on manufacturing may have many 
more words and terms to express manufacturing activity. Relatively few terms related to 
technical or scientific fields are found in local newspapers.  
 
In relation to this study, these regional differences in vocabulary may not be obvious in 
world affairs sections because all newspapers are likely to report the same events, but they 
are quite clear in sport sections as different countries may be interested in different sports. 
Therefore, the researcher believes that the study of word frequency is the best method for 
tracing these differences using the list that results from the analysis.  
 
In brief conclusion, although Arabic newspapers in the Arab world claim to use MSA, 
differences between them still exist. The effect of local language and colonisation by 
Western countries are believed to be the main factors contributing to these differences. 
However, it must be emphasised that these differences are very slight in comparison with 
the similarities the newspapers share in their use of language as a result of the application 
of MSA in the Arab world on a strong CA foundation.   
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3.4 Print Newspapers and Online Newspapers 
 
The justification for discussing this topic in this chapter is that the data for this study are 
sourced from online newspapers. Online data collection is considered the easiest way to 
gather data for this type of study, which involves several countries
181
 because of the 
development of media technology. According to Faruq Muhammad (1999), newspaper 
technology is the technology application in transformation process of information to the 
readers or community.
182
 Since the late twentieth century, newspapers can be accessed by 
readers via two options: 
  
3.4.1   Print newspapers 
 
The emergence of printed newspapers is particularly linked historically to the invention of 
the printing press in the fifteenth century in Germany by Johannes Gutenberg.
183
 The 
publication of news began with news pamphlets and newsbooks. By the early sixteenth 
century, several countries such as Germany, Britain and Holland, were producing monthly 
news periodicals.
184
 
 
In the Arab world, the Arabic newspaper made its first appearance in Cairo in 1828 with 
the publication of the bilingual Turkish-Arabic newspaper Al-Waqa
’
i
„
 al-Misriyya.
185
 In 
1855, Turkey published its first Arabic newspaper namely Mirat al-Ahwal in Istanbul, but 
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it only appeared for a short period. In Lebanon, the first Arabic newspaper was published 
in 1858, namely Hadiqat al-Akhbar, which lasted more than half a century.
186
 Many of the 
Arabic newspapers that made their first appearance around these years did not stay in 
production long. The era of the modern press emerged in Egypt in 1875 when Salim Taqla 
(a Lebanese Greek Catholic) migrated from Beirut to Egypt, where he founded the weekly 
Al-Ahram. After that, the number of Arabic newspapers gradually increased, together with 
an increasing number of printing companies. Printed newspapers had become the most 
reliable news medium and served the world until the late twentieth century, when the 
Internet was invented.  
 
The hardcopy newspaper was distinguished by its content, but the design and presentation 
of the newspaper plays an important role in creating its identity. In this, several features 
such as the size of the letters, the color of the print, the font, use of pictures, etc. are taken 
into account in newspaper production to ensure that the newspaper satisfies the readers‟ 
needs.
187
  
 
Reading print newspapers gives readers access to all the articles in full, page after page. 
Al-Shehri and Gunter (2002) note that „with a hard copy (printed) newspapers, finite 
information is prepared so that a reader consumes by starting at the top of the page and 
reading down‟.188 This is quite different from online newspapers, where readers normally 
see the headline in isolation and use it to access the text. News in print newspapers is not 
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updated during the day as daily papers are printed only once a day. Therefore, readers 
know precisely the date on which an article appeared.  
 
Although there has been a tremendous increase in the number of online newspapers since 
1994, the printed version is still relevant to readers. For example, the circulation of Al-
Ahram in Egypt in 2005 was around 900,000 copies daily.
189
 One of the reasons for this is 
that the target group for the printed version is local people, while the online version is 
accessible to people all over the world. This is proved by many surveys indicating that a 
very large number of readers are not affected much by the publication of printed 
newspapers.
190
    
 
This does not contradict the study by Dimmick (2004), who found that 28% of respondents 
read „less‟ of the printed newspaper with the existence of online newspaper, although the 
researcher applied the term „clear displacement effect‟ to the situation.191 A similar study 
showed that 10.6% of respondents read printed newspapers „more often‟, which means that 
the difference now decreases to 17.4%. Furthermore, as the respondents for this study were 
selected from the local people of Ohio, USA, the result represents only American people 
who purchase and read the newspapers studied in the traditional way. It should be pointed 
out that the existence of the internet has brought about an increase in the number of buyers 
of printed newspapers through the internet from all over the world. Thus, without denying 
the effect of the internet on the publication of print newspapers, the researcher believes that 
the effect is not excessive.     
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3.4.2   Online newspapers  
 
The first online newspapers appeared in 1994.
192
 Since then, they have been well accepted 
by users as they provide access to online newspapers from every part of the world. A few 
years later, when the use of online newspaper was still in its initial stages, some scholars 
were questioning the future survival of the print newspaper.
193
 They believed that the 
advantages of the online newspaper would slowly eliminate the usefulness of print 
newspapers after they had been the usual method of transferring news and information for 
decades. Nielsen predicted that over the ten years from 2000, the traditional newspaper 
would be dead and news would be consumed interactively through digital media.
194
  
 
It is clear that until the present day, the printed newspaper is still working hand-in-hand 
with online newspapers to disseminate news more widely. William and Nicholas‟s survey 
(2001) has shown that hardcopy newspapers are still the primary conveyors of news, no 
matter which title readers choose.
195
 Although the results of another survey conducted by 
the Newspaper Society have shown that there are threats to the newspaper industry, they 
also forecast that online newspapers will create significant opportunities for the industry.
196
 
Furthermore, Chyi and Sylvie (2001) note that most online newspapers are owned by their 
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print counterparts, which also act as the online editions‟ primary content providers,197 so 
the newspaper publishers must be aware from the beginning of impact on their business 
before utilising the internet as the news distributor together with their printed versions.  
 
The expansion of newspapers on the World Wide Web (WWW) has been very rapid since 
they first went live. For instance, a survey by the Initiative for Newspaper Electronic 
Supplements (INES) in 1994 identified 333 newspapers on the web worldwide. Just four 
days later, the number had increased to 386,
198
 and a 1997 NewsLink survey showed that 
there were 3,622 online newspapers worldwide.
199
 In the Arab world, the first electronic 
Arabic newspaper, Al-Khalij, in the United Arab Emirates, was launched in September 
1995. Over the next five years, it was joined by 64 more internet publications produced by 
Arabic newspaper publishers and today every major Arabic daily newspaper has a 
website.
200
 There are about 100 online daily and weekly newspapers and this figure is 
continuously increasing. Among the most regularly accessed websites these newspapers in 
general are News Voyager (www.newspaperliks.com) and Online Newspapers 
(www.onlinenewspapers.com),
201
 and for Arabic newspapers, other websites available, 
some of which are listed in table 3.9: 
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Table 3.9: The available Arabic websites for online Arabic newspapers 
No Name of Website Website Address 
1 Al-Bab www.al-bab.com/media/newspapers/htm 
2 Arabic 2000 www.arabic2000.com/index/news.html, 
3 Arabic View www.arabicview.net 
4 Sahafa Online www.sahafa.com/NewspapersandMagazines.aspx 
5 Angel Fire www.angelfire.com/il/Osama10/Newspaper.html 
6 Newspaper 24 www.newspapers24.com/languages/arabic-
newspapers/index.html 
7 Hilal Plaza www.hilalplaza.com/arabic_newspaper.htm 
 
 
Online newspapers are normally available in Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) 
versions. Accessing newspapers in this version allows readers to carry out searches as well 
as reading the news texts. For instance, the reader can access the newspaper archive either 
for free or by payment, exploit the text, access publisher‟s website, send comments and use 
other services provided by the web browser and site owner. Moving between pages or 
websites is easily achieved by clicking on icons or on headlines to read the full text of 
news reports. Newspaper sections provide easy access and enable readers to make sense of 
information and it is easy to find a particular section within the newspaper, such as sport or 
world affairs sections. Newspaper indexing is a very effective navigational tool and 
headlines are the main entry points to text.
202
 Carina (2004) notes „online newspapers are 
characterised by some features inherited from print, such as ads and nameplates, but all 
items lead elsewhere, e.g. small photographs to larger and headlines to chunks of text 
etc.‟203 
 
The design and presentation of the online newspaper in HTML is different from its print 
version. The front page of the newspaper has added navigational icons and keywords for 
users‟ access which do not exist in the print version, although this was not the case in the 
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early days of the online newspaper as it was developed inline with computer technology. 
According to Enlund (2002), the first online newspapers looked like miniature newspaper 
pages, with the same structure and content as the print edition, but after a while they 
converged towards a form and format more suitable to the medium and more attractive to 
users.
204
 In the researcher‟s opinion, despite the differences in design and presentation 
between HTML and print newspapers, the news texts remain overwhelmingly the same, 
although some knowledge and experience on the part of the user is needed in order to get 
information on the differences.  
 
Generally speaking, it must be admitted that online newspapers have the advantage of 
spreading the news more quickly. New editions can be delivered instantly without the need 
to print copies and transport them over distances to thousands of retail outlets and millions 
of subscribers.
205
 Readers can access any online newspaper from anywhere in the world at 
any time.
206
 With an electronic newspaper, the reader may be able to switch from the story 
halfway through to read more detailed information that is archived elsewhere. There are 
additional complexities in the writing and presentation of news on the internet.
207
 In other 
words, the advantage of online newspaper lies in the combination of many of the qualities 
of printed papers (mobility, light weight, newspaper layout, readability) with the 
advantages of electronic media (interactivity, digital distribution).  
 
Boczkowski (2004) recognises several aspects in which online newspapers differ from 
their print counterparts: they enable customisation, vertical form with unlimited news hole, 
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both micro-local and global content due to lower distribution costs, permanently available 
digital library, constant updates, and multimedia, and include consumer produced 
material.
208
 The advantage of digital distribution together with other advantages has 
enabled this present study to be conducted in seven different countries during the same 
period. All the seven Arabic newspapers from different countries will be highlighted in the 
next sub-topic. 
  
Online newspapers can also be accessed in Portable Document Format (PDF) versions. 
Some newspapers can only be read in PDF, which has the appearance of the original print 
version. That is because PDF was designed as a means of transporting document design 
and page layout from one computer to another, regardless of the fonts used. It stores not 
only all the texts and graphics, but also the fonts and font characteristics.
209
 Thus the great 
advantage of the PDF version is that the reader is in fact reading the printed newspaper 
without physically touching a paper page, which is why online newspapers are also known 
as E-newspapers or E-papers.
210
  
 
In whatever version online newspapers are read, the texts are the same as the original 
printed version, especially when the PDF version is used. On this basis, Williams and 
Nicholas (2001) note that newspapers offer their online readers an exact replica the daily 
hardcopy paper and that each news item contains the same text in both versions, with all 
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items included.
211
 On this basis, it can be concluded that there are no differences between 
the hardcopy and online text are encountered when analysing the newspaper text, from 
whatever angle, if several clarification steps have been taken.  
 
3.5 The Background of the Arabic Newspapers Studied 
 
As stated in the previous chapter, (see page 6) data for this study were collected from 
seven Arabic newspapers which the researcher considers to represent their geographical 
areas in Arab world specifically and the non-Arab world generally. This section presents in 
brief the background of the selected newspapers.  
 
The seven Arabic newspapers selected are from different countries, including non-Arab 
countries, namely Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi from the United Kingdom and Al-Furat from 
Australia. The rest are from Arab countries and are representative of their own country and 
geographical region as noted before; (see page 65). They are Al-Ahram from Egypt, Al-
Jazirah from Saudi Arabia, Al-Safir from Lebanon, Al-Sabah al-Jadid from Iraq and Al-
Khabar from Algeria.  
 
3.5.1   Al-Ahram  
 
Established in August, 5, 1876, Al-Ahram is recognised as the oldest continuously 
published Arabic newspaper still being produced. It was first published as a weekly 
newspaper and has been a daily newspaper from 3 January 1881, just five years after its 
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establishment, until today.
212
 Al-Ahram is popular with the outstanding journalists and 
leader writers, including Khalil Matran, al-Barudi, Ahmad Shawqi, Mustafa Lutfi al-
Manfaluti, Taha Husayn, 
„
Abbas al-
„
Aqqad and others.
213
 The newspaper survives thanks 
to the popularity of its outstanding authors, who have many readers and followers.  
 
Al-Ahram is among the most popular newspapers in Egypt as well as in all other Arab 
countries and the world in general.
214
 It has the highest circulation in Egypt and the Arab 
world with 900,000 copies sold daily, and is the 64
th
 largest newspaper in the world.
215
 It 
leads two other popular Egyptian newspapers, namely Al-Gomhouriya and Al-Akhbar with 
circulations of 650,000 and 790,000 copies respectively.
216
 The significance of this 
newspaper has been noted by Van Mol (2003), who says that Al-Ahram is at present is the 
most important newspaper of Egypt.
217
 Moreover, Egypt is recognised in the Arab world as 
the most populous Arabic-speaking country and it has had great influence on the Arab 
world in many fields, including politics, religion and literature.
218
  
 
In line with its prosperity and popularity, the newspaper includes various sections such as 
national, world and diplomatic affairs, sport, economy, military affairs, science, literature, 
art, information, environment, women, regions, religion and cinema. Through the online 
newspaper, readers can access all news texts, similar to the hardcopy versions, in HTML. 
In addition, users can benefit from online services such as the newspaper archive, search 
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service, online subscription, interactive polls, main currency exchange and online 
newspaper membership, which are not available in the print version. The website is 
www.ahram.org.eg. 
 
3.5.2   Al-Jazirah  
 
Al-Jazirah, published since 1960 by Al-Jazirah Corporation, is one of the leading 
newspapers published in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
219
 It only became a daily 
newspaper in 1972, after it gaining readership popularity. The corporation has other 
publications, beside Al-Jazirah, which have their own focus: Majallat al-
„
Alam al-Waqi„i, 
Al-Majallah al-Thaqafiyyah, Majallat al-Jazirah, and Nadi al-Sayarat.
220
 Although Al-
Jazirah was only established around 40 years ago, as compared with the long history of Al-
Ahram in Egypt, recent circulation figures show that it has topped 131,000 copies daily 
compared to other daily Arabic newspapers in Saudi Arabia,
221
 which is not to deny the 
popularity of other Saudi newspapers such as Al-Watan.  
 
After online newspapers were introduced in 1994, Al-Jazirah was the first newspaper with 
an online presence in the country. The website was launched in 1997, offering a mirror 
image of the print edition in PDF format, as well as HTML. Through the online newspaper, 
the reader can view all news texts, similar as the printed version, on as local news, 
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international news, religion, sports, and economy, in addition to other services such as 
archive material, search service, online subscription, interactive polls, main currency 
exchange, weather updates and prayer times.
222
 The website newspaper is www.al-
jazirah.com. 
 
3.5.3   Al-Safir  
  
Al-Safir newspaper is a leading Arabic language daily newspaper in Lebanon. It was first 
published on 26 March 1974 as an Arabic political daily. Founded by Talal Salman, it 
provides an independent voice for the left-wing pan-Arab tendency, which was 
increasingly active in Lebanese intellectual and political life in the years after the Arab 
defeat in the June 1967 war. Because of its focus in political issues, the Al-Safir has its 
own slogan and motto which may be said to reflect the soul of the Lebanese people. Its 
stated aim was to be „Lebanon's Newspaper in the Arab World and the Arab World's 
Newspaper in Lebanon‟ and its motto is „The Voice of the Voiceless‟.223 The existence of 
this slogan on the paper‟s masthead and online version until today is evidence that it is 
prospering as a leading newspaper in Lebanon.  
 
Although the paper‟s main focus is political issues, Al-Safir is also equipped with other 
sections from various perspectives as other main Arabic newspapers such as, sections on 
national affairs, finance, culture, sport, society, environment and entertainment. The 
newspaper employs journalists and correspondents throughout the world including 
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Washington DC, Paris, London, Cairo, Damascus, Amman, Moscow, Rome, and Bonn, 
and also draws on news agencies.
224
 The website is www.assafir.com.  
 
3.5.4   Al-Sabah al-Jadid  
  
Al-Sabah al-Jadid is one of Iraq‟s leading Arabic newspapers and was first published on 3 
May 2004, although it had previously been published under the title Al-Sabah.
225
 After the 
American invasion of Iraq, its name was modified to Al-Sabah al-Jadid on the instructins 
of the US administrator in Iraq, Paul Bremer. Readers may note that this newspaper tends 
to give a positive slant to news about the US presence in Iraq. Another point is that the 
direct involvement of non-Arabs in publishing the newspaper may affect the language, and 
particularly the vocabulary, that is used. 
 
In order to survive in an unstable country, the publisher generates income by selling 
advertising and printing services to other private sector organisations and also has 
sponsorship from the United Nation. Like other popular newspapers, Al-Sabah al-Jadid 
has correspondents in many parts of the world, such as Beirut, Damascus, Amman, Gulf 
countries, London, Washington, Brussels and Amsterdam. It also has a strong relationship 
and cooperates with the Internal Affairs Association, one of the public associations for 
journalist practice.
226
 At the time of writing, the print version is only distributed to two 
areas in Iraq, Baghdad and Irbil, due to security problem.
227
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Despite Iraq‟s severe political problems, the newspaper has been able to launch its online 
version which is available in both HTML and PDF versions. Through the online 
newspaper, the reader can access all news texts, similar to the print version, including local 
and international news, religion, sport, economy, and a Kurdistan territory section, in 
addition to other services such as the archive, search service and interactive polls. The 
website is www.newsabah.com. 
 
3.5.5   Al-Khabar  
 
Al-Khabar newspaper from Algerian was established in November 1990, at a time when 
independent news and information on political and social issues was emerging in the 
country.
228
 This newspaper can be said to have gained its foothold only fourteen years 
later, when it became the first newspaper to hit a circulation of 500,000 copies daily 
starting from 2004 when it was also sold internationally, especially throughout the Arab 
world.
229
 The close relationship between the newspaper and the Algerian people may be 
one of the reasons for this outstanding achievement and Al-Khabar is believed to represent 
their voice on many issues. This may mean that the local language affects the language of 
the newspaper more than is the case with other newspapers, as it attempts to identify with 
readers‟ aspirations.  
 
As one of the most popular newspapers in Algeria, it has many talented journalists and 
representatives all throughout the country and in many parts of the world. The researcher 
sees this direct relationship with countries, languages and cultures outside the Arab world 
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as the reason why Arabic newspapers should be considered the main source of new words 
in Arabic. The website is www.elkhabar.com. 
 
3.5.6   Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi  
 
Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi is an independent pan-Arab daily newspaper for the Arabic-speaking 
market which has been published in London since 1989. It is owned by Palestinian 
expatriates and edited by 
„
Abd al-Bari Atwan, who was born in a Palestinian refugee camp 
in the Gaza Strip in 1950.
230
 Its aim is to report independent Arab views, which has 
enhanced its reputation as one of the most authoritative and respected voices in the Arab 
press. Even though it is published in a non-Arab country, its circulation is among the 
highest for London-based newspapers with 300,000 copies daily,
231
 perhaps because it is 
deliberately targeted at the international market. This special fact, in the researcher‟s view, 
makes it a valuable subject for study from many angles, including language, as Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi has proved the acceptability of Arabic newspaper globally.  
 
Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi employs leading Arab journalists, with extensive experience in and 
outside the Arab world, and backs them with an international network of bureaux and 
correspondents, like other popular newspapers. Its major bureaux are staffed by full-time 
journalists, complemented by correspondents in all Arab and most world capitals. Their 
work has established Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi as one of the most comprehensive, reliable and in-
depth coverage daily newspaper in the Arab world. Online readers can access the text of all 
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sections, including Arab and world affairs, politics, economics, opinion, reports, 
interviews, sport, art and more, similar to the print version. The website is 
www.alquds.co.uk. 
 
3.5.7   Al-Furat  
 
Al-Furat is also an Arabic newspaper published in a non-Arab country, namely Australia. 
It was first established in April 2003 by Hussein Khoshnow to cater for members of all the 
Iraqi and Arab communities in Australia. It also aims to help newly arrived migrants and 
refugees from Arab and Kurdish backgrounds to settle in their new country and to adapt to 
Australian society.
232
 It is clear that this newspaper‟s purpose is more specific as compared 
with those previous listed. In the researcher‟s view, its specific focus should result in high 
word usage frequency as it gives priority to a limited number of issues, probably leading to 
the frequent use of particular words. In contrast, more general newspaper coverage leads to 
the use of a greater variety of words, resulting in lower frequency of use for particular 
words. Furthermore, its main focus, commenting on Iraq issues from outside the country, 
contrasts with Al-Sabah al-Jadid, which is published inside Iraq. This may affect the 
language the newspapers use to describe the same issues from different perspectives. 
 
Kurdish and English language versions are also available in addition to the Arabic 
language version. The newspaper includes all major sections found in Arabic newspapers 
in Arab countries. Alongside coverage of its main focus area, most of its articles are related 
to social life, in addition to world affairs, sport and national affairs sections. Although, the 
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newspaper is still young, its circulation has reached 20,000 copies and it is distributed 
widely throughout Australia. Al-Furat is also available via the internet where it attracts 
25,000 readers a week. The website is www.alfuratnews.com. 
 
In conclusion, all the above newspapers are considered to be among the leading Arabic 
newspapers in their respective countries. However, difference in word usage may be 
expected to arise from the differences in their characteristics and roles, taking their aims 
(specific or general), distribution (local or international), colonial background and 
geographical area as the main factors. The researcher does not deny the possibility that 
there may be more popular newspapers than these, but several other features were taken 
into account in the selection, apart from those just listed, the most important being the 
availability of world affairs and sport section in the selected newspapers, which are the 
main focus of this present study.     
 
3.6   Newspaper selected sections 
 
3.6.1   World affairs 
 
World affairs is a popular and regular section in the newspapers.
233
 Almost every main 
newspaper in every country has a specific section for the world news. Some do not, but 
nevertheless include several world news reports among their other articles. This indicates 
the importance of world news to readers, although the inclusion of world news does not 
necessarily ensure the newspaper‟s popularity.  
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Mahmud Fahmi (1964), for instance, notes that it is claimed general readers give priority to 
events that happen around them and relate to their own life and so, for them, world news is 
not a popular part of the newspaper.
234
 In the researcher‟s view, the importance of this 
section is not related to its popularity, but to the benefit readers gain by being informed 
about world events. The development of any civilisation benefits from having a society 
that is knowledgeable other cultures. The world affairs section in newspapers is the main 
medium of news delivery about other cultures.  
 
This is in line with Salamah‟s (1958) comment that the readers who are aware of world 
issues are the educated and cultured members of society.
235
 Their knowledge about other 
countries‟ experience in handling things may be relevant and applicable to their own 
country. The researcher therefore considers that readers need to be aware of world affairs 
as some events may affect their lives, either directly or indirectly. For example, the 
question of the global fuel price, economic crises, wars and disasters undeniably have an 
international impact.  
 
In contrast, many scholars believe that the world news is a popular section in newspapers, 
especially if a major event occurs. For instance, in Arabic newspapers particularly, world 
news became popular among Arab readers at the eruption of World War I in 1914. The 
Israeli incursion into Palestinian land from 1948 increased their focus on world news and 
this sometimes became an issue of supreme importance. In the countries neighbouring 
Palestine, such as Egypt, Lebanon and Jordan, people gave it increased attention, believing 
it would directly affect their countries‟ stability.  
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The scope of world affairs section is very broad compared with other sections, as it may 
cover areas including political, economic and social issues.
236
 From the point of view of 
language, the world affairs section may therefore be a particularly useful source of 
vocabulary and new terms, because some words used in reference to world issues may not 
exist in standard Arabic and so ta
‟
rib (arabisation) may be an effective mechanism for the 
invention of news words. For example the word television which is regularly used in world 
news has been adopted into Arabic as ٕٞ٣يلِر and thence into Arabic grammar,237 so that it 
can be constructed in the singular, dual, plural, used in annexation and with the definite 
article alif and lam ( ٍا). 
 
3.6.2   Sport 
 
The sport section in Arabic newspaper was a not popular section in the early days of the 
Arabic press, compared with the coverage of political and economic news.
238
 Only after 
World War II and the achievement of independence by most Arab countries did sporting 
activities and news of them become an important part of Arab daily life. Since then, 
numerous sports teams have been established, representing particular places countries and 
being involved in many tournaments at various levels.
239
 This has created fans and 
followers of sport and led to an increasing number of sports news readers.  
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It may be said that the fact that sport is a healthy and sociable hobby contributes to the 
popularity of sports news. In addition, many people have become wealthy through sport in 
recent years and journalists believe that this also increases the attraction of sports news to 
their fans.
240
 In certain circumstances journalists may include a number of local words and 
nicknames for teams or team heroes in order to enthuse their followers. A famous Arab 
sports journalist, Najib al-Mushtakawi,
241
 is among the writers who use several local words 
in their writing and he has been followed by other journalists not only in newspaper 
writing, but in all the Arab media.  
 
Fahmi (1964) claims that the focus of the newspaper sports story is not the same in all 
countries, but depends on the interests of readers in particular locations.
242
 For example, 
the sport section in Egyptian newspapers contains more reports about football compared 
with other sports. This does not mean that other sports are totally neglected by the 
Egyptian press, but, they are not given as much focus as football. Special events such as 
the World Cup or the Olympic Games may also affect the newspapers‟ focus and attract 
extra coverage. 
 
The variety of sports reported in the newspapers leads to a broad lexicon of sports 
terminology, because each sport has its own specific terms required by the nature of the 
particular sport. For example, the word ًَه (kick) is definitely not used in tennis or 
basketball, but is regularly used in football reports and is also found in connection with 
rugby. Many other terms are only used for a specific sport, e.g. خؽبجــَُا ّبـٔؽ, (swimming 
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pool), خـًِه خ٤٘ـًه  (corner kick), ةبٌ٣لٗبـُٜا (handicap), ولٕ (love) in tennis, ظُي٘ٓ (skier),  تًاه
طاٞٓلأا (surfer), ىٞك (victory) and many more. 
 
Generally speaking, the capacity of both the world affairs and sport sections to generate 
Arabic words goes back to the nature of the news they report. The world affairs has a 
direct relationship to the wider world, with its different languages and cultures, while the 
sport section reports about sporting events with specific terminologies. Analysing the 
Arabic words in these two sections will therefore contribute to the development of Arabic 
as a whole.   
 
3.7 Conclusion 
 
It has been stated that Arabic newspapers, wherever they are published, use MSA. This 
term emerged after an extensive development towards modernisation occurred in Arabic, 
especially with communication in areas such as the media and education. Vocabulary in 
Arabic newspapers is among the aspects of language that are significantly affected by 
modernisation as the nature of news reporting involves active communication with other 
countries in the world.  
 
Despite the use of one standard language in news writing, differences between newspapers 
from different countries still exist. Journalists may use local dialects, believing this will 
attract readers and aid their understanding. Differences also occur as a result of the 
influence of foreign languages, especially English.  
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The invention of the internet creates a new era for Arabic newspapers, leading to increased 
modernisation. The readership is increasing tremendously, in hardcopy as well as 
electronic newspapers, as readers gain access to newspapers from any part of the world. 
This means that Arabic is being more actively used, even in non-Arab countries, as an 
information source, creating word exchange with other language. 
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CHAPTER 4 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Acting as an engine of the study that generates the research findings, this chapter presents 
the whole process of how this study was conducted to meet the requirements for validity 
and reliability. According to Keith Johnson (2008), one of the main goals of quantitative 
analysis in linguistics is data reduction, which is studied to „summarise trends, capture the 
common aspects of a set of observations such as the average, standard deviation, and 
correlations among variables‟.243 In order to observe these aspects systematically, the 
analysis of language trends can be realised through corpus-based research, which involves 
the compilation of texts from various sources. As part of the language appearance, this 
present study observed the picture of Arabic trends in newspapers through a self-
constructed corpus.  
 
In recent years, digital newspapers have not only become a new field of research for „new‟ 
media researchers. With the continuous growth of online resources, they offer new sources 
for data collection for researchers into „old‟ media.244 As a basis for methodology, Sharaf 
(1991) has proposed that newspaper studies, whether carried out through online resources 
or not, should first go through the process of compilation and description, then analysis and 
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reasoning.
245
 This is supported by Krippendorf (2004), who notes that „the use of these 
data sources for data collecting implies new challenges as well as new chances and 
possibilities in the successive phases of the research process, from data collection to forms 
of automatic content analysis‟.246 In other words, studies of word frequency should involve 
computational application from data collection to analysing the data, using sophisticated 
word analysis software for automatic content analysis.   
 
In order to discuss this in more detail, this chapter is therefore divided into six major 
sections. The first section is the introduction. The second section discusses several issues 
in corpus linguistics that are related to this present study. The third section explains how 
the corpus was built and its content. The fourth section is concerned with external matters 
in corpus building. The fifth section explains the core analysis of the corpus using the 
Wordsmith computer software. The sixth section is an extensive study of corpus linguistics 
in lexicography for dictionary building.  
 
4.2 Corpus Analysis 
 
Several previous studies referred to in the chapter 2 have shown that there are two types of 
word frequency studies related to corpus-based study: first, a study based on an established 
corpus and second, a study based on a self-constructed corpus.
247
 Since there are no 
established Arabic language corpora in that contain articles from all the seven targeted 
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newspapers, the self-constructed corpus method was chosen. This is not surprising as most 
corpora are compiled to serve the compiler‟s interest and purpose, e.g. for newspapers, 
spoken news, books, magazines, etc., and may not be appropriate for other studies. Thus, 
Gabrielatos (2005) notes that corpora come in many shapes and sizes, because they were 
built to serve different purposes.
248
 In addition, most of the Arabic language corpora that 
have been built previously are not available to the public, the exception being the Egypt 
Corpus (1999), built by John Hopkins University
249
 and comprising verses from the 
Qur‟an. This is in English and Arabic but does not include newspaper text.  
 
4.2.1   Corpus linguistics 
 
Corpus linguistics is a branch of linguistic studies in which the linguistic features in 
language use are analysed through representative corpora to examine trends and patterns in 
language.
250
 In relation to this, McEnery and Wilson (1996) note the „corpus linguistics‟ is 
the „study of language based on examples of “real life” language use‟ and a „methodology 
rather than an aspect of language requiring explanation and description‟.251 As a sample of 
language use, the validity and representativeness of a corpus is the most important thing in 
corpus linguistics studies, which is reflected by the systematic process of compilation in 
corpus building. This systematic corpus building has become more achievable in recent 
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years with the help of the computer, which allow thousands of texts to be stored in an 
orderly way and analysed systematically. 
 
According to Bausch (1979), the central element of corpus investigation in corpus 
linguistics studies is the description and explanation of language use by means of 
systematic observation.
252
 Systematic observation has specific requirements, such as a 
specified method of analysis and an automatic analysis tool. Today, the mathematical or 
statistical approaches that were inspired by the use of special computer software are widely 
applied in order to systematically observe and then explain the „real life‟ of language. This 
software includes computer programmes such as a word analyser, automatic word tagger, 
parser, concordancer and others.  
 
As stated, the issue of the representativeness of the corpus is very important in corpus 
linguistics studies. In many studies, representativeness is directly related to the ability to 
generalise the results of corpus investigation. However, in corpus linguistics studies, the 
result of the study cannot be generalised to linguistics as a whole as any one corpus can 
only represent its own data, not those of other corpora. Therefore, it is almost impossible to 
compile a corpus that would represent the whole linguistics reality.
253
 The researcher 
considers that the importance of representativeness in corpus linguistics studies is not to 
enable pure generalisation, but to ensure the validity of the corpus in question. This 
depends on several factors, mainly the aim of corpus compilation and the limitations of the 
study. In other words, although this present study selects one newspaper from each of 
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seven countries, the researcher has no right to claim that these newspapers are 
representative of all newspapers in those countries, let alone in the Arab world. This is 
because newspapers are published by different publishers, representing various aims and 
beliefs regarding specific issues, whether political or social. The representativeness of the 
corpus is therefore necessarily limited to particular types of article in particular newspapers 
at a particular time. Nevertheless, this chapter will explain later how this corpus does 
represent all Arab regions in terms of geographical language area, while not being 
representative of all the newspapers in those areas (see page 108 and 109).   
 
4.2.2   Arabic corpus 
 
It should be stressed that the use of corpora for linguistic study is not new in relation to 
Arabic language studies. The general definition of a corpus is a compilation of texts for 
analysis, and many ancient Arab linguists compiled their own corpus for study. According 
to Ditters (1990), the first Arab grammarians made use of corpora. He states: „The ancient 
Arab linguists compiled large corpora for the purpose of studying the “„Arabiya”.‟254 
However, the researcher believes that the corpora they compiled were not as systematic as 
those used for present-day studies that apply technologies in corpus building. Computer-
assisted corpus building is taking place in America and Europe and a Arabic corpus 
building is starting to be developed in Western countries by Arab scholars who studied or 
wroked there and have been joined by colleagues in the Arab world. This is accounted for 
by the fact that the computer originated, work in Arabic has also been inspired by the 
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compilation of other corpora in Western languages, particularly English, Spanish, French 
and German.  
 
Although several Arabic language corpora have been built, notably in Europe and the 
USA, al-Sulaiti and Atwell (2006) note that the progress in this field is still limited 
because, in their view, most of these corpora are not linguistically tagged, specifically with 
Part-of-Speech (PoS) tags as in English corpora, and few are available to the public.
255
 
With this in mind, the researcher has compiled his own corpus appropriate to the aims of 
the study. Nevertheless, the researcher had no intention of responding to their comment on 
the existence of many untagged corpora by developing a complete linguistically tagged 
corpus, considering this not to be in current scholars‟ main interest, so the present study 
does not focus in depth on grammatical features, but rather on word usage. In many 
previous corpora before the computer era, tagging is not a main concern of the corpora 
developers, since the process is very difficult and time consuming. Efforts are currently 
being made by several linguists to achieve text tagging in Arabic automatically, using 
computer applications, and they have achieved almost 100% accuracy in automatic 
tagging.
256
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It should also be stated that, as far as the researcher is aware, most Arabic corpora do not 
incorporate a formal classification of the genres or give an exact figure for the number of 
words in each genre. Al-Sulaiti and Atwell (2006) justify this by saying that the corpora‟s 
developers did not intend to investigate the genres or the size, as their main focus was to 
use their corpus for their own specific research rather than making it available for general 
use.
257
 In contrast, many English corpora, such as the Brown corpus and LOB corpus, 
provide formal classification of genres and the number of words in each genre, as 
discussed in the previous chapter (see page 16). Then this model was followed by several 
subsequent English corpora including FLOB, FROWN, ACE and the Wellington NZC.
258
 
The researcher found that specifying the section and number of words in each section has 
several advantages, as the use of specific terms can then be determined within sections, 
making possible a clear comparison between texts in each section.   
 
4.2.3   Modern corpus linguistics and statistics  
 
Corpus linguistics entered a new era with the use of computer, which brought about a new 
interest in corpus investigation, now known as computational linguistics. The growth of the 
Internet has resulted in an increase in the amount of readily available data. Oostdijk and de 
Hann (1994) note: „While historically the use of corpora can be traced back to the days 
before the computer was invented, it was with the introduction of the computer into the 
field that descriptive linguistics became synonymous with computational corpus-based 
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linguistics.‟259 The reason why this study is closely related to computer applications goes 
back to its ultimate aim of creating a database in order to examine the absolute and relative 
frequency of words. In addition, a corpus that is available in a computer database enables 
further corpus analysis of many aspects, such as word frequency, tagging, standard 
deviation and other statistical results.   
 
Over the last few decades, statistical studies in the social sciences, including linguistics, 
have become a special interest among scholars, following the previous focus on traditional 
linguistics based on theories of scholars such as Ferdinand de Saussere, Bloomfield and 
others. Many of them now appreciate that the advantage of statistical linguistics studies in 
particular is that it has the ability to picture current language use. For example, 
McLoughlin (1972) notes that statistical studies are essential to the proper study of 
usage.
260
 Despite this development, traditional linguistics is still the basis of all linguistics 
studies on which linguists rely and the classical division of linguistics disciplines into 
phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics remains the linguist‟s fram of reference. In 
relation to this present study, it may be regarded as a study in morphology, following 
modern techniques. 
  
Statistical analysis has clearly become more reliable in the present day with the existence 
of computers to replace the manual calculation. The development of several special 
computer software packages, such as SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences), 
SAS, MINITAB and Stata, add to the reliability and validity of analysis results. Agresti 
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and Finlay (2009) note that „with the evolution of evermore powerful computers, software 
and statistical methodology, new methods are available that can more realistically address 
the question that arises in social science research especially linguistics‟.261 Although, 
several statistical software packages are available for data analysis, it is vital for the 
researchers to understand these methods before deciding which is suitable for their 
research. Lack of knowledge about statistical method, and assumptions as to its use or 
appropriateness for the problem at hand may lead to incorrect analysis and result in invalid 
conclusions.     
 
4.2.4   Word frequency analysis 
 
The discussion above has shown that statistical analysis has been widely used in 
determining the linguistics aspects in current language use. However, the question arises of 
how to measure linguistic reality in a statistically. Linguists accept that word frequency 
analysis is a popular method for this purpose because it illustrates actual word usage in a 
particular language and demonstrates the evolution of language in a specific area. Thus, 
Nation (2007) considers knowledge of a word‟s frequency to be part of word knowledge. It 
is also considered to be a crucial variable in text comprehension.
262
  
 
Today, word frequency analysis from a compilation of texts, called a corpus, using a 
computer program or special software, depends on what aspects the researcher is 
investigating.  The more genres studied, the more complicated the study becomes, and 
manual word frequency analysis becomes virtually impossible because of the very large 
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number of words involved, e.g. a study conducted by Quratulain (2006)
263
 dealt with  
1,066,762 words. 
 
Technically, the outcome of word frequency analysis can initially be illustrated by listing 
the words in frequency order before embarking on extensive analysis. The more frequently 
a word is used in the analysed corpus, the higher it is ranked on the list. In many 
circumstances, the word frequency list is also arranged in alphabetical for lexicographical 
purposes. Several extensive analyses, such as comparisons between frequencies in sub-
corpora, word genres, correlations between variants, and all kinds of morphological and 
grammatical aspects, must be analysed in order to reach more scientific findings than 
simple listing provides.  
 
4.2.5   The Internet as corpus source  
 
The emergence of the Internet a few decades ago has inspired researchers to compile 
corpora from websites, which increases the importance of computational linguistics. The 
Internet contains a large number of texts waiting to be mined and a huge fabric of linguistic 
data to be tested. Kilgariff and Grefenstette (2003) note that, through the Internet, it would 
be possible to construct larger corpora, containing millions of words, in a reasonable 
time.
264
 The importance of Internet data for media analysis is supported by Boczkowski 
(1999), who notes: „If mass communications researchers continue to largely disregard the 
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research potential of the Internet, their theories about communication will become less 
useful.‟265  
 
The advantage of using the web as a corpus source is that it makes gathering texts from a 
variety of places less costly and time consuming. Arabic in particular, has many corpora 
that built from written texts compiled from Internet websites, such as the Buckwalter 
Arabic Corpus (1986-2003), Leuven Corpus (1990-2004), CLARA (1997), General 
Scientific Arabic Corpus (2004), Classical Arabic Corpus (2004) and Corpus of 
Contemporary Arabic. (CCA).
266
 The compilation of texts through the Internet has given 
researchers freedom to exploit and manage texts to achieve their aims.  
 
Despite the claim that a corpus can be compiled at the click of a mouse, it is not as easy as 
people think. Kilgariff and Grefenstette (2003) discovered that linguists are still frustrated 
by several of the web‟s weaknesses. One that is related to this study is that search engine 
results do not allow searches to be specified according to linguistics criteria, such as the 
citation form of a word, or word class.
267
 Nevertheless, other linguists advocate the use of 
Web data for research (Bergh 2005),
268
 because it is still the easiest way, compared with 
manual compilation. The researcher does not, therefore, see these weaknesses as an 
obstacle to using the web to build a corpus, but, on the contrary, considers that they 
constitute an opportunity and a gap that justifies new research.  
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4.3 External Structure 
 
4.3.1   Definition of the size of the corpus 
 
The size of the corpus is among the most important issues in corpus building. As 
mentioned before, there is no ideal size for a corpus, apart from the suggestion that the 
bigger the corpus, the better. It is the aim of the corpus‟s compilation that determines how 
large it should be.
269
 The researcher has found that most corpus developers try to make 
their corpora as large as they can. Among the popular English language corpora, for 
example, are the British National Corpus (BNC), which contains 100 million words and 
the Bank of English, which contains 200 million words, while in the Arabic Language, the 
CLARA (1997) contains 50 million words, An-Nahar Corpus (2001) 140 million words, 
and the Arabic Newswire Corpus (1995) 80 million words. However, this is not always the 
case and the researcher has also found corpora that contain around 3–5 million words, such 
as the E-A Parallel Corpus (2003) with 3 million words, the Buckwalter Arabic Corpus 
(1986-2003) with 2.5 to 3 million words, General Scientific Arabic Corpus (2004) with 1.6 
million words and the Classical Arabic Corpus (CAC) (2004) with 5 million words. 
Moreover, there are also few even smaller corpora, e.g, the corpus by al-Jaburi (1988), 
which contains 250,000 words, and corpus by Kouloughli (1991) with 200,000 words,
270
 
and the corpus compiled by Khoja (2003), which contains only 50,000 words.
271
 
 
The size of the corpus is affected by the length and number of the texts. For example, 
Biber (1990) who used a corpus-based study to investigate methodological issues, suggests 
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that a text of 1,000 words is adequate from the point of view of reliability,
272
 while, the 
LOB and Brown corpus compiled texts that contained 2,000 words.
273
 The researcher 
decided to select daily articles from newspapers within a set period, and it is almost 
impossible to find texts that contain around 1,000–2,000 words, consistently, in daily 
newspapers. This is supported by al-Sulaiti and Atwell (2003), who, commenting on 
Oostdijk‟s (1998) statement that articles in the corpus should contain between 2,000 and 
5,000 words,
274
 state that „the problem with using the WWW as the source of material is 
that it is hard to find sample of this size‟.275 As a solution, they suggest combining short 
articles, or using a group of articles, that deal with a specific topic and trying to make use 
of as many texts as can be found.  
 
This discussion shows that many corpora contain millions of words. It should be pointed 
out that some of them were developed with the intention of making them available for 
other researchers to use for a variety of linguistics studies. Only large corpora can serve 
this purpose. In contrast, the corpus for this present study was developed for the specific, 
limited purpose of the researcher, who believes that a corpus containing around 175,000 
word is sufficient for his study‟s needs on the basis that the present corpus was built to 
represent specifically the world affairs and sports sections, while other corpora cover most 
newspaper sections, e.g. an-Nahar Corpus and al-Hayat Corpus.
276
 The fact that this 
present corpus also represents the short period of 30 days (one month) in order to get the 
snapshot of language used in a particular time justifies the size of the corpus. By 
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comparison, an-Nahar Corpus, for instance, covers articles from a six-year period, from 
1995 to 2000. The researcher believes that a corpus of this size will extract more than 
3,000 words for each section, as recommended for teaching specialised vocabularies (see 
page 143).  
  
4.3.2   Contents of the corpus 
 
Generally speaking, when designing a corpus, the researcher must decide whether it should 
be a diachronic corpus
277
 or a synchronic corpus.
278
 The „synchronic corpus‟ is the most 
suitable for this present study because all the newspaper texts are collected from roughly 
the same short time period. This allows the researcher to study a „snapshot‟ of language 
use at a particular time. In further detail, most of the texts were compiled from 1 November 
2007 to early December 2007. The exception was the Australian Al-Furat, collected over a 
longer period because it is published weekly. It was difficult to find daily Arabic 
newspapers in non-Arab countries, and the researcher found only one: the United 
Kingdom‟s Al-Quds al-„Arabi.  
 
The corpus contains texts from two sections of seven Arabic newspapers, namely the sport 
and world affairs sections. The researcher aimed to compile one article per day from each 
of these sections, amounting to 60 articles from each newspaper. This target was achieved 
for all but two newspapers (Al-Sabah al-Jadid and Al-Ahram), which had no articles with 
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the required number of words
279
 in one of the sections on one day. To compensate for this, 
two articles were gathered from that day in order to provide equivalent numbers of words 
in the sub-corpora. Table 4.1 below shows the distribution of articles by newspaper 
sections. 
  
Table 4.1: Number of articles by section 
Newspaper World Sport Total 
Al-Ahram 31 30 61 
Al-Jazirah 30 30 60 
Al-Khabar 30 30 60 
Al-Safir 30 30 60 
Al-Sabah al-Jadid 30 31 61 
Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 30 30 60 
Al-Furat 30 30 60 
Total 211 211 422 
 
4.3.3   Definition of the place of investigation 
 
Geographical factors have a significant influence on differences in language use. In most 
Arab countries, past colonisation has affected the level of acceptance of loan words from 
foreign languages, which creates differences between countries depending on the strength 
of the impact of the colonial language on the local language. For example, Algeria is 
considered to be the Arab country most affected by a European language during the 
colonial period. Holt (1995) states: „Algeria suffered a more intense and prolonged attack 
on its language and culture than any other Arab country.‟280  
 
Be that as it may, this study covers seven newspapers from different countries. They can be 
divided first into two major categories: newspapers from Arab countries, represented by 
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five newspapers, and newspapers from non-Arab countries, represented by two 
newspapers. The five newspapers from Arab countries represent distinct geographical 
areas, differentiated by language genre, while the other two complete the corpus, represent 
all non-Arab countries. This division is based on the fact that the Arabic language can be 
geographically classified into five regions, the Arabian Peninsular and Mesopotamia, the 
Eastern Gulf, the Maghreb, Egypt and Syria-Palestine,
281
 and the selection of the 
newspapers is based on this categorisation. 
 
All of the selected Arab countries are considered dominant countries in their regions that 
create language characteristics and play important roles in world events. In detailed 
discussion, Egypt has been recognised as a dominant Arabic-speaking country in Arabic 
language development (see page 34) and Algeria has experienced a major influence on its 
language from colonisation, as explained before. Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia is the world 
centre for the Islamic faith and involved in most issues relating to Islamic countries, 
especially in the Arab world. The selection of Iraq is because of its current unique 
situation, struggling with the presence of the American and allied forces since the invasion 
of 2003, and finally Lebanon is the closest-related to the Palestine-Israel issue, in which it 
is actively involved. Table 4.2 below shows the selected countries in each region. 
 
Table 4.2: Regional representation for Arab country newspapers 
No Region Newspaper 
1 Egypt Al-Ahram 
2 Eastern Gulf Al-Jazirah 
3 Maghreb Al-Khabar 
4 Syria-Palestine Al-Safir 
5 Peninsular and Mesopotamia Al-Sabah al-Jadid 
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With regard to the selection of newspapers, the researcher considers that some of them, 
such as Al-Ahram, Al-Safir and Al-Jazirah are among the most prominent newspapers in 
their country, while others, such as Al-Khabar and Al-Sabah al-Jadid, were chosen for the 
availability of their world affairs and sport sections on the Internet. Table 4.3 below shows 
the countries where the newspapers are published. 
 
Table 4.3: The country of newspaper publishing  
No Arab Countries Non- Arab Countries 
Name of Newspaper Origin Name of Newspaper Origin 
1 Al-Ahram Egypt Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi United Kingdom 
2 Al-Jazirah Saudi Arabia Al-Furat Australia 
3 Al-Khabar Algeria   
4 Al-Safir Lebanon   
5 Al-Sabah al-Jadid Iraq   
 
The selection of the two newspapers from non-Arab countries was not based on regional 
categorisation, but intends to provide a representation of non-Arab countries in general, 
and the United Kingdom and Australia in particular. The purpose of including them is to 
determine whether the place of publication in non-Arab countries affects word usage. The 
researcher expects these two newspapers to exhibit particular characteristics as a result of 
being published in a country with a different first language and culture. The inclusion of 
these newspaper articles with their own advantages and characteristics, the researcher 
believes, gives a representative spread of the varieties of material taught to Malay students 
of Modern Media Arabic. 
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4.3.4   Composition of the corpus 
 
In statistical analysis, random sampling is the usual method for data collection that reliably 
represents the population.
282
 However, in statistical analysis for linguistics studies, a 
corpus compilation is not a random collection of texts.
283
 Rather, for the purposes of data 
validity and reliability, the researcher applied mean calculation in order to ascertain the 
number of words that should be selected in each article. Then, a range was set, in 
recognition of the fact that it is almost impossible to find an exact number of words in a 
daily article in each newspaper during a set period. The justification for why random 
sampling was not applied in this corpus compilation is that the aim of the study was to 
equalise the number of words in each sub-corpus. The use of random sampling would 
leave it open for the whole range of words in articles to be selected and lead to an 
imbalance in words composition between sub-corpora.  
 
The researcher found several studies that had limited the number of words selected in each 
article in order to enable comparison analysis between sub-corpora, such as the comparison 
study between the LOB and BROWN Corpus in English language, which is limited to 500 
texts that each contains only 2,000 words.
284
 Therefore, in the researcher‟s view, the 
corpora characteristic that requires large number of words is considered sufficient to 
represent the language use in compensation to random sampling.  
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By using mean calculation, all daily articles in both sections, amounting to 5,978, articles 
were stored in the database. 
 
Mean = Number of words 
              Number of articles 
 
Mean = 2551760
285
 
         5978 
 
Mean = 426.8584 
 
 
Based on this calculation, articles that contain 427 words should be selected. The range 
was set at between 250 and 600 words in order to make more articles available for 
selection. However, there were several days when no articles within the range were 
available as explained before (see page 106-107). It would not have been right to extend 
the range to more than 600 and lower than 250 because this would create a wider margine 
between sub-corpora. In order to deal with this problem, therefore, two articles were 
selected in order to bring the selection within the range. Table 4.4 below shows the exact 
number of words, by newspaper and section. 
 
Table 4.4: Number of words by newspaper and section 
No Newspaper World Sport Total 
1 Al-Ahram 12,425 13,374 25,799 
2 Al-Jazirah 12,554 12,948 25,502 
3 Al-Khabar 12,787 11,617 24,404 
4 Al-Safir 12,440 12,388 24,828 
5 Al-Sabah al-Jadid 12,465 12,537 25,002 
6 Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 11,848 12,937 24,785 
7 Al-Furat 12,950 12,115 25,065 
Total  87,469 87,916 175,385 
 
Sometimes, there was more than one article within the range available on a particular day. 
In order to determine which article should be selected, the number of words in the articles 
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was taken into account and the article was selected that contributed best to reducing the 
gap between sections. As shown in Table 4.4, the sport section in Al-Khabar has a lower 
number of words than the others, even though articles that tended to reduce the gap were 
selected.  
 
4.3.5   Corpus organisation 
 
Kennedy (1998) suggests that the compilation of a corpus should include a number of 
stages, beginning from corpus design, to planning a storage system, obtaining permission, 
text capture and finally markup.
286
 In order to develop a reliable corpus, all stages were 
followed from an Arabic language perspective, depending on their appropriateness. Several 
stages were not fully applied because of the aim of study. For example, this present corpus 
did not undergo the full process of grammatical tagging in the mark up; this will be 
justified later (see page 125). 
 
This section will briefly explain all the stages and they will then be elaborated under the 
subheadings below. In the corpus design, all the articles were collected from the seven 
newspapers through their official websites, and each newspaper was represented by its 
sports and world sections. The articles were then stored in Microsoft (MS) Word by 
creating folders for the newspapers and sections. They were then were converted to plain 
text format to make them accessible for the computer software. In order to avoid the 
problem of duplication,
287
 each text was tagged for the database with a different label, e.g. 
article 1, 2, 3 etc. Generally speaker, the name tags of texts may be similar, with the texts 
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being differentiated by folders. The researcher tried to obtain permission to use the texts by 
contacting all the newspaper publishers by email and letter. However, only Al-Safir 
responded, sending permission to the researcher‟s personal email address.288 For the text 
capture stage, most of the articles were first copied to MS Word from the Hyper Text 
Markup Language (HTML) format and then to plain text. One newspaper, however, was 
first converted to Rich Text Format (RTF) using Acrobat Professional software before 
being copied to MS Word and plain text, because it was only available in PDF. The 
markup stage involved several processes, such as indicating the number of words, author, 
date of search, and separating words in a string.  
 
It should be stressed that the storage process took place within the stated period to avoid 
reference to the newspaper archives because some of them are only available for a limited 
period. Nevertheless, because delays in uploading articles by the publishers were possible, 
the archives were used to check that all the articles had been collected. Any that had been 
delayed were collected the next day.  
 
4.3.6   Scene of the corpus 
 
This part presents the major events reported in the sport and world affairs sections. This is 
an important part of newspaper analysis as all kind of events around the world are reported. 
An introduction to the most items in the corpus helps the researcher and readers to estimate 
which words may occur in high frequency.  
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In world affairs, the period of data collection from November to early December 2007
289
 
includes articles about the invasion of Iraq by America and its allies over Iraq, the 
Palestine-Israel crisis, and the Iranian nuclear programme. Several newspapers also gave 
attention to world petrol prices, the Russia-Kosovo conflict and the Algerian general 
election.   
  
For the sport section, the corpus contains a high number of articles about football league in 
Arab and Europe countries. No special football events were given extensive coverage as 
most of the newspapers, especially in Arab countries, focus more on their internal football 
league. This is not always the case, however, and some newspapers gave significant 
coverage to the Asian Cup, which was won by the Iraq national team in July 2007. A 
smaller number of articles in the corpus report on other sports, such as rugby, tennis, 
Formula One and American basketball.  
 
4.4 Internal Structure 
 
4.4.1   Types of Corpora 
 
Corpora can be divided into three different kinds.
290
 The first is the raw corpus, which 
consists of a normal text file without any annotation or tagging. Building such corpus is 
quite simple compared with other types of corpora, but it is less useful as the researcher 
can only use it to study limited aspects of language. However, if the researcher has 
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available specialised software to analyse such a corpus, it may not be less useful than other 
types of corpora. Moreover, the advantage of this corpus is the ease with which it can be 
developed and at the same time work as similar as other types of corpus with sophisticated 
analysis software. 
 
The second kind of corpus is the tagged corpus, which is a corpus additional information 
added to the corpus data
291
 that enables the researcher to carry out a more sophisticated 
analysis. The type of tagging is normally assigned to words according to their grammatical 
categories. Specific tag sets
292
 represent the morphological, syntactical or semantic 
characteristics of words or the characteristics of constituents or sentences. In order to fully 
use the computer‟s potential, the linguistics nature of the text must be specified and it must 
be stored in the computer.  
 
The third kind of corpus is a parsed corpus. The parsed corpus is somewhat similar to a 
tagged corpus, especially in terms of purpose and method of application. However, there 
are slight differences between them as the corpus is parsed in order to indicate its syntactic 
structure. The words tagged in parsed corpus are therefore not treated as separate 
grammatical categories, as in the tagged corpus, but are judged from the start and end 
points of units such as noun phrases, verb phrases and clauses. The parsed corpus may also 
add information about how the syntactic units relate to one another.
293
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For this investigation, the researcher chose to build a raw corpus, given that the software 
applied is capable of analysing the grammatical aspects in the corpus well enough for the 
researcher to achieve the aim of the study. As far as the researcher is concerned, the two 
other types of corpora are normally used to develop a corpus database for other researchers 
in a wide range of linguistics aspects, not for a specific aim, as is the case with this study.  
  
4.4.2   Data resource problems 
 
Verification of the accuracy of articles, especially in terms of spelling, is very important 
for the reliability and validity of the corpus. The research used the archive as one means of 
verification. In addition, referring to the PDF version of the newspaper is the most reliable 
method because, as discussed in previous chapter, the PDF is the image of the print 
newspaper. However, not all newspapers are available in PDF versions, while some only 
provide a PDF of the front page. Another way to check is by using online newspaper 
services applications; some newspapers gather together articles published before the 
current day in one section. For example Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi includes the previous day‟s 
articles under „yesterday‟s topic‟ (ٌٓلأا عٞٙٞٓ). Several newspapers, e.g. Al-Khabar and 
Al-Sabah al-Jadid, attach the publication date to articles.  
 
4.4.2.1   Verification of HTML text  
 
This step was taken in order to make sure that all texts in HTML were stored as accurately 
as their original version. It is very important to guard against losing linguistic features 
during the storage process. Although the researcher is quite confident that the stored texts 
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copied from HTML format were not changed in the process, a random sampling method 
was applied to check against the original HTML texts on the websites.  
 
Three articles were selected randomly to represent each category in six of the newspapers. 
Al-Furat was not available in HTML. The comparison was carried out manually and 
showed that there were no spelling differences in any of the selected texts between the 
database and the HTML texts. Therefore, it can be concluded that the text copied in the 
database is similar to the HTML texts, and that any spelling error in any type of text format 
comes from the original sources.  
 
4.4.2.2   PDF text editing 
 
In order to standardise all the data in the corpus for editing, all the articles were first 
located in MS Word, including the articles from PDF, before being converted to plain text, 
the format that is compatible with the software. Al-Furat, which is only available in PDF 
was converted to RTF, using Acrobat Professional, and was then copied into MS Words 
and thence into plain text. 
 
However, the researcher realised that many changes occurred in terms of spelling during 
conversion from PDF to RTF, although „copy and paste‟ worked properly for copying from 
RTF. All 60 articles in the Al-Furat sub-corpus were therefore rechecked one by one and 
re-edited manually to comply with the originals. Priority was given to spelling and special 
features that might differentiate between newspapers.  
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4.4.3   Identification of words 
 
In many circumstances, words in writing are defined as lexical units in a string of writing 
(bounded by spaces).
294
 However, this identification is not always accurate as some lexical 
units are made up of more than one word. In English, for example, the term „joint venture‟ 
is considered one lexical unit because separating the words leads to a change of meaning. 
Conversely, there is sometimes more than one word between two spaces or blanks: e.g. the 
word „didn‟t‟ contains two words „did‟ and „not‟.  
 
In Arabic, the problem is more complicated because individual words are very often not 
separated by spaces. This occurs more frequently in Arabic than in English. The word 
ُْٜؤَ٤ُ (to ask them), for instance, actually contains three words: ـُ -  ٍؤَ٣- ْٛ  (to – ask – 
them).  
 
„Abdulkarim (1990) suggests solving this problem by dividing the word up and placing a 
space between the individual components. Thus, instead of treating ُْٜؤَ٤ُ as one word, the 
researcher should write  ـُ-  ٍؤَ٣- ْٛ  in order to make the components accessible to 
computer software. However, al-Jaburi (1988) suggests transcribing Arabic into Latin 
fonts, as computer programs have many problems with Arabic fonts. Another solution  
proposed by „Abdulkarim is to set up word lists in which every word is represented with all 
the possible prefixes and suffixes, which can be manually removed afterwards.
295
 
However, this method is impractical and time consuming because he did not realise that so 
many combinations of different prefixes and suffixes were possible.  
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Despite all these issues, word identification by recognising characters between spaces is 
the best method for developing word analysis computer software, especially if it is to be 
available for use with many languages. Since the selected software is able to identify 
words by recognising groups of characters between spaces, the most suitable approach is to 
apply „Abdulkarim‟s first suggestion: to separate all the components of a word by placing 
spaces between them. This is feasible, given that the present corpus is not very large 
compared with some others. This chapter will discuss later (see page 129-131) the 
software‟s ability to recognise all types of fonts, including Arabic fonts, as it was 
developed for international use, and there is therefore no need to rewrite all the texts in 
Latin fonts, as suggested by al-Jaburi.  
 
4.4.3.1   Word inclusion 
 
„Word inclusion‟ refers to the words that were taken into account in this study. Although 
the applied software obviously counts all the words in the text, without exception, and 
ranks them in the frequency list, not all word categories were included for analysis. 
Generally speaking, Arabic words can be divided into three types; noun, verb and 
particle.
296
 All verbs and nouns were analysed, with the exception of pronouns. Specific 
nouns, such as proper names of people and places were not counted with common nouns as 
they constitute a special language feature. The categories of words included are shown in 
further detail in Figure 4.1.  
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Figure 4.1:  Word categories included for analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The researcher believes that analysing these word categories will enable him to present the 
actual usage of words in the newspapers better than by using just a general comparison 
between nouns and verbs. Analysing word usage by gender could reveals gender 
involvement in particular issues in world affairs and sport in particular countries. Tense is 
also very important in news reporting as it indicates the kind of events and issues that the 
newspapers frequently report: are they over or on-going? Studying the noun in terms of 
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number reveals whether people are involved in world affairs and sporting events either 
singly, in pairs or or in groups. The study of semantic category illustrates the frequency in 
both sections of action
297
 and non-action verbs, while transitivity explains whether or not a 
certain verb needs to be combined with a particle. This should reveal any new trends in 
language usage and to what extent it is changing. Analysing auxiliary and non-auxiliary 
verbs shows how verbs that indicate a particular action are used more as auxiliaries. For 
example, the verb  َّ به which, in its simplest sense, means „to stand up‟ is also used, with the 
particle bi, as an auxiliary to a verbal noun in the sense of „to undertake‟, e.g.                   
وٖٓ ٠ُا حهب٣يُبث و٣ىُٞا َّ به (the minister carried out a visit to Egypt).
298
 The verb ّبه in the 
example is considered as an auxiliary because it is not indicating a real action in itself, but 
acting as a supporting verb to the word حهب٣يُا. The real action in the sentence is هاى (visited) 
and should be literally rendered as ىُٞا هاىوٖٓ و٣  (the minister visited Egypt) without the 
verb ّبه.  
 
It should be noted that verb classification into action and non-action verbs was deliberately 
undertaken for this study as the researcher consciously believes that the non-action verb 
represents different semantic categories of verb from the action verb. There are various 
kinds of non-action verb, such as: mental verbs,
299
 e.g, وًّ نر (remember),  َه َ َّ ّيك (thought) 
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and  َْ ِٜ َك (understood), speech act verbs,
300
 e.g,  َٖ ََِْػأ (announced),  َو ٌَ َّ  (thanked) and  ََتَِٛ 
(asked), and verbs indicating abstract states,
301
 e.g, لَع ْٞ ُ٣ (exists), ٠َوَْج٣ (remains) and  َٕ َبً 
(was). However, the researcher believes that in any language, the verb can basically be 
divided into two types: verbs that indicate that the certain physical action occurs (action 
verbs), and verbs that do not involve physical action (non-action verbs). The justification 
for this general classification in this study, without taking into account other types of verbs, 
goes back to its aim of finding out whether or not differences in word usage occur between 
world affairs and sport, given that sporting activities usually, involve physical actions. For 
this reason, all verbs that do not involve physical action have been categorised as non-
action verbs.  
 
Phrases that contain more than one word are considered as one lexical unit with a specific 
meaning. Analysing them separately would run the risk of eliminating that specific 
example of word usage. For example, the word ُْبؼُا (world) may occur in an article in 
world affairs, but when it is combined with the word ًؤً (cup) to become ُْبؼُا ًؤً (World 
Cup), the reader knows that the article is reporting on sport. The two words are considered 
together as one lexical unit, as the list and word frequency analysis generally still considers 
all groups of characters between blanks as one word, in accordance with the main software 
main setting.  
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4.4.3.2   Word exclusion  
 
The study excluded all prepositions (usually referred to as particles in discussion of Arabic 
grammar) from the word frequency list, as they are assumed to be very common in most 
texts. This is also justified because the significance of most particles is usually 
grammatical rather than lexical,
302
 in that they affect the case of the noun they govern. All 
pronouns were also excluded because they are common. The software was set to exclude 
all those word categories from appearing on the word frequency list appearance, so that 
only the words needed by the researcher are displayed on the list.  
 
The reason why particles were considered common words is that they are used very 
regularly in all types of texts and can therefore make only a limited contribution to the kind 
of event in this study of vocabulary used in sport and world affairs. Consider this example: 
 
 ل٣لغُا هاووُا و٣ىُٞا ِٖػأٍف ٢ُ٘ٛٞا عب٣نُٔا   
 
The particle ٢ك (in) plays a less significant role in describing the event as compared with 
the word و٣ىُٞا (minister), for example. 
  
Nevertheless, several particles were analysed indirectly, specifically in relation to their 
combination with a verb, as this may affect the meaning of the phrase. For example, the 
verb فلٛ (aimed) is regularly used with the particle ٠ُا (to) to mean to draw near (to) or to 
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aim (at). The analysis in this respect is carried out in order to determine whether this verb 
is also used with other particles to convey the same meaning. 
 
The fact that they are „common‟ is also the reason for discounting pronouns from the 
analysis. However, their „common‟ ness is not like that of particles. In researcher‟s view, 
the particle is „common‟ because it is commonly used in all texts, while pronouns are 
considered „common‟ because they may refer to anything in the texts. For example, the 
word ٞٛ (he/it) may refer to any male person or masculine object referred to in an article.  
  
4.5 Operationalisation of the corpus 
 
This section presents the steps that were taken to analyse the corpus after it was built. It 
also explains how special computer software was applied in this analysis in order to obtain 
more sophisticated results. The use of particular software is not limited to producing the 
word frequency list, but also enables the researcher systematically to discover the current 
language style and its changes.   
 
4.5.1   Encoding 
 
Encoding is the last step in corpus compilation before the corpus is put into operation.
303
 
Encoding was applied with the specific intention of ensuring that the corpus was 
compatible with the software, so that it could statistically analyse the language aspects that 
were being targeted. In the researcher‟s view, the amount of detail required in the encoding 
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of the corpus depends on the objective of its compilation. Although this present corpus is 
categorised as a raw corpus, it still needs simple encoding, although without involving the 
extent of grammatical tagging used in a tagged corpus. The purpose of this simple tagging 
is merely to enhance the capability of the software, which cannot differentiate between 
words with similar spellings in different word categories, or what is called in corpus 
linguistics words with ambiguity. 
 
Any corpus may be exposed to the problem of word ambiguity, which may affect the 
results. Tagging, besides providing additional grammatical information, is the main tool for 
avoiding the ambiguity problem. According to Habash and Rambow (2005), Arabic words 
are often ambiguous in their morphological analysis because of Arabic‟s rich system of 
affixation and diacritics and the omission of disambiguating short vowel and orthographic 
diacritics in standard orthography.
304
 The ambiguity problem occurs when there is a choice 
of two potential tags. For example, the word سلؾر (t-h-d-th) might be a noun, depending on 
the context and the (unseen) vocalisation. Word analysis software would normally treat it 
as one word without differentiating the variations. If this problem is not solved at an earlier 
stage, it will create defects in the analysis results.  
 
The encoding process focused on solving this crucial problem by tagging several words 
using a very simple tag set in order to make ambiguous words distinguishable by the 
software. For this purpose, a hyphen was used between the word and the tag set. In the 
previous example سلؾر might be one of several forms of a verb (tahaddatha, tahduthu, 
tuhdithu)or a noun (tahadduth). It was tagged as سلؾر_ْٔك  for tahaddatha, سلؾر_لٔك  for 
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tahduthu and سلؾر_ٚكل  for tuhdithu, while the noun tahadduth as left untagged. In 
explaining the tag set representation, the letter ـك (fa) stands for َؼك (verb), ا (alif) for ٍْا 
(noun) and ػ (ha) for فوؽ (particle). These letters come first after the hyphen in order to 
differentiate between these three major categories of Arabic words. The second letter 
stands for the tense, in the case of a verb – either perfect or imperfect while the third letter 
stands for unaugmented (mujarrad) and augmented (mazid) verb.
305
  
 
The study also used another method to solve the ambiguity problem. The concordance tool, 
which can search and display all sentences containing a selected word, was used to make it 
possible to clarify the category of the word by looking at its context. The software 
recognises words by their physical appearance, not their semantic meaning. Using the 
concordance to find what the neighbouring words in the sentence are is a useful method for 
solving the ambiguity problem.   
 
The second part of the encoding process involves separating words that are attached to 
each other. As discussed before, Arabic is full of connected groups of letters that 
containing more than one word and the software only identifies words by picking out 
clusters between blanks. The encoding process was therefore mostly focused on separating 
the words in such groups, and this was done by placing a space between the individual 
word components to enable the software to recognise each word separately.  
 
The discussion above indicates that the encoding or tagging process would take place 
manually for this corpus. The researcher is aware that there are some automatic 
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tokenisation and tagging software programs that can do Part of Speech (PoS) tagging with 
more than 90% accuracy, as discussed before (see page 98) such as MADA+TOKAN, 
Automatic Part of Speech Tagger (APT), Support Vector Mechine (SVM), TAGARAB 
and others. However, the researcher found that some of these are not easily available and 
some are too detailed for extracting Arabic words into grammatical tagging in text. 
Extremely detailed tagging could cause problems for the word frequency analysis software 
applied for this study because, as will be explained later, it does not require text to be 
indexed before analysis (see page 130). This is also in line with the aim of the study not to 
go into the grammatical aspect of the words analysed in depth, except in a few cases. It is 
also explains why other aspects of indexing are excluded from the current corpus, such as 
separation of diacritisation and full part of speech tagging, stemming and lemmatisation.     
 
Furthermore, this present study requires simple tagging just to avoid the problem of 
ambiguity. As a result, several different words in the same category may not be tagged 
while others are tagged. For example, the word  َسّلؾر (tahaddatha) which can be 
categorised as an augmented perfect verb is tagged to differentiate it from سلْؾر (tahduthu) 
as an unaugmented imperfect verb and سُّلؾر (tahadduth) as a noun. However, the word ٌِّْر 
(takallama) for example, which is in the same word category as سّلؾر (tahaddatha) may not 
be tagged because ِْ ٌْ ر (taklumu), unlike سُلْؾر (tahduthu), does not occur, and the noun ٌُِّْر 
(takallum) is already tagged. 
 
Although the encoding process may appear to be applicable only for this present study, the 
researcher believes it can be improved for the use of other researchers working in other 
aspects of linguistics and that it will be useful for Machine Learning research, as a training 
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corpus to develop an automatic system to learn tokenisation that can be applied to new 
texts, especially with the existence of established tagsets.  
 
4.5.2   Software 
 
According to al-Sulaiti and Atwell (2006) the purpose of a computer corpus is not merely 
to compile a large database of different texts and store it in the computer, but also to 
prepare the texts and format them in such a way that they can searched and the results of 
the search displayed in a way that is meaningful and useful to the linguist, teacher and 
learner, especially at the advanced level.
306
 Meaningful and useful data can be 
systematically displayed by using a special computer tool built to analyse language. There 
are plenty of computer software packages available for this purpose and the researcher had 
to choose which one would be most appropriate for the study.  
 
They themselves (al-Sulaiti and Atwell) list several Arabic word analysers that had been 
built, especially since the beginning of 2000, such as Buckwalter Arabic Morphological 
Analyser, the Linguistics Data Consortium (LDC) tagger, Sakhr‟s Morphological 
Analyser, Darwish‟s Sebawai Morphological Analyser, and others. These analysers, 
according to them, are either unavailable or very difficult to use, which meant that the 
researcher had to do a lot of work to make the corpus analysable.
307
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Processing, Fez, 19-22 April 2004, http://www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/eric/atwell04talnArabic.pdf (accessed May 
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In relation to this, the purpose of the study should determine which word analyser is most 
capable of generating the targeted analysis. It had been explained before that the ultimate 
goal of this study is to reveal the frequency of word usage. In addition, the researcher aims 
to study in depth several word categories in their context and expose the main keywords 
that represent the main world events. These aspects of analysis specifically need a software 
program that will support the word list, concordance and keyword tools. Although many 
programs are available that can perform this area of analysis, e.g. MonoConc Pro 2.2, 
Wordsmith tool, Concordance, Multi Language Corpus Tool, ConcApp 4, AntConc 3.1.1, 
aConCorde and others,
308
 some of them may unable to perform in-depth concordance and 
keyword analysis or may not support Arabic language analysis, or they may not be easily 
available. The aConCorde tool developed by Andrew Roberts is able to analyse Arabic 
words, but seems to have the disadvantage of not being able to analyse keywords by 
comparing between subcorpora.
309
      
 
4.5.2.1   Software for words analysis 
 
Among the software programs referred to above, the researcher found that the Wordsmith 
software package, developed by Mike Scott, to be the most best software for analysing this 
present corpus with the stated aims of study. Although it was not built specifically for 
analysing Arabic, the software has become well known
310
 for analysing such major 
languages as English, German, Chinese, Russian and others. One of the main reasons for 
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choosing this software is that, unlike other analysis tools, it does not require the corpus to 
be indexed in advance.
311
 It is therefore very suitable for a raw corpus without grammatical 
tagging. 
 
The latest version of this software is the fifth version. It is a powerful and user-friendly 
computer tool with a suitable program for text analysis and manipulation.
312
 Specifically, it 
was built to statistically produce frequency lists, to run concordance searches and calculate 
collocations for particular words, and to find keywords in a text and examine their 
distribution.  
 
4.5.2.2   Wordsmith software 
 
The software has three major applications which help the researcher to analyse words from 
many perspectives.  
 
1. Word List  
 
The „word list‟ tool has been programmed to be able to generate word lists from one or 
more texts in both frequency and alphabetical order. When the texts are fed into the word 
list application, the list appears automatically. In addition, the analysis provides a variety 
of statistical information for every word listing task. 
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2. Key Word 
 
The second Wordsmith application is key word. It enables the researcher to point out the 
key word from any text so that it provides information on what the text is relating about. 
The most important task in the key word tool is that it is able to compare between sub-
corpora. 
 
3. Concordance 
 
The „concordance‟ tool enables the software to display a concordance313 for any given 
word or part of a word. This analysis illustrates the language patterns in the text in more 
detail as it indicates the key word in certain sentences and its most frequent neighbouring 
words. The Wordsmith concordance tool can also do word cluster analysis.  
 
Although Wordsmith has these advantages, the researcher did encounter a minor problem 
with the concordance tool: all the sentences displayed in the results seemed to be structured 
out of order. However, the problem was eventually solved when the researcher found out 
the pattern of the sentences by referring to the actual sentence underneath the concordance 
results. That is because the researcher realises that all the incorrect sentences have similar 
disorder pattern.      
 
 
 
                                                 
313
 A concordance is a list of all of the occurrences of a particular search term in a corpus, presented within 
the context in which they occur, usually a few words to the left and right of the search term; see Baker, 
Hardie and McEnery, A Glossary, 42. 
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4.5.3   Data analysis  
 
This part presents the various types of analysis that were carried out in this study in order 
to arrive at a picture of the trend in newspaper Arabic from many perspectives. The study 
has two main concerns, which are also among the main function of Wordsmith. The first is 
word frequency analysis and the second is comparison analysis between sub-corpora.   
 
4.5.3.1   Word frequency 
 
For this study, word frequency analysis is the starting place for all other analysis. 
Wordsmith was the right software to choose for word listing. It displays the word list in 
either frequency or alphabetical order and also provides many statistical results, such as 
percentages, means, standard deviations and types of word (distinct word), which made it 
possible to picture the usage of words in the frequency list. Apart from the two methods of 
listing, the lists also were presented in various kinds of article categories, for example by 
newspaper and by section.  
 
The major part of data analysis in the word frequency list was divided according to world 
affairs and sport sections. World affairs was treated first, then sport. It transpired that the 
word aspects that were analysed were similar in both sections. Although the results showed 
thousand of words in frequency order, only words that the researcher thought could 
highlight characteristics of media Arabic were discussed as being representative of other 
similar types of words. In order to avoid analysing a very large number of words, analysis 
was restricted to words that occurred three or more times, because the researcher believes 
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that words that occurred less than three times did not have a strong enough presence to 
indicate that they were significant for language style. Some other studies have set the limit 
at 5 to 28 occurrences, but further investigation proved that this limitation was applied to 
larger corpora containing millions of words. The limitation to three occurrences was 
therefore appropriate for this corpus, which contain around 175,000 words.    
 
The analysis began with a consideration of the statistical results for the whole list, taking 
world affairs and sport separately. Then, it focused in on language style analysis of nouns 
and verbs, including analysing the use of nouns by gender and number, verbs by tense, 
number and person.  
 
For more in-depth analysis, the researcher frequently depended on the wordlist and 
concordance tools to reveal other special features of media Arabic that derived from the 
main focus (noun and verb). In the noun section, frequency analysis was applied to several 
types of noun to discover the usage of broken and sound plurals, proper and common 
nouns, phrases, collective nouns, comparative nouns and metaphors. The analysis of 
broken and sound plurals should show which are used more in newspaper writing, 
especially when both forms exist; e.g. ٕٞجربٌُا (sound) and ةّبزٌُا (broken). Analysis of 
proper nouns and phrases gives clear information about common terms used in world 
affairs and sport articles, so that students, especially Malaysian students, could use them 
for their news writing. Analysis of comparative and collective nouns should reveals which 
words from these categories were used more in each section. For example, the word تقز٘ٓ 
(national team) occurred more frequently in the sport sections than in world affairs, and 
the reverse was true for the word ٌ٤ئه (leader, president). As noted in chapter 3, (see page 
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53 and 55), news journalists use a direct and clear word in order to deliver world events to 
the reader fast. Analysis of the metaphorical use of nouns should determine whether the 
extent to which this is the practice in various situations. 
 
In the verb section, the analysis was carried out from a semantic perspective in order to 
discover how verbs were used in various meanings according to the situation. For this 
purpose, the verbs were analysed in terms of metaphor, synonym and other specific 
meanings. In terms of metaphor, the analysis was carried out to reveal whether a particular 
verb was used in its basic sense or in a metaphorical sense. For example, the verb تؼُ 
(played) in sports news would normally refer to a sportsman playing a game. However, it 
was possible that the verb might be used metaphorically, rather than to indicate physical 
sporting activity, as in اًهٝك تؼُ (played a role). This is not too far from analysis in terms of 
auxiliary and non-auxiliary verbs, where verbs may not be used in their basic meaning; but 
become auxiliary verbs or supporting verbs, as discussed before (see page 121). The 
researcher discovered that Malaysian students regularly faced problems in selecting the 
most suitable word from a group of synonyms, for example, between سّلؾر (spoke) and ٍبه 
(said). Analysis of this aspect shows which word was regularly used, according to context. 
In addition, the use of lexical words that directly reflect the story of the article was given 
special attention, as compared with other general words, for example the word ًَه 
(kicked), which was commonly used in sport sections, was analysed to see its lexical 
suitability to context and how frequently it was used in the articles. 
 
The concordance tool is very useful for further investigation from different points of view 
in word frequency analysis, to reveal the use of particular words in combination with 
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particular other words. The researcher therefore analysed the use of several nouns with the 
neighbouring words in the sentence to see how they were used together as phrase. For 
example, the word ُْبؼُا  (world) is listed individually on the word list. The concordance tool 
enables the researcher to determine the possibility of using this word in a phrase by 
looking at its adjoining words too. The word might be used with ًؤً (cup) in the sport 
section to become ُْبؼُا ًؤً (World Cup). With regard to verbs, specific verbs that were 
used with prepositions or particles were analysed using the concordance tool. The 
importance of this is that it indicates particular features of MSA in journalism. For 
example, the verb َٖ٣ (arrive) is normally followed by the particle ٠ُا (to). The tool was 
used to investigate whether modern media Arabic does the same or whether changes have 
occurred.  
 
The word list was also analysed by newspaper in order to discover the special 
characteristics of each newspaper, which may be seen as representative of the country 
where it was published. The findings of analysis of high frequency words, phrases, verb 
transitivity and loan words can highlight the identity of media practices in different 
regions, including both Arab and non-Arab countries. The analysis of high frequency word 
gives information about the common words and focus of a particular newspaper, while 
analysis of phrases reveals the differences that occur between newspapers in using a 
variety of phrases to indicate the same meaning. For example, this study revealed which 
newspapers use the phrase خ٣كٜٞ٣ خُٝك (Jewish state) and which use َ٤ئاوٍا خُٝك (state of 
Israel) as they indicate similar meanings. Verb transitivity was also analysed to discover 
the differences that occur between newspapers in the use of particles with particular verbs. 
In addition, the analysis of loan words is important as they contribute to a newspaper‟s 
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identity. A loan word is a word that has come to be used in a language or dialect other than 
the one where it originated in terms of word forming and meaning.
314
 In line with this 
definition, the researcher analysed several loan words that may partly reflect the Arabic 
media‟s identity and measured the extent to which Arabic newspapers have adopted them. 
For example, the words ٛاوهٞٔ٣ك (democrat) and ٕبُٔوث (parliament) were analysed in order 
to find out how frequently they were used.    
    
4.5.3.2   Comparison between sub-corpora 
 
Lowe (2003) notes that another common use for subpart analysis is to compare different 
sources, addressing the same substantive question to measure how different their treatment 
was on the basis of the sort of words they use.
315
 Furthermore, language usage comparison 
between sub-corpora reveals differences between various types of texts in terms of 
linguistics. According to Leech and Falton (1992), some of these differences may indicate 
cultural rather than simply linguistic differences.
316
 On a regular basis, one sub-corpora 
represents one type or area of text where they are clustered into. Using the likelihood ratio 
test
317
 in the Wordsmith software, a comparison analysis was carried out from various 
perspectives to obtain the significant keyness scores, and they were divided into two major 
sections. First, a general comparison was made between world affairs and sport sections. 
To set a limit on this comparison, only some points that had been analysed in word 
frequency list were involved. Although the process executes a direct comparison between 
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sub-corpora, the significant keyness scores were still taken into account; but not as a main 
factor for measurement as occurred in the second comparison. Rather, the keyness score 
acts as a further confirmation of the result. The p value was widened to (0.1) in order to get 
a wider range of keywords (p value = 0.1). Second, a comparison was made between two 
sub-corpora using a comparison tool in Wordsmith. This process was applied in order to 
identify the keyword of each sub-corpus by measuring the significant keyness score as a 
main indicator. Because the significant keyness score is the main factor that affects the 
result, the p value was set to the smallest range (p value = 0.000001). As a result, only the 
top significant keywords were displayed in the results list according to the keyness strength 
from higher to the lower. The higher the score, the stronger its keyness, which means that 
the word is more frequently used as compared with counterpart sub-corpora.  
 
1. General comparison between world affairs and sport sections 
 
The comparison in this part was carried out as an extensive study of word frequency list 
analysis. The results from the word analysis in world affairs and sport sections was 
compared manually without fully depending on the Wordsmith comparison tool. However, 
in most situations, the keyness scores were still adopted from the tool in order to confirm 
the differences between the analysed words.  
 
In this extensive study from the word frequency analysis, all aspects that the researcher 
considered available for comparison, such as collective nouns, for example, were 
compared between the two sections. The results from this analysis are more comprehensive 
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because it involves many types of word in both noun and verb classifications,
318
 while, the 
comparison between two word lists merely measured the keywords. 
 
2.  Comparison between two word lists 
 
As mentioned before, the main function of the comparison tool in Wordsmith is 
determining keywords for each sub-corpora and listing them from the most significant to 
the least. In line with this, the researcher limited the analysis to comparing several top 
keywords, believing them to be capable of illustrating the important features of language 
style for each newspaper. This comparison process was divided into three parts: first, 
comparison between world affairs and sport sections; second, comparison between 
newspapers; and third, comparison between newspapers published in Arab and non-Arab 
countries.  
 
a) Comparison between sport and world affairs sections 
 
The comparison was made between sport and world affairs sub-corpora in order to 
understand the keyword differences between them. Further attention was also given to the 
differences between proper nouns found in both sections. For this part, the researcher 
analysed only keywords that scored more than 100 significant score (see page 259). The 
focus was given to the number of keywords recorded by both sub-corpora to illustrate the 
word usage pattern. 
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Figure 4.2 Comparison process between world affairs and sport sections 
Sub-corpus A     Sub-corpus B  
             Comparison process 
 
 
Figure 4.2 shows the method of comparison process between world affairs and sport 
sections. It shows that the comparison process was carried out in both directions in order to 
produce balanced results between the sub-corpora. 
 
b) Comparison between newspapers by section 
 
Using a similar method of comparison, a similar analysis was then applied separately to 
compare between newspapers by section. Because the tool can only compare two word 
lists at once, the process had to be carried out repeatedly in order to cover all seven 
newspapers – 21 times for each section. In contrast to the first comparison between world 
affairs and sport, the list to be analysed was limited to the top five keywords on the list, 
because the researcher found that there were various levels of significant keyness score 
between the comparison processes. This issue did not arise in the first comparison because 
it involved only one comparison process, compared with 21 processes for the second 
present comparison.  
 
 
 
 
World 
affairs 
Sport 
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Table 4.5: Comparison process between newspapers 
Newspaper Al-Ahram Al-Furat Al-Jazirah Al-Khabar Al-Quds 
al-
„
Arabi 
Al-Sabah 
al-Jadid 
Al-Safir 
Al-Ahram  1 2 3 4 5 6 
Al-Furat   7 8 9 10 11 
Al-Jazirah    12 13 14 15 
Al-Khabar     16 17 18 
Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 
     19 20 
Al-Sabah al-
Jadid 
      21 
Al-Safir        
 
Table 4.5 shows shows that the processes were run separately, amounting to 21 processes. 
It should be noted that the table above represents only one section. The number of 
processes needed for both sections was therefore 42.  
    
c) Comparison between newspapers published in Arab and non-Arab countries 
 
As far as the researcher is aware, this aspect has not being analysed by any studies in this 
area of Arabic language. The researcher considers that conducting this kind of analysis 
between newspapers from Arab and non-Arab countries highlights a new perspective on 
differences between the two sub-corpora in terms of issues covered by means of measuring 
their keywords. The Arab countries are represented by five newspapers (Al-Ahram, Al-
Jazirah, Al-Khabar, Al-Sabah al-Jadid and Al-Safir) and the non-Arab countries by two 
(Al-Furat and Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi). Although the number of newspapers involved in the 
process was unbalanced, a comparison can be carried out by determining the mean and 
percentage of keyness scores in each sub-corpus. For example, the word تقز٘ٓ (national 
team) recorded 288 (0.38%) frequencies for the Arab country sub-corpus and 144 (0.49%) 
for the non-Arab country sub-corpus. The conclusion is that the reports about teams occurs 
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more in newspapers from non-Arab countries than in those from Arab countries, although 
in terms of frequency the newspapers from the Arab countries recorded more occurrences.  
 
Figure 4.3: Comparison between sub-corpora in Arab and non-Arab countries 
      Sub-Corpus A      Sub-Corpus B 
     Comparison Process 
 
   
 
 
Figure 4.3 shows that the sizes of the sub-corpora are unbalanced: there are five 
newspapers from Arab countries and only two from non-Arab countries. Analysis of word 
usage is therefore carried out by measuring percentage word occurrence. As occurred in 
other comparison analyses, the process was repeated (twice) in order to cover both world 
affairs and sport sections.     
 
4.6 Lexicography 
 
The study of an Arabic corpus is not limited to investigating the use of language in certain 
a period, but can be extended to dictionary development or lexicography. Lexicography is 
a professional activity and academic field concerned with dictionaries and reference 
works,
319
 while the Oxford Advanced Learner‟s Dictionary of Current English states that 
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Al-Jazirah 
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lexicography is the „theory and practice of compiling dictionaries.‟320 Thus, dictionary 
making is not merely compiling, but involves several processes and professional activity. 
Therefore, making a dictionary from the results of a corpus-based study is one of the 
academic and professional activities that have been undertaken by a number of scholars.  
 
4.6.1   Dictionary compilation from corpus-based study 
 
The researcher has found that dictionary building attracts considerable interest from 
researchers, either as their ultimate purpose or as the extended result of research. Baker, 
Hardie and McEnery (2006) note that, since 1980, the study of corpora has also been used 
for dictionary creation.
321
 Ghazali and Braham (2001) note that „the reason for this new 
development lies in the assumption that to know what a word really means and how it is 
exactly used, it is more useful and more realistic to examine the different contexts where a 
word occurs in the texts than to consult a dictionary‟.322 Many dictionaries today are 
created on the basis of corpora data. For example, the Longman Dictionary of 
Contemporary English (LDOCE) includes over a million examples of language use from 
corpus data and gives information about 3,000 words in spoken and written English.
323
 
Researchers such as van Mol (2000a), Van Mol and Paulussen (2001), Hoogland (1996) 
and Zemanek (2001) used corpora for developing dictionaries for MSA. 
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Unlike previous dictionaries, this present corpus-based dictionary contains only words 
used in the area of journalism, and more specifically, in world affairs and sport sections. 
The reason for this specification goes back to the inspiration for this study, which was to 
respond to weaknesses among Arabic learners in Malaysian universities, as mentioned in 
chapter 1.  
 
In conclusion, it may be said that dictionary compilation, including MSA dictionaries, 
from corpus-based study has been carried out by previous scholars. However, this present 
dictionary makes a contribution by making the MSA dictionary more focused on news 
reports, as some users, especially students in journalism studies, are in need of such a 
specific dictionary.   
 
4.6.2   Listing method for lexicography 
 
According to Liu Na and Nation (1985), readers need a vocabulary of about 3,000 words, 
which would cover at least 95% of a text, before they can efficiently learn from context 
with unsimplified text. This is considered a large amount of startup vocabulary for a 
learner, and that is just for the comprehension of general texts.
324
 This dictionary has 
therefore been built from 3,703 words which is more then the suggested number along with 
their equivalents in English and Malay, because some words used in news reports are 
specific to certain areas, so more than a general vocabulary is needed to make up the 
required percentage of word coverage.  
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Word equivalents are given first in English and then in Malay. The justification for 
including Malay is that the impetus for this study was the problems encountered by 
Malaysian students in writing news reports accurately in Arabic.  
 
The dictionary is first divided between world affairs and sports sections to show more 
clearly the word frequency use in both. It follows Arabic alphabetical order as other 
dictionaries do. The dictionary also includes the frequency of each word indicated by 
superscript figure to indicate the number of times it occurred in the newspaper articles 
studied (see appendix iii and ix for the full dictionary). Table 4.6 gives examples.  
 
Table 4.6: Example of words in the dictionary  
Malay English Arabic 
tengah, pertengahan middle, central ٍٜٝأ 31  
lebih luas wider غٍٝأ 3  
menjelaskan to clarify  َؼٙٝأ 39  
      ذؾٙٝأ18  
berhenti, berdiri tetap to stand, make stand ذلهٝأ 5  
pertama first ٍ ّٝ أ 
77
 
      َئاٝأ3  
      ٠ُٝأ38  
 
This indication of word frequency gives readers a guide as to choice of words for their own 
news writing. 
 
The concept of lemma
325
 was applied to several words, especially tenses of verbs, etc., so 
that verb families are found under one entry, headed by the perfect tense verb. For 
example, the verbs ٌٕٞ٣, اٞٗبً, ٌٕٞٗٞ٣ are under the entry for ٕبً . Similarly, with nouns, the 
plural and dual forms are under the entry for the singular. This is a special feature in this 
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dictionary. Other dictionaries do not include all the forms, because they all have the same 
meaning as ٕبً. This step was taken because the purpose of this present dictionary is not 
only to present the word meaning, but also to tell readers the frequency of use of all the 
words in the corpus, together with their word families.   
 
On the other hand, several other types of word in the same lemma have been put in 
separate entries. For example, the verb  َتَِؼُ (played) and the noun  ُتُْؼُ (game) are given 
separate entries, even though they are derived from the same stem, because they are 
different parts of speech. Similarly, the derived forms of the verb, such as  َّ بهأ (from  َّ به) are 
listed alphabetically entry (under ا and م), even though they derived from the same stem.   
 
Lexical units (phrases) made up of more than one word have been listed alphabetically by 
the first word, as a single unit, because they have a specific meaning when taken together 
and separating the words between lexical entries would eliminate the specific meaning they 
have together. Table 4.7 below gives examples. 
 
Table 4.7: Example of phrase in the dictionary 
Malay English Arabic 
saringan, kelayakan clarification, qualification دب٤لٖر 72 - ط  
kelayakan Piala Dunia World Cup qualifiers      ُْبؼُا ًؤً دب٤لٖر12  
pusingan akhir kelayakan final qualifyers      خ٤ئبٜٗ دب٤لٖر6  
kelayakan Piala Dunia World Cup qualification     ٍب٣لٗٞٓ دب٤لٖر5  
 
 All this detailed information in the dictionary could be used in the teaching and learning 
process for Malaysian students because it shows how these phrases are constructed and 
related to the specific area of news, eventually encouraging students to apply these phrases 
correctly in their writing. 
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4.7 Conclusion 
 
To sum up, no specific size of corpus is needed for word frequency analysis. The above 
discussion had shown that a corpus may contain as many as 200 million words, like the 
Bank of English (BoE), or as few as 50,000 words. The size of corpus depends on several 
factors, mostly importantly, the objective for which is compiled. Since this study is limited 
to specific sections in Arabic newspapers, the size of the corpus, which contains around 
175,000 words, is sufficient for the purposes of statistical analysis. 
 
 Regarding the word analysis, as the corpus is made of a number of sub-corpora 
representing seven newspapers from different countries, the in-depth comparison study is 
very relevant for further statistical investigations. This is in line with Nagy and Anderson 
(1984), who note that „how words are to be counted depends on why you are counting 
them‟.326 The existence and availability of computer assisted word analysis tools, such as 
Wordsmith software, make this study more sophisticated and academically reliable. The 
addition of a specific dictionary, created from the corpus analysis findings, completes the 
study, which begins from corpus compilation and ends with a ready-to-use dictionary. 
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 William E. Nagy and Richard C. Anderson, “How Many Words Are There in Printed School English?,” 
Reading Research Quarterly 19, no. 3 (1984): 315. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE ANALYSIS 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
The results of the analysis in this study are presented in this chapter, which is organised 
into four major parts. The first part is the introduction. The second presents the analysis of 
word frequency in world affairs. The third presents the analysis of word frequency in 
sport. The fourth deals with comparison between world affairs and sport.     
 
As stated before, (see page 101) the best way to run a corpus-based study before going into 
it in depth is by analysing word frequency in the corpus. This will highlight several 
important features of language style. This analysis is divided into two parts, following the 
two newspaper sections (world affairs and sport). Comparative analyses are then carried 
out in order to reveal aspects of language style from different perspectives, following the 
researcher‟s hypothesis that differences in word usage between sections and newspapers 
should be somewhat clear.  
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5.2 Word Frequency Analysis in World Affairs 
 
5.2.1   General description of the list 
 
The results show that the frequency list contains 9,252 different words, listed from highest 
frequency at the top to lowest frequency at the bottom. A normal frequency list pattern 
emerges, such that, generally speaking, there are more words sharing the same frequency 
rating at the bottom of the list than at the top.
327
 For example, the top ten words in the list 
have different frequencies, starting with the word ٌ٤ئوُا (leader) with 522 occurrences 
followed by verb ٍبه )said) with 326 occurrences. The first pair of words that share the 
same frequency rating are َ٤ئاوٍا (Israel) and ٕاو٣ا (Iran), both with 135 occurrences, at 15th 
and 16
th
 on the list respectively. Thereafter, several more words occur that have different 
frequencies, but the overall trend is for frequency ratings to be shared by increasing 
numbers of words the further they are down the list, moving to four words: ٍلازؽا 
(occupation), حهاكا (administration), ٔقّ (person) and تؼّ (nation), that share from 143rd 
position with 54 ocurrences, and so on to the bottom of the list with a very large number of 
words (4,202) that occurred only once and rank from 5051
st
 to the 9252
nd 
on the list. Graph 
5.1 represents this phenomenon.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
327
 For a clear description, refer to the full frequency list on the CD supplied. 
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Graph 5.1: Number of words by frequency from top to bottom of the list 
           
Graph 5.1 shows the distribution of words by frequency. It shows that only three words 
occurred with a frequency between 522 and 201, followed by 37 words with 200-101 
occurrences, 3,511 words with 100 to 3 occurrences and 5,701 words with 2 or 1 
occurrences. Although the graph uses inconsistent scales to reduce the differences between 
them, the differences are still large, with the 2-1 occurrencies range particularly standing 
out and accounting for the largest percentage of words on the list. There is also a very clear 
difference between the other scales, with 3,511 words at 100-3 occurrences, and only 37 
words with 200-101 occurrences. The greatest difference is between the last column, with 
5,701 words, and the first column, containing only three words, although the latter exhibits 
the widest range in frequencies, from 522 to 201. This justifies the researcher‟s decision to 
focus more on frequencies from 3 to 522 and only comment on words occurring only twice 
or once if there are special issue to be raised in relation to the language style.  
 
By including with „high frequency words‟ those that occurred as few as three times, the 
researcher includes the 3,551 words most frequently used in world affairs. However, the 
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lower frequency words (with two or one occurrences) were not neglected. In some 
situations, where these words are significant, their language use will be highlighted 
accordingly. 
 
5.2.2   High frequency words 
 
The discussion above establishes that most frequently used words are regular world affaris 
words, which are either words specific to the subject of world affairs, such as names of 
countries, people and organisations regularly involved in events, or general words 
appropriate to describe such events. It is to be expected that these words should emerge in 
high frequency lists because they are the most regularly used in news writing.  
 
There are big differences between the highest (522 occurrences) and lowest (3 
occurrences) frequencies, which the researcher has classified as high frequency words. 
They are divided into „very high frequency‟ (from 522 to 201 occurrences), „moderate high 
frequency‟ (200 to 101) and „lower high frequency‟ (100 to 3). This classification is 
generally not particularly relevant to the analysis, because in many previous studies, 
researchers divided their list into only two parts: high frequency words (the equivalent of 
522 to 3 occurrences in this study) and low frequency word (2 to 1 occurrences in this 
study). The top ten words in each word category will be given more focus as they are the 
most frequently used words in the section. To begin with, Table 5.1 shows the top ten 
words on the word frequency list.
328
 
 
                                                 
328
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Table 5.1:  Top 10 most frequent words in world affairs 
No Word Freq % Text % 
1 ٌ٤ئه (leader) 522 0.50 159 75.36 
2 ٍبه (said) 326 0.31 143 67.77 
3 خٌٓٞؽ (government) 267 0.26 98 46.45 
4 داٞه (force) 196 0.19 75 35.55 
5 ِ٤ع (army) 184 0.18 69 32.70 
6 ٌِغٓ (council) 182 0.17 71 33.65 
7 ؤرئٓ (conference) 175 0.17 49 23.22 
8 و٣ىٝ (minister) 166 0.16 53 25.12 
9 ّٞ٣ (day) 158 0.15 88 41.71 
10 ّبػ (year) 151 0.14 82 38.86 
 
Table 5.1 shows that the word ٌ٤ئه stands had the highest frequency with 522 occurrences 
(0.50%). The first three words ٌ٤ئه, ٍبه (326 times) and خٌٓٞؽ (267 times) each occurred 
more than 201 times, and constitute the first group in the researcher‟s classification (very 
high frequency). In terms of their dispersion in the texts, the word ٌ٤ئه is the highest with 
appearances in 159 out of 211 texts (75.36%), followed by ٍبه, 143 (67.77%) and خٌٓٞؽ, 
267 (46.45%). The statistics show that higher frequency does not necessarily correspond 
with occurrence in higher numbers of texts. For example, the word ؤرئٓ, with 175 
occurrences, only appeared in 49 texts, while the word ّبػ had only 151 occurrences but 
appeared in 82 texts. This leads to the conclusion that the former is more specific and used 
in relation to particular events, while the latter is more general and may appear in relation 
to many kinds of world events. In terms of semantics, most of the high frequency words 
have a strong relationship with world events, which frequently cover war, world crises, 
political leadership, governments, international organisations and so on. For greater clarity, 
the top ten high frequency word are presented in Graph 5.2. 
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      Graph 5.2: The top 10 words in the frequency list 
 
Graph 5.2 shows that the word with the highest frequency, ٌ٤ئه, had 522 occurrences, 
dramatically more than the second, ٍبه, with 326, a difference of 196. The graph also shows 
that the gaps between the second and third 57 (326-267 = 59) and between the third and 
fourth 71 (267-196 = 71) are more moderate. The graph then slopes more gently, from 196 
occurrences for the fourth word to 151 for the tenth word, the differences between words 
being 12 between the fourth and fifth, 2 between the fifth and sixth, 7 between the sixth 
and seventh, 9 between the seventh and eighth, 8 between the eighth and ninth and 7 
between the ninth and tenth. A rough conclusion may be drawn that at the top of the 
frequency list, three words clearly dominate the list in world affairs sections: ٌ٤ئه, ٍبه and 
خٌٓٞؽ.  
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5.2.3   Word frequency in nouns 
 
5.2.3.1   Word frequency by number 
 
The list also shows that singular words were used more than duals or plurals and that duals 
were used less than plurals. Table 5.1 above shows that eight out of the nine nouns are in 
the singular, the exception being the word داٞه, with 196 occurrences. Of the 3,551 words 
analysed, (those with 522 to 3 occurrences), Table 5.2 shows the top ten singular and plural 
nouns.  
 
Table 5.2: Top 10 singular and plural nouns in world affairs 
No Singular Plural 
Rank Word Freq Text Rank Word Freq Text 
1 1 ٌ٤ئه (leader) 522 159 4 داٞه (forces) 196 75 
2 3 خٌٓٞؽ (government) 267 98 18 ءاهىٝ (ministers) 131 73 
3 5 ِ٤ع (army) 184 69 30 ٍٝك (countries) 116 54 
4 6 ٌِغٓ (council) 182 71 40 دبثبقزٗا (elections) 101 40 
5 8 ؤرئٓ (conference) 175 53 82 هكبٖٓ (sources)  74 42 
6 9 و٣ىٝ (minister) 166 72 83 دبٙٝبلٓ (negotiations) 74 35 
7 10 ّٞ٣ (day) 158 88 95 ٖ٤٤٘٤طَِك (Palestinians) 69 30 
8 11 ّبػ (year) 151 82 103 دبهلاػ (relations) 66 35 
9 13 خ٤ٌ٣وٓأ (American) 143 55 109 ْٓأ (nations) 64 28 
10 14 ذهٝ (time) 136 101 120 ُٕٞٝئَٓ (officials) 62 13 
 
Table 5.2 shows the top ten singular and plural nouns in world affairs. It shows that each 
of the top ten singular nouns occurred more frequently than any of the plurals, apart from 
one (داٞه  with 196 occurrences). Thus, the lowest singular noun on the list (ذهٝ) had more 
occurrences than second highest plural (ءاهىٝ). In addition, there is a clear difference 
between the frequency of occurrences of plural and singular nouns. The table  shows that 
only four plural nouns occurred more than 100 times, that is within „moderate high 
frequency‟ group: داٞه (with 196 occurrences), ءاهىٝ (131), ٍٝك (116) and دبثبقزٗا (101), 
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while the top ten singular nouns are all in „very high frequency‟ and „moderate high 
frequency‟ groups, all occurring more than 100 times.  
 
Graph 5.3: Dispersion of singular, dual and plural nouns in different frequency groups 
 
Graph 5.3 shows the number of nouns in three frequency groups, as explained before. The 
results show that singular words were used more than duals and plurals in all groups. The 
biggest difference occurs in the third group (100-3 occurrences) with 1,423 more singulars 
than plurals and 1,811 more singulars than duals. The graph shows that no dual form were 
found in groups 1 and 2.  
 
Table 5.3: Mean of singular, dual and plural nouns 
 Singular Dual Plural 
N 1856 23 415 
Freq 27959 204 4695 
Mean 15.064 8.870 11.313 
 
The mean in table 5.3 shows that singular nouns were used more than dual and plural 
nouns in world affairs.  
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1.   Sound and broken plurals 
 
The researcher also studied plural nouns to determine whether broken or sound plurals 
were used more in world affairs. The list contains 210 broken and 241 sound plurals. 
Although more sound plurals are found than broken plurals in terms of number of words, 
their mean shows the opposite (see Table 5.4).  
 
Table 5.4: Mean of broken and sound plurals 
 Broken Sound 
N 210 241 
Freq 2477 2684 
Mean 11.795 11.140 
 
Table 5.4 shows that the mean for broken plurals (11.795) is more than for sound plurals 
(11.140), although the number of occurrences of sound plurals was greater. This shows that 
broken plurals occurred more frequently than sound plurals.  
 
The analysis investigated which plural form was used when both a sound plural and a 
broken plural were available (see Table 5.5). Plurals of nouns that take only one plural 
form, such as ءبٍإه, ةبؾٕأ, َِٕٞٔٓ, ٕٞ٤هاوػ and ءلآى, were not analysed in this 
investigation.  
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Table 5.5: The use of broken and sound plurals in world affairs 
No Singular Broken 
Plural 
Freq Sound Plural Freq 
1 و٣وور (report) و٣هبور 10 داو٣وور 0 
2 ٛبْٗ (activity) خطْٗأ 8 دبٛبْٗ 10 
3 خٌِْٓ (problem) ًَبْٓ 8 دلآٌْ 5 
4 عٝوْٓ (project) غ٣هبْٓ 8 دبػٝوْٓ 8 
5 خُبٍه (letter) َئبٍه 5 دلابٍه 0 
6 و٤ثلر (management) و٤ثالر 9 داو٤ثلر 0 
7 ن٣وٛ (way) موٛ 8 وٛ٣دبو  0 
8 ٜ٤ْٗ (active) ءبطْٗ 5 ٕٞط٤ْٗ 0 
 
Table 5.5 shows that there is a tendency in Arabic newspapers to use the broken plural 
noun more than the sound plural. In the examples above, the opposite is true in the case of 
only two words: دبٛبْٗ which occurred more frequently than the broken plural form, and 
دبػٝوْٓ, where the sound and broken plurals occurred with equal frequency. Furthermore, 
the broken plurals of five nouns (و٣هبور, َئبٍه, و٤ثالر, موٛ and ءبطْٗ) were used to the 
exclusion of their sound plurals.  
 
2.   Masculine and feminine plurals 
 
For further details about plurals, the researcher carried out an extensive analysis of plurals 
in terms of gender. This is divided into two parts: first, gender plurals generally and 
second, plurals referring to people. With regard to plurals in general,
329
 the results show 
that feminine plurals (312 words) were used more than masculine (103).  
 
                                                 
329
 General plural include all plural nouns either people or non-people. All non-people plurals are considered 
feminine even though their singulars are masculine according to Arabic grammar; see J. A. Haywood and H. 
M. Nahmad, A New Arabic Grammar of the Written Language (London: Lund Humphries, 1982), 52. 
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In contrast, the second analysis shows that all 103 masculine plurals referred to people 
while only two of the 312 feminine plurals referred to people. Table 5.6 shows the top ten 
of these masculine plurals and the two feminine plurals.  
 
Table 5.6: The top masculine and feminine plurals for people 
No Masculine Freq Feminine Freq 
1 ءاهىٝ (ministers) 131 دبٙؤٓ (nurses) 5 
2 ٖ٤٤٘٤طَِك (Palestinians) 69 ءبَٗ (women) 4 
3 ُٕٞٝئَٓ (responsibles) 62   
4 ٖ٤٤ٌ٣وٓأ (Americans) 51   
5 آٖ٣وف  (others) 48   
6 ءبٚػأ (members) 46   
7  ٖ٤ِوزؼٓ (detainees) 38   
8 ٓبقّأ (people) 35   
9 ٖ٤٤لؾٕ (journalists) 33   
10 ٖ٤ٜٔزٓ (accused) 32   
   
Table 5.6 above shows that the masculine plurals referring to people were used more than 
the feminine plurals, which were only two. However, it should be stated that the results 
show the gender of the nouns grammatically speaking, not the gender of the individual 
people referred to, because females may be included in a group referred to by a masculine 
plural noun, according to Arabic grammar.
330
 
 
3.   Dual nouns with singular equivalents 
 
The researcher analysed dual nouns to investigate whether nouns that occurred in the dual 
used with singular verb. The results showed that of 23 dual nouns that occurred a total of 
204 times, none was also used in the singular verb.   
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5.2.3.2   Word frequency by gender 
 
The list shows that, in general, masculine words are used more than feminine words. 
Within the first 3,551 words on the list, the analysis found that 1,343 were masculine and 
950 feminine. Analysing the ten most frequently used words in each category, the results 
show that most of these words are also masculine (see Table 5.7).  
 
Table 5.7: Top 10 masculine and feminine nouns in world affairs 
No Masculine Feminine 
Rank Word Freq Text Rank Word Freq Text 
1 1 ٌ٤ئه (leader) 522 159 3  خٌٓٞؽ (government) 267 98 
2 5 ِ٤ع (army) 184 69 4 داٞه (forces) 196 75 
3 6 ٌِغٓ (council) 182 71 13 خ٤ٌ٣وٓأ (American) 143 55 
4 8 ؤرئٓ (conference) 175 53 17 خ٤عهبف (external) 133 76 
5 9 و٣ىٝ (minister) 166 72 24 خ٤٘٤طَِك (Palestinian) 124 40 
6 10 ّٞ٣ (day) 158 88 27 خوط٘ٓ (area) 123 64 
7 11 ّبػ (year) 151 82 29 خ٘٣لٓ (city) 117 55 
8 14 ذهٝ (time) 136 101 30 ٍٝك (countries) 116 54 
9 15 ٢ِ٤ئاوٍا (Israeli) 135 44 35 خُٝك (country) 107 64 
10 18 ءاهىٝ (ministers) 131 73 38 ٟوفأ (other) 102 78 
 
Table 5.7 shows the ten most frequently used masculine and feminine nouns in world 
affairs and indicates that, generally speaking, masculine nouns were used more frequently 
than feminine. This is highlighted by the finding that the tenth masculine noun (ءاهىٝ) 
occurred with greater frequency than the fifth feminine noun (خ٤٘٤طَِك) with 131 and 124 
occurrences respectively. Only four feminine words (خٌٓٞؽ, داٞه,  خ٤ٌ٣وٓأ and خ٤عهبف) were 
used more frequently than the tenth most frequent masculine word (ءاهىٝ). Besides, the fact 
that the lowest feminine noun on the list (ٟوفأ) ranked 38th in the full list of nouns, 
compared with the lowest masculine noun (ءاهىٝ) at 18th confirms this masculine noun 
dominance. With regard to nouns referring to people, the masculine words ٌ٤ئه, و٣ىٝ and 
ءاهىٝ are in the table, but not their feminine equivalents (خَ٤ئه , حو٣ىٝ and داو٣ىٝ), which 
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indicates that males are more involved than females in world affairs (with the proviso that 
women may be included in the masculine plural ءاهىٝ).  
 
Graph 5.4 shows noun dispersion by gender in the top 3,551 words.  
 
Graph 5.4: Dispersion of masculine and feminine nouns in different frequency groups 
 
Graph 5.4 shows that masculine nouns were used more than feminine nouns in all groups 
except in the first, where there is one masculine and one feminine word. Even so, the 
masculine word (ٌ٤ئه) occurred 522 times, and the feminine word (خٌٓٞؽ) only 267 times. 
Furthermore, the fact that the masculine word (ٌ٤ئه) refers to a person, while the feminine 
word (خٌٓٞؽ) does not, confirms the finding in Table 5.7 that the men are more involved 
than women in world affairs. 
 
Table 5.8: Mean of masculine and feminine nouns 
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This motivated the researcher to carry out a more detailed investigation to compare 
masculine nouns referring to people who shape world events with their feminine 
equivalents. The researcher looked at the specific words that referred to people or groups 
of people without taking into account the words that are attached to vowel (١) for places, 
jobs and countries. The results show that masculine nouns were used more than feminine 
in terms of frequency and types. Table 5.9 shows the top four in each case, excluding all 
proper nouns. 
 
Table 5.9: Top 4 masculine nouns that refer to people and their feminine 
equivalents 
No Masculine Freq Feminine Freq 
1 ٌ٤ئه (leader) 522 خَ٤ئه (leader) 13 
2 و٣ىٝ (minister) 166 حو٣ىٝ (minister) 26 
3 ءاهىٝ (ministers) 131 داو٣ىٝ (ministers) 1 
4 تئبٗ (deputy) 71 خجئبٗ (deputy) 1 
 
All four of the masculine nouns listed Table 5.9 occurred in the first 100 words on the list, 
while none of the top four feminine words did. The word ٌ٤ئه is the clearest example of 
the domination of masculine over feminine, being the most frequently used word on the 
list. The words و٣ىٝ and ءاهىٝ, in second and third place, with 166 and 131 occurrences 
respectively, show that both the singular and plural forms were used in high frequency, 
although it should be noted, as mentioned before, that a group of male and female 
ministers will be designated by the masculine plural ءاهىٝ and only the relatively rare 
instance of a group of all female ministers will be designated by the feminine plural داو٣ىٝ 
(see page 156). 
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5.2.3.3   Word frequency of proper nouns  
 
Analysis on individual proper nouns could illustrate the „aboutness‟ of the article because 
they normally, the main characters that create the world issues. As explained in the fourth 
chapter, the main issues within the period of data collection were the American invasion of 
Iraq, the Palestine-Israel issue and the Iranian nuclear programme. Table 5.10 shows the 
top ten proper nouns used.  
 
Table 5.10: Top 10 proper nouns in world affairs 
No Rank Word Freq % 
1 7 ماوؼُا (Iraq) 180 0.17 
2 16 ٕاو٣ا (Iran) 135 0.13 
3 20 ٌ٤ُٞثبٗأ (Annapolis) 126 0.12 
4 25 َ٤ئاوٍا (Israel) 123 0.12 
5 28 حيؿ (Gaza) 118 0.11 
6 50 كالـث (Baghdad) 90 0.09 
7 55 ًبٔؽ (Hamas) 86 0.08 
8 65 ٕب٘جُ (Lebanon) 79 0.08 
9 70 ًبجػ (Abbas) 77 0.07 
10 75 ُٞث (Bush) 75 0.07 
 
Table 5.10 shows the top ten proper nouns including places, people and one organisation. 
Seven are place names: ماوؼُا (180), ٕاو٣ا (135), ٌ٤ُٞثبٗأ (126), َ٤ئاوٍا (123), حيؿ (118), كالـث 
(90) and ٕب٘جُ (79), two are names of persons, ًبجػ (77) and ُٞث (75), and only one is the 
name of an organisation, ًبٔؽ (86). The results show that all these nouns were very 
regularly used with regard to the issues referred to above. However, an explanation is due 
for the inclusion of ٤ُٞثبٗأٌ  and the exclusion of بٌ٣وٓأ and ٖ٤طَِك , being the main entities 
active in the world events referred to, together with َ٤ئاوٍا. The reason for this is that most 
articles regularly used the phrase حلؾزُٔا دب٣لاُٞا (United States), which occurred 125 times, 
to refer to بٌ٣وٓأ. This phrase was used more frequently than the word َ٤ئاوٍا (123 
occurrencies). Similarly, instead of using the word ٖ٤طَِك, most articles preferred to use the 
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phrase خ٤٘٤طَِلُا خُٝلُا (the Palestinian state) or خ٤٘٤طَِلُا ٢ٙاهأ (the Palestinian territories) 
(16 and 7 occurrences respectively) to refer to Palestine. The perhaps surprising inclusion 
of ٌ٤ُٞثبٗأ in the above table is the result of its being the venue for the Annapolis 
conference.  
 
5.2.3.4 Word frequency of phrases 
 
The purpose of analysing this kind of word is to show which phrases (including proper 
names and ordinary phrases) characterise world news. Table 5.11 illustrates the occurrence 
of these phrases. 
  
Table 5.11: Example of phrases in world affairs 
Noun No Phrase Freq Total 
حلؾزُٔا (united) 1 حلؾزُٔا دب٣لاُٞا (United States) 125 189 
 2 حلؾزُٔا ْٓلأا (United Nations) 64  
موُْا (East) 1 ٍٜٝلأا موُْا (Middle East) 31 33 
 2 ل٣لغُا ٍٜٝلأا موُْا (New Middle East) 1  
 3 ٢ثوؼُا ٍٜٝلأا موُْا (Arab Middle East) 1  
خُٝك (state) 1 كخ٤٘٤طَِك خُٝ  (Palestinian state) 16 30 
 2 خ٤ثوؼُا خُٝلُا (Arab state) 6  
 3 خ٣كٜٞ٣ خُٝك (Jewish state) 2  
 4 خ٤ج٘عأ خُٝك (foreign state) 2  
 5 خَِٔٓ خُٝك (Muslim state) 2  
 6 َ٤ئاوٍا خُٝك (state of Israel) 2  
٢َِٛلأا   1 ٢َِٛلأا قِؾُا (Atlantic Treaty) 10 21 
(Atlantic) 2 ٢َِٛلأا ٍبّٔ قِؽ (North Atlantic Treaty Organisation) 9  
 3 ٢طِ٘ٛلأا ٍبّٔ قِؽ (North Atlantic Treaty Organisation) 2  
ذ٤جُا (house) 1 ٘٤ثلأا ذ٤جُا (White House) 17 18 
 2 كٍٞلأا ذ٤جُا (Black House) 1  
خؼٓبغُا (league) 1 ُا خؼٓبغُاخ٤ثوؼ  (Arab League) 7 11 
 2 خ٤ثوؼُا ٍٝلُا خؼٓبع (League of Arab States) 4  
َ٤ئاوٍا (Israel) 1 ٢ِ٤ئاوٍلإا ٍلازؽلاا (Israeli occupation) 7 10 
 2 َ٤ئاوٍا خُٝك (state of Israel) 2  
 3 َ٤ئاوٍا خٌٓٞؽ (Israeli government) 1  
٢ٙاهلأا  1 خ٤٘٤طَِلُا ٢ٙاهلأا (Palestinian territories) 6 7 
(territory) 2 خ٤ِ٤ئاوٍلإا ٢ٙاهلأا (Israeli territory) 1  
خِزؾُٔا  1 خِزؾُٔا ًلوُا (occupied Jerusalem) 4 5 
(occupied) 2 خِزؾُٔا ٗهلأا (occupied land) 1  
ُْبؼُا (world) 1 ٢ٓلاٍلإا ُْبؼُا (Islamic world) 2 4 
 2 ٢عهبقُا ُْبؼُا (outside world) 1  
 3 شُبضُا ُْبؼُا (third world) 1  
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Table 5.11 shows 10 examples of words used in phrases. Of phrases incorporating the 
word حلؾزُٔا, the phrase حلؾزُٔا دب٣لاُٞا (United State) was used 125 times and حلؾزُٔا ْٓلأا 
(United Nations) 64 times. The fact that the first occurred 125 times shows that 
newspapers preferred it over بٌ٣وٓأ, used only 16 times. The table also indicates that the 
United States and United Nations regularly take part in world events. The use of the word 
موُْا in لأا موُْاٍٜٝ  (33 times) shows that the newspapers frequently refer to the Middle 
East, but the new expressions ل٣لغُا ٍٜٝلأا موُْا and ٢ثوؼُا ٍٜٝلأا موُْا also occurred once 
each. For the word خُٝك, the table shows that the newspapers regularly used خ٤٘٤طَِك خُٝك and 
خ٤ثوؼُا خُٝك to refer to the Palestinian and Arab states (16 and 6 occurrences respecitvely). 
However, the use of خ٣كٜٞ٣ خُٝك and َ٤ئاوٍا خُٝك indicates that the Israeli or Jewish state is also 
recognised by Arab newspapers. For the word ٢َِٛلأا, the table shows that the newspapers 
regularly used both ا٢َِٛلأا قِؾُ  and ٢َِٛلأا ٍبّٔ قِؽ to refer to the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organisation (NATO) (ten and nine occurrences respectively). The analysis indicates that 
no difference in meaning is implied, but that the shorter form is used when the term is 
repeated in the same article. The abbreviated form NATO was also used seven times, and 
one newspaper uses an alternative spelling (twice), as will be discussed later (see page 
186). With respect to the word ٤جُاذ , there were 17 instances of the phrase ٘٤ثلأا ذ٤جُا. The 
expression كٍٞلأا ذ٤جُا has also been coined satirically by Al-Quds al-„Arabi to convey its 
negative view of the actions of the White House.  
 
With respect to the word خؼٓبغُا, the table shows that the newspapers promoted the use of 
both phrases, خ٤ثوؼُا خؼٓبغُا and خ٤ثوؼُا ٍٝلُا خؼٓبع, to refer to the Arab League (seven and four 
occurrences respectively). For phrases incorporating the word َ٤ئاوٍا, the newspapers 
regularly used the term لإا ٍلازؽلاا٢ِ٤ئاوٍ  to refer to the Israeli occupation of Palestine (seven 
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occurrences). The newspapers also used the word خٌٓٞؽ (government), to refer to the Israeli 
government. The newspapers used ٢ٙاهلأا to refer to both Palestine (six times) and Israel 
(once). The frequency difference probably indicates that Arabic newspapers try to avoid to 
use of word „lands‟ in connection with „Israel‟ and its more frequent use in connection 
with „Palestine‟ indicates their recognition of Palestine as the original land owner. With 
regard to the word خِزؾُٔا, the table shows it was used incorporating with ًلوُا and ٗهلأا to 
refer to the occupation of Palestine. Lastly, the table shows that the newspapers used the 
phrase ٢ٓلاٍلإا ُْبؼُا twice to refer to all Islamic countries in the world; including the Arab 
countries. In addition, they promote the use of the term ٢عهبقُا ُْبؼُا and شُبضُا ُْبؼُا to refer 
to the outside world and countries in the third world. Generally speaking, the table shows 
that certain words were used as phrases in combination with others to reflect the nature of 
world events. 
 
5.2.3.5   Word frequency in other noun categories 
 
This part is devided into three sub-sections.  
 
1.   Analysis of collective nouns 
 
The results show 15 collective nouns occurring in various frequencies. This is done 
without taking into account the collective noun according to the dual and plural forms if 
they are available in singular. Table below summmarises the results: 
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Table 5.12: Collective nouns by frequency 
No Noun Freq No Noun Freq 
1 ِ٤ع (army) 184 9 ن٣وك (team) 13 
2  خ٣وٌَػ (military) 76 10 ٢ٓٞه (national) 13 
3 ْٓأ (nations) 64 11 خ٤ػبٔع (group) 7 
4 ١وٌَػ (military) 57 12 تقز٘ٓ (national team) 6 
5 تؼّ (nation) 54 13 كٞكٝ (delegations) 5 
6 خػٞٔغٓ (group) 53 14 هٜٞٔع (crowd) 4 
7 عكٞ٘  (army) 47 15 ٢جؼّ (national) 1 
8 غٔزغٓ (society) 20    
 
Table 5.12 indicates the 15 collective nouns that occurred between 184 times and once. 
Most are related to world issues involving military action (ِ٤ع, خ٣وٌَػ, ١وٌَػ and كٞ٘ع) or 
groupings of people (ْٓأ, تؼّ, غٔزغٓ, ٢ٓٞه, خ٤ػبٔع and ٢جؼّ). The occurrence of the word 
تقز٘ٓ, which regularly referred to sports teams, indicates that sports issues may also be 
reported in world affairs sections.  
 
2.   Analysis on comparative adjectives 
 
The results show 15 comparatives occurring in various frequencies (see Table 5.13).331  
 
Table 5.13: Comparatives by frequency 
No Noun Freq No Noun Freq 
1 وضًأ (more) 72 9 ةوهأ (nearer) 9 
2 وجًأ (bigger) 35 10 عوٍأ (faster) 5 
3 َهأ (less) 32 11 تِؿأ  (more often) 4 
4 ٠ِػأ (higher) 25 12 وطفأ (more dangerous) 3 
5 ىوثأ (more apparent) 16 13   ٠ٖهأ (more distant) 3 
6 َٚكأ (better) 11 14 ًَٔأ (more complete) 3 
7 ْٛأ (more important) 11 15 غٍٝأ (broader) 3 
8 أٍٞأ (worse) 9    
 
Table 5.13 lists 15 comparatives with frequencise ranging from 72 to three occurrences. 
The most used was وضًأ with 72 occurrences and the four least used each occurred three 
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 This does not take into account feminine comparative forms, in order to make the analysis more brief. 
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times (وطفأ, ٠ٖهأ, ًَٔأ and غٍٝأ). Thus, some comparatives are used in higher frequencies 
than others in world news. 
 
3.   Analysis of nouns used metaphorically 
 
Table 5.14: The use of metaphor in world affairs sections 
No Metaphor Freq 
1  حيىكحنا ذَ ...ـُا   (power) 13 
2  ٢وُ /٠ُا ٟكأ عشصي  (death) 14 
3 ءىض مبلرا/دبؾ٣وٖر/ ٕب٤جُا ...ـُا  (light) 14 
4 ةحاص خٌُِٔا/ َُٞٔا/زٌُٔات /ٗهلأا  (owner) 10 
5 قاسولأا خَُٓٞٔٔا/خٌٓٞؾُا/قُٖا/  ِٜفقاسولأا  (papers) 6 
6 حوس حكُٞٔا /طبٓلٗلاا /خ٣ٞفلأا  (spirit) 3 
7 فرح ٍقن 3 
8 دىسلأا دُثنا (Black House) 1 
 
Table 5.14 summarises the use of nouns as metaphors in the highlighted words. It shows 
that world affairs used several nouns as metaphors. The words عوٖٓ and ءٞٙ occurred 
most frequently, with 14 occurrences. The first indicates death in military conflict. This 
meaning is also conveyed metaphorically, though less frequently (three times), in the 
phrase قزؽ ٢وُ. The second metaphorical word (ءٞٙ) is used to indicate a level of meaning 
in an action that may bring „brightness‟ and „success‟. It is followed in frequency by the 
word ل٣ (13 occurrences) to indicate „power‟.   
 
The word تؽبٕ (owner) occurred ten times, liked with خًِٔ (word), َُٞٔا (highness), تزٌُٔا 
(office) and ٗهلأا (land), indicating the command of the „owner‟ over what is his. The 
word ػٝه (spirit) was used (only three occurrences) to indicated wholeheartedness. The 
phrase  ذ٤جُاكٍٞلأا  (Black House) was used once, satirically, to refer to the White House. 
The word ماهٝلأا (papers) was used metaphorically six times, usually referring to official 
matters endorsed by the relevant authorities. 
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5.2.4   Word frequency in verbs 
 
5.2.4.1   Word frequency by tense 
 
The results show that perfect tense verbs were used more frequently than the imperfect 
form in the top 3,551 words. However, in terms of the number of different words used, the 
results show that there were more imperfect verbs (325) than perfect verbs (291). Table 
5.15 below shows the top ten perfect and imperfect verbs in world affairs: 
 
Table 5.15: Top 10 perfect and imperfect verbs in world affairs 
No Rank Perfect Freq Text Rank Imperfect Freq Text 
1 2 ٍبه (said) 326 143 89 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 71 54 
2 12 ٕبً (to be) 146 79 135 ٌٕٞر (to be) 57 46 
3 32 لًأ (comfirmed) 111 74 139 ْز٣ (complete) 57 41 
4 34 فبٙأ (added) 108 87 151 ٌٖٔ٣ (could) 53 42 
5 37 ذٗبً (to be) 104 72 310 تغ٣ (has to) 32 26 
6 56 ِٖػأ (announced) 85 59 355 ٍٞو٣ (say) 29 16 
7 76 ْر (completed) 75 50 461 ١وغر (run) 23 17 
8 79 ذُبه (said) 75 50 499 كٞؼ٣ (return) 22 15 
9 131 ذِ٘ػأ (announced) 57 48 507 ّٞور (stand) 21 18 
10 188 هبّأ (indicated) 46 41 566 ّٞو٣ (stand) 20 15 
 
Table 5.15 shows that perfect tense verbs were used more than imperfect verbs. This is 
proved by the fact that in the perfect verb, that the verb ٍبه came second on the overall 
frequency list, with the highest frequency of all verbs (326 occurrences) while the tenth 
هبّأ had 46. The table shows that most of the high frequency perfect verbs referred to the 
actions of people or groups of people, e.g. ٍبه, لًأ, فبٙأ, ِٖػأ, ذُبه, ذِ٘ػأ and ؼٙٝأ. For the 
imperfect verb, the table shows that the verb ٌٕٞ٣ occurred most frequently (71 
occurrences) and the tenth is ّٞو٣ (20). In contrast to what is found with regard to perfect 
tense verbs, most of the high frequency imperfect verbs may have general, not necessarily 
human, subjects, e.g. ٌٕٞ٣, ٌٕٞر, ْز٣, ٌٖٔ٣, ١وغر, كٞؼ٣, ّٞو٣, ٞورّ .  
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Graph 5.5 shows verb dispersion across three word frequency groups of words that 
occurred in the 3,551 most frequent words in the corpus. 
  
Graph 5.5: Dispersion of perfect and imperfect verbs 
 
Graph 5.5 shows that more perfect verbs than imperfect verbs occurred in the first two 
groups, while the opposite is the case in the third group, where the imperfect was used 39 
more times than the perfect.  
 
Table 5.16: Mean of perfect and imperfect verbs 
 Imperfect Perfect 
N 325 291 
Freq 2165 2956 
Mean 6.662 10.158 
 
Table 5.16 shows the mean for both perfect and imperfect verbs. It indicates that although 
imperfect verbs were used more than perfect verbs in terms of number of different words, 
they were used less in terms of frequency. This gives a recorded mean for perfect verbs of 
10.158, while imperfect verbs only record 6.662. This contrast shows that the imperfect 
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was used more in low frequency verbs and the perfect more in high frequency verbs. This 
is confirmed by the findings in Table 5.15 and Graph 5.5.    
 
1.   Auxiliary and non-auxiliary verbs 
 
The results in table 5.15 led the researcher to analyse the verbs from another perspective. 
Verbs such as ٕبً, ّبه, ْر and their derivations dominated most of the table of perfect and 
imperfect verbs. An analysis in terms of auxiliary and non-auxiliary verbs was therefore 
carried out and the results are shown in Table 5.17. 
 
Table 5.17: Top 10 auxiliary and non-auxiliary verbs in world affairs 
No Rank Auxiliary Freq Text Rank Non-auxiliary Freq Text 
1 12 ٕبً (to be) 146 79 2 ٍبه (said) 326 143 
2 37 ذٗبً (to be) 104 72 32 لًأ (emphasised) 111 74 
3 76 ْر (completed) 75 50 34 فبٙأ (added) 108 87 
4 89 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 71 54 56 ِٖػأ (announced) 85 59 
5 135 ٌٕٞر (to be) 57 46 79 ذُبه (said) 75 50 
6 139 ْز٣ (complete) 57 41 131 ذِ٘ػأ (announced) 57 48 
7 151 ٌٖٔ٣ (could) 53 42 188 هبّأ (pointed) 46 41 
8 461 ١وغر (run) 23 17 355 ٍٞو٣ (say) 29 16 
9 507 ّٞور (stand) 21 18 499 كٞؼ٣ (return) 22 15 
10 566 ّٞو٣ (stand) 20 15 511 وًم (mentioned) 21 20 
 
Table 5.17 shows that, in terms of frequency, there is no great difference between the two 
categories, although the auxiliary verbs seem occur a little less frequently than the non-
auxiliary. The highest ranking auxiliary verb (ٕبً) occurred 146 times, while the highest 
non-auxiliary verb (ٍبه) occurred 326 times. At the lowest point, the difference is 
negligible, with ّٞو٣ occurring 20 times and وًم 21 times. The table also shows, like Table 
5.15, that a considerable proportion of high frequency verbs in world affairs is made up of 
auxiliary verbs.  
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5.2.4.2   Word frequency by gender of subject 
 
The results indicate that verbs with a masculine subject (393 occurrences) were used more 
than verbs with a feminine (165) or neuter
332
 subject (58), as shown in Table 5.18.  
 
Table 5.18: Top 10 verb with masculine, feminine and neuter subjects 
R Masculine F T R Feminine F T R Neuter F T 
2 ٍبه (said) 326 143 37 ذٗبً (to be) 104 72 1007 ٟوٗ 
(consider) 
12 8 
12 ٕبً (to be) 146 79 79 ذُبه (said) 75 50 1008 ل٣وٗ (want) 12 11 
32 لًأ (confirmed) 111 74 131 ذِ٘ػأ 
(announced) 
57 48 1348 لوزػا 
(believed) 
8 7 
34 فبٙأ (added) 108 87 135 ٌٕٞر (to be) 57 46 1926 ٌٕٞٗ (to be) 6 5 
56 ِٖػأ 
(announced) 
85 59 304 دوًم 
(mentioned) 
32 27 2245 ٌٖٔزٗ (able) 5 5 
76 ْر (completed) 75 50 339 ذِوٗ (moved) 30 23 2246 ٞػلٗ (call) 5 4 
89 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 71 54 461 ١وغر (run) 23 17 2248 ةْٞٗ (mix) 5 4 
139 ْز٣ (complete) 57 41 507 ّٞور (stand) 21 18 2251 ٍٞوٗ (say) 5 5 
151 ٌٖٔ٣ (could) 53 42 534 دلًأ 
(confirmed) 
20 20 2618 بً٘ (to be) 4 4 
239 ؼٙٝأ 
(explained) 
39 34 613  ذؾٙٝأ 
(explained) 
18 14 2696 لًئٗ 
(confirm) 
4 3 
 
Table 5.18 shows that masculine verbs were generally used more frequently that feminine 
and neuter verbs. The highest frequency masculine verb was ٍبه with 326 occurrences, for 
feminine verbs it was ذٗبً (104 occurrences) and for neuter verbs ٟوٗ (12 occurrences). 
Differences between genders also emerge from an analysis of the verbs specific to world 
affairs. Verbs such as لًأ, فبٙأ, ِٖػأ and ؼٙٝأ are considered specific verbs because are 
particularly relevant for world affairs, while verbs such as ٕبً, ٌٕٞ٣ and ٌٖٔ٣ are considered 
general because they are widely found in other types of writing. The table shows that 
specific verbs with masculine subjects (لًأ, 111 occurrences, فبٙأ, 108, ِٖػأ, 85 and ؼٙٝأ, 
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 For the purposes of this study, first person verbs are considered neuter because the gender of the subject is 
unknown from the verb individually unless by referring to the context, e.g. ٍٞوٗ and ٍٞهأ.   
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39) were used more than those with feminine subject (ذِ٘ػأ, 57 occurrences, ذِوٗ, 30, دلًأ, 
20 and ؾٙٝأذ , 18).  
 
As regards neuter verbs, the table indicates that the verb ٟوٗ and ل٣وٗ are the highest, 
ranked 1007
th
 and 1008
th
 with 12 occurrences, far fewer than the masculine and feminine 
verbs. In addition, neuter verbs were almost all used in the plural, with only one singular 
verb لوزػأ included in the top ten.  
 
Graph 5.6: Dispersion of verbs with masculine, feminine and neuter subjects 
 
Graph 5.6 shows verbs with masculine, feminine and neuter subjects distributed across 
three frequency groups. The results show that masculine verbs were used more than 
feminine or neuter verbs in all groups. The biggest difference occurs in group 3 (100-3) 
where masculine verbs occurred 225 times more often than feminine verbs and 331 times 
more often than neuter. The graph shows there were no neuter verbs in groups 1 and 2.  
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Table 5.19: Mean of verbs with masculine, feminine and neuter subjects 
 Masculine Feminine Neuter 
N 393 165 58 
Freq 4106 1315 247 
Mean 10.448 7.970 4.257 
 
Table 5.19 shows that verbs with masculine subjects recorded a higher mean value (at 
10.448) as compared with other subject genders. The neuter verbs recorded a far lower 
mean value, at only 4.257, indicating that most neuter verbs occurred in low frequency, in 
line with the previous findings showing the highest frequency for a neuter verb to be only 
12 occurrences (see Table 5.18). 
 
1.   Verb and subject agreement in gender 
 
The researcher later made analyses of several verbs in order to discover whether or not the 
masculine verb was used with a feminine subject. The results show the occurrence of this 
phenomenon. The sentences below are examples. 
 
1.    ... ش٤ؽ ٖ٤ٛوؾُ٘ٔا ٖٓ و٤جً كلػ ٠ِػىذ حناحإ  ٖ٤ٓبؾُٔا داوْػ...  
 
The sentence above shows that the word خُبؽا (relegation), which is feminine, was used 
with the masculine verb ْر (completed). 
 
2.    ... َٛ خكوؼٓ ٢ك َضٔز٣ ٝلج٣دىؼُس شصاُػ  ٕبجُبٛ...  
 
The sentence above shows the word وٕب٘ػ (elements), which is feminine, was used with 
the masculine verb كٞؼ٣ (return). 
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5.2.4.3   Word frequency in terms of semantics 
 
The researcher analysed verbs from many angles and focused on investigating action and 
non-action verbs.   
 
1.   Action and non-Action verbs 
 
This analysis was carried out for the reasons previously explained in the methodology (see 
page 122). In line with the researcher‟s expectation, the analysis shows that the number of 
non-action verbs used (382) is greater than the number of action verbs (234). However, this 
result is entirely based on the basic meaning of the verbs, without taking into account their 
context. This decision was made to facilitate verb counting because the same verb may 
often be used as both an action and non-action verb. In view of this problem, referring to 
basic meanings was the method preferred, so that each verb could be classsified once. 
Table 5.20 shows the top ten non-action and action verbs in world affairs:  
 
Table 5.20: Top 10 non-action and action verbs in world affairs 
No Rank Non-action Freq Text Rank Action Freq Text 
1 2 ٍبه (said) 326 143 34 فبٙأ (added) 108 87 
2 12 ٕبً (to be) 146 79 188 هبّأ (pointed) 46 41 
3 32 لًأ (emphasized) 111 74 271 َُزه (killed) 35 20 
4 37 ذٗبً (to be) 104 72 339 ذِوٗ (moved) 30 23 
5 56 ِٖػأ (announced) 85 59 345 ءبع (came) 29 25 
6 76 ْر (completed) 75 50 461 ١وغر (run) 23 17 
7 79 ذُبه (said) 75 50 499 كٞؼ٣ (return) 22 15 
8 89 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 71 54 507 ّٞور (stand) 21 18 
9 131 ذِ٘ػأ (announced) 57 48 555 اُِٞزه (killed) 20 13 
10 135 ٌٕٞر (to be) 57 46 566 ّٞو٣ (stand) 20 15 
 
Table 5.20 shows that all the top ten verbs in the list are non-action verb, based on the 
researcher‟s definition of action and non-action verbs, except the verb فبٙأ (added). The 
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highest frequency for non-action verbs was for ٍبه (326 occurrences and ranked 2nd in 
frequency for the whole list). It can be concluded that non-action verbs were more 
frequently used than action verbs in world affairs. The table shows that the top action verbs 
start with فبٙأ (108 occurrences and ranked 34th), but this is the only action verb in the 
second group (200-101 occurrences). All the other actions verbs fall into the third group 
(100-3 occurrences), while fewer (six out of ten) of the non-action verbs fall into that 
group.  
 
Because of the nature of analysing verbs in terms of semantics, the researcher studied the 
verbs from various perspectives to determining whether a particular verb was used as an 
action or non-action verb by using the concordance tool, which enables the researcher to 
understand each word usage in context. This was done for two reasons: first, world affairs 
tends to contain a lot of non-action verbs, such as وجزػا, ْز٣, تِٛ, لوػ etc., and second, some 
verbs that are essentially action verbs are used as non-action verbs in world news, such as 
ّبه, هبّأ, ٟأه, لّٜ and عٟو . 
 
2.   Verbs as metaphors and in literally 
 
a)   Action verbs used as metaphors 
 
This analysis treats verbs that are basically action verbs but were used semantically as 
metaphors. See the results in Table 5.21.   
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Table 5.21:Example of action verbs used metaphorically 
No Verb No. of verb Action Metaphor 
1 فبٙأ (added) 108 - 108 
2 هبّأ (pointed) 46 - 30 
3 ءبع (came) 29 - 13 
4 دوع (ran) 12 - 10 
5 دلّٜ (witnessed) 10 - 8 
 
Table 5.21 shows five examples of action verbs that were used metaphorically in world 
affairs. The verb فبٙأ was used 108 times, هبّأ 46 times, ءبع 29 times, دوع 12 times and 
دلّٜ ten times. The concordance shows that these verbs were used metaphorically in all 
the occurrences.  
 
b)   Action verb used literally and metaphorically 
  
Table 5.22:Example of action verbs used both literally and metaphorically 
No Verb Freq Action Metaphor 
1 كٞؼ٣ (return) 22 8 14 
2 َٕٝ (arrived) 14 10 4 
3 ٟو٣ (see) 18 3 15 
4 ٢رؤ٣ (come) 13 1 12 
5 ٚعٞر (faced) 8 6 2 
 
Table 5.22 shows that there are action verbs in world affairs that were used, from a 
semantics point of view, either in their literal meaning or metaphorically. The table shows 
that, out of five action verbs, three, namely, كٞؼ٣, ٟو٣ and ٢رؤ٣, were more often used 
metaphorically than literally. In contrast, the verbs َٕٝ and ٚعٞر were used more literally 
than metaphorically.  
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3.   Verbs from other semantics angles 
  
In addition to analysis in terms of action and non-action verbs, the researcher believes that 
analysis from the perspectives listed below would help Malaysian students, especially 
media students, to select words for their news writing accurately.  
 
a)   Verbs with one semantic meaning 
 
The analysis studies the possibility of using various verbs from one family of verbs that 
have similar meanings (see Table 5.23). 
 
Table 5.23:  Verb frequency by semantic family 
No Meaning No Verb Frequency 
1 Speaking 1 ٍبه (said) 326 
  2 ٍٞو٣ (say) 29 
  3 سلؾر (spoke) 6 
  4 سلؾز٣ (speak) 5 
  5 ٌِْز٣ (talk) 1 
2 Criticism 1 لوزٗا (criticised) 8 
  2 كه (replied) 6 
  3 كو٣ (replied) 1 
3 Kill 1  ُه ِز َ  (killed) 35 
  2 لْٜزٍا (killed) 3 
4 Watching 1 لّٜ (witnessed) 4 
  2 ٟو٣ (see) 18 
  3 ٟأه (saw) 7 
  4 لْٜ٣ (witness) 4 
  5 وظ٘٣ (look) 3 
  6 وظٗ (looked) 1 
5 Announcement 1 ِٖػأ (announced) 85 
  2 ِٖؼ٣ (announce) 5 
  3 وجفأ (informed) 2 
6 Meeting 1 ٢وزِ٣ (meet) 14 
  2 ٚعاٞ٣ (face) 10 
  3 ٠وزُا (met) 5 
  4 اٝٚع  (faced) 1 
  5 َثبو٣ (encounter) 1 
7 Affirmation 1 لًأ (confirmed)) 111 
  2 لًئ٣ (confirm) 14 
  3 ذجصأ (affirmed) 2 
  4 ذجض٣ (affirm) 2 
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8 Return 1 كٞؼ٣ (return) 22 
  2 كبػ (returned) 5 
  3 غعو٣ (back) 0 
9 Success in achieving 1 ؼغ٘٣ (succeed) 7 
 something 2 نوؽ (confirmed) 6 
 3 ؼغٗ (succeeded) 4 
  4 نوؾ٣ (confirm) 4 
  5 ىٞل٣ (win) 2 
  6 ىبك (won) 1 
10 End  1 ْر (completed) 75 
  2 ْز٣ (complete) 57 
  3 ٠ٜزٗا (ended) 2 
 
Table 5.23 shows various verbs used to indicate similar meanings, as shown in the  
„Meaning‟ column. For „speaking‟, the table shows that in world affairs, the verbs ٍبه/ٍٞو٣  
were used more than their synonyms, with 355 (326+29) occurrences, while the least used 
was ٌِْر, used only once. For the meaning „criticism‟, the verb لوزٗا was used more 
frequently (eight occurrences) than other verbs with similar meanings. For the third 
meaning „kill‟, the verb  َ ُِزه was used 35 times, compared with its synonym لْٜزٍا. For the 
fourth meaning „watching‟, the verbs ٟأه/ٟو٣ , with 25 (18+7) occurrences, were used more 
frequently than لّٜ/لْٜ٣ , with 8 (4+4) or وظٗ/وظ٘٣  with 4 (3+1). For the fifth meaning 
„announcement‟, the verbs ِٖػأ/ِٖؼ٣  90 occurrences (85+5) were used more frequently than 
وجفأ/وجق٣  with only two, while, for the sixth meaning „meeting‟, the verbs ٠وزُا/٢وزِ٣  19 
occurrences (14+5) were used more frequently than  ٚعاٝ/ٚعاٞ٣ 11 occurences (10+1) or 
َثبه/َثبو٣  with only one.  
 
For the seventh meaning „affirmation‟, the verbs لًأ/لًئ٣ , with 125 occurrences (111+14) 
were used more frequently than ذجصأ/ذجض٣  with 4 (2+2). For the eighth meaning „return‟, that 
the verbs كبػ/كٞؼ٣  with 27 occurrences (22+5) were used more frequently than غعو٣ . For the 
ninth meaning, „success in achieving something‟, the verbs ؼغٗ/ؼغ٘٣  with 11 (7+4), while 
the verbs نوؽ/نوؾ٣  were not far behind with ten occurrences (6+4), followed by ىبك/ىٞل٣  with 
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three occurrences (2+1). For the last meaning „end', the verbs ْر/ْز٣  132 occurrences 
(75+57) were used more frequently than ٠ٜزٗا with only two. However, the concordance 
shows that the high frequency of ْر/ْز٣  is due its usage as an auxiliary verb in various 
situations, while ٠ٜزٗا is specific to only one context. Thus, there were several verbs that 
were used more frequently than others within the same semantic family in world affairs.  
 
b)   Verbs with positive and negative meanings 
 
The purpose of this analysis is to determine whether verbs with a positive meaning were 
used more than those conveying a negative meaning in world news stories. The 
concordance tool, which can generate collocation, was also applied here in order to 
determine each verb‟s antonym, as shown in Table 5.24. 
 
Table 5.24: Frequency of positive and negative verbs 
No Positive Freq Negative Freq 
1 ؼَٔ٣ (allow) 7 غ٘ٔ٣ /ؼَٔ٣ لا  (prohibit) 7 
2 ؼغ٘٣/ؼغٗ  (succeed) 10 َْك /ؼغ٘٣ ُْ  (failed) 7 
3 نوؾ٣/نوؽ  (achieve) 10 نوؾ٣ ُْ (not achieve) 0 
4 َٖؾ٣/َٖؽ  (obtain) 8 َٖؾ٣ ُْ (not obtain) 3 
5 َجه (accepted) 3 ٘كه (denied) 17 
 
Table 5.24 shows that verbs with a positive meaning, namely ؼغٗ/ؼغ٘٣ , نوؽ/نوؾ٣  and 
َٖؽ/َٖؾ٣ , were usually more frequently used than verbs with a negative meaning, the 
exceptions being that the verb  َ ِث َ َم was used less tha   َ٘ َكَه (17 and 3 occurrences 
respectively) and the verbs ؼَٔ َْ َ٣ and غ٘ٔ٣/ؼَٔ٣ لا  were used at the same level of frequency 
(7). This indicates that world affairs coverage tends to make positive statements more than 
the negative. 
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c)   Verbs mean indicating striving toward achievement, and the opposite 
 
The results show that verbs that indicate „striving toward achievement and wisdom‟ were 
used more than the those that indicate the opposite, as shown in Table 5.25. 
 
Table 5.25: Frequency of verbs indicating striving toward achievement and the opposite 
No Striving Freq Contrast Freq 
1 ٍٝبؾ٣ (try) 9 ٢لٌ٣ (suffice) 4 
2 ٍٝبؽ (tried) 7 ٠لزًا (was satisfied) 2 
3 ٠ؼَ٣ (strive) 5   
4 ًهبٔر (practice) 4   
5 ٍنج٣ (expend) 4   
6 ذٍهبٓ (practised) 2   
 
Table 5.25 shows that verbs that indicate striving towards achievement (six different verbs) 
were used more than those that indicate the opposite (two different verbs). This indicates 
that world news reports are more about striving towards solving the world crises.  
 
5.2.4.4   Word frequency by transitivity 
 
The main purpose of this analysis is to determine whether or not news articles have special 
characteristics in terms of verb use with particles (prepositions). In order to achieve this 
purpose, several verbs were selected that give a picture of newspaper writing style from 
this perspective.  
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Table 5.26:  Use of verbs with particles 
Verb No Particle Frequency Total 
ت٤ٕأ (hit by) 1 - 17 38 
 2 ثـ  (with) 11  
َٕٝ (arrived) 1 ٠ُا (to) 8 14 
 2 - 6  
٠ؼَر (strive) 1 ٠ُا (to) 7 14 
 2 ُـ  (for) 7  
فلٜر (to aim) 1 ٠ُا (to) 5 7 
 2 ـُ (for) 2  
نِؼر (related) 1 ـث (with) 11 12 
 2 - 1  
بػك (called) 1 ٠ُا (to) 22 24 
 2 ـُ (for) 2  
 
Table 5.26 shows examples of verbs used with different particles. For the verb ت٤ٕأ, the 
concordance showed that all its usages were followed by number of person, for example, 
... ت٤ٕأ7 ٖ٤٘ٛاٞٓ...  (hit 7 civilians). The results reveal that 17 out of 28 occurrences did not 
have the particle ـث, while 11 occurrences were accompanied by ـث. However, referring to 
the concordance tool, of the 17 occurrences without ـث,  11 used the particle ٢ك (in) in 
specific contexts, such as attacks and bombing, while two used the word وصا (immediately 
after) in similar contexts. For the verb َٕٝ, out of 14 occurrences, the verb occurred with 
the particle ٠ُا eight times and without it six times, indicating that both usages occur in 
quite similar frequencies.  
 
For the verb ٠ؼَر, in all 14 occurrences, the verb occurred with the particle ٠ُا or ـُ , with 
seven occurrences each, showing that this verb takes both particles equally. For the verb 
فلٜر, out of seven occurrences, the verb occurred with the particle ٠ُا five times, and with 
the particle ـُ only twice. For the verb نِؼز٣, out of 12 occurrences, the verb occurred with 
the particle ـث (11 times) but also occurred once without it, showing that it regularly takes ـث, 
but may not in some contexts. For the last verb (بػك), out of 24 occurrences, the particle ٠ُا 
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was used 22 times compared with only twice for the particle ـُ. This means that variations 
occur in the particles used with certain verbs. 
 
5.2.5   Word frequency by newspaper  
 
The purpose of this analysis is to enable direct comparison between newspapers published 
in different countries in order to study in depth the language style for specific word 
categories. The results from this analysis determine whether different countries employ 
different language styles in news writing. With regard to limitation, the analysis in this part 
covered several categories studied in previous analyses, focusing on points of difference 
between newspapers in world affairs reporting, and also including the additional category 
of loan words. The categories are: 
1.   Word frequency in the high frequency list 
2.   Word frequency by phrase 
3.   Word frequency by transitivity 
4.   Word frequency by loan word  
 
5.2.5.1   Word frequency in the high frequency list 
 
The results show several important points that could potentially indicate differences 
between newspapers in the high frequency list (see Table 5.27).  
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Table 5.27: Top 5 words by newspaper 
Newspaper 1 F 2 F 3 F 4 F 5 F 
Al-Ahram ٌ٤ئه 57 خ٤ٌ٣وٓأ 53 ٕاو٣ا 52 ٢ٌ٣وٓأ 44 داٞه 40 
Al-Furat ماوؼُا 73 ِ٤ع 50 ٌ٤ئه 50 ٢هاوػ 41 خ٤هاوػ 37 
Al-Jazirah ٌ٤ئه 94 ٍبه 66 خٌٓٞؽ 52 و٣ىٝ 45 داٞه 43 
Al-Khabar ٌ٤ئه 122 خٌٓٞؽ 65 ّٞ٣ 46 ٢ِ٤ئاوٍا 42 ةبقزٗا 42 
Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 
ٍبه 69 ٌ٤ئه 66 خٌٓٞؽ 46 ٌِغٓ 45 ؤرئٓ 44 
Al-Sabah al-
Jadid 
ٌ٤ئه 70 ٍبه 68 ب٤ٍٝه 47 ٞكًٍٞٞ 47 داٞه 39 
Al-Safir ٌ٤ئه 63 ؤرئٓ 43 خٌٓٞؽ 41 ّلاٍ 36 ٕبً 36 
 
Table 5.27 shows the five most frequently used words in the seven newspapers. The word 
ٌ٤ئه , which came at the top of the frequency list for the whole corpus, was also the most 
frequently used word in five newspapers: Al-Khabar (122 occurrences), Al-Jazirah (94), 
Al-Sabah al-Jadid (70), Al-Safir (63) and Al-Ahram (57), while, the word ماوؼُا was the 
highest in Al-Furat with 73 occurrences, and the verb ٍبه was highest in Al-Quds al-„Arabi 
with 69. Significantly, the fact that ماوؼُا was the most frequently used word in Al-Furat 
(73 occurrences) indicates that Iraq issues were the main concern of this newspaper from 
Australia. This is confirmed by the fact that the words ٢هاوػ and خ٤هاوػ rank fourth and fifth 
in this newspaper, with 41 and 37 occurrences respectively. It is not difficult to understand 
why the world affairs section of the Iraqi newspaper (Al-Sabah al-Jadid) does not report 
much on Iraq issues because, for that newspaper, these are internal national issues. 
However, the researcher found it remarkable that the Iraqi newspaper did not highlight 
other world issues prominent at the time of data collection, such as the Palestinian issue 
and the Iranian nuclear programme, focusing more instead on Russia and Kosovo, which 
ranked equal third on the list with 47 occurrences each.  
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5.2.5.2   Word frequency by phrase 
 
As an extension to the previous analysis in 5.2.3.3, further analysis was carried out to 
reveal differences between newspapers in their use of phrases (see Table 5.28). 
 
Table 5.28: Differences in use of phrases in world affairs 
Phrase Newspaper Freq Phrase Newspaper Freq 
لأا موُْا٢ثوؼُا ٍٜٝ  (Arab 
Middle East)  
Al-Khabar 1 ل٣لغُا ٍٜٝلأا موُْا (New 
Middle East) 
Al-Furat 1 
َ٤ئاوٍا خُٝك (state of Al-Safir 1 خ٣كٜٞ٣ خُٝك (Jewish Al-Safir 2 
Israel) Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 1 state)   
 
Table 5.28 shows two examples of the different use of phrases used in world affairs. The 
phrases ٢ثوؼُا ٍٜٝلأا موُْا and ل٣لغُا ٍٜٝلأا موُْا were used in different newspapers (Al-
Khabar and Al-Furat respectively) but in similar frequencies. This may indicate that both 
newspapers are trying to promote new terminologies, following what has been the regular 
use of the phrase ٍٜٝلأا موُْا. The second phrases َ٤ئاوٍا خُٝك and خ٣كٜٞ٣ خُٝك were used in 
similar frequencies, but Al-Safir is notable in its use of both.  
 
5.2.5.3   Word frequency by transitivity 
 
As explained before, word frequency analysis by transitivity only involves verbs. The 
results show that there were several differences between newspapers in this respect. The 
researcher extended the analysis of verb transitivity in 5.2.4.4 to determine the differences 
between newspapers.  
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Table 5.29: Dispersion of verbs by transitivity across newspapers 
Verb Particle Newspaper Total 
Al-
Ahram 
Al-
Furat 
Al-
Jazirah 
Al-
Khabar 
Al-Quds 
al-
‘
Arabi 
Al-Sabah 
al-Jadid 
Al-
Safir 
ت٤ٕأ  6 6 6 - 2 2 6 28 
(hit by) - 6 4 2 - 2 - 3 17 
 ـث (with) - 2 4 - - 2 3 11 
َٕٝ  - 3 - 3 2 3 3 14 
(arrived) ٠ُا (to) - 2 - 2 1 2 1 8 
 - - 1 - 1 1 1 2 6 
٠ؼَر  3 2 1 4 1 2 1 14 
(strived) ٠ُا (to) - 1 1 2 1 1 1 8 
 ـُ (for) 3 1 - 2 - 1 - 8 
فلٜر  1 - 1 1 1 1 2 7 
(aim) ٠ُا (to) 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 6 
 ـُ (for) - - - - - - 2 3 
نِؼز٣  2 1 1 3 2 1 2 23 
(relate) ـث (with) 2 1 1 3 2 - 2 11 
 - - - - - - 1 - 1 
بػك    5 1 1 4 3 5 5 34 
(called) ٠ُا (to) 4 1 1 3 3 5 5 22 
 ـُ (for) 1 - - 1 - - - 3 
 
Table 5.29 shows the use of verbs with particles in different newspapers. For the verb 
ت٤ٕأ, the table shows that it was used either with the particle ـث or without a particle, with 
the usage varying between newspapers. Four newspapers (Al-Ahram, Al-Furat, Al-Jazirah 
and Al-Safir) used this verb six times. In Al-Ahram, it was always used without ـث,  like Al-
Quds al-
„
Arabi, although the latter used this verb only twice. In the other newspapers, 
usage was more variable. Al-Furat more frequently used it without ـث (four times out of 
six), while this was reversed in Al-Jazirah which used this verb with the particle four times 
out of six. Al-Safir used the verb with and without the particle equally (three occurrences 
for each), while Al-Sabah al-Jadid, though only using the verb twice, used the particle on 
both occasions, and Al-Khabar did not use this verb at all. This shows that the different 
newspapers all used the verb in different ways, except that Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi was like Al-
Ahram in not using the particle.  
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The verb َٕٝ was used either with the particle ٠ُا or without a particle. Five newspapers 
were similar in that they used both styles, while no instances were recorded for the other 
two newspapers (Al-Ahram and Al-Jazirah). The verb ٠ؼَر was used either with the 
particle ٠ُا or the particle ـُ. Although the overall frequencies for both particles were the 
same (seven occurrences for each), varieties of style between newspapers were evident. 
The clearest is in Al-Ahram where the particle ٠ُا was not used in any of the three 
occurrences, while other newspapers used ٠ُا at least once, and twice in the case of Al-
Khabar. Thus, Al-Ahram differed from the others in that it used only the particle ـُ with this 
verb. 
 
The verb فلٜر was used more with ٠ُا (five occurrences), compared with twice for ـُ . Most 
notable here is that both instances of  ـُ were in Al-Safir, while the other newspapers only 
used ٠ُا with this verb. Al-Safir also used this verb at least twice as often as the other 
newspapers, showing a different usage and style for this verb in the Lebanese newspaper. 
The verb نِؼز٣ was most often used with the particle ـث (11 occurrences). All the newspapers 
always used ـث with the exception of Al-Sabah al-Jadid, where this verb was used only 
once, and without ـث. However, no general conclusion can be drawn about Al-Sabah al-
Jadid on the basis of only one occurrence; the difference can only be noted. The last verb, 
بػك, was mostly used with the particle ٠ُا (22 occurrences). Only two newspapers, Al-
Ahram and Al-Khabar, used other particles (ـُ twice), and even they used ٠ُا more.  
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5.2.5.4   Word frequency by loan word 
 
The results show that all the selected newspapers have been affected by Western languages 
in world affairs, and especially by English as a world language. All that remains to be 
determined is the extent of the influence on each newspaper, which can be shown by 
frequency analysis. The researcher divided loan words into two categories: general loan 
words that can be found in all or most newspapers, and specific loan words that only 
occurred in particular newspapers. Because this part of the study is more concerned with 
the special features of the newspapers, the analysis will focus more on loan words that 
create a newspaper‟s identity. Variations in spelling will also be shown. 
 
1.   General loan words 
 
It has become normal for Arabic newspapers to use foreign words, especially English 
words, in news reports. The results show that all the selected newspapers are affected by 
foreign languages. A number of words were widely used in most newspapers. These 
„general loan words‟ are shown in Table 5.30. 
 
Table 5.30: Example of general loan words in world affairs 
No Word Freq Spelling 
variation 
Freq Origin word 
1 خ٤ٍبِٓٞثك 16 - - Diplomat 
2 ٕبُٔوث 64 - - Parliament 
3 خ٤غ٤راوزٍا 19 خ٤غ٤روزٍ 1 Strategy 
4 ٢َِٛأ 19 ٢طِ٘ٛأ 2 Atlantic 
5 خ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣ك 34 ٢ٛاوؤ٣ك 6 democracy/democrat 
6 ٢عٌُٞٞ٘ر/ب٤عٌُٞٞ٘ر  6 - - Technology 
7 خ٣هٞربزًك/هٞربزًك  3 خ٣هٞربزٌ٣ك 2 dictator/dictatorship 
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Table 5.30 shows examples of loan words found in most newspapers. All these examples 
were terms in government administration. The most frequent was the word ٕبُٔوث (64 
occurrences), followed by خ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣ك  (34), خ٤غ٤راوزٍا and ٢َِٛأ (19 each), and خ٤ٍبِٓٞثك (16). 
Because of they are the foreign words, four of them had spelling variations. The word 
خ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣ك was also written ٢ٛاوؤ٣ك without the vowel (ٝ), which was used six times in only 
one newspaper (Al-Ahram). The word خ٤غ٤روزٍا was also written خ٤غ٤روزٍ without the 
consonant (أ), used only once (in Al-Furat). The word ٢َِٛأ was also written ٢طِ٘ٛأ with 
the consonant (ٕ) and the shifted consonant (ً) to (ٛ), which occurred twice in Al-Ahram. 
The word خ٣هٞربزًك was also spelled خ٣هٞربزٌ٣ك with the added vowel (١). We may conclude: 
first, that most loan words in world affairs are related to government administration, and 
second, that there are spelling variations for several loan words, which eventually create 
their own identity.  
 
2.   Specific loan words  
 
„Specific loan words‟ are foreign words used only in a specific newspaper. The fewer 
newspaper that use it, the more specific the word will be considered. For more discussion, 
Table 5.31 lists examples of specific loan words used in fewer than four newspapers.  
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Table 5.31: Example of specific loan words in world affairs 
No Word Freq Newspaper Origin word 
1 ٛاوهٌٞ٘ر 5 Al-Jazirah/ Al-Safir Technocrat 
2 ًٍٞٞرٝوث 4 Al-Ahram/Al-Jazirah/ Al-
Sabah al-Jadid 
Protocol 
3 ٞز٤ك 3 Al-Ahram Veto 
4 دبٍٝو٣بك 2 Al-Furat Virus 
5 ي٘٣هبٓ 2 Al-Furat Marines 
6 ٍبّٗٞبٗوزٗا 1 Al-Safir International 
7 و٤لَٗاوزُا 1 Al-Quds al-„Arabi Transfer 
8 ذًبع 1 Al-Ahram Jacket 
9 ٢كاوـٔ٣ك 1 Al-Quds al-„Arabi Demography 
10 دو٤ّ ٢ر 1 Al-Ahram T-shirt 
11 دبٌ٤زٌر 1 Al-Ahram Tactics 
 
Table 5.31 shows examples of specific loan words that occurred in fewer than four 
newspapers. The word وهٌٞ٘رٛا  occurred five times in Al-Jazirah and Al-Safir, followed by 
ًٍٞٞرٝوث (four times in Al-Ahram, Al-Furat and Al-Sabah al-Jadid), ٞز٤ك (three times in Al-
Ahram), دبٍٝو٣بك and ي٘٣هبٓ (twice each in Al-Furat) and the rest of the words (ٍبّٗٞبٗوزٗا, 
و٤لَٗاور, ذًبع, ٢كاوـٔ٣ك, دبٌ٤زٌر and دو٤ّ ٢ر) (once each in one of Al-Safir, Al-Quds al-„Arabi 
and Al-Ahram). The table shows that most examples (9 out of 11) were used with low 
frequency (twice or once only), indicating that, although Arabic newspapers use specific 
foreign words in news articles, only three words occurred regularly (ٛاوهٌٞ٘ر, ًٍٞٞرٝوث and 
ٞز٤ك). We may conclude that most of the newspapers (six out of seven) used specific loan 
words in their articles: Al-Ahram (five words), followed by Al-Furat, Al-Jazirah, Al-Safir 
and Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi (two words each) and Al-Sabah al-Jadid (one word). It should be 
mentioned that Al-Furat and Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi are published in non-Arab countries so the 
relatively strong impact of loan words is not surprising. The higher occurrence of loan 
words in Al-Ahram and Al-Safir indicates that some newspapers in Arab countries are 
widely receptive to loan words, while others, such Al-Khabar, Al-Jazirah and Al-Sabah al-
Jadid use fewer. 
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3.   Spelling variations in loan words 
 
The frequency list shows that most of the loan words occurred in more than one 
newspaper, especially words that have become widely used. Nevertheless, variations in 
spelling may occur because, in most cases, loan words do not comply with the conventions 
of Arabic word formation. See Table 5.32 for examples of variations across newspapers. 
 
Table 5.32: Example of loan words with variant spellings 
No Word Newspaper Freq Word Newspaper Freq 
1 داٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ 
(scenarios) 
Al-Sabah al-Jadid 1 دبٛٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ Al-Khabar 5 
  Total 1   5 
2 خ٤غ٤راوزٍا Al-Furat 7 خ٤غ٤روزٍ Al-Furat 1 
 (strategy) Al-Safir 5    
  Al-Sabah al-Jadid 5    
  Al-Khabar 1    
  Al-Ahram 1    
  Total 19  Total 1 
3 ٢َِٛأ (Atlantic) Al-Sabah al-Jadid 14 ٢طِ٘ٛأ Al-Ahram 2 
  Al-Jazirah 5    
  Total 19  Total 2 
4 هٞربزًك (dictator) Al-Safir 2 هٞربزٌ٣ك Al-Ahram 1 
 خ٣هٞربزًك 
(dictatorship) 
Al-Khabar 1 خ٣هٞربزٌ٣ك Al-Sabah al-Jadid 1 
  Total 3  Total 2 
 
Table 5.32 shows the spelling variations for four words. For the first, the spelling داٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ 
was used once in Al-Sabah al-Jadid and دبٛٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ is used five times in Al-Khabar. 
However, although دبٛٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ was used more frequently than داٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ, each spelling was 
used in only one newspaper, indicating that even the most used spelling was only popular 
in one newspaper. For the second, the spelling خ٤غ٤راوزٍا was used 19 times in five 
newspapers: Al-Furat (seven times), Al-Safir and Al-Sabah al-Jadid (five times) and Al-
Khabar and Al-Ahram (once each). The spelling خ٤غ٤روزٍ was used once in Al-Furat, which 
means that the newspaper recognises both spellings, although it used the first spelling 
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much more than the second. Since the first spelling was also used in five other newspapers 
too, it indicates that the first form is more popular than the second. For the third, the 
spelling ٢َِٛأ was used 19 times in two newspapers, Al-Sabah al-Jadid (14 times) and Al-
Jazirah (five times). The spelling ٢طِ٘ٛأ was used twice in Al-Ahram. Thus, the first 
spelling was more frequent than the second and was also widely used in two newspapers as 
opposed to one. For the last situation, the spelling هٞربزًك was used three times in two 
newspapers, Al-Safir (twice) and Al-Khabar (once), while the spelling هٞربزٌ٣ك was used 
twice times in Al-Ahram and Al-Sabah al-Jadid (once each), showing that both spellings 
were used in similar frequencies in different newspapers. This means that, although most 
of the newspapers used only one spelling for certain words, some newspapers sometimes 
used two. However, the use of the spelling داٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ (without ـٛ) is the most surprising 
usage as it contradicts to the normal practice.   
 
5.3 Word Frequency Analysis in Sports  
 
5.3.1   General description of the list 
  
The results show that the frequency list contains 9,573 different words, normally spread, as 
occurred in world affairs. Words with the same frequencies start with the words ٢ٗبص 
(second) and لٔؾٓ (Muhammad) equal 23rd and 24th on the list, with 176 occurrences each. 
As is normal, equal frequencies do not appear consistently till a certain point lower down 
the list, here beginning at 169
th
 on the list, where ةب٣ا (second leg) and ن٣وٛ (way) each 
have 47 occurrences, proceeding down to a very large number words with one occurrence 
in places 4880
th
 to 9573
th
 (see Graph 5.7). 
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Graph 5.7: umber of words by frequency from highest to lowest 
  
Graph 5.7 shows word dispersion by frequency. The first group represents words that 
occurred 591–201 times (18 words), followed by group 2 (200-101) with 37 words, group 
3 (100-3) with 3,212 words and group 4 (2-1) with 6,306 words. Although the groups 
represent different ranges, which may reduce the differences between them in terms of 
word numbers, the differences are still wide especially with regard to group 4, which 
includes only two frequencies (1 and 2) but represents the largest number of words in one 
category (6,306).  
 
The differences between the other groups are also very obvious; group 3 contains 3,212 
words, while group 2 only has 37 words. The first category includes the smallest number 
of words (18), although it covers the widest in frequency range (591-201 occurrences). 
This explains the reseacher‟s decision to focus more on frequencies of three and above and 
only to comment only on words with a lower frequency when they illustrate a particular 
feature of language style.  
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5.3.2   High frequency words 
 
As with world affairs, the high frequency words are those that occurred regularly in sport 
and eventually become keywords in sports news articles. They are either specific words 
relevant to most sports events, such as names of countries, clubs and players regularly 
involved in the events, or general words that describe the events. As in world affairs, the 
researcher divided the high frequency list into three groups, using the same criteria as 
before. These groups are „very high frequency‟ (591-201 occurrences), „moderate high 
frequency‟ (200-101) and „low high frequency‟ (100 to 3). Table 5.33 shows the top ten 
words on the high frequency list:
333
 
 
Table 5.33:  Top 10 most frequent words in sports section 
No Word Freq % Text % 
1 ن٣وك (team) 591 0.56 135 63.98 
2 حاهبجٓ (match) 476 0.45 133 63.03 
3 تقز٘ٓ (national team) 432 0.41 86 40.76 
4  ٖ٤جػلا (players) 374 0.30 118 55.92 
5 حوً (ball) 339 0.32 139 65.88 
6 ىٞك (victory) 300 0.29 114 54.03 
7 ١كبٗ (club) 294 0.28 78 36.97 
8 تػلا (player) 279 0.27 104 49.29 
9 كبؾرا (union) 278 0.27 87 41.23 
10 ١هٝك (league) 265 0.25 90 42.65 
 
Table 5.33 shows that the word ن٣وك had the highest frequency with 591 occurrences. It is 
also the highest in terms of dispersion, occurring in 135 out of 211 texts, followed by حاهبجٓ 
(133) down to ١هٝك (90). As in world affairs, the results show that higher frequency ratings 
did not necessarily translate into dispersion in more texts. For example, the word تقز٘ٓ, 
with 432 occurrences only appeared in 86 texts as compared with the word حوً, which had 
only 339 occurrences but appeared in 139 texts, leading to the conclusion that the first 
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word is more specific and is used in relation to particular events, while the second word 
(حوً) is more general and may appear in all kinds of sports reports. In terms of semantics, 
all the words above have a strong link to sport and are regularly related to sports matches, 
sports results, sportsmanship and clubs. The top ten word frequencies are shown in more 
detail in Graph 5.8. 
 
Graph 5.8: The top 10 word frequencies 
   
Graph 5.8 shows that the first word, ن٣وك, had the highest frequency with 591 occurrences. 
The second word, ٍبه, had 476 occurrences, and so on. The graph also shows that the 
number of word occurrences falls slightly more clearly between the highest and the fifth 
word. The difference between the first and second words is 115 (591-476), second and 
third 44 (476-432), third and fourth 58 (432-374) and fourth and fifth, 35 (374-339) 
frequencies. The fall then becomes less obvious; the difference between the sixth and tenth 
words is only 35 (300 for the sixth word and 265 for the tenth). It may be roughly 
concluded that there are several words that clearly dominate the list. In sport, the results 
show the five dominant words were ن٣وك, حاهبجٓ, تقز٘ٓ, ٖ٤جػلا and حوً. 
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5.3.3   Word frequency in nouns 
 
5.3.3.1   Word frequency by number 
 
The high frequency list of 3,267 nouns shows that more singular words were used than 
duals and plurals. Within the first 3,267 words, the researcher found 1,528 singulars, 263 
plurals and 44 duals. Table 5.33 shows that nine out of the top ten nouns were in the 
singular, the exception being ٖ٤جػلا. The top ten singular and plural nouns are shown in 
Table 5.34. 
  
Table 5.34: Top 10 singular and plural nouns in sports section 
No Rank Singular Freq Text Rank Plural Freq Text 
1 1 ن٣وك (team) 591 135 4 ٖ٤جػلا (players) 374 118 
2 2 حاهبجٓ (match) 476 133 19 دب٣هبجٓ (matches) 191 87 
3 3 تقز٘ٓ (national team) 432 86 32 ٛبوٗ (points) 140 64 
4 5 حوً (ball) 339 139 42 دبَكب٘ٓ (tournaments) 121 64 
5 6 ىٞك (victory) 300 114 49 خ٣لٗأ (clubs) 107 53 
6 7 ١كبٗ (club) 294 78 55 ةبجّ (youth) 101 37 
7 8  تػلا (player) 279 104 58 فالٛأ (goals) 99 52 
8 9 كبؾرا (union) 278 87 78 ةبؼُأ (games) 78 31 
9 10 ١هٝك (league) 265 90 88 دب٤لٖر (qualifiers) 72 35 
10 11 ٍٝأ (first) 250 118 117 موك (teams) 64 32 
 
Table 5.34 shows the ten singular and plural nouns most frequently used in sport. It shows 
that all the top ten singular nouns were used more frequently than all the plurals, apart 
from the most frequently used plural noun (ٖ٤جػلا). This is also shown by the fact that the 
lowest singular noun (ٍٝأ) occurred more frequently than the second plural noun (دب٣هبجٓ) 
with 250 and 191 occurrences respectively.  
 
Only one plural word (ٖ٤جػلا) is in the „very high frequency‟ group (over 201 occurrences), 
while five others (دب٣هبجٓ, ٛبوٗ, دبَكب٘ٓ, خ٣لٗأ and ةبجّ) are in „moderate high frequency‟ (200-
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101) and the others four in „low high frequency‟ (100-3). In contrast, all the top ten 
singular nouns are in the „very high frequency‟ group, with more than 201 occurrences 
each. The existence of the singular form of collective nouns such as ن٣وك and تقز٘ٓ, with 
591 and 432 occurrences respectively, contributes to the domination of singular nouns over 
plurals.   
 
Graph 5.9: Dispersion of singular, dual and plural nouns across frequency groups 
 
Graph 5.9 shows the number of nouns in the three frequency groups and confirms that 
singulars occurred more than duals and plurals in all groups. The biggest difference is in 
the third group (100-3), with a difference of 1,228 between occurrences of singulars and 
plurals and a difference of 1,441 occurrences between singulars and duals. There are no 
duals in groups 1 and 2.  
 
Table 5.35: Mean of singular, dual and plural nouns 
 Singular Dual Plural 
N 1528 44 263 
Freq 28381 396 3622 
Mean 18.574 9.000 13.772 
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The mean in table 5.35 shows that singular nouns were used more than duals and plurals in 
sport. It shows that the differences in overall frequency of occurrence between the three 
types of word was very great, especially between singulars and duals.  
 
1.   Sound and broken plurals  
 
The use of plural nouns was studied to determine whether broken or sound plurals are used 
more in sport sections. The results show 133 broken and 130 sound plurals in the 3,267 
words. Although broken plurals were found more than sound plurals in terms of number of 
words, their mean shows the opposite (see Table 5.36).  
 
Table 5.36: Mean of broken and sound plurals 
Gender Broken Sound 
N 133 130 
Freq 1773 1814 
Mean 13.331 13.954 
 
Table 5.36 shows that the mean for broken plurals is lower than for sound plurals, although 
there were more of them, showing that broken plurals had a lower frequency rating than 
sound plurals, as shown in the frequency line. 
 
Further analysis showed which kind of plural was used more often when both forms are 
available in Arabic. Plural nouns such as ءبٍإه, ةبؾٕأ, َِٕٞٔٓ, ٕٞ٤هاوػ and ءلآى were not 
analysed because they have only one plural form. Table 5.37 shows the findings. 
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Table 5.37: The use of broken and sound plurals in sports section 
No Singular Broken Plural Freq Sound Plural Freq 
1 ٖ٣ؤر (exercise) ٖ٣هبٔر 8 دب٘٣ؤر 0 
2 ٛبْٗ (activity) خطْٗأ 6 دبٛبْٗ 0 
3 خٌِْٓ (problem) ًَبْٓ 6 دلآٌْ 0 
4 وئاى (visitor) هاٝى 4 ٕٝوئاى 0 
5 خجٛٞٓ (talent) تٛاٞٓ 4 دبجٛٞٓ 0 
6 لئاه (pioneer) كاٝه 3 ٕٝلئاه 0 
 
Table 5.37 indicates a strong tendency in Arabic newspapers to use the broken plural noun 
rather than the sound plural. In fact, no sound plurals were chosen in the above examples, 
even though they are available for the words in question.  
 
2.   Masculine and feminine plurals  
 
The researcher carried out an extensive analysis of the gender of plural forms, as in world 
affairs (see page 156). This analysis is divided into two parts: plurals in general and plurals 
indicating people. With regard to plurals in general,
334
 the results show that feminine 
plurals (219 occurrences) were used more than masculine (47). The second analysis shows 
that all 47 masculine plurals referred to people, while only three of the 219 feminine 
plurals did (see Table 5.38).  
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Table 5.38: The top masculine and feminine plurals for people 
No Masculine Freq Feminine Freq 
1 ٖ٤جػلا (players) 374 ٍدال٤  (ladies) 20 
2 ةبجّ (youths) 101 دبجػلا (players) 10 
3 ٍبطثأ (champions) 61 ءبَٗ (women) 3 
4 ءبٚػأ (members) 44   
5 ٖ٤كوزؾٓ (professionals) 22   
6 ّبٌؽ (referees) 19   
7  ٖ٤ُٝئَٓ (officials) 18   
8 ٖ٤٤هاوػ (Iraqis) 16   
9 ّٞغٗ (stars) 15   
10 ٖ٤ثهلٓ (coaches) 15   
   
Table 5.38 shows that the masculine plural was used more than the feminine to refer to 
people. However, it should be noted that the results do not clearly portray the situation 
because, in line with Arabic grammar, a number of females may be included in the 
masculine plural. 
 
3.   Dual nouns with singular equivalents 
 
The researcher analysed dual nouns to discover whether the words in question were used in 
the singular or plural, as in world affairs (see page 157). The results show that out of 44 
dual nouns that occurred a total of 396 times, only one ٕبجػلاُا (two players) was used with 
a singular verb. The noun is used in the sentence below: 
 
 ...ٌاثػلاناو  بٓ ٕانُِا ي٣كٝك ىو٤ثٝ ٖثٝه ٖ٣هألاص  ٢كبؼزُا خِؽوٓ ٢ك...  
 
Here the dual noun (ٕبجػلاُا) is used with the singular verb ٍاى بٓ (are still), showing that the 
Arabic media use the dual with a non-equivalent verb; the dual form would be لااى بٓ.335   
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5.3.3.2   Word frequency by gender 
 
The results show that, generally, masculine nouns were used more than feminine. Within 
the top 3,267 words, the researcher found 1,110 masculine and 728 feminine. The results 
are shown in Table 5.39. 
 
Table 5.39: Top 10 masculine and feminine nouns in sports section 
No Rank Masculine Freq Text Rank Feminine Freq Text 
1 1 ن٣وك (team) 591 135 2 حاهبجٓ (match) 476 133 
2 3 ز٘ٓتق  (national team) 432 86 5 حوً (ball) 339 139 
3 4 ٖ٤جػلا (players) 374 118 16 خُٞطث (championship) 208 88 
4 6 ىٞك (victory) 300 114 19 دب٣هبجٓ (matches) 191 87 
5 7 ١كبٗ (club) 294 78 21 ٠ُٝأ (first) 179 102 
6 8 تػلا (player) 279 104 25 خطوٗ (point) 172 48 
7 9 كبؾرا (union) 278 87 27 خػٞٔغٓ (group) 163 58 
8 10 ١هٝك (league) 265 90 28 خو٤هك (minute) 155 46 
9 11 ٍٝأ (first) 250 118 29 حهٝك (round) 146 43 
10 12 فلٛ (goal) 238 81 32 ٛبوٗ (points) 140 64 
 
Table 5.39 shows that all the top ten masculine nouns were used more frequently than the 
feminine nouns with the exception of the two words (حاهبجٓ and حوً) at the top of the 
feminine list. This is also indicated by the fact that the tenth masculine noun (فلٛ) was 
used more frequently than the third feminine noun (خُٞطث) with 238 and 208 occurrences 
respectively. This indicates the domination of masculine nouns over feminine. This is 
confirmed by the fact that all the masculine nouns on the above list are in the first (very 
high frequency) group, while only the top three feminine nouns are in that group. In 
addition, four words (ٖ٤جػلا, تػلا, ١هٝك and ٍٝأ) that occur in the above table do have 
feminine forms in Arabic, but the masculine forms are still used more often. Furthermore, 
the appearance on the list of ٖ٤جػلا and تػلا indicates that there are more report about 
sportsmen than about sportswomen in Arabic newspapers. The results also show no 
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feminine noun can be referred to women as occurred in masculine for word تػلا and ٖ٤جػلا 
in top 10 masculine and feminine nouns   
 
Graph 5.10 gives more detail by gender of nouns that occurred more than two times.  
 
Graph 5.10: Dispersion of masculine and feminine nouns across frequency groups 
 
Graph 5.10 shows the number of nouns in three frequency groups, showing that masculine 
nouns were used more than feminine in all groups. The biggest difference occurs in the 
third group (100-3) where differences between them is 357 occurrences, while the smallest 
is in the second group (200-101), with a difference of only three. 
 
Table 5.40: Mean of masculine and feminine nouns 
 Masculine Feminine 
N 1110 728 
Freq 20832 11504 
Mean 18.768 15.802 
 
The mean in table 5.40 shows that masculine nouns were used more than feminine in sport. 
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This prompts a more detailed comparison between masculine and feminine to establish 
which gender was used more in relation to people who shape sports events.
336
 Table 5.41 
the five highest relevant words in each gender, after excluding all the proper nouns: 
 
Table 5.41: Top 5 masculine nouns that refer to people and their feminine equivalents 
No Masculine Freq Feminine Freq 
1 ٖ٤جػلا (players) 374 دبجػلا 10 
2 تػلا (player) 279 خجػلا 24 
3 ةهلٓ (coach) 226 خثهلٓ 2 
4 ٌ٤ئه (laeader) 189 خَ٤ئه - 
5 ةبجّ (youth) 101 دبثبّ 1 
 
Table 5.41 shows that all the masculine nouns were used much more than their feminine 
equivalents. The word خجػلا was the nearest to its masculine equivalent in terms of 
frequency with a difference of 255 occurrences (279-24). Although the table shows a clear 
domination of masculine over feminine in sports news, one noun, ٖ٤جػلا, may be said not to 
be made up of 100% male players, as the word may also include females, in line with 
Arabic grammatical usage. The table also indicates the total domination of males in sports 
leadership, with no occurrence of the word خَ٤ئه. 
 
5.3.3.3   Word frequency of proper nouns  
 
The purpose of this analysis is to find out which proper nouns are directly related to sports 
news. The period of data collection means that more attention was given to certain sporting 
events such as the Asian Cup, and football league championships in Arab and European 
countries, as well as to other sports such as rugby, tennis, formula one and American 
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basketball.
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 The results show that no individual names occurred with high frequency, 
specifically in groups 1 or 2. The names that did occur frequently were لجػ (227 
occurrences) , لٔؾٓ (176) and لٔؽأ (118), but these names refer to several individuals, in 
contrast to the name ًبجػ in world affairs, which referred to ًبجػ كٞٔؾٓ, the Palestinian 
leader. Table 5.42 shows the most frequently used proper nouns. 
 
Table 5.42: Example of top 10 proper nouns in sports section 
No Word Freq Rank 
1 لٔؾٓ (Muhammad) 176 24 
2 ٢ِػ („Ali) 100 56 
3 ماوؼُا (Iraq) 91 64 
4 ٢ِٛلأا (al-Ahli) 84 69 
5 يُبٓيُا (al-Zamalik) 69 100 
6 ب٤ٍآ (Asia) 66 107 
7 ل٣هلٓ ريال/ٌ٤ز٤ث/خطَهوٍ/بٓبًهٞ٣  (Real) 62 120 
8 داهبٓلإا (Emirates) 56 139 
9 ِ٤غُا (al-Jaysh) 56 140 
10 ٍلاُٜا (al-Hilal) 54 147 
 
Table 5.42 shows the example of top ten proper nouns, including the name of places, 
individuals and sports organisations or clubs. Five are names of football clubs: ٢ِٛلأا (84 
occurrences), يُبٓيُا (69), ريال (62), ِ٤غُا (56) and ٍلاُٜا (54). Two are the names of 
individuals: لٔؾٓ (176) and ٢ِػ (100), the first and second on the list. Two are names of 
countries: ماوؼُا (91) and داهبٓلإا (56), and one is the name of a continent,  ب٤ٍآ (66). Most of 
these nouns can be directly related to particular sports: the five football clubs, ماوؼُا who 
won the Asian Cup in 2007, and ب٤ٍآ. However, three words do not indicate any specific 
sport: the personal names (لٔؾٓ and ٢ِػ) and داهبٓلإا.  
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5.3.34   Word frequency of phrases 
 
Further analysis shows specific phrases that are clearly relevant to sports events, as shown 
in Table 5.43. 
 
Table 5.43: Example of phrases in sports section 
Word No Phrase Freq Total 
هٝك١  1 ىبزُٔٔا ١هٝك (premier league) 51 295 
(league) 2  ١هٝك(خ٤جَٗ خُٝلُا ٍْا)  47  
 3 ٍبطثأ ١هٝك (champions league) 41  
 4  ١هٝك(خ٤جَٗ خُٝلُا ٍْا )ىبزُٔٔا  18  
 5 ٢ِؾٓ ١هٝك (local league) 8  
 6 خجقُ٘ا ١هٝك (elite league) 7  
 7 ٠ُٝلأا خعهلُا ١هٝك (first class league) 5  
 8 ٢ِ٤ٛؤر ١هٝك (qualification league) 2  
 9 ءاٞٙلأا ١هٝك (premier league) 2  
 10  حىبزُٔٔا خعهلُا ١هٝك (premier league) 2  
 11 َٛؤزُا ١هٝك (qualification league) 1  
ًؤً (cup) 1 ُْبؼُا ًؤً (World Cup) 31 90 
 2 ب٤ٍآ ًؤً (Asian Cup) 25  
 3 خ٣ٞ٤ٍ٥ا ْٓلأا ًؤً (Asian Cup of Nations) 7  
 4 بثٝهٝأ ًؤً (European Cup) 4  
 5 خ٤ثٝهٝلأا ْٓلأا ًؤً (European Nations Cup) 2  
 6 ب٤ثٝهٝأ ًؤً (European Cup) 1  
 7 بثٝهٝأ ْٓأ ًؤً (European Cup of Nations) 2  
 8 ب٤و٣وكا ْٓأ ًؤً (African Nations Cup) 3  
 9 خ٤و٣وكلإا ْٓلأا ًؤً 1  
 11 ب٤و٣وكا ًؤً (Africa Cup) 1  
 12 ٢و٣وكا ٍبطثأ ًؤً (African Champions Cup)  1  
 13 ٢ثٝهٝلأا كبؾرلاا ًؤً (European Champions League)  7  
 14 ٢و٣وكلإا كبؾرلاا ًؤً (African Club Cup) 3  
 15 ١ٞ٤ٍ٥ا كبؾرلاا ًؤً (Asian Club Cup) 2  
 16 ٌ٤ل٣ك ًؤً (Davis Cup) 4  
 17 ىوزٍبٓ ًؤً (Masters Cup) 2  
 18 وثٍٞ ًؤً (Super Cup) 2  
هٝك  1 ٢ئبُٜ٘ا هٝلُا (final round) 17 45 
(round) 2 ٍٝلأا هٝلُا (first round) 14  
 3 ٢ئبُٜ٘ا قٖٗ هٝلُا (semi final round) 5  
 4 ٢ئبُٜ٘ا غثه هٝلُا (quarter final round) 4  
 5 ٢ٍبٍلأا هٝلُا (first round) 1  
 6 ٢ئبُٜ٘ا َجه هٝلُا (semi final round) 1  
ءايع  1 ءايع خًِه (penalty kick) 22 37 
(penalty) 2 ءايغُا خوط٘ٓ (penalty area) 8  
 3 ءايع خثوٙ (penalty shot) 7  
خ٣كُٞا  1 حاهبجُٔا/خ٣كُٞا داهبجُٔا  (friendly match) 14 26 
(friendly) 2 خ٣كُٞا حهٝلُا (friendly round) 6  
 3 خ٣كُٞا خِثبؤُا (friendly meeting) 3  
 4 خ٣كُٞا خُٞطجُا (friendly championship) 2  
 5 خ٣كُٞا حهب٣ى (friendly visit) 1  
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ٖ٤ٓأ  1 وَُا ٖ٤ٓأ (secretary) 12 21 
(trustee) 2 ّبػ ٖ٤ٓأ (general secretary) 5  
 3 ٢ُبُٔا ٖ٤ٓلأا (bursar) 3  
 4 مٝلُِٖ٘ ٖ٤ٓأ (treasurer) 1  
 5 خثهلٓ ٖ٤ٓأ (trainer) 1  
حوً (ball) 1 خ٤ٙوػ حوً (cross ball) 10 19 
 2 خِ٣ٞٛ حوً (long ball) 2  
 3 خ٤ٙهأ حوً (low ball) 2  
 4 خ٤ٍأه حوً (header) 2  
 5 خ٤ٓبٓأ حوً (forward ball) 1  
 6 خٙهبؼُا مٞك حوً (over crossbar ball) 1  
 7 خُبٙ حوً (stray ball) 1  
 تؽبٕ  1  يًؤُا تؽبٕ(ْهه)  (league place) 12 18 
(owner) 2 ٗهلأا تؽبٕ (home team) 3  
 3 فلُٜا تؽبٕ (goal scorer) 2  
 4 خ٤جٛنُا تؽبٕ (gold medal holder) 1  
ٍلث  1   ٍلث ذهٝغئبُٚا (extra) 13 15 
(change) 2 غئبُٚا ٖٓ ٍلث ذهٝ 1  
 3 غئبُٚا ٖػ ٍلث ذهٝ 1  
خُٞغُا  1 ةب٣لإا خُٞع (second round second) 3 10 
(stage) 2 حو٤فلأا خُٞغُا (final stage) 3  
 3 حو٤فلأا َجه خُٞغُا (semi final stage) 2  
 4 ةبٛنُا خُٞع (first round) 1  
 5 ُٞعدبػٞٔغُٔا ت٤رور خ  (group stage) 1  
َ٣نزٓ  1 ت٤رور َ٣نزٓ (bottom ranking) 4 6 
(bottom) 2 ٍٝلع َ٣نزٓ (bottom of the  table) 2  
  
Table 5.43 shows 11 words used in phrases in sport sections. The table shows that the 
word ٌسود was used in phrases related to various types of sport, including some that 
differentiate between equivalent stages in different countries,
338
 e.g. ىبزُٔٔا ١هٝك in one 
country and ٠ُٝلأا خعهلُا ١هٝك in another.  
 
Newspapers used the word طأك in phrases to express the official name of championships in 
various sports, especially football. The phrase ُْبؼُا ًؤً was the most common, with 31 
frequencies, followed by the Asian Cup (25). It should be noted that variations exist for the 
names of several football championships, such as the Asian Cup, the European Cup and the 
Africa Cup. For example, newspapers used phrases with or without ْٓأ, as in ب٤ٍآ ًؤً and 
خ٣ٞ٤ٍ٥ا ْٓلأا ًؤً.  
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 The details of the discussion by country can be found on page 291. 
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The word سود was normally used to refer to stages in sports competitions. The phrases    
٢ئبُٜ٘ا قٖٗ هٝلُا and ه هٝلُا٢ئبُٜٔا َج  were used in different newspapers with the same 
meaning. However, the first was used more often, with five occurrences, while the second 
occurred only once. In addition, the small difference in frequency between ٢ئبُٜ٘ا هٝلُا and 
ٍٝلأا هٝلُا shows that the newspapers did not only focus on the final stages in sports 
competitions, but on the early stages too. The word ءاضج was used regularly in phrases for 
„penalty kick‟ and „penalty area‟, with the variation ءايع خثوٙ (seven occurences) less used 
than ءايع خًِه (22 occurrences). The word حَدو was used in various phrases such as      
خ٣كُٞا حاهبجُٔا, خ٣كُٞا حهٝلُا and خ٣كُٞا خِثبؤُا to indicate „friendlies‟. The phrase خ٣كُٞا حهٝلُا 
indicated team involvement in more than one match, similar to جُٔاخ٣كُٞا داهب . Some 
newspapers considered the „friendly match‟ a normal meeting, and so the phrase خ٣كُٞا خِثبؤُا 
was used, but the phrase حاهبجُٔا/ خ٣كُٞا داهبجُٔا  was used more frequently (14 occurrences).   
 
The word ٍُيأ was used to indicate a person responsible for a particular post in a sports 
organisation. There were phrases that indicate „secretary‟ (وَُا ٖ٤ٓأ and ّبػ ٖ٤ٓأ) and two for 
„treasurer‟ (٢ُبُٔا ٖ٤ٓلأا and مٝلُِٖ٘ ٖ٤ٓأ). For secretary, وَُا ٖ٤ٓأ was more often used (12 
occurrences), and for treasurer, ٢ُبُٔا ٖ٤ٓلأا (three occurrences). The word جشك was used in 
many phrases to indicate the state of play, the phrase خ٤ٙوػ حوً being the most frequent 
(ten occurrences). The word ةحاص was used in sports news to indicate the „owner‟ or 
„holder‟ of a competition place (يًؤُا تؽبٕ, خ٤جٛنُا تؽبٕ), the scorer (فلُٜا تؽبٕ), home 
team (ٗهلأا تؽبٕ).   
 
The word لذت was used 13 times in the phrase غئبُٚا ٍلث ذهٝ to refer to „extra time‟, though 
this phrase was sometimes also used with a particle, ٖػ or  ٖٓ (once each). The word حنىجنا 
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was used in phrases related either to stages in a sporting competition or games in the first 
or second round. The use of this phrase for the competition stages shows its similarity to 
phrases including the word هٝك with the same meaning. The last word, مَزري, was used in 
two phrases to indicate a competitor at the bottom of the table, the phrase ت٤رور َ٣نزٓ being 
used more than ٍٝلع َ٣نزٓ with four and two occurrences respectively. Generally speaking, 
the table shows that some words were used with others in phrases reflecting sporting 
events. 
 
5.3.3.5   Word frequency in other noun categories 
 
This part is divided into three sub-sections.  
 
1.   Collective nouns 
 
The results show that 15 collective nouns on the list were used with various frequencies. 
This list does not include dual and plural forms if their singulars were already analysed. All 
these nouns are listed in Table 5.44. 
 
Table 5.44: Collective nouns by frequency 
No Noun Freq No Noun Freq 
1 ن٣وك (team) 591 9 خ٤ػبٔع (team) 8 
2 تقز٘ٓ (national team) 432 10 كٞكٝ (delegations) 8 
3 خػٞٔغٓ (group) 163 11 ٢ٓٞه (national) 7 
4 و٤ٛبٔع (crowds) 39 12   ١وٌَػ (military) 2 
5 ْٓأ (nations) 26 13 ٢جؼّ (popular) 4 
6 ١و٤ٛبٔع (crowds) 13 14 غٔزغٓ (social) 4 
7 تؼّ (nation) 11 15 خ٣وٌَػ (military) 1 
8 خ٣و٤ٛبٔع (crowd) 8 16   
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Table 5.44 lists 15 collective nouns that occurred between 591 times and once. the top 
word in the frequency list is a collective noun (ن٣وك 591 occurrences). The regularity of 
collective noun usage in sport sections is also shown by the fact that the second collective 
noun in the table (تقز٘ٓ), as well as the first noun, are in the first group (very high 
frequency), being words that occurred more than 200 times. In conclusion, it can be said 
that the first six collective nouns are directly related to sports, bearing in mind that the 
noun ْٓأ refers here to football championships, either the Asia, European or Africa Cup.   
 
2.   Comparatives 
 
The results show 16 comparatives, summmarised in Table 5.45. 
 
Table 5.45: Comparatives by frequency 
No Noun Freq No Noun Freq 
1 َٚكأ (better) 105 9 ةوهأ (nearer) 5 
2 وضًأ (more) 59 10 ٠ٖهأ (more distant) 4 
3 وجًأ (bigger) 26 11 ٟٞهأ (stronger) 4 
4 َهأ (less than) 20 12 َٔعأ (more beautiful) 3 
5 ىوثأ (more prominent) 15 13 َٖؽأ (better) 3 
6 ْٛأ (more important) 15 14 وطفأ (more dangerous) 3 
7 ٠ِؿأ (more valuable) 6 15 ْظػأ (greater) 3 
8 تِؿأ (more often) 5 16 ٠ِػأ (taller) 3 
 
Table 5.45 lists 16 comparatives used in sport sections, and shows the clear domination of 
َٚكأ, with 105 occurrences, 46 more than the next on the list. Thus, there are certain 
comparatives that are used in higher frequencies than others in sport. 
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3.  Nouns used metaphorically 
 
Table 5.46: The use of metaphor in sports section 
No Metaphor Freq 
1 ىجَ/وىجَ  (star) 66 
2 باحصأ ٗهلأا/خجُٛٞٔا  (owner) 13 
3  (spirit) حوس خَكبُ٘ٔا/خ٤ٙاه /خ٣ٞ٘ؼٓ/خ٤ػبٔع/خ٤ُبزه /
ن٣ولُا/هبٖزٗا/خ٤ُٝئَٓ  
11 
4 ءاُتأ ُٖٛٞا /١كبُ٘ا /تؼُْا  (sons) 6 
5 ًهغأ فلُٜا /ىبغٗا  (most valuable) 6 
6 ٖ٤كلٛ ُفُظٍَ  (clean) 6 
7 ٌاسشف ةوؼُا/تقزُ٘ٔا /لِجُا  (knight) 5 
8 قاسولأا خؾثاوُا / ِٜفقاسولأا  (papers) 4 
9 ءىض ظئبُ٘٘ا/خػووُا/فٝوظُا /داهبجزفلاا  (light) 4 
10 خِؽوٓ / خوط٘ٓشطخنا  (danger) 3 
11 ءاىن ٢٘ٛٝ /خ٤ثوؼُا خؼٓبغُا  (flag) 2 
12 دىسلأا ٌاصحنا (black horse) 1 
13  ْعبٜٓشُطخ  (dangerous) 1 
14  ِٖػأبشحنا ٢٤ؾ٣ لٙ  (war) 1 
 
Table 5.46 shows (in bold) nouns that were used metaphorically, indicating that sports 
news uses many nouns as metaphors. The word ْغٗ/ّٞغٗ  was the highest frequency 
metaphor with 66 occurrences. It was used to indicate the most important player in the 
team, and the one the team depends on. This is followed by the word ةبؾٕأ which mean 
„possessors‟ (13 occurrences) ػٝه (11), while other metaphors occurred from six times to 
once. Besides the word ْٗغ/ّٞغٗ , the newspapers used other less frequent metaphors to 
celebrate the qualities of a player or team, such as   ٕبٍوك (five times) and و٤طف ْعبٜٓ (once). 
In order to indicate the importance of matches or results, the newspapers used the 
comparative ٠ِؿأ (most valuable; فلُٜا ٠ِؿأ/ىبغٗا ) (six times). The phrase كٍٞلأا ٕبٖؾُا 
indicated „an unimportant player in a team‟ and ةوؾُا (war) speaks of the battle with the 
opposing team. 
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5.3.4   Word frequency in verbs 
 
5.3.4.1   Verb frequency by tense 
 
The results show the same number of perfect and imperfect verbs in the top 3,267 words, 
with 276 for each. However, in terms of frequency, perfect verbs were used more (2,838 
times) than the imperfect verbs (1,970 times) (see Table 5.48). Table 5.47 shows the top 
ten perfect and imperfect verbs in sport sections.  
 
Table 5.47: Top 10 perfect and imperfect verbs in sports section 
No Rank Perfect Freq Text Rank Imperfect Freq Text 
1 17 ٕبً (to be) 204 118 105 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 68 48 
2 31 ٍبه (said) 142 87 137  تؼِ٣ (play) 57 41 
3 59 َغٍ (scored) 98 44 193 ٌٕٞر (to be) 42 35 
4 60 ذٗبً (to be) 98 68 214 ّبور (held) 39 28 
5 90 ىبك (won) 72 50 273 ْز٣ (complete) 33 26 
6 103 فبٙأ (added) 68 55 348 ٢وزِ٣ (meet) 27 20 
7 111 لًأ (confirmed) 64 45 382 ٌٖٔ٣ (could) 25 20 
8 141 نوؽ (achieved) 56 38 417 ٗٞق٣ (take into) 23 22 
9 230 ْر (completed) 37 29 418 كٞؼ٣ (return) 23 21 
10 233 تؼُ (played) 37 33 427 ْٚر (join) 22 17 
 
Table 5.47 shows that, with regard to perfect tense verbs, ٕبً was the most used of all 
verbs, with 204 occurrences, the only verb in the „very high frequency‟ group. The verb ٍبه 
falls into the second group, with 142 occurrences. Regarding imperfect verbs, the table 
shows that ٌٕٞ٣ was the most used (68 occurrences). It also shows that all ten imperfect 
verbs are in the third group (100-3 occurrences). Most of the high frequency imperfect 
verbs may have anything as their subject, including people. In detailed analysis, the 
concordance tool in Wordsmith showed that only the imperfect verbs تؼِ٣ and ٢وزِ٣ must 
have a human subject, while seven of the perfect verbs take a human subject: ٍبه, َغٍ, ىبك, 
فبٙأ, لًأ, نوؽ and تؼُ.  
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Graph 5.11: Dispersion of perfect and imperfect verbs across frequency groups 
 
Graph 5.11 shows the distribution across three groups, showing that perfect verbs occurred 
more than imperfect verbs in groups 1 and 2, with one verb each. In group 3 the imperfect 
occurred more than perfect, with a difference of two occurrences. However, the  
differences are so slight that no significance can be attached to them.  
 
Table 5.48: Mean of perfect and imperfect verbs 
 Perfect Imperfect 
N 276 276 
Freq 2839 1970 
Mean 10.286 7.137 
 
The mean in table 5.48, although the number of perfect and imperfect verbs is the same, 
the perfect has a larger mean difference, indicating that perfect tense verbs were used in 
higher frequencies than imperfect verbs. 
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1.    Auxiliary and non-auxiliary verbs 
 
The appearance of verbs such as ٕبً and ّبه in Table 5.47 prompted the researcher to 
analyse the verbs in terms of auxiliary and non-auxiliary verbs, as in world affairs (see 
page 169). Table 5.49 shows the findings. 
 
Table 5.49: Top 10 auxiliary and non-auxiliary verbs in sports section 
No Rank Auxiliary Freq Text Rank Non-auxiliary Freq Text 
1 17 ٕبً (to be) 204 118 31 ٍبه (said) 142 87 
2 60 ذٗبً (to be) 98 68 59 َغٍ (recorded) 98 44 
3 105 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 68 48 90 ىبك (won) 72 50 
4 141 نوؽ (achieved) 56 38 103 فبٙأ (added) 68 55 
5 193 ٌٕٞر (to be) 42 35 111 لًأ (confirmed) 64 45 
6 214 ّبور (held) 39 28 137  تؼِ٣ (play) 57 41 
7 230 ْر (completed) 37 29 233 تؼُ (played) 37 33 
8 273 ْز٣ (complete) 33 26 348 ٢وزِ٣ (meet) 27 20 
9 382 ٌٖٔ٣ (could) 25 20 417 ٗٞق٣ (take into) 23 22 
10 427 ْٚر (join) 22 17 418 كٞؼ٣ (return) 23 21 
 
Table 5.49 shows that there was no great difference between the categories; the highest 
auxiliary verb (ٕبً) is higher than the highest non-auxiliary verb (ٍبه), with 204 and 142 
occurrences respectively, but, the lowest auxiliary verb (ْٚر) is lower than the lowest non-
auxiliary verb (كٞؼ٣), with 22 and 23 occurrences respctively. As shown in Table 5.47 
above, auxiliary verbs have a major place among the high frequency verbs in sport.  
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5.3.4.2   Word frequency by gender of subject 
 
The results show that, in the first 3,267 words, verbs with masculine subjects were used 
more than verbs with feminine and neuter subjects. The list contains 390 verbs with 
masculine subjects, 146 verbs with feminine subjects and 16 verbs with neuter subjects. 
Table 5.49 shows the top ten verbs for each category.  
 
Table 5.50: Top 10 verbs with masculine, feminine and neuter subjects 
R Masculine F T R Feminine F T R Neuter F T 
17 ٕبً (to be) 204 118 60 ذٗبً (to be) 98 68 1727 غٚٗ (put) 6 2 
31 ٍبه (said) 142 87 193 ٌٕٞر (to be) 42 35 1763 غعهأ (back) 5 4 
59 َغٍ 
(recorded) 
98 44 214 ّبور (held) 39 28 1776 ٍٞهأ (say) 5 3 
90 ىبك (won) 72 50 410 دلّٜ 
(witnessed) 
23 21 2107 فوػأ (know) 4 3 
103 فبٙأ (added) 68 55 422 ذٔ٤هأ (held) 22 20 2348 بِ٘ٔػ (knew) 4 4 
105 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 68 48 427 ْٚر (join) 22 17 2392 ذً٘ (to be) 4 3 
111 لًأ 
(confirmed) 
64 45 449 دوع (ran) 21 17 2469 ل٣وٗ (want) 4 4 
137 تؼِ٣ (play) 57 41 499 تؼِر (play) 19 10 2477 وظز٘ٗ (wait) 4 4 
141 نوؽ 
(achieved) 
56 38 571 ىهبْر 
(participate) 
17 11 2579 وؼّأ (feel) 3 2 
230 ْر (completed) 37 29 710 نِط٘ر (rush) 14 12 3173 ٌٖٔزٗ (be 
able) 
3 3 
 
Table 5.50 shows that masculine verbs generally were used more frequenctly that feminine 
and neuter verbs. The highest frequency masculine verb was ٕبً with 204 occurrences, 
with ذٗبً (98 occurrences) the highest frequency feminine verb and غٚٗ (6 occurrences) 
the highest frequency neuter verb. Differences between subject genders also emerge from 
an analysis of the verbs specific to sport. The researcher considers the verbs َغٍ, ىبك and 
تؼِ٣ as specific verbs because they particularly relevant for sports news, while verbs such 
as ٕبً, ٍبه, فبٙأ, ٌٕٞ٣, لًأ, نوؽ and ْر are considered general because they are widely found 
in other types of writing. The table shows that specific verbs with masculine subjects (َغٍ, 
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98 occurrences, ىبك, 72 and تؼِ٣, 57) were used more than those with feminine subjects 
(دلّٜ, 23 occurrences, تؼِر, 19 and ىهبْر, 17).  
 
Regarding verbs with a neuter subject,
339
 the most frequent was غٚٗ with six occurrences, 
a far lower score than the top ten verbs with masculine and feminine subjects. The analysis 
also shows that neuter verbs occurred with the same frequency in singular and plural (five 
verbs each). Unlike masculine and feminie verbs, all verbs with neuter subjects had human 
subjects.  
 
Graph 5.12 shows the distribution across frequency groups of verbs with masculine, 
feminine and neuter subjects used in sport.  
 
Graph 5.12: Dispersion of verbs with  masculine, feminine and neuter subjects  
 
Graph 5.12 shows that masculine verbs were used more than feminine and neuter verbs in 
all groups. There are no feminine or neuter verbs in the first and second groups.  
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Table 5.51: Mean of verbs with masculine, feminine and neuter subjects 
Gender Masculine Feminine Neuter 
N 390 146 16 
Freq 3626 1235 66 
Mean 9.298 8.459 4.125 
 
The mean in table 5.51 shows that masculine verbs were used more than feminine and 
neuter verbs in sport.  
 
1.  Verb and subject gender agreement  
 
The researcher analysed several verbs to discover whether masculine verbs were used with 
feminine subjects in sport. The results show the occurrence of this phenomenon, as in the 
following examples. 
 
1.    ... لهٌىكَ حكساشي  ٍلاف ٖٓ حؤُا ٙنٛ وٖٓ671 ٝ بًهبْٓ207  دب٤ٙب٣ه...  
 
In this sentence the feminine noun خًهبْٓ (participation) is used with the masculine verb 
ٌٕٞ٣.  
 
2.    ...ىرُسو اهرَُاؼي  ٖ٣لُا هٞٗ ةهلُٔا فوٛ ٖٓ...  
 
In this sentence the feminine noun خ٘٣بؼٓ (observation) is used with the masculine verb ْز٣ 
(complete). 
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3.    ... ٚٗأىرُس جىػد  ٞظٞ٣ مٝهبك ٠ُٝلأا ْ٤ٌؾزُا و٤جف...  
 
In this sentence the feminine noun حٞػك (call) is used with the masculine verb ْز٣ 
(complete). 
 
5.3.4.3   Word frequency in terms of semantics 
 
As discussed in world affairs, (see page 173) the focus of this analysis is on action and 
non-action verbs.   
 
1.   Action and non-action verbs 
 
The researcher found that action verbs were used more than the non-action verbs in the 
first 3,267 words, with 282 action verbs and 270 non-action verbs. However, application of 
the concordance tool showed that some of the action verbs were used metaphorically. 
Table 5.52 lists the top ten action and non-action verbs. 
 
 Table 5.52: Top 10 action and non-action verbs in sports section 
No Rank Action Freq Text Rank Non-Action Freq Text 
1 59 َغٍ (recorded, 
scored) 
98 44 17 ٕبً (to be) 204 118 
2 103 فبٙأ (added) 68 55 31 ٍبه (said) 142 87 
3 137 تؼِ٣ (play) 57 41 60 ذٗبً (to be) 98 68 
4 214 ّبور (held) 39 28 90 ىبك (won) 72 50 
5 233 تؼُ (played) 37 33 105 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 68 48 
6 256 غثبر (followed) 34 29 111 لًأ (confirmed) 64 45 
7 297 كبه (led) 30 19 141 نوؽ (achieved) 56 38 
8 332 ّلور (advanced) 27 23 193 ٌٕٞر (to be) 42 35 
9 336 ٗبف (took into) 27 23 230 ْر (completed) 37 29 
10 343 ّله (forwarded) 27 21 250 ؼغٗ (succeeded) 35 28 
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Table 5.52 shows that the most used action verb was َغٍ, with 98 occurrences. The most 
specific verbs were تؼِ٣ and تؼُ, which indicates clearly that the corpus is about sport. In 
addition, the results show that all the action verbs occurred fewer than 100 times. With 
regard to non-action verbs, the top two verbs (ٕبً and ٍبه), which occur 204 and 142 times 
respectively, had higher frequencies than the highest action verb (َغٍ), which occurred the 
same number of times as the third highest non-action verb (ٕبً), with 98 occurrences. Thus, 
although there were more different action verbs than non-action verbs in the top 3,267 
words, there were more non-action verbs in the top ten verbs. This is confirmed by the fact 
that the lowest frequency for the top ten non-action verbs is 35 occurrences, compared with 
27 for action verbs. However, the researcher concluded that the high level of occurrences 
of non-action verbs can be related to presence among them of the auxiliary verb ٕبً and its 
variants (ٕبً, ذٗبً, ٌٕٞ٣ and ٌٕٞر).  
 
2.   Verbs used literally and metaphorically 
 
a)   Action verbs used metaphorically 
 
Table 5.53: Example of action verbs used metaphorically 
No Verb Frequency Action Metaphor 
1 فبٙأ (added) 68 - 68 
2 بّأه  (pointed) 26 - 26 
3 ءبع (came) 26 - 26 
4 دوع (ran) 21 - 21 
5 دلّٜ (witnessed) 23 - 23 
 
Table 5.53 shows four examples of action verbs used metaphorically in sport, all of which 
are action verbs in their literal meanings.  
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b)   Action verbs used both literally and metaphorically 
 
Table 5.54: Example of action verbs used both literally and metaphorically 
No Verb Freq Action Metaphor 
1 غكه (raised) 25 3 22 
2 كٞؼ٣ (return) 23 8 14 
3 كبػ (returned) 18 5 13 
4 ٜوٍ (fell) 14 1 13 
5 َٖ٣ (arrive) 14 7 7 
6 َٕٝ (arrived) 13 7 6 
7 َٕاٞ٣ (continue) 13 7 6 
8 غكو٣ (raise) 10 1 9 
 
The examples in Table 5.54 are of action verbs that were used both literally and 
metaphorically, showing that most were used more in a metaphorical sense than literally, 
the exceptions being the three verbs َٖ٣, َٕٝ and َٕاٞ٣, all derivatives of َٕٝ. Two of 
them occurred more in a literal sense than as metaphors and one was used equally in both 
senses.  
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3.   Other semanic aspects of verbs 
 
a)   Verbs with one semantic meaning 
 
The researcher analysed families of verbs that tend to indicate similar meanings, as in 
world affairs (see page 176). Table 5.55 shows the results 
 
Table 5.55:  Verb frequency by semantic family 
No Meaning No Verb Frequency 
1 Speaking 1 ٍبه (said) 142 
  2 ٍٞو٣ (said) 8 
  3 سلؾر (spoke) 7 
  4 ٌِْر (spoke) 1 
2 Achievement 1 ىبك (won) 72 
  2 نوؽ (achieved) 56 
  3 ؼغٗ (succeeded) 35 
  4 تِـر (overcame) 17 
  5 نوؾ٣ (achieve) 12 
  6 ىٞل٣ (win) 10 
  7 ؼغ٘٣ (succeed) 7 
  8 تِـز٣ (overcome) 2 
3 Gain  1 ىوؽأ (achieved) 34 
  2    َٖؽ (obtained) 20 
  3 َٖؾ٣ (obtain) 15 
  4 ٍبٗ (gained) 9 
  5 ىوؾ٣ (achieve) 8 
  6 ٍب٘٣ (gain) 3 
4 Watching 1 لّٜ (witnessed) 13 
  2 ٟو٣ (see) 10 
  3 لْٜ٣ (witness) 8 
  4 ٟأه (saw) 1 
5 Announcement 1 ِٖػأ (announced) 19 
  2 ِٖؼ٣ (announce) 10 
  3 وجفأ (informed) 2 
6 Sporting encounter 1 ٢وزِ٣ (meet) 27 
  2 ٚعاٞ٣ (face) 16 
  3 ٚعاٝ (faced) 7 
  4 َثبو٣ (encounter) 4 
  5 ٠وزُا (met) 2 
  6 َثبه (encountered) 2 
7 Affirmation 1 لًأ (confirmed) 64 
  2 لًئ٣ (confirm) 7 
  3 ذجصأ (affirmed) 3 
  4 ذجض٣ (affirm) 1 
8 Awarding 1 ؼ٘ٓ (awarded) 11 
  2 ؼ٘ٔ٣ (award) 7 
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  3 ٠طػأ (gave) 7 
  4 ٢طؼ٣ (give) 2 
9 Advancing over other  1 ّلور (advanced) 27 
 competitors 2 ّلوز٣ (advance) 11 
  3 هلٖز٣ (lead) 10 
  4 هلٖر (led) 8 
  5 مٞلز٣ (excel) 6 
  6 مٞلر (excelled) 2 
10 End  1 ْر (completed) 37 
  2 ْز٣ (complete) 33 
  3 ٠ٜزٗا (ended) 13 
  4 ٢ٜز٘٣ (end) 9 
  5 ْززق٣ (finish) 7 
  6 ْززفا (finished) 3 
 
Table 5.55 shows the verbs used in the contexts indicated in the „meaning‟ column. For 
verbs of speaking, the table shows that ٍبه/ٍٞو٣  were used most with 150 occurrences 
(142+8) and ٌِْر/ٌِْز٣  least (only once). For verbs of achievement, ىبك/ىٞل٣  were used most  
with 82 occurrences (72+10). Although the verbs نوؽ/نوؾ٣  are not synonymous with 
ىبك/ىٞل٣ , they were used to convey a similar meaning, as in ىٞلُا نوؽ/ػبغُ٘ا . For verbs of 
gaining, ىوؽأ/ىوؾ٣  were used more with 42 occurrences (34+8) than َٖؽ/َٖؾ٣  and ٍبٗ/ٍب٘٣ . 
For verbs of witnessing, the verbs لّٜ/لْٜ٣  with 21 occurrences (13+8) were used more 
than ٟأه/ٟو٣ . And another synonym, وظٗ/وظ٘٣  did not occur at all in the corpus. For verbs of 
announcing, ِٖػأ/ِٖؼ٣  with 29 occurrences (19+10) were used more frequently than 
وجفأ/وجق٣ . 
 
For verbs of encounter, ٠وزُا/٢وزِ٣  with 29 occurrences (27+2) were used more frequently 
than  ٚعاٝ/ٚعاٞ٣  and َثبه/َثبو٣ . However, it should be noted that ٚعاٝ/ٚعاٞ٣  were not always 
used as synonyms for َثبه/َثبو٣  and ٠وزُا/٢وزِ٣ , with six occurrences being shown by the 
concordance to convey other meanings. For verbs of affirmation, لًأ/لًئ٣  with 71 
occurrences (64+7) were used more frequently than ذجصأ/ذجض٣ . For verbs of awarding, 
ؼ٘ٓ/ؼ٘ٔ٣  with 18 occurrences (11+7) were used more frequently than ٠طػأ/٢طؼ٣ . For verbs 
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of advancing, ّلور/ّلوز٣  with 38 occurrences (27+11) were used more frequently than 
هلٖر/هلٖز٣  and مٞلر/مٞلز٣ . For verbs of ending, ْر/ْز٣  with 70 occurrences (37+33) were used 
more frequently than ٠ٜزٗا/٢ٜز٘٣  and ْززفا/ْززق٣ . However, the concordance indicates that the 
high frequency of ْر/ْز٣  is due to its being a general applicable in a variety of situations as 
compared with the other two verbs, which are more specific to certain contexts. This shows 
that some verbs were used more frequently than others within the same semantic family in 
sport. 
 
b)   Verbs with positive and negative meanings 
 
As in world affairs (see page 178), analysis was carried out to investigate the use of 
language style to convey positive and negative meanings. Table 5.56 shows the results. 
 
Table 5.56: Frequency of positive and negative verbs 
No Positive Freq Negative Freq 
1 ىبك (won) 72 وَف (lost) 30 
2 ؼغٗ (succeeded) 35 َْك (failed) 11 
3 نوؽ (achieved) 56 نوؾ٣ ُْ (not achieved) 4 
4 َٛؤر (qualified) 13 َٛؤز٣ ُْ (disqualified) 0 
5 ٌٖٔر (able) 12 ٌٖٔز٣ ُْ (unable) 6 
6 ٍبٗ (gained) 9 َ٘٣ ُْ (not gain) 0 
 
Table 5.56 shows that verbs with positive meanings were more frequently used than verbs 
with negative meanings in the sport sections, indicating that sports news is more concerned 
with positive subjects, such as competition winners, sports victories and so on, rather than 
with reporting losses, failures and frustations.  
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c)   Verbs of striving toward achievement and their antonyms 
 
This analysis established that verbs that indicate striving toward achievement and victory 
were used more than their opposites. Table 5.57 shows the results. 
 
Table 5.57: Frequency of verbs indicating „striving in sport‟ and the opposite 
No Striving Freq Contrast Freq 
1 ٠ؼَ٣ (strive) 22 ٠لزًا (was satisfied) 6 
2 ٍٝبؾ٣ (try) 13 ٢لٌ٣ (suffice) 4 
3 ٍٝبؽ (tried) 11   
4 ةهلز٣ (train) 6   
5 عهبٍ (speeded) 3   
6 ٍنج٣ (exert) 3   
7 ًهبٓ (practised) 1   
8 ةهلر (trained) 1   
 Total 56  10 
 
Table 5.57 shows that five different verbs were used to indicate striving, with a total of 56 
occurrences, while only two verbs were used (ten times) to indicate lack of striving. Verbs 
of striving are regularly used due to the nature of sport, with matches between opponents 
and the spirit of competition.  
 
5.3.4.4   Word frequency by transitivity 
 
The purpose of this analysis is to determine whether sport section in newspapers have 
special characteristics in terms of the use of particles with verbs. Table 5.58 gives 
examples.  
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Table 5.58: Use of verbs with particles 
Verb No Particle Frequency Total 
ٍكبؼر (drew) 1 غٓ (with) 17 31 
 2 ـُ (for) 2  
 3 ّبٓأ (in front of) 1  
 4 - 1  
٠ؼَ٣ (strive) 1 ٠ُا (to) 12 22 
 2 ـُ (for) 10  
نجٍ (overtook)  1 ـُ (for) 10 16 
 2 - 6  
ت٤ـ٣ (be absent) 1   ٖػ (from) 12 16 
 2 - 4  
َٖ٣ (arrive) 1 ٠ُا (to) 12 14 
 2 ـُ (for) 2  
َٛؤر (qualified) 1 ٠ُا (to) 8 12 
 2 ـُ (for) 2  
 3 - 2  
طبزؾ٣ (need) 1 ٠ُا (to) 8 10 
 2 ـُ (for) 2  
٢ٗبؼ٣ (suffer) 1 ٖٓ (from) 7 10 
 2 - 3  
ٟكأ (led to) 1 ٠ُا (to) 5 6 
 2 ـُ (for) 1  
تؿو٣ (desire) 1 ٢ك (in) 3 5 
 2 ـث (with) 1  
 3 - 1  
 
Table 5.58 gives examples of verbs used with different particles. The verb لداؼذ was used 
with غٓ 17 times, and two times with ـُ. The verb ًؼسَ was used with ٠ُا 12 times and with 
ـُ ten times. The verb كثس was used ten times with ـُ  and six times without a particle. The 
verb ةُغَ was used 12 times with ٖػ and four times without a particle. The verb مصَ, was 
used with ٠ُا 12 times and with ـُ twice. The verb مهأذ was used with ٠ُا eight times and 
twice with ـُ. The verb جارحَ was used with ٠ُا eight times and twice with ـُ. The verb ٢ٗبؼ٣ 
was used seven times with ٖٓ and three times without a particle. The verb يدأ was used 
with ٠ُا five times and with ـُ only once. The verb ةغشَ was used three times with ٢ك, once 
with ـث and once without a particle. This shows that variations occur in the use of particles 
with certain verbs. 
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5.3.5   Word frequency by newspaper  
 
An extensive study of previous analyses was carried out to show the special characterics of 
Arabic language use in specific newspapers, with the addition of an analysis of the use of 
loan words. As with world affairs (see page 181),  the analysis in this part is divided into 
four sections. 
 
5.3.5.1   Word frequency in the high frequency list 
 
An analysis of the high frequency list shows several important differences between 
newspapers. Because of the large number of words involved, only the five most frequently 
used words were analysed, as shown in Table 5.59. 
 
Table 5.59: Top 5 words by newspaper 
Newspaper 1 F 2 F 3 F 4 F 5 F 
Al-Ahram ن٣وك 92 ٖ٤جػلا 82 حاهبجٓ 69 وٖٓ 67 يُبٓى 65 
Al-Furat تقز٘ٓ 104 حاهبجٓ 91 كبؾرا 67 ن٣وك 67 ٢هاوػ 65 
Al-Jazirah تقز٘ٓ 123 حاهبجٓ 73 لجػ 60 ن٣وك 56 ٍلاُٜا 52 
Al-Khabar ن٣وك 70 ةهلٓ 69 حاهبجٓ 59 ٌ٤ئه 51 ٖ٤جػلا 50 
Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 
ىٞك 78 حوً 61 حاهبجٓ 59 خػٞٔغٓ 53 ٍٝأ 46 
Al-Sabah al-
Jadid 
ن٣وك 207 ١هٝك 114 ١كبٗ 87 حوً 78 ٍْٞٓ 73 
Al-Safir خوطٗ 95 حاهبجٓ 75 حوً 65 ن٣وك 59 ىٞك 55 
 
Table 5.59 shows the five most frequently used words in the seven newspapers. The word 
ن٣وك, which came top of the highest frequency list overall, also topped the list for three 
newspapers: Al-Ahram (92 occurrences), Al-Khabar (70) and Al-Sabah al-Jadid (207). Of 
these three, Al-Sabah al-Jadid used it significantly more than the other two. For two 
newspapers, Al-Furat and Al-Jazirah, the word تقز٘ٓ was the most used, while the 
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words ىٞك and خطوٗ (point) were the most used in Al-Quds al-„Arabi and Al-Safir 
respectively. The results also show that two newspapers, Al-Ahram and Al-Jazirah, clearly 
focus more than the others on internal sports issues. This conclusion is drawn from the 
presence of several proper and specific nouns (وٖٓ and  يُبٓيُا in the case of Al-Ahram, and 
ٍلاُٜا in the case of Al-Jazirah), among the five most used words. In contrast, four other 
newspapers used general terms that did not indicate any special focus on internal sports. 
Al-Safir is notable for its concern in most of its reports with the points (خطوٗ) achieved by 
sport teams, which is not a feature of other newspapers.  
 
5.3.5.2   Word frequency by phrase 
 
As an extension to the previous analysis in 5.3.3.4, word frequency by phrase was studied 
further to reveal differences in usage between newspapers. Table 5.60 shows the results. 
 
Table 5.60: Differences in use of phrases in sports section 
Phrase Newspaper Freq Phrase Newspaper Freq 
ب٤ٍآ ًؤً (Asian Cup) Al-Furat 10 خ٣ٞ٤ٍ٥ا ْٓلأا ًؤً  Al-Sabah al-Jadid 3 
 Al-Sabah al-Jadid 6 (Asian Cup of  Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 2 
 Al-Jazirah 6 Nations) Al-Furat 2 
 Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 2    
 Al-Safir 1    
 Total 25   7 
٢ئبُٜ٘ا قٖٗ هٝلُا  Al-Jazirah 2 ُا٢ئبُٜ٘ا َجه هٝل  Al-Sabah al-Jadid 1 
(semi final) Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 2 (semi final)   
 Al-Furat 1    
 Total 5   1 
 خ٣كُٞا حاهبجُٔا (friendly  Al-Ahram 5 خ٣كُٞا خِثبؤُا (friendly  Al-Khabar 3 
match) Al-Sabah al-Jadid 3 Meeting)   
 Al-Jazirah 2    
 Al-Furat 2    
 Al-Khabar 2    
 Total 25  Total 3 
٢ُبُٔا ٖ٤ٓلأا (bursar) Al-Furat 2 مٝلُِٖ٘ ٖ٤ٓلأا 
(treasurer) 
Al-Safir 1 
 Al-Sabah al-Jadid 1    
 Total 4  Total 2 
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غئبُٚا ٍلث ذهٝ Al-Ahram 7 ٖػ ٍلث ذهٝ/غئبُٚا ٖٓ  Al-Quds al-„Arabi 1 
(extra time) Al-Safir 2 (extra time) Al-Safir 1 
 Al-Jazirah 2    
 Al-Furat  1    
 Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 1    
 Total 24  Total 3 
ت٤رور َ٣نزٓ (bottom  Al-Quds al-„Arabi 3 ٍٝلع َ٣نزٓ (bottom of   Al-Sabah al-Jadid 1 
ranking) Al-Safir 1 the table) Al-Furat 1 
 Total 5  Total 3 
 
Table 5.60 shows six examples of phrases used in sport sections. The first example shows 
that the phrase ب٤ٍآ ًؤً (25 occurrences) is more popular than the second phrase, and that 
three newspapers (Al-Furat, Al-Sabah al-Jadid and Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi) use both phrases. 
Of these three newspapers, two (Al-Furat and Al-Sabah al-Jadid) use the first phrase more 
frequently than the second, and one (Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi) uses them both equally. Two 
newspapers (Al-Jazirah and Al-Safir) use only the first phrase. In the second example, 
٢ئبـُٜ٘ا قٖٗ هٝلـُا is more frequently used than the alternative. Al-Sabah al-Jadid differs 
from other newspaper in that it used the second phrase only once. In the third example, the 
phrase خ٣كُٞا حاهبجُٔا is more frequently used than the alternative, but it is to be noted that Al-
Khabar used the first phrase twice and the alternative three times.  
 
In the fourth example, the phrase ٢ُبُٔا ٖ٤ٓلأا was more frequently used than the alternative. 
Al-Safir was the only newspaper that used the second phrase (only once). In the fifth 
example, the phrase غئبُٚا ٍلث ذهٝ was used 13 times in five newspapers and the phrase  
ٖػ ٍلث ذهٝ/غئبُٚا ٖٓ  was used only once in each of only two newspapers (Al-Quds al-„Arabi 
and Al-Safir), both of which also used the first phrase more frequently. In the sixth 
example, the phrase ت٤رور َ٣نزٓ was used four times in two newspapers and the second 
phrase, ٍٝلع َ٣نزٓ, is twice in two other newspapers. All four newspapers used only one of 
the two alternatives, but the first phrase was used more frequently than the second in Al-
Quds al-
„
Arabi and Al-Safir.  
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5.3.5.3   Word frequency by transitivity  
 
This analysis compares the use in individual newspapers of the verbs referred to in 5.3.4.4. 
Table 5.61 shows the results. 
 
Table 5.61: Dispersion of verbs by transitivity across newspapers  
Verb Particle Newspaper Total 
Al-
Ahram 
Al-
Furat 
Al-
Jazirah 
Al-
Khabar 
Al-Quds 
al-
‘
Arabi 
Al-Sabah 
al-Jadid 
Al-
Safir 
ٍكبؼر  4 2 - 1 5 5 4 21 
(equalise) غٓ (with) 4 2 - 1 5 2 3 17 
 ّبٓأ (front) - - - - - 1 - 1 
 ـُ (for) - - - - - 1 1 2 
  - - - - - - 1 - 1 
٠ؼَ٣  3 1 4 2 8 2 2 33 
(strive) ٠ُا (to) - 1 2 1 5 2 1 23 
 ـُ (for) 3 - 2 1 3 - 1 21 
نجٍ  1 6 3 - - 3 3 27 
(overtook) ـُ (for) 1 4 2 - - 2 1 11 
 - - 2 1 - - 1 2 7 
ت٤ـ٣  2 - 2 2 3 2 3 27 
(be absent) ٖػ (away) 2 - 2 2 2 1 3 13 
 - - - 2 - 1 1 - 5 
َٖ٣  7 - 1 4 1 1 - 15 
(arrive) ٠ُا (to) 6 - - 4 1 1 - 23 
 ـُ (for) 1 - 1 - - - - 3 
َٛؤر    1 2 2 - 3 3 1 22 
(qualified) ٠ُا (to) 1 1 - - 3 2 1 9 
 ـُ (for) - - 2 - - - - 2 
 - - 1 - - - 1 - 3 
طبزؾ٣    4 1 - - 4 - 1 21 
(need) ٠ُا (to) 2 1 - - 4 - 1 9 
 ـُ (for) 2 - - - - - - 3 
٢ٗبؼ٣  2 2 - 2 1 2 1 10 
(suffer) ٖٓ (from) - 2 - 2 - 2 1 8 
 - 2 - - - 1 - - 3 
ٟكأ  1 1 - 1 2 1 - 7 
(led) ٠ُا (to) 1 1 - 1 1 1 - 6 
 ـُ (for) - - - - 1 - - 1 
تؿو٣  2 - - 2 1 - - 5 
(desire)  ٢ك (in) 1 - - 2 - - - 4 
 ـث (with) - - - - 1 - - 2 
 - 1 - - - - - - 1 
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Table 5.61 shows the difference in usage of particles with verbs in the various newspapers.  
 
The verb لداؼذ was used with the particles غٓ, ّبٓأ, and ـُ, and without a particle. The particle 
غٓ was used by far the most often, with 17 occurrences. Four newspapers namely Al-
Ahram, Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi, Al-Khabar and Al-Furat  used only غٓ (four, five, one and two 
times respectively), while Al-Safir used غٓ and ـُ three and one times each. Al-Sabah al-
Jadid shows the most variation, using all the particles but still using غٓ more frequently 
than any other particle.  
 
The verb ًؼسَ was used with the particles ٠ُا and ـُ. Although both particles were used in 
similar frequencies (12 and ten times respectively), Al-Ahram used only ـُ,  Al-Furat and 
Al-Sabah al-Jadid used only ٠ُا, and the other four newspapers used both.  
 
The verb كثس was used with the particle ـُ and without a particle. Four of the newspapers 
that used this verb (Al-Ahram, Al-Furat, Al-Jazirah and Al-Sabah al-Jadid) did so more 
often with ـُ, except Al-Safir, which used it twice without a particle and once with ـُ. 
Generally speaking, it could be concluded that most newspapers recognise the use of both 
styles, although Al-Ahram used this verb only once and Al-Khabar and Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 
did not use it at all.   
 
The verb ةُغَ was used both with the particle ٖػ and without a particle. Six of the 
newspapers used the verb with ٖػ and three of them (Al-Jazirah, Al-Quds al-„Arabi and Al-
Sabah al-Jadid) also used it without a particle. The results show that two out of these three 
(Al-Jazirah and Al-Sabah al-Jadid) used both styles equally, while Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi used 
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it with the particle ٖػ more than without it. Three newspapers (Al-Ahram, Al-Khabar and 
Al-Safir) only used this verb with ٖػ, and Al-Furat did not use the verb at all. 
 
The table shows differences in the usage of the verb مصَ with the particles ٠ُا and ـُ. The 
most notable is that Al-Khabar used it only with the particle ٠ُا (four times). It should also 
be noted that Al-Ahram used both particles, but preferred ٠ُا (six occurrences compared 
with one for ـُ). In contrast, Al-Jazirah used the verb only with the particle ـُ. It can be 
concluded that ٠ُا is widely used, but the use of ـُ is found in certain newspapers. 
  
Six newspapers used the verb مهأذ, most of them preferring to use it with the particle ٠ُا 
(eight occurrences), as compared with using it either with ـُ or without a particle (two 
occurrences each). Notably, Al-Jazirah used this verb only with particle the ـُ and two 
newspapers (Al-Furat and Al-Sabah al-Jadid) used it only without a particle, although only 
once each. 
 
Most usages of the verb جارحَ were with the particle ٠ُا (eight occurrences) although Al-
Ahram used it an equal number of times with ـُ. In addition, it is notable that the use with 
٠ُا is totally dominant in Al-Quds al-„Arabi. It is also striking that three newspapers (Al-
Jazirah, Al-Khabar and Al-Sabah al-Jadid) did not use this verb at all. 
 
Most usages of the verb ٍَاؼَ were with the particle ٖٓ (seven occurrences), except in two 
newspapers (Al-Ahram and Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi), which used it only without a particle. No 
newspapers that used this verb used both styles, and one (Al-Jazirah) did not use it at all. 
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The verb يدأ was usually followed by the particle ٠ُا (five occurrences) except in Al-Quds 
al-
„
Arabi, which used ٠ُا equally with ـُ (though only once each). This was the only 
newspaper to use ـُ and Al-Jazirah and Al-Safir did not use this verb at all. 
 
The verb ةغشَ was used more often with the particle ٢ك, once in Al-Ahram and twice in Al-
Khabar. Al-Ahram, however, also used it without a particle once, and Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 
was the only newspaper to use it with the particle ـث (once). These were the only three 
newspapers that used this verb.  
 
5.3.5.4   Word frequency by loan word 
 
The results show that the sport section in all the newspapers had been affected by Western 
languages, especially English, as was the case in world affairs. The analysis was again 
considered two types of loan word: general loan words which can be found in all or most 
of the newspapers, and specific loan words, found only in certain newspapers.  
 
1. General loan words 
 
In terms of general loan words, the results show that all the newspapers are affected by 
foreign languages. A number of words can be readily found in most of the newspapers and 
these the researcher classifies as „general loan words‟. Examples are shown in Table 5.62. 
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Table 5.62: Example of general loan words in sports section 
No Word Freq Number of 
Newspapers 
Spelling 
different 
Freq Origin 
word 
1 خ٤ُال٤ٓ/ٕبز٤ُال٤ٓ/دب٤ُال٤ٓ  119 7 - - Medal 
2 ٣يٗٝوثخ/ٕبز٣ىٝوث/دب٣يٗٝوث  41 6 - - Bronze 
3 كبزٍأ 37 7 كبزٍ 3 Stadium 
4 ٚ٤راهبً 18 4 - - Karate 
5 وثٍٞ 16 5 - - Super 
 
Table 5.62 shows examples of general loan words that can be found in most of the 
newspapers. They are all related to sports terms, such as types of sports, sports venues and 
medals. The word خ٤ُال٤ٓ was the most frequent with 119 occurrences in all seven 
newspapers. The word كبزٍأ was notable for having two different spellings. This will be 
dealt with in the discussion of spelling variations between newspapers (see page 233). 
 
2.   Specific loan words  
 
Table 5.63 shows examples of specific loan words.
340
  
 
Table 5.63: Example of specific loan words in sports section 
No Word Freq Newspaper Origin word 
1 ي٤زٌر/٢ٌ٤زٌر/خ٤ٌ٤زٌر/دبٌ٤زٌر  4 Al-Furat/ Al-Khabar Tactics 
2 و٤عبُ٘ٔا 2 Al-Khabar Manager 
3 و٤ٍ 1 Al-Sabah al-Jadid Sir 
4 ٕٞز٘ٓكبث 1 Al-Quds al-„Arabi Badminton 
5 ي٤ً َثك 1 Al-Furat Double kick 
6 ي٤ٌ٘ر 1 Al-Furat Technique 
7 دبكاوؿٞرٝأ 1 Al-Safir Autographs 
8 دهبٌُا 1 Al-Furat Card 
9 ٓاهكخ٤ٌ٤رب  1 Al-Jazirah Dramatic 
10 كهلٗبزٍ 1 Al-Jazirah Standard 
11 ٢عٌُٞٞ٤َث 1 Al-Khabar Psychology 
 
                                                 
340
 For the definition of „specific loan words‟, see the analysis in world affairs (see page 187). 
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Table 5.63 shows that each of the examples occurred in only one newspaper, with the 
exception of the word ي٤زٌر and its variations. This was the most frequently occurring word 
(four occurrences in Al-Furat  and Al-Khabar). The word و٤عبُ٘ٔا occurred twice in Al-
Khabar and the rest of the words (و٤ٍ, ٕٞز٘ٓكبث , ي٤ً َثك, ي٤ٌ٘ر, دبكاوؿٞرٝأ, دهبٌُا, خ٤ٌ٤ربٓاهك, 
كهلٗبزٍ and ٢عٌُٞٞ٤َث) occurred only once in either Al-Sabah al-Jadid, Al-Quds al-„Arabi, 
Al-Furat, Al-Safir, Al-Jazirah or Al-Khabar. Most of the examples (10 out of 11) were 
used in low frequency (only twice or once). Only one word (ي٤زٌر) was used in high 
frequency (four occurrences), indicating that, although Arabic newspapers use specific 
foreign word in sports news articles, they do not do so often. Five newspapers used 
specific loan words: Al-Furat (four words), Al-Khabar (three), Al-Jazirah (two) and Al-
Sabah al-Jadid, Al-Safir and Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi (one word each). Although the appearance 
of loan words in Arabic newspapers is not surprising, the inclusion of the word دهبٌُا and 
ٕٞز٘ٓكبث in the non-Arab country newspapers Al-Furat and Al-Quds al-„Arabi is unexpected 
as خهبطجُا to mean „card‟ and خْ٣وُا حوً to mean „badminton‟ are usually used in Arabic.  
Generally speaking, the table shows that the influence of English is not limited to English-
speaking countries, but extends to Arabic-speaking countries with the spread of new media 
technology. 
 
3.   Spelling differences in Arabic and loan words 
 
The results show that several nouns, including both Arabic and loan words, had variant 
spellings, so this section is divided into two parts. 
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a)   Spelling differences in Arabic words 
 
The results shown in Table 5.64 illustrate that newspapers used different spellings.  
 
Table 5.64: Example of Arabic words with variant spellings 
No Word Newspaper Freq Word Newspaper Freq 
1 ٕٞئّ Al-Ahram 3 ٕٝئّ Al-Jazirah 2 
  Total 4  Total 3 
2 ٍٝئَٓ/خ٤ُٝئَٓ/  Al-Khabar 14 ٖ٤ُٞئَٓ Al-Ahram 15 
 ٖ٤ُٝئَٓ/دب٤ُٝئَٓ  Al-Jazirah 6    
  Al-Furat 4    
  Al-Safir 3    
  Al-Sabah al-Jadid 3    
  Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 2    
  Total 32  Total 15 
3 دب٣هبجٓ Al-Sabah al-Jadid 56 داهبجٓ Al-Sabah al-Jadid 8 
  Al-Safir 28  Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 5 
  Al-Ahram 23  Al-Ahram 2 
  Al-Jazirah 20  Al-Safir 2 
  Al-Furat 19  Al-Furat 1 
  Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 19  Al-Khabar 1 
  Al-Khabar 6  Al-Jazirah 1 
  Total 171  Total 20 
 
Table 5.64 shows spelling variations in three words. In the first example, Al-Ahram and Al-
Jazirah used the variant spellings ٕٞئّ and ٕٝئّ respectively. The word did not occur in 
the other newspapers. In the second example, most of the newspapers spelled these words 
with إ (32 occurrences), while Al-Ahram used ئ (15 times). By referring to the first 
situation, it can be concluded that Al-Ahram newspaper uses ئ in spelling both words (ٕٞئّ 
and ٍٞئَٓ). The third example shows that the spelling داهبجٓ (without ١) was used more 
than دب٣هبجٓ (with ١) (171 and 20 occurrences respectively) with all the newspapers using 
both spellings. However, the table shows that the newspapers used the two spellings in 
different proportions, although the second spelling was always less frequent than the first. 
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b)   Spelling differences in loan words 
  
The results of the analysis showed that several loan words occurred more than once. Since 
some of these words cannot be made to confirm to Arabic spelling conventions, it opens up 
the possibility that they will be spelled differently. Table 5.65 shows these differences by 
newspaper. 
 
Table 5.65: Example of loan words with variant spellings 
No Word Newspaper Freq Word Newspaper Freq 
1 ٢عٌُٞٞ٤َث 
(psychology) 
Al-Khabar 1 ٢عٌُٞٞ٤ٍ Al-Khabar 1 
  Total 1  Total 1 
2 وجٔكٞٗ (November) Al-Sabah al-Jadid 12 وج٘كٞٗ Al-Sabah al-Jadid 1 
  Al-Jazirah 10    
  Al-Khabar 7    
  Al-Ahram 6    
  Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 3    
  Total 49  Total 2 
3 أكبزٍ  (stadium) Al-Ahram 18 كبزٍ Al-Ahram 3 
  Al-Jazirah 7    
  Al-Sabah al-Jadid 5    
  Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 4    
  Al-Safir 2    
  Al-Furat 1    
  Total 37  Total 4 
 W Newspaper F W Newspaper F W Newspaper F 
4 ْـً Al-Sabah 
al-Jadid 
11 ّاوؿِٞ٤ً Al-Sabah 
al-Jadid 
9 ّاوعِٞ٤ً Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 
1 
  Total 12  Total :  Total 2 
 
Table 5.65 shows the spelling variants for four words. The first example shows two 
different spellings of the same word (٢عٌُٞٞ٤َث and ٢عٌُٞٞ٤ٍ), both used once in the same 
newspaper (Al-Khabar). This indicates that this Algerian newspaper accepts the use of this 
foreign word in two variations, with and without the consonant ـث, but the low frequency of 
both variations shows that they are not regularly used in the newspaper. The second 
example shows two different spellings of the same word (وجٔكٞٗ and وج٘كٞٗ). The first 
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occurred 38 times in five newspapers (Al-Sabah al-Jadid, Al-Jazirah, Al-Ahram, Al-
Khabar and Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi) and the second was used only once in Al-Sabah al-Jadid, 
indicating that the first form is much more popular than the second. Al-Sabah al-Jadid is 
unique in using both spellings, although the use of the first exceeds the second by 12 to 
one.  
 
The third example shows two different spellings (كبزٍأ and كبزٍ) used for „stadium‟. The first 
was the usual spelling (37 occurrences in six newspapers: Al-Ahram, Al-Jazirah, Al-Sabah 
al-Jadid, Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi, Al-Safir and Al-Furat). In contrast, the second spelling 
occurred only three times, all in Al-Ahram. This was the only newspaper to use both 
spellings and it used the first much more than the second (18 times).  
 
The fourth example shows the use of three different but similarly spelt words for 
„kilogramme‟ (ْـً, ّاوؿِٞ٤ً and ّاوعِٞ٤ً). The first (ْـً) is an abbreviation of the other two is 
the most frequently used (11 occurrences) more than the first and second full forms (nine 
and one occurrences respectively). The abbreviation and the first full form appeared only 
in Al-Sabah al-Jadid, where they were both used often and in similar frequency, while Al-
Quds al-
„
Arabi was the only newspaper to use the second full form (only once). This shows 
that, although most of the newspapers used only one spelling for certain words, some 
newspapers may use two.   
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5.4 Comparison Analysis 
 
The main purpose of this analysis to determine the language style in the newspapers from 
different perspectives, because comparison analysis has the advantage of being able to 
derive different outcomes from similar sources. This analysis is divided into two major 
sections: first, a general comparison of most aspects, which shows significant differences 
between sections, and second, a comparison of keywords using a special comparison tool 
available in Wordsmith software.  
 
5.4.1   General comparison between world affairs and sports 
 
The analysis in this section compares the two word lists in order to reveal points of 
difference between world affairs and sport and is based on selected aspects that have 
already been studied in both sections, in 5.1 and 5.2. Although a direct comparison is 
applied, the results from the comparison analysis using Wordsmith are still conditional and 
can be considered supporting evidence for each phenomenon that emerges.
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 For more detail on the comparison process in this part see the methodology chapter on page 138. 
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5.4.1.1   Word frequency of nouns 
 
1.   Word frequency by number 
 
Table 5.66: Comparison of singular nouns in world affairs and sports 
No World affairs to sport Sport to world affairs 
World affairs F F (S) Keyness Sport F F (W) Keyness 
1 ٌ٤ئه (leader) 522 189 163.76 ن٣وك (team) 591 13 711.67 
2 خٌٓٞؽ (government) 267 3 371.28 حاهبجٓ (match) 476 0 662.38 
3 ِ٤ع (army) 184 0 255.79 تقز٘ٓ (national team) 432 6 543.39 
4 ٌِغٓ (council) 182 59 66.27 حوً (ball) 339 2 471.52 
5 ؤرئٓ (conference) 175 5 204.48 ىٞك (victory) 300 15 315.61 
6 و٣ىٝ (minister) 166 12 159.44 ١كبٗ (club) 294 1 396.87 
7 ّٞ٣ (day) 158 214 -8.65  تػلا (player) 279 1 376.10 
8 ّبػ (year) 151 178 - كبؾرا (union) 278 55 162.75 
9 خ٤ٌ٣وٓأ (American) 143 8 147.25 ١هٝك (league) 265 0 368.50 
10 ذهٝ (time) 136 64 26.75 ٍٝأ (first) 250 77 95.99 
 
Table 5.66 shows thats for singular nouns, the word خٌٓٞؽ creates the biggest difference 
between world affairs and sport in the first comparison (world affairs – sport) with a 
371.28 keyness score. The word ٌ٤ئه occurred more often than خٌٓٞؽ (522 times compared 
with 267),  but it creates a smaller difference because it also appeared regularly in sport 
(189 occurrences). In the second comparison (sport – world affairs), the word ن٣وك which 
had the highest frequency on the sports list, also creates the biggest difference with a score 
of 711.67. It can be generally concluded that the top ten singular nouns in sport created 
greater differences as compared with singular nouns in world affairs. This is determined by 
the number of words that create higher keyness scores in sport as compared with those in 
world affairs. The table shows there are six singular nouns (ن٣وك, حاهبجٓ, تقز٘ٓ, حوً, ١كبٗ and 
تػلا) in sport that create a higher keyness score than any word in world affairs.  
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Table 5.67: Comparison of plural nouns between sections 
No World affairs to sports Sports to world affairs 
World affairs F F (S) Keyness Sports F F 
(W) 
Keyness 
1 داٞه (forces) 196 7 221.26 ٖ٤جػلا (players) 374 1 507.79 
2 ءاهىٝ (ministers) 131 6 141.10 دب٣هبجٓ (matches) 191 0 265.53 
3 ٍٝك (countries) 116 30 54.38 ٛبوٗ (points) 140 7 147.19 
4 دبثبقزٗا (elections) 101 2 123.40 دبَكب٘ٓ (tournaments) 121 0 168.17 
5 هكبٖٓ (sources)  74 3 81.63 خ٣لٗأ (clubs) 107 0 148.71 
6 دبٙٝبلٓ (negotiations) 74 9 59.30 ةبجّ (youth) 101 3 116.74 
7 ٖ٤٤٘٤طَِك (Palestinians) 69 0 95.88 فالٛأ (goals) 99 13 74.62 
8 دبهلاػ (relations) 66 8 52.08 ةبؼُأ (games) 78 0 108.39 
9 ْٓأ (nations) 64 26 16.68 دب٤لٖر (qualifies) 72 0 100.05 
10 ُٕٞٝئَٓ (responsibles) 62 18 86.15 موك (teams) 64 4 63.68 
 
Table 5.67 shows that, for plural nouns, the word داٞه created the biggest differences in 
comparison to sport in the first comparison (world – sport) with a 221.26 keyness score. 
For sport, the word ٖ٤جػلا created the biggest difference with a 507.79 keyness score. It can 
be generally concluded that the top ten plural nouns in sport create greater differences as 
compared with plural nouns in world affairs. This is determined by the number of words 
that create higher keyness score in sport as compared to words in world affairs. The table 
shows that two plural nouns (ٖ٤جػلا and دب٣هبجٓ) in sport created higher scores than any 
word in world affairs.   
 
2.   Word frequency of sound and broken plurals  
 
Table 5.68: Comparison between broken and sound plurals in both sections 
No Sport World affairs 
Broken Freq Sound Freq Broken Freq Sound Freq 
1 ٖ٣هبٔر (exercises) 8 دب٘٣ؤر 0 و٣هبور (reports) 10 داو٣وور 0 
2 خطْٗأ (activities) 6 دبٛبْٗ 0 خطْٗأ (activities) 8 دبٛبْٗ 10 
3 ًَبْٓ (problems) 6 دلآٌْ 0 ًَبْٓ (problems) 8 دلآٌْ 5 
4 هاٝى (visitors) 4 ٕٝوئاى 0 غ٣هبْٓ (projects) 8 دبػٝوْٓ 8 
5 تٛاٞٓ (talents) 4 دبجٛٞٓ 0 َئبٍه (letters) 5 دلابٍه 0 
6 كاٝه (pioneers) 3 ٕٝلئاه 0 و٤ثالر (managements) 9 داو٤ثلر 0 
7     موٛ (ways) 8 دبهوٛ 0 
8     ءبطْٗ (active people) 5 ٕٞط٤ْٗ 0 
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Table 5.68 shows a comparison of broken and sound plurals in world affairs and sport for 
nouns that take both forms. The table shows that in sport, broken plurals totally dominate 
the list, with no sound plurals being used for any of the six nouns. The situation is different 
in world affairs, where three sound plurals appear on the list. The word دلآٌْ was used 
fewer times than ًَبْٓ (five and eight times respectively), the word دبػٝوْٓ was used the 
same number of times as غ٣هبْٓ (eight each), and the word دبٛبْٗ was used more than  
خطْٗأ (ten and eight times respectively). The table also shows that two plural nouns 
( خطْٗأ/دبٛبْٗ  and ًَبْٓ/دلآٌْ ) occurred in both sport and world affairs, although the sport 
sections used only the broken plural for both nouns, while world affairs used both forms.  
 
3.   Word frequency by of gender 
 
Table 5.69: Comparison of masculine nouns in both sections 
No World affairs to sport Sport to world affairs 
World affairs F F (S) Keyness Sport F F (W) Keyness 
1 ٌ٤ئه (leader) 522 189 163.76 ن٣وك (team) 591 13 711.67 
2 ِ٤ع (army) 184 0 255.79 تقز٘ٓ (national team) 432 6 543.39 
3 ِغٌٓ  (council) 182 59 66.27 ٖ٤جػلا (players) 374 1 507.79 
4 ؤرئٓ (conference) 175 5 204.48 ىٞك (victory) 300 15 315.61 
5 و٣ىٝ (minister) 166 12 159.44 ١كبٗ (club) 294 1 396.87 
6 ّٞ٣ (day) 158 214 -8.65 تػلا (player) 279 1 376.10 
7 ّبػ (year) 151 178 - راكبؾ  (union) 278 55 162.75 
8 ذهٝ (time) 136 64 26.75 ١هٝك (league) 265 0 368.50 
9 ٢ِ٤ئاوٍا (Israeli) 135 3 162.88 ٍٝأ (first) 250 77 95.99 
10 ءاهىٝ (ministers) 131 6 141.10 فلٛ (goal) 238 38 161.01 
 
Table 5.69 shows the comparison of the top ten masculine nouns in both sections. The 
word ِ٤ع creates the biggest difference with a 255.79 keyness score in world affairs. In 
sport, the highest word ن٣وك also creates the biggest difference with a score of 711.67. The 
conclusion is that more masculine nouns in sport create bigger differences as compared 
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with world affairs, with seven of them (ن٣وك, تقز٘ٓ, ٖ٤جػلا, ىٞك, ١كبٗ, تػلا and ١هٝك) scoring 
more than the highest keyness score in world affairs. 
 
Table 5.70: Comparison of feminine nouns in both sections 
No World affairs to sport Sport to world affairs 
World affairs F F (S) Keyness Sport F F (W) Keyness 
1  خٌٓٞؽ (government) 267 3 371.28 حاهبجٓ (match) 476 0 662.38 
2 داٞه (forces) 196 7 221.26 حوً (ball) 339 2 471.52 
3 خ٤ٌ٣وٓأ (American) 143 8 147.25 ُٞطثخ  (championship) 208 2 269.34 
4 خ٤عهبف (external) 133 8 134.47 دب٣هبجٓ (matches) 191 0 265.53 
5 خ٤٘٤طَِك (Palestinian) 124 0 172.34 ٠ُٝأ (first) 179 38 99.17 
6 خوط٘ٓ (area) 123 53 28.86 خطوٗ (point) 172 15 154.43 
7 خ٘٣لٓ (town) 117 88 - خػٞٔغٓ (group) 163 53 58.46 
8 ٍٝك (states) 116 30 54.38 خو٤هك (minute) 155 6 171.61 
9 خُٝك (state) 107 12 87.49 حهٝك (round) 146 0 159.85 
10 ٟوفأ (other) 102 95 - ٛبوٗ (points) 140 7 147.19 
 
Table 5.70 shows a comparison between the top ten feminine nouns in world affairs and 
sport. It shows that in world affairs, the word خٌٓٞؽ creates the biggest difference with a 
371.28 keyness score. In sport, the word حاهبجٓ creates the biggest difference with a score of 
662.38. The conclusion is that there are more feminine nouns in sport that create bigger 
differences as compared with world affairs, with two of them (حاهبجٓ and حوً) scoring higher 
than the highest keyness score in world affairs. 
 
4.   Word frequency by phrase    
 
Table 5.71: Comparison of phrases in both sections 
Word World affairs F Sport F 
حلؾزُٔا حلؾزُٔا دب٣لاُٞا (United States) 125 حلؾزُٔا دب٣لاُٞا 12 
(United) حلؾزُٔا ْٓلأا (United Nations) 64 (United States)  
موُْا ٍٜٝلأا موُْا (Middle East) 31 ٍٜٝلأا موُْا (Middle East) 2 
(East) ل٣لغُا ٍٜٝلأا موُْا (New Middle East) 1 ٍٜٝلأا موُْا خُٞطث (Middle East 4 
 ٢ثوؼُا ٍٜٝلأا موُْا (Arab Middle East) 1 Championship)  
خُٝلُا خ٤٘٤طَِك خُٝك (state of Palestine) 16 خ٤ثوؼُا خُٝلُا (Arab state) 1 
country خ٤ثوؼُا خُٝلُا (Arab state) 6 خل٤ٚٓ خُٝك (host nation) 1 
 خُٝك خ٣كٜٞ٣  (Jewish state) 2 خٔظ٘ٓ خُٝك (organising nation) 1 
 خ٤ج٘عأ خُٝك (foreign state) 2   
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 خَِٔٓ خُٝك (Muslim state) 2   
 َ٤ئاوٍا خُٝك (state of Israel) 2   
٢َِٛأ ٢َِٛلأا قِؽ (Atlantic Treaty) 10 ٢َِٛأ خػٞٔغٓ (Atlantic group) 1 
Atlantic ٛلأا ٍبّٔ قِؽ٢َِ  (North Atlantic 
Treaty) 
9   
 ٢طِ٘ٛلأا ٍبّٔ قِؽ (North Atlantic 
Treaty) 
2   
ُْبؼُا ٢ٓلاٍلإا ُْبؼُا (Islamic world) 2 ُْبؼُا ًؤً (World Cup) 31 
(world) ٢عهبقُا ُْبؼُا (outside world) 1 ُْبؼُا خُٞطث (world championship) 8 
 شُبضُا ُْبؼُا (third world) 1 ُْبؼُا ٍبطثأ (world champions) 2 
   ُْبؼُا َطث (world champion) 2 
ًؤً  ب٤ٍآ ًؤً (Asian Cup) 1 ُْبؼُا ًؤً (World Cup) 31 
(cup)   ب٤ٍآ ًؤً (Asian Cup) 25 
   خ٣ٞ٤ٍ٥ا ْٓلأا ًؤً (Asian Cup of Nations) 7 
   بثٝهٝأ ًؤً (European Cup) 4 
   هٝلأا ْٓلأا ًؤًخ٤ثٝ  (European Cup of Nations) 2 
   ب٤ثٝهٝأ ًؤً  (European Cup) 1 
   بثٝهٝأ ْٓأ ًؤً (European Cup of Nations) 2 
   ب٤و٣وكا ْٓأ ًؤً (African Cup of Nation) 3 
   خ٤و٣وكلإا ْٓلأا ًؤً 1 
   ب٤و٣وكا ًؤً (African Cup) 1 
   ٢و٣وكا ٍبطثأ ًؤً (African Cup Championship)  1 
   ٢ثٝهٝلأا كبؾرلاا ًؤً (European Champion 
League)  
1 
   ٢و٣وكلإا كبؾرلاا ًؤً (African Club Cup) 7 
   ١ٞ٤ٍ٥ا كبؾرلاا ًؤً (Asian Club Cup) 3 
   ٌ٤ل٣ك ًؤً (Davis Cup) 2 
   ىوزٍبٓ ًؤً (Masters Cup) 4 
   وثٍٞ ًؤً (Super Bowl) 2 
هٝلُا ٓ هٝك١يًو  (central round) 1 ٢ئبُٜ٘ا هٝلُا (final round) 17 
(round) ٢ٍبٍأ هٝك (first round) 1 ٍٝلأا هٝلُا (first round) 14 
   ٢ئبُٜ٘ا قٖٗ هٝلُا (semi final round) 5 
   ٢ئبُٜ٘ا غثه هٝلُا (quarter final round) 4 
   ٢ٍبٍلأا هٝلُا (first round) 1 
   ا َجه هٝلُا٢ئبُٜ٘  (semi final round) 1 
خ٣كُٞا خ٣كُٞا دلاٝبؾُٔا (friendly attempts) 1 حاهبجُٔا/خ٣كُٞا داهبجُٔا  (friendly match) 14 
friendly   خ٣كُٞا حهٝلُا (friendly round) 6 
   خ٣كُٞا خِثبؤُا (friendly meeting) 3 
   خ٣كُٞا خُٞطجُا (friendly championship) 2 
   ىخ٣كُٞا حهب٣  (friendly visit) 1 
ٖ٤ٓأ لأاّبؼُا ٖ٤ٓ  (general secretary) 27 وَُا ٖ٤ٓأ (secretary) 12 
(trustee) وَُا ٖ٤ٓأ (secretary) 1 ّبػ ٖ٤ٓأ (general secretary) 5 
   ٢ُبُٔا ٖ٤ٓلأا (bursar) 3 
   مٝلُِٖ٘ ٖ٤ٓأ (treasurer) 1 
   خثهلٓ ٖ٤ٓأ (trainer) 1 
تؽبٕ تزٌُٔا  تؽبٕ (office owner) 1  يًؤُا تؽبٕ(ْهه)  (holder of a position) 12 
(owner) خٌُِٔا تؽبٕ (one who has the last 
word) 
1 ٗهلأا تؽبٕ (home team) 3 
 ٗهلأا تؽبٕ (home team) 1 فلُٜا تؽبٕ (goal scorer) 2 
 نؾُا تؽبٕ (right holder) 1 خ٤جٛنُا تؽبٕ (gold medal holder) 1 
 خًوُْا تؽبٕ (company owner) 1   
 
Table 5.71 compares phrases between sections. In the first example, the table shows that in 
world affairs, two phrases occurred incorporating the word حلؾزُٔا namely  حلؾزُٔا دب٣لاُٞا and 
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حلؾزُٔا ْٓلأا, while there was only one such phrase in sport. The phrase  حلؾزُٔا دب٣لاُٞا in 
world affairs was used more than in sport with 125 and 12 occurrences respectively, 
while حلؾزُٔا ْٓلأا did not occur in sport. In the second example, in world affairs, three 
phrases occurred incorporating the word موُْا while there were only two such phrases in 
sport. The phrase ٍٜٝلأا موُْا was used more in world affairs than in sport, with 31 and 2 
occurrences respectively, while ٍٜٝلأا موُْا خُٞطث was used in sport but not used in world 
affairs. 
 
In the third example, six phrases were used incorporating the word خُٝلُا in world affairs, 
while there were only three such phrases in sport. The phrase خ٤٘٤طَِك خُٝك was used 16 
times in world affairs and not at all in sport. The phrases خ٣كٜٞ٣ خُٝك/خ٤ج٘عأ /خَِٔٓ/ َ٤ئاوٍا   were 
not found in sport either. The phrase خ٤ثوؼُا خُٝلُا occurred in both sections but more 
frequently in world affairs. The phrase خل٤ٚٓ خُٝك and خٔظ٘ٓ خُٝك occurred once each in sport 
sections only.  
 
In the fourth example, three phrases were used incorporating the word ٢َِٛأ in world 
affairs, while there was only one such phrase in sport. The phrase ٢َِٛلأا قِؽ was used ten 
times in world affairs and not at all in sport, which contained no occurrences of             
٢َِٛلأا ٍبّٔ قِؽ /٢طِ٘ٛلأا  either. On the other hand, the phrase ٢َِٛأ خػٞٔغٓ occurred in 
sport but was not found in world affairs. 
 
In the fifth example, three phrases incorporating the word ُْبؼُا were used in world affairs, 
while there were four such phrases in sport. In addition, not all the phrases were the same 
in both sections. Although world affairs sections used more different phrases, the phrases 
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used in sport occurred with greater frequency; ُْبؼُا ًؤً had the highest frequency (31 
occurrences), followed by ُْبؼُا خُٞطث with eight.  
 
In the sixth example, 17 phrases incorporating the word ًؤً were used in sport, while only 
one such phrase occurred in world affairs. The phrase ُْبؼُا ًؤً in sport had the highest 
usage (31 occurrences), followed by ً ب٤ٍآ ًؤ  with 25. In world affairs, ب٤ٍآ ًؤً was used 
only once, compared with 25 times in sport.   
 
In the seventh example, the word هٝلُا was used in six phrases in sport sections, and only in 
two phrases in world affairs, and the phrases were not the same in both sections. The 
phrase ٢ئبُٜ٘ا هٝلُا in sport had the highest usage, with 17 occurrences, followed by ٍٝلأا هٝلُا
 with 14. In world affairs, only ١يًوٓ هٝك and ك٢ٍبٍأ هٝ  were used, once each.  
 
In the eighth example, the word خ٣كُٞا was used in five phrases in sport, and in only once in 
world affairs, and the phrases were not the same in both sections. In sport, the phrase 
حاهبجُٔا/خ٣كُٞا داهبجُٔا  had the highest usage, with 14 occurrences, followed by خ٣كُٞا حهٝلُا with 
six. In world affairs, only خ٣كُٞا دلاٝبؾُٔا was used, and only once.  
 
In the ninth example, five phrases were used incorporating the word ٖ٤ٓأ in sport sections. 
Two of these phrases were also used in world affairs. The phrase وَُا ٖ٤ٓأ had the highest 
usage in sport, with 12 occurrences, followed by ّبػ ٖ٤ٓأ with five, whereas in world 
affairs, the phrase  ّبؼُا ٖ٤ٓلأا was used more than وَُا ٖ٤ٓأ.  
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In the last example, four phrases incorporating the word تؽبٕ were used in sport, while 
five such phrases occurred in world affairs. Only one phrase (ٗهلأا تؽبٕ) was used in 
both sections, with three occurrences in sport and one in world affairs. The phrases    
يًؤُا تؽبٕ, فلُٜا تؽبٕ and خ٤جٛنُا تؽبٕ were not found in world affairs and the phrases 
تزٌُٔا تؽبٕ,  خًوُْا تؽبٕ  and ُا تؽبٕنؾ  were not found in sport. The analysis above 
shows that most of the phrases used in the newspapers differed between sections. The few 
that were used in both sections were normally used to convey a different meaning. 
 
4.   Word frequency in other noun categories 
 
a)   Collective nouns 
 
Table 5.72: Comparison of collective nouns 
No Sport to world affairs World affairs to sport 
Sport F F (W) Keyness World affairs F F (S) Keyness 
1 ن٣وك (team) 591 13 711.67 ِ٤ع (army) 184 0 255.79 
2 تقز٘ٓ (national team) 432 6 543.39  خ٣وٌَػ (military) 76 1 96.32 
3  خػٞٔغٓ (group) 163 53 58.46 ْٓأ (nations) 64 26 16.68 
4 و٤ٛبٔع (crowds) 39 5 29.74 ١وٌَػ (military) 57 2 64.50 
5 ْٓأ (nations) 26 64 -16.68 تؼّ (people) 54 11 31.14 
6 ١و٤ٛبٔع (crowds) 13 0 8.06 خػٞٔغٓ (group) 53 163 -58.46 
7 تؼّ (people) 11 54 -31.14 كٞ٘ع (troops) 47 0 65.31 
8 خ٣و٤ٛبٔع (crowd) 8 0 11.11 غٔزغٓ (society) 20 4 11.69 
9 خ٤ػبٔع (group) 8 7 - ن٣وك (team) 13 591 -711.67 
10 كٞكٝ (delegations) 8 5 - ٢ٓٞه (national) 13 7 - 
11 ٢ٓٞه (national) 7 13 - خ٤ػبٔع (group) 7 8 - 
12 ١وٌَػ (military) 2 57 -64.50 تقز٘ٓ (team) 6 432 -543.39 
13 ٢جؼّ (popular) 4 1 - كٞكٝ (delegations) 5 8 - 
14 غٔزغٓ (society) 4 20 -11.69 هٜٞٔع (crowd) 4 23 -14.84 
15 خ٣وٌَػ (military) 1 76 -96.32 ٢جؼّ (popular) 1 4 - 
 
Table 5.72 shows a comparison between collective nouns in sport and world affairs 
sections. In sport, the word ن٣وك creates the biggest difference with a 711.67 keyness score, 
the same as the score in world affairs, where the frequency is lower, while the word ِ٤ع 
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creates the biggest difference in world affairs with a 255.79 score. The results also show 
that most of the collective nouns occurred both sections, apart from one in sport (خ٣و٤ٛبٔع) 
and two in world affairs (ِ٤ع and كٞ٘ع). Of these, the word ِ٤ع creates the biggest 
difference with a 255.79 keyness score and no occurrences in sport.  
 
b)   Comparatives 
 
Table 5.73: Comparison of comparatives in both sections 
No Sport to world World to sport 
Sport F F (W) Keyness World F F (S) Keyness 
1 َٚكأ (better) 105 11 87.82 وضًأ (more) 72 59 - 
2 وضًأ (more) 59 72 - وجًأ (bigger) 35 26 - 
3 وجًأ (bigger) 26 35 - َهأ (less) 32 20 - 
4 َهأ (less) 20 32 - ٠ِػأ (higher) 25 3 19.82 
5 ىوثأ (more apparent) 15 16 - ىوثأ (more apparent) 16 15 - 
6 ْٛأ (more important) 15 11 - َٚكأ (better) 11 105 -87.82 
7 ٠ِؿأ (more valuable) 6 0 8.34 ْٛأ (more important) 11 15 - 
8 تِؿأ (more often) 5 4 - أٍٞأ (worse) 9 4 - 
9 ةوهأ (nearer) 5 9 - ةوهأ (nearer) 9 5 - 
10 ٠ٖهأ (more distant) 4 3 - عوٍأ (faster) 5 1 - 
11 ٟٞهأ (stronger) 4 0 5.56 تِؿأ (more often) 4 5 - 
12 َٔعأ (more beautiful) 3 0 - وطفأ (more 
dangerous) 
3 3 - 
13 َٖؽأ (better) 3 0 - ٠ٖهأ (more distant) 3 4 - 
14 وطفأ (more 
dangerous) 
3 3 - ًَٔأ (more complete) 3 0 - 
15 ْظػأ (greater) 3 1 - غٍٝأ (wider) 3 0 - 
16 ٠ِػأ (higher) 3 25 -19.82     
 
Table 5.73 shows a comparison between comparatives in sport and world affairs. In sport, 
the word َٚكأ creates the biggest difference with a 87.82 keyness score, while the word 
٠ِػأ creates the biggest difference in world affaris, with a score of 19.82. The results also 
show that only a few of the comparatives in both sections create significant keyness scores. 
There are two possible reasons for this. Either the differences between these words are too 
small, or both variables occur in low frequency. Nevertheless, the sport sections have four 
words that create significant keyness scores: َٚكأ (88.39), ٠ِؿأ (8.34), ٟٞهأ (5.56) and ٠ِػأ 
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(-19.82), as compared with two in world affairs: ٠ِػأ (19.82) and َٚكأ (-88.39). The 
findings reveal the unexpected fact that both sections use an almost similar level of 
comparatives, while it might have been predicted that the sport section would contain more 
comparatives because of the competitive nature of sport and sporting achievements. 
 
5.4.1.2   Word frequency of verbs 
 
1.   Word frequency by tense 
 
Table 5.74: Comparison of perfect verbs in both sections 
No World to sports Sports to world 
World F F (S) Keyness Sports F F (W) Keyness 
1 ٍبه (said) 326 142 75.04 ٕبً (to be) 204 146 9.50 
2 ٕبً (to be) 146 204 -9.50 ٍبه (said) 142 326 -75.04 
3 لًأ (emphasised) 111 64 12.93 َغٍ (recorded) 98 2 119.35 
4 فبٙأ (added) 108 68 9.30 ذٗبً (to be) 98 104 - 
5 ذٗبً (to be) 104 98 - ىبك (won) 72 1 90.87 
6 ِٖػأ (announced) 85 19 45.50 فبٙأ (added) 68 108 -9.30 
7 ْر (completed) 75 37 13.27 لًأ (emphasised) 64 111 -12.93 
8 ذُبه (said) 75 14 46.12 نوؽ (confirmed) 56 6 46.39 
9 ذِ٘ػأ (announced 57 3 59.53 ْر (completed) 37 75 -13.27 
10 هبّأ (pointed) 46 26 5.69 تؼُ (played) 37 1 43.54 
 
Table 5.74 shows a comparison between the top ten perfect tense verbs in world affairs and 
sport. In world affairs, the verb ٍبه creates the biggest differences with a 75.04 keyness 
score, while in sport, the verb َغٍ creates the biggest differences with score of 119.35. In 
addition, the table shows that the top ten verbs in world affairs are used more than the 
same verbs in sport, where all scores except for ٕبً and   ذٗبً are positive, while only five 
verbs have positive scores in world affairs. In contrast, sport contains more specific verbs 
and َغٍ and ىبك create higher keyness scores than the highest in world affairs. The table 
also shows that there are four verbs in each section that that did not occur in the other. In 
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world affairs, they are ِٖػأ,  ذُبه , ذِ٘ػأ, and هبّأ, while in sport they are َغٍ, ىبك, نوؽ and 
تؼُ. Thus, it can be concluded that more perfect tense verbs were used in both sections 
than were used in only one.  
 
Table 5.75: Comparison of imperfect verbs in both sections 
No World affairs to sport Sport to world affairs 
World affairs F F (S) Keyness Sport F F (W) Keyness 
1 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 71 68 - ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 68 71 - 
2 ٌٕٞر (to be) 57 42 -  تؼِ٣ (play) 57 2 64.50 
3 ْز٣ (complete) 57 33 6.55 ٌٕٞر (to be) 42 57 - 
4 ٌٖٔ٣ (could) 53 25 10.37 ّبور (held) 39 0 54.19 
5 تغ٣ (have to) 32 14 7.29 ْز٣ (complete) 33 57 -6.55 
6 ٍٞو٣ (say) 29 8 12.72 ٢وزِ٣ (meet) 27 14 - 
7 ١وغر (run) 23 5 12.60 ٌٖٔ٣ (could) 25 53 -10.37 
8 كٞؼ٣ (return) 22 23 - ٗٞق٣ (take into) 23 2 20.78 
9 ّٞور (stand) 21 11 - كٞؼ٣ (return) 23 22 - 
10 ّٞو٣ (stand) 20 14 - ْٚر (join) 22 17 - 
 
With regard to imperfect verbs, Table 5.75 shows that in world affairs, the verb ٍٞو٣ creates 
the biggest difference with a 12.72 keyness score, while in sport, the verb تؼِ٣ creates the 
biggest difference with a score of 64.50. The table also shows that, although the number of 
imperfect verbs that have keyness score is the same for both sections, three imperfect verbs 
in sport created higher scores than the highest score in world affairs. Furthermore, the 
difference in scores in world affairs is not great, with a range of between 12.72 and 6.55. 
The table also shows that there are five verbs in each section that did not occur in the other. 
In world affairs, they are تغ٣,  ٍٞو٣ , ١وغر,   ّٞور  and ّٞو٣, while in sport they are تؼِ٣, ّبور, 
٢وزِ٣, ٗٞق٣ and ْٚر.  
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2.   Word frequency of auxiliary and non-auxiliary verbs 
 
Table 5.76: Comparison of auxiliary verbs in both sections 
No World affairs to sport Sport to world affairs 
World affairs F F (S) Keyness Sport F F (W) Keyness 
1 ٕبً (to be) 146 204 -9.85 ٕبً (to be) 204 146 9.85 
2 ذٗبً (to be) 104 98 - ذٗبً (to be) 98 104 - 
3 ْر (completed) 75 37 13.27 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 68 71 - 
4 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 71 68 - نوؽ (achieved) 56 6 46.39 
5 ٌٕٞر (to be) 57 42 - ٌٕٞر (to be) 42 57 - 
6 ْز٣ (complete) 57 33 6.55 ّبور (held) 39 0 54.19 
7 ٌٖٔ٣ (could) 53 25 10.37 ْر (completed) 37 75 -13.27 
8 ١وغر (run) 23 5 12.60 ْز٣ (complete) 33 57 -6.55 
9 ّٞور (stand) 21 11 - ٌٖٔ٣ (could) 25 53 -10.37 
10 ّٞو٣ (stand) 20 14 - ْٚر (join) 22 17 - 
 
Table 5.76 shows a comparison between the top ten auxiliary verbs in both sections. It 
shows that in world affairs, the verb ْر creates the biggest difference with a 13.27 keyness 
score, while in sport, the verb ّبور creates the biggest difference with a score of 54.19. The 
table also shows that there are only three verbs that do not occur among the top ten 
auxiliary verbs in both sections. World affairs did not use the verbs نوؽ, ّبور and ْٚر, and 
sport did not use ر١وغ , ّٞو٣ and ّٞور. This shows that the other seven verbs were regularly 
used in both sections. Nevertheless, differences do exist: the difference between the highest 
keyness scores in the two sections (13.27 in sport and 54.19 in world affairs) shows that 
the verbs in world affairs were more general than those in sport.  
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Table 5.77: Comparison of non-auxiliary verbs in both sections 
No World affairs to sport Sport to world affairs 
World affairs F F (S) Keyness Sport F F (W) Keyness 
1 بهٍ  (said) 326 142 75.04 ٍبه (said) 142 326 -75.04 
2 لًأ (confirmed) 111 64 12.93 َغٍ (scored) 98 2 119.35 
3 فبٙأ (added) 108 68 9.30 ىبك (won) 72 1 90.87 
4 ِٖػأ (announced) 85 19 45.50 فبٙأ (added) 68 108 -9.30 
5 ذُبه (said) 75 14 46.12 لًأ (confirmed) 64 111 -12.93 
6 ذِ٘ػأ (announced 57 3 59.53  تؼِ٣ (play) 57 2 64.50 
7 هبّأ (pointed) 46 26 5.69 تؼُ (played) 37 1 43.54 
8 ٍٞو٣ (say) 29 8 12.72 ٢وزِ٣ (meet) 27 14 - 
9 كٞؼ٣ (return) 22 23 - ٗٞق٣ (take into) 23 2 20.78 
10 وًم (mentioned) 21 11 - كٞؼ٣ (return) 23 22 - 
 
With regard to non-auxiliary verbs, Table 5.77 shows that, in world affairs, the verb ٍبه 
creates the biggest difference with a 75.04 keyness score, while in sport, the verb َغٍ 
creates the biggest difference with a score of 119.35. The table also shows that there are no 
negative scores in world affairs, while three verbs (ٍبه, فبٙا and لًأ) have negative scores 
in sport. This shows that, while almost all the top ten verbs in world affairs were used 
more than in sport, several non-auxiliary verbs in sport, such as َغٍ, ىبك and تؼِ٣, clearly 
dominate that section more than any of the verbs in world affairs.  
 
3.   Word frequency by gender of subject 
 
Table 5.78: Comparison of verbs with masculine subjects in both sections 
No World to sports Sports to world 
World F F (S) Keyness Sports F F (W) Keyness 
1 ٍبه (said) 326 142 75.04 ٕبً (to be) 204 164 9.85 
2 ٕبً (to be) 164 204 -9.85 ٍبه (said) 142 326 -75.04 
3 لًأ (confirmed) 111 64 12.93 َغٍ (scored) 98 2 119.35 
4 فبٙأ (added) 108 68 9.30 كىب  (won) 72 1 90.87 
5 ِٖػأ (announced) 85 19 45.50 فبٙأ (added) 68 108 -9.30 
6 ْر (completed) 75 37 13.27 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 68 71 - 
7 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 71 68 - لًأ (confirmed) 64 111 -12.93 
8 ْز٣ (complete) 57 33 6.55 تؼِ٣ (play) 57 2 64.50 
9 ٌٖٔ٣ (could) 53 25 10.37 نوؽ (achieved) 56 6 46.39 
10 ؼٙٝأ (explained) 39 24 - ْر (completed) 37 75 -13.27 
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Table 5.78 shows a comparison between the top ten verbs with masculine subjects in world 
affaris and sport. It shows that, in world affairs, the verb ٍبه creates the biggest difference 
with a 75.04 keyness score, while in sport, the verb َغٍ creates the biggest difference with 
a score of 119.35. The table also shows that all the top ten verbs in world affairs except ٕبً 
were used more than they were in sport, where only the verb ٕبً shows a negative keyness 
score (-9.85). In contrast, although sport contained more verbs with a negative score, its 
verbs with positive scores, such as َغٍ and ىبك, have higher scores than those in world 
affairs. This means that the top high frequency words in sport include more specific verbs 
as a result of these two verbs creating keyness scores higher than any in world affairs.  
 
Table 5.79: Comparison of verbs with feminine subjects in both sections  
No World affairs to sport Sport to world affairs 
World affairs F F (S) Keyness Sport F F (W) Keyness 
1 ذٗبً (to be) 104 98 - ذٗبً (to be) 98 104 - 
2 ذُبه (said) 75 14 46.12 ٌٕٞر (to be) 42 57 - 
3 ذِ٘ػأ (announced) 57 3 59.53 ّبور (held) 39 0 54.19 
4 ٌٕٞر (to be) 57 42 - دلّٜ (witnessed) 23 10 5.30 
5 دوًم (mentioned) 32 2 32.01 ذٔ٤هأ (held) 22 6 9.77 
6 ذِوٗ (moved) 30 1 34.23 ْٚر (join) 22 17 - 
7 ١وغر (run) 23 5 12.60 دوع (ran) 21 12 - 
8 ّٞور (stand) 21 11 - تؼِر (play) 19 0 26.40 
9 دلًأ (confirmed) 20 3 14.13 ىهبْر (participate) 17 7 - 
10  ذؾٙٝأ (explained) 18 1 18.56 نِط٘ر (rush) 14 0 19.45 
 
With regard to verbs with feminine subjects, Table 5.79 shows that in world affairs, the 
verb ذِ٘ػأ creates the biggest difference with a 59.53 keyness score, while in sport, the 
verb ّبور creates the biggest difference with a score of 54.19. The table also shows that the 
highest frequency verb with a feminine subject in both sections was ذٗبً (104 occurrences 
in world affairs and 98 in sport. Because there is such a slight difference between the two, 
no keyness score appears in the table, indicating that they were used in similar frequencies 
in both sections. The table also shows there were eight verbs in each section that did not 
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occur in the other. In world affairs these verbs are ذُبه, ذِ٘ػأ, دوًم, ذِوٗ, ١وغر, ّٞور, دلًأ and 
ذؾٙٝأ, while in sport, they are ورّب , دلّٜ, ذٔ٤هأ, ْٚر , دوع, تؼِر, ىهبْر and نِط٘ر. Thus, the 
top ten verbs with feminine subjects in each section differ from each other more than they 
coincide.  
 
Table 5.80: Comparison of verbs with  neuter subjects in both sections 
No World affairs to sport Sport to world affairs 
World affairs F F (S) Keyness Sport F F (W) Keyness 
1 ٟوٗ (see) 12 1 11.0 غٚٗ (put) 6 1 - 
2 ل٣وٗ (want) 12 4 - غعهأ (move back) 5 1 - 
3 الوزػ  (believe) 8 5 - ٍٞهأ (say) 5 2 - 
4 ٌٕٞٗ (to be) 6 2 - فوػأ (know) 4 3 - 
5 ٌٖٔزٗ (be able) 5 3 - بِ٘ٔػ (knew) 4 0 5.56 
6 ٞػلٗ (call) 5 0 6.95 ذً٘ (to be) 4 2 - 
7 ةْٞٗ (mix) 5 0 6.95 ل٣وٗ (want) 4 12 - 
8 ٍٞوٗ (say) 5 1 - وظز٘ٗ (wait) 4 3 - 
9 بً٘ (to be) 4 0 5.56 وؼّأ (feel) 3 1 - 
10 لًئٗ (confirm) 4 0 5.56 ٌٖٔزٗ (be able) 3 5 - 
 
Table 5.80 shows that world affairs contained more verbs with neuter subjects than sport, 
the most frequent being ٟوٗ and ل٣وٗ, with 12 occurrences each. This indicates that 
journalists in world affairs report the words of their interviewees directly, more than is the 
case in sports reporting. The table also shows that nine verbs out of ten in world affairs had 
the dual or plural subjects, while this was true of only five in sport. In contrast, in world 
affairs, only one verb had a singular subject compared with five in sport. This indicates 
that interviewees in world affairs speak more on behalf of a group of people, whether an 
organisation or a government.   
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3.   Word frequency in terms of semantics 
 
Table 5.81: Comparison of non-action verbs in both sections 
No World affairs to sport Sport to world affairs 
World affairs F F (S) Keyness Sport F F (W) Keyness 
1 ٍبه (said) 326 142 75.04 ٕبً (to be) 204 164 9.85 
2 ٕبً (to be) 146 204 -9.85 ٍبه (said) 142 326 -75.04 
3 لًأ (confirmed) 111 64 12.93 ذٗبً (to be) 98 104 - 
4 ذٗبً (to be) 104 98 - ىبك (won) 72 1 90.87 
5 ِٖػأ (announced) 85 19 45.50 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 68 71 - 
6 ْر (completed) 75 37 13.27 لًأ (comfirmed) 64 111 -12.93 
7 ذُبه (said) 75 14 46.12 نوؽ (acheived) 56 6 46.39 
8 ٌٕٞ٣ (to be) 71 68 - ٌٞرٕ  (to be) 42 57 - 
9 ذِ٘ػأ (announced) 57 3 59.53 ْر (completed) 37 75 -13.27 
10 ٌٕٞر (to be) 57 42 - ؼغٗ (succeeded) 35 4 28.18 
 
Table 5.81 shows a comparison between the top ten non-action verbs in both sections. It 
shows that, seven out of ten (ٍبه, ًٕب , لًأ, ذٗبً, ْر, ٌٕٞ٣ and ًٕٞ) occurred in both sections 
with different frequencies.  
 
Table 5.82: Comparison of action verbs in both sections 
No World affairs to sport Sport to world affairs 
World affairs F F (S) Keyness Sport F F (W) Keyness 
1 فبٙأ (added) 108 68 9.30 َغٍ (scored) 98 2 119.35 
2 هبّأ (pointed) 46 26 5.69 فبٙأ (added) 68 108 -9.30 
3 َُزه (killed) 35 2 35.84 تؼِ٣ (play) 57 2 64.50 
4 ذِوٗ (moved) 30 1 34.23 ّبور (held) 39 0 54.19 
5 ءبع (came) 29 26 - تؼُ (played) 37 1 43.54 
6 ١وغر (run) 23 5 12.60 غثبر (followed) 34 18 5.05 
7 كٞؼ٣ (return) 22 23 - كبه (led) 30 4 22.58 
8 ّٞور (stand) 21 11 - ّلور (advanced) 27 4 19.20 
9 اُِٞزه (killed) 20 0 27.79 ٗبف (took into) 27 1 30.27 
10 ّٞو٣ (stand) 20 14 - ّله (advanced) 27 12 6.22 
 
Table 5.82 shows that there were no great differences between the sections in the use of 
action verbs. This can be deduced from the fact that the highest frequency verb in world 
affairs was فبٙأ (108 occurrences) while in sport it was َغٍ (98 occurrences). Although, 
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the level of usage of action verbs was quite similar, the verbs used in each section were 
different, except for the verb فبٙأ.  
 
a)   Action verbs used metaphorically 
 
Table 5.83: Comparison of action verbs used metaphorically in both sections 
No Sport Metaphor World affairs Metaphor Keyness 
1 فبٙأ (added) 68 فبٙأ (added) 108 -9.30 
2 هبّأ (pointed) 26 هبّأ (pointed) 46 -5.69 
3 ءبع (came) 26 ءبع (came) 29 - 
4 دوع (ran) 21 دوع (ran) 12 - 
5 دلّٜ (witnessed) 23 دلّٜ (witnessed) 10 5.30 
 
Table 5.83 shows that world affairs used more metaphors in higher frequency than sport 
with the verb فبٙأ stands the highest in both sections (108 occurrences for world affairs 
and 68 for sport).  
 
b)   Action verbs used literally and metaphorically 
 
Table 5.84: Comparison of action verbs used literally and metaphorically in both sections 
No Sport Action Metaphor World affairs Action Metaphor 
1 غكه (raised) 3 22 كٞؼ٣ (return) 8 14 
2 كٞؼ٣ (return) 8 14 َٕٝ (arrived) 10 4 
3 كبػ (returned) 5 13 ٟو٣ (see) 3 15 
4 ٜوٍ (fell) 1 13 ٢رؤ٣ (come) 1 12 
5 َٖ٣ (arrived) 8 8 ٚعٞر (faced) 6 2 
6 َٕٝ (arrived) 8 6    
7 َٕاٞ٣ (continue) 8 6    
8 غكو٣ (raise) 1 9    
 
Table 5.84 shows that most of the example verbs in both sections in data were used more 
as metaphors than in their literal sense, with a few exceptions. There were three verbs that 
were used literally more than as metaphors, (َٕٝ, َٖ٣ and َٕاٞ٣) with seven occurrences 
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each, all being derived from َٕٝ, while this applies to only two verbs in world affairs: 
َٕٝ and ٚعٞر with ten and six occurrences respectively.  
 
c)   Verb with the same semantic meaning 
 
Table 5.85: Comparison of verbs by semantic family 
Meaning No Verb Freq (world) Freq (sports) Keyness 
Speaking 1 ٍبه (said) 326 142 75.04 
 2 ٍٞو٣ (say) 29 8 12.72 
 3 رسلؾ  (spoke) 6 7 - 
 4 سلؾز٣ (speak) 5 0 6.95 
 5 ٌِْز٣ (speak) 1 0 - 
 6 ٌِْر (spoke) 0 1 - 
Watching 1 لّٜ (witnessed) 4 13 -5.04 
 2 ٟو٣ (see) 18 10 - 
 3 ٟاه (saw) 7 1 5.08 
 4 لْٜ٣ (witness) 4 8 - 
 5 وظ٘٣ (look) 3 0 - 
 6 وظٗ (looked) 1 0 - 
Announcing 1 ِٖػأ (announced) 85 19 45.50 
 2 ِٖؼ٣ (announce) 5 10 - 
 3 وجفأ (informed) 2 2 - 
Meeting 1 ٢وزِ٣ (meet) 14 27 - 
 2 ٚعاٞ٣ (face) 10 16 - 
 3 ٠وزُا (met) 5 2 - 
 4 ٚعاٝ (faced) 1 7 -5.08 
 5 َثبو٣ (oppose) 1 4 - 
 6 َثبه (opposed) 0 2 - 
Affirmation 1 لًأ (confirmed) 111 64 12.93 
 2 لًئ٣ (confirm) 14 7 - 
 3 ذجصأ (affirmed) 2 3 - 
 4 ذجض٣ (affirm) 2 1 - 
Achievement 1 ؼغ٘٣ (succeed) 7 7 - 
 2 ؼغٗ (succeeced) 4 35 -28.18 
 3 ىٞل٣ (win) 2 10 -5.85 
 4 ىبك (won) 1 72 -90.87 
 5 نوؾ٣ (achieve) 4 12 - 
 7 نوؽ (achieved) 6 56 -46.39 
 8 تِـز٣ (overcome) 0 2 - 
 9 تِـر (overcame) 0 17 -23.62 
End  1 ْر (completed) 75 37 13.27 
 2 ْز٣ (complete) 57 33 6.55 
 3 ٠ٜزٗا (ended) 2 13 -9.05 
 4 ٢ٜز٘٣ (end) 0 9 -12.50 
 5 ْززق٣ (finish) 0 7 -9.73 
 6 ْززفا (finish) 0 3 - 
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Table 5.85 shows a comparison of semantic families across sections. For the first meaning, 
the table shows that both sections used the verbs ٍبه/ٍٞو٣  more than other verbs with similar 
meanings. It also shows that world affairs used ٍبه (scoring 75.04) and ٍٞو٣ (scoring 12.72) 
more than sport. For the second meaning, world affairs preferred ٟو٣ (18 occurrences), 
while sport preferred لّٜ (13). The verb ٟو٣ is the second highest in sport, with ten 
occurrences. It may be concluded that that sport used both لّٜ and ٟو٣ in similar 
frequencies, while world affairs used verb ٟو٣  considerably more than لّٜ. For the third 
meaning, both sections used the verbs ِٖػأ/ِٖؼ٣  more than other verbs with similar 
meanings, although the comparison shows that world affairs used ِٖػأ more than sport, 
with a 45.50 keyness score. 
 
For the fourth meaning, both sections used the verbs ٢وزِ٣ and ٚعاٞ٣ more than other verbs 
with similar meanings. The comparison shows that sport used more of these verbs than 
world affairs, but no keyness scores are recorded, which shows that the frequency levels 
were similar. For the fifth meaning, the table shows that both sections used the verbs 
لًأ/لًئ٣  more than other verbs with similar meanings. The comparison shows that world 
affairs used more of these verbs than sport with a score of 12.93, and no score recorded for 
the verb لًئ٣. For the sixth meaning, sport used all these verbs more than world affairs, 
except for one (ؼغ٘٣), which was used with the same frequency by both (seven times each). 
In sport, the table shows that the verb ىبك was used more than in world affaris, with a 90.87 
keyness score, followed by نوؽ with 46.39. For the last meaning, both sections used the 
verbs ْر/ْز٣  more than other verbs with similar meanings. The comparison shows that world 
affairs used more of these verbs than sport, with a 13.27 keyness score for  ْر and 6.55 for 
ْز٣. The analysis above shows that both sections used almost the same verbs in high 
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frequency, except the verbs of „watching‟ and „achievement‟. For the former, the verb لّٜ 
is the most frequent in sport, and ٟو٣ in world affairs. For the latter, the verb ىبك is the most 
frequent in sport and ؼغ٘٣ in world affairs.  
 
d)   Verb with positive and negative meanings 
 
Table 5.86: Comparison of verbs with positive and negative meanings in both sections 
No Sport 
(positive) 
F Sports 
(Negative) 
F World affairs 
(positive) 
F World Affairs 
(Negative) 
F 
1 ىبك            
(won) 
72 وَف (lost) 30 ؼَٔ٣         
(allow) 
7 غ٘ٔ٣ /ؼَٔ٣ لا  
(prohibit) 
7 
2 ؼغٗ  
(succeeded) 
35 َْك               
(failed) 
11 ؼغ٘٣/ؼغٗ  
(succeed) 
10 َْك /ؼغ٘٣ ُْ  
(failed) 
7 
3 نوؽ (achieved) 56 نوؾ٣ ُْ                
(not achieved) 
4 نوؾ٣/نوؽ  
(achieve) 
10 نوؾ٣ ُْ            
(not achieve) 
0 
4 َٛؤر  
(qualified) 
13 َٛؤز٣ ُْ 
(disqualified) 
0 َٖؾ٣/َٖؽ  
(obtain) 
8 َٖؾ٣ ُْ          
(not obtain) 
3 
5 ٌٖٔر (was able) 12 ٌٖٔز٣ ُْ               
(was unable) 
6 َجه      
(accepted) 
3 ٘كه         
(rejected) 
17 
6 ٍبٗ    (gained) 9 َ٘٣ ُْ                   
(not gain) 
0     
 
Table 5.86 shows that the sport sections are more concerned about positive news, with all 
the positive verbs being used more frequently than their opposites, especially the verbs ىبك, 
ؼغٗ and نوؽ. However, this situation is not so clear in world affairs, where the verb ٘كه 
was used more (17 times) than َجه (3) and the verb ؼَٔ٣ and its opposite were used in 
similar frequency. In addition, in world affairs, there was not a great difference in usage 
between َْك/ؼغ٘٣ ُْ   and ؼغٗ, with only three occurrences difference. This indicates that, 
while both sections report positive news more, this tendency is stronger in sport than in 
world affairs. 
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e)   Verb of striving towards achievement and their opposites 
 
Table 5.87: Comparison of verbs of „striving towards achievement‟ and their opposites in 
both sections 
No Sport to world affairs World affairs to sport 
Sport Freq F (w) Keyness World affairs Freq F (s) Keyness 
1 ٠ؼَ٣ (strive) 22 5 11.61 ٍٝبؾ٣ (try) 9 13 - 
2 ٍٝبؾ٣ (try) 13 9 - ٍٝبؽ (tried) 7 11 - 
3 ٍٝبؽ (tried) 11 7 - ٠ؼَ٣ (strive) 5 22 -11.61 
4 ةهلز٣ (train) 6 0 8.34 ًهبٔر (practise) 4 0 5.56 
5 عهبٍ (fastened) 3 0 - ٍنج٣ (give) 4 3 - 
6 ٍنج٣ (give) 3 4 - ذٍهبٓ (practiced) 2 0 - 
7 ًهبٓ (practised) 1 0 - ٢لٌ٣ (enough) 4 4 - 
8 ةهلر (trained) 1 0 - ٠لزًا (satisfied) 2 6 - 
9 ٠لزًا (satisfied) 6 2 -     
10 ٢لٌ٣ (enough) 4 4 -     
 
Table 5.87 shows that sport used these more frequently than world affairs, with the 
exception of the verbs ًهبٔر, ٍنج٣, ذٍهبٓ and ٢لٌ٣. The highest three verbs in sport show 
this clearly, with ٠ؼَ٣ used 22 times, ٍٝبؾ٣ 13 and ٍٝبؽ 11, as compared with five, seven 
and nine occurrences respectively in world affairs. This indicates that verbs of striving are 
more relevant to sport than to world affairs.  
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5.4.1.3   Word frequency of loan words 
 
a)   Comparison of general loan words  
 
Table 5.88: Comparison of general loan words in both sections 
No World affairs to sport Sport to world affairs 
World affairs F F (s) Sport F F (w) 
1 خ٤ٍبِٓٞثك (diplomacy) 16 0 خ٤ُال٤ٓ (medal) 119 0 
2 ٕبُٔوث (parliament) 64 0 خ٣يٗٝوث (bronze) 41 0 
3 خ٤غ٤راوزٍا (strategy) 19 1 كبزٍأ (stadium) 37 0 
4 ٢َِٛأ (Atlantic) 19 1 ٚ٤راهبً (karate) 18 0 
5 خ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣ك (democracy) 34 2 وثٍٞ (super) 16 0 
6 عٌُٞٞ٘ر٢  (technology) 6 0    
7 هٞربزًك (dictator) 3 1    
 
Table 5.88 shows that the two sections used different general loan words. The highest 
frequency word in world affairs was ٕبُٔوث (64 occurrences) followed by خ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣ك (34), 
while in sport it was ٤ُال٤ٓخ  (119) followed by خ٣يٗٝوث (41). In addition, several of the high 
frequency general loan words in world affairs also occurred in sport (خ٤غ٤راوزٍا, ٢َِٛأ, 
خ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣ك and هٞربزًك) but at very low frequency levels, while none of the high frequency 
general loan words used in sport were used in  world affairs.  
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b)   Comparison of specific loan words 
 
Table 5.89: Comparison of specific loan words in both sections 
No World affairs to sport Sport to world affairs 
World affairs F F (s) Sport F F (w) 
1 ٛاوهٌٞ٘ر (technocrat) 5 0 ي٤زٌر (tactics) 4 1 
2 ًٍٞٞرٝوث (protocol) 4 0 و٤عبُ٘ٔا (manager) 2 0 
3 ٞز٤ك (veto) 3 0 و٤ٍ (Sir) 1 0 
4 دبٍٝو٣بك (virus) 2 0 ٕٞز٘ٓكبث (badminton) 1 0 
5 ي٘٣هبٓ (marines) 2 0 ي٤ً َثك (double kick) 1 0 
6 ٍبّٗٞبٗوزٗا 
(international) 
1 0 ي٤ٌ٘ر (technique) 1 0 
7 و٤لَٗاور (transfer) 1 0 دبكاوؿٞرٝأ (autograph) 1 0 
8 ذًبع (jacket) 1 0 دهبٌُا (card) 1 0 
9 ٢كاوـٔ٣ك (demography) 1 0 خ٤ٌ٤ربٓاهك (dramatic) 1 0 
10 دو٤ّ ٢ر (t shirt) 1 0 كهلٗبزٍ (standard) 1 0 
11  دبٌ٤زٌر (tactics) 1 4 ٤َث٢عٌُٞٞ  (psychology) 1 0 
 
Table 5.89 shows that the two sections used different specific loan words. The highest 
frequency word in world affairs was ٛاوهٌٞ٘ر (five occurrences) followed by ًٍٞٞرٝوث (four), 
while in sport it was ي٤ٌ٘ر (four) followed by ُٔاو٤عب٘  (two). Only one specific loan word 
( دبٌ٤زٌر/ي٤زٌر ) occurred in both sections, once in world affairs and four times in sport.   
 
5.4.2   Comparison of two wordlists in Wordsmith 
 
The comparison tool in Wordsmith enables keyword comparison between two wordlists 
using the likelihood ratio test.
342
 Only keywords of keyness under p value (0.000001) that 
have significant differences are shown in the list by keyness score. The higher the keyness 
score, the more significant the differences are considered to be. This part is divided into 
three sections: first, a comparison between sections; second, a comparison between 
newspapers;  and third, a comparison between newspapers published in Arab and non-Arab 
countries.   
                                                 
342
 The explanation of this test is discussed in the methodology chapter (see page 138). 
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5.4.2.1   Comparison between world affairs and sports  
 
For purposes of limitation, the researcher focuses the word comparison on keyness scores 
of more than 100 in this part, because the researcher found important points of difference 
there between sections. Table 5.90 shows the results. 
 
Table 5.90: Comparison between keywords in world and sports sections 
No World affairs to Sport Sport to World affairs 
World affairs F F (s) Keyness Sport F F (w) Keyness 
1 خٌٓٞؽ (government) 267 0 371.28 ن٣وك (team) 591 13 711.67 
2 ِ٤ع (army) 184 0 255.79 حاهبجٓ (match) 476 0 662.38 
3 داٞه (forces) 196 7 221.26 تقز٘ٓ (national team) 432 6 543.39 
4 ؤرئٓ (conference) 175 5 204.48 ٖ٤جػلا (players) 374 1 507.79 
5 ٌ٤ُٞثبٗأ (Annapolis) 126 0 175.13 حوً (ball) 339 0 471.52 
6 خ٤٘٤طَِك (Palestine) 124 0 172.34 ١كبٗ (club) 294 1 396.87 
7 ةيؽ (party) 129 1 168.95 تػلا (player) 279 1 376.10 
8 حيؿ (Gaza) 118 0 164.00 ١هٝك (league) 265 0 368.50 
9 ٌ٤ئه (leader) 522 189 163.76 ىٞك (victory) 300 15 315.61 
10 ٢ِ٤ئاوٍا (Israeli) 135 3 162.88 ةهلٓ (coach) 226 0 314.22 
11 َ٤ئاوٍا (Israel) 123 1 160.70  خُٞطث (championship) 208 2 269.34 
12 و٣ىٝ (minister) 166 12 159.44 دب٣هبجٓ (matches) 191 0 265.53 
13 ّلاٍ (peace) 126 2 157.29 ٍْٞٓ (season) 164 2 209.08 
14 ٢ٌ٣وٓأ (American) 111 0 154.27 ّله (foot) 202 12 203.81 
15 خ٤ٌ٣وٓأ (American) 143 8 147.25 توُ (title) 139 0 193.20 
16 ٕاو٣ا (Iran) 135 7 141.53 تؼِٓ (pitch) 139 0 191.81 
17 ءاهىٝ (ministers) 131 6 141.10 ل٤ٕه (standing) 125 0 173.73 
18 ٖٓأ (security) 123 4 140.95  خو٤هك (minute) 155 6 171.61 
19 ٢٘٤طَِك (Palestinian) 100 0 138.98 ًؤً (cup) 121 0 168.17 
20 خ٤عهبف (external) 133 8 134.47  دبَكب٘ٓ (tournament) 121 0 168.17 
21 دبثبقزٗا (elections) 101 2 123.40 كبؾرا (union) 278 55 162.75 
22 خ٤ِ٤ئاوٍا (Israeli) 97 2 118.00 فلٛ (goal) 238 38 161.01 
23 ًبٔؽ (Hamas) 86 1 109.98 حهٝك (round) 146 6 159.85 
24 دب٣لاُٞا (states) 125 12 108.96 ّٛٞ (half time) 114 0 158.44 
25 حلؾزُٔا (United) 125 12 108.96 خطوٗ (point) 172 15 154.43 
26 ٓخٙهبؼ  (opposition) 78 0 108.39 خ٣لٗأ (clubs) 107 0 148.71 
27 خًوؽ (movement) 83 1 105.88 ٛبوٗ (points) 140 7 147.19 
28     ٠ٓوٓ (goal post) 96 0 133.41 
29     ٢٘ك (technical) 106 2 130.16 
30     ٍُكبََؼر (equalise) 89 0 123.68 
31     َغٍ (scored) 98 2 119.35 
32     ةبجّ (youth) 101 3 116.74 
33     ًهبؽ (keeper) 80 0 111.17 
34     ىبزٔٓ (premier) 78 0 108.39 
35     ةبؼُأ (games) 78 0 108.39 
36     ٢ِٛلأا (al-Ahli 84 1 107.24 
37     ٌَْ َؽ (referee) 79 1 100.41 
38     دب٤لٖر (qualifying 
rounds) 
72 0 100.05 
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Table 5.90 summmarises a comparison of keywords in world affairs and sport sections in 
both directions (world affairs - sport) and (sport – world affairs). All the words have a 
keyness score of over 100. The world affairs - sports list contains 27 keywords, with the 
word خٌٓٞؽ the highest with a score of 371.28, خًوؽ the lowest with 105.88. In contrast, 
sport - world affairs list contains more keywords (38) and the word ن٣وك is highest with a 
score of 711.67. With regard to the highest keywords, in the first comparison (world affairs 
- sport), the word خٌٓٞؽ is not the highest in the word frequency list. The previous results 
showed that the word ٌ٤ئه was the highest frequency word in world affairs. This means 
that, although the word ٌ٤ئه is the highest frequency word in world affairs, it is not the 
highest keyword in comparison with sport. This is because of the frequency with which it 
is used in sport too (189 occurrences). This contributes to its relatively low significance 
score in world affairs. In contrast, although the word خٌٓٞؽ is used only 287 times in world 
affairs, it is not used at all in sport. In the second comparison (sport – world affairs), on 
the other hand, the highest keyword is also the highest frequency word on the sport 
frequency list. Although the word ن٣وك did occur in world affairs (13 times), its extremely 
high frequency in sport (591 occurrences) means that its high score is not affected. To 
briefly conclude, it can be deduced by the numbers of keywords in the table that the 
keyword in sport are stronger than keywords in world affairs.  
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5.4.2.2   Comparison between newspapers 
 
1.   World affairs 
 
a)   Al-Ahram  
 
Table 5.91: Comparison between Al-Ahram and other newspapers 
First Newspaper 
Al-Ahram 
Al-Furat Al-Jazirah Al-Khabar Al-Quds Al-Sabah Al-Safir 
Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K 
خُبًٝ 41.08 ٍٝوزث 36.52 خ٤هاوػ 37.94 داٞه 45.91 ماوؼُا 44.83 ٍٝوزث 73.63 
لًأ 38.88 خ٤ٌ٣وٓأ 33.01 ٍٝوزث 37.01 ٕاو٣ا 35.36 خ٤هاوػ 44.41 َوزؼٓ 61.11 
خ٤ٌ٣وٓأ 38.05 هلاٝك 28.64 َوزؼٓ 31.31 ٍٝوزث 35.02 كالـث 40.24 ٖ٤ِوزؼٓ 36.10 
ٍٝوزث 35.60 خ٣ٝٞٗ 28.09 كالـث 29.15 ١ٝٞٗ 31.72 ٖ٤ِوزؼٓ 37.47 خ٤هاوػ 24.85 
َوزؼٓ 30.12 ٖ٤ِوزؼٓ 26.10 هلاٝك 29.15 ٖ٤ِوزؼٓ 29.16 ٍٝوزث 36.07 ٕاو٣ا 21.71 
 
Table 5.91 shows the five highest keywords in a comparison between Al-Ahram and the 
other newspapers in world affairs. The issues of world petroleum and Guantanamo 
detainees were the most prominent issues in Al-Ahram as indicated by the high scores of 
the relevant terms as compared with other newspapers. The issues of Iraq and the Iran 
nuclear programme only dominate in comparison with five other newspapers. For the Iraq 
issue, the relevant keywords, such as ماوؼُا (Iraq), كالـث (Baghdad) and خ٤هاوػ (Iraqi), are 
only found when compared with Al-Khabar, Al-Sabah al-Jadid and Al-Safir, while the 
keywords relelvant for the Iran issue, ١ٝٞٗ (nuclear) and  ٕاو٣ا (Iran), are only found when 
compared with Al-Jazirah, Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi and Al-Safir. This means that the issues of 
world petroleum and Guantanamo detainees were less reported in all other newspapers 
than in Al-Ahram and the issues of Iraq and Iran were reported less in three newspapers 
and more in three others. 
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b)   Al-Furat  
 
Table 5.92: Comparison between Al-Furat and other newspapers 
First Newspaper 
Al-Furat 
Al-Ahram Al-Jazirah Al-Khabar Al-Quds Al-Sabah Al-Safir 
Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K 
ٍٞو٣ 23.27 ماوؼُا 34.10 ماوؼُا 52.11 ماوؼُا 58.54 ماوؼُا 93.51 خ٤هاوػ 31.30 
ٞثأ 21.90 ٢هاوػ 30.55 خ٤هاوػ 45.44 داٞه 38.73 ٢هاوػ 57.66 ٢هاوػ 29.98 
هبجٗلأا 16.42 حلػبوُا 24.63 ٢هاوػ 41.22 كٞ٘ع 28.65 خ٤هاوػ 52.03 حلػبوُا 27.41 
ِ٤ع 15.04 ٢ٌ٣وٓأ 24.18 لػبوُاح  32.27 خ٤هاوػ 28.33 كالـث 43.58 َزوٓ 26.72 
٢هاوػ 14.36 ٌْؽ 21.34 كالـث 32.27 ِ٤ع 25.95 حلػبوُا 24.17 ماوؼُا 22.95 
 
Table 5.92 shows that the Iraq issue attracted focus in Al-Furat with the availability of 
Iraq-related keywords in comparison with other newspapers. Words such as ٢هاوػ (Iraqi), 
ماوؼُا (Iraq), خ٤هاوػ (Iraqi), كالـث (Baghdad) and هبجٗلأا (al-Anbar) clearly dominate the top 
five keywords in the comparison. The issue of حلػبوُا (al-Qaeda) is also highlighted more in 
this newspaper than in others. However, the results do not indicate whether al-Qaeda is 
related to the Iraq issue or other countries.  
 
c)   Al-Jazirah newspaper 
 
Table 5.93: Comparison between Al-Jazirah and other newspapers 
First Newspaper 
Al-Jazirah  
Al-Ahram  Al-Furat Al-Khabar Al-Quds Al-Sabah Al-Safir 
Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K 
ٍبه 22.48 ٕبجُبٛ 29.79 ٕبجُبٛ 29.36 داٞه 49.11 خ٤٘٤طَِك 22.04 ٍبّٔ 45.54 
ٌ٤ٔقُا 22.47 يِٓ 24.18 ٍبّٔ 25.17 ٍبّٔ 43.97 ماوؼُا 20.77 ةٞ٘ع 38.39 
خزجٍ 21.06 ٌ٤ٔقُا 22.76 ٕبزَٗبـكأ 21.08 ٕبجُبٛ 34.58 خزجٍ 20.55 ٕبجُبٛ 35.65 
ٖ٣وؾجُا 19.66 ٕبزًَبث 22.76 ْ٤ِها 19.68 ةٞ٘ع 29.98 ٖ٣وؾجُا 19.18 ٌِغٓ 22.45 
خٌِٔٓ 19.66 خزجٍ 21.34 خٌِٔٓ 19.68 خزجٍ 19.94 خٌِٔٓ 19.18 خزجٍ 20.56 
 
Table 5.93 shows that no single issue that totally dominated the coverage in Al-Jazirah 
reports as compared with all the other newspapers. However, the most highlighted issue is 
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the issue of خزجٍ (Sabtah), a province in Morocco, which has a high keyword score in 
comparison with five other newspapers (Al-Ahram, Al-Furat, Al-Sabah al-Jadid, Al-Quds 
al-„Arabi and Al-Safir). This means that only one other newspaper, Al-Khabar reports the 
Sabtah issue as much as Al-Jazirah.  The issue of the Taliban also attracts more focus as 
compared with four other newspapers (Al-Furat, Al-Khabar, Al-Quds al-„Arabi and Al-
Safir).  
 
d)   Al-Khabar 
  
Table 5.94: Comparison between Al-Khabar and other newspapers 
First Newspaper 
Al-Khabar 
Al-Ahram  Al-Furat Al-Jazirah Al-Quds Al-Sabah Al-Safir 
Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K 
ةبقزٗا 38.02 ةبقزٗا 52.41 ٖ٤ٓبؾٓ 21.08 ةبقزٗا 47.08 ةبقزٗا 41.79 ةبقزٗا 56.84 
َ٣لؼر 32.73 ٢ِ٤ئاوٍا 38.72 َ٣لؼر 17.83 َ٣لؼر 30.17 ٢ِ٤ئاوٍا 34.67 َ٣لؼر 31.11 
عبطه 27.86 خ٤ِ٤ئاوٍا 38.51 ًَ 17.34 ـ٣هإٞ 22.30 َ٣لؼر 31.10 ٌ٤ئه 21.38 
ٌ٤ئه 26.69 ٌ٤ئه 35.29 ٞؾُك  16.86 ّٞ٣ 22.22 ٍلازؽا 28.39 خَِع 21.11 
ٕب٘جُ 25.30 َ٣لؼر 33.16 دؤُٝأ 16.24 ٌ٤ئه 21.64 ؤرئٓ 28.21 خزجٍ 20.29 
 
Table 5.94 shows that the issue of the Algerian general election had more focus in Al-
Khabar with the words ةبقزٗا (election), َ٣لؼر (reformation), ٌ٤ئه (leader) appearing among 
the top five keywords. Although it might be expected that this issue would be reported in 
the local news section, Al-Khabar reported it in world affairs instead. However, the 
comparison is not very clear with respect to Al-Jazirah, where only the word ٌ٤ئه appears 
in the table, without the words ةبقزٗا (election) and َ٣لؼر (reformation). This means that Al-
Jazirah reports the election issue as many times as Al-Khabar, so it could be stated that the 
issue of the internal Algerian general election was world affairs issue for Al-Khabar due to 
its importance to the Algerian people and to the Arab world in general.   
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e)   Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi  
 
Table 5.95: Comparison between Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi and other newspapers 
First Newspaper 
Al-Quds al-
‘
Arabi 
Al-Ahram Al-Furat Al-Jazirah Al-Khabar Al-Sabah Al-Safir 
Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K 
خ٣هٍٞ 38.14 ٢٘٤طَِك 37.54 خ٣هٍٞ 45.23 خ٣هٍٞ 32.93 خ٣هٍٞ 48.59 ٌِغٓ 38.57 
خُٝك 28.02 خ٣هٍٞ 33.77 ٟوٍأ 21.27 ّلاٍ 24.57 خ٤٘٤طَِك 40.85 ٟوٍأ 22.87 
ٍبه 26.06 خ٤ثوػ 28.33 َ٤ئاوٍا 17.82 ْ٤ِها 23.61 ؤرئٓ 40.73 ٍبه 18.60 
خ٤٘٤طَِك 22.82 ٌ٤ُٞثبٗأ 26.03 ٌٗٞر 15.95 لجػ 22.74 ٢٘٤طَِك 35.60 خ٣هٍٞ 18.46 
ٟوٍأ 21.54 خ٤٘٤طَِك 24.89 ٠ِػأ 14.62 ٢٘٤طَِك 18.67 خ٤ثوػ 29.94 ٌٗٞر 17.15 
 
Table 5.95 shows that the issue of Syria attracted more focus in Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi 
newspaper, with the occurrence of the word خ٣هٍٞ (Syria). However, it should be noted that 
the Palestine-Israel issue is also of major importance in Al-Quds as compared with other 
newspapers and there are plenty of keywords relevant to this issue, such as ٢٘٤طَِك 
(Palestinian), خ٤٘٤طَِك (Palestinian), َ٤ئاوٍا (Israel) and ٌ٤ُٞثبٗأ (Annapolis) as compared 
with خ٣هٍٞ (Syria) in all the newspapers except Al-Safir.  
 
f)   Al-Sabah al-Jadid  
 
Table 5.96: Comparison between Al-Sabah al-Jadid and other newspapers 
First Newspaper 
Al-Sabah al-Jadid 
Al-Ahram Al-Furat Al-Jazirah  Al-Khabar Al-Quds Al-Safir 
Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K 
ٞكًٍٞٞ 65.25 ٞكًٍٞٞ 66.11 ٞكًٍٞٞ 64.44 ٞكًٍٞٞ 63.58 ٞكًٍٞٞ 67.19 ٞكًٍٞٞ 65.26 
ب٤ٍٝه 39.25 ب٤ٍٝه 66.11 ب٤ٍٝه 39.93 ب٤ٍٝه 63.58 ب٤ٍٝه 53.17 حلٛبؼٓ 40.25 
بثٝهٝأ 36.08 حلٛبؼٓ 40.77 بثٝهٝأ 35.63 كبؾرا 39.61 داٞه 47.74 ةٞ٘ع 38.86 
حلٛبؼٓ 32.86 ٢ثٝهٝأ 32.33 حلٛبؼٓ 32.28 بثٝهٝأ 35.15 كبؾرا 42.23 ب٤ٍٝه 36.12 
لؽلأا 29.14 كبؾرا 32.32 ٖ٤رٞث 24.66 حلٛبؼٓ 31.86 بثٝهٝأ 37.15 كبؾرا 25.36 
 
Table 5.96 shows that the issue of the Kosovo-Russia conflict attracted more focus in Al-
Sabah al-Jadid, with the occurrence of the words ٞكًٍٞٞ (Kosovo) and ب٤ٍٝه (Russia) in the 
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table. The domination of this issue is very clear, with these two words having the highest 
and second highest keyness score in all comparisons with other newspapers, except the 
word ب٤ٍٝه (Russia) in Al-Safir. The researcher believes that the occurrence of the words 
حلٛبؼٓ (agreement) and بثٝهٝأ (Europe) in most of the comparisons is related to this issue.  
 
g)   Al-Safir  
 
Table 5.97: Comparison between Al-Safir and other newspapers 
First Newspaper 
Al-Safir 
Al-Ahram Al-Furat Al-Jazirah Al-Khabar Al-Quds Al-Sabah 
Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K 
ٍٞؿ 26.37 فوْٓ 29.53 ٍٞؿ 26.05 ّلاٍ 30.60 ب٣هٍٞ 32.88 ؤرئٓ 37.88 
ٜلٗ 23.70 ٍٞؿ 26.72 ب٣هٍٞ 24.62 ٜلٗ 29.76 فوْٓ 30.02 خ٤٘٤طَِك 35.51 
ًبجػ 21.98 ٕبزًَبث 25.31 ٞرٞث 17.82 ٍٞؿ 25.70 ٍٞؿ 27.16 ب٣هٍٞ 31.92 
ّلاٍ 21.47 ٢ِ٤ئاوٍا 23.03 دبٙٝبلٓ 17.29 هبؿ 16.23 خهبٛ 19.24 ماوؼُا 30.23 
خُٝك 20.96 َ٤ئاوٍا 21.88 خ٣ٝٞٗ 15.08 خ٣كٞؼَُا 12.17 ٞرٞث 18.58 َ٤ئاوٍا 24.49 
 
Table 5.97 shows that no issue totally dominates the keywords in Al-Safir newspaper, as 
happened in Al-Jazirah. However, the most highlighted issue in the newspaper was related 
to the Turkish Prime Minister with the existence of the word ٍٞؿ (Ghul) for Abdullah Gül. 
This excludes the comparison with Al-Sabah al-Jadid where no keyness score is recorded 
in the top five keywords for the word ٍٞؿ. In addition, the table shows that the issues of 
Palestine-Israel and Pakistan were also well covered with the occurrence of the words 
َ٤ئاوٍا (Israel), ٢ِ٤ئاوٍا (Israeli), خ٤٘٤طَِك (Palestinian), ًبجػ („Abbas), فوْٓ (Musharraf), 
ٞرٞث (Bhutto) and ٕبزًَبث (Pakistan). However these only emerge in comparisons with some 
other newspapers only.  
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2.   Sports 
 
a)   Al-Ahram  
 
Table 5.98: Comparison between Al-Ahram and other newspapers 
First Newspaper 
Al-Ahram 
Al-Furat Al-Jazirah Al-Khabar Al-Quds Al-Sabah Al-Safir 
Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K 
يُبٓيُا 82.31 يُبٓيُا 88.36 يُبٓيُا 81.01 يُبٓيُا 68.45 يُبٓيُا 85.56 يُبٓيُا 88.44 
وٖٓ 71.73 ٢ِ٤ػبٍٔا 39.39 وٖٓ 74.62 ٢٘ك 64.92 وٖٓ 79.23 وٖٓ 69.44 
٢٘ك 55.38 خجؼُ 34.62 حهٝك 62.29 و٣لٓ 50.77 ةبؼُأ 42.09 و٣لٓ 49.33 
ىبٜع 41.76 ًوؽ 27.16 لٔؽأ 54.81 وٖٓ 47.74 ٢ِٛلأا 42.09 ٢٘ك 43.88 
٢ِٛلأا 40.49 خِؾُٔا 25.80 ٢٘ك 52.99 ٌِغٓ 46.76 ٌِغٓ 38.36 ٖ٤جػلا 40.90 
 
Table 5.98 shows a comparison of the five highest keywords between Al-Ahram and other 
newspapers in sport sections. The table shows that Al-Ahram gave more coverage to its 
own internal football issues compared with all other newspapers, with the occurrence of 
several related words. The names of football clubs highlighted in the newspaper, such as 
يُبٓيُا (Zamalik), ٢ِٛلأا (al-Ahli), ٢ِ٤ػبٍٔا (Isma‘ili) ًوؽ (Hirs) and خِؾُٔا (al-Mahallah) 
indicates the clear dominance of football issues, while the occurrence of the word وٖٓ 
(Egypt) indicates that the issue is related to Egyptian football. Other words such as و٣لٓ 
(director), ٢٘ك (technical), حهٝك (round), ةبؼُأ (games) and خجؼُ (game) confirm football‟s 
dominance.     
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b)   Al-Furat newspaper 
 
Table 5.99: Comparison between Al-Furat and other newspapers 
First Newspaper 
Al-Furat  
Al-Ahram Al-Jazirah Al-Khabar Al-Quds Al-Sabah Al-Safir 
Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K 
٢هاوػ 73.46 اوػ٢ه  50.68 ٢هاوػ 73.69 ٢هاوػ 58.39 تقز٘ٓ 22.40 ٢هاوػ 77.24 
تقز٘ٓ 27.89 خ٤هاوػ 26.75 ١هٝك 36.88 ١كبٗ 35.95 ٖ٤٤هاوػ 20.16 تقز٘ٓ 46.05 
ب٤ٍآ 26.57 كبؾرا 25.60 تقز٘ٓ 36.11 تقز٘ٓ 34.55 دبجقز٘ٓ 20.16 ماوؼُا 29.86 
خ٤هاوػ 22.77 ٖ٤٤هاوػ 20.80 ماوؼُا 28.68 خ٤هاوػ 26.32 ِِٞثبً 15.84 خ٤هاوػ 25.59 
خغ٤زٗ 18.37 ةهلٓ 18.78 ب٤ٍآ 28.68 كبؾرا 20.72 حاهبجٓ 14.42 ٖ٤٤هاوػ 19.90 
 
Table 5.99 shows that Al-Furat newspaper gave more coverage to football in Iraq, 
although it is published in Australia, with the occurrence of the words ٢هاوػ (Iraqi), ماوؼُا 
(Iraq), ٖ٤٤هاوػ (Iraqis) and خ٤هاوػ (Iraqi). The lack of Iraqi football clubs means that the 
focus is not on internal Iraqi football events, but on the Iraq national football team who 
won the Asian Cup just before the corpus collection period. This is deduced from the 
occurrence of the words تقز٘ٓ (national team) and ب٤ٍآ (Asia) in the table. From other 
points of view, the table shows that the keyness score in Al-Sabah al-Jadid is quite low 
compared with other newspapers at only 22.40, indicating that the Iraqi newspaper 
reported less about the Iraq national team than the Australian Al-Furat.  
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c)   Al-Jazirah  
 
Table 5.100: Comparison between Al-Jazirah and other newspapers 
First Newspaper 
Al-Jazirah  
Al-Ahram Al-Furat Al-Khabar Al-Quds Al-Sabah Al-Safir 
Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K 
ٍلاُٜا 70.67 ٍلاُٜا 77.34 ٍلاُٜا 66.20 ٍلاُٜا 70.99 ٍلاُٜا 55.64 ٍلاُٜا 68.99 
١كٞؼٍ 47.43 خ٤ُال٤ٓ 48.49 تقز٘ٓ 61.47 ١كٞؼٍ 47.69 خ٤ُال٤ٓ 43.19 تقز٘ٓ 66.90 
ٍٞٔ 35.92 ٍٞٔ 47.57 حهٝك 50.91 تقز٘ٓ 46.47 ٍٞٔ 42.99 ١كٞؼٍ 51.50 
تقز٘ٓ 35.28 و٤ٓأ 44.60 ١كٞؼٍ 49.30 ٍٞٔ 43.67 تقز٘ٓ 35.30 خ٤ُال٤ٓ 50.40 
٢ٗبطؾوُا 33.95 دب٤ُال٤ٓ 44.60 ٍٞٔ 40.72 و٤ٓأ 40.93 خ٤جٛم 30.35 ٍٞٔ 42.43 
 
Table 5.100 shows that Al-Jazirah newspaper gave more coverage to its own internal 
football stories, as occurred in Al-Ahram, as shown by the occurrence in the table of the 
football club name ٍلاُٜا (al-Hilal), the word ١كٞؼٍ (Saudi) and name of the football player 
٢ٗبطؾوُا (al-Qahtani). In addition, the occurrence of the word تقز٘ٓ (national team), which 
is not found in the Egyptian Al-Ahram, shows that the Saudi national team attracted great 
attention in the newspaper. It should be noted that the Saudi national team were runners up 
to Iraq in the final of the Asian Cup, so this focus is not a surprise. It is also clear that 
members of the Saudi royal family are regularly involved in sporting matters from the 
occurrence of the words ٍٞٔ (Highness) and و٤ٓأ (Prince), which do not appear in other 
newspapers.  
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d)   Al-Khabar  
 
Table 5.101: Comparison between Al-Khabar and other newspapers 
First Newspaper 
Al-Khabar 
Al-Ahram Al-Furat Al-Jazirah Al-Quds Al-Sabah Al-Safir 
Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K 
ةهلٓ 36.34 خ٣كُٞٞٓ 39.61 ةهلٓ 44.41 حهاكا 46.04 مبكٝ 43.88 مبكٝ 44.33 
خ٣كُٞٞٓ 36.11 ٕالؼٍ 34.15 مبكٝ 38.18 ٌ٤ئه 42.08 ق٤طٍ 43.88 ق٤طٍ 44.33 
ٕالؼٍ 31.13 ق٤طٍ 33.55 ق٤طٍ 38.18 ٕالؼٍ 37.12 خ٣كُٞٞٓ 42.42 خ٣كُٞٞٓ 41.88 
هبٖٗأ 26.15 مبكٝ 33.55 خ٣كُٞٞٓ 36.90 مبكٝ 37.01 ٕالؼٍ 36.56 ةهلٓ 36.79 
ق٤طٍ 25.47 حهاكا 30.07 ٕالؼٍ 31.81 ق٤طٍ 37.01 خطثاه 35.10 ٕالؼٍ 36.10 
 
Table 5.101 shows that Al-Khabar gave more coverage to Algerian internal football issues 
in comparison with all the other newspapers, with the occurrence of several relevant 
words, such as the names of football clubs: ٕالؼٍ (Sa‟dan), ق٤طٍ (Satif) and مبكٝ (Wifaq). 
The issue of team management also received significan attention, with the appearance of 
the words حهاكا (administration), ةهلٓ (coach) and ٌ٤ئه (leader).  
 
e)   Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi  
 
Table 5.102: Comparison between Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi and other newspapers 
First Newspaper 
Al-Quds al-
‘
Arabi 
Al-Ahram Al-Furat Al-Jazirah Al-Khabar Al-Sabah Al-Safir 
Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K 
ل٣هلٓ 44.09 ق٤ٙ 34.42 ل٣هلٓ 45.03 ١هٝك 53.47 ب٤و٣وكا 31.41 ل٣هلٓ 36.90 
ريال 42.75 ٕو٣بث 26.32 ق٤ٙ 36.22 ل٣هلٓ 49.01 ىٞك 27.04 ريال 35.61 
ق٤ٙ 33.64 خِؽوٓ 25.24 ريال 36.11 خػٞٔغٓ 47.69 ٕو٣بث 24.58 خُٞع 22.86 
خػٞٔغٓ 32.28 ١ي٤ٌِٗا 24.86 ٢ٗبجٍا 28.65 ق٤ٙ 43.14 حهبَف 23.22 ق٤ٙ 22.49 
خِؽوٓ 30.10 خػٞٔغٓ 23.80 ىٞك 28.50 ىٞك 42.56 ١ي٤ٌِٗا 23.22 خِّٗٞوث 21.57 
  
Table 5.102 shows that Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi from the United Kingdom did not focus on its 
own internal sports stories, as occurred in several other newspapers. Only the word ١ي٤ٌِٗا 
(English) in Al-Furat and Al-Sabah al-Jadid provided comparisons, indicating the 
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newspaper‟s concern with English sporting issues. It focused more, however on world 
football, especially in Europe, with the appearance in the table of football club names, such 
as ٕو٣بث (Bayern), خِّٗٞوث (Barcelona(, ريال (Real), ل٣هلٓ (Madrid). The occurrence of the 
words خػٞٔغٓ (group), ١هٝك (league), خُٞع (round) and خِؽوٓ (stage) in the table shows that 
the newspaper reported on the European Champions League and national leagues related to 
the clubs named above.  
 
f)   Al-Sabah al-Jadid  
 
Table 5.103: Comparison between Al-Sabah al-Jadid and other newspapers 
First Newspaper 
Al-Sabah al-Jadid 
Al-Ahram Al-Furat Al-Jazirah Al-Khabar Al-Quds Al-Safir 
Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K 
ٍْٞٓ 80.63 ن٣وك 83.32 ن٣وك 99.85 ١هٝك 167.11 ن٣وك 128.19 ن٣وك 90.67 
٢هاوػ 68.93 ءاوٓبٍ 67.74 ١هٝك 87.97 ن٣وك 82.10 ١كبٗ 78.71 ىبزٔٓ 73.99 
ءاوٓبٍ 61.84 ١هٝك 62.70 ٍْٞٓ 74.19 ىبزٔٓ 79.04 خ٘٣لٓ 57.24 ٢هاوػ 66.05 
ىٞٛك 56.57 ىٞٛك 53.75 ءاوٓبٍ 63.17 ٢هاوػ 71.38 ىبزٔٓ 56.70 ءاوٓبٍ 64.39 
ن٣وك 54.74 ىبزٔٓ 46.81 ىٞٛك 57.79 ءاوٓبٍ 68.78 ءاوٓبٍ 50.33 ماوؼُا 60.28 
 
Table 5.103 shows that Al-Sabah al-Jadid gave more coverage to its own internal football 
issues as compared with all the other newspapers, with the occurrence of several relevant 
words. The names of football clubs highlighted in the newspaper, such as ءاوٓبٍ (Samarra) 
and ىٞٛك (Dahuk), show the clear dominance of football issues, while the appearance of the 
word ٢هاوػ (Iraq) shows its concern with Iraqi football. Other words such as ٍْٞٓ (season), 
ن٣وك (team), ١هٝك (round), ١كبٗ (club) and ىبزٔٓ (premier) confirm the dominance of 
football.     
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g)   Al-Safir  
 
Table 5.104: Comparison between Al-Safir and other newspapers  
First Newspaper 
Al-Safir 
Al-Ahram Al-Furat Al-Jazirah Al-Khabar Al-Quds Al-Sabah 
Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K Word K 
خطوٗ 98.91 خطوٗ 60.47 خطوٗ 100.41 خطوٗ 127.64 خطوٗ 33.96 خطوٗ 74.96 
توُ 33.76 عٞجٍأ 25.75 داهبٖزٗا 26.51 َغٍ 48.31 ٖطٍٞث 25.61 حهبَف 39.71 
َٚكأ 29.96 خًهبْٓ 24.17 خٍِ 26.12 ١هٝك 43.33 ٕبٍ 22.92 خٍِ 34.23 
َغٍ 27.59 ٕبٍ 24.17 ٖطٍٞث 25.19 َٚكأ 36.32 خٍِ 22.30 َغٍ 27.68 
ٖطٍٞث 24.66 خهالُٖا 21.33 مهبك 24.87 خٍِ 36.10 داهبٖزٗا 20.34 ٕب٘جُ 27.38 
  
Table 5.104 shows that internal sports issues were not the main concern of the Lebanese 
Al-Safir in most of the comparisons. The focus was rather given to basketball, mostly 
played in America, with the occurrence of the words خٍِ (basket), ٖطٍٞث (Boston) and ٕبٍ 
(San). Because of this sport is scored in points, not goals as in football, the word خطوٗ 
(point) has the highest keyness score in all comparisons. Other words such as ١هٝك 
(league), َغٍ (scored), َٚكأ (better) and حهبَف (lost) in the table are also related more to 
basketball. Nevertheless, internal Lebanese issues were not forgotten, and the word ٕب٘جُ 
(Lebanon) does appear. This may be related either to basketball as the main focus or to 
football, with the appearance of the word خهالُٖا (Sadaqa).343  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
343
 One of the football clubs in Lebanon. 
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5.4.2.3   Comparison between newspapers published in Arab and non-Arab countries 
 
1.   World affairs 
 
Table 5.105: Comparison between the Arab and non-Arab newspapers in world affairs 
No Arab to Non-Arab 
Arab F Mean F (Non-Arab) Mean Keyness 
1 ٌ٤ئه (leader) 406 81.2 116 58 566.50 
2 خٌٓٞؽ (government) 208 41.6 59 29.5 290.42 
3 و٣ىٝ (minister) 132 26.4 34 17 192.52 
4 دبثبقزٗا (elections) 92 18.4 9 4.5 181.20 
5 ٕاو٣ا (Iran) 111 22.2 24 12 174.06 
6 ٢ِ٤ئاوٍا (Israeli) 109 21.8 26 13 164.29 
7 خٙهبؼٓ (opposition) 72 14.4 6 3 146.29 
8 ءاهىٝ(ministers) 102 20.4 29 14.5 142.04 
9 ٕبزًَبث (Pakistan) 56 11.2 3 1.5 121.87 
10 ِ٤ع (army) 122 24.4 62 31 118.16 
 
Table 5.105 shows examples of keywords compared between newspapers published in 
Arab and non-Arab countries in world affairs. The study covered five newspapers from 
Arab countries: Al-Ahram, Al-Jazirah, Al-Khabar, Al-Sabah al-Jadid and Al-Safir, and two 
from non-Arab countries: Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi and Al-Furat. They were selected on the basis 
of their ability to illustrate language style in Arabic newspapers across both sub-corpora. 
The results of the analysis of the mean for both sections in each word show that all the 
keywords in newspapers published in Arab countries were used more than in newspapers 
published in non-Arab countries, except the word ِ٤ع which has mean of 31 in non-Arab 
countries and 24.4 in Arab countries. Other words, such as ٌ٤ئه, خٌٓٞؽ, و٣ىٝ, دبثبقزٗا, ٕاو٣ا, 
٢ِ٤ئاوٍا, خٙهبؼٓ, ءاهىٝ and ٕبزًَبث have a higher mean in Arab countries than in non-Arab 
countries. Therefore, it can be concluded that the newspapers from the Arab countries were 
concerned about the countries‟ leadership and government, with keywords such ٌ٤ئه, و٣ىٝ, 
ءاهىٝ,  خٌٓٞؽ and دبثبقزٗا. The issues of Palestine and Iran were being highlighted. 
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Table 5.106: Comparison between the non-Arab and  Arab newspapers in world affairs 
No Non-Arab to Arab 
Non-Arab F Mean F (Arab) Mean Keyness 
1 ٢هاوػ (Iraqi) 54 27 29 5.8 49.92 
2 خ٣هٍٞ (Syrian) 36 18 12 2.4 46.13 
3 ٟوٍأ (detainees) 18 9 3 0.6 30.88 
4 ماوؼُا (Iraq) 82 41 98 19.6 25.87 
5 حلػبوُا (al-Qaeda) 36 18 27 5.4 23.81 
6 كالـث (Baghdad) 43 21.5 47 9.4 16.22 
7 خ٤هاوػ (Iraqi) 42 21 46 9.2 15.78 
8 ١لٔؽأ (Ahmadi) 15 7.5 8 1.6 13.94 
9 ٌِثبٗ (Nablus) 11 5.5 5 1 11.58 
10 ٕبزٍكوً (Kurdistan) 11 5.5 5 1 11.58 
 
Table 5.106 shows a similar sub-corpus analysis but in the opposite direction (non-Arab to 
Arab). The results of an analysis of the mean of all keywords show that they are used more 
in newspapers published in non-Arab countries than in those published in Arab countries. 
It can be concluded that newspapers in non-Arab countries were more concerned with the 
issues of Iraq, with keywords such as ٢هاوػ, ماوؼُا, كالـث, خ٤هاوػ and ٕبزٍكوً, which are not 
found in newspapers in Arab countries. The issues of Syria and al-Qaeda are also 
highlighted more than in Arab newspapers.  
 
2.   Sports 
 
Table 5.107: Comparison between the Arab and non-Arab newspapers in sports 
No Arab to Non-Arab 
Arab F Mean F (Non-Arab) Mean Keyness 
1 ن٣وك (team) 284 56.8 107 53.5 743.92 
2 ١كبٗ (club) 237 47.4 57 28.5 350.68 
3 تقز٘ٓ (national team) 288 57.6 144 72 276.93 
4 ٢٘ك (technical) 100 20 6 3 211.69 
5 كبؾرا (union) 184 36.8 94 47 173.57 
6 وٖٓ (Egypt) 99 19.8 16 8 169.08 
7 ةبجّ (youth) 90 18 11 5.5 166.16 
8 ٌْؽ (referee) 75 15 4 2 161.32 
9 ةهلٓ (coach) 154 30.8 72 36 155.67 
10 يُبٓيُا (Zamalik) 65 13 4 2 137.04 
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Table 5.107 shows a similar comparison to that in Table 5.106, but dealing with sport 
sections. The results of an analysis of the mean of all keywords shows that words such as 
ن٣وك, ١كبٗ, ٢٘ك, وٖٓ, ةبجّ, ٌْؽ and يُبٓيُا were used more in the newspapers published in 
Arab countries, while the words تقز٘ٓ, ؾراكب  and ةهلٓ were used more in the non-Arab 
newspapers. It can be concluded that the newspapers published in Arab countries were 
more concerned about sports clubs with keywords such as ن٣وك, ١كبٗ and يُبٓيُا, while the 
non-Arab newspapers gave more attention to national teams, with the occurrence of the 
word تقز٘ٓ. The Arab newspapers also gave more coverage to sports issues in their own 
countries, such as Egypt, with the appearance of the words وٖٓ and يُبٓيُا. Issues of match 
referees, youth sports and teams, and individual skills were also central issues in the Arab 
country newspapers, while the non-Arab newspapers attach importance to the matter of 
team coaches.  
 
Table 5.108: Comparison between the non-Arab and Arab newspapers in sports 
No Non-Arab to Arab 
Non-Arab F Mean F (Arab) Mean Keyness 
1 ل٣هلٓ (Madrid) 43 21.5 14 2.8 54.79 
2 ريال (Real) 44 22 18 3.6 48.81 
3 ٢ُبط٣ا (Italian) 23 11.5 6 1.2 32.74 
4 ق٤ٙ (guest) 42 21 27 5.4 32.02 
5 ب٤و٣وكا (African) 30 15 13 2.6 31.99 
6 ٕلا٤ٓ (Milan) 18 9 3 0.6 30.41 
7 ٢هاوػ (Iraqi) 72 36 74 14.8 29.18 
8 خغ٤زٗ (result) 54 27 50 10 26.00 
9 ٢ِ٣ىاوث (Brazilian) 28 14 17 3.4 23.91 
10 خِّٗٞوث (Barcelona) 28 14 16 3.2 22.59 
 
Table 5.108 shows a similar sub-corpora analysis in sport in the opposite direction (non-
Arab to Arab). The results of an analysis of the mean of all keywords show that all the 
words were used more in newspapers published in non-Arab countries than in those 
published in Arab countries. It can be concluded that the non-Arab country newspapers 
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were more concerned with European football clubs, such as ل٣هلٓ ريال, خِّٗٞوث and وزٗا or     ٚ٣ا
ٕلا٤ٓ ٢ٍ. In addition, keywords such as ٢ُبط٣ا, ٢هاوػ and ٢ِ٣ىاوث show that the non-Arab 
newspapers highlighted sport in other countries more their own internal sports issues in the 
United Kingdom and Australia. The table also shows that they reported the results of the 
sports competitions around the world more than the newspapers published in Arab 
countries. A comparison of Tables 5.107 and 5.108 indicates that newspapers in Arab 
countries give more coverage to their won internal sporting events, while the opposite is 
true of Arabic newspapers in non-Arab countries. 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
 
In conclusion it can be stated that the world affairs and sport sections each have their own 
features and these can be identified by analysis and comparison. In terms of word 
frequency, clear differences can be seen in the use of nouns between the world affairs and 
sport sections in that each section used different words more frequently. However, this is 
less apparent in the verb analysis, which showed that some verbs, especially in the high 
frequency list, such as ٕبً, فبٙأ, ٍبه ٌٕٞ٣, ِٖػأ and others, were used with similar 
frequency.  
 
In terms of semantics, although the conclusions show that the similar verbs were used in 
both sections, they were used for different purposes. For example, the „achievement‟ verbs 
were used in the sport sections to indicate success in competition, while in world affairs 
they indicated success in finding solutions or discussion between two or more parties, such 
as governments or organisations. The analysis produced interesting results about loan 
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words in each section, especially the special loan words, indicating that several newspapers 
published in both Arab and non-Arab countries were very open to the acceptence of loan 
words, so that words such as دو٤ّ ٢ر, و٤عبُ٘ٔا, ذًبع, ي٤ً َثك and و٤لَٗاور can be found in both 
corpora. This is not surprising in newspapers published in non-Arab countries, but the 
occurrence loan words in newspapers from Arab countries such as  دو٤ّ ٢ر  (t shirt), ذًبع 
(jacket) and ي٤زٌر (tactics) in Al-Ahram, و٤عبُ٘ٔا (manager) in Al-Khabar and و٤ٍ (Sir) in Al-
Sabah al-Jadid indicates that several newspapers are open to the use of foreign words in 
Arabic language newspapers.   
 
The analysis also revealed several counter-intuitive findings that went against the 
researcher‟s expectation. For example, the comparative noun analysis proved comparatives 
were used in almost equal frequency by both sections, although sport would have been 
expected to dominate in comparatives. Another unexpected result was the use of the 
spelling داٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ (without ـٛ), which is contrary to the normal practice of spelling 
دبٛٞ٣ٝهب٘٤ٍ (with ـٛ), and the use of loan words دهبٌُا and ٕٞز٘ٓكبث as an alternatives to the 
words خهبطجُا and خْ٣وُا حوً.      
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CHAPTER 6 
DISCUSSION OF THE ANALYSIS 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
The analysis in chapter 5 generates valuable outcomes with respect to language style in 
terms of word usage in Arabic newspaper. From a wider perspective, they also represent 
several aspects of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) in written media. The present study 
arrived at a view of style in word usage by analysing the frequency of word occurrences. 
As noted in previous chapters, this study can present a picture of language style and, in 
addition, an analysis of the contemporary corpus illustrates the style of current language 
usage (see page 4-5).   
 
For further discussion of the analysis, this chapter is divided into three parts. The first is an 
introduction. The second discusses the whole analysis of world affairs and sport sections 
and the comparison between them from various angles simultaneously. This step was taken 
to ensure that all language styles were covered and discussed in one part. Lastly, the third 
part presents some conclusions.  
 
6.2 General Discussion of Both Section Lists  
 
The word frequency lists for both sections contain similar numbers of words, with 9,252 
words on the world affairs list and 9,573 words on the sport list. When the researcher 
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limited his focus to words that occurred at least three times, the world affairs list then 
included the top 3,551 words, ranging from the word ٌ٤ئوُا with 522 occurrences to words 
that only occurred three times, while the sport list was made up of 3,267 words, ranging 
from the word ن٣وك with 591 occurrences to words used only three times. Both sections 
showed similar patterns, as shown in graphs 5.1 and 5. 7, where a bigger frequency gap can 
be seen between words at the top of the list, decreasing progressively towards the bottom. 
For example, the frequency gap between the top word (ٌ٤ئوُا) and the second word (ٍبه) on 
the world affairs list is 196 (522-326), but there is no gap between with the 4,202 words 
that all occurred only once. Thus, both frequency lists show a normal pattern, ranging from 
a small number of words with widely different frequencies to a large number of words with 
the same frequency.  
 
6.2.1   Word in the high frequency list 
 
Analysis in both sections also revealed that most of the words that occurred in high 
frequency were words that were particularly relevant to the section in which they were 
found. In the case of world affairs, this can be seen in the words  خٌٓٞؽ (government), ٍبه 
(said) and ٌ٤ئه (leader), which dominate the top ten high frequency words, as shown in 
Graph 5.2. The same applies in the sport sections, where words such as ن٣وك (team), حاهبجٓ 
(match), تقز٘ٓ (national team), ٖ٤جػلا (players) and حوً (ball) clearly dominate the list, as 
shown in Graph 5.8. The deduction that these words were closely related to their section 
(world affairs or sport) was in line with the comparison analysis presented in Table 5.90, 
which shows the keyness scores in each section. The higher the score for each word, the 
more related it was to its section.  
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Analysis in world affairs also showed that higher frequency did not necessarily mean 
dispersion in more texts, although this was less clear-cut in sport. The examples of 
words ّٞ٣ (day) and  ّبػ (year) in world affairs show they were dispersed in more texts (82 
and 88 respectively) than several words that occurred in higher frequencies, such as ؤرئٓ 
(conference) and و٣ىٝ (minister), which appeared in only 49 and 53 texts respectively. This 
is because the first two words are general words that regularly occur in all kind of writing, 
while the second two words can be related closely to world affairs. Although this emerges 
less clearly in sport, the researcher believes that this is because the study analysed only the 
top ten words. More subject-specific words occurred in the sport high frequency list than 
was the case in world affairs, fewer general words were analysed and this would account 
for sport producing a less clear result (see page 192). It can be briefly concluded that it is 
normal a high frequency list to be dominated by words closely related to the area of the 
corpus along with very general words.  
 
6.2.2   Noun in terms of number 
 
The analysis showed that both sections used singular nouns (1,856 in world affairs and 
1,528 in sport) more than plurals (415 in world affairs and 263 in sport) and duals (23 in 
world affairs and 44 in sports). The analysis in world affairs showed that singular words 
dominated the high frequency list, with only one plural noun, داٞه (forces), being found at 
this level. This was confirmed by the fact that all the top ten singular nouns occurred in the 
first (522-201) and second (200-101) frequency groups, while the plurals occurred in the 
second (200-101) and third (100-3) groups. In terms of frequency of occurrence in the 
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whole list, Table 5.3 shows a parallel situation, with the finding that the singular was used 
more frequently, with a mean of 15.064, compared with only 11.313 for plurals.  
 
In sport too there was only one plural noun, ٖ٤جػلا (players) in the top ten. The higher mean 
for singulars compared with plurals, as shown in Table 5.35, indicates their domination in 
terms of frequency through the whole sport list.  
 
The reason for this is that there are more singular actors involved in world and sporting 
events. In world affairs for example, most news reports focused on a particular government 
leader rather than a group of them, as is shown by the high frequency of the word ٌ٤ئه 
with 522 occurrences, as compared with the plural ٍإهءب  (leaders), which does not appear 
in the table. Reports were mostly related to a particular leader‟s action, comment, decision, 
etc. Similarly with regard to the word خٌٓٞؽ, the news gave attention to individual 
governments than to governments as a group. This is because different leaders and 
governments create different world events and have different reflections on world issues. 
Reporting about leaders or governments collectively would in most circumstances 
eliminate the special characteristics of each.  
 
In sport, singular words such as ن٣وك, حاهبجٓ, تقز٘ٓ, حوً and others dominated the top ten high 
frequency words, with only one plural, ٖ٤جػلا,  occurring in this group. While world affairs 
focusses more on issues relating to singular character, the same would not be expected in 
sport, where teams participation are regularly involved. Moreover, this particular corpus 
contained mostly articles about football, which is played by teams. Nevertheless, the 
results still indicate the domination of singular nouns and the highest frequency plural 
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noun, ٖ٤جػلا, was only ranked fourth (with 374 occurrences). The dominance of the singular 
may be related to the existence of collective nouns, notably the words ن٣وك and تقز٘ٓ (591 
and 432 occurrences respectively), which appear as singular nouns in the analysis, along 
with others such as ١كبٗ, كبؾرا, تقز٘ٓ, حاهبجٓ, which, although technically singular, show that 
the focus of the news was not on one player but on the team, the club, or the match.  
  
In comparison analysis, Tables 5.66 and 5.67 show that the singular and plural nouns in 
sport were more specific than those in world affairs, as indicated by the fact that the top 
ten singular and plural nouns in sport created higher keyness score than those in world 
affairs. The word ن٣وك in sport is a clear example. This word created the highest keyness 
score, with 711.67, higher than any keyword in world affairs, where the highest scoring 
word, ٌ٤ئه, scored only 163.76. This is because the word ٌ٤ئه was also used in high 
frequency in sport (189 ocurrences). Although these findings are not new, it is particularly 
notable that singular nouns were used more than plurals in sport, even though the reports 
are about team sports such as football. 
 
1. Sound and broken plurals  
 
The analysis also showed that broken plural were used in world affairs with greater 
frequency than sound plurals, even though this seemed to contradict the fact that there 
were more sound plurals (241) than broken plurals (210) in terms of numbers of different 
words. This indicates that, on average, each broken plural occurred more frequently than 
each sound plural. The opposite applied in sport, as shown in Table 5.36. The same 
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situation occurred in sport, where the broken plurals were used more both in terms of 
frequency and number of different words as shown in Table 5.36. 
 
A further detailed analysis was made to show the usage of broken and sound plurals when 
both forms are available in Arabic. Tables 5.5 and 5.37 show that broken plurals were used 
more than sound plurals in virtually all the examples, the exceptions being the word خطْٗأ, 
which was used less than دبٛبْٗ, and the word غ٣هبْٓ, which was used in the same 
frequency as دبػٝوْٓ in world affairs. In the comparison analysis, Table 5.68 shows that 
broken plurals totally dominated in sport, where no sound plurals were used, while three 
sound plurals were used (دبٛبْٗ, دلآٌْ and دبػٝوْٓ) in world affairs. The researcher sees 
the domination of broken over sound plurals as a new tendency in media Arabic, especially 
in the case of nouns that can take either a broken or sound plural.  
 
2.  Masculine and feminine plurals 
 
Analysis showed that, although feminine plurals were used more than masculine in both 
sections generally speaking, the opposite was the case for plural nouns related to people. In 
world affairs there were 103 masculine plurals, all of which referred to people, while only 
two feminine plurals related to people. The same was true in sport, where 47 masculine 
and three feminine plurals referred to people. Tables 5.6 for world affairs and 5.38 for 
sport show that both sections report more about men than about women, with a clear 
difference in terms of both numbers of words and word frequency.  
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The reason for this goes back to the fact that the general analysis included all plurals, 
regardless of whether they referred to people. As a result, the domination of feminine 
plurals can be attributed to the plurals of inanimate nouns, which are considered feminine 
in Arabic syntax, even if the singular is masculine. On the other hand, the domination of 
the masculine in plural nouns referring to people does not convey the whole picture, as 
masculine plural nouns in Arabic may include females as well as males (see page 157). For 
example, the masculine plural ٖ٤٤٘٤طَِك in world affairs may be referring to both men and 
women together.   
 
3. Dual nouns with singular verbs 
 
Analysis of dual nouns showed that they might be used with singular verbs. There are no 
examples of this in world affairs, but an example in sport clearly shows a singular verb 
used after a dual subject. The word ٕبجػلاُا in the example (see page 198) for the complete 
sentence) was used with the singular verb ٍاىبٓ in clear contradiction of normal usage in 
Arabic grammar.  
 
In brief, there are several new trends in noun usage in terms of number (singular, dual and 
plural). First, this study shows that the broken plural was preferred to the sound plural in 
news writing when both forms were available in Arabic. Secondly, it also shows that there 
is perception among news authors that Arabic grammar as not a major issue that needs to 
be given excessive attention in news writing. They are proceding to make Arabic grammar 
less complicated, even if it contradicts traditional Arabic grammar, as long as the usage is 
clear and understood by readers.  
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6.2.3   Noun in terms of gender  
 
The analysis showed that masculine nouns were used more than the feminine nouns in both 
world affairs and sport. There were 1,343 masculine and 950 feminine nouns in world 
affairs. This is confirmed by the analysis of the top ten nouns in Table 5.7 with only four 
feminine nouns (خٌٓٞؽ, داٞه, خ٤ٌ٣وٓأ and خ٤عهبف) being used more often than the tenth 
masculine noun. Graph 5.4 and Table 5.8 confirm this by showing the domination of the 
masculine in all frequency groups and in the mean of frequency of occurrence. The same 
clearly applies in sport, the general analysis showed that there were 1,110 masculine nouns 
on the high frequency list and only 728 feminine. In addition, only two of the top ten 
feminine nouns (داهبجٓ and حوً) were used more frequently than the tenth most frequent 
masculine noun (see Table 5.39). This is confirmed by the fact that all top ten masculine 
nouns were included in the first group (very high frequency) compared with only three 
feminine nouns.  
 
When further analysis was carried out in order to reveal the nouns that refer to people, the 
same finding appeared in both sections. With regard to the world affairs, Tables 5.7 and 
5.9 show that nouns indicating male individuals, such as ٌ٤ئه, و٣ىٝ and ءاهىٝ, were used 
more than their feminine equivalents, which did not appear in the top ten listed feminine 
nouns. Most of the articles in world affairs gave prominence to the issues of the Palestine–
Israel problem, Iraq, the Iranian nuclear programme and US actions with regard to these 
issues (see page 114). Almost all the leaders and ministers in these countries were males. A 
small number of female (feminine) leaders and ministers were found, in articles relating to 
Pakistan and the Philippines: the Pakistani Prime Minister (Perves Musharraf) confronted 
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the female opposition leader (Benazir Bhutto), and Gloria Macapagal Arroyo was the 
President of Philippine. However the great majority of leaders referred to were men. This 
is an indication of the greater involvement of males than females in world events. 
 
The same clearly applies in sport, which regularly involves more male participants 
especially the reports about football. As a result, men receive more attention in the news. 
Discussing the reason of this phenomenon, the researcher selected two related nouns (ٖ٤جػلا 
and تػلا) that occurred in Table 5.39 and found that their feminine equivalents did not 
occur among the top ten feminine noun in the table. The use of language thus indicates that 
men are more involved in sport than women. In support of this claim, the researcher found 
a statement in one of the articles in the sport corpus stating that “women‟s involvement in 
karate is still very limited as compared to other countries”.344 This statement alluded to the 
fact that women‟s involvement in karate in particular was specifically and that their 
involvement in all sports generally was also limited in the Emirates, although there has 
been a tendency towards more female participation in sport in recent years. This also 
explains the reason for the higher frequency of the words تػلا and ٖ٤جػلا as compared with 
خجػلا and دبجػلا (24 and 10 occurrences) as shown in Table 5.41. The table also showed the 
absence of women‟s involvement in sports management as leaders, although women are 
referred to as a leaders in world affairs with the occurrence of the words خَ٤ئه (leader) and 
حو٣ىٝ (minister).  
 
The reason for the dominance of the men in sport is also related to the fact that most 
articles in the section reported on football which is dominated by male players. As 
                                                 
344
 Reuters, “al-Karate yatatawwar fi al-Emirate,” Al-Quds al-„Arabi (London), November 24, 2007. 
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mentioned before, several newspapers such as Al-Sabah al-Jadid and Al-Furat, focussed 
on the Asian Cup, while others concentrated on their own national football leagues. Only a 
few articles reported on other sports that involve women, such as karate, tennis and 
basketball.  
 
In the comparison analysis, Tables 5.69 and 5.70 show that there were more nouns, both 
masculine and feminine, classed as „specific‟ in sport than in world affairs. This was 
determined by the higher score of keywords in sport section as compared with world 
affairs. Words such as ن٣وك, تقز٘ٓ, ٖ٤جػلا, ىٞك, ١كبٗ and ١هٝك created a higher score than the 
highest score in world affairs, which was for the word ِ٤ع. With regard to feminine nouns, 
words such as حاهبجٓ and حوً created a higher score than the highest score for a feminine 
noun in world affairs, which was for the word خٌٓٞؽ. This indicates that there were more 
specific words in sports, which were not used in world affairs.  
 
However, the researcher considers that all facts above indicate a normal trend in Arabic 
newspaper as both world and sporting events are dominated by masculine nouns, whether 
referring to people or not, for the reasons discussed.  
 
6.2.4   Noun in terms of proper nouns  
 
The analysis showed that the two sections used different proper nouns, which might reflect 
the kind of articles published in the newspapers. In world affairs, words such as ماوؼُا 
(Iraq), ٕاو٣ا (Iran), ٌ٤ُٞثبٗأ (Annapolis), َ٤ئاوٍا (Israel), حيؿ (Gaza), كالـث (Baghdad), etc. 
indicated that world affairs focused on issues connected with Palestine–Israel relations, the 
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Iranian nuclear programme and the Iraq crisis. It should be stated that these issues were 
directly related to the United States (US) as the main actor in most world issues. However, 
the results showed only 28 occurrences for the word بٌ٣وٓأ (America), which is fewer than 
the other proper nouns mentioned above. The reason for this phenomenon, as discussed in 
the analysis chapter (see page 161), is that Arabic newspapers preferred to refer to the 
United States with the phrase حلؾزُٔا دب٣لاُٞا, which was used 125 times, rather than بٌ٣وٓأ. 
However, the results also showed that derivations of the word بٌ٣وٓأ, such as ٢ٌ٣وٓأ, خ٤ٌ٣وٓأ, 
ٖ٤٤ٌ٣وٓأ, and ٕب٤ٌ٣وٓأ, were used largely to indicate something related to it. The researcher 
considers that the word بٌ٣وٓأ was largely used to refer to its „people‟, while the phrase 
لاُٞاحلؾزُٔا دب٣  was used to refer to the country. In addition, the difficulty of forming a 
relational adjective (خجَٗ) with ١ for to refer to people from the phrase حلؾزُٔا دب٣لاُٞا made 
the word بٌ٣وٓأ preferable for this purpose.  
 
In sport, proper nouns such as لٔؾٓ, ٢ِػ, ماوؼُا, ٢ِٛلأا (al-Ahli), يُبٓيُا (al-Zamalik), ب٤ٍآ 
(Asia), ريال (Real) and others reflected the focus on news related to football competitions. 
As mentioned before (see page 202) that the first two personal names (٢ِػ and لٔؾٓ) have 
no significance because they cannot be taken as referring to a particular person, in contrast 
to the word ًبجػ in world affairs. However, all the other proper nouns above were related 
to football news, particularly football clubs, while the concordance tool showed that the 
words ماوؼُا and ب٤ٍآ were also related to football issues as the results showed that some 
newspapers, especially the Australian Al-Furat gave extensive coverage about the Iraqi 
national football team, which won the Asian Cup shortly before the corpus collection.  
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The above discussion also shows that the word ماوؼُا was found in both sections, but 
referring to the relevant articles proved that it was not used in relation to the same issues. 
The word ماوؼُا was used in world affairs in relation to the Iraq crisis that began in 2003, 
while the same word in sport was related to Iraqi sports news, including their national 
football league and, more especially, their national football team. 
 
6.2.5   Noun in terms of phrases  
 
With regard to phrases, the analysis showed that both sections have their own common 
phrases that reflect the news in their category. In world affairs for example, phrases such 
as حلؾزُٔا دب٣لاُٞا and حلؾزُٔا ْٓلأا were used very frequently because they are related to world 
issues. However, the phrase حلؾزُٔا دب٣لاُٞا was not only used in world affairs and Table 5.71 
shows that it also occurred in sport, though in lower frequency. The phrase ٍٜٝلأا موُْا 
(Middle East) was used more frequently than the phrases ل٣لغُا ٍٜٝلأا موُْا (New Middle 
East) and ٢ثوؼُا ٍٜٝلأا موُْا (Arab Middle East). Although variations are normal, the 
existence of the last two phrases shows that Arabic newspapers use other terms to refer to 
Arab countries, which can be found in Al-Furat and Al-Khabar. The researcher believes 
that this is related to the existence of the state of Israel among the Arab countries, leading 
to the formation of a new term to take into account their new unwelcome neighbour. 
Elsewhere, the high frequency of the phrase خ٤٘٤طَِك خُٝك (Palestinian state) in Table 5.11 
shows that the Arab world, through its newspapers, recognises Palestine as a legal state, 
and this phrase occurs more frequently than خ٣كٜٞ٣ خُٝك (Jewish state) and َ٤ئاوٍا خُٝك (state 
of Israel). This recognition is also indicated by the phrase خ٤٘٤طَِلُا ٢ٙاهلأا (Palestine 
territories) as shown in the same table, which indicates its higher frequency when 
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compared with خ٤ِ٤ئاوٍلإا ٢ٙاهلأا (Israeli territory). In contrast, the Arabic newspapers 
showed they were uncomfortable with the illegal Israels settlements on Palestinian land by 
using the phrase ٢ِ٤ئاوٍلإا ٍلازؽلاا (Israeli occupation) in high frequency and the use of   
 خِزؾُٔا ًلوُا (occupied Jerusalem) and ٗهلأا خِزؾُٔا  (occupied land) to refer to the occupied 
Palestinian territories. Although this is an indication of the protest of the Arab world 
against Israel settlements, the existence of positive phrases about Israel shows that the 
rejection was not absolute. The use of phrases such as َ٤ئاوٍا خُٝك, َ٤ئاوٍا خٌٓٞؽ (government 
of Israel), خ٣كٜٞ٣ خُٝك and خ٤ِ٤ئاوٍلإا ٢ٙاهلأا shows the indirect recognition of the state of 
Israel in the Arab world.  
 
In further analysis, the occurrence of several phrases referring to the state of Israel, such as 
those above, can be found in several newspapers. For this purpose, Table 5.28 showed the 
use of the phrases َ٤ئاوٍا خُٝك and خ٣كٜٞ٣ خُٝك in two newspapers; the Lebanese Al-Safir and 
the UK‟s Al-Quds al-„Arabi. Al-Safir used both phrases, while Al-Quds al-„Arabi used only 
َ٤ئاوٍا خُٝك. The geographical proximity of Lebanon to Israel may account for the fact that 
Al-Safir used more phrases more frequently than other newspapers, indicating its indirect 
recognition of Israel despite being in conflict with it.   
 
Elsewhere, the different spelling of the words ٢َِٛلأا and ٢طِ٘ٛلاا in the phrase               
لأا ٍبّٔ قِؽ٢َِٛ  (NATO) shows that geography plays a part: the results showed that only 
the Egyptian newspaper used the spelling ٢طِ٘ٛلأا (twice) as shown in Table 5.32. This 
indicated that Al-Ahram preferred to transliterate the exact English spelling of the word 
(Atlantic), while other newspapers more often used ٢َِٛلأا,345 which will be discussed 
                                                 
345
 This spelling is used in several dictionaries such as Al-Mawrid. Al-Mawrid, 22
nd
 ed. , Munir Al-Ba
‟
albaki 
(Beirut: Dar al-„Ilm li al-Malayin, 1988), s.v. “ ِٛأ٢َ .” 
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later.
346
 The regularity of the occurrence of ٢َِٛلأا also emerged in the comparison 
between sections, which showed that only this spelling was used in sport (see page 240). In 
addition, the researcher found the spelling ٢َِٛلأا in other written mediums such as books, 
e.g. an Islamic law book has: 
 ... ٜ٤ؾُٔا ٖٓ دلزٓبكٍسهطلأا ثوؿ ب... 347  
 
The use of ٔ٤ثلأا ذ٤جُا was a normal translation for the American White House and the high 
frequency of its usage was not a surprise because the United States was involved actively 
in world issues. However, the occurrence of the phrase ٍٞلأا ذ٤جُاك  (Black House) in Al-
Quds al-
„
Arabi also referred satirically to the same White House, showing the use of 
metaphor to convey the unacceptability of American decisions and actions in world issues.  
 
The use of the word ُْبؼُا (world) in phrases in world affairs showed that they were all used 
only once, apart from ٢ٓلاٍلإا ُْبؼُا (Islamic world) which occurred twice. While the 
researcher finds no special significance in this, the comparison analysis with sport reveals 
an interesting point. The comparison in Table 5.71 shows that phrases with the word ُْبؼُا 
were used more in sport than in world affairs. This may appear strange, but the researcher 
does not find it surprising because newspaper articles report specific issues in the relevant; 
they do not describe the background of the section. For example, the world affairs sections 
were not reporting on the world background, but on events in the world, such as the 
Palestine–Israel conflict, the Iraq issue, etc. Similarly in sports news, reporting was not 
mainly about general types of sport and sport regulation, but about sporting competitions, 
                                                 
346
 See page 345-346 for further discussion of this word. 
347
 Wahbah al-Zuhaili, Al-Fiqh al-Islami wa Adillatuhu, vol. 1 (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, 1997), 31. 
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and ُْبؼُا ًؤً (World Cup) was one of the events taking place at the time of the corpus 
collection.    
 
In sport, the combination of words ١هٝك (league) and ىبزُٔٔا (premier) was the most used 
phrase, although other phrases were also used to indicate the same stage in a competition, 
such as ٠ُٝلأا خعهلُا ١هٝك (First Class League or Series A) and  ١هٝك(خ٤جَُ٘ا خُٝلُا ٍْا )ىبزُٔٔا  
([relevant country name] Premier League). The analysis showed that these differences 
arose from the variety of official terms used by the various sporting leagues, as explained 
in chapter 3: the United Kingdom uses the phrases „English Premier League‟ and „Scottish 
Premier League‟, while Italy uses Series A, Germany Bundes Liga, Spain La Liga, etc to 
indicate the highest stages in their football leagues.  
 
The word ًؤً (cup) was regularly used in phrases to indicate the official name of cup 
competitions. Most phrases referred to ُْبؼُا ًؤً (World Cup) and ب٤ٍأ ًؤً (Asian Cup), 
while others referred to ب٤و٣وكا ًؤً (Africa Cup) and بثٝهٝأ ًؤً (European Cup). This may be 
because the corpus was collected from newspapers on various continents: three were from 
Asia (Al-Safir, Al-Jazirah and Al-Sabah al-Jadid), two from Africa (Al-Ahram and Al-
Khabar), one from Europe (Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi) and one from Australiasia (Al-Furat). In 
addition, the high frequency of the phrase ب٤ٍآ ًؤً is accounted for by fact that at the time 
of corpus collection Asian Cup had just ended and was won by the national team of Iraq, 
where one of the newspapers in the corpus is published. Most Arabic newspapers, 
especially Al-Furat and Al-Jazirah gave this a lot of coverage due to their background and 
history of newspaper publishing, as explained in chapter 3 (see page 81 and 86).  
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Although all these phrases were the official names of sports championships, differences 
still occurred, specifically with the addition or not of the word ْٓأ (nations). The researcher 
does not see any particular significance in this, as the form without ْٓأ may simply be a 
shortened form, as in ٢َِٛلأا ٍبّٔ قِؽ, shortened to ٢َِٛلأا قِؽ and خ٤ثوؼُا ٍٝلُا خؼٓبع, 
shortened to خ٤ثوؼُا خؼٓبغُا. Further analysis in Table 5.60 showed that three out of five 
newspapers that used the phrase ب٤ٍآ ًؤً  (Al-Furat, Al-Sabah al-Jadid and Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi) used it both with and without the word ْٓأ, supporting the researcher‟s explanation 
that both forms were recognised.     
 
The word هٝلُا (round) was used in phrases to indicate stages in sporting competitions. The 
analysis in Table 5.43 shows several phrases used to indicate this meaning. For example, 
٢ئبُٜ٘ا قٖٗ هٝلُا and ٢ئبُٜ٘ا َجه هٝلُا were used to indicate „semi-final round‟ and ٍٝلأا هٝلُا 
and ٢ٍبٍلأا هٝلُا were used to indicate the „first round‟. Further analysis in Table 5.60 
shows that the difference in usage may reflect where the newspaper was published:       
٢ئبُٜ٘ا َجه هٝلُا was used in Al-Sabah al-Jadid and ٢ئبُٜ٘ا قٖٗ هٝلُا was used in Al-Jazirah, 
Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi and Al-Furat.  
 
Table 5.43 also shows that there was no great difference in frequency between ٢ئبُٜ٘اهٝلُا 
(17) and ٍٝلأا هٝلُا/٢ٍبٍلأا  (15). This shows that the sports news in Arabic newspapers did 
not only focusing on the final stages of sporting competitions, but the early stages too. In 
explanation of this, the researcher considers that the first stage is interesting because all the 
participants still have the opportunity to take the title, so all reports focused on the 
participants‟ hopes and aims. In the final stage, only the issues related to the finalists were 
reported.  
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The results in Table 5.71 show that phrases incorporating the word هٝلُا in world affairs 
conveyed a totally different meaning from that expressed in sport, even when the same 
phrase, such as ٢ٍبٍأ هٝك, was used. This is because the word هٝك has close relationship to 
stages, and sport regularly involves competition stages, which rarely occur in world events. 
The phrase ٢ٍبٍأ هٝك, for instance, was used in world affairs to mean „primary role‟, which 
is totally different from its meaning in sport. 
 
As with the word هٝك,  the word ءايع (penalty) was used in two phrases with the same 
meaning: ءايع خًِه (penalty kick) and ءايع خثوٙ (penalty shot),348 although the first was 
used more than the second. This proved that the variation occurred in Arabic newspapers 
on the use of ءايع to indicate the similar meaning of „penalty kick‟.  
   
The word خ٣كُٞا (friendly) was used in phrases in sport to indicate a friendly match or 
meeting. Table 5.43 shows that the phrase داهبجُٔا/خ٣كُٞا حاهبجُٔا  (friendly match) was used 
more than the phrase خ٣كُٞا خِثبؤُا (friendly meeting), with 14 and three occurrences 
respectively. Further detail in Table 5.60 showed that Al-Khabar is the only newspaper that 
used خ٣كُٞا حاهبجُٔا. Elsewhere, the phrase خ٣كُٞا حهٝلُا (friendly round) indicated slightly 
different meaning as it normally indicated a series of matches. The researcher found that 
the word خِثبؤُا (meeting) was used metaphorically. As stated in chapter 3 (see page 53 and 
55), it has become a normal practice for newspapers to use direct and clear words such as 
حاهبجُٔا rather than metaphorical words, such as خِثبؤُا, because they are read by various 
levels of readers in the community. This explains the high frequency of the phrase      
خ٣كُٞا حاهبجُٔا as compared with خ٣كُٞا خِثبؤُا.  
                                                 
348
 Al-Mawrid, 22
nd
 ed. , s.v. “ ءايغُا خثوٙ.” 
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Phrases containing the word خ٣كُٞا were used less in world affairs than in sport, as shown in 
Table 5.71. This is because the word „friendly‟ is more related to sport to describe a match 
that is of no consequence in a competition. In a normal tournament, taking a cup title is the 
main objective of all participants, but that is not relevant in a „friendly‟ match. In addition, 
the use of this word can be related to the fact that sports matches are physical and have the 
potential to provoke fights and clashes between players, sport officials and even 
supporters. Some matches are therefore called „friendly‟ to reduce these risks, and 
especially to encourage supporters not to take the match too seriously.  
 
The word ٖ٤ٓأ (trustee) was used in phrases to designate individuals who held 
responsibilities in organisations. Table 5.43 shows that وَُا ٖ٤ٓأ (secretary) was used more 
than ّبػ ٖ٤ٓأ (general secretary). The researcher noted that وَُا ٖ٤ٓأ tended to be used for 
secretaries in smaller organisations, such as sports clubs. This is confirmed by the analysis 
of these phrases in world affairs (see Table 5.71), where the phrase ّبػ ٖ٤ٓأ was used more 
(27 occurrences) than in sport because world affairs regularly reported on bigger 
organisations, such as governments or political parties.  
 
Table 5.43 also shows that ٢ُبُٔا ٖ٤ٓلأا (bursar) was used more than مٝلُِٖ٘ ٖ٤ٓأ (treasurer). 
This can be related to the tendency in newspapers to use a clear, direct words: a „treasurer‟ 
has direct responsibility over organisation finance (ٍبٓ), while the the word مٝلُٖ٘ا 349 
(chest) indicates the place where money was traditionally held. Table 5.60 shows that this 
phrase was used only in Al-Safir, and only once. Although this was the exception, the 
researcher does not find that its use raises any problems, because the word مٝلُٖ٘ا is 
                                                 
349
 In Arabic usage, the name of the place where something is kept can be used to indicate the thing itself; see 
Al-Khatib al-Qazwini, al-Idah fi „Ulum al-Balaghah, ed. Rihab „Akkawi (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, 2000), 213. 
Here, the chest where the money is kept is used to indicates the money.  
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widely used to refer to the manage of monetary matters in phrases such as ٢ُٝلُا لوُ٘ا مٝلٕ٘ 
(International Monetary Fund), وزكلُا مٝلٕ٘ (savings bank), مٝلُٖ٘ا وزكك (cashbook), etc.350 
 
The word حوً (ball) was used in phrases to describe the movement of the ball in a game. 
Without taking into consideration the frequency of occurrence, Table 5.43 shows that news 
article in sport tended to describe games in detail. This is because it is inadequate simply to 
report results without describing how they were arrived at.   
 
The word تؽبٕ (owner) was used in several phrases. Without taking into account the 
frequency of occurrence, the results show that news reports in sport widened the sense of 
this word in phrases to convey several sport-related meanings. The phrase يًؤُا تؽبٕ 
(holder of a league place) was the most frequently used. The researcher considers that this 
is because it applies to various kinds of sport. By comparison, the phrase فلُٜا تؽبٕ (goal 
scorer) was normally used in football, while خ٤جٛنُا تؽبٕ (gold medal holder) was used in 
individual sports. Table 5.71 shows that all the phrases incorporating the word تؽبٕ that 
were used in world affairs were different from those used in sport, except ٗهلأا تؽبٕ 
(home team), which was found in both sections, although with different meanings. In sport, 
it indicated the host team, while in world affairs, it referred to the host nation for meetings 
or might also mean the legitimate holder of the territory.  
  
The word ٍلث (exchange) was used in phrases (غئبُٚا ٍلث ذهُٞا and ٍلث ذهُٞا ٖػ/غئبُٚا ٖٓ ) to 
indicate additional time to make up for time lost in sports games. The result showed that all 
the phrases incorporating this word were phrases for „extra time‟ or „injury time‟, and they 
                                                 
350
 Hans Wehr, A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, 3rd ed. , ed, J. Milton Cowan (Beirut: Maktabah 
Lubnan, 1974), s.v. “مٝلٕ٘.” 
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were usually used in reference to football matches. The phrase occurred with the particles 
ٖػ (away) or ٖٓ (from) and also without a particle, the last form being used most (13 
occurrences, compared with once each for the others). While Table 5.60 shows that only 
two newspapers, Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi and Al-Safir, used two different forms of this phrase, 
their geographical location is not a significant factor, except perhaps for newspapers that 
used only one form, notably Al-Ahram. Rather, the researcher considers that this variation 
is related to the use of the word ٍلث with or without a particle. In a normal usage, ٍلث would 
take ٖٓ or ٖػ, 351 for example … ٖػ ًلالث … but a variation arises when it is used in a noun 
phrase. Retaining the particle would make the phrase look as if it should connect with the 
previous part of the sentence, while removing it contravenes normal usage. Changes in 
particle usage such as this have become usual in modern Arabic, in line with Bateson‟s 
view that many particles have undergone a slight shift in meaning (see page 42). 
 
The word ُٞغُاخ  (round) was used in phrases to indicate a particular match or game 
participated by a team or an individual. It was also used to refer to a stage in a competition, 
such as the final or semi-final. Table 5.43 shows that several phrases were used to refer to 
stages or rounds and the use of this word should be discussed together with the word هٝلُا 
(round), as in certain contexts they indicated the same meaning. For example, the phrase 
حو٤فلأا خُٞغُا (final round) meant the same as ٢ئبُٜ٘ا هٝلُا (final round), and حو٤فلأا َجه خُٞغُا 
(semi-final round) means the same as ٢ئبُٜ٘ا َجه هٝلُا (semi-final round). The researcher 
concluded that there were no differences between these synonymous phrases, except in 
terms of frequency of usage, where finals were referred to more than semi-finals. However, 
                                                 
351
 A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, s.v. “ٍلث.” 
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the phrases ةب٣لإا خُٞع, ةبٛنُا خُٞع and دبػٞٔغُٔا ت٤رور خُٞع  did not occur in parallel forms 
using the word هٝك  (see Table 5.43).  
 
The word َ٣نزٓ (bottom) was used in phrases to indicate a sports participant or team at the 
bottom of the list. Table 5.43 shows that two phrases were used to indicate this meaning: 
ت٤رور َ٣نزٓ (bottom ranking) and ٍٝلع َ٣نزٓ (bottom of the table). In analysis by newspaper, 
Table 5.60 shows that they were used in different newspapers: َ٣نزٓ ت٤رور  in Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi and Al-Safir, and ٍٝلع َ٣نزٓ in Al-Sabah al-Jadid and Al-Furat. This reason for this 
variation may be indirectly related to the geographical area in which the newspapers are 
published. Al-Sabah al-Jadid is published in Iraq and Al-Furat is produced by Iraqis in 
Australia (see chapter 3). It can therefore be concluded that this phrase was used by Iraqi 
newspapers wherever they are published.  
 
In conclusion to this particular section, it may be said that the use of words in combination 
with others as phrases has resulted in the creation of some new terms, although most of the 
phrases discussed above are normal phrases in Arabic. The researcher considers that 
phrases such as ل٣لغُا ٍٜٝلأا موُْا, كٍٞلأا ذ٤جُا in world affairs and ت٤روزُا َ٣نزٓ/ٍٝلغُا  in sport 
could be considered new usages in Arabic newspapers. On the other hand, the use of other 
phrases, although they may be familiar in Arabic usage, raises particular points in news 
articles in terms of the dominance of some terms over others. For example, the phrases  
ءاوع خًِه (penalty kick) and ءايع خثوٙ (penalty shot) are not new in Arabic, but the fact that 
the first was used 22 times and the second only eight shows that the first is preferred by 
news authors. The analysis also shows that the geographical area in which a newspaper is 
published may affect the occurrence of phrase variations. Other factors also lead to the use 
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of variants, such as different principle in Arabic grammar and practice. This can be seen 
clearly in the phrases (ت٤رور َ٣نزٓ and ٍٝلع َ٣نزٓ) and (غئبُٚا ٍلث ذهٝ and غئبُٚا ٖػ ٍلث ذهٝ).  
 
6.2.6   Noun in terms of collective nouns 
 
Table 5.12 shows that most of the collective nouns in world affairs can be related either 
directly or indirectly to world events. Words related to military action, such as ِ٤ع (army) 
and خ٣وٌَػ (military) and words related to nations, such as ْٓأ (nations) and تؼّ (people) 
occurred in high frequencies in world affairs. Words that occurred less frequently, such as 
ن٣وك and هٜٞٔع, were less specifically related to world issues. This was confirmed by the 
comparison analysis in Table 5.72, which shows their high frequency in sport, especially 
the word ن٣وك, which was the highest frequency word in that section.  
 
Also to be highlighted in the use of collective nouns in world affairs was the use of the 
word تقز٘ٓ (six times), which usually designates a national team in sporting competitions. 
The comparison table shows that this word occurred very frequently in sport (432 
occurrences), as would be expected. Further analysis in world affairs showed that it was 
also used there to refer to national teams, indicating that sports news also found its way 
into world affairs. The researcher believes that this was when the subject was more related 
to world issues than to sport. One particular text, for example, was an article that discussed 
the interference of politics with the iraqi national football team.
352
  
 
                                                 
352
 The concordance tool shows that all the occurrences of the word تقز٘ٓ in world affairs were in one article 
in Al-Furat on political issues related to the Iraq national football team. Tariq al-Harith,“ Man „Azafa al-
Nashid al-Watani,” Al-Furat (Australia), August 9, 2007.    
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As in world affairs, the higher the frequency of words in sport, the more specifically they 
were related to sports news. Words such as ن٣وك, تقز٘ٓ, خػٞٔغٓ and و٤ٛبٔع were the 
collective nouns most related to sports news. However, the comparison in Table 5.72 
shows that the word خػٞٔغٓ was also found in high frequency in world affairs, indicating 
that it is a general noun common to most types of news, together with other words such as 
ّٞ٣ and ّبػ as discussed above in 6.2.1 (see page 279).   
 
In the comparison analysis, Table 5.72 shows that the word ن٣وه created the highest 
keyness score of the collective nouns in sport. This can be related to the fact that the main 
topic in sports news in all the newspapers, football, is a team sport.  
 
In world affairs, the word ِ٤ع created the highest keyness score with 255.79. This is also 
related to the fact that the word is strongly related to the most reported world issues – the 
conflict between Palestine and Israel, the war in Iraq and the Iranian nuclear programme. 
All these events regularly involved military participation, which contributed to the high 
keyness score for ِ٤ع in world affairs.  
 
The comparison analysis also shows that the word ن٣وك in sport created a higher score than 
the word ِ٤ع in world affairs. The researcher relates this to the fact that reports about team 
sports such as football, basketball and rugby dominated most of the articles in the sport. In 
contrast, although the main issues in world affairs were related to military action, other 
matters were also highlighted, such as meetings between leaders and their comments. As a 
result, less words relating to „military‟ were used in world affairs compared to word ن٣وك in 
sport. 
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The comparison analysis also shows that most of the collective nouns were used in both 
sections. However, the researcher found that they were used to indicate different meanings 
in the two sections. For example, the word ن٣وك in sport was used for sports teams, mostly 
football teams, while the same word in world affairs was used to indicate a group of 
leaders. The outstanding feature that emerged is that, although the two sections are totally 
different in terms of news coverage, they tend to use the same collective nouns. However, 
as sports news is more specific to particular sports, several high frequency nouns in sport 
were used more frequently than the high frequency collective nouns in world affairs.   
 
6.2.7  Noun in terms of comparatives 
 
The discussion of comparatives may be different from other parts of the analysis because 
all the comparatives were general words that were used regularly in all types of articles. 
For example, the use of the word وضًأ (more) was not limited to one particular area, while 
the word خٌٓٞؽ (government), for instance, is clearly related more to world affairs than to 
sport. Thus, Table 5.73 shows that only a few collective nouns in both sections created a 
significant keyness score. Discussing the situation, the results show that the word وضًأ was 
the most frequently used in world affairs, with 72 occurrences, while in sport, the word 
َٚكأ (better) was the used most, with 105 occurrences. The word وضًأ came second in sport, 
with 59 occurrences, showing that it was a general comparative in both sections and 
therefore produced no keyness score.  
 
In contrast, the word َٚكأ occurred only 11 times in world affairs (see Table 5.13), while it 
occurred 105 times in sport (see Table 5.45), indicating that this word is more specifically 
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related to sport than to world affairs. This is due to the nature of sport, which deliberately 
sets out to find the better athletes or teams; this is not the main purpose in world affairs. 
Despite this, the researcher still considers the word َٚكأ to be a general term applicable to 
all areas of news, although it is used with less regularity in world affairs.  
 
The words ٠ِؿأ (more valuable) and ٟٞهأ (stronger) were also notable for their regularity of 
use in sport as compared to world affairs. Furthermore, the word ٠ِؿأ was distinguished by 
its use as a metaphor to indicate the value of winning in sporting competitions, which was 
not found in world affairs. Similarly, the words ٟٞهأ and َٚكأ reflect the nature of sporting 
competition, which is aimed at finding the best and strongest competitors. In world affairs, 
the word ٠ِػأ (higher) recorded a higher keyness score, indicating its higher use there than 
in sport. Further analysis showed that most usages of this word were related to the 
„supreme‟ committees of the organisations such as ٠ِػلأا ٌِغُٔا. This word was not 
common in sport because ٠ِػلأا ٌِغُٔا implies the top level of organisations with high 
profile members.  
 
Although the above findings do not show any new usage of comparatives in Arabic 
newspapers, the fact that the number of the comparatives used in each section was almost 
the same (15 in world affairs and 16 in sport) is unexpected. The researcher had 
anticipated that the sports news would use more because of the competitive nature of sport, 
which would lead to the use of comparatives.    
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6.2.8   The use of noun metaphorically 
 
The use of metaphor has become a common style in media writing in all languages, 
including Arabic. Semantic broadening has been used to add language capability to 
accommodate a changing world and developments in events over time. In this study, 
several metaphors were found in world affairs, as shown by examples in Table 5.14. For 
the first word, the original meaning of word ل٣ is „hand‟, but it may be used metaphorically 
to indicate „power‟ as in the phrase خٌٓٞؾُا ل٣.353 The newspapers also used the metaphors 
عوٖٓ ٢وُ and قزؽ ٢وُ (died) when people died or were killed in a certain situation. This 
contradicts the usual newspaper practice of using direct and clear words to facilitate quick 
understanding. In some circumstances, however, arousing readers‟ feelings was also 
important, alongside providing information. In any case, these metaphors have become 
current in normal usage in Arabic writing, so that risk of misunderstanding is minimal. The 
study also revealed that there was no difference between the meaning of some metaphors 
and more direct terms. For example, عوٖٓ ٢وُ, meant the same as َزه (was killed) and both 
were used in relation to similar issues, such as war attacks, war victims and suicide 
bombing. However, in terms of frequency, the word َُزه (35 occurrences) was preferred to 
the metaphor (14 occurrences).  
 
World affairs also used several other metaphors, such as  مبلرلاا ءٞٙ/دبؾ٣وٖر/ٕب٤جُا  (light), 
خٌُِٔا تؽبٕ/ٗهلأا  (owner) and حكُٞٔا ػٝه/طبٓلٗلاا/خ٣ٞفلأا  (spirit) to deliver deeper meanings to 
readers, beyond simple information. For example, the combination of the words ءٞٙ 
(light) and مبلرلاا (agreement) conveys to readers that the „agreement‟ between parties was 
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 The use of the word ل٣ to indicate power has become normal in Arabic and even occurs in the Qur‟an in 
reference to the unlimited power of Allah over everything on the world, for example,  … ذَ  ْٜ٣ل٣أ مٞك الله  … 
(48: 10)  
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similar to a „light‟ that could bring brightness and cheer for the nation after a crisis. The 
use of the word تؽبٕ indicated possession in the examples above. Further analysis showed 
that the metaphor خٌُِٔا تؽبٕ was used to convey the subject‟s power to make decisions, 
while the word ػٝه (spirit) was used to show indicate depth of حكُٞٔا (friendship), طبٓلٗلاا 
(consolidation) and خ٣ٞفلأا (brotherhood).  
 
The satirical use of the term كٍٞلأا ذ٤جُا (Black House) was intended as a rebuke to the 
White House for its unfair decisions and actions towards issues in the Arab world. The use 
of the word كٍٞأ to contrast with ٘٤ثأ plays on the negative associations of the word 
„black‟, in expressions such as „black mood‟ to refer to portending trouble or difficulty, 
„black out‟ to refer to temporary or complete lose of vision and „black list‟ to refer to a list 
of persons under suspicion.
354
 
 
More metaphors were used in sport than in world affairs. The most frequently used was the 
word ْغٗ/ّٞغٗ  (star) which was used in reference to the most important players in a team, to 
indicate that just as a twinkling star lights up the night sky, the player brings hope and 
delight to the team. In addition to the word ْغٗ (star), the sports news also used the word 
ٕبٍوك (knight) metaphorically and و٤طف ْعبٜٓ (dangerous attacker) to indicate the important 
players in the team. However, the analysis revealed that the words ْغٗ and  و٤طف ْعبٜٓ were 
used to refer to a particular key player in the team, while the word ٕبٍوك was used to refer 
to players as the representative of large community, such as the Arab world,
355
 and it was 
used in combination with the words ةوؼُا, لِجُا and تقزُ٘ٔا for this purpose.  
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 The Consice Oxford Dictionary, 8
th
 ed. , s.v. “black.” 
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 An example is,  ... ٖٓ خؼثهأ هلٖرٌاسشف ؼَُا تقزُ٘ٔا ذهئُٔا ّبؼُا ت٤روزُِ ١كٞ...  
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Elsewhere, the word وطف (danger) was used to indicate not only a „dangerous player‟, but 
also a „danger area‟ and the „critical stage‟ in a sports competition. The use of this word 
did not indicate physical injury or harm to players, but referred to potential danger for the 
team. For example in a football game, the „danger area‟ may the penalty area.  
 
The word ػٝه (spirit) was more related to sport than to world affairs and more phrases 
were used in the sport sections. The analysis shows that team spirit and a spirit of 
responsibility, competition, victory, acceptance, cooperation, etc. were very important for 
sporting success.  
 
The word ق٤ظٗ (clean) was used with فلٛ (goal) to indicate that there was no doubt about 
the winning result achieved by one football team over another. It was normally used in the 
context of a total win with no goals from the opposing team. 
 
As noted in reference to جُاكٍٞلأا ذ٤ , (see page 304) the word „black‟ was often used to 
denote negativity. Sport used the phrase كٍٞلأا ٕبٖؾُا (black horse) as a negative judgement 
on a player for his bad performance in a match compared with his team mates, symbolised 
as a black horse standing among white horses, which were more attractive.
356
 Finally, the 
use of the word ةوؽ (war) indicated that a competition was like a war, with the challenges 
of establishing territory, attacking, defending, counter-attacking, retreating and 
surrendering.
357
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 Several dictionaries
  
such as al-Mawrid indicate that the phrase كٍٞلأا فٝوقُا (black sheep) is used to 
indicate this meaning instead of كٍٞلأا ٕبٖؾُا. Al-Mawrid, 22nd ed. , s.v. “ٕبٖؽ,”; The Concise Oxford 
Dictionary, 8
th
 ed. , s.v. “black sheep.” 
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 George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors we live by (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981), 
62.  
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The researcher did not find that any new elements were revealed from this particular 
analysis, except the phrase كٍٞلأا ذ٤جُا, which was used in Al-Quds al-„Arabi. Although it 
has been said that the use of metaphor goes against the usual newspaper preference for 
direct, clear words, metaphors are not new as they have become a features of MSA.   
 
6.2.9   The use of verbs in terms of tense  
 
The analysis also showed that both sections used perfect verbs more than imperfect verbs. 
Table 5.15 shows that the top ten perfect verbs in world affairs started with ٍبه (326 
occurrencies), which was also the second highest in the overall list, while, the top 10 
imperfect verbs started with the word ٌٕٞ٣ (71 occurrences) which ranked 89th. Table 5.47 
shows that the top ten perfect verbs in sport started with the word ًٕب  (204 occurrences), in 
the 17
th
 place on the overall list, which the highest imperfect verb was ٌٕٞ٣ (68 
occurrences), ranked 105
th
. 
 
The reason for the domination of the perfect verbs over the imperfects in both sections 
goes back to the nature of newspapers, which report more about past events. This is does 
not take into account the number of imperfect verbs that described past situations, which 
were not analysed in this study.  
 
The results also show that seven out of the top ten perfect verbs (ٍبه, ًأل , فبٙأ, ِٖػأ, ذُبه, 
ذِ٘ػأ and ؼٙٝأ) had human subjects, while only one imperfect verb, ٍٞو٣, necessarily takes 
a human subject. More imperfect verbs, such as ٌٕٞ٣, ٌٕٞر, ْز٣, ٌٖٔ٣, ١وغر, كٞؼ٣, ّٞو٣, ّٞور and 
تغ٣ have anything as their subject, including humans. In explanation of this, all the verbs 
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with human subjects in world affairs can be related to the study‟s previous finding that 
most news about world issues reported on government leaders, especially those in the 
countries related to the events, such as Palestine, Israel, Iran, Iraq, Russia, Pakistan, etc. 
Although these issues were matters of war and peace, news reporters always quoted 
leaders‟ comments on these issues, because it is the leaders who have the final say in any 
issues that arise in the world and have power to take action to solve the crisis. On the other 
hand, the domination of verbs with non-human subjects arose from that fact that many 
were used as auxiliary verbs supportive of the events; not creating them.
358
  
 
In sport, the verb ٕبً (to be) occurred in highest verb frequency, which relates to the 
important previous finding, that the highest and second highest words on the sport list were 
ن٣وك (team) and حاهبجٓ (match), in that the verb ٕبً is a very general word that can be used in 
any situation. In relation to the words ن٣وك and حاهبجٓ, the verb ٕبً was used to describe the 
team situation and scenes in sports events. As world affairs, the verbs in sport that had 
human subjects were in the perfect tense more than in the imperfect. 
  
Despite the domination of perfect verbs in the top ten verbs, it is notable that in terms of 
the number of different verbs, there were more imperfect verbs than perfect verbs in both 
sections. As noted before the number of verbs did not result in the domination of imperfect 
verbs as most of them were used in low frequency. In confirmation, Tables 5.16 and 5.48 
show that perfect verbs in both sections recorded higher mean scores than imperfect verbs, 
indicating that the imperfect verbs were used less frequently than perfect verbs.  
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 For discussion of auxiliary and non-auxiliary verbs, see page 308.  
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In comparison analysis, Table 5.74 shows that the highest perfect verb in sport, َغٍ 
(scored) created a higher score (119.35) than the highest verbs in world affairs. For the 
imperfect, Table 5.75 shows the same result, with the verb تؼِ٣ (play) in sport creating a 
higher score (64.50) than the highest verb in world affairs, ٍٞو٣ (say), with 12.72. In 
addition, there is a notable overlap between sections with more perfect verbs being used by 
both sections than were used by only one. The verbs used by both are ٍبه (said), ٕبً (to be), 
لًأ (confirmed), فبٙأ (added), ذٗبً (to be) and ْر (completed). The table also shows that 
world affairs used these verbs more than sport in every case.  
 
The higher frequency score for the words َغٍ and ِ٣تؼ  in sport confirms the previous 
finding more specific verbs were used in sport than in world affairs, due to the diversity of 
focus in each section. It has been noted before (see page 114) that world affairs highlights 
a broader range of different issues, while sport focuses mostly on football. Focusing on a 
variety of different issues requires the use of a variety of different verbs in world affairs 
and the focus on the same sport, although in different countries, mostly requires the use of 
the same verbs. This eventually creates higher scores for verbs in sport sections.  
 
There is no specific discussion of why the same and different verbs occur in the two 
sections, but the contexts generally show that both sections report extensively on people‟s 
comments, using verbs ٍبه, لًأ and فبٙأ, while the occurrence of the verbs ٕبً and ْر in 
both sections indicates the generality of auxiliary verbs as supportive verbs in describing 
world and sporting events as will be discussed later (see page 366). 
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In summary of the above discussion, the researcher did not generally find examples of any 
new word usage in terms of tenses in Arabic newspaper. It is predictable that the high 
frequency verbs would be dominated by perfect tense verbs because news reports deal with 
past events. In other situation, the existence of several examples of the same verbs being 
used in both sections shows that there is no clear domination of section-related verbs, in 
contrast to what was observed in the case of nouns. This is because verbs such as ٍبه, ٕبً, 
لًأ, فبٙأ, ْر and ذٗبً were found in both lists in high frequency.  
 
6.2.10    Discussion of auxiliary and non-auxiliary verbs 
 
Analysis of auxiliary and non-auxiliary verbs in both sections showed no great differences, 
although the auxiliary verbs seem to be slightly fewer in world affairs. In the comparison 
analysis, Table 5.76 shows that seven out of ten of the top auxiliary verbs in both sections 
were used in the other section, showing they were general to both kinds of writing. This is 
because auxiliary verbs do not describe world or sporting events but act as a supportive 
verbs to the events. This is why they can be used to any kind of writings.  
 
Analysis of non-auxiliary verbs (Table 5.77) shows that more non-auxiliary verbs such as 
لًأ (confirmed), فبٙأ (added) and ٍبه (said) were used in high frequency in world affairs 
than in sport. Such verbs are more common to world affairs because news reporting 
generally covers leaders‟ comments and views. However, some specific verbs in sport, 
such as تؼِ٣ (play), ىبك (won) and َغٍ (scored) that clearly dominated the section compared 
to world with higher score. The reason for this goes back to the fact that these three verbs 
are verbs specific to sport which rarely occur in world affairs. In conclusion, the small 
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difference in the numbers of auxiliary and non-auxiliary verbs in top ten high frequency 
verbs in both sections reveals a new trend in news writing. There is a tendency to use more 
auxiliary verbs in news writing, as many as non-auxiliary verbs.   
 
6.2.11   Discussion of verb in terms of gender of subject 
 
The analysis showed that verbs with masculine subjects were used more than werbs with 
feminine and neuter subjects in both sections. The reason for this goes back to the previous 
finding that masculine nouns occurred more than feminine (see page 284). As some of 
these masculine nouns were the subjects of verbs, masculine verbs also occurred more in 
both sections. The results also revealed a remarkable fact: in world affairs verbs with 
neuter subjects were used more in the plural than in the singular. This indicates that 
interviewees in world affairs sections, who were usually leaders of organisations or 
governments, always spoke in a representative capacity, not as individuals.  
 
This phenomenon can also be related to the types of verb used in news reports – either 
general or specific to the subject area. The results in Table 5.18 (world affairs) and Table 
5.50 (sport) show that, in the top ten high frequency verbs, almost all the specific verbs 
with masculine subjects occurred more than the specific verbs with feminine subjects. 
However, this is not very applicable to general verbs because auxiliary verbs, e.g. ٕبً (to 
be) and its derivitives, ّبه (stand) and ْر (completed), are likely to be used in high frequency 
in any writing and are therefore widely found in all newspapers texts.    
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In comparison analysis, the study of verbs with masculine subjects showed that the verbs 
in sport were more specific than those in world affairs, with higher keyness scores 
recorded for several verbs. However, when such verbs occurred in both sections (normally 
the general verbs) world affairs section always created higher keyness scores, showing 
they were more used in that section than in sport.  
 
Comparison of verbs with feminine subjects produced a different result. The analysis 
shows that eight out of the ten highest frequency verbs in each section were different from 
the verbs in the other section. This arises from the fact that the feminine subjects of verbs 
differed between sections and so the verbs were also different. For examples, the subject 
خٌٓٞؽ in world affairs would take different verbs from حاهبجٓ in sport. This may be less 
apparent in verbs with masculine subjects as most of the masculine subjects in both 
sections were human males and the frequent occurrence of verbs indicating speaking and 
commenting such as ٍبه, فبٙأ and ِٖػأ in both world affairs and sport makes the 
phenomenon less obvious.  
 
With regard to verbs with neuter subjects, the comparison notably revealed that they were 
used more in world affairs than in sport, showing that reporters in that section saw the 
importance of quoting interviewees directly in the first person, because they were usually 
world leaders whose comments would be of interest to the world community. Comments 
about sport would not have the same impact on the world community and so would not 
need to be quoted directly. The comparison table also shows that neuter verbs that indicate 
„suggestion‟ or „view‟, such as ٟوٗ and ل٣وٗ dominated world affairs more as compared 
with sport. It will be noted later that world affairs reports contained more news about 
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„meetings‟ and „suggestions‟ (see page 313), while report about governments, leaders and 
world conflicts had strong relation to the issue of „power‟.359 
 
There were also more plural neuter verbs in world affairs (nine plural and one singular) 
than in sport (five plural and one singular), indicating that world affairs quoted more 
interviewees speaking on behalf of a group of people or an oganisation. Spokes people 
may use the plural because it attributes „power‟ to the speaker.  
 
In conclusion, this study has shown that the nature and focus of each section determine the 
types of verb that were used in high or low frequency. The use of verbs specific to  the type 
of news may also reveal the gender of subjects involved in the events reported. For 
example, the nature of sport sections, which focus on football matches, is to use the verbs 
تؼِ٣ and ىبك, which are not typical of world affairs. This also has a major effect on the 
gender of the subjects, as verbs related to football reports clearly involve more males than 
females.   
 
1.   Verb and subject agreement in gender 
 
The analysis of feminine subjects shows that they were used with masculine verbs in both 
sections in lower frequencies. In world affairs, the word خُبؽا (feminine singular) was used 
with the masculine verb ْر and the word وٕب٘ػ (feminine plural) was used with the 
masculine singular verb كٞؼ٣. The same occurred in sport, where the words خًهبْٓ, خ٘٣بؼٓ and 
حٞػك (all feminine singular) were used with masculine verbs.  
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 In researcher‟s view, the word ل٣وٗ may indicate „power‟ because it may indicate the speaker‟s need for 
others to grasp his vision as a leader or to join him in action. For example, a government minister says,       
“  ... حل٣لغُا خٌٓٞؾُا خٔظٗأ عبجرا غٔزغُٔا ٖٓ ل٣وٗ ... ”  
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The researcher considers that this is a new tendency in Arabic style which has been 
promoted by the Arabic media deliberately to simplify Arabic writing, especially in Arabic 
newspapers, when the need to quickly communicate breaking news is taken into account. 
However, all examples showed that this new tendency promoted the use of feminine 
subjects with masculine verbs, not the reverse. The researcher did not find any usage of 
masculine subjects with feminine verbs in the corpus. This was due to the dominance of 
the masculine over the feminine in Arabic grammar.  
 
6.2.11   Discussion of verb in terms of semantics 
 
1. Action and non-action 
 
Non-action verbs were used more than action verbs in all the word lists across all three 
frequency groups in world affairs, but this was not the case in sport. Thus, Table 5.20 
shows that all the top ten verbs in world affairs were non-action verbs, apart from the verb 
فبٙأ (added).360 In sport, although the whole list shows the domination of action verbs 
with 282 compared to non-action with 270, Table 5.52 shows the top two non-action verbs 
occurred in higher frequencies than all action verbs. The highest frequency non-action verb 
was ٕبً (204 occurrences), while the highest action verb was َغٍ (98 occurrences), which 
is the third verb overall, after the non-action verbs ٕبً and ٍبه.  
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 This is considered an action verb by reference to its literal meaning, even though no physical movements 
are involved in the meaning of the verb in this specific context. The original meaning shows that the verb 
فبٙأ is an action verb meaning to „put in additionally‟ or „join on‟; see The Oxford English – Arabic 
Dictionary of Current Usage, ed. N.S. Doniach (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1972), s.v. “فبٙأ.” This 
should involve physical meaning literally, for example  ةوُْا ٢ك وٌَُا ُذلٙأ (I added some sugar to the drink) 
is an action.    
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However, the whole list in general shows the domination of action verbs in sport and this 
is explained by the fact that most sporting events involve action, particularly expressed by 
the occurrence of the verb تؼُ and تؼِ٣ in the table. On the other hand, the reason for the 
domination of non-action verbs in world affairs is that they give heavy coverage to leaders‟ 
comments and suggestions about world issues. Only a few actions are described in world 
news, mostly related to military action or leaders‟ visits.  
 
This feature of world affairs writing can also be related to the fact that several verbs were 
used metaphorically, so that physical movements were not involved in the action. As noted 
before, metaphors are defined according to their semantic origin, whether an action or a 
non-action verb (see page 173). The concordance showed that most of the verbs in Table 
5.20, such as فبٙأ, هبّأ, ذِوٗ, ءبع, ١وغر, كٞؼ٣, ّٞور and ّٞو٣, are used metaphorically. For 
example, the concordance tool showed that all the occurrences of the verb فبٙأ were as 
non-action (metaphorical) verbs, even though its literal meaning indicates an action. It can 
therefore be concluded that most of the verbs that are literally action verbs were used 
metaphorically in world affairs, to indicate a non-action meaning.  
 
In comparison analysis, Table 5.81 shows that seven out of ten non-action verbs (ٍبه, ٕبً, 
لًأ, ذٗبً, ْر, ٌٕٞ٣ and ٌٕٞر) were found in both sections. This can be related directly to the 
fact that most of them are auxiliary verbs (except for ٍبه and لًأ). As noted before, the 
increased usage of auxiliary verbs is a feature of MSA (see page 309).   
 
With regard to action verbs, the results showed no major differences in frequency of use 
between the two sections. Thus, Table 5.82 shows the small frequency difference between 
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the highest verbs in each sections (فبٙأ in world affairs (108 occurrences) and َغٍ in 
sport (98). The analysis also shows that, apart from فبٙأ (added), the top ten action verbs 
were different in the two sections. The reason for this situation is that different sections 
cover different events.  
 
Generally speaking, the results above did not show any new trends in language use in this 
particular area. Non-action verbs dominated in world affairs and action verbs dominated in 
sport, although the top ten high frequency verbs in sport were dominated by non-action 
verbs because of the strong presence of auxiliary verbs.  
 
2.   Discussion of verbs used metaphorically and literally 
 
Analysis in both sections showed that several verbs were only used metaphorically and that 
these verbs were the same in both sections: فبٙأ (added) (108 occurrences in world affairs 
and 68 in sport), هبّأ (pointed) (46 in world affairs and 26 in sport), ءبع (came) (29 and 
26), دوع (ran) (12 and 21) and دلّٜ (witnessed) (ten and 23). The existence of similar 
verbs used as metaphors in both sections is due to their regularity in Arabic language use. 
For example, the verb فبٙأ, which originally indicated a physical action of „adding into 
something‟,361 was only used occasionally in its literal sense, although it was regularly 
used metaphorically to indicate „someone who extends his words or comments‟,362 which 
is appropriate for both sections.  
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 The Oxford English – Arabic Dictionary of Current Usage, s.v. “فبٙأ.”  
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 The Oxford English – Arabic Dictionary of Current Usage, s.v. “فبٙأ.” 
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The comparison analysis showed that the frequency of use of all these verbs differed 
between sections. Two out of five verbs (فبٙأ and هبّأ) created positive significant scores 
in world affairs and only one (دلّٜ) created a positive score in sport, indicating that world 
affairs used more verbs metaphorically than sport. The researcher, however, found it is not 
a new usage of Arabic language as both verb بٙأف  (added) and هبّأ (pointed) were closely 
related to the world affairs news because they describe „additional speaking or comment‟ 
and the verb لّٜ (witnessed) was closely related to the sports section because it describe 
the sports match-holding.   
 
In some circumstances action verbs were used both in their literal meaning and 
metaphorically. In world affairs, the verbs كٞؼ٣ (return), ٟو٣ (see) and ٢رؤ٣ (come) were used 
more often metaphorically than literally. In contrast, َٕٝ (arrived) and ٚعٞر (faced) were 
used more often in their literal sense. In sport, the verbs غكه (raised), كٞؼ٣, كبػ (returned), 
ٜوٍ (fell) and غكو٣ (raise) were used more often as metaphors than literally, while َٖ٣, َٕٝ 
and َٕاٞ٣ were used more in their literal sense. 
 
In world affairs, the concordance tool revealed that most instances of the verbs كٞؼ٣ and ٢رؤ٣ 
did not indicate their literal sense of physically „going back‟ or „coming‟,363 Except in a 
few cases of leaders returning to their countries. Similarly, ٟو٣ was used more as metaphor 
to indicate „consider‟ or „view‟ than in the literal sense of seeing. 
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„
Arabi al-Asasi, s.v. “٢رؤ٣ and كٞؼ٣.” 
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In contrast, the verb َٕٝ was used more in its literal sense: a leader arrived at his 
destination, etc. The verb ٚعٞر was also used more to indicate the action of journeying 
towards a destination. 
 
In sport, the verbs غكه, كٞؼ٣, كبػ, ٜوٍ and غكو٣ were used more often metaphorically with 
sport teams as subjects, for example  ن٣ولُا كبػ... ,  ن٣ولُا ٜوٍ... . The analysis showed that this 
referred to football teams‟ positions in league tables, either falling or rising, after match 
results.  
 
This is not to deny their less frequent literal usage. For example, the verb ٜوٍ was used to 
indicate a player who fell and كبػ was used to indicate a player who returned to his home 
country or game. Exceptionally, there was no major difference in frequency between the 
metaphorical and literal usages of the verb َٕٝ and its derivations (َٖ٣ was used 
metaphorically slightly more, َٕٝ was used metaphorically and literally the same number 
of times).  
 
It can be generally observed that metaphorical use was more frequent than literal use, 
except with a few verbs such as َٕٝ and its derivitives. The researcher considers that this 
indicates there is a new tendency for news writers to use certain verbs metaphorically 
rather than in their literal sense.  
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3.   Discussion of verbs in one semantic meaning 
 
The analysis went further to investigate verbs with similar meanings and showed that the 
verb ٍبه (said) was used in very high frequencies as compared with its synonyms in both 
sections, indicating that it was more accurate to use ٍبه in news writing rather than سلؾر or 
ٌِْر, because meaning differences still exist between synonyms, depending on context. It 
could be stated, therefore, that different contexts require the use of different words from 
within the same semantic family. 
 
Comparison analysis showed that world affairs used the verb  ٍبه  more than sport, with a 
75.04 positive keyness score. The researcher considers that this relates not to semantic 
differences but to the nature of the two sections, as world affairs reports were more about 
speaking and comment, represented by ٍبه, as compared with sport.  
 
For similar reasons, the verb لوزٗا (criticised) was used more (though only slightly more) 
than كه/كو٣  (replied) (eight and seven occurrences respectively). Although these two verbs 
might be used for a similar purpose, to indicate critical comment, a slight semantic 
difference exists. The verb لوزٗا can be used to give a negative comment on any issue, even 
when the commentator has no interest in it. However, the verb كه was used when the 
commentator, either individually or on behalf of his organisation, had been criticised 
before. Thus, there were no great differences in terms of frequency between these two 
verbs, although the analysis shows that newspapers reported both kinds of response 
situation (critical attack and reply).  
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World news contains many reports about war and people killed in crises. The use of verbs 
such as َُزه (killed) and لْٜزٍا (died as a martyr) are closely related to this situation. The 
analysis shows that َُزه was used more frequently than لْٜزٍا (35 and three occurrences 
respectively). This is because the verb لْٜزٍا was used to indicate the death of a person for 
their faith, while this specific sense is not carried in َُِزه. The concordance tool showed the 
verb لْٜزٍا referred three times to the Palestinian opposition or Hamas members in the 
world affairs sub-corpora, while the verb َُِزه was used to indicate death in other countries 
such as Afghanistan, Iraq, Philippines and even Israel. This shows that Arabic newspapers 
considered Palestinians‟ deaths as martyrdoms or heroic.  
 
For the verbs that mean „watching‟, the verb ٟو٣ (see) was used more than لْٜ٣ (witness) 
and وظ٘٣ (look). However, the researcher considers that most of these verbs were used 
metaphorically, not in their literal sense. For example, ٟو٣ was used to indicate „having a 
point of view‟ and وظ٘٣ was used to indicate „thinking‟. As world affairs contains more 
about comment and speaking, the high frequency of ٟو٣ was to be expected.  
 
Conversely, in sport, Table 5.55 shows that the verb لّٜ was used more than ٟو٣. It should 
be noted that ٟو٣ was mostly used metaphorically and its lower frequency in sport is 
therefore unsurprising because sports news contains more reports about sports events, not 
„points of view‟. The verb لّٜ was therefore used more in sport because referred to 
supporters „witnessing and experiencing‟ sports competitions. In the comparison analysis, 
Table 5.85 shows clearly the contrast between world affairs and sport for these two verbs. 
However, for ٟو٣ no significant score was recorded, showing that both sections used it in 
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similar frequencies. This indicates that, although world affairs contained more uses of ٟو٣ 
to indicate „points of view‟ (18 occurrences), sport was not too far behind with ten.  
 
For verbs meaning „announcing‟, the verb ِٖػأ (announced) was used more frequently than 
the verb وجفأ (informed) in world affairs, because they were normally used in different 
situations, although their meanings may appear similar. The verb ِٖػأ was used for 
announcements to a large number of people, while the verb  وجفأ was normally used when 
the target audience was small. It was common for world affairs to carry reports of leaders 
announcing (ِٖػأ) to large numbers of people. It was similar situation in sport, although the 
frequency for ِٖػأ was lower. Further analysis showed that this verb was used in sport for 
public announcements, mostly by the sports or team management. In the comparison 
analysis, the verb ِٖػأ recorded a 45.50 positive score for world affairs, for the same reason 
as the verb ٍبه (said), with world affairs containing more verbs about „speaking and 
comment‟ as well as „announcing‟.  
 
For verbs meaning „meeting‟, the verb ٢وزِ٣ (meet) was used more (14 occurrences) in 
world affairs than its synonyms, especially the verb َثبو٣ (encounter), which occurred only 
once. Similar in sport, the verb ٢وزِ٣ was used more (27 occurrences) than the verb َثبو٣, 
indicating that newspapers preferred to use ٢وزِ٣ rather than َثبو٣ in both sections.  
 
This is to be expected in world affairs because the verb ٢وزِ٣ meaning „meeting, join or get 
together‟364 is appropriate for a number of leaders having meetings or discussions. One 
might expect this verb (٢وزِ٣) not to be regularly used in sport because the verb َثبه meaning 
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 Al-Mawrid, 22
nd
 ed. , s.v. “٠وزُا.” 
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„to encounter, to oppose and to face‟ might appear to be more appropriat to sports, which 
involve physical challenge rather cordial meetings. However, the results showed that ٢وزِ٣ 
was used more than َثبه in sports section, as in world affairs. The researcher believes this is 
because sports competitions are not real wars which involve death, killing, revenge and 
anger, but are temporary battles that should end in friendship and sporting spirit. 
Newspapers thus preferred to use ٢وزِ٣ rather than َثبه to indicate a more friendly meeting, 
similar to leaders meeting in world affairs.  
 
Comparison analysis showed that the verb ٢وزِ٣ in sport was used more often than in world 
affairs. This is because there are more reports on sporting matches between teams than on 
meetings between leaders in world affairs. Previous findings have shown that sport 
covered a lot of matches and meetings between atheletes, especially football, while world 
affairs reported more on world crises than on leaderss meetings.   
 
For verbs meaning „affirmation‟, the verb لًأ (confirmed) was used more than ذجصأ 
(affirmed) in both sections. The researcher considers that the verb لًأ is more related to 
„speaking‟ than the verb ذجصأ. As both sections contain more spoken confirmation than 
„affirmation‟, the verb لًأ dominated the usage. The comparison analysis showed that the 
verb لًأ was used more in world affairs than in sport. This relates to previous findings that 
world affairs reported more on speaking and comment. 
 
For verbs meaning „return‟, in world affairs the verb كٞؼ٣ (return) was used more (22 
occurrences) than غعو٣ (go back), which did not occur at all, indicating that newspapers 
preferred to use the verb كٞؼ٣ to indicate something returning to its origin, normally a place. 
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This was confirmed by the previous findings about verbs used metaphorically and literally; 
Table 5.22 shows that this verb was used literally to indicate a leader who „returns‟ from a 
visit and metaphorically to mean „a particular matter is caused by (goes back to)‟.  
 
Of verbs meaning „succeed in achieving something‟, the verb ؼغٗ/ؼغ٘٣  (succeed) was used 
more than ىبك/ىٞل٣  (win) in world affairs, although the opposite was true in sport, because 
the verb ىبك is more suitable for situations related to competition and challenge, while the 
verb ؼغٗ is more appropriate for success in discussions, tests or meetings in world affairs. 
The comparison between sections showed that, although the verb ؼغٗ was used more in 
world affairs than ىبك, it still occurred less often than in sport. This indicates that sports 
reports are more related to the sense of „successful and achievement‟ than world affairs, as 
most sports news covers sporting competition involving win or lose situations. The verb 
ؼغٗ was also used to refer to success, in sports competition, but less often than ىبك.  
 
In sport, the verb نوؽ (achieve) was also used with ىٞلُا (victory) or ػبغُ٘ا (success) and 
other verbs were also used. The verbs ىوؽأ/ىوؾ٣  (achieve) were used more than َٖؽ/َٖؾ٣  
(obtain) and ٍبٗ/ٍب٘٣  (gain). This can be related to the general and specific meaning of these 
verbs, because the verb ىوؽأ was specifically used to indicate someone who wins a prize in 
competition, while the others are general to any kind of achievement, such as 
examinations, and tests, including competition.  
 
Additionally, in sport, verbs meaning „award‟ were analysed. The verb ؼ٘ٓ/ؼ٘ٔ٣  (award) 
was used more than ٠طػأ/٢طؼ٣  (give). From a semantics perspective, although both verbs 
may indicate similar meanings of „awarding‟ or „giving‟, there are noticeable differences 
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between them. The verb ٓؼ٘  was normally used to indicate granting something special such 
as gifts, talents and rewards, while the verb ٠طػأ could apply to all kinds of gifts, whether 
material or abstract. In other words, the relation between is one of the general and the 
specific.  
 
However, the concordance showed that there were no differences between these two verbs 
in terms of semantics with both being used to indicate awarding „freedom, rest, option, 
goal, chance, money etc.‟. Therefore it could be concluded that there was no specific 
reason for frequency differences between these verbs as they were used for all situations in 
sport.  
 
Of verbs meaning „advance over other competitors‟, the verb ّلور/ّلوز٣  was used more than 
هلٖر/هلٖز٣  and مٞلر/مٞلز٣  in sport. Although they seemed to indicate similar meanings, the 
generality of the verb ّلور made it applicable for most situations, while the verbs مٞلر and 
هلٖر were used in a quite limited sense to describe team rankings in league tables or 
competitions. As the sports news covered all sports events, the verb ّلور, which is 
appropriate for all definitions of „advancing‟, was used more than its synonyms.  
 
Of verbs meaning „end‟, the verb ْر/ْز٣  (complete) was used more than ٠ٜزٗا (ended) in both 
sections. This is because the verb ْر/ْز٣  was used in both sections to indicate ending with the 
aim fulfilled, while the verb ٠ٜزٗا was mostly used in reference to simple ending, without 
taking the aim into account. This can also be related to the previous finding that the verb ْر 
is an auxiliary verb.  
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The comparison analysis showed that the verb ْر/ْز٣  was used more frequently in world 
affairs than in sport, but the opposite was true of the verb ٠ٜزٗا/٢ٜز٘٣ . World affairs used 
ْر/ْز٣  for the completion of several world events, such as meetings and conferences, which 
take place less frequently in the area of sport. In contrast, in coverage of matches and 
games, the verb ٠ٜزٗا is more appropriate as it indicates the ending of an allotted time.  
 
The researcher notes that these represent the current language style in news writing without 
pinpointing any new usage. Nevertheless, the results highlighted many important instances 
of some verbs being more commonly used than others with similar meanings, due to the 
varying requirements of different situations.     
 
4.   Discussion of verbs that have positive and negative meanings 
 
Further investigation reveals the verbs that semantically indicate specific meaning. For 
verbs with positive and negative meanings, Table 5.24 in world affairs shows that three out 
of five words, ؼغٗ/ؼغ٘٣ , نوؽ/نوؾ٣  and َٖؽ/َٖؾ٣  (succeed, achieve, obtain), are verbs with a 
positive meaning which are used more than their antonyms. Meanwhile, the positive verb 
ؼَٔ٣ (allowed) occurred in the same frequency as its antonym ؼَٔ٣ لا (prohibit), and the 
negative verb ٘كه (denied) occurred more frequently than its positive equivalent َجه 
(accepted). The concordance analysis showed that the three positive verbs that occurred 
more than their antonyms were mostly related to comments from organisers and 
participants in meetings, conferences or peace discussions.  
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The verb ٘كه (rejected) was used mostly in relation to opposition to the subject of the 
report by, for example, the opposing political party. Examples of this are a statement from 
the Iranian leader (Ahmedinejad) about their nuclear programme, the reflection of the 
Hamas representative on Israel‟s invasion, the statement of the Kosovo leader disagreeing 
with conflict with Russia, and others.  
 
In sport, Table 5.56 shows that the newspapers paid more attention to positive subjects, 
such as the winning competitor or team, than to negative ones, as is clear in all the 
examples, indicating that the sport section in Arabic newspapers preferred to report on a 
team‟s success, qualifying to the next stage, achieving targets, and other positive sporting 
outcomes. However, this does not mean that failure by a competitor or team was not 
reported, as is shown by the occurrence of some negative verbs, although admittedly lower 
in number.  
 
In the comparison analysis, Table 5.86 shows that sport sections were more concerned 
with positive events than world affairs, because the examples in world affairs showed the 
negative verb ٘كه was used more than its antonym, and the negative verb ؼَٔ٣ لا was used 
in equal frequency to its antonym. The researcher believes this is because sports news is by 
nature more concerned with competition and prefers to report positive results. The trend is 
less obvious in world affairs, although newspaper tried to report positively on world crises, 
such as outcomes of world leaders‟ meetings and discussions. As long as world affairs is 
concerned with world crises and conflict, it is to be expected that more negative verbs will 
be used. It can thus be generally stated that both sections report more on positive situations 
than negative, with positive verbs clearly dominating the sport sections.  
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5.   Discussion of verbs of striving toward achievement, and their opposites 
 
The results showed that verbs meaning „striving‟ were used more than their opposite in 
world affairs, indicating that, although the world is facing various conflicts and crises, 
most authorities, such as government leaders, the United Nations, regional organisations, 
security authorities, etc., were continuously making efforts to solve conflicts in order to 
maintain global security. Similarly, in sport, verbs meaning „striving‟ were used more than 
their opposites.  
 
In the comparison analysis, Table 5.87 shows that sport used more verbs that meant 
„striving towards achievement‟ than world affairs, especially the verbs ٠ؼَ٣ (strive) and 
ةهلز٣ (train). This can be related to the fact that sportsmen strive more to become winners 
in competitions than world leaders strive to solve global crises. In addition, striving in 
sports involves physical actions, whereas world issues do not. For example, the verb ةهلز٣ 
(train) occurred in sport but not in world affairs because it involves physical actions.      
 
6.2.12   Discussion of verb in terms of transitivity 
  
In order to analyse the Arabic style in newspaper in terms of transitivity, several verbs that 
regularly take particles were chosen. Generally, the verbs analysed demonstrated two 
styles of verb transitivity in addition to the normal usage: first, transitivity with a particle 
other than the usual particle; and second, use with no particle at all.  
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For the first verb in world affairs, the results showed that the verb ت٤ٕأ (be hit) was used 
both without the particle ـث (with) to refer to being struck by a kind of sickness, as well as 
with the usual particle ـث. The analysis showed that the use of this verb without particle ـث 
was higher than the normal usage. The consequence of not using the particle is that the 
verb becomes non-specific. For example,  ... حٞجػ ٢ك ت٤ٕأ...  (was hit in a bomb blast) is 
different from the normal usage (  .. حٞجػ ٢ك ػاوغث ت٤ٕأ... .  (was injured in a bomb blast). 
The use of the verb was usually directly related to particular events, such as bombings and 
attacks, by using the particle ٢ك (in). The use of this verb with the particle ـث is a normal 
combination and excluding the particle may confuse readers as to the kind of injury 
sustained.  
 
However, the researcher believes this confusion would be very rare in world affairs, 
especially in the presence of other contextual indicators. One important indicator was the 
particle ٢ك to indicate a specific event, such as a bomb attack, which indicated indirectly 
expectation of injury or death. The researcher also found that specifying types of harm was 
not the main focus in world news, which concentrated on the events and number of people 
involved instead.  
 
Further analysis of individual newspapers (Table 5.29) shows that the use of this verb 
without a particle was recognised by all the newspapers except Al-Sabah al-Jadid, while 
there was no result for Al-Khabar. Although most of them recognised the exclusion of the 
particle ـث, the results showed there were two kinds of acceptance: first, using both styles 
(with ـث and without it), which occurred in Al-Furat, Al-Jazirah and Al-Safir; and second, 
using the verb without the particle, which occurred in Al-Ahram and Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi.  
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For the verb َٕٝ (arrived), the results showed this verb was used in quite similar 
frequency both in its normal usage with the particle ٠ُا (to)365 and without it. Further 
investigation in the concordance tool showed that the particle ٠ُا might be omitted in order 
to avoid repetition in an article. Generally, Table 5.29 shows that the use of the verb 
without a particle was recognised in all the newspapers except Al-Ahram and Al-Jazirah, 
where no results were found, indicating that the use َٕٝ without ا٠ُ  was widespread in 
most Arabic newspaper contexts, including in non-Arab countries. 
 
A similar situation occurred in sport for the verb َٖ٣ (arrive), although the difference here 
is between the use of particle ٠ُا (to) and particle ـُ (for). The results showed that the 
former was used more than the latter (12 and two occurrences respectively). Further 
analysis in Table 5.61 shows that the usage of the particle ـُ occurred in two newspapers, 
Al-Ahram (Egypt) and Al-Jazirah (Saudi Arabia), with one occurrence each. However, a 
different situation can be seen between the two newspapers in that Al-Ahram still preferred 
to use ٠ُا (six occurrences), while Al-Jazirah used only the particle ـُ . In contrast, Al-
Khabar proved that it only recognised the use of َٖ٣ with the particle ٠ُا (four 
occurrences).  
 
This shows that, while world affairs widely excluded the use of the particle ٠ُا with this 
verb, articles in sport used the particle ٠ُا more frequently than ـُ. This was due to the 
semantic aspect of this particular verb, as it was used more often in its literal sense of 
physical movement, which requires the particle ٠ُا, while the verb َٖ٣ was used in world 
affairs metaphorically, without a particle.  
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For the verb ٠ؼَر (strive), the results showed that world affairs used it with the particles ٠ُا 
and ـُ in equally (seven occurrences each), and only small differences can be seen in sport, 
where the particle ٠ُا was used 12 times and ـُ ten. However, as the researcher considers 
the particle ٠ُا to be usual with the verb ٠ؼَر,366 the discussion focuses on the particle ـُ. 
The researcher believes its occurrence could be related to the effects of other languages, 
especially English, because English uses „strive for‟ to mean „exert strenuous effort to 
achieve something‟, which may be translated as ـُ ٠ؼَر in Arabic.  
 
The previous chapter discussed (see page 66) the possibilities of Arabic language style 
being affected by a foreign language and the researcher found no mistake occurred in 
applying the foreign style as it would not create a different meaning. In further 
investigation, Table 5.29 shows that the particle ـُ was used in four newspapers, Al-Ahram, 
Al-Furat, Al-Khabar and Al-Sabah al-Jadid. However, Al-Ahram differed in that all its 
usages were with the particle ُـ , while the other newspapers used both styles, indicating that 
Al-Ahram played an important role in promoting the use of this verb with the particle ـُ. 
Similarly, in sport, further analysis in Table 5.61 shows that all the newspapers except Al-
Sabah al-Jadid and Al-Furat used the particle ـُ, although most of them used both styles, 
indicating that they had not totally escaped from normal Arabic usage. However, Al-Ahram 
(Egypt) was distinctive in that it always used the particle ـُ.    
 
The results for the verb فلٜر (aim) showed that world affairs used it with the particle ـُ 
instead of the more usual ٠ُا.367 Table 5.29 showed that Al-Safir (Lebanon) was distinctive 
in that it always used the particle ـُ. Although this newspaper was alone in promoting this 
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style, the researcher found this was not misleading, because both usages explained the 
objective of the particular action. Similarly, other languages such as English use two styles 
to link to the objective, for example, „purpose to‟ which can be paired with ٠ُا فلٜ٣ and 
„aim for‟ which is similar to ـُ فلٜ٣.      
 
Style variation is also found with the verb نِؼز٣ (relate), where the results showed the verb 
was used once differently from its normal usage, without the particle ـث. The verb نِؼز٣ was 
always used with the particle ثـ  in normal usage,368 but this one exceptional example shows 
its recognition in Arabic newspapers, even if it is rare. By reference the concordance tool, 
the conclusion can be drawn that the particle ـث could be omitted after the verb ِز٣نؼ  if they 
were separated by other words such as ٜوك (only) in the sentence in question.369 Table 5.29 
shows that this style was used by Al-Sabah al-Jadid (Iraq). However, the concordance also 
showed another use of the verb نِؼز٣ with the particle ٠ُا even though they were separated 
by the word بٜجَؽ, as found in Al-Khabar. It can therefore be concluded that Al-Sabah al-
Jadid created a different usage for this verb in news writing, with the omission of the 
particle ٠ُا. 
 
The verb بػك (called) was always used with the particle ٠ُا when it was used to mean 
„calling for joining‟370 (see Table 5.26, which shows it was used 22 times). However, the 
table also shows that the particle ـُ may also be used, though less frequently, in similar 
contexts. The researcher considers that the use of the particle ـُ may be related to the effect 
of English, where it might be a translation of „call for‟. Meanwhile, the particle ٠ُا is 
translated into English as „to‟. Therefore, as the phrase ٠ُا بػك has become normal in 
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Arabic, the use of ـُ بػك may be considered a new feature of MSA Arabic newspapers. In 
further analysis, Table 5.29 showed that Al-Ahram and Al-Khabar were distinctive in their 
recognition of both styles, although using the verb with the particle ٠ُا was still more 
frequent.   
 
In sport, the verb ٍكبؼر (drew) was normally used with the particle غٓ (with) to indicate an 
equal result in a particular game. However, the table showed that the verb was also used 
with other particles such as ّبٓأ (in front of) and ـُ (for), or without a particle. A new feature 
of MSA in newspaper Arabic is clear here, in its used with the particle ّبٓأ as well as غٓ in 
similar contexts. For examples,  ٢َٗولُا ٖ٣ه ٍكبؼرغي ٕاوث  (French Rennes drew with Brann) 
and  ٖ٤رهبجٓ ٢ك ٍكبؼروايأ ٖ٤و٣ولُا  (drew in front of two teams). The researcher considers that 
the use of ّبٓأ does not lead to misunderstanding, because sporting competitions involved 
meetings between two teams confronting [in front of] one another, so the use of the particle 
ّبٓأ can be considered simply a style variation. In further analysis, Table 5.61 shows that 
ّبٓأ was used in Al-Sabah al-Jadid once, while the particle ـُ was used in Al-Sabah al-Jadid 
and Al-Safir, indicating that several newspapers, especially Al-Sabah al-Jadid, believed in 
the viability of these particles‟ usage with the verb ٍكبؼر.  
  
The verb نجٍ (passed), indicating „had previously‟, regularly occurs in Arabic with the 
particle ـُ, for example  بًٔ هن كثسبًبٍٝأ غٓ تؼُ ٕأ... .371 However, the result show a variation 
in this verb, where it was used, albeit on fewer occasions (six) without a particle.
372
 The 
researcher does not consider this usage as misleading, as omitting the particle ـُ does not 
affect the sentence order or message. Furthermore, the omission of the particle in some 
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contexts could simplify the Arabic. Thus, Table 5.61 shows that the omission of the 
particle ـُ was recognised by all the newspapers except Al-Ahram (with the proviso that 
there were no results for Al-Khabar or Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi).  
 
The verb ٤ـ٣ت  (absent) was regularly used with the particle ٖػ, which indicates „away‟ 
from something.
373
 For example, ٖػ تؿو٣ meaning „hate‟ can be understood as „stay away 
from a hateful thing‟. Thus, the verb ٖػ ت٤ـ٣ was also used to indicate „be absent from‟ 
which can be explained as „stay away from certain event‟. However, the results show that 
the newspapers also recognised the less frequent use of this verb without a particle, 
indicating that news articles tend towards the use of simple sentences in newspaper reports, 
even when this contravenes normal usage, as long as the meaning is  clear to readers. Here, 
the verb ت٤ـ٣ without the particle ٖػ semantically already means „be absent from‟.  
 
In addition, the omission of the particle ٖػ may be related to the fact that in some contexts, 
mentioning the particular „occasion‟ from which a person was absent was not important for 
the reports, or was already understood by readers, and omitting to specify the „occasion‟ 
leads to the omission of the particle ٖػ too. In further analysis, Table 5.61 shows that the 
newspapers either recognised both styles (Al-Jazirah, Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi and Al-Sabah al-
Jadid), or only recognised the use of the verb without ٖػ (Al-Ahram, Al-Khabar and Al-
Safir). Thus, there were no newspapers that always used the verb without the particle ٖػ, 
indicating that the relationship between the verb and the particle ٖػ was still strong as a 
normal usage, especially in Al-Ahram, Al-Khabar and Al-Safir. 
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The verb َٛؤر (qualified) was regularly used with the particle ٠ُا because it related to 
„moving from a lower stage to a higher‟ in sport. However, the results showed that the 
particle ـُ was also used with low frequency. The researcher considers that this was due to 
news writers‟ perception of the qualification in question: the use of the particle ٠ُا only 
indicated „moving from a lower stage to a higher stage‟, but the use of ـُ might also 
indicate the „crucial qualification from one stage to another as a main objective‟. The 
concordance tool for this verb showed that both occurrences of the particle ـُ  were related 
to „moving from qualification stage to the final stage‟, which was considered the most 
important and firm objective of participation in any sport. In further analysis, Table 5.61 
shows that the particle ـُ was only recognised in Al-Jazirah, with two occurrences, when it 
reported sport competitors qualifying for the final stage. 
 
The verb طبزؾ٣ (need) is also regularly used in Arabic with the particle ٠ُا.374 However, the 
results showed that media Arabic may apply different styles so that the particle ـُ was used 
with lower frequency. The reason for this can be found in previous explanations about the 
verb َٛؤر (qualified). In the researcher‟s view, the verb طبزؾ٣ was normally used with ٠ُا 
literally to mean „be in need of‟. However, the use of ـُ might also indicate „possession of 
the required thing‟. In this context, the concordance tool showed that ـُ was used to indicate 
that the subject not only needed the object in order to do something important, but also had 
to possess it; this usually related to an attitude in sport. Both usages referred to players‟ 
attitudes, such as endeavour and commitment.
375
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 The example of this situation is  ٜوك ّايزُلااٝ ّبظُِ٘ طبزؾ٣ ٕبًٝ... . 
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In further analysis, Table 5.61 shows that only Al-Ahram used the verb طبزؾ٣ with the 
particle ـُ, while other newspapers only recognised ٠ُا (excluding Al-Jazirah, Al-Khabar 
and Al-Sabah al-Jadid for which there were no results). Thus, Al-Ahram was distinctive in 
creating a different verb transitivity with the verb طبزؾ٣, to mean not only „need something‟, 
but also „need to possess something‟ especially with regard to attitude.  
 
The verb ٢ٗبؼ٣ (suffer) was regularly used with the particle ٖٓ to mean „subject suffering 
from negative occasion‟, such as health problems in sporting events. However, the results 
show that Arabic newspapers might not use a particle in this context. The researcher 
considers this a new style in newspaper writing where, in some circumstances, simplicity 
of writing was preferred as long as readers were able to understand the story. This was 
achieved by omitting several particles that were usually widely used, such as ٖٓ in this 
context.
376
 In further analysis, Table 5.61 shows that Al-Ahram is again distinct, along with 
Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi, as the only two newspapers that recognised the use of this verb without 
ٖٓ.  
 
In relation to previous discussions, one problem might arise from the omission of the 
particle ٖٓ. Readers might become confused about whether the word following ٢ٗبؼ٣ is the 
subject or the object of the verb, since either is grammatically possible. However, in the 
sentences in question, this did not arise because the word directly after ٢ٗبؼ٣ was definitely 
the object suffered, not the subject who did the suffering. Nevertheless, while the omission 
of the particle ٖٓ was justifiable, only Al-Ahram and Al-Quds al-„Arabi applied it. 
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 The example of this situation is  ٢ِ٤ػبٍٔلإا ٕأ ٠ُا ُبٔوُا هبّأٍَاؼَ  خوٗبف خ٤ُبٓ خٓىأ... . 
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Reference to al-Mu
‟
jam al-
„
Arabi al-Asasi shows that the use of the verb ( ٠ٗبػ /٢ٗبؼ٣ ) 
without a particle is recognised.
377
  
 
The verb ٟكأ (led) was normally used with the particle ٠ُا to mean „event that led to further 
situation‟. However, the results show that Arabic newspapers may, less often, use the verb 
with the particle ـُ . The researcher noted that the meaning of the verb ٟكأ directly indicated 
cause and effect in certain sports events. The result of any cause can be shown in Arabic by 
the particle ـُ, leading „to‟. Although the particle ـُ is therefore accurate in terms of 
meaning, this does not preclude the use of the particle ٠ُا, which is still preferred. Rather, it 
simply explains the use of the particle ـُ in addition to the particle ٠ُا.378 In further 
investigation, Table 5.61 shows that only Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi used the particle ـُ in 
combination with the verb ٟكأ, and that only once. This newspaper also used the particle 
٠ُا, which was the only style recognised by the other newspapers. 
  
The verb تؿو٣ (interested) was regularly used with the particle ٢ك to indicate „subject 
desires something‟.379 However, the results show that this verb may also be used with the 
particle ـث or without a particle in Arabic news writing. The researcher found that in certain 
circumstances, news articles omit or replace several particles when they do not 
significantly contribute to the readers‟ understanding, regardless of whether they are 
regularly used in Arabic. However, the researcher considers that confusion might happen if 
no particle was used with this particular verb (تؿو٣ only) because it was also used in the 
opposite meaning with the particle ٖػ (ٖػ تؿو٣) (hate). In the sentence in question, the 
verb without a particle was accompanied by a clear indication of meaning by means of the 
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 For example, وولُا ٠ٗبػ and تػبزُٔا ٠ٗبػ; see Al-Mu‟jam al-„Arabi al-Asasi, s.v. “٠ٗبػ.” 
378
 The example of this situation is  ١نُا و٤ٛبٔغُا تـّ ٖٓ ٚٓلٕيدأ جٓ فبو٣لإ ٚو٣وك حاهب... . 
379
 Al-Mu
‟
jam al-
„
Arabi al-Asasi, s.v. “تؿه.” 
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negative particle لا before the verb (تؼُِا تؿو٣ لا).380 In further analysis, Table 5.61 shows 
that the omission of the particle with تؿو٣ was used in Al-Ahram, while the particle ـث was 
used in Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi in place of the more usual particle ٢ك, indicating again the 
distinctiveness of these two newspapers in terms of verb transitivity compared with other 
newspapers.   
 
The above discussion has shown that variations of language style in verb transitivity with 
particles are used in newspaper writing. Nevertheless, the results show that the normal 
usage of verb combinations with particles is still preferred by Arabic newspapers, e.g the 
normal usage of بػك ٠ُا  occurred more than بػك ـُ .  However, further analysis revealed that 
several newspapers are eager to escape from traditional Arabic and create a new identity 
for media Arabic. The researcher found that this situation occurred in most newspapers in 
the corpus.  
 
6.2.13   Discussion of words by newspaper 
 
In order to take the study to greater depth, several aspects of the language features in 
Arabic newspapers from seven regions were analysed by newspaper. As stated previously, 
five of the seven analysed are published in various Arab countries, and two in the United 
Kingdom and Australia. Using this method for further investigation was expected to 
produce more detailed results about the language style in media Arabic according to the 
country and region of publication.  
 
                                                 
380
 For more explanation, the sentence is  لا تػلا ١أ ٖػ ٠٘ؿ ٢ك ١ؤُٖا ُٖٛٞا ن٣وكةغشَ  ٙكلاث تقزُ٘ٔ تؼُِا... . 
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It should be noted that this part will not discuss all the results analysed in chapter 5 by 
newspaper as some of them have already been discussed, especially the analysis in terms 
of phrase and verb transitivity.   
 
1.   High frequency words 
 
Table 5.27 analysed the top five highest frequency words by newspaper in world affairs. 
The word ٌ٤ئوُا (leader), which is also the highest frequency word overall, ranks the 
highest in five out of the seven newspapers. The other two newspapers, Al-Furat and Al-
Quds al-
„
Arabi, had the words ماوؼُا and ٍبه respectively at the top of the frequency list. 
Generally speaking, this showed that most newspapers reported on world leaders, 
especially government leaders, organisations and political parties.  
 
In Al-Furat, however, the word ماوؼُا had the highest frequency and, with the words ٢هاوػ 
and خ٤هاوػ in fourth and fifth place, this indicated that Iraq was the newspaper‟s main 
concern. The reason for this may be that the newspaper is published by Iraqis who 
migrated to Australia after the American allied attack on Iraq in 2003. As mentioned 
before in chapter 3, one of the newspaper‟s focuses was on spreading information about 
Iraq to Iraqi immigrants in Australia (see page 86). 
 
On the other hand, Al-Sabah al-Jadid (Iraq) produced an interesting result in that the 
conflict in Kosovo was the newspaper‟s focus rather than the other main world events 
(Palestine, Iraq and Iran‟s nuclear programme) covered in other newspapers. While the 
Iraq issue was a matter for the national news section in this Iraqi newspaper, the lack of 
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focus on the Palestine-Israel issue may be due to the newspaper‟s stand on other world 
issues. As mentioned before in chapter 3, Al-Sabah al-Jadid was previously published as 
Al-Sabah and was relaunched and renamed after the American attack in 2003. Its 
publication was controlled by the American allies in Iraq, and so it may have been used to 
spread American propaganda against Russia by highlighting the Kosovo conflict.  
 
In the sport sections, Table 5.59 shows that most of the newspapers focused most on 
reporting about football teams and matches. Sports results were also highlighted, especially 
in Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi and Al-Safir, where the words خطوٗ (point) and هٞك (victory) were 
prominent. However, the most notable point is that two newspapers, Al-Ahram and Al-
Jazirah, were mainly focused on internal football issues, with football clubs‟ names and a 
nation‟s name in the top five high frequency words: وٖٓ (Egypt) and يُبٓيُا (al-Zamalik) 
for Al-Ahram and ٢ِٛلأا (al-Ahli) for Al-Jazirah. This is due to the football situation in 
those countries at the time of corpus collection. Egypt was the defending champion in the 
African Cup of Nations and was participating in the next Africa Cup in 2008 to defend 
their title, while, يُبٓيُا and ٢ِٛلأا are football club names in Egypt and Saudi Arabia 
respectively.  
 
Thus, analysis in world affairs revealed that while most newspapers were concentrating on 
prominent world matters, some newspapers avoided from the main issue by shifting to 
another, as can be seen clearly in Al-Sabah al-Jadid from Iraq. Meanwhile, the sport 
sections showed that every newspaper had a different focus, according to their interests in 
either internal or general sports events, especially football. 
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2.   Loan words 
 
This study divided the loan words into two parts, general and specific, as previously 
defined (see page 186-187). For the general loan words in world affairs, Table 5.30 shows 
that the word ٕبُٔوث (parliament) ranked at the highest frequency with 64 occurrences, 
followed by خ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣ك (democracy), خ٤غ٤راوزٍا (strategy) and others.  
 
The researcher believes that the loan words listed in the results were closely related to the 
main issues in world affairs, where matters of leaders and governments dominated the list. 
In line with this, most of the loan words that occurred in world affairs were related to 
government administrative terminology, either directly, such as خ٤ًاوهٞٔ٣ك and ثٕبُٔو , or 
indirectly, such as خ٤غ٤راوزٍا and ٢عٌُٞٞ٘ر (technology). With regard to the indirectly related 
loan words, the concordance tool showed that the word خ٤غ٤راوزٍا related to the strategic 
plans drafted by relevant countries and organisations to solve world crises, while the word 
٢عٌُٞٞ٘ر related to a particular issue, namely Iran‟s nuclear programme to develop nuclear 
technology. 
  
The table also shows that several words have different spellings, such as خ٤غ٤راوزٍا which 
was also spelled خ٤غ٤روزٍ, أ٢َِٛ  (٢طِ٘ٛأ), خ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣ك (٢ٛاوؤ٣ك) and خ٣هٞربزًك (خ٣هٞربزٌ٣ك). The 
occurrence of such differences is, in the researcher‟s view, a normal phenomenon for loan 
words because several sound clusters are not available under Arabic spelling rules,
381
 so 
new spelling rules were needed for such words to be accepted into Arabic. The spelling 
variations arise because Arabic language authorities, with different backgrounds and 
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 For further discussion of spelling differences, see page 345.  
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attitudes, developed their own spelling rules, some of which were widely accepted and 
applied, and others less so.  
 
In sport, Table 5.62 shows that the loan word خ٤ُال٤ٓ (medal) and its variations were used 
most, with 119 occurrences, followed by خ٣يٗٝوث (bronze), كبزٍأ (stadium), ٚ٤راهبً (karate) 
and وثٍٞ (super). Most of the examples in the table showed a direct relation to the sports 
news except the word „super‟, which the researcher thinks might be used in other fields as 
well, although the concordance tool showed that it was related to the names of sports 
leagues, mostly football. The results also show that the word „stadium‟ has two spellings: 
كبزٍأ, which was widely used, and كبزٍ without the vowel (أ).382  
 
Comparison between general loan words in both sections (see Table 5.88) showed that 
several high frequency loan words in world affairs were more general because some of 
them, such as خ٤غ٤راوزٍا, ٢َِٛأ, هٞٔ٣كخ٤ٛاو  and هٞربزًك, were also found in sport, although in 
lower frequency, while no high frequency loan words in sport were found in world affairs. 
This confirms that there were more specific loan words in sport than in world affairs, 
which we have seen was also the case with Arabic words too.  
 
Table 5.31 shows 11 examples of specific loan words in world affairs. The examples are 
all foreign words imported spelled in Arabic letters. All the examples occurring in high 
frequency (three and more occurrences), namely ٛاوهٌٞ٘ر (technocrat), ًٍٞٞرٝوث (protocol) 
and ٞز٤ك (Veto), were related to administration terminology in line with the main issues in 
world affairs, while, the low frequency loan words (one and two occurrences) either had no 
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 For further discussion of spelling differences, see page 348. 
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close relationship to world issues or were rarely used because of the unavailability in 
Arabic of specific terms to translate „marine soldier‟ and „virus‟. Although translations of 
foreign terms into Arabic can be done by using descriptive words, this is not as accurate as 
a direct transfer of the original word because most such words are technical terms whose 
meaning would be distorted if translation methods were applied.  
 
Exceptions were the words و٤لٗاور (transfer) and ٍبٗٞ٤ٍبٗوزٗا (international), which both have 
Arabic equivalents („ٍبوزٗا‟ and „٢ُٝك‟ respectively). The concordance tool revealed that 
both words were used in specific contexts. The word ٍبّٗٞبٗوزٗا referred to the name of a 
specific company in a non-Arab country, where the use of the Arabic ٢ُٝلُا might cause a 
generalisation of the company‟s name.383 However, the use of the word و٤لَٗاور is an 
innovation in media Arabic as there was no similarly significant reason for using the 
foreign word.
384
 The fact that this particular word was found in Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi (United 
Kingdom) is an indication that this newspaper was more exposed to foreign language 
influence.  
 
The results showed that most of the examples can easily be related to world news, the 
exceptions being ذًبع (jacket), دو٤ّ ٢ر (t-shirt) and دبٌ٤زٌر (tactics), which were found in 
Al-Ahram. The first two words are very general and the third word can be related to sports 
news in a short glance. In explanation of their occurrence in world affairs, the concordance 
tool showed that the words ذًبع and دو٤ّ ٢ر were used in one article relating to prisoner 
needs in Guantanamo Bay, while the word دبٌ٤زٌر referred to tactics applied by the army 
which mean it can be used in both sections 
                                                 
383
 The word refers to the news agency United Press International. 
384
 The sentence is “ ٝ ٢ٗبٌَُا ٍكبجزُِ خ٤ُٝلُا خ٘ػوُْ ٚ٤ػاوٖٓ ٠ِػ ةبجُا ؼزل٣شُفسَاشرنا  شُبضُا ُٖٛٞا ٖٓ ٢ػبٔغُا كوطُا... ”. The 
example shows that the word و٤لَٗاوزُا is not a specific term so the Arabic word should be preferred.  
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However, the researcher considers that the real issue in the words ذًبع and دو٤ّ ٢ر was 
not in their relation to world news, but in their usage as loan words. Several dictionaries 
show that the word ذًبع can be translated حوزٍ but there was no translation for دو٤ّ ٢ر. The 
use of ذًبع rather than حوزٍ was probably because the news writer considered that the word 
حوزٍ did not accurately translate „jacket‟ because it is a translation based on the Arabic root 
meaning and gives the sense of „a thing that covers‟.385 This is certainly not a precise 
translation of „jacket‟. The word دو٤ّ ٢ر has no Arabic equivalent, and the news author 
probably thought there was a need to specify the exact kind of garment. In this context, the 
use of the word ةٞص instead of دو٤ّ ٢ر was too general; the concordance came up with the 
word ذًبع in a similar sentence, which is also a specific garment.   
 
In sport, Table 5.63 shows 11 examples of specific loan words. As in world affairs, all the 
examples were foreign words inported and spelled in Arabic letters. The table shows only 
one high frequency word, namely ي٤زٌر (tactics), while others occurred in low frequency. 
The researcher considers the word ي٤زٌر to be a regular loan word in Al-Furat and Al-
Khabar because of the existence of its variants (٢ٌ٤زٌر, خ٤ٌ٤زٌر and دبٌ٤زٌر) in both 
newspapers, while other words were used in one form only.  
 
The table shows that most examples are closely related to the sports news. Several words 
such as و٤ٍ (Sir), دبكاوؿٞرٝأ (autographs), خ٤ٌ٤ربٓاهك (dramatic) and ٢عٌُٞٞ٤َث (psychology) 
might seem to have no relation to the sports news at first glance, but the concordance tool 
revealed their relationship. For example, the word و٤ٍ related to Manchester United 
football club manager Sir Alex Ferguson, and the word ٢عٌُٞٞ٤َث related to mental 
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 This is because حوزٍ comes from وزٍ which mean „cover‟; see Al-Mawrid, 22nd ed. , s.v. “وزٍ.”  
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preparation before participating in a sporting competition. However, the researcher noted 
that the spelling of the word ٢عٌُٞٞ٤َث which started with the consonant (ـث) to replace (p) in 
psychology is a special case, and this will be discussed later in view of the fact that 
dictionaries give the spelling as ٢عٌُٞٞ٤ٍ without (ـث).386  
 
The existence of the word دهلٗبزٍ in sport as a loan word required extensive elaboration 
because of its generality and ambiguity in the sports area. The concordance tool revealed 
that it was the scientific name of a measurement method in sporting competitions, namely 
 هي٤ُِا ةهاٞهدسذَارس خِزقٓ387  which can be justified in a way similar ٍبّٗٞبٗوزٗا discussed above.  
 
The researcher also found that some of the loan words in sport were imported from foreign 
languages because there were no specific Arabic equivalents. Words such as و٤عبُ٘ٔا 
(manager), و٤ٍ (Sir), ي٤ً َثك (double kick), خ٤ٌ٤ربٓاهك (dramatic) and ٢عٌُٞٞ٤َث (psychology) 
might have Arabic translations, but they are excluded from newspaper writing for reasons 
of accuracy. For example, the word و٤ٍ can be translated ل٤ٍ and the word ي٤ً َثك can be 
translated خ٤ئب٘ضُا خًِوُا, but these translations might not precisely convey the sense of the 
foreign word. The word ل٤ٍ is too general for و٤ٍ because the latter is a specific title only 
available in the United Kingdom, while the word ل٤ٍ can refer to all levels of people. The 
word ي٤ً َثك is a specific action performed by a player in football and so the use of the 
translation ( اخ٤ئب٘ضُا خًِوُ ) may be confusing to readers.  
 
In contrast, the table shows that several other words were available in Arabic, but that 
newspapers still preferred to use foreign words, such as ٕٞز٘ٓكبث (badminton) which is 
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 Further discussion of this word comes in page 346. 
387
 The specific sentence is “  ... هي٤ُِا ةهاٞوُِ ٍٝلأا مبجَُا ّبو٣ ش٤ؽ4.7  خِزقٓ كهلٗبزٍ هي٤ُِا ةهاٞهٝ ِٜزقٓ... ” 
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widely known as خْ٣وُا حوً and ُادهبٌ  (card), which in Arabic is خهبطجُا. The researcher 
found this to be a special feature that newspapers, especially Al-Furat and Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi, were adopting in media Arabic. The researcher believes this is related to the place 
of publication, because both these newspapers are published in non-Arab countries. The 
fact that the Arabic word خهبطجُا was used frequently instead of دهبٌُا in other newspapers 
strengthens this claim. In contrast, newspapers from Arab countries only used foreign 
words either because there was no Arabic equivalent or because the news writer believed  
the Arabic term would not precisely convey the meaning.      
 
When the specific loan words were compared, the analysis revealed that the word ي٤زٌر 
(tactics) occurred in both sections. This is a very important point because in normal 
practice, a specific word should occur in only one section, not both. The occurrence of this 
word in both sections therefore requires an explanation. Specific loan words were 
determined first by the number of newspapers in which they occurred and second, by the 
frequency of occurrence. This word was used in only two newspapers out of seven, Al-
Furat and Al-Khabar, and was therefore categorised as a specific loan word on the basis of 
the limits set by the researcher.  
 
However, the occurrence of this word in both sections indicates that it was originally not a 
specific loan word but a general one. On this basis, it should be concluded that the word 
specificity in this part of the analysis was not concerned with appropriateness for different 
types of news (sport or world affairs), but with their usage in the present corpus. This also 
applies to other specific loan words already discussed, such as ذًبع and دو٤ّ ٢ر which 
were in fact general loan words.     
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In conclusion of both studies in world affairs and sport, it could be stated that the 
acceptability level of the usage of new loan words differs considerably, specifically 
between newspapers from non-Arab and Arab countries. The analysis from the non-Arab 
country newspapers produced the unexpected finding that they readily used loan words 
even when a suitable Arabic word already existed, as in the case of كهبٌُا (card) and ٕٞز٘ٓكبث 
(badminton), while loan words in Arab country newspapers were only used when first, 
there was no specific Arabic equivalent and second, when the Arabic word would not 
precisely translate the word in question. It would have been expected that non-Arab 
countries would be exposed to more loan words than Arab-country newspapers within the 
above situations only; but the findings show that they are open to use any loan word in a 
wider perspective.     
 
3.   Discussion of words with spelling differences 
 
Because the results showed several spelling differences, the researcher regarded them as 
worthy of consideration in this study. The analysis was divided into two sections, first, 
spelling differences in Arabic words and second, spelling differences in loan words. As the 
Arabic words showed only slight spelling differences, the differences in the loan words 
have been given more attention. 
 
Table 5.32 shows that the plural for ٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ (scenario) had two spellings: داٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ and 
دبٛٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ. The word داٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ was used once in Al-Sabah al-Jadid and the word دبٛٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ 
was used five times in Al-Khabar. Although each spelling was used in only one newspaper, 
the spelling دبٛٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ was used more frequently than داٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ. In normal practice, foreign 
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words ending in „io‟ such as radio, studio and scenario form their plurals by adding 
consonant (ـٛ) in addition to (دا) as an sound plural, to become دبٛٞ٣كاه, دبٛٞ٣كٞزٍ and 
دبٛٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ because Arabic phonetics prohibits the consecutive vowel-less letters, such as 
( ْا ْٝ ) or ( ْاْا). Because those words end with ( ْٝ ), the addition of (دْا) to form the plural breaks 
the rule (دْا ْٞ ُ٣ِهب٘٤ْ ٍِ ). The solution is to add the consonant (ـٛ) to separate the vowel-less 
letters, creating (دبٛٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ). The existence of another spelling (داٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ) shows that the 
Iraqi newspaper decided to innovate.   
 
For the word „strategy‟, the spelling خ٤غ٤راوزٍا was used in five newspapers, most often in 
Al-Furat, Al-Safir and Al-Sabah al-Jadid, while خ٤غ٤روزٍ was used only in Al-Furat and 
only once. This is because Arabic has two different methods for solving the problem of 
sound the clusters „stra‟ and „sta‟ which are prohibited in Arabic; the first is to prefix the 
vowel (ا) to enable pronounciation as خ٤غ٤راوز ٍْ ا, and the second is to insert a short vowel to 
make خ٤غ٤روْز ٍِ . The analysis indicated that the former is preferred by Arabic newspapers as 
the latter only occurred once, in Al-Furat. Even so, the same newspaper used both 
spellings, with خ٤غ٤راوزٍا occurring more often than خ٤غ٤روزٍ. This proved that the use of the 
second spelling was not the main identity in Al-Furat in particular to refer to the country of 
publishing. 
 
For the word „Atlantic‟, the spelling ٢َِٛأ was used 19 times in in Al-Sabah al-Jadid and 
Al-Jazirah and the spelling ٢طِ٘ٛأ was used twice in Al-Ahram. The researcher believes 
this variation is due to differences in direct and indirect loan words from a foreign 
language. The spelling ٢طِ٘ٛأ is a direct transfer from English, while the spelling ٢َِٛأ 
comes from the word ٌِٛأ (atlas), a traditional, although corrupt, Arabic rendition of 
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„Atlantic‟. The fact that the spelling ٢َِٛأ was used in more often than ٢طِ٘ٛأ, despite the 
fact that the latter is a more correct transliteration, may indicate that the newspapers 
preferred to avoid a direct foreign loan word as long as an Arabic alternative was available. 
The researcher considers that the use of ٢طِ٘ٛأ as a spelling variation in MSA was 
promoted by Al-Ahram
388
 as a result of foreign language influence. 
 
For the word „dictator‟, the results showed that the spelling هٞربزًك was used more than 
هٞربزٌ٣ك. The reason for this variation is related to the transposition of English vowels into 
Arabic. The normal method is to represent all foreign letters by Arabic letters, even though 
Arabic, strictly speaking, only writes consonants and long vowels. This means that even 
short vowels in English are usually represented by Arabic letters, rather than by „vowel 
points‟. According to this system, „dictator‟ should be spelled in Arabic as هٞربزٌ٣ك. 
However, the ١, which in Arabic would normally indicate a long „i‟, is sometimes omitted, 
giving the spelling هٞربزًك. The two spellings were used in different newspapers (Al-Safir 
and Al-Khabar used هٞربزًك, while Al-Ahram and Al-Sabah al-Jadid used هٞربزٌ٣ك), and both 
spellings were used in quite similar frequencies (three and two occurrences respectively).  
 
In sport, the results showed two spellings for „psychology‟, ٢عٌُٞٞ٤َث and ٢عٌُٞٞ٤ٍ, which 
each occurred once, both in the same newspaper, Al-Khabar (Algeria). The former spelling 
is based on the Western spelling of the word, with the Arabic ـث representing the p, which is 
a sound that does not exist in Arabic. The latter spelling is a transcription of the word as it 
is pronounced, the p being silent. Reference to several dictionaries showed that the spelling 
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 This spelling (٢طِ٘ٛأ) is also found in a modern Arabic dictionary; see A Dictionary of Modern Written 
Arabic, s.v. “٢طِ٘ٛأ.”  
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without (ـث) is a recognised spelling, so the spelling with (ـث) may be considered an 
innovation.
389
   
 
The analysis also showed that the word kilogram had two different Arabic spellings and 
one abbreviation: ّاوؿِٞ٤ً and ّاوعِٞ٤ً (with a variation in the consonants ط and ؽ, and the 
abbreviation ْـً. These spellings were found in only two newspapers: Al-Sabah al-Jadid 
used the first spelling and abbreviation, and Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi used the second spelling. 
The researcher believes this is due to the differences in Arabic dialect sound systems. The 
hard vowel g does not exist in standard Arabic and was therefore replaced by the 
consonant ؽ to give the spelling ّاوؿِٞ٤ً or ْـً. However, the hard g is found normal in the 
Egyptian dialect, so the fact that the spelling ّاوعِٞ٤ً with the consonant ط occurred in the 
UK newspaper may be because the writer was originally from Egypt or had been affected 
by Egyptian Arabic.   
 
For the word November, the table showed the use of two spellings, وجٔكٞٗ and وج٘كٞٗ, with 
the first clearly used more (38 times in five newspapers) than the second (only once in Al-
Sabah al-Jadid). Al-Sabah al-Jadid was also included among the five newspapers that used 
the more common spelling, indicating that this newspaper was distinctive in that it 
recognised both variants. This might be related to phonics and the transposition of the 
sound combinations „nb‟ and „mb‟. For example, the Arabic word َوجْ٘ َػ („anbar) has 
become „amber‟ in English. Nevertheless, the researcher believes the second spelling was 
probably a spelling mistake on the part of the writer or a typographical error.   
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 Al-Mawrid, 22
nd
 ed. , s.v. “٢عٌُٞٞ٤ٍ.” 
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For the word كبزٍ, the results showed it was spelt without (أ) three times in Al-Ahram, 
although the spelling كبزٍأ was used more frequently, including 18 times in Al-Ahram. The 
researcher considers that there are parallels between this and the two spellings of the word 
خ٤غ٤راوزٍا in world affairs discussed above, where again only one newspaper, Al-Furat, used 
both the alternative spellings. The conclusion can be drawn that Al-Ahram (كبزٍأ and كبزٍ) 
and Al-Furat (خ٤غ٤راوزٍا and خ٤غ٤روزٍ) are distinctive in that they were the only newspapers 
that accepted both spelling variants for sound clusters starting with „st‟. In both cases, the 
variant without (أ) was less frequently used than the more usual spellings  (خ٤غ٤راوزٍا and 
كبزٍأ).  
 
Spelling differences also occurred in original Arabic words, but not as many as in loan 
words. The words ٕٝئّ (ٕٞئّ) and ٍٝئَٓ (ٍٞئَٓ) were discussed together because of their 
similarity, both words having differences in using the letter (إ) or (ئ) to carry the hamza. 
The results showed that the spelling with (ئ) was popular in only one newspaper, Al-
Ahram, while (إ) was used in other newspapers, especially in the word ٍٝئَٓ. This was due 
to a conflict in the rules of orthography for writing the consonant (ء) in the middle of the 
word
390
 and for avoiding the repetition of the letter (ٝ) within a word.391 It was clear that 
Al-Ahram newspaper preferred to avoid repeating the (ٝ) by using (ئ), while most 
newspapers preferred to follow the rule for writing (ء) on (إ) when it is associated with 
dhammah ( - َُ  ), especially in ٕٝئّ where the preceding letter also has dhammah ( - َُ  ).   
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 The general rule states that the consonant hamzah in written on (ٝ) when it is vocalised with dhammah and 
the preceding letter is also vocalised with dhammah,  as in ٕٝئّ and ًٝئً. The (ء) is also written on (ٝ) when 
it is vocalised with dhammah and the preceding letter has sukun, as in  ٍٝئَٓ and ّٝئْٓ. 
391
 Several linguists agree with the use of (ئ) for ٕٞئّ and  ٍٞئَٓ  purposely to avoid a double waw (ٝ). 
http://www.alshref.com/vb/t60354.html. This has also been attributed to regional variations, with (ئ) related 
to Egyptian practice, while (إ) is related to the Levant. However, the researcher found the spelling ٍٝئَٓ with 
(إ); see A Dictionary of Egyptian Arabic, eds. Hinds Martin and El-Said Badawi (Beirut: Maktabah Lubnan, 
1986), s.v. “ٍٝئَٓ.”   
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The spelling difference between the words داهبجٓ and دب٣هبجٓ occurred as a result of the 
presence of the vowel (ا) in the singular حاهبجٓ, and the question of whether this should be 
construed as a sound feminine plural. In sound feminine plurals, (دا) replaces (ح) at the end 
of the word, as in خؼٓبع – دبؼٓبع. The word حاهبجٓ should thus become in the plural دااهبجٓ 
with double (اا), which is prohibited by the rules of Arabic orthography. There are two 
solutions to this problem: to convert the first (ا) into (١), forming دب٣هبجٓ,392 or to delete the 
first (ا), forming داهبجٓ. Table 5.64 shows that the spelling دب٣هبجٓ was used more than 
داهبجٓ (171 and 20 occurrences respectively). However, the table also shows that both 
spellings were regularly used in all the newspapers in the corpus.  
 
Various factors may lead to differences in the spelling of loan words and Arabic words. 
The differences in loan word are usually caused by clashes in the representation of sound 
clusters between oral and written forms and dialects, which leads to various solutions. 
With Arabic words, the spelling differences occurred as a result of differences in practices 
different regions, especially between Egypt and other parts of the Arab world. The analysis 
also showed that, although most of the analysed words occurred in two different spellings, 
the normal spelling dominated the usage and occurred more frequently. Nevertheless, the 
existence of variant spellings for several words, even though they occurred quite rarely, 
indicates the emergence of innovations in language usage in Arabic media, especially in 
Al-Khabar (٢عٌُٞٞ٤َث), Al-Sabah al-Jadid (وج٘كٞٗ and داٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ), Al-Quds al-„Arabi (ّاوعِٞ٤ً, 
and كب٤جُٔٝأ), Al-Furat (خ٤غ٤روزٍ) and Al-Ahram (كبزٍ). The researcher noted the unexpected 
spelling داٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ (without ـٛ) which was used in Al-Sabah al-Jadid because there is no 
                                                 
392
 This is a normal grammar rule which states that if ١ or ٝ reject their fetha in the feminine singular and 
become quiescent before (ح), passing into (ا) they are restored in the plural along with the vowel; see Wright, 
W, A Grammar of the Arabic Language, 3
rd
 ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1896), 194. The 
original vowel (ا) in حاهبجٓ is (١) to become خ٣هبجٓ. 
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strong foundation for this spelling. The recognised rule is that the words ending with „io‟ 
such as ٞ٣كاه, ٞ٣كٞزٍ and ٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ would form plurals with دبٛ, as in دبٛٞ٣كاه, دبٛٞ٣كٞزٍ and 
دبٛٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ. This unexpected finding also presents the high possibility of spelling two other 
examples without the consonant ـٛ (داٞ٣كاه and داٞ٣كٞزٍ). 
 
6.2.14   Discussion of comparison analysis 
 
1.   Comparison between sections 
 
The keyword comparison analysis using the Wordsmith tool was divided into three 
sections: first, comparison between the world and sport sections; second, comparison 
between newspapers; and third, comparison between newspapers from Arab and non-Arab 
countries.  
 
For the first section, Table 5.90 showed there were more keywords with a keyness score of 
100 or more in sport than in world affairs. The researcher noted two reasons for this. First, 
words in world affairs were more general than in sport, and second, in this study the world 
affairs corpus focused on several different issues that might generate different words, 
while the sport corpus concentrated mostly on football news around the world. That being 
said, several high frequency words in world affairs, notably  ٌ٤ئوُا  (leader), were also used 
in high frequency in sport. This word is used in relation to administration not only in 
governments and world organisational structure, but also in sports team administration, so 
it occurred 189 times in sport.  
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Furthermore, the fact that governments in several countries have special relationships with 
sports clubs and organisations, especially in terms of management and sponsorship, is also 
a reason why the word ٌ٤ئوُا (leader) is regularly used in sports news. The researcher 
found this to be very clear in Al-Jazirah (Saudi Arabia), where the word و٤ٓأ (prince) 
emerged as a high frequency word because of royal involvement with sports clubs in an 
advisory capacity.  
 
Table 5.90 also shows that all the words in both comparisons have a very close 
relationships with their respective corpus, except the word ٌ٤ئوُا for reasons discussed 
above. Several other words occurred in quite low frequency in the other corpus. For 
example, حلؾزُٔا دب٣لاُٞا (USA) and و٣ىُٞا (minister), which were used most in world affairs, 
also occurred 12 times in sport. The word و٣ىُٞا indicates government involvement in sport 
through a sports minister, while the concordance tool showed that ٣لاُٞاحلؾزُٔا دب  was used in 
reference to an American basketball game. In contrast, world affairs contained more 
sports-related words that occurred in high frequencies, such as كبؾرا (union), فلٛ (goal), 
خطوٗ (point), ىٞك (victory), ن٣وك and ّله (foot). The researcher noted two contributory factors. 
First, words such as كبؾرا and فلٛ were not used in the same sense in sport as in world 
affairs, where كبؾرا was used in reference to world organisations and the word فلٛ was used 
to mean „objective‟, not a „goal‟ in football. Second, words such as ّله and ن٣وك occurred in 
several football reports that appeared in world affairs because they were related to world 
issues. The concordance also showed that the football league in Iraq was often concerned 
with the on-going war, which might threaten their sports activities.  
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2.   Comparison between newspapers 
 
The second comparison analysed the language style across newspapers. In world affairs in 
Al-Ahram, the results showed that this Egyptian newspaper focused more on the issues of 
world petrol prices and production, and the detainees in Guatanamo Bay, as well as on 
countries such as Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iraq. The American military presence in Iraq, 
and Iran‟s nuclear programme were also highlighted. 
  
Al-Furat was more concerned about Iraqi issues, evidenced by the use of more Iraq-related 
words than in other newspapers. Words such as ماوؼُا (Iraq), ٢هاوػ (Iraqi), خ٤هاوػ, كالـث 
(Baghdad) and هبجٗلأا (al-Anbar) were used more in this Australian newspaper because it 
was published by Iraqis. Because the Iraq issue was related to war, the words داٞه (forces), 
كٞ٘ع (troops) and ِ٤ع (army) also occurred more in Al-Furat than in other newspapers, 
indicating that the concern of Iraqis in Australia for their country of origin, even though 
they lived abroad. 
 
The Saudi Arabian Al-Jazirah focused more on the relationship between Morocco and 
Spain due to their history. خزجٍ (Sabtah) is a Morrocon territory still under Spanish control, 
even though independence was achieved decades ago. Another main concern of the Saudi 
newspaper was the issue of Pakistan and Afghanistan, with both words recording higher 
frequencies than in Al-Khabar or Al-Furat. The occurrence of the word ٕبجُبٛ (Taliban) 
indicates that the issue of these countries was related to the Taliban organisation, when the 
word was found to be highly used when comparing Al-Jazirah newspaper to Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi and Al-Safir. The occurrence of the words يِٓ (king) and خٌِٔٓ (kingdom) were, the 
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researcher believes, with reference to only two countries: Spain, with regard to the issue 
noted above, and Saudi Arabia itself, indicating that the country was involved in the main 
world events highlighted in the corpus such as Iraq, Palestine, Iran and Pakistan.  
 
The Algerian Al-Khabar focused on the issue of the general election held in the country 
just after the corpus collection. The results also revealed that the main issue concerning the 
political parties was reform (َ٣لؼر) of the government administration. The fact that the 
Algerian general election was the focus of the newspaper‟s world affairs section rather 
than the national section shows how important this issue was to the Algerian people. 
 
The UK published Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi emerged as more concerned with the issue of 
Palestine and its security in almost all comparison processes. This is because the 
newspaper was founded by Palestinians people in response to Israeli settlement in Palestine 
many years ago. The domination of this issue was confirmed by the occurrence of the 
words ّلاٍ (peace) and ٌ٤ُٞثبٗأ (Annapolis) where a peace conference convened by America 
was to be held at the time of data collection.  
 
The Iraqi Al-Sabah al-Jadid gave more attention to the Kosovo-Russia conflict than any of 
the other newspapers. The main issue covered was the effort to solve the problem through 
agreement and meetings, with the word حلٛبؼٓ (agreement) coming up in all comparisons. 
Even though one of the main world issues (Iraq) was a national, rather than a world affairs 
subject for this Iraqi newspaper, no specific concern was evident other Middle East issues, 
such as Palestine and the Iran nuclear programme, which was unique in the newspapers 
sampled. The researcher related this to the newspaper‟s history. It was published before the 
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American invasion under the name Al-Sabah. After the American occupation in 2003 the 
newspaper ceased publication and was republished under the name Al-Sabah al-Jadid 
(New Sabah), under American allied control. The researcher concludes that this newspaper 
must be in line with the American agenda, including putting pressure upon Russia, as one 
of its enemies, by highlighting their conflict.  
 
For the Lebanese Al-Safir, concern focused on all the main world issues equally, with 
different results emerging in comparison with every other newspaper. However, the 
researcher found a little more focus on the comments of the Turkish Prime Minister about 
world issues, which was rare in other newspapers. The results showed that the Lebanese 
newspaper tried to emphasise his involvement in world issues, especially the Palestine-
Israel and Pakistan issues.  
 
In sport, the analysis showed that four newspapers, Al-Ahram, Al-Jazirah, Al-Khabar and 
Al-Sabah al-Jadid, clearly focused on their own national sports reports, especially football. 
Discussing these newspapers separately, Table 5.98 shows that Al-Ahram (Egypt) 
highlighted football club names such as يُبٓيُا (al-Zamalik), ٢ِٛلأا (al-Ahli), ٢ِ٤ػبٍٔا 
(Isma’ili) and خِؾُٔا (al-Mahallah). The word وٖٓ (Egypt) also strengthened the evidence 
that the newspaper reported on Egyptian sports. In Al-Jazirah, the word ٍلاُٜا (al-Hilal) is a 
Saudi football club and the table also indicates a focus on the Saudi national football team 
with the occurrence of the words تقز٘ٓ (national team), ١كٞؼٍ (Saudi) and ٢ٗبطؾوُا (al-
Qahtani). The researcher believes this was due to their being runners up in the Asian Cup 
after losing to Iraq in the final. A special feature in the sport section in this newspaper that 
set it apart from others was the active involvement of the Saudi Royal family in sports 
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management, indicated by high keyness scores for the words ٍٞٔ (highness) and ٓأو٤  
(prince). In Al-Khabar, words such as ٕالؼٍ (Sa‟adan), مبكٝ (Wifaq),  ق٤طٍ  (Satif) and 
خ٣كُٞٞٓ (Mawludiyyah) are, as in the other newspapers, names of Algerian football clubs. 
The national football league also gained focus in the Iraqi Al-Sabah al-Jadid, where 
several football clubs such as ءاوٓبٍ (Samarra) and ىٞٛك (Duhuk) recorded higher scores in 
top keywords, as well as several terms related to the Iraqi football league, such as ن٣وك 
(team), ىبزٔٓ (premier), ٢هاوػ (Iraqi), ٍْٞٓ (season) and ١هٝك (league), which were used in 
high frequency compared with other newspapers.  
 
Three other newspapers (Al-Furat, Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi and Al-Safir) reported more external 
than internal sports news. This is most evident in the Australian Al-Furat where the Iraqi 
national football team was the focus. Referring to Table 5.99 and Table 5.103 to compare 
this newspaper with Al-Sabah al-Jadid shows that there were even more reports about the 
Iraqi football team in the Australian newspaper than the Iraqi newspaper.  
 
Several related articles from Al-Sabah al-Jadid revealed that the issue of the new football 
league season was dominating the Iraqi sports news at the time of data collection. This was 
related to current issues in Iraq after the American invasion because several clubs had to 
withdraw their participation from the football league because of security concerns. In 
contrast, the silence about their national football team‟s success in the Asian Cup may be 
because the championship finished in July, a few months before the data collection, 
although it was still considered an important event for Iraqis in Australia (Al-Furat). 
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In the UK‟s Al-Quds al-„Arabi broad coverage was given to football games around the 
world. Table 5.102 shows that football events in the UK itself, together with Spain, 
Germany and Africa were given more focus than in other newspapers, with the Spanish La 
Liga receiving more attention, as indicated by the occurrence of more keywords such as 
ل٣هلٓ (Madrid), ريال (Real), خِّٗٞوث (Barcelona) and ٢ٗبجٍا (Spanish), while only the word 
١ي٤ٌِٗا (English) represented English football and ٕو٣بث (Bayern) German. It should be 
remembered that the England national team and its clubs are among the most popular 
football teams in the world. Nevertheless, the four newspapers from four major footballing 
countries in the Arab world (Egypt, Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Algeria) normally focused on 
their national football leagues. This contrasted with Al-Quds al-‘Arabi, and the writers 
attributes this to the fact that, although the newspaper is published in the United Kingdom, 
most of the articles were written by Arab authors from around the world so that sporting 
events in many countries were covered.   
 
The Lebanese Al-Safir was more concerned than other newspapers with events in the 
American basketball league. Table 5.104 lists words such as ٖطٍٞث393 ٕبٍ394 and خٍِ 
(basket) which referred to basketball. In addition, the words خطوٗ (point), َٚكأ (better), َغٍ 
(scored) and اداهبٖزٗ  (victories) are evidence of reports on other sports, especially football. 
The occurrence of the word خهالُٖا (al-Sadaqah), a Lebanese football club, in Al-Safir 
indicates that football reports came next in priority after basketball. However, the 
researcher found that coverage of football was not as extensive as in Al-Ahram, Al-Jazirah, 
Al-Sabah al-Jadid and Al-Khabar, which contained more indicators such as football club 
names in the top keyness scores. This is explained by the fact that football is a much more 
                                                 
393
 One of the basketball clubs in America.   
394
 An American basketball club. 
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major sport in the countries where these newspapers are published (Egypt, Saudi Arabia, 
Iraq and Algeria) than in Lebanon.  
 
3.   Comparison between newspapers published in Arab and non-Arab countries 
 
The reason for an analytical comparison between newspapers published in Arab and non-
Arab countries  was the researcher‟s hypothesis that the publication of Arabic newspapers 
in non-Arab countries (Al-Quds al-
„
Arabi and Al-Furat) would give rise to particular 
features in media Arabic. In the world affairs, Table 5.105 shows that newspapers from the 
Arab countries paid more attention to matters of leadership and government, with the 
existence of keywords such as ٌ٤ئه (leader), و٣ىٝ (minister), ءاهىٝ (ministers), خٌٓٞؽ 
(government) and دبثبقزٗا (elections). The issues of Pakistan and Iran‟s nuclear programme 
were also highlighted.  
 
In contrast, Table 5.106 shows that newspapers from non-Arab countries paid more 
attention to the issue of Iraq, with the existence of keywords such as ٢هاوػ (Iraqi), ماوؼُا 
(Iraq), كالـث (Baghdad), خ٤هاوػ (Iraqi) and ٕبزٍكوً (Kurdistan). The issues of Syria and al-
Qaeda also received great attention. The researcher believes the high frequency of Iraq 
issues in the non-Arab countries was contributed to by Al-Furat, which is published by 
Iraqis in Australia, while the high frequency of leadership issues in the newspapers 
published in Arab countries was contributed to by Al-Khabar, which was covering the 
Algerian general election at the time of data collection.  
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For sport section, Table 5.107 shows that the newspapers from the Arab countries paid 
more attention to football clubs with the high mean of the words ١كبٗ (club), ن٣وك (team) 
and يُبٓيُا (al-Zamalik). The frequent occurrence of the words يُبٓيُا and وٖٓ indicates 
that Egyptian football clubs were the most popular clubs in the Arab world and they were 
regularly reported on, especially in Al-Ahram. Nevertheless, as indicated above, all the 
newspapers from Arab countries, except the Lebanese Al-Safir, focused more on their own 
country‟s football clubs and league reports, and this was particular true of Al-Ahram. They 
also focused more on their national football teams, especially Iraq, than the newspapers in 
non-Arab countries. It has already been shown that this was affected by the extensive 
coverage in Al-Furat of Iraq‟s victory in the Asian Cup in July 2007. In contrast, Al-Quds 
al-
„
Arabi gave no particular attention to any national football team. In addition, the table 
shows that the newspapers from Arab countries reported more about referees. The 
researcher considers this to be because, in Arab countries, referees‟ controversial decisions 
were often criticised by players, team officials and supporters, especially those attached to 
the losing teams. In contrast, the newspapers from non-Arab countries reported more about 
the ةهلٓ (coach). This was because in non-Arab countries, and particularly in European 
football clubs, the coach is a prominent club figure, after the players, and victory for the 
team partly depends on his tactics.  
 
In a contrasting comparison, Table 5.108 shows that the newspapers from non-Arab 
countries gave more attention to football matches outside their respective countries than 
did the newspapers from non-Arab countries. This has already been dealt with above on 
page 355. 
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6.3 Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, it can be stated that the words that occurred in high frequencies were mostly 
related to their respective section, either world affairs or sport. However, several words 
such as ٌ٤ئوُا (leader) occurred in both sections in high frequencies, although this word 
appeared significantly more often in world affairs than in sport.  
 
In addition, it has been shown that the newspapers from Arab countries tended to use  
Arabic words rather than loan words as long as an accurate Arabic term existed. In 
contrast, the newspapers in non-Arab countries there were circumstances in which a 
foreign word was used, even though an Arabic equivalent was available, such as 
badminton and card.  
 
The use of different spellings for loan words also creates a new dimension of Arabic 
language which can be traced clearly in several examples, such as داٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ (without ـٛ) . 
As already discussed, foreign words ending with „io‟ should normally be spelt with ـٛ in 
the plural. 
 
This chapter reveals that comparatives were also used in almost equal frequency in world 
affairs and sport sections, which contradicts the researcher‟s expectation. It had been 
anticipated that the sport sections would use more comparatives than world affairs because 
of the nature of sport. Although the discussion shows that a contribution to this 
phenomenon was the use of the word ٠ِػأ in ٠ِػلأا ٌِغُٔا, this is not enough to support a 
denial of the frequent use of this type of word in other contexts in world affairs. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
7.1 Summary of the study  
 
Newspapers are a very important medium for the transmission of news and information to 
the public, because they are read by various groups of people in the community, including 
students at every level. Their popularity has caused them to be used in Malaysian 
universities as a teaching resource, especially for students of language and communication 
or journalism. In practice, writing a good news article requires numerous skills, among 
them the ability to select accurate words and familiarity with current media language 
styles. By mastering these, the author becomes capable of differentiating between writing 
styles in newspapers and other media, and between styles in the various categories within 
newspapers.  
 
This study has attempted to obtain information about the words commonly used in 
newspapers, specifically in world affairs and sport sections, by analysing their frequency 
of occurrence in corpus data collected from seven newspapers from different countries, 
mostly Arab countries. The study also attempted to look into the extent of the differences 
that exist between newspapers and sections in terms of word usage from similar resources. 
Specifically, this study attempted the following: 
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1. To reveal the word usage and style in Arabic newspapers in their world affairs and 
sport sections by analysing word frequency.  
2. To reveal the differences in word usage and style between Arabic newspapers in 
the sub-corpora.  
3. To discuss the cause and effect of several language characteristics in word usage in 
Arabic newspapers. 
4. To reveal whether or not the region where a newspaper is published (i.e. the 
dialectal aspect) has contributed to shaping the language characteristics in Arabic 
newspapers (see page 5-6).  
 
The researcher used the internet for data collection to build a self-constructed corpus. This 
study comprises 422 articles from two sections, namely world affairs and sport, in seven 
Arabic newspapers from different countries. The articles were published between 
November and early December 2007 for six daily newspapers and June 2007 to January 
2008 for one newspaper because it was published weekly. The instrument examined the 
style of word usage in the corpus by analysing word frequency. The results were set out in 
lists according to frequency, from the most to the least commonly used. The instrument 
also examined the differences that occurred between newspapers published in different 
countries and differences between sections (world affairs and sport) in several word 
categories. 
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7.2 Conclusion 
 
1.   Nouns 
 
The overall findings from the study suggest that both sections (world affairs and sport) 
have their own specific vocabularies, the words of which, especially the nouns, were used 
in high frequency. It was revealed that words such as ٌ٤ئه (leader),  خٌٓٞؽ (government), 
ِ٤ع (army), ٌِغٓ (council), ؤرئٓ (conference) and و٣ىٝ (minister) dominated the top rank 
of the frequency list in world affairs, while words such as ن٣وك (team), حاهبجٓ (match), تقز٘ٓ 
(national team), حوً (ball), ٖ٤جػلا (players) and ١كبٗ (club) dominated the top rank of the 
frequency list in sport. 
 
The study also revealed that the singular noun was used more than duals or plurals in both 
sections as a normal news writing feature. This finding might be challenged with regard to 
sports news, because it contains a high proportion of reports about football matches, which 
involve a group of players. The results are explained by the fact that singular terms for a 
sports club, organisation or player occurred frequently. Investigation into sound and 
broken plurals showed that, when both forms were available, newspapers preferred to use 
broken rather than sound plurals.  
 
The results of the study show that, in terms of gender, masculine nouns were used more in 
both sections than feminine, with a high masculine usage frequency in the corpus. The 
same occurred for nouns that referred to people, where men dominated the reports. This is 
probably because most world events were initiated by men, especially considering the 
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preponderance reports in the corpus about leaders and world conflicts. Similarly in sport, 
most sports are dominated and played by men, especially taking into account the fact that 
football was the main focus of the articles in the corpus.  
 
This study found that, although directness is an important features in news writing, it was 
not applied absolutely and several words were used metaphorically as well as literally. This 
is because choosing the right word is more important than the choosing the most direct 
word. Furthermore, the selection of words mostly depends on the context and the objective 
of writing, as in some circumstances a metaphor may convey a situation better than a direct 
word.  
 
The findings of this study also suggested that Arabic newspapers tend to move on from the 
strictures of Classical Arabic (CA) to new language characteristics, which is a feature of 
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). In terms of word usage, usage variation occurred quite 
clearly in verb transitivity, phrases and loan words. With regard to verb transitivity, several 
verbs were used in combination with different particles from those usually employed in 
CA. The analysis of phrases showed that several different phrase combinations were used 
to indicate the same meaning in one newspaper. For example, both ب٤ٍآ ًؤً and ب٤ٍآ ْٓأ ًؤً 
were used in Al-Furat and  غئبُٚا ٍلث ذهٝ and ئبُٚا ٖػ ٍلث ذهٝغ  were used in Al-Safir.  
 
With respect to loan words, the study revealed that all the newspapers accepted them but to 
varying degrees. The greatest difference was found between newspapers published in Arab 
countries and those published in non-Arab countries, the latter being more open to 
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accepting the loan words, even there was already an equivalent term in Arabic, while this 
tendency was not observed in newspapers from the Arab countries.  
 
The study also revealed that spelling differences exist between newspapers in several 
words, particularly loan words. Several sound clusters in words in their original language 
are not available in Arabic, so no specific rules were applied for spelling those foreign 
morphemes Arabic letters. However, the Arabic words themselves were not immune from 
spelling variations. In contrast to the loan words, spelling variations in Arabic words were 
clearly characteristics of certain newspapers, especially the Egyptian Al-Ahram. The 
findings show that the variations occurred as a result of applying different rules of Arabic 
orthography.  
 
The analysis revealed that the region in which the newspapers were published affected 
their language styles, and this can be traced quite clearly in respect of loan words, spelling, 
phrases and verb transitivity, for example the spelling داٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ (scenario) in Al-Sabah al-
Jadid and spelling خ٤غ٤روزٍ (strategy) in Al-Furat. This study has suggested that three 
factors lead to this phenomenon: first, the influence of foreign languages, depending on the 
extent of their influence in the area; second, the influence of the local Arabic dialect; and 
third, variations in Arabic grammatical usage.   
 
In other situations, there is no clear regional reason for variations in spelling. For example, 
Al-Ahram used both كبزٍ (stadium) and كبزٍأ, in different frequencies.  
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This study has suggested that world affairs and sport might use the same phrases to convey 
either the same or different meanings. When phrases appeared in both sections, those 
specifically relevant to one section would appear less frequently in the other. However, 
most phrases were not used in both sections, indicating that each section has its own 
phrases to create its identity.  
 
Also with regard to phrases, several new terms have been created by Arabic newspapers, 
although they were used less frequently than established phrases. For example, the study 
revealed that the new phrase  ل٣لغُا ٍٜٝلأا موُْا was used less than ٍٜٝلأا موُْا.   
 
The findings suggest that there was no significant difference between the two sections in 
terms of the number of collective nouns and comparatives in the corpus, with a few 
exceptions. However, in terms of the frequency of collective nouns, they were used more 
in sport than in world affairs, especially the three words ن٣وك, تقز٘ٓ and خػٞٔغٓ. This can be 
put down to the fact that most of the articles in sport are about team games such as 
football, rugby and basketball around the world. The results for comparatives showed that 
both sections used the same number of words. This is interesting, in the researcher‟s view, 
because sport has a stronger link with contexts of comparison than does world affairs.  
 
2.   Verbs 
 
In accordance with the fact that news writing describes past events, the study has shown 
that perfect verbs were used more frequently than imperfect, although it showed that 
similar numbers of different verbs were used across the two forms. The study also revealed 
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that no specific verbs clearly dominated either sections, with several general verbs 
appearing high on the frequency lists for both. The analysis showed that general verbs, 
such as ٍبه (said), لًأ (confirmed) and فبٙأ (added), and auxiliary verbs such ٕبً (to be), 
ٌٕٞ٣, ذٗبً and ْر (completed) came at the top of the lists. The reason for the high frequency 
of verbs, especially ٕبً as an auxiliary verb, is that they were mostly required in the 
descriptions of events and situations in both sections.  
 
However, this does not deny the occurrence in high frequency of several verbs specific to 
the sections, as occurred with nouns, nor that some specific verbs were used in both 
sections, although in different frequencies. For example, verbs that indicate achievement 
were used more in sport, while verbs that indicate speaking and suggestion were used more 
in world affairs. 
 
New features in newspaper Arabic can also be seen in grammar, where the findings show 
the existence of a new language style that seemed to contradict CA grammar. The 
newspapers used masculine verbs with feminine subjects and the singular verbs with dual 
subjects. This is probably due to some writers choosing to simplify their grammar where it 
did not lead to potential misunderstanding. It may also be due to the fact that news articles 
report on current events and the element of speed is therefore important, leading to a 
possible lack of concentration on grammatical rules.  
 
The study showed that action verbs were used more in sport than in world affairs for the 
whole list. However, the top 10 high frequency analysis revealed that there were no great 
differences between the two sections. The reason for this can be related to the fact that the 
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high frequency action verbs in world affairs included several verbs, such as فبٙأ (added) 
and هبّأ (pointed), which are literally action verbs, but which were used metaphorically. 
The parameter set by the researcher that these words should be counted in their literal 
action meaning contributes to the preponderance of action verbs in both sections.  
 
The study has also shown that world affairs used more verbs as metaphors than did sport, 
as indicated by the higher frequency of words used metaphorically in world affairs 
compared with sport. This is because world affairs used more non-action verbs than sport, 
which involves more physical movement. More verbs that literally indicate physical 
movement become to non-action (metaphorical) verbs in world affairs in line with the 
nature of news in that section, which involves discussion and suggestion.  
 
The study of „verbs with the same semantic meaning‟ showed that verb accuracy is very 
important in news writing, both for precision and for attracting readers‟ attention. This was 
indicated by the fact that some verbs within one semantic family were used more 
frequently than others.   
 
The study showed that the verbs used with particle might take different particles while 
conveying the same, e.g. ٠ُا فلٜ٣  and ـُ فلٜ٣.  The analysis indicated that this was caused 
by several factors, such as the region where the newspapers were published and the 
influence of other languages, especially English. The same newspaper sometimes used 
more than one style, but, despite the differences, that more established styles were used 
more frequently than the innovations.   
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3.   Keyword analysis 
 
The comparison analysis showed that sport sections used more words specifically related 
to sports news than world affairs used words specifically related to world news. There 
were more words in world affairs that also occurred in sport, though at lower frequency, 
than there were words in sport that also occurred in world affairs. This means that the 
vocabulary used in sport is more specific than the vocabulary used in world affairs. One of 
the reasons for this is that world news is more general than sports news, because it covers a 
range of world issues including economy, crisis and sports itself, while sports news only 
reports on sports events. 
 
The analysis also revealed that, although most newspapers focused on particular prominent 
world issues, some newspapers did not cover these issues. This can be seen clearly in Al-
Sabah al-Jadid. While other newspapers concentrated on issues such as Iran‟s nuclear 
programme, Palestine-Israel issues and the Iraq war, Al-Sabah al-Jadid contained more 
reports about the Russia-Kosovo conflict. 
 
In sport, most newspapers, especially those published in Arab countries, focused on 
internal sports events, mostly football, although it is important to point out that the 
Australian Al-Furat, being published by Iraqis who migrated to Australia after the 2003 
US-led invasion of Iraq, focused most on the Iraqi national football team.  
 
The comparison between world affairs in newspapers in Arab and non-Arab countries 
revealed that the newspapers from Arab countries focused more on government and 
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leadership issues, while the non-Arab countries‟ newspapers focused on the issue of Iraq,  
while in sport, the Arab country newspapers gave more attention to internal football issues, 
while the non-Arab countries focused on football issues abroad.  
 
In general conclusion, the study proposes that the manually-annotated specialist corpora is 
very useful as a potential resource for conducting this kind of study and dictionary 
building. This is because the researcher has the option of annotating the words relevant to 
his or her aim without the irrelevant annotations perfomed by automated tagging. 
However, this is only possible when the corpus size is small, as in the case of a specialised 
corpus, which normally involves a small number of words. Therefere, it is suggested that 
future research might explore in greater deptth how to make the best use of these 
manually-annotated resources, especially for learning and teaching Media Arabic.      
 
Finally, the researcher is aware that plenty of Arabic newspapers are available, especially 
in the Arab world, that can provide data for studies in this area. It was the technical 
limitations and specific aims targeted by the researcher that were the main factors that 
determined the size and content of the corpus in this study. 
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APPENDIX I 
PERMISSION FROM NEWSPAPER PUBLISHER 
 
Permission for data collection reply - Mr. Zainur Rijal Bin Abdul Razak 
From: 
Ahmad T. Salman 
< > 
To:   
Cc:   
 
ATTN. Mr. Zainur Rijal Bin Abdul Razak  
ATTN. Dr. Mohammed Elashiry 
  
Dear Dr. Elashiry, 
     
In response to your letter dated August 19, 2009, with regards to the permission for Data 
Collection, we would like to inform you that Mr. Zainur Rijal Bin Abdul Razak is most 
welcome to use any article from Assafir Newspaper he finds relevant to his Thesis: 
“Modern Standard Arabic: A Study of Word Frequency in World Affairs and Sports 
Sections in Arabic Newspapers.” 
Our permission is granted momentarily and solely for the purpose of Mr. Bin Abdul Razak 
study. 
On the other hand, we would like to remind you to credit Assafir Newspaper for any of its 
contents that shall be used in the study. 
The best of luck for Mr. Zainur Rijal Bin Abdul Razak, 
 Sincerely, 
 
Deputy General Manager 
As-Safir Newspaper 
Beirut, Lebanon 
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 II XIDNEPPA
 
 TESGAT
 
 GAT     NOITPIRCSED  
 
 الاسى     NUON   
 
 اٍْ فبٓ اَٗبٕ      افب        
 اٍْ فبٓ ٌٓبٕ      افْ        
 اٍْ فبٓ ؿ٤و      افؾ        
 اٍْ ٕلخ      إق        
 اٍْ ٕلخ ٓض٘٠      إْ        
 اٍْ ٕلخ عٔغ     إظ        
  اٍْ ػبّ ٓلوك     اػق        
 اٍْ ػبّ ٓض٘٠      اػْ        
 اٍْ ػبّ عٔغ      اػظ        
 اٍْ ظوف ٌٓبٕ      اظْ        
   اٍْ ظوف ىٓبٕ      اظي        
 اٍْ ٍٕٓٞٞ ػبّ     آغ        
 اٍْ ٍٕٓٞٞ ٓضز٠      آْ        
 
   BREV      انفؼم       
 
 كؼَ ٓٚبهع ٓغوك     كٚل         
  كؼَ ٓٚبهع ٓي٣ل      كْٚ        
  ٓغٍٜٞكؼَ ٓٚبهع      كٚظ        
  كؼَ ٓبٗ ٓغوك      كٔل        
  كؼَ ٓبٗ ٓي٣ل      كْٔ        
 كؼَ ٓبٗ ٓغٍٜٞ      كٔظ        
 كؼَ ٓبٗ ٓض٘٠      كٔش        
 كؼَ أٓو َٓزوجَ      كبّ        
  كؼَ أٓو ٓلوك      كبف        
   كؼَ أٓو عٔغ      كبط        
   
 ELCITRAP     انحشف      
 
 أ  ّٕ      ؽ٘ب       
 أ  ْٕ      ؽ٘ت       
 ا  ّٕ      ؽ٘ذ       
 ا  ْٕ      ؽ٘ش       
  آب      ؽْو       
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APPENDIX III 
 
WORLD AFFAIRS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
harmoni harmony فلازئا 17  
kehancuran extermination, destruction حكبثا 8  
pembunuhan beramai-ramai genocide     خ٤ػبٔع حكبثا3  
permulaan beginning, start ءالزثا 5    
permulaan, asas elementary, primary خ٤ئالزثا 3    
kekal, selamanya eternity اًلثأ 3  
menunjuk, mempersembah to show, demonstrate ٟلثأ 8  
jelas, menonjol make apparent, present ىوثأ 16  
menyampaikan to inform  ؾِثأ 3  
penyampaian notification, information ؽلاثا 3  
anak lelaki son ٖثا 5  
     ءب٘ثأ 17 - ط  
putih white ٘٤ثأ 19  
pengikut- pengikut followers عبجرأ 6 - ط  
ikutan following عبجرا 4  
arah direction ٙبغرا 21  
kesatuan union, combination كبؾرا 55  
Kesatuan Eropah Europen Union     ٢ثٝهٝلأا كبؾرلاا33  
Kesatuan Africa African Union     ٢و٣وكلإا كبؾرلاا3  
Kesatuan Tentera Demokratik Democratic Force Union     خ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣لُا ٟٞوُا كبؾرلاا3  
menjadikan to take, to assume نقرا 7  
       دنقرا4  
     ز٣ نق7  
      نقزر10  
menjadikan, ambil sebagai assumption, adoption مبقرا 29  
bangsa Turks Turks ىاورأ 6  
hubungan connection ٍبٖرا 13  
hubungan telefon telephoning      ٢لربٛ ٍبٖرا5  
      دلابٖرا19 - ط  
menjadi jelas to become clear ذؾٚرا 3  
bersetuju to agree نلرا 9   
      ذولرا3       
persetujuan, perjanjian agreement, contract مبلرا 83  
perjanjian keselamatan  peace agreement     ّلاَُا مبلرا15  
      دبهبلرا3 - ط  
berkenaan perjanjian agreement, contract خ٤هبلرا 12  
      دب٤هبلرا4 - ط  
menuduh to accuse, charge ْٜرا  15  
      ذٜٔرا4  
      ْٜزر5  
tuduhan accusation ّبٜرا 14  
tuduhan-tuduhan accusations      دبٓبٜرا20 - ط  
datang to come  ٠رأ 
      ٢رؤ٣13  
      ٢رؤر13  
membangkitkan, menuip to excite, arouse هبصأ 8   
      دهبصأ3  
keterujaan, keteransangan excitement حهبصا 3  
menegaskan, membuktikan to prove, establish ذزجصأ 3  
penegasan, pembuktian evident, proof دبجصا 3  
akibat dari consequence, result وصا 21  
kesan, tinggalan effect, remains وصأ 5  
  - ط      هبصآ6    
mengakibatkan to affect, influance  َوَّصأ 
      وصئ٣5  
jawapan answer, reply خثبعا 3  
membenarkan to allow ىبعأ 
      ي٤غ٣6  
mendesak, mewajibkan to force دوجعأ 3  
wajib, kemestian compulsion هبجعا 3  
أ 
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menceroboh, melepasi to invade, trespass ػبزعا 3  
penarikan keluar plucking out, extraction سبضزعا 3  
perjumpaan, mesyuarat meeting, gathering عبٔزعا 71  
mesyuarat antarabangsa international meeting     ٢ُٝلُا عبٔزعلاا5  
      دبػبٔزعا19 - ط  
sosial social ٢ػبٔزعا 5      
      خ٤ػبٔزعا9  
berkumpul to meet, come together غٔزعا 
      غٔزغ٣3  
pelanggaran, memasuki invasion, trespass ػب٤زعا 10  
mengadakan, menjalankan to perform, do ٟوعأ 10  
      دوعأ9  
menjalankan, urusan performance, making, matter ءاوعا 65  
      داءاوعا26 – ط  
urusan keamanan security measures     خ٤٘ٓأ داءاوعا5  
mengantikan, memadai to replace, be sufficient for ءايعا 3  
sebab cause, reason َْعأ 60  
melengahkan, menunda to postpone ذِعأ 3  
kata sepakat unanimous, agreement عبٔعا 8  
secara keseluruhan general, overall ٢ُبٔعأ 4  
asing foreigner, alien خ٤ج٘عأ 15  
      تٗبعأ5 - ط     
mengecewakan, tewas to frustrate, defeat ٛبجؽأ 3  
memerlukan need طبزؽا 
      طبزؾ٣5  
bantahan protest طبغزؽا 17  
      دبعبغزؽا5 - ط  
sekatan, halangan restraint, constraint ىبغزؽا 8  
penghormatan respect ّاوزؽا 13  
berkenaan upacara, majlis ceremonial خ٤ُبلزؽا 3  
menjaga, menyimpan, mengawal to keep, retain علزؽا 
      علزؾر3  
pendudukan, penjajahan occupation, seizure ٍلازؽا 54  
kemungkinan possibility ٍبٔزؽا 19  
      دلابٔزؽا4 – ط  
keperluan-keperluan needs, necessities دبعب٤زؽا 5 - ط  
penipuan, licik trickery, fraud ٍب٤زؽا 3  
memperolehi, mendapat acquisition, obtainment ىاوؽا 3  
merah red ؤؽأ 6  
penghidupan animation, vitalisation ءب٤ؽا 4  
kadang kala sometime, occasionally ٕب٤ؽأ 7  
berita, maklumat news, information ١هبجفا 3  
berita-berita      خ٣هبجفا6  
peperiksaan, cubaan experiment, test هبجزفا 6  
kemasukan, tusukan penetration, transpiercing ماوزفا 3  
penaklukan, rampasan grabbing, seizing فبطزفا 6  
percanggahan difference, contradiction فلازفا 5  
     لازفا دبك4 - ط  
mengambil to take  َنََفأ 6  
      نفؤر6  
lain another وفآ 75  
      ٟوفأ102  
      ٕاوفآ3 – ّ  
      ٕٝوفآ48 - ط  
akhir last وِفأ 6  
      وفاٝأ6 - ط  
pengeluaran taking out طاوفا 6  
berbahaya dangerous وطفأ 3  
terlindung, tersembunyi hiding, concealing ءبلفا 5  
kegagalan-kegagalan failures  دبهبلفا 3 - ط  
pengosongan vacating, evacuation ءلافا 6  
terakhir, akhir last, final و٤فأ 22  
      حو٤فأ32  
persembahan  performance ءاكأ 8  
mentadbir, bekerja to manage, to work  َهاََكأ 
      و٣لر3  
pentadbiran, pejabat administration, office حهاكا 54  
mengkritik, buat salah to condemn, convict ٕاكأ 4  
      ذٗاكأ4  
penghinaan condemnation خٗاكا 9  
kemasukan entrance, admission ٍبفكا 5  
kandungan, termasuk inclusion, insertion طاهكا 7  
memahami, mengetahui to percieve, notice  َىَهْكأ 
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      ىهُلر3  
dakwaan allegation, claim ءبػكا 5  
      داءبػكا3 - ط  
membuat, menyampaikan to make, deliver ٠ُكأ 4  
membuat, membawa kepada to do, perform, lead to ٟكأ 17  
      دكأ7  
      ١كئ٣15  
      ١كئر8  
penyebaran, edaran spreading, circulation خػاما 16  
hendak, mahu to want, wish  كاهأ 
      ل٣و٣8  
      ل٣ور18  
      ل٣وٗ12  
kehendak, kemahuan wish, desire حكاها 3  
mengangkat, naik to rise, go up غلرها 3  
      غلرور3  
kenaikan, angkatan rise عبلرها 21  
melakukan to commit تٌرها 3  
perlakuan  committing ةبٌرها 5  
kelegaan, kepuasan satisfaction, pleasure ػب٤رها 8  
kawasan, daerah side, region, area ءبعهأ 5 – ط  
penangguhan postponement, delaying ءبعها 4  
orang Jordan, berkaitan Jordan  Jordanian ٢ٗكهأ 20  
      خ٤ٗكهأ18  
penubuhan, pelabuhan anchorage, establishment ءبٍها 7  
menghantar to send, dispatch ٍَهأ 3  
      ذٍِهأ4  
penghantaran sending, dispatching ٍبٍها 10  
tanah land ٗهأ 24  
      ٢ٙاهأ34 – ط  
tanah, lantar floor, ground خ٤ٙهأ 3  
ganas terror ةبٛها 33  
keganasan terrorism ٢ثبٛها 13  
      خ٤ثبٛها23  
      ٖ٤٤ثبٛها5 – ط  
bertentangan, berhadapan opposite to, facing  ءاىا 14  
bertambah to increase, grow دكاكىا 3  
pertambahan increase, growth كب٣كىا 4  
krisis crisis خٓىأ 78  
krisis politik political crisis     خ٤ٍب٤ٍ خٓىأ8  
krisis nuclear nuclear crisis     خ٣ُٝٞ٘ا خٓىلأا7  
krisis presiden presidential crisis     خ٤ٍبئه خٓىأ3  
      دبٓىأ10 - ط  
serangan, penghinaan offense, insult حءبٍا 3  
minggu week عٞجٍأ 39  
minggu ini this week    ١هبع عٞجٍأ 3  
      غ٤ثبٍأ10 - ط  
      ٖ٤ػٞجٍأ7 – ّ  
mingguan weekly  خ٤ػٞجٍأ 5  
asas basis, foundation ًبٍأ 14  
      ٌٍُ أ6 - ط    
asas fundamental ٢ٍبٍأ 5  
      خ٤ٍبٍأ10  
gaya, keadah styles, methods ت٤ُبٍأ 3 – ط  
orang Spain, berkaitan Spain Spanish ٢ٗبجٍا 23  
      دب٤ٗبجٍا3 – ط  
      خ٤ٗبجٍا20  
      ٖ٤ز٤ٗبجٍا4 – ّ  
bermula semula, membarui resumption, renewal فب٘ئزٍا 15  
encik, tuan professor, master مبزٍأ 4  
bermula semula, membarui to resume, to renew ذلٗؤزٍا 3  
menjauhi, pergi dari removal, taking away كبؼجزٍا 3  
menjauhkan, mengelakkan to set aside  َلَؼجزٍا 
      لؼجزَ٣3  
pelaburan investment هبٔضزٍا 3  
      داهبٔضزٍا5 – ط  
pengecualian exception, exclusion ءب٘ضزٍا 4  
yang dikecualikan exceptional خ٤ئب٘ضزٍا 4  
menjawab to respond to ةبَغزٍا 3  
jawapan, tindak balas response, reaction خثبغزٍا 6  
soal siasat, persoalan  interrogation, questioning ةاٞغزٍا 6  
patut mendapat, hak, kelayakan merit, desert مبوؾزٍا 5  
kelayakan Presiden presidency eligibility     ٢ٍبئوُا مبوؾزٍلاا3  
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      دبهبوؾزٍا3 – ط  
berhak  to deserve, merit  َّنؾزٍا 
      ّنِؾزَ٣3  
penyiasatan, penjelasan investigation, intelligence داهبجقزٍا 12 –  ط  
        خ٣هبجقزٍا5      
penggunaan employment, use ّالقزٍا 22  
menggunakan to use ّلقزٍا 
      ّلقزَ٣4  
      ّلقزَر4  
      ّلقزَٗ4  
      ذِٓلُقزٍُأ3  
jemputan, panggilan sending for, calling for ءبػلزٍا 5  
strategi strategy ٢غ٤راوزٍا 7  
      خ٤غ٤راوزٍا20  
mati syahid martyrdom كبْٜزٍا 9  
syahid die as a martyr لُْٜزٍُا 3  
boleh, mampu can, to be able عبطزٍا 
      غ٤طزَ٣3  
      غ٤طزَر3  
      غ٤طزَٗ4  
kajian, penemuan exploration, research, study علاطزٍا 10  
kembali, pemulihan recovery, regaining حكبؼزٍا 8  
persediaan preparedness, readiness كالؼزٍا 18  
persediaan strategi strategy preparation     ٢غ٤راوزٍا كالؼزٍا3  
bersedia to get ready لؼزٍا 
      لؼزَر4  
penjajahan colonialism,  هبٔؼزٍا 7  
penggunaan, perbuatan employment, application ٍبٔؼزٍا 3  
kejutan surprise, astonishing ةاوـزٍا 4  
menyerap, melibatkan sepenuhnya absorb, engage wholy موـزٍا 
      موـزَ٣3  
penggunaan sepenuhnya exploitation, utilisation ٍلاـزٍا 4  
permintaan pendapat, fatwa request for a legal opinion ءبزلزٍا 4  
meletak jawatan to resign ٍبوزٍا 5  
perletakan jawatan resignation خُبوزٍا 29  
      دلابوزٍا3 - ط  
penerimaan, sambutan reception, receiving ٍبجوزٍا 10  
menerima, berjumpa to receive, to meet َجوزٍا 4  
kestabilan, ketetapan stability, constancy هاووزٍا 21  
kemerdekaan independence ٍلاوزٍا 19  
sempurna complesion, perfection ٍبٌٔزٍا 3  
pendengaran, dengar listening, hearing عبٔزٍا 6  
bersambung, berterusan to continue, last ؤزٍا 6  
      دؤزٍا9  
      ؤزَر11  
kelansungan continuation هاؤزٍا 20  
berdasarkan kepada lean on, base on كب٘زٍا 4  
keputusan,  dapatan conclusion طبز٘زٍا 3  
      دبؽبغ٘زٍا5 – ط  
mempunyai tujuan becoming subject to فالٜزٍا 8  
bertujuan to aim at, strive for فلٜزٍا 15  
      ذكلٜزٍا13  
      فلٜزَر9  
ketidakpuasan, rasa geram  resentment, dissatisfaction ءب٤زٍا 5  
impot importation كاو٤زٍا 3  
pendudukan settlement ٕبط٤زٍا 4  
      ٢ٗبط٤زٍا5  
      خ٤ٗبط٤زٍا9  
pendudukan haram random outpost     خ٤ئاْٞؼُا خ٤ٗبط٤زٍلاا3  
penjajahan, pendudukan seizure, capture ءلا٤زٍا 3  
tahanan capture, arrest وٍْ َأ 4  
keluarga family حو ٍْ ًأ 4  
      وٍَ ُأ
3 - ط  
menangkap, menahan to capture  َوٍَ ًأ 
5  
orang Israel, berkaitan Israel Israelian ٢ِ٤ئاوٍا 135  
      خ٤ِ٤ئاوٍا97  
      ٕٞ٤ِ٤ئاوٍا31 – ط  
lebih cepat faster عوٍأ 5  
kecewa, kesal regret قٍَ أ 
6  
mengakibatkan  to result, produce  ََول ٍْ َأ 8  
menyebabkan      ولَ٣4  
      دولٍأ6  
Islam Islam ّلاٍا 8  
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Islamik Islamic ٢ٓلاٍا 22  
      خ٤ٓلاٍا34  
      ٖ٤٤ٓلاٍا15 - ط  
nama name ٍْا 93  
      ءبٍٔأ14 - ط  
lebih teruk worse أٍٞأ 9  
hitam black كٍٞأ 3  
Asia Asia ب٤ٍآ 5  
Asian Asian ٕب٤ٍآ 4  
tawanan prisoner, captive و٤ٍأ 15  
      ٟوٍأ21 - ط  
memuji, menghormati to praise, commend كبّأ 5  
menunjukkan to make as sign, beckon هبّأ 46  
      دهبّأ15  
      اٝهبّأ3  
      و٤ْ٣8  
      و٤ْر7  
tanda, tunjuk sign, mark حهبّا 13  
menyerupai to resemble, look like ٚجّأ 
      ٚجُْ٣3  
menyerupai, meragui to suspect, doubt ٚجزّا 
      ٚجزْ٣4  
      ٚجزْر4  
pergeseran, pergaduhan clash, fighting دبًبجزّا 6 – ط  
penyeliaan supervision, direction فاوّا 9  
menyelia to supervise فوّأ 
      فوْر3  
betul, mendapat, kena, terkena, diserang to hit, to score, to get hit by, attacked by ةبٕأ 3  
      ذج٤ُٕأ28     
kena, kecederaan hit, accident, injury خثبٕا 34  
      دبثبٕا3 - ط  
menjadi to become ؼجٕأ 4  
      ذؾجٕأ10  
      ؼجٖ٣4  
pengeluaran release, publishing هالٕا 14  
pengeluaran resolusi resolution release     هاوه هالٕا3  
mengeluarkan to release هلٕأ 7  
      دهلٕأ10  
desakan, penegasan insistence, pressing هاوٕا 5  
asal origin, source َٕأ 7  
      ٍٕٞأ4 - ط  
      ٢ُٕٞأ3 – ط  
reformasi, pembaharuan reformation ػلإا 7  
      دبؽلإا5 - ط  
bersifat memperbaharui reformative خ٤ؽلإا 3  
menambah to add فبٙأ 108  
      ذكبٙأ12  
      ق٤ٚ٣5  
penambahan, tambahan addition خكبٙا 29  
bersifat tambahan additional ٢كبٙا 4  
      خ٤كبٙا5  
bantahan, pukulan strike ةاوٙا 7  
pemudaratan harming, hurting هاوٙا 5  
terpaksa, terdesak to compel, to force وطٙا 6  
pergolakan,  disturbance, confusion دبثاوطٙا 3 - ط  
penggulingan overthrowing خؽبٛا 9  
rangka, bidang framework, field هبٛا 28  
pemberitahuan informing, notifying علاٛا 3  
perlepasan, perlonggaran  release, turning loose ملاٛا 47  
melepaskan, membebaskan release of     ػاوٍ ملاٛا19  
tembakan fire     هبٗ ملاٛا8  
pelancaran rundingan launch of negotiation     دبٙٝبلٓ ملاٛا4  
pelancaran jet rocket launching     ـ٣هاُٖٞا ملاٛا4  
Atlantik Atlantic ٢َِٛأ 21  
melihat, mengetahui to know, become aware غِٛا 4  
melepaskan to release, free نِٛأ 8  
      ذوِٛأ10  
      نِط٣3  
      نِطر3  
      اٞوِٛأ4  
persembahan, memperlihat show, demonstation هبٜظا 4  
menunjukkan, menzahirkan  to show  َوَٜظأ 
4  
      دوٜظأ9  
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      وٜظ٣5  
mengembalikan, memulangkan to return, give back كبػأ 
     ل٤ؼر 5  
pengembalian, pemulangan returning, restoration حكبػا 40  
pengembalian demokrasi democratic restoration     خ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣ك حكبػا3  
mengambil kira considering هبجزػا 22  
mengambil kira, mengaggap to consider وجزػا 31  
      دوجزػا7  
      اٝوجزػا3  
      وجزؼ٣6  
      وَجزْؼ٣10  
      ٕٝوجزؼ٣3  
serangan, pencerobohan aggression, assault, attack ءالزػا 10  
      داءالزػا5 – ط  
kemaafan, keampunan  apology هانزػا 3  
bantahan objection ٗاوزػا 3  
pengiktirafan recognition فاوزػا 9  
mengiktiraf to recognise فوزػا 3  
      فوزؼر3  
keazaman determination ّايزػا 3  
berazam to resolve, determine to ّيزػا 
      ّيزؼر7  
kepercayaan belief كبوزػا 7  
tangkapan, tahanan arrest, detention ٍبوزػا 28  
      دلابوزػا9 - ط  
mempercayai to believe لوزػا 
      لوزؼ٣11  
      ِلَوزػأ8  
      لَوزُؼ٣3  
      ٕٝلوزؼ٣5  
      لوزؼٗ3  
menangkap, menahan to arrest َوزػا 6  
      ذِوزػا10   
      َُوزُػا4  
      َوزؼر3  
pergantunggan dependence, trust كبٔزػا 9  
bergantung kepada depend on لٔزػا 5  
persediaan preparation كالػا 3  
mati  death ّالػا 17  
bersedia to prepare, ready دلػأ 5  
menyatakan to express ةوػأ 25  
      ذثوػأ12  
rebut, puting beliung hurricane, tornado هبٖػا 4  
pemberian giving, granting ءبطػا 7  
memberi  to give ٠طػأ 
      ٢طؼ٣6  
      ٢طؼر3  
keutamaan priority, supreme خ٤ٔظػأ 8  
informasi, berita information ّلاػا 23  
berkenaan perhubungan informative خ٤ٓلاػا 13  
deklarasi, pengumuman  announcement, declaration ٕلاػا 48  
mengumumkan to announce, to delcare ِػأٖ 85  
      ُِٖؼ٣5  
      ذِ٘ػأ57  
tertinggi higher ٠ِػأ 25  
kebanyakan, selalu most, the mejority تِؿأ 4  
majoriti, terbanyak majority, greater part خ٤جِؿأ 8  
pembunuhan, perosakan assasination ٍب٤زؿا 13  
      دلاب٤زؿا3  
penutupan closing, closure ملاؿا 12  
menggunakan, menyatakan to benefit, to inform كبكأ 10  
      ل٤لر3  
      دكبكأ11  
pembukaan opening ػبززكا 9  
pendahuluan introductory خ٤ؽبززكا 3  
perlepasan, pembebasan release طاوكا 26  
melepaskan to release طوكأ 4  
mewajibkan to compel, to press كأٗو  
      ٗوُلر3  
Afrika Africa ب٤و٣وكا 9  
berkenaan Afrika African ٢و٣وكا 3  
      خ٤و٣وكا3  
mendedahkan, membuka to reveal, disclose ٠ْْكأ 
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      ٢ْلر3  
lebih baik, lebih utama better َٚكأ 11  
bersifat Afganistan Afghan ٢ٗبـكأ 5  
      خ٤ٗبـكأ14  
ufuk horizon, skyline نكأ 4  
pemecatan  deposition, dismisal خُبها 3  
menubuhkan, mendirikan to raise, establish ذٓبهأ 4  
      ذٔ٤هأ6  
      ْ٤و٣3  
      ٕٞٔ٤و٣5  
penubuhan, pendirian erection, establishment خٓبها 46  
pembentukan Negara state establishment    ها خُٝلُا خٓب18  
menceroboh, mengharungi breaking into, break through ّبؾزها 3  
perihal mendekati approach ةاوزها 7  
cadangan suggestion ػاوزها 24  
      دبؽاوزها5 - ط  
mencadangkan to suggest ػوزها 5  
      ذؽوزها7  
pembahagian, perkongsian division, sharing ّبَزها 3  
perkongsian kuasa power sharing     خطَُِا ّبَزها3  
ekonomi economy كبٖزها 4  
berkaitan ekonomi economic ١كبٖزها 15  
      خ٣كبٖزها25  
memanggil, meminta to call for, require  ٠ٚزها 
      ٢ٚزور3  
usaha, mempertaruhkan to venture, undertake لهأذٓ 4  
mengakui, menyatakan to confess, acknowledge وهأ 5  
      دوهأ3  
pengakuan confession هاوها 7  
lebih dekat nearer ةوهأ 9  
masa terdekat as soon as, latest     ذهٝ ةوهأ3  
sejauh, jauh more distant ٠ٖهأ 3  
lebih sedikit less, smaller َهأ 32  
kawasan, daerah region, territory ْ٤ِها 57  
      ْ٤ُبهأ4 – ط  
berkaitan kawasan regional ٢ٔ٤ِها 6  
      خ٤ٔ٤ِها7  
memuaskan, mencukupi persuasion, convince عب٘ها 13  
lebih besar bigger وجًأ 35  
penemuan discovery فبْزًا 8  
lebih banyak more وضًأ 72  
majoriti majority خ٣وضًأ 19  
menegaskan to confirm, affirm لًأ 111  
      دلًأ20  
      لًئ٣14  
      ٕٝلًئ٣3  
      لًئر9  
      لًئٗ6  
menyempurnakan to complete ًَٔأ 3  
keluarga, saudara family, relative ٍآ 10  
seribu thousand قُأ 34  
      فلاآ33 - ط  
      ٕبلُأ3 - ّ  
orang Albania, berkaitan Albania Albanian ٢ٗبجُأ 3  
iltizam, komitmen commitment ّايزُا 18  
      دبٓايزُا8 - ط  
beriltizam to commit to ّيزُا 
      ّيزِ٣4  
      ّيزِر3  
mengambil gambar to snap ذطوزُا 3  
bertemu to meet ٠وزُا 5  
      ٢وزِ٣14  
      ذوزُا3  
memohon, rayuan request, appeal ًبٔزُا 4  
penambahan, pelampiran annexation, appending مبؾُا 5  
melampirkan, menambah to attach to, to annex نؾُأ 
      نِؾُِ٣3  
membatalkan, membuang cancellation, invalid ءبـُا 12  
      ذـُأ3  
pembuangan, penyampaian throwing, casting ءبوُا 13  
menyampaikan, membuang to deliver, to throw ٠وُأ 
      ٢وُِ٣5  
elektrik electrical ٢ٗٝوزٌُأ 4  
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orang German, berkaitan German German خ٤ٗبُٔأ 8  
mekanisma mechanism خ٤ُآ 10  
      دب٤ُأ5 - ط   
orang UAE, berkaitan UAE Emirate ٢راهبٓا 5  
umat, bangsa nation خٓأ 13  
      ْٓأ64 - ّ  
Bangsa-Bangsa Bersatu United Nations     حلؾزُٔا ْٓلأا64  
melebihi, melangkaui to extend  َّلزٓا 
      ُّلزٔر4  
pemilikan possession ىلازٓا 8  
memiliki posses يِزٓا 
      يِزٔر3  
larangan, halangan abstention, discontinuation عب٘زٓا 4  
penyediaan, pemberian supplying, furnishing كالٓا 7  
      داكالٓا8 - ط  
hal, perkara, arahan order, matter, affair و ْٓ أ 
50  
      هٞٓأ19 - ط  
      وٓاٝأ5 - ط  
mengarahkan, menyuruh to order, to command وَٓ أ 
3  
      دوٓأ3  
wanita lady حأوٓا 4  
orang Amerika, berkaitan Amerika  American ٢ٌ٣وٓأ 111  
      خ٤ٌ٣وٓأ143  
      ٕٞ٤ٌ٣وٓأ51 - ط  
membolehkan, memungkinkan ability, capbility ٕبٌٓا 11  
kemampuan, kemungkinan possibility, potential خ٤ٗبٌٓا 15  
harapan hope َٓأ 29  
      َٓآ5 – ط  
mengharapkan to hope َ ِٓ أ 
      َ َٓ ؤٗ
3  
keselamatan, keamanan security, safety ٖٓأ 123  
keselamatan negara national security     ٢ٓٞوُا ٖٓلأا11  
keselamatan antarabangsa international security     ٢ُٝلُا ٖٓلأا8  
keselamatan dalaman internal securiy     ٢ِفالُا ٖٓلأا4  
      ٕبٓآ5 - ط  
keamanan security, peace ٢٘ٓأ 32  
      خ٤٘ٓأ48  
Putera Prince و٤ٓأ 19  
orang yang dipercayai faithful, dependable ٖ٤ٓأ 30  
Setiausaha Am/ Agong Secretary-General     ّبؼُا ٖ٤ٓأ27  
paip pipe, tube ت٤ثبٗأ 7 - ط  
pengeluaran, hasil production طبزٗا 24  
pengeluaran minyak oil production     ٜلُ٘ا طبزٗا3  
perhatian attention ٙبجزٗا 5    
pembunuhan suicide هبؾزٗا 3  
berkaitan pembunuhan suicidal ١هبؾزٗا 5  
      ٕٞ٣هبؾزٗا5 - ط  
pilihanraya, pemilihan election ةبقزٗا 65  
      دبثبقزٗا101 – ط  
pilihanraya presiden presidential elections     خ٤ٍبئوُا دبثبقزٗا16  
pilihanraya parlimen parliamentary elections     خ٤ٗبُٔوث دبثبقزٗا11  
pilihanraya perundangan legislative elections     خ٤ؼ٣وْر دبثبقزٗا14  
pilihanraya bebas free elections     حوؽ دبثبقزٗا7  
pemilihan wakil parliamentary elections     خ٤ثب٤ٗ دبثبقزٗا5  
pilihanraya umum general election     خٓبؼُا دبثبقزٗا4  
pilihanraya pembukaan primary election     خ٤ُٝأ دبثبقزٗا3  
berkaitan pemilihan electoral خ٤ثبقزٗا 13  
Interfaks interfax ًٌبكوزٗا 3  
Internet Internet ذٗوزٗا 5  
penyebaran spreading هبْزٗا 11  
menyebarkan to spread وْزٗا 3  
      وْز٘٣4  
kemenangan victory هبٖزٗا 7  
penantian waiting هبظزٗا 9  
menanti, menunggu to wait  وظزٗا 
      وظز٘٣7  
      وظز٘ر4  
      وظز٘ٗ3  
kebangkitan, intifada uprising, revolt خٙبلزٗا 7  
kritikan critism داكبوزٗا 13 - ط  
peralihan movement, motion ٍبوزٗا 3  
peralihan, sementara transition, temporary خ٤ُبوزٗا 9  
mengkritik critic لوزٗا 8  
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hubung kait, kepunyaan belonging, relationship ءبٔزٗا 5  
mengaitkan, mempunyai to belong to, to relate ٠ٔزٗا 
      ٢ٔز٘٣3  
selesai, penghabisan end, conclusion ءبٜزٗا 24  
berakhir to end, come to an end ٠ٜزٗا 
      ذٜزٗا8  
      ٢ٜز٘ر9  
salah guna profanation, desecration ىبٜزٗا 3  
     ٗا دبًبٜز13 - ط  
mencipta kejayaan make succes ػبغٗا 10  
memperoleh, melaksanakan carrying out, execution ىبغٗا 5  
      داىبغٗا5 - ط  
kejatuhan, tenggelam dropping, sinking ٗبلقٗا 3  
letusan, pancaran outbreak, breaking out علالٗا 4  
meletus, memancar  to stick out, hang out ذؼُلٗا 8  
percantuman, penyatuan merging, consolidation طبٓلٗا 3  
manusia human being ٕبَٗا 21  
kemanusiaan human ٢ٗبَٗا 4  
      خ٤ٗبَٗا13  
penarikan, pengeluaran withdrawal, retreat ةبؾَٗا 9  
penubuhan, pembangunan establishment ءبْٗا 16  
penyertaan, penyatuan joining, entering ّبٔٚٗا 14  
pemergian, keberangkatan rushing, moving forward ملاطٗا 12  
ketiadaan, kekurangan missing, lacking ّالؼٗا 4  
konvensyen, perhimpunan convention, assembly كبوؼٗا 23  
berjumpa, berkumpul  to meet, to gather لوؼٗا 
      لوؼ٘٣3  
      لوؼ٘ر5  
perbelanjaan, pendermaan spending مبلٗا 3  
letupan, letusan explosion, blow up هبغلٗا 52  
letupan bom bom explosion     حٞجػ هبغلٗا6  
letupan bom bom explosion     خِج٘وُا هبغلٗا5  
        ٕاهبغلٗا3 - ّ  
meletup, meletus burst out, break out دوغلٗا 5  
pemisahan separation ٍبٖلٗا 3  
bersifat berpisah separationist ٢ُبٖلٗا 3  
perlepasan diri escape دلالٗا 3  
selamat rescue, saving مبوٗا 9  
pembahagian division, partision ّبَوٗا 7  
penggulingan, pembaharuan overthrow, revolution ةلاوٗا 11  
penamatan ending, finishing ءبٜٗا 18  
keruntuhan collapse, breakdown هب٤ٜٗا 3  
penting, ambil berat concern, interest ّبٔزٛا 11  
ahli, saudara-mara relative, kin َٛأ 5  
      ٢ُبٛأ4 - ط  
pakar, ahli dalam bidang capacity, competence ٤ِٛأخ 5  
lebih penting more important ْٛأ 11  
kepentingan concern, attention خ٤ٔٛأ 22  
Opec Opec يثٝأ 18  
memperlihatkan, mendedahkan to reveal to ٠ؽٝأ 
      ٢ؽٞر3  
menyatakan, to lead to, to mention دكهٝأ 3  
Eropah Europe بثٝهٝأ 35  
orang Eropah, berkaitan Eropah European ٢ثٝهٝأ 40  
      خ٤ثٝهٝأ24  
      ٕٞ٤ثٝهٝأ7 – ط  
tengah, pertengahan middle, central ٍٜٝأ 31  
lebih luas wider غٍٝأ 3  
menjelaskan to clarify  َؼٙٝأ 39  
      ذؾٙٝأ18  
berhenti, berdiri tetap to stand, make stand ذلهٝأ 5  
pertama first ٍ ّٝ أ 77  
      َئاٝأ3  
      ٠ُٝأ38  
keutamaan priority خ٣ُٞٝأ 3  
      دب٣ُٞٝأ7   
pertama, permulaan first, initial خ٤ُٝأ 5  
masa, sekarang time, now خٗٝآ 8  
positif positive ٢ثبغ٣ا 7  
      خ٤ثبغ٣ا19  
pewujudan, pembuatan creation, production كبغ٣ا 15  
menyokong to support ل٣أ 3  
      ل٣ئر4  
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AIDS AIDS ىل٣ا 6  
orang Iran, berkaitan Iran Iranian ٢ٗاو٣ا 57  
      خ٤ٗاو٣ا41  
      ٕٞ٤ٗاو٣ا5 - ط  
putus asa to despair ٌ٣أ 
      ًؤ٣3  
ISAF ISAF فبَ٣ا 8  
orang Itali, berkaitan Itali Italian ٢ُبط٣ا 3  
perberhentian, pengantunggan stopping, suspension فبو٣ا 5  
kanan right ٖٔ٣أ 3  
pendudukan lodging, putting up ءاٞ٣ا 3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
fokus, tengah focus, center هئث 3  
pusat pendudukan  settlement centre    حهئث/ خ٤ٗبط٤زٍا هئث3  
pintu door ةبث 9  
      ةاٞثأ5 - ط  
bermalam to spend the night دبث 6  
      اٞربث3  
sejuk cold, chilly حكهبث 3  
jelas, terang prominent ىهبث 7  
orang Pakistan, berkaitan Pakistan Pakistanian ٢ٗبزًَبث 28  
      خ٤ٗبزًَبث31  
      ٕٞ٤ٗبزًَبث5 - ط  
sampai, menonjol, membesar exaggerate, magnify ِؾُبث 9  
      خـُبث8  
belon balloon دبُٗٞبث 3 - ط  
petrol petrol ٍٝوزث 26  
menyebarkan to spread, propagate  َشث 3  
      ذضث4  
penyebaran, propaganda spreading, propagation شث 4  
menyelidik research, study شؾث 7  
      شؾجر4  
      ٕٞضؾج٣3  
penyelidikan, kajian Research شْؾث 28  
      سبؾثأ4 - ط  
laut, lautan sea, ocean وؾث 5  
berkaitan laut, maritime marine, maritime خ٣وؾث 9  
semestinya definitely لث لا 4  
permulaan beginning, start ءلث 19  
muncul, keluar to appear, come out الث 4  
      ٝلج٣10  
bermula to start ألث 12  
     دألث 13  
      ألج٣9  
      ألجر7  
      اٝألث4  
permulaan starting, beginning خ٣الث 13  
menukar, merubah to change, modify ٍلث 5  
gantian, alternative substitute, alternate     َ٣لث6  
tukaran, persamaan equivalent, exchange ٍْنث 6  
mengorbankan,  to give generously   ٍَنث 
memberikan terbaik to sacrifice     ٍنج٣4  
program program ظٓبٗوث 47  
program nuclear nuclear program     ١ٝٞٗ ظٓبٗوث24  
      ظٓاوث9 – ط  
Parlimen Parliament ٕبُٔوث 64  
nisbah kepada parlimen Parliamentary خ٤ٗبُٔوث 19  
protokol protocol ًٍٞٞرٝوث 4  
orang British, berkaitan Britain  British ٢ٗبط٣وث 14  
      خ٤ٗبط٣وث22  
      ٕٞ٤ٗبط٣وث6 – ط  
pembentangan extension, expansion َْٜ ث 3  
senang, lurus simple, plain خط٤َث 7  
pahlawan, hero hero, champion َطث 6  
penghantaran sending, dispatching شْؼث 4  
ب 
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      خضؼث8  
kejauhan farness لُؼث 11  
      كبؼثأ3 - ط   
sebahagian half, part ٘ؼث 67  
jauh far ل٤ؼث 8  
      حل٤ؼث5  
tinggal, baki remaining, staying ءبوث 16  
kekal, tinggal to remain, stay ٠وث 4  
      ٠وج٣7  
      ٠وجر12  
tinggalan remainder, rest خ٤وث 8  
negara state, country كلاث 114  
bendera, batu pijak paving stone, flag خٛلاث 4  
orang Belgium, berkaitan Belgium Belgian ٢ٌ٤غِث 3  
negara, tanah country, land لِث 27  
      ٕالِث12  
     حلِث 20  
      ٕالِث23 – ّ  
tempatan provincial, local خ٣لِث 7  
sampai to reach, arrive ؾِث 6  
     ذـِث 6  
      ؾِج٣8  
      ؾِجر7  
Balkan Balkan ٕبوِث 3  
plotunium plutonium ّٞ٤ٗٞرِٞث 4  
penghabluran crystallisation حهِٞث 6  
billion billion ٕٞ٤ِث 4  
pembinaan building, construction ءب٘ث 34  
Pentagon Pentagon ٕٞعبز٘ث 4  
bank bank ي٘ث 3  
orang Burma, berkaitan Burma Burmian ٢ٓهٞث 4  
     خ٤ٓهٞث 3  
persekitaran environment خئ٤ث 3  
pernyataan, pengumuman statement, dclaration ٕب٤ث 69  
pernyataan bersama joint statement     ىوزْٓ ٕب٤ث5  
rumah house ثذ٤ 27  
Rumah Putih White House     ٘٤ثلأا ذ٤جُا17  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
bersambung, meneruskan to continue, go on غثبر 18  
     غثبز٣ 3  
     غثبزر 3  
yang mengikut following, succeeding ِغثبر 4  
      خؼثبر15  
kesan, memberi kesan effect, influence و٤صؤر 8  
penangguhan postponement, deferment َ٤عؤر 17  
sejarah, masa lampau history, period ـ٣هبر 15  
berkaitan sejarah historical, historic ٢ق٣هبر 6  
     خ٤ق٣هبر 6  
pembinaan, pengasasan founding, setting up ٌ٤ٍؤر 4  
Visa visa   داو٤ّؤر 3 – ط  
pengesahan, penetapan confirmation, affirmation ل٤ًؤر 28  
berikut to follow ٢ُبر 11  
Times (nama khusus) Times ئ٣بر 7  
sokongan supporting, backing up ل٤٣ؤر 16  
penukaran, persimpangan exchange, interchange ٍُكبجر 8  
penyebaran dispersal, scattering ل٣لجر 4  
alasan berasas, justifikasi justification, vindication و٣وجر 4  
mengekalkan, tetap to remain, stay ٠َّوَجر 
4  
mengambil anak angkat, menerima to adopt ٠َّ٘جر 11  
menghala, berhadapan  to tent to, to direct  ُِٚغزر 3  
melepaskan, mengelak to abandon, surrender ٠ِقزر 3  
membenarkan to allow, permit ؼ٤زر 4  
penetapan, pengukuhan fixing, fastening, establish  ذ٤جضر 5  
perniagaan, perdagangan commerce, trade حهبغر 7  
خ 
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berkaitan perdagangan commercial, merchant  خ٣هبغر 3  
berhadapan, terhadap facing, opposite (to), in front of ٙبغر 14  
mengabaikan ignoring, disregarding َُٛبغر 3  
melepasi, melebihi passing, going past ى ُٝ بغر 
5  
melepasi, melebihi to pass, go past ى َٝ بغر 
      ىٝبغز٣3  
sesuai, sepatutnya appropriate, worth هلغر 3  
pembaharuan, pengelokan renewal, renovation ل٣لغر 6  
memperdagangkan to trade (in), carry on trade (in) وغر 3  
ujian, cubaan experiment, test خثوغر 3  
perhimpunan gathering, assemblage غُّٔ غر 
12  
berkumpul, berhimpun to gather, assemble غَّٔ غر 
3  
pembekuan freezing, glaciation ل٤ٔغر 9  
pengelakan, penjauhan avoidance, shunning تُّ٘غر 7  
persediaan preparation, readying ي٤ٜغر 3  
perhubungan, bersekutu alliance, confederacy ُقُبؾر 24  
bercakap, bertutur speaking, talking سَّلؾر 6  
      سلؾز٣5  
ancaman, cabaran challenge, defiance ١لؾر 8  
      دب٣لؾر7 - ط  
definnasi, pembatasan definition, specification ل٣لؾر 14  
amaran, perhatian warning, caution (ing) و٣نؾر 6  
pergerakan motion, movement ى ُّوؾر 8  
      دبً ُّوؾر9 – ط  
pembebasan, kemerdekaan liberation, freeing و٣وؾر 10  
pembaikan, perkembangan improvement, amelioration ٖ٤َؾر 14  
persediaan preparation, readying داو٤ٚؾر 7 - ط  
memecahkan, melanggar to break, smash ذٔطؾر 3  
penempahan, perhatian reservation, caution عُّلؾر 3  
kenyataan, keadaan sebenar materielisation, actualisation نُّوؾر 4  
merealisasikan, pencapaian realisation, achievement ن٤وؾر 74  
analisa, resolusi analysis, resolution َ٤ِؾر 4  
perubahan change, alteration ٍ ُّٞ ؾر 
6  
berubah to change, alter ذُ َّٞ ؾر 
3  
penyimpanan, stor storage, warehousing,  ٖ٣يقر 3  
penyuburan, pemprosesan fertilisation, fructification ت٤ٖقر 18  
pemprosesan uranium uranium enrichment     ّٞ٤ٗاهٞ٣ ت٤ٖقر14  
pengkhususan, penswastaan specification, particularisation ٔ٤ٖقر 4  
perancangan, plan drawing, rulling, lineation ٜ٤طقر 8  
keringanan, kemudahan lightening ق٤لقر 3  
pengabaian, kesunyian abandonment, giving up ٢ِِّقر 9  
mengabaikan, sunyi dari to abandon, give up ٠َِّقر 
      ٠َِّقز٣4  
memasuki, menyertai  wading into, sinking into ٗٞقر 3  
ketakutan  fear, fright, dread فُّٞ قر 
4  
pentadbiran, perancangan arrangement, planing و٤ثالر 9 - ط  
perancangan keamanan security measures     خ٤٘ٓأ و٤ثالر3  
campur tangan, sampuk  intervention, interposition َ ُّفلر 23  
campur tangan luar external intervention     ٢عهبف َفلر3  
campur tangan tentera military intervention     ١وٌَػ َفلر3  
latihan, percubaan training, drill (ing) ت٣هلر 8  
kehancuran, pemusnahan destruction, ruin(ing) و٤ٓلر 6  
keruntuhan, kehancuran to fall, tumble, to crash هٞٛلر 4  
menjadi ketua to make as leader ًإور 3  
kembali, berpatah balik  retreat, fallback, reversion ورغُعا 12  
kembali, pulang to reverse, come back  ْذَؼَعاَوَر 3  
mengetuai to head, lead ًأور 3  
      ًأوز٣4  
pendidikan education, pedagogy خ٤ثور 4  
pertahanan arsenal خٗبٍور 3  
pertahanan nuklear nuclear arsenal     خ٣ُٝٞ٘ا خٗبٍوزُا3  
meninggalkan to leave, to quit, to give up  َىَور 
      ىوز٣3  
orang Turkey, berkaitan Turkey Turkish ٢ًور 32  
      خ٤ًور26  
penumpuan focusing, concentration ي٤ًور 9  
peredaran, penyebaran circulation, spreading ظ٣ٝور 4  
semasa, serentak synchronism, simultaneity ُٖٓ اير 
5  
pertambahan, perkembangan increase, increment, growth ُل٣اير 6  
penambahan to make addition كاكير 3  
mengetuai, mengepalai  to lead, head,  ْ َّػير 
      ْػيز٣3  
penyediaan, pembekalan  supply(ing), providing ل٣ٝير 9  
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mempersoal, bertanya to ask oneself (whether), query  ٍَ َءب َ ر 
3  
menyebabkan, mengakibatkan to cause, accasion تجَر 4  
     ذججَر 6  
pendaftaran registration, recording َ٤غَر 7  
perihal mempercepatkan acceleration, speedup, pickup غ٣وَر 4  
perihal bersenjata armament, rearmament ؼَُِّر 5  
menyeludup, melepaskan to sneak away, steal away  ََِر 
     اَِِٞر 3  
penerimaan receipt, reception, receiving َُِّْر 5  
menerima, mendapat to receive, to get obtain, to take ََِّْر 
     َِْز٣ 3  
perihal bersenjata arming, armament, rearmament ؼ٤َِر 3  
penyampaian, penyerahan handing over, turning over ْ٤َِر 19  
kemudahan facilitation, making easy َ٤َٜر 8  
penyamaan, pengradan leveling, planning, grading خ٣َٞر 15  
orang Chad, berkaitan Chad Chad ١كبْر 15  
     خ٣كبْر 5  
     ٕٞ٣كبْر 3 - ط  
perundingan, pertimbangan to deliberate, confer, consult ه ُٝ ب َْ َر 
6  
galakan, dorongan encouragement, emboldening غ٤غْر 4  
pengetatan, penekanan  emphasis, stress ل٣لْر 11  
perundangan legislative, statutory, legal خ٤ؼ٣وْر 15  
pelaksanaan, penggunaan employment, hiring, taking on َ٤ـْر 5  
pembentukan, penubuhan forming, formation, shaping َ٤ٌْر 23  
penubuhan kerajaan government formation     خٌٓٞؾُا َ٤ٌْر10  
penubuhan jawatankuasa committee formation     خ٘غُِا َ٤ٌْر3  
      خِ٤ٌْر3  
bahasa Czech Czech language خ٤ٌ٤ْر 6  
peningkatan, kenaikan rise, going up, asending لُػبٖر 8  
konfrantasi, pertahanan  confrontation, facing, defiance ١ِّلٖر 6  
ekspot, pengeluaran exportation, introduction و٣لٖر 4  
kepercayaan, kebenaran belief, believing, faith ن٣لٖر 7  
deklarasi, kenyataan statement, declaration ؼ٣وٖر 14  
      دبؾ٣وٖر52 – ط  
laporan media press release     خ٤لؾٕ دبؾ٣وٖر3  
kenaikan, peningkatan escalation, aggravation ل٤ؼٖر 16  
industri pembuatan industrialisation غ٤ٖ٘ر 4  
undian, pungutan suara voting, poll(ing), ballot ذ٣ٖٞر 12  
perpaduan, pertanggungjawaban solidarity, joint liability ُٖٓ بٚر 
4  
mengandungi, termasuk to contain, include ٖٔٚر 
      ٖٔٚز٣5  
      ٖٔٚزر10  
pembiasaan, tabiat normalisation  غ٤جطر 3  
pelaksanaan, aplikasi application, applying, putting into ن٤جطر 40  
pelaksanaa perjanjian agreement appliacation     مبلرلاا ن٤جطر6  
melampau, radikal  extremism, radicalism فُّوطر 3  
memohon, meminta  to require, call for  تَِّطر 
     تِطز٣ 6  
kemuncak, menjelang looking forward, expectation دبؼِطر 3 - ط  
pengesahan  endorsement, endorsing و٤ٜظر 6  
pembangunan, perkembangan development, evolution ه ُّٞ طر 
14  
     داهٞطر 9 - ط  
pembangunan, perkembangan development, advancement و٣ٞطر 10  
tunjuk perasaan, menunjuk-nunjuk to pretend, demonstrate وَٛبظر 5  
demonstrasi, tunjuk perasaan demonstration, pretending, simulation ُوٛبظر 3  
      داوٛبظر3 - ط  
      حوٛبظر4  
pergaulan, muamalat dealings, intercourse, trade َُٓ بؼر 
17  
kerjasama cooperation, collaboration ٕ ُٝ بؼر 
49  
kerjasaama negara-negara teluk cooperation of Arab gulf states     ٢غ٤ِقُا ٕٝبؼزُا4  
pengucapan, peryataan expression, voicing, uttering و٤جؼر 11  
perubahan, revolusi modification, change, amendment َ٣لؼر 26  
perubahan perlembagaan constitutional amendment      هٞزٍلُا َ٣لؼر11  
      دلا٣لؼر7 – ط  
penyeksaan torture, agonising ت٣نؼر 7  
tertedah, menyebabkan exposure to, incurrence of ُّٗوؼر 10  
menyebabkan, mendedahkan to be or become exposed َّٗوؼر 3  
      ْذَّٙوؼر7  
definasi, takrif definition, determination ق٣وؼر 4  
pengukuhan, pengabungan consolidation, strengthening ي٣يؼر 23  
      داي٣يؼر3 - ط  
kerosakan, kegagalan breakdown, disablement َ٤طؼر 7  
ulasan, perhatian commentary, remark, review ت٤وؼر 4  
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kerumitan, kesukaran complication, entanglement ل٤وؼر 6  
mendedahkan, terbuka to be or become exposed  ّوؼرٗ  
      ّٗوؼزر5  
berkaitan, bergantung to hang (down), dangle, suspend نِؼر 
      نِؼز٣12  
      نِؼزر13  
pergantungan, penangguhan  hanging down, suspending ن٤ِؼر 26  
penggantungan keahlian suspention of membership     خ٣ٞٚؼُا ن٤ِؼر5  
penggantungan penyertaan suspention of participation     خًهبُْٔا ن٤ِؼر3  
pengajaran, arahan teaching, instruction ْ٤ِؼر 12  
      دبٔ٤ِؼر4 - ط  
perihal mendalamkan deepening,  ن٤ٔؼر 3  
penjagaan, kawalan care, charge, protection لُّٜؼر 4  
      دالُّٜؼر6 - ط  
menjaga, mengawal to take care of, look after لَّٜؼر 10  
melantik, memberi jawatan to appoint,  َّٖ٤ؼر 
      َّٖ٤ؼز٣9  
gantian, pampasan  compensatory, compensational دبٚ٣ٞؼر 3 - ط  
pengkhususan, perlantikan specification, nomination ٖ٤٤ؼر 13  
pemakanan, nutrisi nutrition, feeding خ٣نـر 5  
perlindungan, liputan, tutup covering, wraping خ٤طـر 9  
perubahan change, alteration و٤٤ـر 19  
      داو٤٤ـر5 – ط  
harapan, optimis  optimism ٍُإبلر 6  
perincian, penjelasan  detailing, elaboration َ٤ٕبلر 6 - ط  
bertambah teruk aggravation, worsening ُْهبلر 4  
persefahaman, perjanjian  understanding, agreement ُْٛبلر 16  
perundingan,  negotiation ُٗٝ بلر 
17  
kesejukan, ketenangan coolness, tepidity وزلر 3  
pemeriksaan, mencari  search(ing), inspection ِ٤زلر 18  
letupan, letusan explosion, blowup و٤غلر 19  
      داو٤غلر4 - ط  
pemisahan, pembahagian separation, parting, division ن٣ولر 4  
pengaktifan activation َ٤ؼلر 5  
pemikiran, pertimbangan thinking, consideration و٤ٌلر 5  
pemecahan, pemisahan disassembly, disconnection ي٤ٌلر 7  
tradisi, kebiasaan tradition, convention ل٤ُبور 3 - ط  
perkembangan progress, development ُّّلور 27  
mendahului, ke hadapan to precede, forego َّّلور 4  
      ذَّٓلور3  
takdir, penghargaan estimation, appreciation و٣لور 5  
persembahan, menghulurkan presentation, offering ْ٣لور 22  
memutuskan, menetapkan to be decided, determined ه َّوور 3  
hampir, anggaran  approximation, nearly ت٣وور 9  
repot, laporan report, memorandum و٣وور 74  
laporan terakhir final report     ٢ئبُٜ٘ا و٣ووزُا7  
laporan penyiasatan intelligence report     داهبجقزٍلاا و٣وور5  
     و٣هبور 10 - ط  
pembahagian division, partition ْ٤َور 14  
tradisional traditional خ٣ل٤ِور 11  
pengurangan, pengecutan decrease, shrinking ٔ٤ِور 4  
mengurangkan lessening, decrease َ٤ِور 3  
teknikal  technical ٢٘ور 3  
kemusnahan, kehnacuran demolition, pulling down ٘٣ٞور 5  
penilaian  evaluation, assessment ْ٤٤ور 6  
kumpulan gagasan, pengumpulan agglomeration, conglomeration َُّزٌر 3  
pengulangan  repitition, reiteration هاوٌر 5  
berulang, mengulangi to recur, repeat  َّوٌر َه  
      هوٌزر4  
masalah, bebanan trouble, inconvenience خلٌِر 6  
tanggungjawab, arahan  charging, obligation ق٤ٌِر 5  
teknokrat technocracy ٛاوهٌٞ٘ر 5  
teknologi technology ب٤عٌُٞٞ٘ر 5  
bukit, tanah tinggi, angkat hill, mound, elevation  َّ ر 9  
penerimaan, panggilan compliance, acceptance خ٤جِر 4  
televisyen television ٕٞ٣ولِر 21  
berkaitan televisyen televisional, televisual خ٤ٗٞ٣يلِر 8  
menerima, belajar to receive, to get, taught ٠َّوِر 3  
      ْذَّوِر3  
panggilan, lambaian, tanda waving, beckoning, signal ؼ٣ِٞر 4  
lengkap, selesai, sempurna to be completed, full, whole  َّْ ر 
75  
     ذٔر 10  
      ْز٣57  
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      ْزر8  
sejajar, bersama  to walk together, go together ٢ّبٔر 4  
sempurna, lengkap completeness, wholness ّبٔر 8  
mengecapi, berseronok to enjoy, to savor غَّزٔر 
      غزٔز٣4  
perwakilan, gantian representation َ٤ضٔر 4  
penyambungan, perluasan extension, stretching, spreading ل٣لٔر 3  
pemberontakan insurrection, rebellion ك ُّؤر 8  
perlepasan, pengecualian   passing , allowing to pass و٣ؤر 3  
pegangan, pautan  clinging to, holding on يَُّ ٔر 6  
kebolehan, kemampuan  ability, capability ٌُّٖ ٔر 4  
boleh melakukan, mampu can, to be able to, be capable  َٖ ٌَّ ٔر 3  
      ذٌّ٘ ٔر4  
      ٌَّٖ ٔزٗ5  
pendahuluan, penyamaan  leveling, planning, introduction ٜٔرل٤ 8  
pembiayaan, kewangan  financing َ٣ٞٔر 9  
perletakan jawatan, penurunan relinquishment, giving up, resignation ٍُىب٘ر 5  
      دلاىب٘ر4 – ط  
pertembungan, konflik  to contradict each other, conflict, clash ّ٘كب٘ر 3  
berpindah, berubah to carry, convey ذِهب٘ر 3  
mengambil, menjamah to take, to pick up  ٍَ َٝ َب٘ر 
      ٍٝب٘زر3  
kritikan, kecaman criticism, censure, condemnation ل٣ل٘ر 4  
penyelarasan, kordinasi  coordination, harmonisation,  ن٤َ٘ر 19  
pengurusan, pertubuhan organisation, arrangment ْ٤ظ٘ر 47  
Pertubuhan al-Qaeda Al-Qaeda Organisation     حلػبوُا ْ٤ظ٘ر30  
pelaksaaan carrying out, execution ن٤ل٘ر 38  
pelaksanaan hukum law implimentation     ٌْؾُا ن٤ل٘ر5  
pelaksanaan resolusi implementation of resolution     هاووُا ن٤ل٘ر3  
eksekutif executive رخ٣ن٤ل٘ 5  
pergerakan, perpindahan moving, movement َُّو٘ر 3  
perkembangan, pembangunan development, promotion  خ٤ٔ٘ر 19  
ketenangan, kedamaian calming, quieting خئلٜر 3  
ancaman, gertak threat, menace ل٣لٜر 16  
      دال٣لٜر12 - ط  
penyeludupan, pelarian smuggling, running ت٣وٜر 7  
tuduhan, dakwaan  accusation, charge خ َٔ ٜر 
23  
      َُْٜر
7  
kewujudan, keberadaan existence, being, entity لُعاٞر 4  
kelangsungan, sambungan continuity, continuance َ ُٕ اٞر 5  
persetujuan, kesesuaian agreement, harmony, congruity ُنكاٞر 39  
kesepakatan politik political consensus    ٢ٍب٤َُا نكاٞزُا4  
berkaitan perjanjian, persetujuan harmonius, in agreement ٢وكاٞر 9  
datang kemudian, mengikuti to follow in succession or without 
interruption 
٢ُاٞر 5  
tekanan, ketegangan tension, strain وُّرٞر 17  
memastikan, mewajibkan to become necessary, requisite تَّعٞر 
      ت َّعٞز٣5  
arah, hala tuju direction, bearing, heading ٚ ُّعٞر 8  
menghala, menghadap to go to, proceed to ٚ َّعٞر 8  
      ٚعٞز٣5  
panghadapan, haluan  sending, dispatch(ing), forwarding ٚ٤عٞر 12  
penyatuan  unification, union ل٤ؽٞر 4  
pembabitan, implikasi involvement, implication ٛ ُّهٞر 5  
penyebaran, pengedaran distribution, allotment غ٣ىٞر 3  
perluasan, pembesaran widening, broadening غ٤ٍٞر 13  
pencapaian, dapat attainment, achievement َ ُّٕ ٞر 41  
sampai, tiba, mendapat to reach, attain, arrive at ذِ َّٕ ٞر 3  
nasihat, pesanan, perakuan recommendation, commendation دب٤ٕٞر 3 – ط  
penjelasan, penerangan clarification, clearing up ؼ٤ٙٞر 5  
kesedaran, didikan enlightenment, education خ٤ػٞر 3  
tusukan yang dalam deep penetration, thorough study َُّؿٞر 9  
penyediaan, simpanan  saving, providing و٤كٞر 16  
pendamaian, petunjuk  conciliation, reconciliation ن٤كٞر 3  
andaian, jangkaan  expectation, anticipation غُّهٞر 3  
     دبؼُّهٞر 3 - ط  
menjangka, berharap  to expect, anticipate  َغَّهٞر 
      غهٞز٣7  
berhenti, menggantung to  stop, cease to move on  قَّهٞر 
      قهٞز٣3  
masa, penentuan masa   timing, scheduling ذ٤هٞر 8  
masa tempatan local time     ٢ِؾُٔا ذ٤هٞزُا5  
tanda tangan signature, subscription غ٤هٞر 17  
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peberhentian, pergantungan stopping, discontinuation ق٤هٞر 10  
anggapan, memikul tugas  assumption(of), undertaking ٢ُِّٞر 5  
mengandaikan, memikul tugas to assume, undertake ٠َُّٞر 6  
      ٠ُٞز٣5  
      ٠ُٞزر4  
orang Tunisia, berkaitan Tunisia Tunisian ٢َٗٞر 3  
      خ٤َٗٞر3  
aliran, laluan current, flow, stream هب٤ر 25  
aliran elektrik electric current     ٢ئبثوٌُٜا هب٤زُا3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
menetapkan, menhadkan  to be firm, fixed, stable  ذجص 
     ذجضر5  
budaya, pengetahuan culture, education خكبوص 4  
kepercayaan, kebaikan confidence, trust, faith خوص 12  
dwi, berkaitan dua dualism, duality خ٤ئب٘ص 7  
tetap, kukuh establishment, firm, strong ذثاٞص 7 – ط  
kebangkitan, revolusi revolution, rebellion, revolt حهٞص 4  
berkaitan pemberontakan revolutionary, rebelluos ١هٞص 4  
     خ٣هٞص4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
datang, tiba to come, arrive, show up ءبع 29  
      دءبع7  
bersungguh-sungguh, tekun serious, in earnest حكبع 4  
berlaku, sekarang flowing, streaming   هبع 3  
berkaitan masa kini, sekarang to keep pace with, to follow ١هبع 16  
      خ٣هبع5  
universiti, kumpulan university, group خؼٓبع 20  
Liga Negara-negara Arab League of Arab States    خؼٓبع / خ٤ثوؼُا ٍٝلُا11  
bersebelahan, berdekatan to walk by the side of  تٗبع 99  
      تٗاٞع4 – ط  
      ٖ٤جٗبع20 – ّ  
bersedia, tersedia ready, prepare حيٛبع 3  
bukit, gunung mountain َجع 3  
      ٍبجع3 - ط  
fatalisma, fahaman fatalism, determinism خ٣وجع 
hadapan, utama forehead, brow, front خٜجع 40  
persetujuan depan accordance front     نكاٞزُا خٜجع9  
barisan hadapan demokrasi democratic front     خ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣لُا خٜجغُا3  
mayat  corpse,body خَّضع 4  
      شضع4 - ط  
dinding wall هالع 3  
perbalahan, pertengkaran argument, arguing ٍالع 3  
memperbaharui, mengembalikan to renew, to renovate, restore كَّلع 4  
pusingan, balah twisting, weaving ٍْلع 7  
jadual, senarai, aturan table, chart, list ٍٝلع 17  
jadual masa time table     ٢٘ٓى ٍٝلع11  
jadual tugas, agenda agenda     ٍبٔػأ ٍٝلع4  
bersungguh, serius, tekun serious, earnest, grave ١ِّلع 5  
      خ٣لع10  
baru, terkini new, recent, fresh ل٣لع 57  
      حل٣لع64  
diakibatkan, disebabkan because of, due to ءاوع 11  
kecederaan, orang yang cedera surgeon ػاوع  9  
      ٠ؽوع10 - ط  
      ػٝوع10  
      ؼ٣وع3  
berlari, berlangsung running, racing ٟوع 8  
      دوع12  
      ١وغ٣10  
      ١وغر23  
jenayah, kejahatan crime, offense, delict خٔ٣وع 6  
ز 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ج 
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      ْئاوع12 - ط  
bahagian part, portion, fraction ءيع 15  
orang Algeria, berkaitan Algeria Algerian خ٣وئايع 5  
      ٕٞ٣وئايع3 – ط  
gaji, pendapatan salary, wages َْؼع 4  
menjadi, membuat to make, render  َؼع 7  
      َؼغ٣6  
       َؼغر3  
geografi geography ب٤كاوـع 3  
yang mulia, tinggi to be or become great, lofty,   َّ ع 5  
kemuliaan, ketinggian majesty, loftiness,  خُلاع 3  
duduk sit down   ٌَ ََِع 
      ٌِغر3  
kerusi, kedudukan posture, seat, pose خَِع 67  
sesi pilihanraya election session     ةبقزٗا خَِع17  
sesi Parlimen Parliament session     ٕبُٔوث خَِع3  
      دبَِع7  - ط  
kumpulan, jamaah group, company, band خػبٔع 13  
Jamaah Islam Islamic group     خ٤ٓلاٍا خػبٔع3  
      دبػبٔع8 – ط  
secara bersama, kumpulan collective, mass, team ٢ػبٔع 3  
      خ٤ػبٔع7  
kumpulan orang, perhimpunan crowd, throng, gathering, mass هٜٞٔع 4  
      و٤ٛبٔع5 - ط  
komuniti Arab Arab masses     خ٤ثوؼُا و٤ٛبٔغُا3  
berkaitan kumpulan orang, republik crowd, throng, gathering ١هٜٞٔع 5  
      خ٣هٜٞٔع39  
pengumpulan, tumbukan fist, clenched hand غ ْٔ ع 
5  
mengumpul to gather  َظ َٔ َع 
      غ َٔ ْغر
3  
kelab, pertubuhan  society, association, club خ٤ؼٔع 13  
semua, setiap all, every غ٤ٔع 57  
berkaitan jenayah criminal, penal ٘ع٢ئب 3  
      خ٤ئب٘ع3  
sayap wing, flank ػب٘ع 12  
sayap tentera military wing     ١وٌَؼُا ػب٘غُا7  
sebelah side ت٘ؽ 4  
askar, tentera solder, private ١ل٘ع 31  
      ٕب٣ل٘ع14 – ّ  
      كٞ٘ع47 – ط  
General General ٍاو٘ع 21  
kebangsaan, bangsa nationality, citizenship دب٤َ٘ع 4 - ط  
selatan south ةٞ٘ع 83  
arah selatan southern ٢ثٞ٘ع 15  
      خ٤ثٞ٘ع9  
      ٕٞ٤ثٞ٘ع7 – ط  
jihad, perang suci jihad, holy war كبٜع 5  
Jihad Islam Islamic Jihad     ٢ٓلاٍلإا كبٜغُا4  
peralatan, sistem apparatus, set, appliance ىبٜع 14  
      حيٜعأ22 - ط  
emparan centrifuge    ىبٜع / ١يًؤُا كوطُا حيٜعأ10  
kawalan keamanan security services    ىبٜع / ٖٓلأا حيٜعأ9  
badan penyiasatan intelligence services     داهبجقزٍلاا حيٜعأ3  
arah, hala side, direction خٜع 77  
      دبٜع3 - ط  
usaha, ikhtiar effort, endeavor لُٜع 4  
      كٜٞع48 - ط  
kejiranan neighborhood, proximity هاٞع 6  
orang Georgia, berkaitan Georgia Georgian ٢عهٞع 8  
      خ٤عهٞع10  
pusingan, lawatan round, trip  خُٞع 18  
penting, asas essentialism خ٣وٛٞع 4  
udara, cuaca air, aerial, weather ١ٞع 8  
      خ٣ٞع9  
baik, lengkap good, perfect ل٤ع 9  
      حل٤ع14  
tentera army, the military ِ٤ع 184  
tenters penjajah occupation army     ٍلازؽلاا ِ٤ع8  
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hajat, keinginan need, want, necessity خعبؽ 15  
tajam, nyaring, menusuk  sharp, keen, piercing كبؽ 5  
      حكبؽ5  
yang berlaku, yang baru  occurring, happening, taking place سِكبؽ 9  
hadir, tiba  present, attending و ِٙ بؽ 
3  
bas  bus, coach خِكبؽ 21  
pemerintah ruler, governor ًِْ بؽ 
14  
      خًٔبؽ7  
keadaan, situasi situation, circumstance ٍبؽ 42  
      خُبؽ56  
      دلابؽ6 - ط  
situasi kecemasan emergency situation    ٍبؽ/خُبؽ / ئهاٞطُا دلابؽ40  
masa sekarang, semasa  present, current, actual ٢ُبؽ 58  
      خ٤ُبؽ15  
pengiring, garison  garrison, escort خ٤ٓبؽ 3  
mencuba, berusaha  to try, attempt, essay ٍ َٝ بؽ 
7  
      ذُٝبؽ5  
      اُٞٝبؽ3  
      ٍٝبؾ٣9  
      ٍِٝ بَُؾر
9  
      ُٕٞٝبؾ٣3  
      ٍٝبؾٗ3  
kematian death قْزؽ 3  
mengalakkan, mendorong to urge, incite, prompt  َّشؽ 4  
perbalahan, berdebat, hujjah argument, arguing, plea, excuse خغؽ 3  
      طبغؽ3 - ط  
mengurangkan, menghadkan to curtail, diminish ْغؽ 9  
sempadan, had boundary, border  ّلؽ 39  
      كٝلؽ44 - ط  
berkaitan sempadan, had borderline, frontier ١كٝلؽ 5 - ط  
      خ٣كٝلؽ5  
peristiwa, kejadian event, incident, occurrence   سَلَؽ 
      سالؽأ13 - ط  
bersendirian, semata-mata solitude, loneness حلؽ 6  
berlaku to happen, take place  َسَلؽ 3  
      سلؾ٣8  
menghadkan, menetapkan to define, to specify كلؽ 6  
      دكَّلؽ3  
      كلؾ٣3  
      كِّلؾر7  
kejadian happening, occurrence سٝلؽ 12  
baru, terkini new, recent, fresh ش٣لؽ 25        
      خض٣لؽ4  
menuruni, diwariskan to descend, come down هَّنؽ 13  
      دهَّنؽ8  
memberi amaran, perhatian to warn, caution هَنؽ 4  
kebakaran fires نئاوؽ 12 - ط  
peperangan war, hostilities ةوؽ 69  
perang saudara civil war     خ٤ِٛأ ةوؽ5  
Perang Dunia World War     خ٤ُٔبػ ةوؽ3  
berkaitan peperangan  warlike, bellicose, military ٢ثوؽ 3  
      خ٤ثوؽ4  
      ةٝوؽ5 - ط  
kebebasan freedom حّوُؽ 9  
berkaitan kebebasan freedom, liberty خ٣وؽ 4  
harapan, keinginan desire, wish, aspiration ْٓوؽ 10  
pergerakan, aksi movement, motion خًوؽ 83  
       دبًوؽ3 – ط  
gerakan popular popular movement     خ٤جؼّ خًوؽ5  
dua masjid suci Islam Holy Hrmyn ٖ٤ٓوؽ 6  
parti politik party, political party ةيؽ 129  
      ةايؽأ9 - ط  
perkiraan, ilmu hisab calculation, consideration ةبَؽ 6  
      دبثبَؽ4 - ط  
sahaja, semata-mata only, merely تَ ؽ 
46  
mengira, mengandai to think, suppose تَِ ؽ 
5  
 settlement, decision ْ َْ ؽ 8  
ح 
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kecantikan, kebaikan beauty, goodness َْٖ ُؽ 5  
berniat baik good faith, sincerely     خ٤ُ٘ا َٖؽ3  
golongan, gerombolan crowd, assembly ل ْ ؽ 12  
      كْٞؽ3 – ط  
kepungan blockage, siege هبٖؽ 15  
mendapat, berlaku take place, obtain َٖؽ 6  
      َٖؾ٣5  
      َٖؾر6  
      ذِٖؽ3  
pendapatan, kejadian occurrence, obtainment ٍٖٞؽ 12  
      خِ٤ٖؽ3  
datang, hadir attend, present وٚؽ 4  
      وْٚؾ٣3  
kedatangan, kehadiran presence, attendance هٞٚؽ 28  
larangan banning, prohibition   َوظؽ 11  
pengharaman perlombongan mining prohibition     ّبـُلأا وظؽ5  
meminta, mendapat to acquire, get, obtain ٢ِظؽ 
      ٠ظؾ٣3  
simpanan, jagaan keeping, protection عْلؽ 6  
      ظبلؽ7   
hak right  ّنؽ 44  
hak kemanusiaan human rights     مٞوؽ38 – ط  
      ٕبَٗلإا مٞوؽ21  
bersifat undang-undang jural, legal خ٤هٞوؽ 3  - ط  
beg bag ؽخج٤و 6  
      تئبوؽ5 - ط  
merealisasikan, mencapai to realise, achieve نَّوؽ 6  
      ذووؽ4  
      نوؾ٣4  
kenyataan, hakikat truth, reality خو٤وؽ 7  
      نئبوؽ3  
bersifat kenyataan real, true, genuine خ٤و٤وؽ 14  
kerajaan, hukum, kuasa rule, government  ٌْ ؽْ 36  
kuasa autonomi autonomy, self- government     ٢رام ْ ٌْ ؽ9  
hukuman mati death panelty     ّالػلإا ٌْؽ7  
penghakiman tanpa hadir judgement by default    ٢ثب٤ؿ ٌْؽ 3  
kejayaan, hikmah wisdom, sageness خٌِٔؽ 3  
memerintah, berkuasa to rule, dominate ذٌٔؽ 3  
      ٌْؾر4  
      ذٌِٔ ُؽ
3  
kerajaan government خٌٓٞؽ 267  
      دبٌٓٞؽ4 – ط  
kerajaan peralihan transitional government     خ٤ُبوزٗا خٌٓٞؽ8  
kerajaan pusat federal government     خ٣يًؤُا خٌٓٞؾُا4  
kerajaan pusat federal government     خ٤ُ٘ٛٞا خٌٓٞؾُا3  
kerajaan haram illegitimate government     خ٤ػوّ و٤ؿ خٌٓٞؽ3  
berkaitan kerajaan governmental ٢ٌٓٞؽ 6  
meleraikan, menyelesaikan to untie, resolve  َّ َؽ 82  
      ٍلاؽا6  
penyelesiaan krisis crisis solution     خٓىأ َؽ11  
penyelesaian keamanan peace solution     ٢ٍِٔ َؽ6  
penyelesaian melalui parlimen parliamental solution     ٕبُٔوث َؽ3  
penyelesiaan berkekalan permanant solution     ْئالُا َؾُا5  
penyelesiaan akhir final solution     ٢ئبٜٗ َؽ4  
perjanjian treaty َقِؽ 25  
Perjanjian Atantik Utara North Atlantic Treaty     ٢َِٛلأا ٍبُْٔا قِؽ11  
pendudukan, permulaan residing, beginning ٍِٞؽ 12  
ahli pakatan ally, confederate ق٤ِؽ 3  
      خل٤ِؽ3  
      ءبلِؽ10 - ط  
Pertubuhan Hamas Hamas Organisation ًبٔؽ 86  
keghairahan, semangat enthusiasm ًبٔؽ 4  
penjagaan, pertahanan protection, defense خ٣بٔؽ 15  
membawa to carry, to hold  َ َٔ َؽ 
4  
      َٔؾ٣7  
      َُ ِٔ ْؾر
4  
serangan, kempen attack, offence, campaign خِٔؽ 17  
dialog, perbincangan dialogue, conversation هاٞؽ 36  
      داهاٞؽ3 - ط  
lebih-kurang, jangkaan about, approximately  ٠ُاٞؽ15  
kawasan, syeksen district, section ٢ؽ 10  
      ءب٤ؽأ14  
kawasan Sunni Sunni neighborhoods     خ٤ٍ٘ ءب٤ؽأ3  
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kehidupan life, living حب٤ؽ 25  
kedapatan, pemilikan possession, obtainment حىب٤ؽ 6  
terhadap, mengikut in view of, in front of ٍب٤ؽ 6  
kehidupan, tahan lama vitality, liveliness خ٣ٞ٤ؽ 3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
orang suruhan, tunduk servant ِّكبف 6  
luar, keluar outside, exterior طِهبف 31  
      خعهبف4  
bersifat luar external, exterior ٢عهبف 9  
      خ٤عهبف133  
peta map خٛهبف 9  
pelan pejalanan road plan     ن٣وطُا خٛهبف8  
khas specific ٓبف 17  
      خٕبف58  
khususnya respect, regard    ٖٓٞف 26  
salah, kelasahan wrong, incorrect ئٛبف 3  
mentah raw, unrefined ّبف 8  
berita news وجف 12  
pengalaman experience حوجف 7  
pakar, specialis expert, specialist و٤جف 11  
      ءاوجف18 - ط  
akhir, penutup final, closing ّبزف 7  
berkhidmat, berkerja to serve, to work  َّ َلَف 
      ُّلق٣3  
khidmat, kerja service, duty خٓلف 10  
      دبٓلف3 – ط  
keluar to go, emerge طَوف 3  
koyakan, hancur tearing, shredding مْوَف 4  
pengeluaran going out, emergence طٝوف 13  
peta map خط٣وف 4  
musim gugur autumn, fall ق٣وف 5  
kerugian loss, damage حهبَف 3  
      وئبَف4 - ط  
ketakutan, bimbang fear, anxiety خ٤ْف 6  
takut, gementar to fear, apprehend, dread  َ٢ ِْ ف 
     ْقر ٠4  
mengkhaskan to specify ذٖٖف 3  
musuh opponent, enemy ّٖٞف 4  
hijau green ءاوٚف 6  
tunduk kepada to submit to, surrender غٚف 
      غٚقر3  
      ٕٞؼٚق٣3  
garisan line  ّٜف 18  
lapisan gas gas line     ىبؿ ٜف3  
garisan paip pipeline     ت٤ثبٗأ ٜف6  
garisan panas hotline     ٖفبٍ ٜف3  
      ٛٞطف7 – ط  
garisan rangka frame line     خ٤ٌِ٤ٛ ٛٞطف3  
kesalahan error, mistake ؤطف 7  
      ءبطفأ4 – ط  
tujuan, ucapan address, speech ةبطف 23  
      دبثبطف3 – ط  
pelan, projek plan, project خطف 20  
      ٜطُف11 – ط  
merangka, merancang to plan, to draw  َّٜطَف 
     ِّٜطقر 3  
bahaya, risiko danger, risk وطف 24  
      هبطفأ3 – ط  
      حوطف6  
tangkapan, rebutan grabbing, seizing قْطف 8  
langkah step حٞطف 28  
      داٞطف15 - ط  
kepentingan, utama seriousness حهٞطف 13  
penting, didahulukan grave, serious و٤طف 11  
      حو٤طف11  
kejatuhan, kerendahan lowering, dropping ْ٘لف 11  
perbezaan, percanggahan conflict, different فلاف 23  
خ 
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      دبكلاف9 - ط  
melepaskan, terselamat to save from, rescue from  َٔ َِّف 3  
      ِِّٔق٣3  
belakang back, rear قِْ َف 6  
terdahulu, pengganti succescor, descendent   َقَِف 6  
ikut, datang kemudian to follow, come after  ََقَِف 
      ُقِْق٣4  
pengganti succesor خل٤ِف 6  
saraf nerve خ٤ِف 7  
     ب٣لاف 4 - ط   
teluk gulf ظ٤ِف 5  
bersifat teluk gulfy ِف٢غ٤ 10  
tenggelam, memasuki wading into, sinking ito ٗٞف 5  
bimbang, takut fear, afraid فٞف 7  
pilihan option, choice هب٤ف 5  
      داهب٤ف5 - ط  
kegagalan failure, unsuccess خج٤ف 5  
kebaikan good, benefit و٤ف 4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
bulatan, kawasan circle, area وئاكح 4  
      وئاٝك3 - ط  
berkekalan, berterusan lasting, enduring ْئاك 16  
      خٔئاك4  
dalaman, dalam inside, interior َِفاك 53  
bersifat dalam internal, interior ٢ِفاك 10  
      خ٤ِفاك20  
akibat, keperluan cause, necessity ٢ػاك 4  
      ٢ػاٝك4 - ط  
perkara yang menyebabkan repelling ِغكاك 3  
kereta kebal tank دبثبثك 5 – ط  
diplomatik diplomatic ٢ٍبِٓٞثك 15  
      خ٤ٍبِٓٞثك16  
      ٕٞ٤ٍبِٓٞثك10 – ط  
demokratik barat western democratic     ٢ثوؿ ٢ٍبِٓٞثك3  
memasuki to go in, to enter َذِفك 5  
      اِٞفك4  
      َُفل٣4  
kemasukan entering, entry ٍٞفك 18  
pembelajaran study, research خٍاهك 18  
tahap, peringkat step, level خعهك 5  
belajar study, learn  ًَ َهك 
      ًُهل٣3  
hadangan, perisai armor, shield عهك 12  
pertahanan misil missile shield     خ٤فٝهبُٖا عهك4  
pasukan polis police, gendarmerie ىهك 4  
perlembagaan constitution هٞزٍك 36  
bersifat berperlembagaan constitutional ١هٞزٍك 8  
      خ٣هٞزٍك16  
memanggil to call بػك 25  
      ٞػل٣9  
      ٞػلر6  
      ذػك13  
      ٞػلٗ5  
dokongan, sokongan support, sustainment ْْػك 60  
panggilan, dakwah calling, summon حٞػك 30  
dakwaan, kes cause, case  ٟٞػك 12  
dakwaan undang-undang lawsuit     خ٤ئبٚوُا ٟٞػلُا4  
pertahanan defense عبكك 60  
pertahanan misil missile defence     ٢فٝهبُٖا عبكلُا8  
pertahanan udara air defence     ١ٞع عبكك3  
bersifat mempertahan defensive خ٤ػبكك 3  
mendesak, membangkitkan to push, to stimulate  ََغكك 5  
      ْذَؼكك3  
rangsangan, desakan pushing, stimulation غْكك 11  
kumpulan group خؼْكُك 4  
د 
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teliti, halus, nipis thin, delicate ن٤هك 3  
     هك خو٤6  
minit minutes نئبهك 5 - ط  
secara diktator dictatorship خ٣هٞربزًك 3  
doktor doctor هٞزًك 16  
tanda sign, indication َ٤ُك 7  
      خُكأ7 - ط  
darah blood ّك 6  
      ءبٓك3 - ط  
kehancuran destruction هب َٓ َ َك 
3  
menghancurkan to destruct وَّٓ ك 
3  
airmata tearful عٞٓك 4  
orang Denmark, berkaitan Denmark  Denmark ٢ًهبٔٗك 10  
      خ٤ًهبٔٗك8  
      ٕٞ٤ًهبٔٗك6 - ط  
peranan, bahagian role, turn هٝك 45  
sesi, siri, pusingan session, series, round حهٝك 6  
bersifat bersiri, pusingan round, series خ٣هٝك 3  
      دب٣هٝك9 - ط  
negara country, state خُٝك 107  
      ٍ َٝ ك
116 - ط  
negara-negara Arab Arabs countries    خُٝلُا/ خ٤ثوؼُا ٍٝلُا23  
negara-negara anggota member states     ءبٚػأ ٍٝك8  
negara Hebrew Hebrew state     خ٣وجؼُا خُٝلُا3  
      ٕبزُٝك10 – ّ  
antarabangsa international ٢ُٝك 66  
      خ٤ُٝلُا99  
      ٕٞ٤ُٝك3 – ط  
bersifat democratik democratic ٢ٛاوهٞٔ٣ك 16  
 democracy     خ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣ك34  
      ٕٞ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣ك6 – ط  
Dollar Dollar هلاٝك 53  
agama religion ٖ٣ِك 4  
Dinar Dinar هب٘٣ك 4  
jabatan, biro, pejabat department, bureau, office  ٕاٞ٣ك 5  
Mahkamah Diraja Royal Court     ٢ٌُِٔا ٕاٞ٣لُا3  
hutang debt ٕٞ٣ك 3 - ط  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
sendiri, seseorang self, person دام 24  
persendirian personal, subjective ٢رام 10  
puncak, kemuncak summit, peak ح َٝ ْهُم 
3  
atom atomic همخ٣ 20  
perantara, sumber mean, medium, resource خؼ٣هم 3  
menyebut, menyatakan to mention  َو ًَ م 21  
      دوًم32  
      وًن٣5  
      ُوًَ ُْن٣7  
penyataan, rujukan, ingatan mention, referring و ًْ ِم 6  
cerdik, bijak intelligent, bright خ٤ًم 3  
pemergian, perlepasan leaving, departure ةبٛم 4  
pemilik, pemegang owner, holder ١م 3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
kepala head ًأه 12  
mengetuai lead  ًَ َأه 
      ًأو٣5  
ketua, presiden, pemimpin leader, president ٌ٤ئه 522  
Yang Dipertua Parlimen parliament speaker     ٕبُٔوجُا ٌ٤ئه10  
ر
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
س 
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ketua perjanjian  consensus President     ٢وكاٞر ٌ٤ئه6  
ketua kakitangan (dalam tentera) chief of staff      ٕبًهلأا ٌ٤ئه3    
      ءبٍإه6 – ط  
      خَ٤ئه13   
      ٕبَ٤ئه3  
kepimpinan leadership خٍبئه 69  
Ketua kerajaan Head of government    ٌٓٞؾُا خٍبئه خ3  
Presiden republic Presidency of republic     خ٣هٜٞٔغُا خٍبئه3  
bersifat kepimpinan presidential ٢ٍبئه 7  
      خ٤ٍبئه31  
bersifat keketuaan chief, principal ٢َ٤ئه 8  
      خ٤َ٤ئه7  
wawasan, pandangan seeing, vision خ٣إه 11  
hubungan, pertubuhan link, association خطثاه 11  
pergi go away, leave ػاه 3  
radar radar هاكاه 9  
radio radio ٞ٣كاه 5  
berdamping, bersama to associate with, to company ذوكاه 3  
      نكاو٣7  
bertujuan, kemahuan aim at, desire خ٤ٓاه 3  
sekarang, masa kini current, present ٖٛاه 9  
      خ٘ٛاه3  
pendapat, cadangan suggestion, opinion ١أه 18  
melihat  to See, look ٟأه 7  
      ٟور6  
      ٟهأ3  
      ٟو٣18  
      ٟوٗ12  
      ءاهآ6  
empat segi fourfold, quadruple خ٤ػبثه 7  
mengikat to tie  ََٜثَه 
      ٜثور4  
lelaki man َُعه 13  
      ه ٍبع20  
mengutamakan to make outweigh, to give greater value ذَؾ َّعه 3  
menyambut, mengalukan to welcome تَّؽه 
      ت ِّؽو٣3  
perjalanan, pengembaraan trip, journey خِؽه 3  
      َ٤ؽه4  
kembali, membalas to return, give back  َّكه 
      ُّكور3  
balasan returning, giving back   كه 33  
      كٝكه4 - ط  
mengulangi to repeat   َكَّكَه 
      ك ِّكور4  
surat, utusan letter خُبٍه 34  
      َئبٍه5 - ط  
rasmi official ٢ٍٔه 33  
      خ٤ٍٔه19  
gambar, lukisan painting, picture ٍّٞه 3  
peluru bullet ٓبَٕ َه 
7  
peluru penjajah bullet occupation     ٍلازؽلاا ٓبٕه4  
penjagaan care, protection خ٣بػه 10  
keinginan, harapan desire, wish خجؿه 16  
keinginan hakiki genuine desire     خ٤و٤وؽ خجؿه3  
penolakan, bantahan refusal, rejection ْ٘كه 21  
menolak, membantah to refuse, to reject  َ٘ َكَه 17  
      ُ٘كو٣7  
      ٕٞٚكو٣4  
      ٘كور16  
      ذ َٚ كه
3  
angkatan, kenaikan raising, lifting غْكه 16  
mengangkat, menaikkan to raise, to lift  ََغكه 
      غكو٣3  
dampingan, persahabatan  company, fellowship ًخوْكِه 3  
yang tinggi, atasan high, top-level غ٤كه 6  
peringkat atasan high-level, superior     ٟٞزَُٔا غ٤كه5  
      خؼ٤كه3  
penjagaan, penyeliaan supervision, control خثبهه 6  
nombor number ْهه 3  
            ّبههأ5 - ط  
penumpang-penumpang passengers ةبًه 4 - ط  
memfokuskan, menumpukan to concentrate, to condense  َيًَّ َه 
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      يًور4  
sudut, kakitangan corner, staff ًْٖ ُه 
      ٕبًهأ10 – ط  
membaling, membuang to throw ٠ٓه 
      ٢ٓو٣3  
tawanan-tawanan hostages ٖئبٛه 5 – ط  
orang Rwanda, berkaitan Rwanda Rwandian خ٣لٗاٝه 3  
     لٗاٝه ٕٞ٣3 – ط  
ruh, jiwa spirit ػٝه 3  
orang Rusia, berkaitan Rusia Russian ٢ٍٝه 22  
      خ٤ٍٝه28  
Reuter Reuter ىوز٣ٝه 12  
angin wind ػب٣ه 3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
tambahan additional, extra لئاى 3  
bertambah, berkembang to increase, grow  َكاَى 5  
      ل٣ي٣3  
melawat to visit هاى 3  
      هٝي٣10  
menghilang, masih  to disappear, still ٍاى 6  
      ٍاي٣12  
      ُٕٞاي٣3  
      ٍاير15  
      ذُاى17  
      اُٞاى6  
sudut corner خ٣ٝاى 3  
menawarkan lebih tinggi to outbid, to offer more ل٣اى 5  
tanaman planting, growing عْهى 4  
kepimpinan leadership خٓبػى 3  
gegaran, tidak tetap unsettle, to shake خػيػى 4  
kedudukan tidak tetap unsettle existence     هاووزٍا خػيػى3  
mendakwa, mengakui to claim, to allege  َْ َػى 3  
      ْػير3  
ketua leader, chief ْ٤ػى 31  
      ءبٔػى19 - ط  
kuasa pemerintahan reins of power ّبٓى 3  
kawan, sahabat colleague, companion ءلآى 3 - ط  
masa, zaman time, period ٖٓى 6  
bersifat zaman temporal, time ٢٘ٓى 14  
isteri wife خعٝى 9  
menyediakan to provide with دَك َّٝ ى 
3  
pertambahan increase, increment حكب٣ى 20  
lawatan visit حهب٣ى 64  
lawatan mengejut surprise visit     خئعبلٓ حهب٣ى3  
      داهب٣ى4 –    ط  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
soalan question, inquiry ٍائٍ 12  
pemandu driver, motorist نئبٍ 3  
terdahulu previous, preceding نثبٍ 68  
      خوثبٍ33  
      ٕٞوثبٍ9 - ط  
dataran, kawasan lapang square, space خؽبٍ 4  
hentaman, menolak crushing, smashing نِؽبٍ 3  
tepi pantai coastal  ٢ِؽبٍ 3  
panas, hangat hot warm ٖفبٍ 4  
berjalan kaki to walk, go on foot هبٍ 
      و٤َر4  
jam, sekarang, pukul hour, currently خػبٍ 29  
ص 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ط 
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      دبػبٍ21 - ط  
menolong, membantu help, assist  َلَػب ٍَ  
      لػبَ٣3  
      لػبَر3  
menyokong, menahan to support, sustain لٗبٍ 
      لٗبَر3  
sebab, alasan, faktor reason, cause تجٍ 62  
faktor yang mendesak compressor reason     ٜؿبٙ تجٍ3  
      ةبجٍأ12 – ط  
berlalu, melampaui to precede, forego  َنَجٍ 
18  
      نجَ٣3  
jalan, laluan, trek way, path, track َ٤جٍ 3  
      َُجٍ13 – ط  
rekod, daftar register, record  َّ ِغ ٍِ 
3  
jel, penjara prison, jail ٖغٍ 29  
penjara seumur hidup life imprisonment     حب٤ؾُا ٟلٓ ٖغٍ3  
      ءب٘غٍ5 - ط  
      ٕٞغٍ10 - ط  
      ٖ٤غٍ8  
tahanan politik political prisoners     ٢ٍب٤ٍ ٖ٤غٍ3  
tarikan, cabutan pulling, drawing تْؾٍ 9  
menarik, mencabut to pull, to draw  تِؾٍ 
      تؾَر3  
makan sahur last meal before fasting هٞؾٍ 12  
segi enam sixfold, sextuple خ٤ٍالٍ 3  
kedudukan, jawatan position, post حّلٍ 8  
kepimpinan presidency     خٍبئوُا حلٍ8  
perlepasan, penyingkiran dismissal, release ػاَو ٍَ 
21  
bocor, mengalir keluar to leak, flow out  َةِوٍَ  
      ةُوَر3  
cepat, kelajuan speed, velocity خػوٍُ 7  
rahsia secret, private ١ِّو ٍِ 
7  
      خ٣وٍ8  
cepat, segera fast, quick, rapid غ٣وٍ 4  
harga price, rate وؼٍ 20  
      هبؼٍأ28 – ط  
harga minyak oil prices     َْٜلُ٘ا هبؼٍأ6  
harga petrol oil price     ٍٝوزجُا هبؼٍأ6  
orang Arab Saudi, berkaitan Arab Saudi  Saudian ١كٞؼٍ 17  
      ٖ٤٣كٞؼٍ4 – ط  
berusaha, mencari to seek, attempt ٠ؼٍ 
      ٠ؼَ٣5  
      ٠َؼ َْ َر14  
usaha, bersungguh-sungguh effort, endeavor ٢ْؼٍَ 
12  
perjalanan travel, journey َولٍ 7  
duta ambassador و٤لٍ 8  
kedutaan ambassy    ٍ حهبل10  
jatuh to fall, drop  ََٜوٍ 5  
kejatuhan falling, drop ٛٞوٍ 12  
penduduk residents ٕبٌّ ٍ 27 – ط  
setiausaha secretary و٤روٌٍ 3  
senjata weapon, arm ػلاٍ 20  
senjata nuklear nuclear weapon     ١ٝٞٗ ػلاٍ8  
tentera udara air force     ٞغُا ػلاٍ4  
      خؾٍِأ31 - ط  
senjata nuklear nuclear weapon     خ٣ُٝٞ٘ا خؾٍِلأا6  
keselamatan peace, security ّلاٍ 126  
keselamatan negara national security     ٢ُ٘ٛٞا ّلاَُا5  
keselamatan negara Arab Arab security     خ٤ثوؼُا ّلاَُا4  
      خٓلاٍ4  
negatif negative ٤جٍِخ 4  
rantai, siri, rantaian chain, series خٍَِِ 11  
kekuasaan authority, power خطٍِ 40  
      دبطٍِ52 - ط  
kerajaan, beraja royal, imperial خ٤ٗبطٍِ 3  
keturunan, orang terdahulu ancestor َقِ ٍَ 
9  
menyerahkan, memberi to hand over, present to ٍَِّْ 4  
      ُْ َُِِّر
4  
keamanan peaceful ٢ٍِٔ 8  
      خ٤ٍِٔ10  
perangai, tabiat behavior, manners ىٍِٞ 4  
kebenaran, keizinan permission ػبٍٔ 12  
membenarkan to allow, permit ؼٍٔ 4  
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      ؼَٔ٣9  
      ؼَٔر4  
nama baik, kehebatan reputation خؼٍٔ 7  
yang mulia, ketinggian highness, dignity ٍٞٔ 9  
Senator Senator هٞربٍ٘ 6  
ahli Sunnah Sunnis ّخٍ٘ 22  
nisbah kepada Sunnah Sunni, Sunnite ٢ٍَّ٘ 
7  
      خ٤ٍ٘10  
tahun years داٍٞ٘ 28 – ط  
tahunan annually ١ٍٞ٘ 3  
      خ٣ٍٞ٘3  
mudah, senang easy, simple ٍَٜ 3  
jahat, buruk evil, mis - ءٍٞ 10  
sama same, similar ءاٍٞ 8  
orang Sudan, berkaitna Sudan  Sudanese ٢ٗاكٍٞ 5  
      خ٤ٗاكٍٞ7  
orang Syria, berkaitan Syria Syrian ١هٍٞ 25  
      خ٣هٍٞ48  
      ٕٞ٣هٍٞ6 - ط  
pasar, pasaran market مٍٞ 12  
      ماٍٞأ6 – ط  
pasaran antarabangsa global market     خ٤ُٔبػ ماٍٞأ4  
pagar, haling, lindung fence, hedge طب٤ٍ 3  
ketuanan, kepimpinan sovereignty, rule, mastery حكب٤ٍ 17  
kereta car حهب٤ٍ 21  
      داهب٤ٍ5 - ط  
      ٕبرهب٤ٍ3 – ّ  
politik, dasar politic, policy خٍب٤ٍ 30  
dasar luar foreign policy     خ٤عهبف خٍب٤ٍ7  
      دبٍب٤ٍ7 - ط  
bersifat politik political ٢ٍب٤ٍ 49  
      خ٤ٍب٤ٍ68  
      ٕٞ٤ٍب٤ٍ13 – ط  
konteks context, sequence مب٤ٍ 13  
penguasaan domination حوط٤ٍ 25  
menguasai to dominate وط٤ٍ 
      وط٤َ٣4  
      وط٤َر6  
      دوط٤ٍ3  
senario, keadaan scenario ٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ 7  
      دبٛٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ6 - ط  
banjir flood ٍٞ٤ٍ 5 - ط  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
hal, keadaan matter, affair ٕؤّ 89  
      ٕٝئّ39 – ط  
hal ehwal luar external affairs     خ٤عهبف ٕٝئّ8  
hal ehwal dalaman internal affairs     خ٤ِفالُا ٕٝئُْا3  
mencampurkan to admix, mix ذثبّ 3  
      ةْٞٗ5  
jalan, lorong way, road عهبّ 8  
      عهاّٞ9 - ط  
menyertai to participate  َىَهبّ 
      ىهبْ٣3  
      ًٕٞهبْ٣3  
      ىهبْر7  
lengkap, sempurna comprehensive, inclusive َ ِٓ بّ 
15  
      خِٓبّ5  
pemuda youth, young generation ةبجّ 3  
jaringan, rangkaian  net, network, reticulaton خٌجّ 17  
jaringan Internet Internet network     ذٗوزٗا خٌجّ3  
rangkaian televisyen network tv    ٕٞ٣يلِر خٌجّ / خ٤ٗٞ٣يلِر3    
      دبٌجّ3 – ط  
persamaan, kesamaran resemblance, similarity,  َٚجّ 6  
musim sejuk wintertime, wintertide ءبزّ 5  
ش 
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keberanian, semangat courage, bravery خػبغّ 4  
seseorang, individu a person, individual ٔقّ 54  
      ٓبقّأ35 - ط  
      ٕب٤ٖقّ4 - ّ  
perseorangan, bersifat individu personal, individually ٖقّ٢ 4  
      خ٤ٖقّ11  
      دب٤ٖقّ10 – ط  
kekuatan, sangat strength, power حّلّ 14  
menegaskan, menekankan to emphasise, stress كَّلّ 20  
keras, tegas, kuat strong, powerfull, forceful ل٣لّ 5  
      حل٣لّ7  
pembelian buy(ing), purchase ءاوّ 3  
syarat, tanda sign, indication ٜئاوّ 3 - ط  
video kaset video cassate     ٞ٣ل٤ك ٜئاوّ3  
penyertaan, perkongsian participation, sharing خًاوّ 6  
menjelaskan, menerangkan to explain, elucidate  َػَوّ 
      ػوْ٣3  
syarat-syarat condition, prerequisite ٛٝوّ 7 - ط  
polis policeman خٛوُّ 86  
berkaitan polis conditional, provisional ٢ٛوّ 5  
mengikut syarak, berkenaan  legitimate, legal, lawful ٢ػوّ 4  
undang-undang      خ٤ػوّ17  
timur east  مْوَّ 75  
Timur Tengah Middle East     ٍٜٝلأا موُْا31  
arah timur eastern ٢هوّ 4  
     ّ خ٤هو10  
syarikat, firma company, corporation, firm خًوّ 11  
      دبًوّ9 - ط  
      ي٣وّ4  
potongan, sekatan, batal  slash, slit, cencellation تْطّ 3  
permaianan catur chess ظٗوطّ 3  
serpihan, pecahan splinter, chip, fragment ب٣بظّ 3  
lambang, tanda slogan, watchword, sign هبؼّ 3  
bangsa, masyarakat people, nation, public تؼّ 54  
      ٕبجؼّ4 - ّ  
      ةٞؼّ14 - ط  
kebangsaan nationality  خ٤جؼّ12  
merasa, perasaan to feel, sense, to perceive  َوَؼّ 
      ٕٝوؼْ٣4  
perasaan  feeling, sensation,  هٞؼّ 9  
pekerjaan, sibuk work, labour, job َ ْـ ُّ 3  
      ٍبـّأ4 – ط  
bekerja, membuat sesuatu  to occupy, busy  َ َـ ّ 
      َُـ ْ٣3  
kejernihan, jarang transparency, diaphaneity خ٤كبلّ 5  
saudara, kerabat brother ٢ْوَّ  
       ءبوّأ6 - ط  
keturunan Arab Arab brothers     ةوؼُا ءبوّأ4  
adik- beradik full brother, whole brother ن٤وّ 10  
      ٕبو٤وّ4 - ّ  
syak, ragu-ragu  doubt, suspicion   يّ 8  
      ىٌّٞ3 - ط  
meragukan, teragak-agak to doubt, misgive ذٌٌَّ ّ 5  
pembentukan, penubuhan form, shape, figure َ ٌْ ّ 46  
membentuk, menubuhkan to, form, shape, fashion ٌََّ ّ 3  
      ٌَْ٣11  
      ٌِْٕٞ٣3  
      ٌَِّ ْر15  
utara north ٍبّٔ 98  
berkaitan utara northern ٢ُبّٔ 11  
      خ٤ُبّٔ6  
mengandungi, termasuk to include, contain, comprise َّٔ 
      ذِّٔ5  
      َْٔ٣5  
     ر َْٔ8  
serangan, peperangan attack, fighting  ُّٖ ّ 9  
membuat serangan to wage, war, fight  َّٖ ّ 7  
      ذّ٘6  
      ْٖ٣3  
menyaksikan, hadir to witness, see, to attend لّٜ 4  
      دلّٜ10  
      لْٜ٣4  
      لْٜر14  
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mati syahid martyr, witness ل٤ّٜ 4  
      ءالّٜ17 – ط  
      كّٜٞ4 – ط  
saksi witnesses     ٕب٤ػ كّٜٞ3  
bulan month وّٜ 53  
bulan ini this month     ١هبع وّٜ7  
      ُوّٜأ19 – ط  
      ٕاوّٜ5 - ّ  
 sesuatu, hal thing, object, stuff ء٢ّ 24  
orang tua, orang lama  old man, aged, advanced in  ـ٤ّ 35  
 year, senator     ؿٞ٤ّ13 – ط  
pengikut Syiah Shiite, follower خؼ٤ّ 15  
berkaitan Syiah Shiite ٢ؼ٤ّ 10  
      خ٤ؼ٤ّ8  
Komunis Communist ٢ػٞ٤ّ 3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
sahabat, pemilik, pendamping to be or become a companion of, an 
associate of 
تؽبٕ 10  
      ةبؾٕأ4 – ط  
Yang Mulia His Highness  َُٞٔا تؽبٕ4       
yang diterbitkan, ekspot  published, issued, put out هِكبٕ 8  
      داهكبٕ13 - ط  
pengekspotan senjata arms exports    ػلاَُا داهكبٕ/ خؾٍِلأا3  
      حهكبٕ4  
bersahabat, dikaitkan dengan  to make friend with, associate with مَكبٕ 
      مكبٖ٣3  
jet, peluru berpandu  rocket, missile ؿٝهبٕ 7  
      ـ٣هإٞ33 - ط  
berkaitan jet, peluru related to rocket ٢فٝهبٕ 8  
      خ٤فٝهبٕ7  
baik, betul good, right ِؼُبٕ 9  
pagi morning ػبجٕ 28  
kewartawanan, media masa journalism, the press خكبؾٕ 4  
      قُؾٕ7 - ط  
berkaitan media masa, kewartawanan journalist, reporter ٢كبؾٕ 21  
      خ٤كبؾٕ5  
      ٕٞ٤كبؾٕ33  
Surat khabar press, newspaper ٢لؾٕ 7 - ط  
      خ٤لؾٕ5  
kesihatan health خؾٕ 11  
berkaitan kesihatan healthy, wholesome ٢ؾٕ 4  
      خ٤ؾٕ3  
padang pasir desert, wilderness,wild ءاوؾٕ 11  
pembangunan, kesedaran wakefulness, consciousness حٞؾٕ 17  
betul, benar, realiti true, real, veritable ؼ٤ؾٕ 9  
helaian, muka surat leaf, sheet, page خل٤ؾٕ 44  
persahabatan  friendship, amity خهالٕ 5  
perlanggaran, rempuhan collision, clash, impact دبٓالٕ 3 - ط  
berkaitan, berhubungan respect, regard, relation كَلٕ 9  
menerbitkan, mengeluarkan  to be published, issued هَل َٕ 
8  
      دهلٕ4  
      هلٖ٣6  
      هلٖر7  
kejutan, tiba-tiba shock, blow, stroke خٓلٕ 3  
penerbitan, pengeluaran publication, issue هٝلٕ 9  
sahabat, kawan friend, crony ن٣لٕ 3  
terus terang, jujur frankness, openness خؽاوٕ 3  
pergelutan, pergaduhan  struggle, fight, strife عاوٕ 15  
      دبػاوٕ4 - ط  
orang Serbia, berkaitan Serbia Serbian ٢ثوٕ 16  
      خ٤ثوٕ4  
membalut, menyelubungi to bundle, wrap  َّوٕ 
      ّوٖ٣4  
mengumumkan, menyatakan to declare, state, announce  َػ َّوٕ 24  
pemecatan, pegguguran dismissal, displacement فْوٕ 7  
ص 
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terang, jelas frank, open ؼ٣وٕ 3  
      خؾ٣وٕ6  
menjadi susah, sukar to become difficult, hard تُؼٕ 
      تؼٖ٣4  
kesukaran, kesulitan difficult, hard خجؼٕ 3  
      خثٞؼٕ5  
      دبثٞؼٕ3 – ط  
tempat tinggi, di atas highland, upland ل٤ؼٕ 28  
      حلؼٕأ3 – ط    
kecil small, little, tiny و٤ـٕ 3  
      حو٤ـٕ4  
sebagai, berciri character, feature خلٕ 10  
kosong, sifar zero وْل ِٕ 
3  
barisan lining up, arraying فٞلٕ 9 - ط  
kebenaran, kebaikan goodness, rightness دبؽلإ 7 - ط  
hubungan, kaitan connection, contact خِٕ 3  
palang cross ت٤ِٕ 3  
Palang Merah Red Cross     ؤؽلأا ت٤ُِٖا3     
kesunyain, senyap silence, quiet, hush ذْٔ َٕ 
3  
industri, pengilangan industry, manufacture خػبٕ٘ 11  
berkaitan pembuatan industrial ٢ػبٕ٘ 4  
      خ٤ػبٕ٘4  
kotak, bekas case, box مٝلٕ٘ 6  
pembuatan, pembinaan manufacture, production غْ٘ َٕ 
5  
Zionis Zionist ٢ٗٞ٤ٜٕ 6  
suara, undian sound, voice دٕٞ 11  
      دإٞأ14 – ط  
gambar, gambaran picture, portrait حهٕٞ 16  
      ه َٞ ُٕ
13 - ط  
orang Somalia, berkaitan Somalia Somali ٢ُبٕٓٞ 6  
      خ٤ُبٕٓٞ4  
formula, gaya, kaedah formula, form, shape خـ٤ٕ 7  
musim panas summertime ق٤ٕ 4  
orang Cina, berkaitan China Chinese ٢٘٤ٕ 5  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
pegawai, polis officer, police ٜثبٙ 5  
yang menekan, mendesak  compressor, pressing ِٜؿبٙ 3  
tentera, penguasa, pegawai army, officer  ٛبجٙ 5  
tangkapan, tawanan seisure, catching ْٜج َٙ 
6  
mangsa victim خ٤ؾٙ 6  
      ب٣بؾٙ20 - ط  
berdenyut, mengasak to pump  ّـ ٙ 4  
bertentangan, terhadap opposite, contrary ل ّٙ 93  
cukai tax, duty, excise تئاوٙ 3 - ط  
pukulan, hentakan beating, striking, hitting  ْو َٙة 
7  
      خثوٙ8  
serangan tentera military strike     خ٣وٌَؼُا خثوُٚا4  
memukul, menyakitkan to beat, strike, hit  َةَو َٙ  
      ةوٚر3  
mudharat, keburukan, kecederaan damage, harm, injury هَو َٙ 
11  
      هاَو ْٙ َأ6 - ط  
kepentingan, keperluan necessity, need, exigency حهٝوٙ 31  
berkaitan perkara penting necessary, requisite, needful ١هٝوٙ 10  
      خ٣هٝوٙ7  
kelemahan, keletihan  weakness, feebleness قْؼ َٙ 
3  
      ق٤ؼٙ6  
tekanan, desakan pressure, compression ٜ ْـ َٙ 
7  
       ظٞـٙ18 - ط  
desakan antarabangsa international pressure     خ٤ُٝلُا ٛٞـُٚا6  
menyertai, bergabung to join, unite, bring together  ّْٙ 
      ْٚ٣9  
      ْٚر17  
jaminan, sudah pasti  guarantee, warranty ٕبٔٙ 7  
      دبٗبٔٙ3 – ط  
termasuk, tergolong inside, interior, inner ٖ ْٔ ِٙ 
10  
cahaya, harapan, kecerahan light, brightness, glow ءٞٙ 14  
ض 
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kapal terbang airplane, aircraft حوئبٛ 17  
      داوئبٛ14 – ط  
      ٕاو٤ٛ8  
berkaitan berpuak, berkumpulan  sectarianism, denominationalism خ٤لئبٛ 6  
tenaga, kapasiti energy, power, capacity هبٛخ 51  
tenaga atom atomic anergy     خ٣هنُا خهبطُا15  
      خ٣ٝٞٗ خهبٛ4  
memohon, meminta   َتَُبٛ 22  
      ذجُبٛ9  
      تُبط٣9  
      تُبطر12  
Pertubuhan Taliban Taliban Organisation ٕبجُبٛ 45  
berkaitan Taliban relating to Taliban ٢ٗبجُبٛ 5  
percetakan, semula jadi printing, nature غَْجٛ 3  
paluan drum, semboyan drum ٍٞجٛ 3  
semboyan peperangan drum of war     ةوؾُا ٍٞجٛ3  
doktor perubatan physician, doctor ت٤جٛ 4  
berkaitan perubatan medical خ٤جٛ 3  
semula jadi, kebiasaan nature خؼ٤جٛ 8  
bersifat semula jadi natural ٢ؼ٤جٛ 8  
      خ٤ؼ٤جٛ5  
gaya, jenis, fesyen style, fashion ىاوٛ 4  
lontaran, potongan throwing, deduction ػْوَٛ 6  
mengenepikan, membuang driving away or out, throwing out كْوَٛ 16  
tepi, had, sempadan edge, border, limit فوٛ 17  
      فاوٛأ36 - ط  
      ٕبكوٛ18 – ّ  
memukul, mengetuk to hammer, strike, beat مَّوٛ 
      م ِّوطر3  
jalan, laluan way, road, route ن٣وٛ 50  
      خو٣وٛ20  
      مُُوٛ8 - ط  
pemadahan, penghapusan going out, extinguish ئْلٛ 
      ءبلٛأ7 - ط  
kanak-kanak, bayi infant, baby, child َلٛ 3  
       ٍبلٛأ31 – ط  
pelajar sekolah school pupils     ًهالُٔا ٍبلٛأ4  
berkaitan pelajar students خ٤ثلاٛ 3 – ط  
meminta, memohon to ask for, request, seek  َتََِٛ 20  
      ْذجِٛ4  
      تِط٣3  
permintaan, permohonan    تََِٛ 24  
keinginan, inspirasi ambitious, aspirant دبؽٞٔٛ 4 - ط  
ton (unit timbangan) ton ٖٛ 3  
kecemasan accidental, incidental ئهاٞٛ 44  
kakitangan, kumpulan crew, group, set ْهاٞٛ 3 - ط  
sepanjang, seluruh during, throughtout ٍاٞٛ 5  
      ٍٞٛ3  
panjang long  َ٣ٞٛ 7  
      خِ٣ٞٛ12  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
keadaan, situasi, realiti situation, circumstances فٝوظ 18  
lindungan, bayang, teduh  shadow, shade  َّ ِظ 13  
kegelapan, malap darkness ّلاظ 3  
tengah hari noon, midday وْٜ ُظ 6  
muncul, keluar, terbit to appear, come out دَوََٜظ 
3  
kemunculan, timbul appearance, emergence هٜٞظ 7  
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keluarga family, household خِئبػ 4  
      دلائبػ5 – ط  
bahu, tanggung shoulder نِربػ 
3  
segera, cepat, serta-merta immediate, instant َِعبػ 8  
      خِعبػ5  
kembali, pulang to return, come back كبػ 
      كٞؼ٣22  
      كٞؼر6  
adat, kebiasaan habit, wont حكبػ 8  
berkaitan adat ordinary, common, usual ١كبػ 3  
adil, saksama, sama rata to equal, be equivalent ٍكبػ 4  
bertentangan, bertembung to oppose, resist ٗهبػ 
      ٗهبؼر5  
hidup to live, exist ُبػ 
      ِ٤ؼ٣8  
      ِ٤ؼر4  
ibu negara, modal capital, metropolis خٕٔبػ 44  
dunia world ُْبػ 45  
peringkat dunia, global wordwide, global, universal ٢ُٔبػ 5  
      خ٤ُٔبػ20  
  ٢ُبػ 3  
tahun year ّبػ 151  
tahun ini this year     ١هبع ّبػ3  
      ّاٞػأ8 – ط  
      ٕبٓبػ9 - ّ  
umum general ّبػ 62  
      خٓبػ24  
pekerja, faktor worker, factor َ ِٓ بػ 
5  
      ٍبٔػ41 - ط  
terkena, menderita to suffer, undergo ٠ٗبػ 
      ٢ٗبؼ٣4  
      ٕٞٗبؼ٣4  
      ٢ٗبؼر4  
raja, berdaulat king, sovereign َِٛ بػ 
19  
frasa, ungkapan, pernyataan phrase, expression حهبجػ 3  
mengungkap, menyatakan to express وّجػ 6  
      دوَّجػ5  
      وِّجؼر3  
Hebrew, bahasa Hebrew Hebrew, Hebrew language  خ٣وجػ9  
bom bomb ح َّٞ ُجُػ 
13  
tergelincir, mendapati to stumble, to find وَضَػ 8  
      ْدوضػ7  
terjatuh, peroleh finding, hitting upon هٞضػ 7  
keadilan fair, just خُالػ 9  
beberapa several, a number حّلػ 26  
mengira, membilang to count, number  ّلػ 
      ُّلؼ٣3  
      ُّلُؼ٣13  
       ُّلُؼر11  
bilangan, nombor number  كلػ 84  
keadilan, kesamarataan justice, fairness ٍْك َ َع 7  
      ٍٝلػ3  
ketiadaan, tidak wujud non-, nonexistence َّلَػ 75  
musuh enemy ٝلػ 9  
      ٕاٝلػ7  
      ءالػأ3 - ط  
beberapa, sebilangan numerous, many ل٣لػ 18  
      حل٣لػ5  
orang Iraq, berkaitan Iraq Iraqis ٢هاوػ 83  
      خ٤هاوػ88  
      ٕٞ٤هاوػ25 - ط  
Arab Arab ةوػ 19  
orang Arab, nisbah  Arabs ٢ثوػ 19  
      خ٤ثوػ65  
kenderaan penumpang carriage, vehicle خثوػ 4  
menunjuk, mempersembah to show, demonstrate َٗوَػ 4  
ع 
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      ٗوؼ٣5  
persembahan show, demonstration ْٗوَػ 14  
mengetahui to know, aware  َفَوَػ 
      فِوؼ٣6  
      فَوُْؼ٣3  
      فِوَػأ3  
perkauman racism خ٤هوِػ 3  
memartabatkan, to consolidate, strengthen ى َّيػ 
mengukuhkan      ىيؼ٣4  
persembahan, pengucapan recital, performance فْيػ 6  
pemisahan separation, isolation  َػٍْي 5  
keazaman resolution, determination ّْيػ 4  
ketenteraan military, army ١وٌَػ 57  
      خ٣وٌَػ76  
      ٕٞ٣وٌَػ7 - ط  
kaum kerabat, keluarga clan, tribe, kinfolk وئبْػ 6 - ط  
rawak random, aimless خ٤ئاْٞػ 4  
malam, senjakala evening خ٤ْػ 6  
kumpulan, golongan gang, troop, group خثبٖػ 4  
ahli member ٞٚػ 17  
ahli kumpulan hadapan front member     خٜجغُا ٞٚػ3  
      ءبٚػأ46 – ط  
keanggotaan membership خ٣ٞٚػ 12  
besar, sangat great, large ْ٤ظػ 4  
kemaafan, keampunan forgiveness ْٞلػ 5  
selepas sahaja immediately after  تِوَػ 
      ةبوػأ6 - ط  
mengikuti, selepas to follow, come after ِتوَػ 
      ِتوْؼ٣3  
halangan, aral obstacle, barrier دبجوَػ 5 - ط  
mengadakan, menganjurkan to hold, to conclude لوػ 13  
      لوؼ٣3  
      لوؼر5  
      َلوُؼ٣5  
      َلوُؼر4  
      دَِلوُػ6  
kontrak, perjanjian contract, agreement لْوػ 31  
      كٞوػ9  
cerdik pandai, bijaksana reasonable, intelligent ءلاوػ 3 - ط  
hukuman, denda penalty, punishment خثٞوػ 4  
      دبثٞوػ36 – ط  
sekatan ekonomi economic sanctions    ٖزها دبثٞوػ خ٣كب5  
kolonal colonel ل٤وػ 3  
pantulan, berlawanan reversal, reflection ٌٌػ 3  
rawatan, penyembuhan remedy, cure طلاػ 3  
hubungan, kaitan relationship خهلاػ 14  
      دبهلاػ66 - ط  
hubungan ekonomi economic relations     خ٣كبٖزهلاا دبهلاؼُا3  
hubungan dua hala bilateral relation     خ٤ئب٘ضُا دبهلاؼُا3  
di samping, lebih-lebih lagi in addition to حٝلاػ 3  
menggantung to suspend, hang نِّػ 4  
      ذوَِّػ4  
ilmu, pengetahuan science, knowledge ِْْ ِػ 4  
pakar, ahli scholar, expert ءبِٔػ 6 - ط  
mengetahui to know  َْ ِِػ 
      َِْؼ٣3  
      ْذ َٔ ِِػ
3  
keterbukaan, diketahui umum openness, publicity خ٤ِ٘ػ 3  
tertinggi highness ب٤ِػ 25  
memulakan perbuatan to embark, perform  َل َٔ ػ 
3  
sengaja intention, perpuse ل ْٔ ػ 
3  
umur age و ْٔ ُػ 
6  
perlakuan, perbuatan deed, act ََٔ َػ 
60  
      ٍبٔػأ52 - ط  
perbuatan pembunuhan assanination activities    ٍبٔػأ/ ٍب٤زؿلاا دب٤ِٔػ3  
perbuatan menyeksa acts of torture    ٍبٔػأ/ ت٣نؼزُا دب٤ِٔػ3  
aktiviti keganasan violence activities     ق٘ؼُا ٍبٔػأ11  
operasi, amalan operation, practice خ٤ِٔػ 97  
operasi tentera military operation    خ٤ِٔؼُا/ خ٣وٌَؼُا دب٤ِٔؼُا17  
proses keamanan peace process     ّلاَُا خ٤ِٔػ8  
proses politik political process     خ٤ٍب٤ٍ خ٤ِٔػ7  
operasi peperangan combat operation    خ٤ِٔػ/ خ٤ُبزه دب٤ِٔػ3  
proses pilihanraya election process     خ٤ثبقزٗا خ٤ِٔػ3  
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      دب٤ِٔػ49 – ط  
operasi keganasan terrorist operations    ٍبٔػلأا/ خ٤جٛهلإا دب٤ِٔػ6  
operasi pemeriksaan inspection operations    خ٤ِٔػ/ ِ٤زلزُا دب٤ِٔػ3  
melakukan, membuat to act, to do  َ ِٔ َػ 
      َٔؼ٣4  
      َٔؼر14  
ketua, pengarah chief, head ل٤ٔػ 5  
unsur element, component وٖ٘ػ 6  
       وٕب٘ػ46 – ط  
pasukan polis police     خٛوُْا وٕب٘ػ5  
keganasan, kekejaman violent قْ٘ ُػ 33  
alamat, tajuk utama address, title, headline ٕاٞ٘ػ 7  
bermaksud, beerti mean  ٢َ٘ػ 
      ٢٘ؼ٣7  
      ٢٘ؼر3  
ganas, kejam violent, fierce خل٤٘ػ 7  
tempoh, perjanjian, tugas period, treaty, obligation لْٜ َػ 15  
halangan, aral obstacle, barrier نئاٞػ 3 - ط  
penjaga, jagaan protector, guardian ْٕاٞػ 8 - ط  
hasil, akibat result, outcome تهاٞػ 3 - ط  
kembali, pulang returning, coming back حكٞػ 40  
penyaksian viewing, witnessing ٕب٤ػ 3  
perayaan, festival feast, festival ل٤ػ 3  
menunjukkan, menentukan to specify, indicate, َّٖ٤ػ 5  
      َٖ ِّ٤ُػ4  
mata eye  ٖ٤ْػ 4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
meninggalkan, berlepas to leave, depart from هَكبؿ 5  
      هكبـ٣3  
pelanggaran, serangan raid, invasion حهبؿ 12  
serangan udara air  strike    حهبؿ/ خ٣ٞع داهبؿ5  
      داهبؿ4 - ط  
gas gas ىبؿ 14  
gas orang Arab Arabs gas     ٢ثوؼُا ىبـُا4  
dominasi, bahagian terbesar domination خ٤جُبؿ 8  
tujuan, objectif aim, purpose خ٣بؿ 20  
awal pagi early morning حاَلَؿ 3  
umpanan, godaan delusive, luring ها َّوَؿ 5  
denda fine, penalty خٓاوؿ 3  
barat west ةوؿ 33  
arah barat western ٢ثوؿ 12  
      خ٤ثوؿ49  
      ٕٞ٤ثوؿ8 – ط  
tujuan, hala tuju aim, objective َٗوَؿ 3  
      ٗاوؿأ3 - ط  
bilik, ruang room, compartment خكوُؿ 9  
serangan, pelanggaran invasion, attacking ْٝيؿ 9  
    ٘ ؿ 3  
tanpa melihat overlooking, ignoring    وظُ٘ا ّ٘ ـث  
marah angry   ت َٚ ؿ 
3  
semasa, dalam masa during, within ٕٞٚؿ 24  
budak lelaki, remaja boy, youth ّلاؿ 3  
penutupan closing, locking نِْ ؿ 3  
ketidakhadiran absent ةب٤ؿ 4  
tidak hadir di suatu tempat staying away ٢ثب٤ؿ 4  
menukar to change وَّ٤ؿ 
      ْدو٤ؿ3    
      وِّ٤ـر3  
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kumpulan group, troop خئك 5  
faedah, kebaikan benefit حلئبك 3  
gagal, tidak berjaya failing, unsuccesful خِّبك 6  
pelaku, pembuat actors ِٕٞػبك 3 - ط  
pembukaan opening ؼْزك 5  
Pertubuhan Fatah Fatah Organisation ؼْزك 29  
membuka to open  ََؼَزك 4  
      ؼزل٣3  
masa, tempoh period, time حوْزك 25  
ujian, gangguan, sihir charm, trial, disturbance خ٘زك 7  
mengejut, tiba-tiba sudden, surprise حؤغك 3  
waktu pagi dawn وْغك 9  
letupan, letusan, terpancar to cause overflow, explode  َو َّغك 3  
kosong, ruang vacancy, empty ؽاوك 13  
seseorang single, sole كوك 4  
      كاوكأ18 – ط  
peluang oppurtunity خٕوك 15  
      َُٓوك8 - ط  
mewajibkan, menyuruh to impose, to order  َٗ َوك 7  
     ِٗوْلَ٣
3  
      َٗوُْل٣3  
pemaksaan imposition ْٗوك 40  
andaian, angaapan assumption, supposition ٤ٙوكخ 4  
pihak group, party, side ن٣وك 13  
      مَِوك4 - ط  
cawangan, sekunder branch, secondary خ٤ػوك 3  
pemisah separators ءبهُوك 8 - ط  
penentang-penentang  krisis opponents of the crisis     خٓىلأا ءبهوك3  
orang Perancis, berkaitan Perancis French ٢َٗوك 25  
      خ٤َٗوك40  
      ٕٞ٤َٗوك16 - ط  
kehancuran decay, rottenness كبَك 13  
gagal, tidak berjaya fail, unsucces  َ َْ َك 6  
      ْذِْك5  
kegagalan failing, unsuccesful ََْ َك 23  
pemisahan partition, separation َ ْٖ ك 3  
      َئبٖك10 - ط  
kebaikan, dengan kehebatan grace, kindness, by virtue of َ ْٚ ك 13  
berkesan effective خُبَّؼك 4  
perbuatan, perlakuan deed, act َِْؼك 19  
reality, hakikat actual, real خ٤ِؼك 3  
kemiskinan poverty وْوك 8  
      حو٤وك4  
bahagian, rangkap passage, section, part حووك 6  
     ووك دا3 – ط  
idea, pendapat idea, view حوٌك 9  
      هبٌكأ6 - ط  
orang Palestin, berkaitan Palestin Palestinian ٢٘٤طَِك 100  
     ٕٞ٤٘٤طَِك69 - ط  
      خ٤٘٤طَِك124  
sisa, saki-baki remnant ٍِٞك 4 - ط  
saki-baki al-Qaeda al-Qaeda remnant     حلػبوُا ٍِٞك4  
orang Vanezuela Vanezualian ٢ِ٣ٝي٘ك 6  
kefahaman understanding ْْٜ ك 4  
segera to moment, immediately هٞك 10  
segera, cepat instant, immediate ١هٞك 6  
kejayaan, kemenangan success, victory ىٞك 15  
kacau-bilau chaos, disorder ٠ٙٞك 10  
vitamin vitamin ٖ٤ٓبز٤ك 4  
kuasa veto veto ٞز٤ك 3  
video video ٞ٣ل٤ك 3  
banjir flood دبٗبٚ٤ك 3 – ط  
Winograd Winograd كاوؿٞ٘٤ك 4  
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pemimpin leader لئبه 46  
      حكبه23 – ط  
pengucap, sambil berkata teller, saying َئبه 18  
      خِئبه4  
bersifat berdiri, kewujudan, terletak standing, located, existent ْئبه 8  
      خٔئبه29  
memimpin to lead, to guide كبه 4  
      دكبه3  
      كٞو٣12  
      كٞور10  
mampu, berkemampuan able, competent هِكبه 3  
      حهكبه5  
      ٕٝهكبه3 - ط  
mampu, berkemampuan able, competent ِّكبه 14  
      خٓكبه7  
magistret, hakim judge, magistrate ٢ٙبه 21  
      حبٚه5 - ط  
memotong to interrupt, cut off َغٛبه 3  
pemotong cutting, sharp غ ِٛ به 
3  
kaedah, cara-cara rule, principle حلػبه 5  
      لػاٞه5 - ط  
bercakap, berkata to say, speak ٍبه 326   
     به ذُ75  
      اُٞبه5  
      ٍٞو٣29  
      ٍٞور8  
      ٍبو٣3  
      ٍٞوٗ5  
berdiri, mengambil peranan to rise, stand up ّبه 13  
      ذٓبه15  
      اٞٓبه4  
      ّٞو٣20  
      ّٞور21  
undang-undang, akta law, act ٕٞٗبه 62  
kebolehpercayaan undang-undang accountability law     ٕٞٗبه / خُءبَُٔا ٖ٤ٗاٞه4  
       ٖ٤ٗاٞه6 – ط  
mengikut undang-undang, sah legal ٢ٗٞٗبه 10  
      خ٤ٗٞٗبه9 - ط  
kaum, puak tribe َئبجه 6 – ط  
tangkapan grasp, catch ْ٘جه 9  
dari pihak on the part of ََِجه
 25  
menerima, bersetuju to accept, agree َِجه 
3  
      ََجْور
3  
penerimaan acceptence ٍٞجه 13  
pembunuhan, peperangan killing, murder, war َْزه 18  
      ٍبزه10  
pergaduhan, peperangan fighting خ٤ُبزه 3     
      خِزه3  
membunuh to kill, to murder ََزه 4  
      اِٞزه3  
      َ ُِزه
35  
      اُِِٞزه
20  
mangsa pembunuhan killed in battle َ٤زه 7  
      ٠ِزه12 – ط  
bilangan, kadar, ukuran amount, measure هْله 3  
kemampuan ability, capability حهله 11  
      داهله5 - ط  
mampu melakukan can, to be able  َهله 
      هَلُور3  
berlalu to precede  َهَّل 12  
mendahului, kehadapan to advance, bring forward َّّله 19  
      ذَّٓله5  
      ِّّلُو٣3  
      ِّّلُور12  
lama old, ancient ْ٣له 3  
pembaling, perejam throwers, hurlers قئانه 8 - ط  
ق 
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pembacaan reading حءاوه 3  
hubungan kekeluargaan relationship, kinship خثاوه 4  
resolusi, ketetapan decision, resolution هاوه 104  
      داهاوه28 - ط  
berdekatan nearness, closeness ةُْوه 50  
      ت٣وه10  
      خج٣وه10  
mendekati to approach, to near  ةُوه 
      ةُوو٣4  
menetapkan to decide, te determine ه َّوه 5  
      دهوه3  
      ه ِّوُور3  
kampung village خ٣وه 7  
      ٟوه4 - ط  
tanda, situasi indication, context خ٘٣وه 3  
bahagian part, division ْ َْ ِه 
11  
niat, maksud intention, purpose ل ْٖ ه 3  
istana castle و ْٖ ه 7  
pengeboman, hentaman bombardment, smashing ق ْٖ َه 15  
pendek short حو٤ٖه 3  
penghakiman judiciary, judgement ءبٚه 19  
bersifat penghakiman judicial, juridical ٢ئبٚه 6  
      خ٤ئبٚه9  
dakwaan, hal keadaan action, matter, affair خ٤ٚه 76  
      ب٣بٚه38 - ط  
perkara-perkara utama primary affairs     خ٣وٛٞع ب٣بٚه3  
melaksanakan to carry out, execute ٠ٚه 4  
keretapi train هبطه 3  
      داهبطه5 - ط  
      ٕاهبطه5 - ّ  
sektor, bahagian sector, section عبطه 89  
      دبػبطه6 - ط  
pemotongan cutting, disconnection غْطَه 7  
memotong to cut, to stop ذََؼطَه 3  
      غطو٣3  
membalik, hati turning, heart تِْ َه 6  
menjadi sedikit to become little  ََّ ه 
      َّ ِو٣
8  
      َّ ور3  
bimbang, gelisah worry, anxiety نِه 24  
sedikit little, few َ٤ِه 4  
      خِ٤ِه14  
kemuncak summit خٔه 52  
kemuncak bangsa summit of the peoples     ةٞؼُْا خٔه3  
penindasan, sekatan repression, restraint غ ْٔ ه 
3  
bom bomb, grenade خِج٘ه 20  
bom tangan hand grenade     خ٣ٝل٣ خِج٘ه3  
      َثب٘ه7 – ط  
bom nuclear nuclear bomb     خ٣ُٝٞ٘ا َثب٘ه3  
terusan, saluran channel, canal حب٘ه 10  
      داٞ٘ه4 - ط  
kekuatan, tentera strength, force حٞه 48  
tentera antarabangsa international force     خ٤ُٝلُا حٞوُا4  
      ٟٞه29  
tentera revolusi the force of change     و٤٤ـزُا ٟٞه3  
kuasa besar major power     ٟوجً ٟٞه3  
tentera politik political force     خ٤ٍب٤ٍ ٟٞه5  
tentera keselamatan security force     ٖٓلأا ٟٞه5  
tentera demokratik democratic force     خ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣لُا ٟٞوُا3  
      داٞه196 - ط  
tentera bersenjata armed forces     خؾَُِٔا داٞه17  
tentera keselamatan security forces     ٖٓلأا داٞه19  
tentera pendudukan occupation forces     ٍلازؽلاا داٞه8  
Tentera Perikatan alliance forces     قُبؾر داٞه9  
tertera antarabangsa international force    حٞوُا / خ٤ُٝلُا داٞوُا6  
Tentera Demokratik Democracy Forces    ٟٞه/ خ٤ٛاوهٞٔ٣ك داٞه4  
tentera asing foreign troops    ا خ٤ج٘علأا داٞوُ3  
tentera konvensional conventional force     خ٣ل٤ِور داٞه3  
tentera bersenjata konvensional armed conventioanal force     خ٣ل٤ِوزُا خؾَُِٔا داٞه7  
percakapan, pengucapan saying, speech ٍٞه 46  
kebangsaan national ٢ٓٞه 13  
      خ٤ٓٞه5  
kekuatan strong, powerful  ّ١ٞه 4  
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      خ٣ٞه6  
kepimpinan leadership حكب٤ه 41  
      داكب٤ه8 - ط  
kepemimpinan leading, major ١كب٤ه 14  
      ٕٞ٣كب٤ه5 - ط  
biasa, piawai, lazim standard, normal ٢ٍب٤ه 3  
bangun, pelaksanaan rising, standing up ّب٤ه 37  
rantai, ikatan tie, chain ل٤ه 10  
kehidupan living, existent     حب٤ؾُا ل٤ه4  
      كٞ٤ه7 - ط  
nilai value, worth خٔ٤ه 13  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
kapten capten ٖزثبً 3  
penulis writer, author تِربً 
5  
malapetaka, kemusnahan disaster خصهبً 8  
semua, keseluruhan  all, all of كبًخ 15  
mencukupi enough, sufficient ٢كبً 4  
      خ٤كبً4  
lengkap complete َٓبً 11  
      خِٓبً8  
wujud, menjadi, adalah to be, to exist ٕبً 146  
      بٗبً3   
      ذٗبً104  
      بً٘4  
      اٞٗبً19  
      ٌٕٞ٣71  
      ٌٕٞر57  
      ٌٕٞٗ6  
      ٌٕٞٗٞ٣4  
besar large, big و٤جً 35  
      حو٤جً27  
      هبجً11 - ط  
      ٟوجً11  
betalion tentera battalion تئبزً 13 – ط  
buku book ةبزً 6  
menulis to write,   َتَز ًَ 3  
      ذجزً4  
      َتِزًُ
5  
kumpulan, sekelompok, blok group, bloc َْزًَ 4  
      خِزً13  
blok politik  political blocs    َزً/ خ٤ٍب٤ٍ خِزً5  
mengikat, membalut to bind, to tie قَّضً 3  
banyak book و٤ضً 15  
      حو٤ضً5  
      ٕٝو٤ضً5 - ط  
orang Kurdis Kurdish ٢ٗبزٍكوً 31  
      ١كوً6  
      كاوًأ18 - ط  
      خ٣كوً7  
mendedahkan, membuka to uncover, expose قَْ ًَ 10  
      ذلًْ7  
pendedahan exposure, uncovering قْ ًَ 10  
mencukupi to be enough  ٠َل ًَ  
      ٢ِل ٌْ َ٣
4  
semua all  َّ ً 89  
mewajibkan, membebani assign to, to charge with قًَِّ 4  
      قٌِّ٣3  
bercakap, berkata to speak, to talk ًَِّْ 12  
perkataan word خًِٔ 13  
      دبًِٔ3 – ط  
kuantiti, amoun quantity, amount دب٤ًٔ 3 - ط  
elektrik electricity ءبثوًٜ 13  
bersifat electric electrical ٢ئبثوًٜ 3  
orang Cuba Cubian ٢ثًٞ 3  
orang Colombia Colombian ٢جًُٓٞٞ 3  
      خ٤جًُٓٞٞ6  
ك 
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Komanwel Commonwealth شًُٞ٘ٓٞ 10  
kejadian being, existence ًٕٞ 11  
kongres congress ًوغًٗٞ 5  
konsortium consortium ّٞ٤ٍهًَٞٗٞ 5  
orang Kuwait Kuwait ٢ز٣ًٞ 3  
cara, gaya, kaedah manner, mathod خ٤ل٤ً 6  
kilometer kilometer وزِٓٞ٤ً 8  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
senarai, papan kenyataan list, table خؾئلا 13  
bahasa Latin Latin خ٤٘٤رلا 4  
pelarian refugees ٖ٤ئعلا 11 - ط  
berikut, datang kemudian subsequent, followong نِؽلا 6  
keperluan, sepatutnya necessary, proper خٓىلا 3  
pelihat, penarik perhatian attention, eye-catching ذِكلا 
10  
menyambut, menjawab respond to, answer ٠َّجُ 
      ١ َِ َّتُِر
3  
orang Lubnan, berkaitan Lubnan Lebanese ٢ٗب٘جُ 45  
      خ٤ٗب٘جُ41  
      ٕٞ٤ٗب٘جُ8 - ط  
berlindung to resort to, seek shelter  َؤَغُ 3  
jawatankuasa committee, board خ٘غُ 63  
Jawatankuasa Pusat Pilihanraya Central Election Commission     خ٤ثبقزٗلاا خ٣يًؤُا خ٘غُ3  
Jawatankuasa Pelaksana enforcement committee     خ٣ن٤ل٘ر خ٘غُ5  
Jawatankuasa Penyiasatan investigating committee     ن٤وؾزُا خ٘غُ5  
Jawatankuasa Pilihanraya election committee    ٤ثبقزٗا خ٘غُ خ4  
Jawatankuasa Winograd Winograd commission     كاوؿٞ٘٤ك خ٘غُ4  
Jawatankuasa Empat Penjuru quartet committee     خ٤ػبثوُا خ٘غُِا5  
      ٕبغُ10 - ط  
jawatankuasa kecil subcommittees     خ٤ػولُا ٕبغُِا3  
perlindungan resorting to ءٞغُ 6  
bahasa language خـُ 6  
lombong mine ْ ْـ ُُ 
      ّبـُأ17 -   ط  
melipat, membungkus to wrap up, fold up  ْذّلُ 7     
pertemuan meeting ءبوُ 56  
      داءبوُ13 – ط  
detik, cebisan shot, snap دبطوُ 3 – ط  
bertemu to meet  َ٢وُ 9  
bendera, kian rentang banner, flag ءاُٞ 7  
orang Libya, berkaitan Libya Lybian ٢ج٤ُ 6  
      خ٤ج٤ُ7  
bukan not ٌ٤ُ 57  
      ذَ٤ُ24  
malam night َ٤ُ 19  
      خِ٤ُ4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
beratus-ratus hundreds دبئٓ 16  
seminar, sidang conference ؤرئٓ 175  
sidang media press conference     ٢كبؾٕ ؤرئٓ22  
sidang akhbar press conference     ٢لؾٕ ؤرئٓ5  
baru-baru, baru sahaja recently, lately و ِّفئٓ 7  
yayasan foundation خٍَئٓ 12  
      دبٍَئٓ17 - ط  
kekesalan, kesal sad, regretable خلٍئٓ 5  
penunjuk, tanda indicator, sign داوّئٓ 4 - ط  
secara yakin, tegas confirmatory لًئٓ 19  
      حلًئٓ10  
penyokong-penyokong supporters ٕٝل٣ئٓ 3 - ط  
ل
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
و 
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bahan, barang material, stuff حكبٓ 12  
      كاٞٓ5 - ط  
fizikal, harta benda  material, physical خ٣كبٓ 3  
berlatih to practise ًهبٓ 
      ًِهبُٔ٣3  
      ًهبُٔر4  
masa kritikal, jalan buntu impasse, critical situasion مىؤٓ 4  
berlalu past, bygone ٢ٙبٓ 68  
      خ٤ٙبٓ15  
      ٖ٤٤ٙبٓ4 – ّ  
harta money, property ٍبٓ 3  
      ٍاٞٓأ10  
kewangan financial ٢ُبٓ 4  
      خ٤ُبٓ14 – ط  
pemberi, penderma granter, donor ٕٞؾٗبٓ 3 – ط  
perbincangan talk, discussion دبضؽبجٓ 14 – ط  
inisiatif, tindakan  initiative, action حهكبجٓ 32  
secara langsung direct, straigtforward وّبجٓ 5  
      حوّبجٓ12  
berlebih-lebih, melebihi exaggerate, overdone ؾُبجٓ 5  
prinsip, asas principle, rule ألجٓ 5  
      ئكبجٓ7 – ط  
bangunan building ٠٘جٓ 12  
      ٢ٗبجٓ5 - ط  
justifikasi, alasan justification ه ِّوجٓ 4  
utusan sent, dispatched سٞؼجٓ 9  
awal early, premature حوٌجٓ 8  
prosiding, sambungan continuation, proceeding خؼثبزٓ 9  
lewat, bersifat lewat late, delayed فؤزٓحو 3  
bertukar-tukar alternate خُكبجزٓ 5  
baki, tinggalan remaining, lasting ٖ٤وجزٓ 3 - ط  
berikut-ikut sequence, series خ٤ُبززٓ 3  
bersatu, syarikat united حلؾزٓ 68  
jurucakap correspondence سِّلؾزٓ 51  
jurucakap rasmi official correspondence    ٍٔه سلؾزٓ ٢7  
      خصلؾزٓ13  
kepakaran specialised, expert خٖٖقزٓ 4  
meter meter وزٓ 3  
serentak synchronised, simultaneous ٖٓايزٓ 3  
bertambah increasing, growing ل٣ايزٓ 4  
bertegas, keras strict, stern حكلْزٓ 3  
bersambung connected, linked َٖزٓ 5  
pelampau, telampau extreme, immoderate خك ِّوطزٓ 6  
      ٕٞكوطزٓ6 - ط  
berkembang, maju developed, advanced حهٞطزٓ 5  
penunjuk perasaan demonstraters ٕٝوٛبظزٓ 5 - ط  
pelbagai various, numerous حكلؼزٓ 9  
berkaitan related, relating to نِؼزٓ 4  
      خوِؼزٓ9  
sengaja, bermaksud deliberate, intentional لٔؼزٓ 3  
letupan explosive, bomb داوغلزٓ 12 - ط  
terpisah, terpecah separated, divided خهولزٓ 5  
pemberontakan insurgent, rebellious ٕٝكؤزٓ 30 - ط  
badan, pertengahan middle, body ُٖز ُٓ 
5  
perkembangan growing, developing ٓخ٤ٓب٘ز 3  
tertuduh accuser ْ َّٜزٓ 17  
      ٕٜٞٔزٓ32 - ط  
bersambung continuous َٕاٞزٓ 6  
terbabit, menandakan involved, implicated ٛهٞزٓ 4  
jangkaan, dugaan expecting, anticipating غِّهٞزٓ 10  
tempat pertemuan meeting place, rendezvous خثبضٓ 7  
contoh, umpama example, instance  ََض َٓ  
      ٍبضٓأ3 - ط  
sama, serupa similar, like َْضٓ 36  
mewakili to represent,   َُّضٓ 
      َِّضٔ٣13  
      َِّضُٔر6  
menarik, meransang exciting, stimultive و٤ضُٓ 
5  
      حو٤ضٓ3  
bidang field, domain ٍبغٓ 23  
lapangan udara air space      ١ٞع ٍبغٓ3  
      دلابغٓ10 - ط  
majlis, jawatankuasa commission, board ٌِغٓ 182  
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Majlis Keselamatan Security Council     ٖٓلأا ٌِغٓ22  
Majlis Perwakilan Council of Representative     ةاُٞ٘ا ٌِغٓ32  
Jawatankuasa pembangunan Awakening Councils    ٌِغٓ / حٞؾٕ ٌُبغٓ13  
Majlis Menteri Council of Ministers    ءاهىُٞا ٌِغٓ /  ١هاىُٞا13  
Majlis Tertinggi Supreme Council     ٠ِػلأا ٌِغُٔا13  
Majlis Tertinggi Islam Islamic Supreme Council     ٢ٓلاٍلإا ٠ِػلأا ٌِغُٔا5  
Majlis Senat The Senate    ُْا ٌِغٓ ؿٞ٤10  
Majlis Kerjasama Cooperative Council     ٕٝبؼزُا ٌِغٓ12  
Majlis Penyelarasan Coordinating Council     ن٤َ٘زُا ٌِغٓ5  
Majlis Tentera Military Council     ١وٌَؼُا ٌِغُٔا3  
      ٌُبغٓ16 – ط  
pejuang kebebasan freedom fighters ٕٝلٛبغٓ 3 - ط  
berdekatan, jiran, kejiranan neighborhood, vicinity حهٝبغٓ 7  
masyarakat society غٔزغٓ 20  
masyarakat dunia international community     ٢ُٝلُا غٔزغُٔا16  
perhimpunan meeting, assambled خؼٔزغٓ 3  
bersifat membaharui renewed كلغٓ 18  
semata-mata mere, sheer, absolute كوغٓ 7  
penjahat, pesalah criminal ِّوغٓ 8  
      ٕٞٓوغٓ3 - ط  
institute, dewan institute, convention غَٔ غٓ 
6  
kesimpulan, keseluruhan summerrised, brief َٔغُٓ 
6  
jumlah, himpunan gathered, total, عٞٔغٓ 3  
kumpulan group خػٞٔغٓ 53  
kumpulan antarabangsa international groups     خ٤ُٝلُا خػٞٔغُٔا7  
Pertubuhan Krisis Antarabangsa International Crisis Group     خ٤ُٝلُا دبٓىلأا خػٞٔغٓ5  
      دبػٞٔغٓ3 - ط  
tidak diketahui unknown ٍٜٞغٓ 3  
identiti tidak diketahui anonymous      خ٣ُٜٞا ٍٜٞغٓ4  
      ُٕٜٞٞغٓ3 – ط  
perbincangan conversation, dialogue دبصكبؾٓ 40 - ط  
perbincangan keamanan peace talks     ّلاَُا دبصكبؾٓ5  
peperangan, pertempuran fighting, battle خثهبؾٓ 8  
perkiraan accounting خجٍبؾٓ 4  
penjagaan, negeri, daerah protection, province خظكبؾٓ 28  
     ؾٓ دبظكب9 - ط  
penghakiman trial, prsecution خًٔبؾٓ 15  
peguam lawyer, attorney ٢ٓبؾٓ 17  
      ٖ٤ٓبؾٓ26 - ط  
percubaan trial, attempt خُٝبؾٓ 39  
cubaan penggulingan coup attempt     ةلاوٗلاا خُٝبؾٓ3  
     دلاٝبؾٓ7 – ط  
tahanan restrainded, held ٕٝيغزؾٓ 3 - ط  
pembangkang, pemprotes protestors ٕٞ ُّغزؾٓ 4 – ط  
tertakluk, terjajah occupied, seized  َّ َزؾٓ 8  
      خِزؾٓ12  
kemungkinan, mampu  possible, bearable ََٔزؾٓ 6  
ditanggung      خِٔزؾٓ4  
tertentu, terperinci specific, particular كَّلؾٓ 11  
      حكلؾٓ5  
     حكٝلؾٓ9  
perhentian stop, station خَّطؾٓ 9  
      دبطؾٓ3 - ط  
terlarang forbidden, banned ىٞظؾٓ 5  
agen, penyiasat, pemeriksa examiner, agent, detective ٕٞوِّوؾٓ 4 – ط  
mahkamah court خٌٔؾٓ 52  
Mahkamah Tinggi Supreme Court     ب٤ِؼُا خٌٔؾُٔا15  
Mahkamah Antarabangsa International Court     خ٤ُٝلُا خٌٔؾُٔا3  
      ًْبؾٓ7 - ط  
pengalalisis analyst َِِّؾٓ 6  
      ِِٕٞؾٓ8 - ط  
tempatan local, domestic ٢ِِّؾٓ 9  
      خ٤ِؾٓ14  
lautan, sekeliling surrounding, ocean ٜ٤ؾٓ 5  
      خط٤ؾٓ4  
komunikasi communication داوثبقٓ 4 - ط  
bahaya dangers, risks و ِٛ بَقٓ 
8 - ط  
ketakutan, kebimbangan fears, anxieties فٝبقٓ 14 - ط  
pelbagai various, varied قَِزقٓ 17  
pelbagai different, distinct خلِزقٓ 18  
dihasilkan fertile, productive تٖقٓ 6  
yang dikhususkan specified قٓخٖٖ 5  
orang yang dilarikan kipnapped, abducted ٖ٤كٞطقٓ 5 - ط  
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perkhemahan camping, camp ْ٤قٓ 16  
      دبٔ٤قٓ7 – ط  
sekolah-sekolah schools ًهالٓ 9 - ط  
pesalah convicted, incriminated ٖ٤ٗالٓ 6 - ط  
tempoh, masa period حلٓ 15  
disokong supported, sustained خٓٞػلٓ 3  
pendakwa alleger, claimer ٢ػَّلٓ 7  
peguam awam public presecutor     ّبؼُا ٢ػلُٔا4  
kehancuran, kemusnahan destroyed, devastated حوٓلٓ 4  
bandar, pekan town, city خ٘٣لٓ 117  
      ُٕلٓ16 – ط  
      ٕبز٘٣لٓ18 - ّ  
perbandaran, membangun urban, urbanised ٢ٗلٓ 16  
      خ٤ٗلٓ5  
      ٖ٤٤ٗلٓ16 - ط  
ketua, pengarah leader, manager و٣لٓ 14  
Ketua Pengarah General Manager     ّبؼُا و٣لُٔا10  
jawatan pengarah directorate خ٣و٣لٓ 4  
memorandum memorandum, reminder حوًنٓ 5  
memorandum persefahaman memorandum of understanding     ْٛبلر حوًنٓ3  
berlalu, melalui pass by   َّوٓ 
      ّؤ٣5  
      ُّؤر5  
tahap, peringkat level, stage, phase خِؽوٓ 21  
      َؽاوٓ3 – ط  
jurucakap, wakil correspondent َ ٍِ اوُٓ 
4  
Wakil Jurucakap Agency Correspondent    خُبًٝ ٍَاوٓ 3  
pendamping, penjaga escort, companion نِكاوٓ 
3  
penyeliaan, penjagaan control, supervision خَجهاوٓ 16  
penjaga supervisor, controller ٕٞجهاوٓ 3 - ط  
sekali once حوٓ 26  
      داوٓ7  
terikat correlated, related ٜجروٓ 3  
      ٕٞطجروٓ3 - ط  
tinggi, di atas high, elevated خؼلروٓ 3  
      خؼلروٓ3  
diutamakan, yang memilih likely, preferrable ؼ ِّعوُٓ 
3  
calon  candidate ؼَّّ وٓ 21  
      خؾّوٓ6  
      ٕٞؾّوٓ8 - ط  
pemimpin, penunjuk guide, leader لّوٓ 3  
sakit illness, sick ٗوٓ 5  
      ٗاوٓأ3 - ط  
pusat centre يًوٓ 24  
balai polis police station     خٛوُْا يًوٓ7  
balai pemeriksaan check point     ِ٤زلزُا يًوٓ3  
berpusat central ١يًوٓ 13  
      خ٣يًوٓ14  
helikopter helicopter خ٤ؽٝوٓ 6  
laluan, perjalanan passing, going by هٝوٓ 10  
kelenturan, mudah dilentur flexibility, pliability خٗٝوٓ 3  
ladang-ladang fields عهايٓ 6 – ط  
peladang-peladang farmers ٕٞػهايٓ 3 – ط  
tuduhan, dakwaan allegations, claims ْػايٓ 5 - ط  
membuat keputusan determined, decided غٓيٓ 3  
tambahan increased ل٣يٓ 31  
tanggungjawab task, responsible ٍٝئَٓ 62  
     خُٝئَٓ 5  
      ُٕٞٝئَٓ62 – ط  
tanggungjawab responsibility خ٤ُٝئَٓ 18  
petang, malam evening ءبَٓ 24  
rayuan, kebolehpercayaan request, accountability خُءبَٓ 4  
laluan, jalan path, track هبَٓ 7  
penolong, pembantu assistant لػبَٓ 8  
Timbalan Menteri Assistant Minister     و٣ىُٞا لػبَٓ3  
bantuan, pertolongan help, aid, asistance حلػبَٓ 38  
      دالػبَٓ12 - ط  
jarak distance خكبَٓ 3  
persoalan, masalah question, problem خُؤَٓ 24  
      َئبَٓ3  
dokongan, bantuan support, backing حلٗبَٓ 5  
sumbangan, penyertaan contribution, participation خٔٛبَٓ 3  
persamaan equality, equivalence حاٝبَٓ 3  
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tawar- menawar bargaining, haggle خٓٝبَٓ 3  
terdahulu beforehand, in advance نجَٓ 6  
didahului advance, premature مٞجَٓ 4  
tidak mungkin, disingkir unlikely, eliminated حلؼجزَٓ 3  
penasihat, penunjuk advisor, counselor حهبْزَٓ 4  
      ٕٝهبْزَٓ3 - ط  
hospital hospital ٠لْزَٓ 6  
      دب٤لْزَٓ4 - ط  
bersedia prepared, ready لؼزَٓ 4  
      حلؼزَٓ8  
      ٕٝلؼزَٓ11 - ط  
masa hadapan future َجوزَٓ 34  
bersifat futuristik futurism خ٤ِجوزَٓ 5  
tersendiri, terpisah, bebas independent, separate  َّ وزَٓ 3  
      خِوزَٓ9  
berlarutan, berterusan continuous  ّؤزَٓ 7  
      حؤزَٓ6  
pendudukan settlement خ٘ٛٞزَٓ 4  
      دب٘ٛٞزَٓ15 - ط  
      ٕٞ٘ٛٞزَٓ7 - ط  
tahap, peringkat level, stage ٟٞزَٓ 27  
      دب٣ٞزَٓ7 - ط  
masjid mosque لغَٓ 3  
pentas, teater, pementasan theater, stage ػوَٓ 3  
usaha-usaha efforts, attempts ٠ؼَٓ 3  
      عبَٓ8 – ط  
bersenjata armed ّؼَِٓ 17  
      خؾَِٓ29  
      ٕٞؾَِٓ31 - ط  
orang Muslim Moslem َِٕٞٔٓ 14  
perjalanan, jarak journey, distance حو٤َٓ 18  
penyertaan participation خًهبْٓ 59  
      ًٕٞهبْٓ13 - ط  
program, projek program, project, paln عٝوْٓ 43  
pelan resolusi draft resolution     هاووُا عٝوْٓ6  
perancangan Zionis Zionist project    ٓ ٢ٗٞ٤ٜٕ عٝوْ3  
      دبػٝوْٓ8 – ط  
      غ٣هبْٓ8 - ط  
masalah problem خٌِْٓ 9  
      ًَبْٓ8 - ط  
      دلآٌْ5 – ط  
mesyuarat-mesyuarat meetings داٝهبْٓ 7 - ط  
keraguan, samar suspicious, doubtful ٚجزْٓ 4  
bersama joint, collective ىوزْٓ 26  
      خًوزْٓ22  
menegaskan intensifying, tightening كلْٓ 8  
      حكلْٓ8  
menunjukkan indicative of و٤ْٓ 38  
      حو٤ْٓ14  
terkena hit by, attacked by ٖ٤ثبٖٓ 4 - ط  
perampasan confiscation, expropriation حهكبٖٓ 3  
persahabatan making friend, association خهكبٖٓ 5  
kesusahan difficulties, hardships تػبٖٓ 3 – ط  
kebaikan, kemaslahatan interest, benefit خؾِٖٓ 13  
      ؼُبٖٓ21 - ط  
kemaslahatan negara national interest     خ٤ُ٘ٛٞا خؾُبُٖٔا11  
kemaslahatan bersama common interests     خًوزْٓ ؼُبٖٓ3  
perdamaian peace, peacemaking خؾُبٖٓ 16  
kebolehpercayaan credibility خ٤هالٖٓ 3  
sumber resource هلٖٓ 32  
sumber deplomasi diplomatic source     ٢ٍبِٓٞثك هلٖٓ4  
      هكبٖٓ74 – ط  
sumber ketenteraan military sources     خ٣وٌَػ هكبٖٓ8  
sumber keselamatan security sources    أ هكبٖٓ خ٤٘ٓ6  
sumber perubatan medical sources     خ٤جٛ هكبٖٓ8  
sumber informasi sources of information     خ٤ٓلاػلإا هكبٖٓ3  
      حهلٖٓ4  
kematian death عوٖٓ 14  
orang Mesir, berkaitan Mesir Egptian ١وٖٓ 10  
      ٕٞ٣وٖٓ3 - ط  
ditemani, didampingi associated by, accompanied  تؾطٖٓ 3  
perjalanan, perubahan becoming, turning into و٤ٖٓ 13  
bertentangan contrary, opposite حكبٚٓ 4  
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berlipat-ganda doubling, multiplying خلػبٚٓ 3  
isi kandungan content ٕٞٔٚٓ 4  
berlalu pass, go away ٠ َٚ ٓ 
8  
pemergian going, leaving ُٚٓ ّ٢ 
7  
bersifat menambah, pelayan in addition, steward ق٤ٚٓ 27  
      دبل٤ٚٓ5 – ط  
      خل٤ٚٓ5  
lapangan terbang airport هبطٓ 7  
kejar, buru, menjejak pursue, chase, tracking حكهبطٓ 3  
berpusing, mengelilingi circling, going around فبطٓ 3  
permintaan, rayuan claim, request, demand خجُبطٓ 16  
permulaan, awal beginning, start غِطٓ 14  
      خؼِطٓ5  
mutlak, semata-mata absolute, unlimited نِطٓ 4  
      ٖ٤وِطٓ3  
yang dituntut, diminta desire, in demand ةِٞطٓ 4  
      خثِٞطٓ4  
      تُبطٓ16 – ط  
tunjuk perasaan demonstration حوٛبظٓ 6  
      داوٛبظٓ7 - ط  
pertunjukan, expo exhibition, show ِٗهبؼٓ 10 - ط  
pertentangan opposition خٙهبؼٓ 78  
pembangkang opponents ٕٞٙهبؼٓ 9 - ط  
pertempuran, peperangan battle, fighting خًوؼٓ 3  
      ىهبؼٓ19 - ط  
rawatan, penyelesaian treatment خغُبؼٓ 12  
ketinggian, tinggi highness, superiority ٢ُبؼٓ 3  
pergaulan, muamalah treatment, business, dealings خِٓبؼٓ 3  
penderitaan suffering حبٗبؼٓ 3  
perjanjian treaty, agreement حلٛبؼٓ 34  
kriteria criterion, standard و٤٣بؼٓ 5 - ط  
tempat melintas, melalui crossing point, pass وجؼٓ 4  
      وثبؼٓ4 – ط  
yang menganggap consider, regard وِجزؼٓ 
12  
tahanan, tawanan arrester, captor َوزؼٓ 27  
      ِٕٞوزؼٓ38 - ط  
boleh dipercayai dependable, reliable لٔزؼٓ 3  
tersedia prepared, designed  ّلؼٓ 3  
peralatan-peralatan equipments دالؼٓ 6 - ط  
diubahsuai modified, altered خُلؼٓ 4  
yang menyatakan expressing  ةوؼٓ 6  
yang menunjukkan showing, demonstrating ٗوؼٓ 3  
pengetahuan knowledge خكوؼٓ 6  
diketahui known فٝوؼٓ 10  
kebanyakan most, majority ْظؼٓ 21  
penjara, pusat tahanan jail, prison َوؼٓ 6  
rasional, masuk akal reasonable, rational خُٞوؼٓ 3  
yang mengumumkan announcer ِٖؼٓ 3  
maklumat, data information, data دبِٓٞؼٓ 32 - ط  
secara mendalam in depth, deep خؤؼٓ 3  
makna, erti meaning, sense ٠٘ؼٓ 10  
      خ٤٘ؼٓ12  
      ٖ٤٤٘ؼٓ3 – ط  
jiwa, semangat, moral morale, spirit دب٣ٞ٘ؼٓ 3 – ط  
kehidupan life, living خْ٤ؼٓ 4  
pemergian, perlepasan departure, leaving حهكبـٓ 12  
cabaran, risiko adventure, risk حوٓبـٓ 3  
orang Maghribi, berkaitan Maghribi   Moroccan ٢ثوـٓ 16  
      خ٤ثوـٓ7  
      ٖ٤ز٤ثوـٓ3 - ّ  
bermakna, maksud meaning, sense ٟيـٓ 4  
tertutup, terkunci locked, shut, closed خوِـٓ 4  
kunci-kunci keys ؼ٤ربلٓ 4 - ط  
tergempar, mengejut surprise, sudden ئعبلٓ 3  
      خئعبلٓ6  
signifikan, bermakna meaning, signification كبلٓ 5  
pembuat, pelaku reactant, reactor َػبلٓ 8  
perlakuan-perlakuan reactions دلاػبلٓ 3 - ط  
perunding, jururunding negotiator ِٗٝ بلٓ 
7  
      ٕٞٙٝبلٓ6 – ط  
perundingan-perundingan negotiations دبٙٝبلٓ 74 - ط  
pemeriksa examiner, inspector ِِّزلٓ 3  
      ْٕٞزلٓ4 - ط  
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terbuka opened ػٞزلٓ 4  
      خؽٞزلٓ3  
sepatutnya, diwajibkan required, dictated ٗٝولٓ 3  
      خٙٝولٓ6  
perwakilan diplomatik legation خ٤ٙٞلٓ 10  
bertentang, berhadapan facing, opposite َثبوٓ 26  
bertentangan opposition خَِثبوٓ 
25  
pahlawan, pejuang fighter, warrior َِربوٓ 
4  
       ِٕٞربوٓ23 - ط  
pembunuhan, peperangan fighting, combat خَِربوٓ 3  
perbezaan comparison خٗهبوٓ 6  
pemulauan boycott خؼٛبوٓ 6  
artikel, karangan article, assey ٍبوٓ 4  
      خُبوٓ5  
kunci-kunci keys ل٤ُبوٓ 5 - ط  
tentangan, tidak bersedia resisting, unwilling ِّٝ بوٓ 
4  
      ٕٞٓٝبوٓ6 - ط  
penentangan resistance, opposition خٓ َٝ بوٓ 
20  
tanah perkuburan cemetery حوجوٓ 3  
perkuburan besar mass grave    حوثبوٓ/ خ٤ػبٔع حوجوٓ4  
masa hadapan next, future َِجوٓ 
44  
      خِجوٓ19  
diterima accepted ٍٞجوٓ 7  
      خُٞجوٓ3  
cadangan suggestion, opinion ػَوزوٓ 11  
      دبؽوزوٓ6 - ط  
kematian, pembunuhan death, killing ََزوٓ 49  
pendahuluan introduction خّٓلوٓ 11  
tempat, kediaman tetap sites, places  ّووٓ 31  
ibu pejabat headquarters     ّبؼُا وؤُا3  
      هبوٓ3 – ط  
hampir, rapat slose, intimate ٕٞثووٓ 5  
ditetapkan fixed, affirmed ه َّووٓ 30  
      حهووٓ10  
tempat duduk, kerusi seat, chair لؼوٓ 4  
penduduk-penduduk residents ٕٞٔ٤وٓ 4 - ط  
balasan, hadiah reward حؤكبٌٓ 4  
bersungguh-sungguh struggle, contention خؾكبٌٓ 18  
tempat place ٕبٌٓ 16  
      ًٖبٓأ8 – ط  
meja, pejabat table, office تَزٌٓ 19  
      خثٞزٌٓ3  
menebal, bertambah condensed, thickened قَّضٌٓ 4  
      خلضٌٓ5  
terdiri, kandungan formed, shaped خٗ َّٞ ٌٓ 
3  
pakaian-pakaian clothes ٌثلآ 3 - ط  
tempat berlindung refuge, shelters ئعلآ 3 - ط  
kejar, buru pursuit, chase َخوؽلآ 8  
pendamping, sahabat accompanying, attendant ِّىلآ 3  
komited, bertanggungjawab committed, obligated خٓيِٓ 3  
lampiran attached, fixed نِٖٓ 4  
dilombong mined خٓٞـِٓ 4  
fail, balutan  file, folder, cover   ّقِٓ 27  
program nuklear nuclear file, nuclear issue     ١ُٝٞ٘ا قُِٔا7  
      دبلِٓ3 – ط  
raja king, monarch ِيِٓ 52  
      خٌِٓ6  
berkaitan raja royal ٢ٌِٓ 8  
      خ٤ٌِٓ4  
memiliki to posses, own  َيِٓ 
      ئِ٣5  
      ئِر6  
disentuh, dirasai touched, felt خٍِٞٔٓ 7  
 menyamai, menyerupai similar, like َصبٔٓ 5  
      خِصبٔٓ7  
latihan practice, exercise خٍَهبٔٓ 8  
berlakon, mewakili to represent َِّضٔٓ 10  
      خِضٔٓ5  
      ِٕٞضٔٓ9 - ط  
jururawat nurses دبٙؤٓ 5 – ط  
mungkin, boleh jadi possibility ٌٖٔٓ 11  
      خٌ٘ٔٓ3  
kerajaan kingdom خٌِٔٓ 20  
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bersesuaian suitable, fit تٍب٘ٓ 5  
sesuai, bersempena suitability, on the occasion خجٍَ ب٘ٓ 
16  
peserta, pesaing competitor بٌِ٘ٓك 3  
      َٕٞكب٘ٓ4 - ط  
perbincangan, perdebatan debate, argument خْهب٘ٓ 11  
      دبْهب٘ٓ10 - ط  
tentangan resistence, opposition خٚٛب٘ٓ 5  
peranginan health resort, retreat غغز٘ٓ 4  
pasukan kebangsaan national team تقز٘ٓ 6  
forum forum ٟلز٘ٓ 4  
pertengahan middle قٖز٘ٓ 18  
jawatan post تٖ٘ٓ 33  
      ت ِٕ ب٘ٓ
5 – ط  
kawasan, bahagian area, region خوط٘ٓ 123  
kawasan hijau green area     ءاوٚقُا خوطُ٘ٔا6  
      نٛب٘ٓ43 - ط  
akal, logik logiacal, rational ٢وط٘ٓ 5  
penganugerahan granting, presenting ؼْ٘ ٓ 8  
wakil, ganti delegate, representative ةٝل٘ٓ 8  
rumah home, house ٍي٘ٓ 26  
      ٍىب٘ٓ12 - ط  
yayasan, institusi foundation, institution حؤْ٘ٓ 4  
      دآْ٘ٓ10 - ط  
kemudahan-kemudahan nuklear nuclear facilities     خ٣ُٝٞ٘ا دآُْ٘ٔا7  
kemudahan minyak oil facility     خ٤طلٗ حؤْ٘ٓ3  
bergegas, pelancaran rushing, launching خوِط٘ٓ 3  
pertubuhan organisation خٔظ٘ٓ 72  
Pertubuhan OPEC OPEC organisation     يثٝأ خٔظ٘ٓ3  
pertubuhan antarabangsa international organisations    خٔظُ٘ٔا / خ٤ُٝلُا دبٔظُ٘ٔا11  
Pertubuhan Tentera Bersenjata Armed Force Organisation     خؾَُِٔا داٞه خٔظ٘ٓ3  
Pertubuhan Pengampunan Antarabangsa International Amnesty Organisation     خ٤ُٝلُا ٞلؼُا خٔظ٘ٓ3  
Pertubuhan Palang Merah Red Cross Organisation     ؤؽلأا ت٤ُِٖا خٔظ٘ٓ3  
pertubuhan penganas terrorist organisations    خٔظُ٘ٔا / خ٤ثبٛهلإا دبٔظُ٘ٔا5  
pertubuhan peguam Lawyers Organisation     ٖ٤ٓبؾُٔا خٔظ٘ٓ3  
      دبٔظ٘ٓ14 – ط  
larangan prevention غْ٘ ٓ 20  
melarang to prevent, to stop غ٘ٓ 
      َغ٘ ْٔ ٣
5  
      غ٘ٔر3  
lengkungan, bengkok bent, curve قِطؼ٘ٓ 4  
terpisah, terpecah separated, detach َٖل٘ٓ 3  
      خِٖل٘ٓ5  
imigran, pengembara emigrants ٕٝوعبٜٓ 9 - ط  
menyerang attack, offensive خٔعبٜٓ 5  
penting, utama important  ّبٜٓ 4  
      خٔزٜٓ4  
      ْٜٓ11  
      خٜٔٓ23  
ugutan, menakutkan threatened حكَّلٜٓ 4  
tempoh, langkah term, limited time خِٜٓ 11  
penggal perlembagaan constitutional deadline     خ٣هٞزٍلُا خُِٜٔا4  
arkitek architect ًلٜ٘ٓ 5  
pertembungan opposition خٜعاٞٓ 32  
      دبٜعاٞٓ13 – ط  
sumber-sumber resources كهاٞٓ 4 - ط  
kesamarataan parallelism, equivalence حاىاٞٓ 7  
perhubungan cintinuation خِ َٕ اٞٓ 
10  
penduduk, rakyat citizen, national ٖ ِٛ اٞٓ 
9  
      ٕٞ٘ٛاٞٓ29 – ط  
persetujuan, persepakatan approval, agreement خوكاٞٓ 22  
menyokong , berturutan supporting, continuation ٞٓحلاا 7  
yang mengikut following, subject to خ٤ُاٞٓ 3  
penyokong, pengikut supporters, followers     ٖ٤ُاٞٓ3 - ط  
mati, meninggal death دٞٓ 5  
positif positive, affirmative تعٞٓ 9  
berdepan, terhadap sent, directed ٚ َّعٞٓ 8  
      خٜعٞٓ3  
kewujudan present, found كٞعٞٓ 6  
bersatu, satu unified, united ل َّؽٞٓ 14  
      حلؽٞٓ7  
yang menjelaskan explaining ؼ ِّٙ ٞٓ 21  
      خؾٙٞٓ3  
tempat, kedudukan place, site غ ِٙ ٞٓ 
3  
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      غ٤ٙاٞٓ3 - ط  
ditempatkan, perkara placed, subject عٞٙٞٓ 26  
bertujuan, hala tuju objectivity خ٤ػٞٙٞٓ 3  
pekerja,  employer, staff ٕٞلظٞٓ 5 - ط  
masa yang dijanjikan appointment, date لػٞٓ 36  
tarikh pilihanraya election date     دبثبقزٗلاا لػٞٓ8  
tempat, alamat place, site, location غهٞٓ 31  
kedudukan radar radar location     هاكاه غهٞٓ5  
      خؼهٞٓ3  
      غهاٞٓ11 - ط  
pendapat, pendirian, kedudukan stand, position قهٞٓ 44  
kedudukan bersatu unified position     لؽٞٓ قهٞٓ3  
      قهاٞٓ22  
pendirian negara Arab Arab positions     خ٤ثوؼُا قهاُٞٔا4  
ditahan, digantung stopped, detained ٕٞكٞهٞٓ 3 - ط  
kenderaan, perarakan procession, train تًٞٓ 3  
diwakilkan empowered, delegated ًََّ ٞٓ 3  
air water ٙب٤ٓ 6 - ط  
dataran, lapangan square, field, domain ٕال٤ٓ 5  
bidang ilmu field study ٢ٗال٤ٓ 4  
bajet, belanjawan budget خ٤ٗاي٤ٓ 6  
batu, kecenderongan tendency, trend َ٤َٓ 
4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
pemangku, timbalan deputy, representative تئبٗ 71  
Timbalan Presiden Vice President      ٌ٤ئوُا تئبٗ16  
Timbalan Menteri Deputy Minister     و٣ىُٞا تئبٗ8  
      ةاٞٗ51 - ط  
NATO NATO ٞربٗ 7  
keputusan, rekod,prosiding resulting, proceeding ِْعبٗ 3  
      خٔعبٗ5  
yang selamat, masih hidup survivors ٖ٤عبٗ 3  
bahagian, haluan, arah side, direction خ٤ؽبٗ 16  
api fire هبٗ 18  
manusia, orang people, mankind ًبٗ 10  
letupan, ledakan,perbalahan explosive, dynamite خل ٍِ بٗ 
9  
cergas, bertenaga active, energetic ٜ ِّ بٗ 
4  
      ٕٞطّبٗ9 – ط  
      ءبطْٗ5 - ط  
penyokong, pembantu supporter, helper و ِٕ َبٗ 
      هبٖٗأ8 -    ط  
pandai bertutur, bercakap articulate, able to speak ن ِٛ بٗ 
13  
jurucakap rasmi  official correspondence    ٍه نٛبٗ ٢ٔ6  
      خوٛبٗ3  
berbahas, membantah to debate, argue ِهبٗ 
      ِهب٘٣5  
berita news ؤجٗ 4  
      ءبجٗأ31 - ط  
keputusan result, outcome خغ٤زٗ 14  
      ظئبزٗ26 - ط  
kejayaan, kemenangan success, prosperity ػبغٗ 14  
berjaya, menang to succeed, to manage ؼغٗ 4  
      ذؾغٗ7  
      ؼغ٘٣7  
      ؼغ٘ر5  
keluar dari, muncul to appear, rise, spring from  َْ َغٗ 6  
arah, terhadap direction, side ْٞؾَٗ 43  
umpama, seperti such as, for example  َٞ ْؾَٗ 17  
seluruh dunia world wide  َٞ ْؾَٗ 
      ءبؾٗأ10 -    ط  
pilihan, elit choice, pick, elite خجقٗ 3  
panggilan, rayuan call, appeal ءالٗ 15  
mengkritik, memperlekeh to criticise, censure  َكّلٗ 4  
      دكلٗ4  
perbalahan, pergaduhan inclined to, conflict عايٗ 19  
pencabutan, menarik keluar pulling out, extraction عْيٗ 8  
adil fair, virtous خٜ٣يٗ 6  
ٌ
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wanita women ءبَٗ 4  
sanak saudara, keturunan descent, kinship تَ َٗ 
3  
nisbah, dikaitkan ascription, attribution خجَٗ 30  
salinan copy خقَٗ 9  
aktiviti, perbuatan activity, energy ٛبْٗ 6  
      دبٛبْٗ10 – ط  
      خطْٗأ8 – ط  
penyebaran spreading, stretching و ْ ٗ 21  
      دوْٗ7  
      و ِْ ُٗ
3  
lagu, nasyid song, chant, anthem ل٤ْٗ 8  
lagu kebangsaan national anthem     ٢ُ٘ٛٞا ل٤ُْ٘ا3  
menetapkan, menentikan to provide for, dictate  ّٔ ٗ 5  
      ّٔ ُ٘٣10  
teks, syarat text, version   ٔ ٗ 7  
penipuan, tegak, angkat erection, raising, fraud ت ْٖ ٗ 3  
separuh, sebahagian half, moiety قٖٗ 15  
bertungkus-lumus, usaha struggle, strife ٍبٚٗ 5  
bidang, sela, lanjutan range, extent, field مبطٗ 7  
sistem, undang-undang system, order ّبظٗ 45  
      خٔظٗأ8 - ط  
penglihatan, pandangan sight, vision وَظَٗ 39  
      ءاوظٗ3 - ط  
melihat to look, regard وظٗ 
      وظ٘٣3  
      وظ٘ر5  
lawan, selari, sama counterpart, parallel, similar و٤ظٗ 16  
bernafas, diri, sendiri breath, self ٌلٗ 66  
      ٌلٗأ3  
terowong tunnel  نَلَٗ 
      مبلٗأ14 – ط  
petroleum, minyak petroleum, oil َٜلٗ 47  
petroleum, minyak petroleum, oil خ٤طلٗ 8  
hadiah, harta rampasan donation, gift ََلَٗ 
      ٍبلٗأ4 - ط  
pengaruh, kuasa influence, authority, power مٞلٗ 7  
menafikan disclaim, denial ٠لٗ 8  
      ٢ل٘٣4  
      ٢ل٘ر3  
persatuan, pertubuhan union, association دبثبوٗ 4 - ط  
perbincangan, perdebatan debate, dispute دبّبوٗ 3 - ط  
titik, tanda point, dot خطوٗ 15  
pusat pemeriksaan check point     ِ٤زلزُا خطوٗ3  
titik permulaan starting point     ملاطٗلاا خطوٗ3  
      ٛبوٗ7 - ط  
berkurang, hilang decrease, loss ْٔوٗ 12  
berubah, pindah to transport, carry  َ َوٗ 8  
      ذِوٗ30  
      اُِِٞوٗ3  
      ذُِِوٗ3  
      َِو٘٣
3  
kenderaan, perhubungan transporting, carrying َْوٗ 37  
kenderaan awam public transport     ّبػ َوٗ3  
ketua, pengarah, presiden head, president ت٤وٗ 7  
tamat, akhir end, termination خ٣بٜٗ 40  
berkenaan akhir final, last ٢ئبٜٗ 25  
      خ٤ئبٜٗ3  
hari daytime هبٜٗ 6  
sungai river وٜٗ 5  
kebangkitan rising خٜٚٗ 3  
tingkap windows نكاٞٗ 4 – ط  
  ب٣اٞٗ 5 - ط  
jenis kind, sort عٞٗ 8  
tidur sleep, slumber ّٞٗ 3  
nuklear nuclear ١ٝٞٗ 60  
      خ٣ٝٞٗ47  
berniat, mahu, bermaksud mean, want, intent ٟٞٗ 
      ١ٞ٘٣4  
      ١ٞ٘ر3  
pengganti, wakil representation, deputyship خثب٤ٗ 4  
perwakilan representative ٢ثب٤ٗ 3  
      خ٤ثب٤ٗ13  
niat, maksud intent, purpose خ٤ٗ 5  
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pembakaran flame,  ٕاو٤ٗ 14  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
telefon telephone قربٛ 3  
berkenaan telefon telephonic ٢لربٛ 5  
      خ٤لربٛ3  
serangan to attack, assail ْعبٛ 4  
      اٞٔعبٛ3  
tenang, aman calm, quiet ئكبٛ 3  
penting, utama important, top خٓبٛ 8  
nota kaki, catatan margin, foot note ِٓبٛ 5  
perjalanan, imigran emigration, expatriation حوغٛ 4  
serangan attack, offensive ّٞغٛ 58  
      دبٔغٛ27 - ط  
mengancam, menggertak to threaten, menace كَّلٛ 5  
      دكلٛ3  
      كّلٜ٣3  
      كِّلُٜر6  
tujuan, objektif  target, aim فلٛ 38  
      فالٛأ13 - ط  
bertujuan to aim at, drive at  َفلٛ 
      فلٜ٣3  
      فِلٜر7  
ketenangan calm(ness), quiet(ness) ءٝلٛ 6  
pelarian, menjauhkan to flee, run away ةٝوٛ 3 – ط  
kekalahan defeat, rout خٔ٣يٛ 4  
orang India, berkaitan India Indian ١ل٘ٛ 3  
angin, udara air ءاٞٛ 3  
identiti, pengenalan diri identity, personality خ٣ٞٛ 12  
bahagian, kumpulan form, shape, group خئ٤ٛ 23  
golongan ulama Muslim Muslim scholars     ءبِٔػ خئ٤ٛ5  
kekuasaan, kehandalan supremacy, ascendancy خ٘ٔ٤ٛ 4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
tanggungjawab, wajib duty, obligation تعاٝ 6  
      ةٞعٝ3  
bertemu, bersua to face, front ٚعاٝ 
      ٚعاٞ٣10  
      ِٚعاٞر6  
      ٚعاٞٗ3  
      ذٜعاٝ3  
      ٕٜٞعاٞ٣7  
datang, terdapat, disebut incoming, stated, reported حكهاٝ 4  
luar, besar wide, spacious خؼٍاٝ 15  
menyambung to continue, go on َٕاٝ 
      ذِٕاٝ5  
      َٕاٞ٣3  
      َ ِٕ اٞر
4  
jelas, yang menjelaskan clear, explain ؼ ِٙ اٝ 
15  
      خؾٙاٝ4  
bersetuju, sesuai to agree to, consent to نكاٝ 5  
      ذوكاٝ10  
      ِنكاٞر3  
berlaku, jatuh falling, dropping, happen ِغهاٝ 5  
      خؼهاٝ10  
realiti, benar realism, reality خ٤ؼهاٝ 5  
wabak, penyakit epidemic, pandemic ءبثٝ 4  
gaya, cara manner, mode, method حو٤رٝ 3  
dokumen document, deed خو٤صٝ 20  
      نئبصٝ7 – ط  
berkenaan dokumen documentary ٢وئبصٝ 3 - ط  
ـه 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
و
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mewajibkan, menentukan become necessary, requisite تَعٝ 
      تِغ٣32  
terdapat, ada to find, to meet with لعٝ 
      دلعٝ4  
      لغ٣3  
      لعٞ٣7  
      لعٞر6  
mengarahkan, menujukan to send, dispatch ٚ َّعٝ 10  
      ذّٜعٝ9  
      ٚ ِّعٞر4  
muka, hadapan face, visage ْٚعٝ 10  
      خٜعٝ7  
      دبٜعٝ4 – ط  
kewujudan existence, being كٞعٝ 41  
kesatuan, berseorangan alone, solitary لْؽٝ 6  
      دالؽٝ4 – ط  
     ٝ حلؽ21  
penyatuan kebangsaan national unity     خ٤ُ٘ٛٞا حلؽُٞا6  
      ل٤ؽٝ15  
kertas piece of paper, sheet of paper َخهَه َٝ  
      ماهٝأ6 - ط  
kementerian ministry, department حهاىٝ 48  
Kementerian Luar Ministry of Foreign Affairs     خ٤عهبقُا حهاىُٞا24  
Kementerian Pertahanan Ministry of Defense     عبكلُا حهاىٝ5  
Kementerian Minyak Ministry of Oil     ٜلُ٘ا حهاىٝ3  
      ٕبرهاىٝ3 - ّ  
berkenaan kementerian ministerial, cabinet ١هاىٝ 6  
      خ٣هاىٝ5  
timbangan to weigh, determine ٕىٝ 4  
menteri Minister, secretary و٣ىٝ 166  
Menteri Luar Foreign Ministers    و٣ىٝ/حو٣ىٝ/ خ٤عهبقُا ءاهىٝ71  
Menteri Pertahanan Defense Minister     عبكلُا و٣ىٝ26  
Menteri Perhubungan Information Minister     ّلاػلإا و٣ىٝ3  
      ءاهىٝ131 - ط  
menteri-menteri kerajaan ministers of government      خٌٓٞؾُا ءاهىٝ8  
      حو٣ىٝ26  
medium, wadah means, medium, agency َئبٍٝ 20 – ط  
media massa mass media     ّلاػلإا َئبٍٝ13  
perantaraan mediation, intervention خٛبٍٝ 6  
      دبٛبٍٝ4 - ط  
pusat, tengah middle, centre ٍٜٝ 42  
      ٛبٍٝأ4 - ط  
luar, meluaskan to widen, spacious غ ٍْ ُٝ 
4  
orang tengah mediator, intercessor ٜ٤ٍٝ 6  
      ءبطٍٝ4 - ط  
pantas, hampir to be quick, fast يَّ ٝ 3  
mendekati imminent, approaching ي٤ّٝ 3  
menyifatkan, mewakili to describe, represent قٕٝ 20  
      قٕٞر3  
      َذلٕٝ14  
penjelasan, pembentangan description, representation ق ْٕ ٝ 10  
sampai to reach, arrive at َٕٝ 14  
      ذِٕٝ6  
      َٖ٣9  
      َٖر4  
kesampaian, ketibaan arrival, reaching ٍٕٞٝ 46  
perletakan, keadaan putting, placing, situation غ ْٙ ٝ 91  
situasi terkini final status     ٢ئبُٜ٘ا غُٙٞا8  
      عبٙٝأ27 – ط  
meletak to put, place  َغ َٙ َٝ 
5  
      غٚ٣6  
      غٚر4  
      ذؼٙٝ4  
      ذؼ ِٙ ُٝ
3  
negara homeland, fatherland ٖٛٝ 7  
kebangsaan national, native ٢٘ٛٝ 29  
      خ٤٘ٛٝ35  
tugas, kerja job, office, post قئبظٝ 3 - ط  
menepati, kesetiaan faithfulness, fidelity ءبكٝ 6  
kematian death, decease حبكٝ 3  
deligasi, kumpulan delegation لْكٝ 27  
berdasarkan, selaras fit, appropriate نْكِٝ 
21  
waktu, jadual time, schedule ذهٝ 136  
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masa sekarang  present time, now     ٖٛاوُا ذهُٞا6  
      دبهٝأ6 – ط  
menghormati to revere, respect وَّكٝ 
      وِّكٞر3  
jatuh, berlaku, tempat fall, occur, located غهٝ 17  
      غو٣4  
      غور3  
      بؼهٝ3  
      ذؼهٝ8  
      ذؼَّهٝ10  
berhenti to stop, halt قهٝ 
     قور 7  
      قو٣3  
     قَّهٝ  
      قِّهٞر3  
      ذلهٝ3  
pemerhentian stopping, halting قْهٝ 29  
minyak fuel كٞهٝ 17   
jatuh, okejadian fall, drop, occurrence عٞهٝ 13  
berdiri, bangun standing, rising فٞهٝ 7  
wakil representative, agency خُبًٝ 76  
wakil berita news agency     ءبجٗلأا خُبًٝ15  
wakil antarabangsa international agency     خ٤ُٝلُا خُبًُٞا15  
Agensi Tenaga Atom Antarabangsa International Atomic Energy Agency     خ٣هنُا خُبًُٞا3  
      دلابًٝ4 – ط  
dibawah jagaan, negeri guardianship, state, mandate خ٣لاٝ 39  
mandat Presiden presidential mandate     خ٤ٍبئه خ٣لاٝ6  
      دب٣لاٝ5 - ط  
dilahirkan to give birth لَُٝ 3  
mengikuti, hamper to follow, close to ٢ُٝ 6  
penjaga, ketua yg dilantik guardian, curator ٠َُّٝ 3  
samar, ragu-ragu illusion, delusion ْْٛ ٝ 3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
orang Jepun, berkaitan Jepun Japanese ٢ٗبثب٣ 3  
      ٕٞ٤ٗبثب٣3 - ط  
tangan hand ل٣ 13  
berkenaan tangan manual, handmade خ٣ٝل٣ 5  
      ١ل٣أ5  
yakin certainty, certitude ٖ٤و٣ 3  
boleh, mampu become possible, to be able ٌٖٔ٣ 53  
orang Yaman Yemenian  ّ٢٘ٔ٣ 14  
      خ٤٘ٔ٣10  
sumpah, ikrar oath ٖ٤ٔ٣ 8  
ikrar perlembagaan constitutional oath     خ٣هٞزٍلُا ٖ٤ٔ٤ُا6  
orang Yahudi Judaism خ٣كٜٞ٣ 16  
uranium uranium ّٞ٤ٗاهٞ٣ 25  
pemprosesan uranium enriched uranium     تٖقٓ ّٞ٤ٗاهٞ٣6  
Euro Euro ٝهٞ٣ 5  
hari day ّٞ٣ 158  
      ٖ٤ٓٞ٣16 - ّ  
seharian, harian daily,everyday ٢ٓٞ٣ 18  
      خ٤ٓٞ٣8  
UNICEF UNICEF ق٤َ٤ٗٞ٣ 4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ٌ 
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menjauhi, pergi dari moving away, leaving كبؼزثا 5  
selamanya, kekal eternity الثأ 4  
menunjuk, mempersembah to show, demonstrate َٟلْثأ 9  
jelas, menonjol make apparent, present ىَوْثأ 15  
menjauhkan, pergi dari removal, taking away كبؼثا 6  
pengekalan, penjagaan retention, keeping ءبوثا 5  
penyampaian notification, information ؽلاثا 4  
anak lelaki son ٖثا 5  
      ءب٘ثأ10 - ط  
izin, tawaran, mendapat permission, present, offer خؽبرا 3  
arah direction ٙبغرا 5  
kesatuan, kelab, confiderasi union, confideration كبؾرا 278  
Persatuan Bolasepak Asia AFC Football     ١ٞ٤ٍ٥ا كبؾرلاا28  
kesatuan antarabangsa international federation     ٢ُٝك كبؾرا11  
konfiderasi bolasepak football confideration     حوٌُا كبؾرا28  
Persatuan Afrika African union     ٢و٣وكلإا كبؾرلاا7  
persatuan Arab Arab union     ٢ثوؼُا كبؾرلاا7  
Pusat Persatuan Iraq  Center for Iraq Union     ١يًؤُا ٢هاوؼُا كبؾرلاا6  
      داكبؾرا5 - ط  
kerkenaan kesatuan unionism, federalism خ٣كبؾرا 7  
menjadikan, ambil sebagai assumption, adoption مبقرا 8  
menjadikan to take, to assume  َنَقَّرا 5  
      نقز٣6  
hubungan, komunikasi connection, communication ٍبِّٖرا 10  
      دلابٖرا13 - ط  
menjadi jelas to become clear ؼ َّٚرا 
      ؼ َّٚزر3  
persetujuan, perjanjian agreement, contract مبلرا 13  
berkenaan perjanjian agreement, contract ٢هبلرا 5  
      خ٤هبلرا3  
bersetuju to agree  َنلَّرا 4  
datang to come أ٠ر  
      ٢رؤ٣7  
      ٢رؤر9  
berikut, selepas coming, next, following ٢رآ 4  
membangkitkan, menuip to excite, arouse  َهَبصأ 3  
keterujaan, keterangsangan excitement حهبصا 4  
menegaskan, membuktikan to prove, establish  َذَجْصأ 
3  
akibat dari consequence, result وْصا 31  
kesan, tinggalan effect, remains   وَصأ 8  
      هبصآ4 - ط  
menjadi kaya becoming rich, enrichment ءاوصا 3  
memperbaiki, memperelok do excellently كبعأ 
      ل٤غ٣3  
perjumpaan meeting, gathering عبٔزعا 23  
sosial social ٢ػبٔزعا 3  
     بٔزعا خ٤ػ5 
berkumpul to meet, come together  َغٔزعا 3  
      غٔزغر3 
menjalankan, urusan performance, making, matter ءاوعا 28 
proses undian draw holding     خػووُا ءاوعا5 
proses kelayakan qualifier     دب٤لٖزُا ءاوعا3 
      داءاوعا6 - ط  
sewa, balasan rental, hire حوُعأ 3  
mengadakan, menjalankan to perform, do َٟوَْعأ 7  
      َذ٣ِوُْعأ5  
sebab cause, reason َْعأ 69  
melengahkan, menunda to postpone  َ َّعأ 
      َ َّعَُئر3  
kata sepakat unanimous, agreement عبٔعا 4  
ا 
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secara keseluruhan generally, overall بٔعا٢ُ 4  
tercantik, lebih elok do well, do excellently ََٔ ْعأ 
3  
memerlukan need  طبزؽا 
      طبزؾ٣10  
bantahan protest طبغزؽا 5  
profesionalisma professionalism فاوزؽا 10  
      خ٤كاوزؽا8  
penghormatan respect ّاوزؽا 11  
kepuasan, pengiraan calculation, satisfaction ةبَزؽا 9  
mengira, berpuas hati to calculate, satisfy with تَزؽا 
      تَزؾ٣3  
memeluk, memelihara to embrace, nurture ٖٚزؽا 
      َذ٘ َٚ َزؽا
3  
      ٖٚزؾ٣3  
      ٖٚزؾر4  
penjagaan, penyelenggaraan keeping, maintaining, saving ظبلزؽا 3  
menjaga, memegang to keep, hold, retain علزؽا 
      علزؾ٣3  
upacara, majlis ceremony, feast ٍبلزؽا 8  
      دلابلزؽا3 - ط  
menguasai, memperolehi take control, take possession  ََّ زؽا 4  
      َّ زؾ٣8  
      َُّ زؾر3  
kemungkinan possibility ٍبٔزؽا 3  
keperluan-keperluan needs, necessities دبعب٤زؽا 7 - ط  
salah satu, satu one, one of ٟلؽا 9  
memperolehi, mendapat acquisition, obtainment ىاوؽا 49  
mendapat gelaran make the title     توُِا ىاوؽا16  
membuat gol make the goal     فلُٜا ىاوؽا11  
mendapat pingat medal achievement     خ٤ُال٤ُٔا ىاوؽا5  
memperoleh, mendapat to obtain, to achieve  َىَوؽأ 34  
      ْدَىَوؽأ3  
      ىوؾ٣8  
mengharamkan, melarang to ban, to prohibit ّوؽأ 
      ّوُْؾ٣3  
lebih baik better َٖ ْؽأ 
3  
keutamaan priority, precedence َخ٤ِّوََؽأ 3  
merah red ؤؽأ 6  
memilih to choose, select هبزفا 8  
      هبزق٣3  
      َو٤زُْفا3  
peperiksaan, cubaan, ujian experiment, test هبجزفا 4  
      داهبجزفا3 - ط  
tamat, pengakhiran last, end ّبززفا 3  
mengakhiri, menamatkan to end, close, finish  َْ ززفا 3  
     ق٣ ْزز7  
      ِْززقر4  
berbeza, bercanggah to differ, become different قِزفا 
      قِزقر3  
pemilihan, pilihan choice, selection هب٤زفا 28  
mengambil, mendapat to take, to grab  َنَفأ 3  
lain another وَفآ 54  
      ٕٝوَفآ4 - ط  
      ٟوفأ95  
akhir last وِفآ 15  
pengeluaran taking out طاوفا 5  
melakukan kesalahan make mistake, be wrong  ََؤطَْفأ 3  
berbahaya dangerous وطفأ 3  
terakhir, akhir last, final و٤فأ 71  
      حو٤فأ81  
persembahan, pelaksanaan performance, execution ءاكأ 34  
mentadbir, bekerja to manage, to work  َهاكأ 3  
      و٣ل٣5  
pentadbiran, pengurusan administration, management حهاكا 109  
pengurusan kelab club management     ١كبُ٘ا حهاكا40  
pentadbiran persatuan union administration     كبؾرلاا حهاكا12  
pengurusan pasukan team management    ا حهاكا ن٣ولُ5  
berkenaan pentadbiran administrative ١هاكا 18  
      خ٣هاكا17  
      داهاكا4 - ط  
      ٖ٤٣هاكا3 - ط  
moral, kesusasteraan literary, moral ٢ثكأ 3  
memahami, menyedari to perceive, realise  َىهكأ4  
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      ىِهُْل٣4  
membuat, membawa kepada to do, perform, lead to ََّٟكأ 13  
      دَّكأ3  
      ١كئ٣4  
pemahaman, sedar perception, realisation ىاهكا 4  
hendak, mahu to want, wish  َكاهأ 3  
      ُل٣ُِْو٣5  
      ل٣وٗ4  
kemahuan, kehendak wish, desire حكاها 6  
samar, kurang senang confusion, disconcertion اىبجره 4  
mengangkat, naik to rise, go up غلرها 5  
      ُِغلَرْوَ٣
6  
menokok, menaik, panjat  ascend, to climb ٠ورها 3  
perlakuan  committing ةبٌرها 3  
melakukan to commit تٌرها 4  
orang Argintina, berkaitan Argintina Argentinian ٢٘٤ز٘عهأ 22  
orang Jordan, berkaitan Jordan  Jordanian ٢ٗكهأ 16  
      خ٤ٗكهأ7  
penghantaran sending, dispatching ٍبٍها 3  
menghantar to send, dispatch  َ ٍَ ْهأ 
4  
      ذٍِهأ4  
tanah land ٗهأ 50  
tanah, lantar floor, ground خ٤ٙهأ 16  
tingkat bawah ground floor     ٕال٤ُٔا خ٤ٙهأ8  
keletihan, beban, kepenatan exhaust, burden, fatigue مبٛها 4  
biru blue مهىأ 3  
biru cerah light blue     ؼربلُا مهىلأا3  
krisis crisis خٓىأ 9  
asas, dasar basis, foundation ًبٍأ 10  
      ٌٍُ أ3 - ط  
asas fundamental ٢ٍبٍأ 11  
      خ٤ٍبٍأ12  
orang Spain, berkaitan Spain Spanish ٢ٗبجٍا 44  
minggu week عٞجٍأ 56  
      غ٤ثبٍأ6 - ط  
      ٖ٤ػٞجٍأ11 - ّ  
bermula semula, membarui resumption, renewal فب٘ئزٍا 5  
bermula semula, membarui to resume, to renew  َقَٗؤزٍا 
      ُقَِْٗؤز َْ َ٣
4  
stadium stadium كبزٍأ 40  
encik, tuan professor, master مبز ٍْ ُأ 3  
menjahui, pergi dari removal, taking away كبؼجزٍا 8  
menjauhkan, mengelakkan to set aside  َلَؼْجزٍا 5  
      ُلِؼَْجز َْ َ٣
3  
pelaburan investment هبْٔضزٍا 4  
berhak to deserve, merit  َّنَؾَز ٍْ ا 
      ُّنَِؾز َْ َ٣
4  
orang Australia, berkaitan Australia  Australian ٢ُاوزٍأ 11  
      خ٤ُاوزٍأ4  
pemulihan, kembali recovery, regaining عبعوزٍا 3  
melayan, jadi tuan rumah to entertain, host فبٚزٍا 
      ُق٤ ِٚ َز َْ َ٣
5  
      ق٤ٚزَر10  
layanan, tuan rumah kpd entertaining, host to خكبٚزٍا 20  
boleh, mampu can, to be able  َعبطزٍا 8  
      اٞػبطزٍا3  
      غ٤ِْطَزََ٣
3  
pulang, kembali to come back, regain كبؼزٍا 9  
      ُل٤َِؼز َْ ٣4  
kembali, pemulihan recovery, regaining حكبؼزٍا 4  
persediaan preparedness, readiness كالؼزٍا 26  
      داكالؼزٍا11 - ط  
menggunakan sepenuhnya to exploit, utilise  َ ـزٍا 8  
penggunaan sepenuhnya exploitation, utilisation ٍلاـزٍا 11  
tidak memerlukan manage without, not to need ءب٘ـزٍا 9  
mendapat faedah to benefit,  to conclude كبلزٍا 5  
berguna, bermanfaat utility, usefulness حكبلزٍا 10  
perletakan jawatan resignation خُبوزٍا 8  
perletakan jawatan beramai-ramai mass resignation     خ٤ػبٔع خُبوزٍا3  
penerimaan, sambutan reception, receiving ٍبجوزٍا 13  
menerima, menyambut to receive, to meet َجوزٍا 5  
menetap, mengekal to settle, establish  َّووزٍا 4  
kestabilan, ketetapan stability, constancy هاووزٍا 9  
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sempurna complesion, perfection ٍبٌٔزٍا 3  
bersambung, berterusan to continue, last  َّؤزٍا 15  
      دؤزٍا5  
      ُّو ِٔ َز َْ ٣
3  
      ُّؤزَر5  
kelangsungan continuation هاؤزٍا 12  
ketidakpuasan, rasa geram  resentment, dissatisfaction ءب٤زٍا 4  
orang Israel, berkaitan Israel Israeli ٢ِ٤ئاوٍا 3  
mengakibatkan, menyebabkan to result, produce دولٍأ 3  
gaya, keadah style, mathod ةٍِٞأ 11  
nama name ٍْا 22  
      ءبٍٔأ10 - ط  
menggemukkan to fatten, plump ذَ٘ َٔ ٍْ أ 
6  
lebih buruk worse أ َٞ ٍْ أ 
4  
hitam black كٍٞأ 9  
Sungai Hitam (Iraq) Black River (Iraq)     ٖ٣لكاوُا كٍٞأ8  
Asia Asia ب٤ٍآ 66  
nisbah kpd Asia Asian ١ٞ٤ٍآ 49  
      خ٣ٞ٤ٍآ31  
memuji, menghormati to praise, commend  َكبّأ 8  
menunjukkan to make as sign, beckon هبّأ 26  
      دهبّأ6  
      ُو٤ ِْ ُ٣
6  
      و٤ْر5  
      و٤ْٗ3  
      ُهب َْ ُ٣11  
tanda, tunjuk sign, mark حهبّا 6  
anak singa (hero) cub ٍبجّأ 3  
penyertaan participation ىاوزّا 3  
penyeliaan, tunjuk ajar supervision, direction فاوّا 14  
menyelia, mengajar to supervise, to train  َفَو ّْ َأ 
      ُفِو ْ ُ٣6  
pemberitahuan, nasihat notification, advice هبؼّا 4  
kena, kecederaan hit, accident, injury خثبٕا 41  
menjadi to become  ََؼج ْٕ أ 16  
      َج ْٕ أ ذَؾ
5  
desakan, penegasan insistence, pressing هاوٕا 7  
asal origin, source َٕأ 3  
menambah to add فبٙأ 68  
      ذكبٙأ4  
      ُق٤ ِٚ ُ٣
14  
penambahan, tambahan addition خكبٙا 38  
     ٢كبٙا3  
terpaksa, terdesak to compel, to force  َّوطٙا 3  
rangka, bidang framework, field هبٛا 15  
perlepasan, perlonggaran  release, turning loose ملاٛا 7  
melepaskan to release, free  َنِٛأ 6  
      ُِنُِْط٣3  
ketenangan hati peaceful, tranquil ٕب٘ئٔٛا 5  
persembahan, memperlihat show, demonstration هبٜظا 3  
menunjukkan, menzahirkan  to show  َوٜظأ 
     وُْٜظر4  
mengembalikan, memulangkan to return, give back كبػأ 8  
      ُل٤ُِؼ٣4  
pengembalian, pemulangan returning, restoration حكبػا 11  
pinjaman, beri perhatian lending, pay attention حهبػا 3  
halangan, sekatan hindering, obstruction خهبػا 3  
mengambil kira considering هبجزػا 13  
mengambil kira consider  َوجزػا 11  
      ُوََجزُْؼ٣
7  
      وجزُْؼر3  
serangan, pencerobohan aggression, assault, attack ءالزػا 4  
menyerang, melepasi attack, trespass, invade ٟلزػا 3  
kemaafan, keampunan  apology هانزػا 3  
bantahan objection ٗاوزػا 7  
mengiktiraf to recognise  َفوزػا 4  
mempercayai to believe  ََلوَزْػا 
      ُلِوَزَْؼ٣
3  
      ُِلَوزْػأ5  
      لوزؼٗ3  
pergantunggan dependence, trust كبٔزػا 8  
bergantung kepada depend on  َلٔزػا 7  
      ُل ِٔ َزْؼ٣
5  
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      لٔزؼر3  
persediaan preparation كالػا 24  
ampun, kemaafan forgiveness, excuse هانػا 3  
menyatakan to express  َةَوْػأ 13  
mengelak, manjauhi avoid, keep away  َٗ َوْػأ 
      ِٗوُْؼر13  
memberi to give ٠طْػأ 7  
lebih besar  greater, bigger َْظَْػأ 3  
informasi, berita information ّلاػا 16  
berkenaan perhubungan informative ٢ٓلاػا 8  
      خ٤ٓلاػا3  
deklarasi, pengumuman  announcement, declaration ٕلاػا 16  
mengumumkan to announce, to delcare  َٖ َِْػأ 19  
      َذِ٘ػأ3  
      ُٖ ُِِْؼ٣
10  
tertinggi higher ٠ِػأ 3  
kebanyakan, selalu most, the mejority تِؿأ 4  
berharga more valuable ٠ِْؿأ 6  
pembukaan opening ػبززكا 26  
membuka, memulakan to open, to start ذَؾززكا 4  
      ؼززلر3  
kehilangan  to miss  ََلوَزكا 
      ُِلَوزْلَ٣
5  
orang Afrika, berkaitan Afrika African ٢و٣وكا 19  
      خ٤و٣وكا21  
lebih baik, lebih utama better َٚكأ 101  
pemain terbaik best player    تػلا َٚكأ/خجػلا/ ٖ٤جػلا38  
penjaring terbaik top scorer     َغَٓ َٚكأ9  
keutamaan, pilihan priority, preference خ٤ِٚكأ 11  
memecat dismiss, to depose ٍبهأ 4  
pemecatan  deposition, dismisal خُبها 13  
menubuhkan, mendirikan to raise, establish  َّ بهأ 4  
      ُْ ٤ُِو٣
3  
      ّبور39  
      ُّ َبُو٣
17  
      َْ ٤هأ
5  
      ذٔ٤هأ22  
penubuhan, pendirian erection, establishment خٓبها 27  
sampai, kehadiran attendant, arrival, approach ٍبجها 4  
keyakinan, kepercayaan conviction, persuation عب٘زها 3  
lebih dekat nearer ةَوهأ 5  
sejauh, jauh more distant ٠ٖهأ 4  
lebih sedikit less, smaller  َّ هأ 20  
keyakinan, kepercayaan conviction, persuation عب٘ها 4  
lebih kuat stronger ٟٞهأ 4  
akademi academy خ٤ٔ٣كبًأ 5  
lebih besar bigger وجًأ 26  
menyapu, membolot to sweep, carry away ؼَزًا 3  
berpuas hati to be satisfy ٠لزًا 6  
lebih banyak more وضًأ 59  
menegaskan to confirm, affirm لًَّ أ 64  
      دلًأ3  
      لًئ٣7  
      لًئر4  
keluarga, family, relative ٍآ 9  
beribu thousands فلاآ 10 - ط  
penyertaan, kemasukan joining, entering مبؾزُا 5  
menyertai, memasuki to join, to participate  َنَؾزُا 5  
      ُنَِؾزِْ َ٣
6  
iltizam, komitmen commitment ّايزُا 18  
bertemu to meet ٠َوزُا 
      ٢ِوَزِْ َ٣
27  
      ِٕ َب٤ِوَزِْ ٣
5  
orang UAE, berkaitan UAE Emirate ٢رهبٓا 20  
      خ٤راهبٓا9  
amanah  faithfulness, loyalty خٗبٓأ 3  
cemerlang, terbaik to be distinguished  َىَبز ْٓ ا 
      ُىَبز ْٔ َ٣
3  
melebihi, melangkaui to extend  ْٓ ا َّلَز  
      ُّلَز ْٔ َ٣
4  
hal, perkara, arahan order, matter, affair و ْٓ أ 
33  
      هٞٓأ18  
membolehkan become possible  َٖ ٌَ َٓ َأ 
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      ُٖ ٌِ ْٔ ُ٣
25  
harapan hope َٓأ 14  
      ٍبٓآ13  
orang Amerika, berkaitan Amerika  American ٢ٌ٣وٓأ 23  
      خ٤ٌ٣وٓأ8  
tandatangan signiture ءبٚٓا 3  
membolehkan, memungkinkan ability, capbility ٕبٌٓا 7  
      دبٗبًبٓا7  
kemampuan, kemungkinan possibility, potential خ٤ٗبٌٓا 11  
      دب٤ٗبٌٓا10  
yang berharap hopeful, hoping َٓآ 5  
mengharapkan to hope  َ ِٓ أ 
      َٓؤ٣3  
bangsa, negara nations ْٓأ 26  
negara-negara Asia Asian nations     ب٤ٍآ ْٓأ5  
negara-negara Afrika African nations     خ٤و٣وكلإا ْٓلأا3  
keselamatan security, safety ٖ ْٓ أ 
4  
      ٕبٓآ3 – ط  
keamanan security, peace ٢٘ٓأ 7  
      خ٤٘ٓأ14  
Putera Prince و٤ٓأ 35  
orang yang dipercayai faithful, dependable ٖ٤ٓأ 24  
Setiausaha Secretary-general     وَُا ٖ٤ٓأ12  
Setiausaha am/ agong Secretary-general     ّبؼُا ٖ٤ٓأ5  
Bendahari Treasurer     ٢ُبُٔا ٖ٤ٓلأا3  
sekarang now, current ٕآ 39  
penarikan, pencabutan  pulling out, extraction عايزٗا 5  
menarik, mencabut to pull out, extract  َعيزٗا 4  
kemenangan victory هبٖزٗا 17  
      داهبٖزٗا31 – ط  
kemenangan berturut-turut consecutive victories     خ٤ُبززٓ داهبٖزٗا3  
penantian waiting هبظزٗا 14  
menanti, menunggu to wait  َوظزٗا 3  
      ُوِظَزْ٘ ٣19  
      وظز٘ر6  
      وظز٘ٗ4  
kritikan critism داكبوزٗا 7 – ط  
peralihan movement, motion ٍبوزٗا 9  
      دلابوزٗا3 - ط  
mengkritik critic  َلوزٗا 4  
beralih, berubah tempat to move, to change position  َ وزٗا 6  
      َُ ِوَز ْ٘ ُ٣
3  
selesai, penghabisan end, conclusion ءبٜزٗا 14  
berakhir to end, come to an end ٠ٜزٗا 13  
      ذٜزٗا9  
      ٢ِٜ َزْ٘ َ٣
9  
      ٢ٜز٘ر6  
mencipta kejayaan make succes ػبغٗا 7  
memperoleh, melaksanakan carrying out, execution ىبغٗا 20  
      داىبغٗا14 - ط  
bahasa Inggeris, nisbah English ١ي٤ٌِٗا 39  
      خ٣ي٤ِغٗا4  
mengira, menganggap to count, assume, consider  َتَ َؾٗا 
      ُت َِ َؾْ٘ َ٣
5  
percikan, meluru, melonjak rushing, eruption عبكلٗا 4  
amaran, notis warning, notice هانٗا 3  
memberi amaran to warn, caution  َهنٗأ 3  
secocok, sesuai harmony, unison, agreement ّبغَٗا 6  
penarikan, pengeluaran withdrawal, retreat ةبؾَٗا 8  
menarik, mengeluarkan to withdraw, retreat  َتؾَٗا 3  
penubuhan, pembangunan establishment ءبْٗا 9  
kesibukan busyness, occupancy ـْٗاٍب 5  
menyertai, memasuki joining, entering  ّْٚٗا 3  
penyertaan, penyatuan joining, entering ّبٔٚٗا 4  
memulakan sesuatu, meluru, pemergian  rushing, starting off, departure  ملاطٗا 22  
      خهلاطٗا8  
pergi, berangkat to rush, move forward  نِطٗا 
     ٗا ذوِط5  
      ُنَِِطْ٘ َ٣
5  
      نِط٘ر14  
keadaan berseorangan isolation, loneliness كاولٗا 4  
berseorangan to isolate, to separate  َكَوَلٗا 
      ُكَِول ْ٘ َ٣
3  
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menyelamatkan to rescue, save  َنوٗأ 4  
penamatan ending, finishing ءبٜٗا 12  
menamatkan to end, finish ٠ٜٗأ 11  
      ٢ِٜ ْ٘ ُ٣
3  
penting, ambil berat concern, interest ّبٔزٛا 19  
pengharaman outlawful, prosciption هالٛا 5  
menumpahkan darah to outlaw, proscribe  َهلٛأ 5  
ahli, saudara-mara, pakar relative, kin, expert َٛأ 4  
lebih penting more important  ّْ ٛأ 15  
kepentingan concern, attention خ٤ٔٛأ 10  
golongan pertama first group َئاٝأ 4 - ط  
golongan terakhir last group وفاٝأ 5 - ط  
tengah, pertengahan middle, central ٍٜٝأ 5  
      ٍٜاٝأ3 - ط  
Eropah Europe بثٝهٝأ 15  
berkaitan Eropah European ٢ثٝهٝأ 9  
      خ٤ثٝهٝأ8  
menyampai, menyambung to take to, bring to  َ ٕٝأ 
      َ ِٕ ٞر
3  
menjelaskan to clarify, explain  َؼٙٝأ 24  
menjatuhkan, menyebabkan to drop, to cause ذؼهٝأ 5  
berhenti, berdiri tetap To stand, make stand قهٝأ 9  
Olimpik Olympic ٢جُٔٝأ 48  
      خ٤جُٔٝأ26  
Olimpiad Olympiad كب٤جُٔٝأ 17  
pertama first ٢ُٝأ 5  
      خ٤ُٝأ3  
tempat lawan away ةب٣ا 47  
negatif negative خ٤ثبغ٣ا 22  
pewujudan, pembuatan creation, production كبغ٣ا 4  
orang Iran, berkaitan Iran Iranian ٢ٗاو٣ا 9  
kiri left وَ٣أ 9  
penyampaian, perhubungan delivery, communication ٍبٖ٣ا 3  
orang Itali, berkaitan Itali Italian ٢ُبط٣ا 29  
perberhentian, pengantunggan stopping, suspension فبو٣ا 20  
kanan right ٖٔ٣أ 3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
pintu door ةبث 5  
bermalam to spend the night دبث 9  
     ذربث 7  
kelmarin yesterday خؽهبث 5  
membatalkan to make invalid  َ َٛبث 3  
baki, lebihan remaining, lasting ٢هبث 11  
perlawanan selebihnya rest of the games     دب٣هبجُٔا ٢هبث3  
sampai exaggerate,  ِؾُبث 4  
      خـُبث6  
penyelidikan, kajian research شْؾث 11  
menyelidik research,  to study  َشؾث 
     شؾج٣ 9  
      ُشَؾجر 4  
orang Bahrain, berkaitan Bahrain Bahrainian ٢٘٣وؾث 6  
permulaan beginning, start ءْلث 9  
muncul, keluar to appear, come out الث 11  
     ٝلج٣ 10  
     ٝلجر 9  
bermula to start ألث 15  
     ألث د4  
     ألج٣ 19  
     ألجر 3  
permulaan starting, beginning خ٣الث 45  
tukaran, persamaan equivalent, exchange ٍلث 36  
fizikal physical ٢ٗلث 3  
     خ٤ٗلث 9  
gantian, alternatif substitute, alternate َ٣لث 19  
orang Brazil, Berkaitan Brazil Brazilian ٣ىاوث٢ِ 44  
kemahiran, kecekapan skillfulness, preficiency خػاوث 5  
orang Portugal, berkaitan Portugal Portugese ٢ُبـروث 15  
ب 
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muncul, menjelma appear, come out  َىوث 5  
memprogramkan programming خغٓوث 5  
perancangan program, plan ظٓبٗوث 12  
     ظٓاوث 4 - ط  
ujian, ujikaji test, experiment خكٝوث 3  
gangsa bronze, bronzy خ٣يٗٝوث 38  
berkorban, menyerahkan  grant liberally, offer extend  ٍَ نث 
     ٍنج٣ 3  
perlanjutan, sambungan extension  َْٜ ث 3  
kad, tiket card, ticket خهبطث 24  
kad merah red card     ءاؤؽ خهبطث13  
      دبهبطث3 - ط  
juara, jaguh champion, hero َطث 64  
      ًؤً َطث3  
     خِطث 4  
keberanian,  bravery خُٞطث 208  
Kejuaraan Liga Champion League     ١هٝك خُٞطث14  
jaguh Asia Asian champion    َطث/ ب٤ٍآ ٍبطثأ12  
Kejohanan Dunia World Championship    ٞطثخُ /ُْبػ دلاٞطث 8  
Kejohanan Timur Tengah Middle East Championship     ٍٜٝلأا موّ خُٞطث5  
kejohanan Arab Arab championship     خ٤ثوؼُا خُٞطجُا5  
Kejohanan Masters Masters Championship     ىوزٍبٓ خُٞطث4  
Kejohanan Teluk Gulf Championship    ٍبطثأ/ِقُا خُٞطث ظ٤3  
Kejohanan Kebangsaan National Championship     خج٘ٛٝ خُٞطث4  
kejohanan Afrika African championship     خ٤و٣وكلإا خُٞطجُا6  
Kejohanan Asia Asian championship     خ٣ٞ٤ٍ٥ا خُٞطجُا3  
       دلاٞطث22  
     ٖ٤زُٞطث 3  
     ٍبطثأ 61  
misi, perwakilan mission, delegation خضؼث 14  
misi pasukan team mission     تقزُ٘ٔا خضؼث4  
sesetengah, bahagian some, portion ٘ؼث 60  
jauh, jarak far, distant ل٤ؼث 9  
     حل٤ؼث 4  
tetap, tinggal remaining, staying ءبوث 12  
  ٢وث 9  
      ذ٤وث3  
      ٠وج٣15  
      ٢وجر7  
selebihnya, berehat remainder, rest خ٤وث 10  
negara, negeri, tanah country, land كلاث 39  
orang Belgium, berkaitan Belgium Belgian ٢ٌ٤غِث 5  
negara, negeri, tanah country, land لِث 11  
penduduk asal, asli native, indigenous ١لِث 6  
      خ٣لِث30  
sampai  to reach, arrive to  َؾِث 8  
      ذـِث10  
      ؾِج٣6  
ketibaan, sampai reaching, arrival ؽِٞث 6  
bangunan, pembinaan building, construction ءب٘ث 16  
klausa, para clause, term كٞ٘ث 3  
binaan structure, setup خ٤٘ث 3  
rumah  house, home ذ٤ث 6  
orang Peru, berkaitan Peru Peruvian ٢كٝو٤ث 6  
putih  white  ءبٚ٤ث 4  
jualan  sale, sell غ٤ث 3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
mengikuti to continue, go on َغثبر 34  
yang berikut, berjaya following, succeeding ِغثبر 3  
      خِؼثبر5  
menjejaskan, mempengaruhi to be affected, influenced  َوَّصؤر 
      وصؤز٣3  
kesan, pengaruh,  effect, influence و٤صؤر 4  
penangguhan, menunda postponement,deferment َ٤عؤر 13  
tunda, kerencatan delay, retardation و ُّفؤر 3  
pendidikan, pengajaran education, disciplining ت٣كؤر 5  
sejarah, masa history, period ـ٣هبر 29  
خ 
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berkaitan sejarah historical, historic ٢ق٣هبر 5  
mengasaskan to be founded, established ٌٍؤر 6  
penubuhan, pengasasan founding, setting up ٌ٤ٍؤر 3  
penegasan, kepastian confirmation, affirmation ل٤ًؤر 15  
terdiri, terbentuk to be formed, set up قَُّؤر 
     ز٣ قُؤ4  
      ُقَُّؤزر3  
bersinar, berkilau to shine, flash نَُّؤر 8  
sinaran, kilauan shining, flashing نُُّؤر 12  
berikut to follow ٢ُبر 29  
sempurna  perfect ّبر 7  
      خٓبر6  
insuran, jaminan insurance, assurance ٖ٤ٓؤر 11  
melayakkan  to qualify  َّٛؤرَ 13  
      ذِّٛؤر4  
     َٛؤز٣ 8  
kelayakkan qualification َ٤ٛؤر 6  
      َُّٛؤر46  
taekwando taekwando ٝلٗاٌٞ٣بر 5  
orang Thailand, berkaitan Thailand Thai  ١لٗلا٣بر 3  
menukarkan to exchange, interchange ٍَكبجر 3  
kekal, yang tinggal to remain, stay  ّوجر٠ 3  
menyerap, mengambil to adopt ٠َّ٘جر 3  
menjadi jelas become clear َّٖ٤جر 4  
pemahkotaan coronation, crowning ظ٣ٞزر 14  
berhadapan, bertentangan facing, opposite ٙبغر 9  
melebihi, melampaui to pass, go pass  َى َٝ بغر 
4  
      ىٝبغز٣3  
melebihi, melampaui passing, going past ى ُٝ بغر 
7  
      داىٝبغر5 - ط  
percubaan experiment, test خثوغر 6  
      ةُهبغر3  
berkenaan percubaan experimentalism خ٤ج٣وغر 12  
berkenaan merealisasikan embodiment, materialisation ل٤َغر 3  
mengeras, membeku to freeze, harden ل َّٔ غر 
11  
menjauhi, pengelakkan avoiding, averting تُّ٘غر 4  
pewarganegaraan naturalisation ٌ٤٘غر 3  
penyediaan preparation, readying ي٤ٜغر 3  
      داي٤ٜغر8 - ط  
bercakap to speak سَّلؾر 7  
menghadkan to be defined, specified  َكَّلؾر 
      كلؾز٣4  
mengugut, cabaran  challenge, resist ١ِّلؾر 7  
definisi, menghadkan definition, limitation ل٣لؾر 18  
memperbaiki to improve ََّٖ ؾر 3  
dalam persediaan in preparation, ready oneself و٤ٚؾر 23  
      داو٤ٚؾر4 - ط  
motivasi, pemangkin motivation, stimulation ي٤لؾر 3  
merealisasikan realisation, carrying out ن٤وؾر 69  
penghakiman arbitration ْ٤ٌؾر 14  
menghiasi diri making oneself pretty ٢ِِّؾر 3  
tanggungan, daya tahan endurance, bearing َُّٔ ؾر 
3  
menanggung, bertahan to bear, stand, endure  َ َّٔ ؾر 
      َٔؾز٣4  
perubahan, peralihan change, alteration ٍ ُّٞ ؾر 
3  
      َ٣ٞؾر6  
pergolakan, tidak stabil stumbling, floundering ُّٜجقر 3  
melangkaui, melebihi to overstep, go beyond ٠َّطقر 4  
      ٠طقز٣5  
perancangan planning ٜ٤طقر 3  
peringanan lightening, decrease ق٤لقر 3  
pembetulan, membaiki making right, correction ىُهالر 5  
masuk campur intervention, intrusion َ ُّفلر 7  
berlatih to practice, train  ةهلر 
      ةهلز٣6  
latihan pratice, training ت٣هلر 17  
      دبج٣هلر24 –  ط  
berkenaan latihan training ٢ج٣هلر 45  
     ٤ج٣هلر خ18  
secara perlahan gradual ٢غ٣هلر 3  
dokongan, sokongan support, sustainment ْ٤ػلر 4  
kejatuhan, membalikkan downfall, tumble هٞٛلر 3  
kekalahan surmounting, defeating َ٤ُنر 3  
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berundur, manarik balik to retreat, draw back  َغَعاور 9  
penarikan semula retreat, going back غُعاور 9  
kelonggaran, lentok slackness, droop ٢فاور 5  
trail (istilah dalam sukan) trial َ٣اور 4  
menghendap, menanti lurk, ambush ُّٔثور 8  
pendidikan education, pedagogy خ٤ثور 4  
susunan, aturan  arrangement, disposal ت٤رور 52  
kedudukan kumpulan group standing     خػٞٔغُٔا ت٤رور6  
pilihan, lebih utama considering, probably, likely   ؼ٤عور 7  
teragak-agak, ragu-ragu to hesitate, vibrate كَّكور 5  
penubuhan, penjelasan establishment, settlement ـ٤ٍور 3  
pencalonan, pemilihan nomination, candidacy ؼ٤ّور 4  
meninggalkan, membiar to leave, to quit, to give up  َىَوَر 3  
      ىوز٣3  
      ذًور3  
peninggalan leaving, quitting ىْور 9  
orang Turki, berkaitan Turki Turkish ٢ًور 10  
penumpuan, fokus concentration, focusing ي٤ًور 13  
pendaftaran registration, recording َ٤غَر 60  
penyelesaian, sasaran payment, discharge, aiming ل٣لَر 8  
      حل٣لَر11  
lepasan, tembakan release, firing ؼ٣وَر 4  
terkeluar, penyusupan offside, infiltration,  ََُِّر 3  
penerimaan, mendapat reception, receiving َُِّْر 7  
menerima, mendapat to receive, to get, obtain ََِّْر 3  
pemudahan, kelonggaran facilitation, making easy َ٤َٜر 4  
perjalanan, pengurusan management, drive, impulsion و٤٤َر 7  
sokongan, dorongan encouragement, emboldening غ٤غْر 10  
pembentukan, penubuhan forming, formation, shaping َ٤ٌْر 10  
     خِ٤ٌْر 35  
pembentukan asal basic configuration     خ٤ٍبٍأ خِ٤ٌْر5  
squad squad     ن٣ولُا خِ٤ٌْر8  
orang Czech Czech ٢ٌ٤ْر 3  
pembinaan, penubuhan building, construction ل٤٤ْر 3  
pembetulan, pembaikan correction, emendation ؼ٤ؾٖر 5  
berada di hadapan leading هُّلٖر 5  
mengetuai, di hadapan to head, lead هَّلٖر 8  
      هلٖز٣10  
      هَّلٖزر4  
penghapusan, sifat, sikap disposal, behaviour فُّوٖر 5  
penjelasan, pernyataan statement, declaration ؼ٣وٖر 6  
     دبؾ٣وٖر 12 - ط  
kenaikan, peningkatan escalation, aggravation ل٤ؼٖر 3  
saringan, kelayakan  clarification, qualification دب٤لٖر 72 - ط  
kelayakan piala dunia World Cup Qualifies      ُْبؼُا ًؤً دب٤لٖر12  
pusingan akhir kelayakan  final qualifying     ٤ئبٜٗ دب٤لٖر خ6  
kelayakan Piala Dunia World Cup qualification    ٍب٣لٗٞٓ دب٤لٖر5  
tahap, kategori ranking, categorisation ق٤ٖ٘ر 4  
imaginasi, gambaran imagination, conception ه ُّٞ ٖر 
4  
perpaduan, pertanggungjawaban solidarity, joint liability ُٖٓ بٚر 
3  
mengandungi, termasuk to contain, include  َٖ َّٔ ٚر 
3  
     ٖٔٚز٣ 4  
pelaksanaan, aplikasi application, applying, putting into ن٤جطر 4  
kemuncak, menjelang, harapan to look forward, expect  َغَِّطر 
      غِطز٣8  
pembangunan, perkembangan development, evolution ه ُّٞ طر 
8  
pembangunan, perkembangan development, advancement و٣ٞطر 9  
demonstrasi, tunjuk perasaan to demonstrate, pretending  حوٛبظر 3  
seri, sama become equal, even ٍَكبؼر 29  
      لاكبؼر6 - ّ  
seri, keadaan sama  equality, equivalence ٍُكبؼر 89  
seri tanpa jaringan goalless draw    ٢جٍِ ٍكبؼر 10  
membuat sesuatu, membuat perjanjian making, entering to, concluding ُلهبؼر 11   
bergaul, melayan to treat one another, to deal ََٓ بؼر 
3  
      َٓبؼز٣3  
pergaulan, muamalat dealings, intercourse َُٓ بؼر 
8  
kerjasama cooperation, collaboration ٕ ُٝ بؼر 
12  
Kerjasama Negara-negara Arab Teluk Cooperation of Arab Gulf States      ٢غ٤ِقُا ٕٝبؼزُا3  
terjatuh, tergagap, tersungkur stumbling, stammer وُّضؼر 4  
pengiraan, penyenaraian  calculation, listing كالؼر 3  
perubahan, ubah suai modification, change َ٣لؼر 4  
pendedahan, menyebabkan exposure to, incurrence of ُّٗوؼر 5 
menyebabkan, mendedahkan to be or become exposed  َٗ َّوؼر 
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      ٗوؼز٣4  
pengukuhan, pengabungan consolidation, strengthening ي٣يؼر 10  
taksub, fanatik fanaticism, intolerance ت ُّٖ ؼر 3  
berkaitan, bergantung to hang (down), dangle, suspend  َنَِّؼر 
      نِؼز٣5  
pergantungan, penangguhan hanging down, suspending ن٤ِؼر 5  
taklimat, penerangan  teaching, instruction دبٔ٤ِؼر 3 - ط  
gantian, simpanan compensation, indemnity ٘٣ٞؼر 19  
perlantikan, penyenaraian  specification, determination ٖ٤٤ؼر 5  
kemenangan, mengatasi surmounting, overcoming تُِّـر 15  
mengatasi, memenangi to surmount, overcome  َتَِّـر 17  
      ذجِـر7  
pertukaran, perubahan change, alteration و٤٤ـر 5  
      داو٤٤ـر4 - ط  
letusan, ledakan  exploding, explosion و٤غلر 4  
pengabaian, pembuangan  negligence, remissness ٜ٣ولر 3  
cemerlang, kehebatan superiority, excellence م ُّٞ لر 
17  
kehebatan teknikal technical excellence     ٢٘ك مٞلر3  
cemerlang, hebat to surpass, excel مَّٞ لر 
      مٞلز٣6  
pendahuluan progress, progresion ُّّلور 28 
mendahului, di depan to precede, antecede  َّ َّلور 27  
      ذٓلور4  
      ّلوز٣11  
takdir, penghargaan estimation, appriciation و٣لور 9  
persembahan, pemberian presentation, offering ْ٣لور 19  
memutuskan, menetapkan to be decided, determined ه ِّوور 3  
hampir, anggaran approximation, nearly ت٣وور 3  
repot, laporan report, memorandum و٣وور 19  
laporan kewangan financial report     ٢ُبُٔا و٣ووزُا5  
     ٕاو٣وور 4  
     و٣هبور 3 – ط  
pembahagian division, partition ْ٤َور 5  
tradisional traditional, customary ١ل٤ِور 6  
pengurangan, pegecutan contraction, shrinking ٔ٤ِور 5  
penilaian evaluation, assessment ْ٤٤ور 3  
persamaan, peluang sama equivalence, equality ئكبٌر 3  
pengulangan repitition, reiteration هاوٌر 3  
mengulangi, berulang to recur, repeat  َه َّوٌر 
      هوٌز٣3  
kemuliaan, penghormatan honoring, tribute ْ٣وٌر 3  
pembentukan, penubuhan forming, shaping ٖ٣ٌٞر 3  
mempermainkan, penipuan play, cheat, fraud تُػلار 3  
penerimaan, panggilan compliance, acceptance خ٤جِر 3  
televisyen television حيلِر 4  
berkaitan televisyen televisional, televisual ٢ٗٞ٣يلِر 3  
menerima, belajar to receive, taught ٠ّوِر 10  
      ذَّوِر3  
penerimaan, pelajaran receipt, reception, teach ٢ِّوِر 5  
lengkap, selesai, sempurna to be complete, full, whole  َّْ ر 
37  
     ْز٣ 33  
      ُّْ زر 
5  
sempurna, lengkap completeness, wholness ّبٔر 16  
mengecapi, maraikan  to enjoy, to savor غَّزٔر 
      غزٔز٣4  
      غَّزٔزر3  
meniru, menyerupai to imitate, copy  ِّضٔرَ 3  
wakil, gantian representation َ٤ضٔر 17  
penyambungan, pemanjangan extension, stretching, spreading ل٣لٔر 9  
melepasi, menyampaikan passing , allowing to pass حو٣ؤر 11 
      داو٣ؤر9 – ط  
latihan exercise, practice ٖ٣هبٔر 8 - ط  
boleh melakukan, mampu can, to be able ٌَّٖ ٔر 12  
     ٌٖٔز٣ 8  
     ٌٖٔزٗ 3  
bertarung, berlawan  to compete, vie, rial  ٌَ َكب٘ر 
      ٌكب٘ز٣3  
      ٌُ كب٘زر3  
pertarungan, perlawanan competition, rivalry ٌُكب٘ر 7  
tennis tennis ٌ٘ر 11  
pengurusan, penganjuran  organisation, arrangment ْ٤ظ٘ر 27  
berkaitan penganjuran organisational, regulative خ٤ٔ٤ظ٘ر 4  
pelaksanaan, membuat carrying out, execution ن٤ل٘ر 12  
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berkaitan pelaksanaan executive ١ن٤ل٘ر 3  
      خ٣ن٤ل٘ر4  
pergerakan, perpindahan supererogation َُّو٘ر 6  
bergerak, berpindah to perform more than is required ََّو٘ر 3  
ancaman, ugutan threat, menace ل٣لٜر 3  
yang bertujuan objectivity ق٣لٜر 4  
persediaan, penyeusunan  preparation, readying خئ٤ٜر 3  
keberadaan, kewujudan existence, being, entity لُعاٞر 4  
berada, wujud to affect passion  َلعاٞر 
      لعاٞز٣8  
persamaan, perseimbangan balance, equilibrium ُٕىاٞر 10  
persetujuan, kesesuaian agreement, harmony ُنكاٞر 5  
datang kemudian, mengikuti to follow in succesion ٢ُاٞر 33  
dimahkotakan to crown, to enthrone  َطِٞ ُر 
12  
      ط َّٞ ُز٣
3  
berhadapan, pertemuan direction, bearing, heading ٚ ُّعٞر 4  
bertemu, berhadapan to go to, repair tobe take oneself ٚ َّعٞر 3  
penghadapan, haluan sending, dispatch(ing), forwarding ٚ٤عٞر 5  
penyebaran, pengedaran distribution, allotment غ٣ىٞر 5  
kesedaran, didikan enlightenment, education خ٤ػٞر 3  
penyediaan, simpanan saving, economising و٤كٞر 10  
menjangka, berharap to expect, anticipate  َغَّهٞر 
      غهٞز٣8  
jangkaan, harapan expectation, anticipation دبؼُّهٞر 7 - ط  
perberhentian, sekatan stopping, halting قُّهٞر 8  
berhenti, menyekat to  stop, halt, cease to move on   َقَّهٞر 6  
      قهٞز٣4  
masa, penentuan masa timing, scheduling ذ٤هٞر 4  
tanda tangan signature, subscription غ٤هٞر 7  
peberhentian, perantungan raising, setting up ق٤هٞر 5  
mengandaikan, memikul tugas to assume, undertake ٠ُٞر 4  
orang Tunisia, berkaitan Tunisia Tunisian ٢َٗٞر 20  
      خ٤َٗٞر6  
kemudahan, keringganan facilitation, making easy و٤َ٤ر 3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
dendam, kesumat revenge, vengeance هؤص 3  
kepercayaan, kebaikan confidence, trust, faith خوص 17  
berat heavy, weighty َ٤وص 4  
berat, weight, gravity   َ وص 
     ٍبوصأ 15 - ط  
segi tiga tripartite, ternary ٢صلاص 10  
      خ٤صلاص6  
harga, nilai price, cost ٖٔص 4  
menilai, menjangka to estimate, assess  َٖ َّٔ َص 
4  
berharga, bernilai valuable, precious ٖ٤ٔص 14  
      خ٘٤ٔص6  
      ٖ٤ز٘٤ٔص4 – ّ  
dua kali, dwi, dua double, dual ٢ئب٘ص 7  
     خ٤ئب٘ص 3  
saat seconds ٢ٗاٞص 7  
perubahan, revolusi revolution, rebellion حهٞص 5  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
datang, tiba to come, arrive, show up ءبع 26  
      دءبع25  
hadiah, anugerah prize, reward حيئبع 35  
anugerah pemain terbaik best football player    تػلا َٚكأ حيئبع/ خجػلا10  
      يئاٞع10 - ط  
jiran neighbor   هبع 4  
berkaitan masa kini, sekarang to keep pace with, to follow ١هبع 33  
ز 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ج 
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universiti, kumpulan university, group خؼٓبع 6  
Liga Negara-negara Arab League of Arab States     خ٤ثوػ ٍٝك خؼٓبع5  
bersebelahan, berdekatan to walk by, the side of  تٗبع 78  
      ٖ٤جٗبع3 - ّ  
bersedia, tersedia ready, prepared يِٛ بع 
4  
persediaan ready, prepare خ٣يٛبع 4  
menjadi baik,  become good  ّلع 20  
berharga, wajar, patut worthiness, merit حهالع 3  
memperbaharui, mengembalikan to renew, to renovate, restore كَّلع 6  
      كّلغ٣3  
jadual, senarai table, chart, list ٍٝلع 18  
jadual perlawanan tournament table    ُٔا ٍٝلع خوثبَ8  
bersungguh-sungguh, serius, tekum seriousness, earnestness خ٣ّلع 3  
baru new, recent, fresh ل٣لع 74  
     حل٣لع 27  
sepatutunya, lebih baik  worthy, deserving و٣لع 4  
disebabkan, diakibatkan because of, due to ءاوع 4  
kecederaan, orang yang cedera surgeon ػاوع 4  
pembedahan surgical, operative خ٤ؽاوع 5  
berlari, berlangsung running, racing ٟوع 5  
      دوع21  
      ١وغ٣8  
      ١وغر5  
sebahagian, bahagian part, portion, fraction ءيع 3  
balasan, denda reward, punishment, penalty  ءايع 40  
orang Algeria, berkaitan Algeria Algerian ١وئايع 17  
      خ٣وئايع9  
      ٕٞ٣وئايع3 - ط  
badan, tubuh  body  ْ َْ ِع 
     ّبَعأ 3 - ط  
membuat, melakukan, menjadikan to make, render   َ َؼع 4  
      َؼغ٣6  
      َؼغٗ3  
perlakuan, perbuatan making, creating  َُ ْؼع 3  
pendapatan, penarikan bringing, getting تِْ ع 5  
perhimpunan, majlis, sesi session, sitting, meeting خَِع 7  
pendudukan, duduk sitting, taking a seat ًِٞع 3  
secara bersama, berkumpulan collective, mass, team خ٤ػبٔع 8  
mengumpulkan, mengutip  to gather, collect, to pick  َغ َٓ َ َط 
6  
      ذؼٔع12  
      غٔغر7  
pengumpulan gathering, collecting غ ْٔ َع 
4  
persatuan, pertubuhan society, association خ٤ؼٔع 12  
      دب٤ؼٔع7 - ط  
pertubuhan-pertubuhan sukan sports associations     خ٤ٙب٣ه دب٤ؼٔع3  
kumpulan orang, perhimpunan crowd, throng, gathering هٜٞٔع 23  
      و٤ٛبٔع39 - ط  
berkaitan kumpulan orang, republik crowd, throng, gathering خ٣هٜٞٔع 8  
      ١و٤ٛبٔع13 - ط  
      خ٣و٤ٛبٔع8  
semua, seluruh all, every غ٤ٔع 79  
cantik, memikat beautiful, graceful خِ٤ٔع 3  
sayap wing, flank ػب٘ع 3  
selatan south ةٞ٘ع 26  
arah selatan southern ٢ثٞ٘ع 7  
      خ٤ثٞ٘ع21  
matawang Mesir Egypt Pound ٚ٤٘ع 10  
alat, peralatan, sistem apparatus, set, appliance ىبٜع 52  
profesional artistic device, professional     ٢٘ك ىبٜع40  
peralatan latihan training device     ٢ج٣هلر ىبٜع6  
badan pentadbiran administrative body     ١هاكلإا ىبٜغُا5  
      ٕاىبٜع4 - ّ  
arah, hala side, direction خٜع 35  
sebelah kiri left side     ٟوَ٣ خٜع3  
      دبٜع4 - ط  
usaha, ikhtiar effort, endeavor   لٜع 11  
     ٜٞع ك23 - ط  
kesediaan, persediaan readiness, prepare  خ٣ىٜٞع 3  
atmosfera, suasana atmosphere ء ْٞ َع 
      ءاٞعأ8 - ط  
judo judo ٝكٞع 6  
pusingan, lawatan round, tour, circuit خُٞع 57  
pusingan timbal balik  round second leg     ةب٣ا خُٞع3  
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baik, bagus good, perfect ل٤ع 26  
      حل٤ع23  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
halangan, sekatan  obstacle, hindrance َئبؽ 4  
keinginan, kehendak, keperluan need, want, necessity خعبؽ 16  
tembok, pembahagi partition, division, barrier يِعبؽ 7  
      يعاٞؽ6 –  ط  
yang berlaku, yabg baru occurring, happening, taking place سِكبؽ 3  
      خصكبؽ5  
penjaga guard, lookout ًِهبؽ 80  
penjaga gol  goal keeper    ًهبؽ/ًاوؽ/ ٠ٓؤُا خٍاوؽ37  
      ًاوؽ14 - ط  
bersifat tegas, muktamad decisive, conclusive خٍٔبؽ 19  
hadir, tiba present, attending و ِٙ بؽ 
5  
menjaga, menyimpan to keep, preserve  َعَكبؽ 5  
penuh dengan full of, filled with َِكبؽ 
3  
hal, keadaan situation, circumstance   ٍ بؽ 18  
     خُبؽ 27  
      دلابؽ4 - ط  
sekarang, kini present, current, actual ٢ُبؽ 72  
      خ٤ُبؽ8  
menjaga, menghalang to prevent, to keep ذُبؽ 4  
yang membawa, pembawa  carrier, bearer َ ِٓ بؽ 
34  
juara bertahan defending champion     توُِا َٓبؽ32  
mencuba  to try, attempt  ٍَ ٝبؽ 11  
      ٍٝبؾ٣13  
      ٍٝبؾٗ3  
sayang, kasih, suka love, passion  ّتُؽ 3  
hujah, perdebatan, alasan argument, plea, excuse خغؽ 3  
batu stone وغؽ 5  
batu asas foundation stone     ًبٍلأا وغؽ4  
saiz, ukuran  mass, size,  ْْغؽ 10  
sempadan, had boundary, border  ّلؽ 16  
had pengucapan extent of saying     ٍٞوُا لؽ3  
      كٝلؽ5 - ط  
kejadian, situasi event, incident, occurrence   سَلَؽ 
      سالؽأ12 - ط  
kejadian keganasan violence incident    ق٘ؼُا سالؽأ 3  
berlaku to happen, take place  َسَلَؽ 8  
      ذصلؽ3  
      سلؾ٣4  
      سُلؾر3  
baru, moden, terkini new, recent, fresh ش٣لؽ 21  
      خض٣لؽ3  
menghadkan, menentukan to define, to specify  َكَّلؽ 
     كلؾ٣ 3  
      ُكَّلُؾ٣3  
turun, tergelincir, jatuh to descend, come down  َهَّنؽ 3  
perhatian, penjagaan  caution, care   هنؽ 5  
percuma, pembebasan free, release  ّوُؽ 3  
      حوؽ18  
kebebasan, kemerdekaan freedom, liberty خ٣وؽ 4  
penjagaan, pengawasan to guard, watch خٍاوؽ 12  
penjagaan gol goal keeping     ٠ٓؤُا خٍاوؽ4  
perang war, hostilities ةوؽ 6  
kemahuan, kesungguhan desire, wish, aspiration ْٓوؽ 6  
mengharamkan, melarang  to forbid, prohibit ّ َّوؽ 4  
kehilangan, kerugian deprivation, privation ٕبٓوؽ 6  
keinginan, kesungguhan desirous, wishful ٔ٣وؽ 3  
pengiraan, pertimbangan  calculation, consideration ةبَؽ 15  
      دبثبَؽ14 - ط  
semata-mata, hanya  only, merely تَْ ؽ 28  
memutuskan, menetapkan to cut off, to decide  َْ َ َؽ 
3  
      َْؾ٣3  
      ْ َِ ؾر
3  
penetapan, keputusan settlement, decision ْ َْ ؽ 8  
jangka masa, waktu   lesson, session, period خ َّٖ ؽ 15  
ح 
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sesi latihan training session    خٖؾُا/ خ٤ج٣هلزُا ٖٔؾُا7  
menuai, mendapat to harvest, reap  َلٖؽ 6  
penuaian, perolehi harvesting, reaping ل ْٖ ؽ 9  
mendapat, mencapai  take place, obtain  َ َٖ ؽ 
20  
      ذِٖؽ7  
      َٖؾ٣15  
pencapaian, dapatan occurrence, obtainment ٍٖٞؽ 26  
     خِ٤ٖؽ 3  
hadir, tiba, datang attend, present  َو َٚ ؽ 
6  
      دوٚؽ3  
      وٚؾ٣4  
kehadiran, kedatangan presence, attendence هٞٚؽ 40  
nasib, untung luck, fortune   عؽ 3  
     ظٞظؽ4 - ط  
mendapat, mencapai, memperoleh to acquire, get, obtain ٢ظؽ 3  
     ٠ظؾر 3  
penjagaan, pegawasan keeping, protection ظبلؽ 8  
perhimpunan, sambutan  gathering, assembly َْلؽ 15  
hak  right   نؽ 17  
merealisasikan, mendapat, mencapai  to realise, achieve نَّوؽ 56  
      ذووؽ14  
      اٞووؽ4  
      نوؾ٣12  
      نِّوؾر3  
hakikat, realiti truth, reality خو٤وؽ 6  
hakiki, benar real, true ٢و٤وؽ 10  
      خ٤و٤وؽ6  
pengadil  referee    ْ ٌَ ؽ 
79  
pengadil antarabangsa  international referee     ٢ُٝك ٌْؽ4  
penolong pengadil assistant referee     لػبَٓ ٌْؽ4  
      ّبٌؽ19 - ط  
undang-undang, peraturan rule, government ْ ٌْ ُؽ 4  
menyelesaikan, merungkaikan to untie, resolve  ََّ ؽ 
       َّ ؾ٣19  
penyelesaian untying, unfastening   َ َؽ 9  
      ٍِٞؽ8 - ط  
kebaikan, toleransi patience, tolerance ِْْ ِؽ 5  
ibu mertua mother in law حبٔؽ 4  
bersemangat, keinginan enthusiasm, eagerness  ًبٔؽ 3  
      خٍبٔؽ3  
penjagaan, pengawasan protection, defense خ٣بٔؽ 3  
pujian praise, commendation ل ْٔ َؽ 
3  
merah red  ءاؤؽ 17  
membawa, memegang  to carry, to hold  َ َٔ َؽ 
      ذِٔؽ3  
      َٔؾ٣6  
      َ ِٔ ؾر
8  
serangan, kempen  attack, offence, campaign خِٔؽ 6  
kolam, bekas, tangki basin, tank, pool ٗٞؽ 3  
kawasan, daerah district, section  ّ٢ؽ 3  
kehidupan life, living حب٤ؽ 7  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
luar outside, exterior طهبف 20  
tempat lawan out of ground     ٗهلأا طِهبف5  
luaran external, exterior ٢عهبف 6  
      خ٤عهبف8  
tewas, kalah, rugi loser, forfeiter و ٍِ بف 
7  
khas specific ٓبف 13  
      خٕبف74  
      ٖٓٞف34  
memasuki, mengharungi to wade into, go into ٗبف 27  
      ٗٞق٣23  
      ٗٞقر5  
kosong, sunyi  empty, vacant ٢ُبف 4  
berita, khabar news وجف 8  
pengalaman experience حوجف 15  
berpengalaman, berpengetahuan expert, specialist و٤جف 3  
خ 
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      ءاوجف3 - ط  
penutup, penghabisan final, closing ّبزف 10  
memalukan ashamed, embarrassed خُٞغف 3  
khidmat, tugas service, duty خٓلف 8  
      دبٓلف11 - ط  
keluar, muncul  to go out, emerge طوف 10  
      طوق٣13  
pengeluaran, penyingkiran going out, emergence طٝوف 33  
kekalahan, tewas loss, forfeiture حهبَف 64  
      ٖ٤رهبَف3 - ّ  
kalah, tewas to lose, forfeit و َِ ف 
30  
      دوَف3  
      وَق٣7  
mengkhususkan, istimewa to distinguish with  َّٔ ف 
      ٔق٣3  
lawan, musuh opponent, adversary ّ َْ ْٔ ف 4  
tunduk kepada, menunduk to submit, subjected to  َغٚف 4  
garisan, barisan line  ّٜف 27  
barisan pertahanan line of defense     عبكلُا ٜف5  
barisan penyerang line of attack     ّٞغُٜا ٜف7  
barisan tengah line of midfield    ٍُٞا ٜف ٜ5  
salah error, mistake, fault ؤطف 24  
      ءبطفأ22 - ط  
perancangan, susunan planning, line خَّطف 5  
      ٜطف4 - ط  
bahaya danger, risk وطف 10  
merebut, mandapat  to snatch, grab  َقطف 6  
rebutan, pencapaian grabbing, seizing قْطف 7  
langkah step حٞطف 4  
kepentingan, keutamaan seriousness, importance حهٞطف 19  
penting, utama, serius grave, serious و٤طف 5  
      حو٤طف7  
ringan, lembut light, mild ق٤لف 4  
percangahan, perbalahan disagreement, discord فلاف 9  
      خكلاف4  
datang kemudian, pengikut  succescor, descendent   قِف 3  
mengikuti, datang kemudian to follow, come after  ََقِف 3  
latar belakang background خ٤لِف 8  
teluk gulf ظ٤ِف 8  
berkaitan teluk gulfy ٢غ٤ِف 8  
      خ٤غ٤ِف8  
pengganti ketua succesor خل٤ِف 5  
lima segi, lima penjuru  fivefold, quintuple خ٤ٍبٔف 5  
tengkuk, leher neck, throat مب٘ف 4  
kemasukan, pengharungan wading into, sinking ito ٗٞف 28  
pilihan  option, choice داهب٤ف 4 - ط  
kegagalan, tewas failure, unsuccess خج٤ف 6  
baik, bagus good, benefit و٤ف 6  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
bulatan, kawasan circle, area حوئاك 5  
sentiasa, selalu lasting, enduring ْئاك 11  
di dalam, dalam inside, interior َِفاك 40  
dalam kawasan inner area     خوط٘ٓ َفاك10  
dalaman, berkaitan dalam internal, interior خ٤ِفاك 8  
berpusing, berkisar, berputar  to turn, revolve  َهاَك 4  
faktor, punca, penyebab cause, necessity ٢ِػاَك 5  
selagi, masih, berterusan  to last, continue  ْذ َٓ اَك 
4  
memasuki, masuk dalam to enter, come into  َ َفَك 14  
      َفل٣11  
      ِٕٞفل٣3  
      َُفلر3  
kemasukan, penyertaan entering, entry ٍٞفك 18  
analisa, kajian study, research خٍاهك 19  
tahap, peringkat step, level خعهك 44  
memanggil, menyeru to call بػك 3  
sokongan, dokongan support, sustainment ْْػك 20  
panggilan, ajakan calling, summon حٞػك 4  
د 
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      داٞػك3 - ط  
dakwaan, alasan  cause, case  ٟٞػك 3  
pertahanan defense عبكك 51  
berkaitan pertahanan defensive ٢ػبكك 8  
      خ٤ػبكك5  
mendesak, mempertahankan to push, to stimulate, force  ََغكك 11  
      غكل٣3  
desakan, pertahanan pushing, stimulation غْكك 6  
kumpulan group خؼكُك 5  
minit minute خو٤هك 155  
      نئبهك28 - ط  
      ٖ٤زو٤هك18 - ّ  
doktor doctor هٞزًك 14  
tanda, bukti sign, indication َ٤ُك 5  
orang Denmark, berkaitan Denmark Denmark ٢ًهبٔٗك 6  
peranan, pusingan role, turn, round هٝك 128  
pusingan akhir final round     ٢ئبٜٗ هٝك17  
pusingan kumpulan groups round     دبػٞٔغٓ هٝك7  
pusingan separuh akhir semi final round     ٢ئبٜٗ قٖٗ هٝك5  
pusingan suku akhir quarter final round     ٢ئبٜٗ غثه هٝك4  
      داهٝك14 - ط  
siri perlawanan negara Arab Arab series     خ٤ثوػ داهٝك5  
siri perlawanan, pusingan round, series ١هٝك 265  
Liga Perdana Premier League     ىبزٔٓ ١هٝك51  
pusingan akhir final round     ٢ئبٜٗ هٝك17  
liga tempatan national league     ٢ِؾٓ ١هٝك8  
liga elit elite league     خجقٗ ١هٝك7  
Liga Kelas Pertama First Class League    ٠ُٝأ خعهك ١هٝك 5  
sesi, perlawanan, pusingan  session, series, round حهٝك 146  
siri perlawanan Negara Arab Arab series    حهٝك/ خ٤ثوػ داهٝك38  
sesi perlawanan games session     ةبؼُأ حهٝك28  
perlawanan persahabatan friendly tournament/match     خ٣كٝ حهٝك6  
perlawanan sukan sports tournaments     خ٤ٙب٣ه حهٝك10  
sesi latihan traning sessions    حهٝك / خ٤ج٣هلر داهٝك3  
negara country, state خُٝك 12  
      ٍٝك30 - ط  
negara-negara Arab Arab countries    خ٤ثوؼُا ٍٝلُا 8  
antarabangsa, dunia international ٢ُٝك 63  
      خ٤ُٝك31  
      ٖ٤٤ُٝك9 - ط  
Dollar Dollar هلاٝك 24  
merekodkan, menulis to record, take note  َٕ َّٝ ك 
3  
Davies  Davies ٌ٤ل٣ك 6  
Dinar Dinar هب٘٣ك 14  
hutang debts ٕٞ٣ك 6  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
mempunyai, individu, sendiri self, person, posses دام 27  
menyatakan, menyebut to mention  َو ًَ م 11  
      وًن٣5  
      ُوًَ ُْن٣14  
      وًَ ُْنر4  
pernyataan mention, referring و ًْ م 5  
pergi,  perlepasan leaving, departure ةبٛم 39  
pergi to go to تََٛم 3  
emas gold   تََٛم 9  
berkaitan emas golden ٢جٛم 3  
      خ٤جٛم64  
      ٖ٤ز٤جٛم5 - ّ  
      دب٤جٛم4 - ط  
pemikiran, otak  mind, intellect ٖٛم 
      ٕبٛمأ3 - ط  
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kepimpinan leadership خٍبئه 8  
Ketua, Presiden leader, president ٌ٤ئه 189  
Presiden persatuan President of the union     كبؾرلاا ٌ٤ئه23  
Presiden jawatankuasa President of the committee     خ٘غُِا ٌ٤ئه30  
Presiden kelab President of the club     ١كبُ٘ا ٌ٤ئه13  
Presiden Majlis President of the council      ٌِغُٔا ٌ٤ئه12  
Ketua Pengarah General Manager     ّبؼُا ٌ٤ئوُا10  
      ٕبَ٤ئه3 - ّ  
berkaitan ketua chief, principal ٢َ٤ئه 4  
      خ٤َ٤ئه5  
menarik, memikat  wonderful, marvelous غئاه 9  
      خؼئاه8  
untung, berjaya, pemenang winner, gainer خؾثاه 4  
hubungan, pertubuhan link, association خطثاه 27  
Liga Juara-Juara champions league     ٍبطثأ خطثاه7  
pertubuhan kebangsaan national association     خ٤٘ٛٝ خطثاه5 
       ٜثاٝه4 –   ط  
rehat  rest, relaxation خؽاه 6  
kepala head ًْأه 30  
tanduk heading, headline خ٤ٍأه 10  
yang mengangkat, menaikkan raiser, lifter ِغكاه 8  
rali (sukan bermotor) rally ٢ُاه 14  
bertaruh, bertarung  to bet, wager, gamble  َٖ َٛاه 
      ُٖ ِٛ او٣
5  
melihat, mencadangkan  to see, look ٟأه 
      ٟو٣10  
      ٟهأ8  
bendera flag, banner خ٣اه 3  
mengikat to bind, fasten  ََٜثَه 
      ِٜثْور
4  
suku quarter غثُه 20  
suku akhir quarter final     ٢ئبٜٗ غثه11 
kembali, pulang to return, come, back  َغَعَه 
     ُغِعهأ5  
lelaki man   َ عه 9  
      ٍبعه31 – ط  
kelakian, berkaitan lelaki manly, masculine ٢ُٞعه 3 - ط  
mengalu-alukan, menyambut to welcome تَّؽه 3 
      ذجؽه3  
perjalanan, perpindahan trip, journey خِؽه 7  
perlepasan, pemergian departure, leaving َ٤ؽه 6  
membalas, menjawab, memulangkan to return, give back  َّكه 10 
      ُّكو٣3  
jawapan, balasan returning, giving back   كه 17  
respon, balasan respond     ّكه/ َؼلُا كٝكه3  
surat  letter خُبٍه 5  
pelukis, pengukir draftsman, drawer ّبٍه 5  
hendak, tujuan intended for, for ٍْه 3 
rasmi official, formal ٢ٍٔه 27  
      خ٤ٍٔه9  
peluru bullet خٕبٕه 3  
kedudukan outstanding, reminder ل٤ٕه 125 
kepuasan, memadai become satisfied بٙه 3  
penjagaan, tajaan, lindungan care, protection خ٣بػه 21  
mahu, ingin to desire, wish  َتِؿَه 
      ُتَؿْوَ٣
5 
keinginan, kemahuan desire, wish خجؿه 14  
kawan, sahabat, teman companion, company مبكه 3 
menolak, menafikan to refuse, to reject  َ٘ كه 13  
      ذٚكه5  
      ُ٘ كو٣3  
penolakan, penafian refusal, rejection ْ٘كه 10  
mengangkat, menaikkan to raise, to lift  َغكه 25 
      ذؼكه4  
      َُغكْوَ٣
 10  
kenaikan, angkat raising, lifting غْكه 38  
sukan angkat berat weight-lifting     ٍبوصلأا غكه15  
س 
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pendamping, teman company, fellowship كهخو 3  
nombor, bilangan number ْهه 21   
nombor rekod record     ٢ٍب٤ه ْهه12  
      ّبههأ7 - ط  
lutut knee خجًه 3  
ragbi rugby ٢جًه 16  
menumpukan, memfokuskan focus, concentrate يًَّ ه 4  
sepakan kick خًِه 27  
sepakan penalti penalty kick    خًِه/يغُا دلاًه ءا22  
sepakan percuma free kick     حوؽ خًِه9  
      دلاًه4 – ط  
sepakan penalti penalty shootout     ؼ٤عوزُا دلاًه4  
sudut  corner خ٤ً٘ه 8  
lambang, tanda symbol, sign يٓه 3  
      ١يٓه3  
balingan, rejaman throwing, casting ٢ْٓ ه 
3  
      دب٤ٓه5 - ط  
keuntungan, kemenangan profit, gain, winning ؼثاٝه 4 – ط  
penjelajah, penyelidik pioneer, explorer, guideline كاٝه 3 - ط  
ruh, jiwa spirit ػٝه 13  
semangat berjuang fighting spirit     ٍبزوُا ػٝه3  
orang Rusia, berkaitan Rusia Russian ٢ٍٝه 16  
      خ٤ٍٝه7  
orang Romania, berkaitan Romania Romanian خ٤ٗبٓٝه 4  
reuter reuter ىوز٣ٝه 4  
sukan sport خٙب٣ه 80  
berkenaan sukan sportive, sporty ٢ٙب٣ه 57  
      خ٤ٙب٣ه71  
      دبٙب٣ه3 – ط  
      ٖ٤٤ٙب٣ه14  - ط  
Riyal Riyal ريال 62  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
bertambah, berkembang to increase, grow كاى 8  
      ُ ل٣ِْيَ٣
4  
      ل٣ير3  
melawat  to visit  َهاى 
      ُهُٝيَ٣
3  
menghilang, masih  to disappear, still ٍاى 13  
      ذُاى4  
      ٍُ اَي٣7  
      ٍاير4  
      ٍايٗ8  
sudut corner خ٣ٝاى 6  
ketua leader, chief ْ٤ػى 3  
masa, zaman time, period ٖٓى 14  
kawan, sahabat colleague, companion َ٤ٓى 18  
      ءلآى11 - ط  
      ٖ٤ِ٤ٓى3 – ّ  
pelawat visitors هاٝى 4 - ط  
pertambahan increase, increment حكب٣ى 4  
lawatan visit حهب٣ى 18  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
soalan question, inquiry ٍائٍ 6  
      خِئٍأ3 - ط  
terdahulu previous, preceding نِثبٍ 
46  
      خوثبٍ27  
      ٖ٤زوثبٍ3 – ّ  
      ٖ٤وثبٍ3 - ط  
dataran, kawasan lapang square, space خؽبٍ 4  
bergegas, cepat to hurry, hasten عهبٍ 3  
jam, sekarang, pukul hour, currently خػبٍ 44  
ص 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ط 
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      دبػبٍ8 - ط  
menolong, membantu help, assist  َلَػبٍ 
      ُلِػب َ ُ٣
4  
menyumbang, berkongsi to invest, contribute, share   َْ ٛبٍ 7  
renang swimming خؽبجٍ 5  
tujuh penjuru sevenfold دب٤ػبجٍ 6 - ط  
pertandingan, perlumbaan race, contest, compitition مبجٍ 17  
sebab, alasan reason, cause تجٍ 83  
      ةبجٍأ14 - ط  
menyebabkan,  to cause, generate تَّجٍ 
mengakibatkan      تِّجَر3  
berlalu, melampaui to precede, forego  َنَجٍ 
17  
      ذوجٍ5  
      ُِنج َْ َ٣
3  
keutamaan, pilihan antecedence, priority نْجٍ 4  
jalan, laluan, trek way, path, track َ٤جٍ 3  
      َجٍ3  
medaftar, mencatat to register, record, note  َ َّغٍ 98  
      ذِغٍ4  
      َُ ِّغَ ُ٣
22  
menjaringkan, mendaftar scored, recorded َْغٍ 11  
bertembung, bertemu clash, crush, beat  َنِؾٍ 4  
melangsaikan, betujuan to pay, settle, to aim كَّلٍ 15  
      ُك ِّل َ ُ٣
9  
rahsia secret  ّوٍ 12  
dahi forehead هاوٍ 9  
kecepatan, kepantasan fast, speed, velocity خػوٍ 11  
dengan pantas, cepat fast, quick, rapid غ٣وٍ 4  
      خؼ٣وٍ8  
kebahagiaan, seronok happiness, felicity حكبؼٍ 9  
orang Arab Saudi, berkaitan Arab Saudi Saudian ١كٞؼٍ 74  
      خ٣كٞؼٍ19  
      ٖ٤٣كٞؼٍ5 - ط  
usaha, bersungguh-sungguh effort, endeavor ٢ْؼٍ 3  
berusaha, mencari to seek, attempt ٠ؼٍ 
      ٠َؼ َْ َ٣
22  
      ٠ؼَر8  
perjalanan travel, journey   ولٍ 6  
      و٤لٍ3  
jatuh, turun, junam to fall, drop  َٜوٍ 14  
kejatuhan, menjunan falling, drop ٛٞوٍ 8  
tinggal, diami to live, dwell in  َٖ ٌَ ٍَ  
      ُٖ ٌُ َْ َ٣
4  
keselamatan security خٓلاٍ 3  
menarik, merampas to steal, rob, plunder  َتٍِ 6  
negatif negative ٢جٍِ 11  
raga, jaring basket ٍخِ 37  
rantaian, siri series خٍَِِ 3  
kekuasaan, penguasaan domination, power دبطٍِ 4 - ط  
raja, sultan sultan, sovereignty ٕبطٍِ 12  
kebenaran, keizinan permission ػبٍٔ 4  
membenarkan to allow, permit  َؼٍٔ 4  
      ُؼ َٔ َْ َ٣
7  
nama baik, kehebatan reputation خؼٍٔ 7  
yang mulia, ketinggian highness, dignity ٍٞٔ 33  
Yang Mulia Raja Royal Highness     ٢ٌُِٔا ٍٞٔ11  
tahun year خٍ٘ 21  
      ٖ٤زٍ٘4 - ّ  
      داٍٞ٘20 - ط  
tahunan annually ١ٍٞ٘ 6  
berpusat, pusat central ٍاوزٍ٘ 4  
centimeter centimeter ْ٤زٍ٘ 10  
berlaku, berpeluang to occur, had a change ذؾٍ٘ 4  
snuker snooker وًٍٞ٘ 9  
senang, mudah easyness, simple َْٜ ٍ 5  
      خٍِٜ15  
      خٍُٜٞ3  
jahat, buruk worse, mis - ءٍٞ 4  
sama same, similar ءاٍٞ 10  
super super وثٍٞ 16  
orang Sudan, berkaitan Sudan Sudanese ٢ٗاكٍٞ 9  
orang Syria, berkiatan Syria Syrian ١هٍٞ 34  
      خ٣هٍٞ6  
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orang Sweden, berkaitan Sweden Swedish ١ل٣ٍٞ 7  
orang Switzerland, berkaitan Switzerland Switzerland ١وَ٣ٍٞ 11  
buruk, kesalahan sin, fault, mis-deed خئ٤ٍ 3  
kereta car حهب٤ٍ 6  
      داهب٤ٍ5 – ط  
politik politic خٍب٤ٍ 7  
konteks context, sequence مب٤ٍ 6  
tuan, encik, lelaki master, lord, man ل٤ٍ 29  
      دال٤ٍ20 – ط  
Sir Sir و٤ٍ 4  
menguasai to dominate  َوط٤ٍ 5  
penguasaan domination حوط٤ٍ 26  
scenario, keadaan scenario ٞ٣هب٘٤ٍ 7  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
pemuda young, young man ةبّ 9  
      ةبجّ101  
berkaitan pemuda youth ٢ثبجّ 4  
      خ٤ثبجّ5  
jalan, lorong way, road عِهبّ 4  
menyertai to participate  َىهبّ 
      ُىِهب َْ ُ٣17  
      ىهبْر17  
hal, keadaan matter, affair ٕؤّ 19  
      ٕٞئّ5 - ط  
menyaksikan, menonton witness, watch  َلٛبّ 4  
pintu, tingkap window  ىبجّ 36  
persamaan, kesamaran resemblance, similarity,  ٚجّ 3  
keberanian, semangat courage, bravery, boldness خػبغّ 3  
seseorang, individu a person, individual ٔقّ 7  
perseorangan, bersifat individu personal, individually ٢ٖقّ 10  
      خ٤ٖقّ4  
menegaskan, menekankan to emphasise, stress  َكَّلّ 5  
keras, tegas, kuat strong, powerfull, forceful ل٣لّ 3  
      حل٣لّ4  
pembelian buy(ing), purchase ءاوّ 3  
polis policeman خٛوّ 6  
mengikut syarak legitimate, legal, lawful ٢ػوّ 3  
kemuliaan, ketinggian honor, dignity فَوَّ 11  
kemuliaan, kemegahan honorary ٢كوّ 3  
timur east موّ 6  
syarikat, firma company, corporation, firm خًوّ 9  
catur chess ظٗوطّ 3  
lambang, tanda slogan, watchword, sign هبؼّ 4  
bangsa, masyarakat people, nation, public تؼّ 11  
kebangsaan nationality ٢جؼّ 4  
      خ٤جؼّ9  
merasa, perasaan to feel, sense, to perceive  َوؼّ 
      ُوُؼ ْ َ٣
3  
      ُوؼّأ3  
kalut, kacau bilau riot, disturbance تـّ 4  
saudara, kerabat brother  ٢وّ 
      ءبوّأ4 - ط  
adik- beradik full brother, whole brother ن٤وّ 5  
syak wasangka doubt, suspicion   يّ 5  
      ىٌّٞ4 - ط  
kesyukuran, terima kasih thankfulness, gratitute و ٌْ ُّ 5  
bentuk, rupa form, shape, figure َ ٌْ ّ 35  
membentuk to, form, shape, fashion  َ ٌَّ ّ 3  
      ذٌِّ4  
      َُ ٌِّ َْ ُ٣3  
aduan, bantahan complaint, protest ٌّٟٞ 7  
utara north ٍبّٔ 7  
arah utara northen ٢ُبّٔ 3  
      خ٤ُبّٔ20  
kesatuan, persatuan union, unity َ ْٔ ّ 
4  
ش 
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mengandungi to include, contain  َ ّٔ 
      ََٔ ْ ر
4  
penyaksian, tontonan witness, evidence حكبّٜ 4  
menonton, menyaksikan to witness, to watch لِٜ ّ 
13  
      دلّٜ23  
      َُلٜ ْ َ٣
8  
      لٜ ْ ر11  
      ءالّٜ3    
bulan month   وْٜ ّ 64  
      ُوٜ ّْ أ9 – ط  
      ٖ٣وّٜ3 - ّ  
separuh masa half time ٛ ْٞ ّ 114  
separuh masa perlawanan half time of the match     حاهبجُٔا ّٛٞ5  
      ٖ٤ّٛٞ3 – ّ  
      ٛاّٞأ7 - ط  
benda, sesuatu, objek thing, object, stuff ء٢ّ 25  
orang tua, senator old man, aged, advanced in year, senator ـ٤ّ 20  
      خق٤ّ7  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
tuan, pemilik, kawan to be a companion of, owner تؽبٕ 51  
kedudukan liga league place       يًؤُا تؽبٕ12  
Yang Mulia His highness     َُٞٔا تؽبٕ12  
Duli Yang Maha Mulia His Royal Highness     ٢ٌُِٔا َُٞٔا تؽبٕ11  
tuan rumah owner of the land    تؽبٕ/ ٗهلأا ةبؾٕأ16  
      ةبؾٕأ14 - ط  
berbagai jenis burung oriole حوكبٕ 5  
dewan, bilik hall, room خُبٕ 7  
      دلابٕ6 - ط  
tepat, betul, baik good, right, valid ِؼُبٕ 18  
pembuat, pencipta maker, creator ِغٗبٕ 7  
perancang utama playmaker     ةبؼُلأا غٗبٕ5  
pagi dawn, morning ػبجٕ 16  
      خؾ٤جٕ3  
surat khabar newspaper خكبؾٕ 6  
      خل٤ؾٕ12  
liputan, akhbar press, reportage ٢لؾٕ 6 - ط  
      خ٤لؾٕ5  
      ٕٞ٤لؾٕ8  
kesihatan healthy خ٤ؾٕ 4  
betul, asli true, real, genuine ؼ٤ؾٕ 11  
penolakan repulsion, repelling  ّلٕ 4  
memimpin, di hadapan front, lead حهالٕ 46  
hal, perkara respect, regard, matter كلٕ 7  
menerbitkan, mengeluarkan to be published, issued  َهلٕ 5  
      دهلٕ3  
kebenaran, kesahihan truth, trueness مْلٕ 5  
kejutan shock, impact خٓلٕ 6  
kawan, rakan friend, crony ن٣لٕ 3  
jujur, terus terang frankness, openness خؽاوٕ 3  
berusaha gigih, bergelut struggle, fight, strife عاوٕ 8  
orang Serbia, berkaitan Serbia Serb ٢ثوٕ 5  
mengumumkan, jelas to declare, become clear  َػ َّوٕ 13  
      ُػ ِّو َٖ ُ٣
3  
pembuangan, pemergian dismissal, sending away فْوٕ 5  
susah, sukar difficult, hard تْؼٕ 12  
      خثٞؼٕ24  
      خجؼٕ19  
      دبثٞؼٕ4 - ط  
memajat, mendaki to climb, ascend  َلِؼٕ 7  
      دلؼٕ4  
      ُلَؼ ْٖ َ٣
3  
pendakian climbing, ascending كٞؼٕ 6  
tanah tinggi, tahap highland, level ل٤ؼٕ 10  
kecil small, little هبـٕ 5  
      و٤ـٕ4  
sifat, watak adjective, quality, character خلٕ 6  
kosong, sifar nil, zero وْلٕ 70  
ص 
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pakej, ususan deal, transaction, package خولٕ 5  
barisan line, composition فٞلٕ 41 - ط  
hubungan connection, contact خِٕ 3  
gambar, bentuk, imej picture, image حهٕٞ 14  
musim panas summer ق٤ٕ 13  
orang Cina, berkaitan China Chinese ٢٘٤ٕ 6  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
yang hilang lost, missing غئبٙ 15  
menggandakan, menambah to add, to double  َقَػبٙ 
      ُقِػب َٚ ُ٣
3  
besar big, huge خٔقٙ 3  
berlawanan, bertentangan opposite, contrary  ّلٙ 32  
pukulan beating, striking ةْوٙ 4  
      خثوٙ23  
sepakan penalti penalty shoot     ءايغُا خثوٙ7  
penting, perlu need, necessity حهٝوٙ 14  
lemah, tidak bertenaga weakness, powerless قؼٙ 9  
      ق٤ؼٙ3  
      خل٤ؼٙ3  
tekanan pressure ٜ ْـ ٙ 17  
      ٛٞـٙ4 - ط  
penyertaan, penyatuan joining, uniting  ُّْ ٙ 
5  
menyertai, bersatu to join, unite, bring together  َّْ ٙ 
      ذٔٙ8  
      َّْ ٙ
18  
      ّْ ٚر
22  
jaminan guarantee, warranty ٕبٔٙ 8  
menjamin, memastikan to guarantee, ensure  َٖ ِٔ ٙ 
5  
      ُٖ َٔ ْٚ َ٣
11  
cahaya, kecerahan light, brightness ءٞٙ 7  
      ءاٞٙأ6 - ط  
kehilangan loss, waste عب٤ٙ 4  
layanan, penganjuran entertaining, holding خكب٤ٙ 3  
tetamu, pasukan pelawat visitor, guest ق٤ٙ 69  
      خل٤ٙ3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
kapal terbang airplane حوئبٛ 8  
mengejut, cemas emergency, sudden ئهبٛ 3  
tenaga, kekuatan energy, power دبهبٛ 3 – ط  
anak kapal crew ْهبٛ 12  
kakitangan teknikal technical staff     ٢٘ك ْهبٛ5  
memohon, meminta to claim, require  َتُبٛ 8  
      ُِتَُبُط٣4  
meja table خُٝبٛ 11  
percetakan, semula jadi printing, natural غْجٛ 7  
kedoktoran, perubatan medical ٢ِّجٛ 4  
      خ٤جٛ3  
doktor doctor ت٤جٛ 8  
secara semula jadi naturally ٢ؼ٤جٛ 6  
lontaran, pengurangan deduction, discount ػْوٛ 3  
penolakan, buangan expulsion, throwing كْوٛ 20  
dibuang, ditolak to be expelled, driven away  َكُِوٛ 4  
had, bahagian, hujung edge, limit, side فوٛ 18  
      ٖ٤كوٛ11 – ّ  
      فاوٛأ4 - ط  
jalan, lorong path, road, way ن٣وٛ 47  
melalui kesalahan by mistake     ؤطقُا ن٣وٛ3  
      خو٣وٛ21  
ض 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ط 
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cabaran, tikaman stabbing, challenge ْٖؼٛ 3  
budak, kanak-kanak baby, child َْلٛ 
      ٍبلٛأ10 - ط  
tipis slight, minor خل٤لٛ 3  
meminta, memohon to request, to ask  َتِٛ 9  
      ُُتِْطَ٣
5  
permintaan, desakan request, demand, claim تِٛ 11  
bercita-cita, bertujuan to aspire, aim to, seek ؼٔٛ 
      ؼْٔطر3  
cita-cita, harapan ambition, aspirant ػٞٔٛ 4  
      دبؽٞٔٛ4 - ط  
sepanjang throughout, all during ٍاٞٛ 10  
      َ٣ٞٛ10  
      خِ٣ٞٛ9  
baik, bagus good, pleasant خج٤ٛ 5  
penerbangan flying, aviation او٤ٕٛ 11  
Penerbangan Emirate Emirate Airline     داهبٓلإا ٕاو٤ٛ11  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
situasi, keadaan occation, situasion فوظ 5  
      فٝوظ22 - ط  
situasi sukar difficult conditions     خجؼُٖا فٝوظ4  
masih, menyambung  to continue to do, remain  َّ ظ 6  
teduh, lindungan shadow, shade   َ ِظ 18  
tengah hari noon, midday وْٜ ُظ 13  
belakang, mengejar back, rear, hinder وْٜ َظ 3  
muncul, keluat to appear, come out  َوََٜظ 
9  
kemunculan appearance, emergence هٜٞظ 12  
pembantu, belakang helper, back و٤ٜظ 10  
pertahanan kiri left-back     وَ٣لأا و٤ٜظُا5  
pertahanan kanan right- back     ٖٔ٣لأا و٤ٜظُا4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
kembali returning, coming back لئبػ 7  
Keluarga family, household خِئبػ 4  
memalukan, menjatuhkan criticise, dishonor ةبػ 3  
bahu, tanggungjawab shoulder, responsible نربػ 3  
pulang, kembali to return, come back كبػ 18  
      دكبػ5  
      ُكُٞػ َِ ١َ
23  
      كٞؼر9  
adat, kebiasaan habit, custom حكبػ 9  
adil, saksama fair, just ٍِكبػ 9  
berlaku adil, seri to equal, to balance  ٍَ َكبَػ 
      ٍُ ِكبَُؼ٣5  
pendemonstrasi, penyampai exhibitor, demonstrator خٙهبػ 12  
rintangan teknikal technical bar     خ٤٘ك خٙهبػ3  
hidup to live, exist ُبػ 5  
       ُِ ٤َِؼ٣5  
ibu negara, modal capital, metropolis خٕٔبػ 24  
berkenaan ibu negara capitality ٢ٕٔبػ 3  
dunia world َُْبػ 74  
peringkat dunia, global wordwide, global, universal ٢ُٔبػ 10  
      خ٤ُٔبػ16  
tinggi, atas high, tall ٢ُبػ 9  
      خ٤ُبػ5  
tahun year ّبػ 178  
      ّاٞػأ10 – ط  
      ٖ٤ٓبػ14 – ّ  
umum general ّبػ 45  
      خٓبػ14  
      ّٞٔػ4  
pekerja, faktor worker, factor َ ِٓ بػ 
4  
ظ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ع
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terkena, menderita to suffer, undergo ٠َٗبَػ 
      ٢ِٗبَُؼ٣10  
beban burden, load  ءْتِػ 
      ءبجػأ3  
mengungkap, menyatakan to express  َوَّجػ 6  
mengira, membilang to count, number  َّلػ 
      ُّلَُؼ٣12  
      ُّلُؼر6  
beberapa several, a number حَّلػ 21  
bilangan, nombor number    كلػ 88  
      كالػأ3 - ط  
ketiadaan, tidak wujud  non-, nonexistence َّلػ 52  
tidak dikira non-culculation     ةبَزؽلاا ّلػ4  
beberapa, sebilangan numerous, many ل٣لػ 19  
      حل٣لػ3  
orang Iraq, berkaitan Iraq Iraqis ٢هاوػ 146  
      خ٤هاوػ22  
      ٕٞ٤هاوػ16 - ط  
Arab Arab ةوػ 38  
orang Arab, berkaitan Arab  Arabs ٢ثوػ 26  
     خ٤ثوػ 115  
  ًْوػ 4  
persembahan show, demonstration ْٗوػ 34  
      ٗٝوػ13 - ط  
silang, mnedatar cross, horizontal خ٤ٙوػ 16  
mengetahui to know, aware  َػفَو  
      ذكوػ5  
      ُفِوْؼ٣8  
      ُفِوػأ4  
      فوؼر7  
      ُفَوُْؼ٣3  
halangan, hadangan hindering, onstruction خِهوػ 3  
luas, besar broad, wide خٚ٣وػ 3  
memartabatkan, to consolidate, strengthen  َى َّيػ 3  
keazaman determination ّْيػ 3  
berkhemah to camp  َوٌَ َْ َػ 
      ُوٌِ َْ َُؼ٣
4  
malam, senjakala evening خ٤ِْػ 8  
saraf, rasa nerve تٖػ 
      ةبٖػأ4 – ط  
petang afternoon و ْٖ ػ 14  
mengenai otot muscular ٢ِٚػ 3  
ahli, anggota member ٞ ْٚ ػ9  
anggota persatuan member of union    ٞٚػ/ كبؾرلاا ءبٚػأ7  
ahli majlis member of commission    ٞٚػ/ ٌِغُٔا ءبٚػأ12  
      ءبٚػأ44 - ط  
anggota golongan elit member of honor     فَوَْ ُا ءبٚػأ3  
ahli kelab club members     ١كبُ٘ا ءبٚػأ4  
keanggotaan membership خ٣ٞٚػ 3  
pemberian, hadiah gift, present ءبطػ 5  
besar, sangat great, large ْ٤ظػ 3  
mengadakan, menganjurkan to hold, to conclude  َلَوػ 6  
      دلوػ3  
kontrak, perjanjian,  contract, agreement, holding لْوػ 34  
penganjuran      كٞوػ10 - ط  
hukuman, denda penalty, punishment خثٞوػ 24  
hukuman berhenti penalty stop     فبو٣ا خثٞوػ3  
      دبثٞوػ3 - ط  
pantulan, berlawanan reversal, reflection ٌٌػ 3  
      ٌٌِ ؼر
3  
rawatan, penyembuhan remedy, cure طلاػ 11  
hubungan, kaitan relationship خهلاػ 7  
      دبهلاػ8 - ط  
menggantung to suspend, hang  َنَِّػ 3  
ilmu, pengetahuan science, knowledge ِْْ ِػ 19  
berkaitan ilmu scientific, academic خ٤ِٔػ 3  
mengetahui to know  َْ َِِػ 
      ُْ ََِْؼ٣
7  
      بِِ٘ٔػ4  
ketinggian height, altitude ِٞػ 3  
lebih tinggi higher ب٤ِػ 7  
sokongan, tiang support, post, pillar كبٔػ 
      حلٔػأ3 - ط  
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umur age و ْٔ ػ 
15  
melakukan, membuat to act, to do َ ِٔ ػ 
4  
      َُ َٔ ُْؼ٣
8  
      َٕ ُِٞ َٔ َْؼ٣
3  
perlakuan, perbuatan deed, act   َ َٔػ 28  
      ٍبٔػأ13 - ط  
operasi, amalan operation, practice خ٤ِٔػ 18  
pembedahan surgery operation     خ٤ؽاوع خ٤ِٔػ5  
gergasi giant ملأػ 8  
ketua, pengarah chief, head ل٤ٔػ 7  
unsur element, component وٖ٘ػ 3  
      وٕب٘ػ18 - ط  
keganasan, kekejaman violent ق٘ػ 7  
bermaksud, beerti mean  َ٢٘ػ 
      ٢َِْ٘ؼ٣8  
      ٢٘ؼر3  
degil, liat stubborn, die-hard ل٤٘ػ 4  
tempoh, perjanjian, masa period, treaty, obligation لْٜ ػ 3  
      حلٜػ4  
kembali, pulang returning, coming back حكٞػ 56  
sebagai ganti substitute, instead of َٗٞ ِػ 
3  
bergantung kepada to rely on, depend on  ٍَ َّٞ َػ 
      ٍُ ِّٞ َُؼ٣
5  
mata, sama eye, the same  ٖ٤ػ 7  
contoh, bentuk sample, pattern خ٘٤ػ 3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
tidak hadir absent, stay away ةبؿ 8  
      ُت٤ْ ِـ َ٣
16  
meninggalkan, berlepas to leave, depart from  َهَكبَؿ 
      ُهِكب َـ ُ٣5  
berharga, mahal valuable ٢ُبؿ 6  
orang Ghana, berkaitan Ghana Ghanian ٢ٗبؿ 7  
      خ٤ٗبؿ4  
tujuan, objectif aim, purpose خ٣بؿ 23  
keanehan strangness, oddity خثاوؿ 3  
umpanan, godaan delusive, luring هاوؿ 5  
arah barat western ٢ثوؿ 3  
pelik, aneh strange, odd, foreign ت٣وؿ 7  
lawan, pasukan musuh opponent, rival ْ٣وؿ 4  
musuh tradisi arch-rival     ١ل٤ِوزُا ْ٣وـُا3  
   ُّ٘ ؿ 6  
tanpa melihat overlooking, ignoring     وظُ٘ا ٘ؿ6  
marah angry   تٚؿ 4  
besar, besar bilangan great, large و٤لؿ 4  
ramai penonton large crowds     و٤لـُا هٜٞٔغُا4  
genting, penting, sukar distress, hardship هبٔؿ 6  
ketidakhadiran absent ةب٤ؿ 35  
      دبثب٤ؿ3 - ط  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
kumpulan group, troop خئك 5  
faedah, kebaikan benefit, advantage حلئبك 3  
pemenang winner, victor يئبك 23  
      حيئبك3  
cerah light, bright ِؼربك 4  
mengejutkan sudden, to surprise ؤعبك 3  
pahlawan, jaguh knight, hero ًِهبك 10  
perbezaan distinctive, different مِهبك 76  
perbezaan gol goal different     فالٛلأا مهبك14  
perbezaan mata point different    خطوُ٘ا مهبك/ ٛبوٗ17  
memenangi to win, gain ىبك 72  
ؽ
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ف 
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      دىبك79  
      ىُٞلَ٣
10  
      ىٞلر3  
keberkesanan efficiency دب٤ِػبك 3 - ط  
FAF FAF فبك 8  
pembukaan opening ؼْزك 7  
membuka to open ؼزك 
      ُؼزْلر3  
masa, tempoh period, time حوْزك 40  
tempoh pergantungan period of suspention     قهٞزُا حوزك4  
      داوزك7 –  ط  
ujian, gangguan charm, trial, disturbance خ٘زك 3  
wanita muda young women, girl دب٤زك 5 - ط  
ujian, pemerikasaan examination, check دبٕٞؾك 3 - ط  
perangkap, jerat trap, snare   ـ ك 5  
kosong, ruang vacancy, empty ؽاوك 4  
Agensi Akhbar Perancis Agency France-Presse (AFP) ٌٗاوك 3  
kegembiraan joy, happiness ػْوك 4  
      خؽوك4  
bergembira to become glad, happy ذؽوك 3  
seseorang single, sole كوك 
      كاوكأ6 - ط  
berseorangan, individu personal, individual ١كوك 9  
      خ٣كوك4  
pahlawan, jaguh knight, hero ٕبٍوك 7  
peluang, ruang oppurtuniny, chance خٕوك 37  
      َٓوك32 - ط  
     ٖ٤زٕوك3 - ّ  
mewajibkan, menyuruh to impose, to order  َٗ َوك 4  
cawangan, jabatan branch, section, division عْوك 6  
      عٝوك3  
perbezaan different, dissimilarity مْوك 3  
orang Perancis, berkaitan Perancis French ٢َٗوك 25  
      خ٤َٗوك7  
sukan equestrian horsemanship, equestrian خ٤ٍٝوك 5  
tersendiri, unik unique, individual ل٣وك 4  
pasukan team ن٣وك 591  
pasukan kelab club team     ١كبُ٘ا ن٣وك11  
pasukan bola football team     ١ٝوً ن٣وك5  
Pasukan Diraja Royal Team     ٢ٌُِٔا ن٣ولُا3  
      مَوك64 - ط  
pasukan-pasukan kumpulan group teams     خػٞٔغُٔا موك10  
      ٖ٤و٣وك55 - ّ  
gagal, tidak berjaya fail, unsucces َ ِْ ك 
11  
kegagalan failing, unsuccesful َ ْ ك 4  
pemisahan partition, separation َ ْٖ ك 5  
memisahkan to separate, to divide  َ َٖ َك 
      َُ ِٖ َْل٣
5  
pembukaan, penyebaran opening, scattering  ُّ٘ ك 3  
kebaikan, dengan kehebatan grace, kindness, by virtue of َ ْٚ ك 28  
mengutamakan, memilih choose, to prefer  َ َّٚ َك 
      َُ ِّٚ َُل٣3  
perak silver خ٤ٚك 41  
     ٤ٚك ٕبز3 - ّ  
berkesan effective خُبّؼك 4  
keberkesanan efficiency خ٤ُبؼك 6  
keberkesanan pertarungan effectiveness of fighting      ٍبزه خ٤ُبؼك3  
      دب٤ُبؼك9 - ط  
perbuatan, perlakuan deed, act َؼك 21  
      ٍبؼكأ3 - ط  
kehilangan loss, forfeiture ٕالوك 4  
bahagian, rangkap passage, section, part داووك 3  
idea, pendapat idea, view حو ٌْ ك 5  
hotel, penginapan hotel, acommodation مل٘ك 5  
      مكب٘ك3 - ط  
skil, teknikal skill, technical ٢٘ك 106  
      خ٤٘ك23  
bil invoice, bill و٤راٞك 4 - ط  
kejayaan, kemenangan success, victory ىٞك 300  
kemenangan berharga precious victory     ٖ٤ٔص ىٞك10  
kemenangan besar great victory     و٤جً ىٞك8  
      ٖ٣ىٞك4 - ّ  
FIFA FIFA بل٤ك 23  
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pemimpin, ketua leader لئبه 36  
ketua pasukan Commander of the team     تقزُ٘ٔا لئبه12  
ketua pasukan team leader     ن٣ولُا لئبه7  
pengucap, sambil berkata teller, saying َئبه 14  
bersifat berdiri, kewujudan standing, located, existent ْئبه 12  
Pemangku Pengarah Acting Director     و٣لٓ ٍبٔػؤث ْئبه4  
      خٔئبه14  
      ٖ٤ٔئبه4 - ط  
bertemu, bertembung crash, meet, clash  َ َثَبه 
      َُ ِثَبُو٣
4  
yang membunuh killer َِربه 
8  
memimpin to lead, to guide كبه 30  
      دكبه4  
      ُكُٞو٣11  
mampu, berkemampuan able, competent ٕٝهكبه 3 - ط  
yang datang comer ِّكبه 19  
      خٓكبه15  
benua continent حهبه 12  
berkenaan benua continental ١هبه 8  
      خ٣هبه6  
keras, tegas hard, solid, firm خ٤ٍبه 5  
dewan hall خػبه 12  
kaedah, cara-cara rule, principle حلػبه 3  
bercakap, berkata to say, speak ٍبه 142  
      ذُبه14  
      ٍُ ُٞو٣8  
      َٕ ُُُٞٞوَ٣ 
3  
      ٍٞهأ5  
berdiri, mengambil peranan to rise, stand up ّبه 12  
      ذٓبه5  
      اٞٓبه3  
      ُّ ُٞوَ٣
14  
      ّٞور11  
undang-undang, peraturan law, act ٕٞٗبه 3  
      ٖ٤ٗاٞه5 - ط  
peraturan-peraturan am general laws     خٓبؼُا ٖ٤ٗاٞوُا3  
mengikut peraturan  legal خ٤ٗٞٗبه 4  
dari pihak on the part of ََِجه 
31  
pergaduhan, peperangan fighting, war ٍبزه 6  
perjuangan, pergaduhan fighting خ٤ُبزه 3  
orang lama old people, ancient ٠ٓاله 3 - ط  
bilangan, kadar, ukuran amount, measure  هْلَه3  
kemampuan ability, capability حهله 6  
      داهله10 - ط  
kaki foot َّله 202  
mendahului, kehadapan to advance, bring forward  َّ َّله 27  
     ذٓله4  
      ُّ َِّلُو٣
9  
hubungan kekeluargaan relationship, kinship خثاوه 5  
resolusi, ketetapan decision, resolution هاوه 49  
keputusan persatuan association dicision     كبؾرلاا هاوه3  
      داهاوه7 - ط  
keputusan pengadil referee decision     ٌْؾُا داهاوه3  
menetapkan to decide, te determine  َه َّوه 16  
      دهوه6  
undian draw, poll خػوه 19  
dekat, hampir near, close ت٣وه 7  
      خج٣وه8  
niat, maksud intention, purpose ل ْٖ ه 5  
pendek short حو٤ٖه 5  
penghakiman, perlakuan judiciary, spending, passing ءبٚه 3  
melakukan, melaksanakan to spend, pass ٠ٚه 5  
dakwaan, hal keadaan action, matter, affair خ٤ٚه 17  
sektor, bahagian sector, section عبطه 6  
orang Qatar, berkaitan Qatar Qatar ١ِوَطه 28  
melompat to jump  َيَله 4  
lompatan jumping يْله 7  
ق 
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hati, membalik turning, hearh تِْ ه 3  
      ةِٞه3 - ط  
membalikkan, merubah to turn   َتََِّه 
      ُتَُِِّو٣3  
sedikit littlenes, fewness خِه 3  
mengurangkan, menyusut to shrink, reduce  َٔ َِّه 4  
bimbang, gelisah worry, anxiety نِه 5  
sedikit little, few َ٤ِه 9  
      خِ٤ِه8  
kemuncak summit, peak خٔه 10  
tentera force, army داٞه 7 - ط  
tentera bersenjata armed forces     خؾَِٓ داٞه4  
kekuatan, tentera strength, force حٞه 41  
percakapan, pengucapan saying, speech ٍٞه 10  
kebangsaan national ٢ٓٞه 7  
kekuatan, tentera strength, force ٟٞه 10  
kekuatan strong, powerful ١ٞه 19  
      خ٣ٞه32  
kepimpinan leadership حكب٤ه 42  
biasa, piawai, lazim standard, normal ًب٤ه 3  
rekod, piawai record, standard ٢ٍب٤ه 14  
bangun, pelaksanaan rising, standing up ّب٤ه 6  
rantai, ikatan tie, chain ل٤ه 5  
nilai value, worth خٔ٤ه 18  
      ْ٤ه3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
kapten capten ٖزثبً 8  
hampir-hampir to be, about to كبً 13  
      دكبً4  
staf staff هِكبً 3  
latihan staf staff training     ٢ج٣هلزُا هِكبٌُا4  
karate karate خ٤راهبً 18  
piala cup ًؤً 121  
Piala Dunia World Cup     ُْبؼُا ًؤً31  
Piala Asia Asian Cup     ب٤ٍآ ًؤً25  
piala negara-negara Cup of Nations     ْٓأ ًؤً20  
piala kejohanan championship cup     خُٞطث ًؤً3  
Bolasepak Piala Asia Asian Cup Football     خ٣ٞ٤ٍ٥ا ْٓلأا ًؤً7  
Piala Afrika African Cup    ًؤٌُا/ خ٤و٣وكلإا ًٝئٌُا3  
Piala Davies (nama rasmi kejohanan 
tennis) 
Davies Cup     ٌ٤ل٣ك ًؤً4  
Konfiderasi Bolasepak Afrika Confideration of African Football فبً 6  
semua, keseluruhan  all, all of خكبً 11  
mencukupi enough, sufficient  خ٤كبً 3     
lengkap complete َ ِٓ بً 
15  
kecergasan yang mencukupi full fitness     خهب٤ُِا َٓبً4  
      خِٓبً11  
orang Cameron, berkaitan Camaron Cameroon ٢ٗٝو٤ٓبً 3  
wujud, menjadi, adalah to be, to exist ٕبً 204  
      بٗبً4  
      ذٗبً98  
      اٞٗبً12  
      ُذً٘4  
      ُٕ ٌُٞ َ٣
68  
      َٕ ْٞ ٌُُٗٞ ٣5  
      ًٕٞأ4  
      ٌٕٞر42  
besar large, big و٤جً 66  
      حو٤جً35  
      هبجً8 - ط  
      ٟوجً3  
buku book ةبزً 5  
banyak a lot, many و٤ضً 34  
      حو٤ضً8  
bola ball حوً 339  
bola sepak football     ّلوُا حوً197  
bola keranjang basketball     خَُِا حوً26  
bola tamper volleyball     ل٤ُا حوً14  
ك 
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bola silang, leret ball cross    حوً/وػ داوً خ٤ٙ12  
bola tamper volleyball     حوئبطُا حوً4  
ping pong table tennis     خُٝبطُا حوً4  
tenis tennis     ةوُٚٔا حوً4  
bolasepek Afrika African football     خ٤و٣وكلإا حوٌُا3  
      داوً7 - ط  
berkenaan bola ball-shaped, round ١ٝوً 17  
      خ٣ٝوً12  
orang Croatia, berkaitan Croatia Croatian ٢راٝوً 9  
kemenangan, perolehan gaining, winning تَْ ً 6  
memecahkan to smash, break into  َو َّ ً 3  
pemecahan smashing, breaking و َْ ً 4  
mendedahkan, membuka to uncover, expose  َقَْ ً 9  
      ذلًْ5  
      ُق ِْ ٌْ َ٣
3  
pendedahan exposure, uncovering قْ ً 3  
      دبكًْٞ5  
baju, jersi jersy خلً 4  
mencukupi to be enough ٠َل ًَ  
      ٢ِل ٌْ َ٣
4  
kepastian, jaminan bail, ensuring, guaranteeing خِ٤لً 3  
semua all ًَ 135  
percakapan talk, speak ّلاً 5  
masalah, tidak selesa trouble, inconvenient خلًِ 6  
mewajibkan, membebani assign to, to charge with ذلًِ 3  
kilometer kilometer ًِْ 14  
perkataan word خًِٔ 11  
kata putus final dicision     حو٤فأ خًِٔ3  
fakulti faculty, school خ٤ًِ 3  
orang Korea, berkaitan Korea Korean ١هًٞ 13  
orang Kolombia, berkaitan Kolombia Colombian ٢جًُٓٞٞ 4  
kejadian being, existence ًٕٞ 16  
orang Kuwait, berkaitan Kuwait Kuwait ٢ز٣ًٞ 16  
      خ٤ز٣ًٞ4  
kilogram kilogram ّاوؿِٞ٤ً 31  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
senarai, papan kenyataan list, table خؾئلا 7  
      ؼئاُٞ3 - ط  
berikut, datang kemudian subsequent, followong نِؽلا 5  
keperluan, sepatutnya necessary, proper ِّىلا 5  
pemain player تِػلا 279  
pemain tengah midfielder     ٍُٜٞا تػلا11  
pemain Asia Asian player     ١ٞ٤ٍآ تػلا11  
pemain antarabangsa international player     ٢ُٝك تػلا4  
      دبجػلا10  
      ٕبجػلا8  
      خجػلا24  
      ٖ٤جػلا374 - ط  
pemain-pemain pasukan team players     ن٣ولُا ٞجػلا12  
pemain-pemain kebangsaan national team players     تقزُ٘ٔا ٞجػلا8  
pemain-pemain utama top players     هبجٌُا ٕٞجػلاُا5  
pemain-pemain kelab club players     ١كبُ٘ا ٞجػلا3  
pemain-pemain muda youth players     ةبجّ ٕٞجػلا3  
pelihat, penarik perhatian attention, eye-catching ذِكلا 
4  
orang Lubnan, berkaitan Lubnan Lebanese ٢ٗب٘جُ 22  
      خ٤ٗب٘جُ5  
berlindung to resort to, seek shelter  َؤَغَُ 
      ؤَغِْ َ٣
3  
jawatankuasa committee, board خ٘غُ 102  
Jawatankuasa Olimpik Olympic Committee     خ٤جُٔٝأ خ٘غُ15  
Jawatankuasa Pertandingan Competition Committee     دبوثبَٓ خ٘غُ10  
Jawatankuasa Penganjur Organiser Committee    ٓ خ٘غُ خٔظ٘8  
Jawatankuasa Pengadil Referees committee     ّبٌؽ خ٘غُ10  
Jawatankuasa Pelaksana Executive Commitee     خ٣ن٤ل٘ر خ٘غُ3  
Jawatankuasa Olimpik Antarabangsa  International Olimpic Commitee     خ٤ُٝك خ٤جُٔٝأ خ٘غُ3  
perlindungan resorting to ءٞغُ 3  
ل
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menewaskan overtaking, coming up مبؾُ 4  
sekejap moment, instant, while خظؾُ 5  
      دبظؾُ4 - ط  
keperluan, kelaziman necessary, requisite ّايُ 3  
bermain to play تِؼُ 37  
      ذجؼُ3  
      بجؼُ3  
      اٞجؼُ3  
      ُتَؼِْ َ٣
57  
      تؼِر19  
permainan, kejohanan play, game تُْؼُ 55  
      ةبؼُأ78 - ط  
kejohanan Arab Arab games     خ٤ثوؼُا ةبؼُلأا21  
sukan padang dan trek track and field games     ٟٞوُا ةبؼُأ9  
kejohanan Asia Asian games     خ٣ٞ٤ٍآ ةبؼُأ4  
      خجؼُ62  
      ٖ٤زجؼُ3 - ّ  
pertemuan meeting, clash ءبوُ 102  
pertemuan persahabatan friendly meeting     ١كٝ ءبوُ5  
pertemuan pusingan kedua second leg match     ةب٣ا ءبوُ4  
      داءبوُ7 - ط  
gelaran title توُ 139  
gelaran Afrika African title     ٢و٣وكلإا توُِا3  
bertemu to meet ٢وُ 8  
merasa, menyentuh to touch, feel, handle ذَُٔ 3  
bendera banner, flag ءاُٞ 13  
kehinaan, dipersalahkan blame, reproach ُّٞ 3  
kecergasan, kecekapan fitness, competence خهب٤ُ 12  
kecergasan fizikal physical fitness     خ٤ٗلث خهب٤ُ4  
orang Lybia, berkaitan Lybia Lybian ُ٢ج٤ 26  
      ٖ٤٤ج٤ُ3 - ط  
bukan not ٌ٤ُ 24  
      ذَ٤ُ10  
malam night َ٤ُ 5  
      خِ٤ُ10  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
seminar, sidang conference ؤرئٓ 5  
sidang akhbar press conference     ٢لؾٕ ؤرئٓ4  
yang ditunda, ditangguhkan postponed, put off خِعئٓ 3  
terkini, di akhir current, deferred وفئٓ 10  
yayasan foundation خٍَئٓ 3  
      دبٍَئٓ4 - ط  
sementara temporary, transitory ذهئٓ 15  
secara yakin, tegas confirmatory لًئٓ 17  
yang menulis, pembentukan forming, creating, writing قُئٓ 6  
yang layak, melayakkan qualified for, fitted for خِٛئٓ 17  
yang menyokong supported, backed up ل٣ئٓ 4  
air water  ءبٓ 3  
bahan, barang material, stuff حكبٓ 6  
bahan material,concrete ١كبٓ 3  
      خ٣كبٓ3  
maraton marathon orbency, absorptivity ٕٞراهبٓ 6  
masters masters ىوزٍبٓ 9  
yang lalu, terdahulu past, preceding ٢ٙبٓ 124  
      خ٤ٙبٓ31  
      ٖ٤٤ٙبٓ8 - ّ  
kewangan financial ٢ُبٓ 19  
      خ٤ُبٓ26  
inisiatif, tindakan initiative, action حهكبجٓ 8  
persaingan, perlawanan contest, match حاهبجٓ 476  
perlawanan persahabatan friendly match    بجٓحاه/ خ٣كٝ دب٣هبجٓ14  
perlawanan pusingan pertama first leg match     ةبٛنُا حاهبجٓ8  
perlawanan pusingan kedua second leg match     ةب٣لإا حاهبجٓ6  
perlawanan akhir final match     خ٤ئبٜٗ حاهبجٓ8  
perlawanan antarabangsa international match    خ٤ُٝك حاهبجٓ 4  
      ٖ٤رهبجٓ27 - ّ  
      دب٣هبجٓ191 - ط  
و 
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perlawanan kumpulan group matches     خػٞٔغُٔا دب٣هبجٓ7  
perlawanan ujian experimental matches      خ٤ج٣وغر دب٣هبجٓ8  
secara langsung direct, straigtforward و ِّ بجٓ 
5  
      حوّبجٓ11  
mengejutkan  surprising, taking unawares خزؿبجٓ 4  
menuntut, mencari, mahukan sought after, desired ٠ـزجٓ 3  
awal, terlebih dahulu early, premature وٌجٓ 15  
berlebih-lebih, melebihi exaggerate, overdone, amount  َؾِجٓ 13  
sejumlah wang financial amount     ٢ُبٓ ؾِجٓ3  
      ؾُبجٓ5  
bangunan building ٠٘جٓ 3  
prosiding, sambungan continuation, proceeding خؼثبزٓ 17  
      دبؼثبزٓ6 - ط  
dapat, boleh available  خؽبزٓ 3  
lewat, bersifat lewat late, delayed وفؤزٓ 4  
baki, tinggal remaining, staying خ٤وجزٓ 4  
berikut-ikut sequence, series زٓخ٤ُبز 10  
jurucakap correspondence سلؾزٓ 5  
di dasar, bawah bottom of َ٣نزٓ 6  
kedudukan terbawah  bottom side     ت٤روزُا َ٣نزٓ4  
meter meter وزٓ 15  
      هبزٓأ4 - ط  
pendahulu, di hadapan in front, leader  هلٖزٓ 25  
pendahulu pertandingan competition leader     خوثبَٓ هلٖزٓ4  
pendahulu liga league leader     ت٤روزُا هلٖزٓ3  
bersambung connected, linked َٖزٓ 3  
berbagai, pelbagai numerous, manifold حكلؼزٓ 4  
berkaitan related, relating to خوِؼزٓ 4  
optimis, harapan optimistic َئبلزٓ 3  
letupan  explosive, volcanic طولزٓ 8  
berkembang, menbangun advanced, developed ّلوزٓ 3  
persamaan, seimbang equivalent, balance خئكبٌزٓ 6  
sambil berharap wished for, desired ٢٘ٔزٓ 4  
istimewa, hebat, cemerlang  distinct, separate ي٤ٔزٓ 5  
      حي٤ٔزٓ4  
yang melalui, mengharungi taken, picked up ٍٝب٘زٓ 4  
berbagai, bermacam-macam various, diverse خػٞ٘زٓ 7  
rendah diri, tunduk humble, modest خؼٙاٞزٓ 3  
menjangka, menduga expected, anticipated غهٞزٓ 9  
      خؼهٞزٓ4  
tempat pertemuan meeting place, rendezvous خثبضٓ 3  
sama, serupa similar, like َْض ِٓ 
22  
contoh example, instance ََضٓ 5  
mewakili to represent  َ َّض َٓ 
6  
      َُ ِّض َٔ ُ٣
14  
sekali ganda, dua double, twofold ٠٘ضٓ 3  
menarik, meransang exciting, stimulting و٤ضٓ 3  
      حو٤ضٓ9  
bidang field, domain ٍبغٓ 8  
masyarakat society غٔزغٓ 4  
bersifat membaharui renewed كلغٓ 17  
semata-mata  mere, sheer, absolute كوغٓ 8  
peristiwa, berlaku event, happening دب٣وغٓ 7  - ط  
majalah, jurnal magazine, journal خِغٓ 16  
majlis, jawatankuasa commission, board ٌِغٓ 59  
Majlis Kebangsaan Tempatan Local Society Council     ١لِث ٢جؼّ ٌِغٓ4  
Majlis Sukan Kebangsaan National Sports Council     خٙب٣وُِ ٢ٓٞوُا ٌِغُٔا7  
Majlis Pengurusan Kelab Club Board of Director     ١كبُ٘ا حهاكا ٌِغٓ14  
Majlis Pengurusan Persatuan Council of the Federation     كبؾرلاا حهاكا ٌِغٓ6  
      ٢غ٤ِقُا ٕٝبؼزُا ٌِغٓ3  
institute, dewan institute, convention غٔغٓ 8  
kumpulan group خػٞٔغٓ 163  
kumpulan utara northen group     خ٤ُبّٔ خػٞٔغٓ7  
kumpulan pertengahan middle group     ٠طٍٝ خػٞٔغٓ4  
      ٖ٤زػٞٔغٓ12 - ّ  
      دبػٞٔغٓ20 - ط  
usaha, kesungguhan effort, endeavor كٜٞغٓ 7  
kesungguhan individu individual effort     ١كوك كٜٞغٓ3  
datang, sampai coming, arrival ء٢غٓ 3  
penjaga protector عكبؾٓ 10  
Gebenor akaun Governor of account     دبثبَؽ عكبؾٓ4  
penjagaan, negeri, daerah protection, province خظكبؾٓ 28  
      دبظكبؾٓ5 - ط  
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badan, jawatankuasa, mesyuarat bodies, board, gathering َكبؾٓ 3 - ط  
peguam lawyer, attorney ٢ٓبؾٓ 3  
percubaan trial, attempt خُٝبؾٓ 12  
      دلاٝبؾٓ8 - ط  
kasih sayang  love, passion خجؾٓ 3  
kuasa power فوزؾٓ 5  
      ٖ٤كوزؾٓ22 - ط  
yang dikira, dihitung considered, calculated تَزؾٓ 4  
yang bercakap, terbaru speaker, renewer سلؾٓ 4  
tertentu, terperinci specific, particular كلؾٓ 5  
tertentu, had limited, finite حكٝلؾٓ 3  
mendapat, memperolehi acquired, obtained ىوؾٓ 4  
stesyen, berhenti station, stop خطؾٓ 7  
tempatan local, domestic ٢ِؾٓ 24  
      خ٤ِؾٓ11  
      ٖ٤٤ِؾٓ9 - ط  
pengalaman ordeal, tribulation خ٘ؾٓ 3  
penyingkiran, pembasmian  erasure, wiping off ٞؾٓ 5  
pertentangan, pelanggaran breach, contravention خلُبقٓ 3  
pelbagai different, distinct قِزقٓ 8  
      خلِزقٓ7  
yang dikhususkan specified خٖٖقٓ 3  
berkisar, putaran cycle, circle هالٓ 5  
yang menjaga, menahan defender, protecter ِغكالٓ 38  
      ٖ٤ؼكالٓ8 - ط  
tempoh, masa period حلٓ 36  
latihan trained, drilled ةهلٓ 226  
ketua jurulatih head of coach     ّبػ ةهلُٔا11  
jurulatih pasukan team coach     ن٣ولُا ةهلٓ10  
jurulatih kebangsaan national coach     ٢٘ٛٝ ةهلٓ7  
jurulatih pasukan kebangsaan national team coach     تقز٘ٓ ةهلٓ7  
jurulatih kelab club coach     ١كبُ٘ا ةهلٓ4  
      ٖ٤ثهلٓ15 - ط  
stadium stadium, amphitheater دبعهلٓ 8 - ط  
sekolah, kolej school, college خٍهلٓ 4  
      ًهالٓ3 - ط  
ketua, pengarah leader, manager و٣لٓ 68  
Pengarah Teknikal Technical Manager     ٢٘ك و٣لٓ36  
Ketua Pengarah  Chief Manager     ّبػ و٣لٓ5  
daerah, perbandaran, bahagian  province, territory, department خ٣و٣لٓ 4  
bandar, pekan town, city خ٘٣لٓ 88  
      ُٕل ُٓ
4 - ط  
merujuk, menyebut mentioned, referred to هًٞنٓ 4  
      حهًٞنٓ6  
berlalu, melalui pass by  َّوٓ 
      دوٓ3  
      ُّو ُٔ ٣
4  
      ُّؤر7  
pendamping, penjaga escort, companion نِكاوٓ 
6  
penyelia, penjaga supervisor, superintendent تِهاوٓ 
8  
pengawas pengadil referee supervisor      ّبٌؽ تهاوٓ3  
praktik, latihan practice, exercise ٕاوٓ 14  
sekali once حوٓ 74  
      ٖ٤روٓ14 - ّ  
      داوٓ14 - ط  
tingkat, masa stage, period خِؽوٓ 86  
peringkat pusingan kedua second leg level     ةب٣ا خِؽوٓ5  
      ٖ٤زِؽوٓ3 – ّ  
      َؽاوٓ10 - ط  
pangkat, taraf rank,grade,  خجروٓ 7  
keluar, balasan apostate, counter حلروٓ 12  
jangkaan  expected, anticipated خجوروٓ 4  
calon  candidate, nominee ٕٞؾّوٓ 7 - ط  
berkumpul, berhimpun assembled, put together تًوٓ 12  
pusat, tempat centre, place يًوٓ 128  
      ٖ٣يًوٓ4 - ط  
      يًاوٓ8 - ط  
berpusat central ١يًوٓ 8  
      خ٣يًوٓ5  
gol  goal  ٠ٓوٓ 96  
laluan, perjalanan passing, going by هٝوٓ 9  
sekali ganda, dua double, dual خعٝكيٓ 4  
tambahan increased ل٣يٓ 6  
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orang yang bertanggungjawab trustee ٍٞئَٓ 13  
      ٖ٤ُٞئَٓ18 - ط  
tanggungjawab, tugas obligation, task ٤ُٞئَٓخ 14  
petang evening ءبَٓ 42  
pertandingan contest, competition خوثبَٓ 70  
      دبوثبَٓ17 - ط  
bahagian, jarak area, distance خؽبَٓ 3  
      دبؽبَٓ5 - ط  
penolong, pembantu assistant لػبَٓ 26  
polong, penolong help, assistance حلػبَٓ 9  
      دالػبَٓ4 – ط  
jarak distance خكبَٓ 9  
jarak dekat near distance     خج٣وه خكبَٓ4  
persoalan, masalah question, problem خُؤَٓ 9  
sumbangan, penyertaan contribution, participation خٔٛبَٓ 6  
sepatutnya, sewajarnya deserved, merited نؾزَٓ 5  
      دبوؾزَٓ13 -  ط  
perbelanjaan kewangan payment of financial     خ٤ُبٓ دبوؾزَٓ5  
tuan rumah, penghibur  host, entertainer ق٤ٚزَٓ 3  
menggunakan exploited, utilised َـزَٓ 6  
masa hadapan future َجوزَٓ 18  
tersendiri, terpisah, bebas independent, separate خِوزَٓ 13  
tahap, peringkat level, stage ٟٞزَٓ 70  
peringkat teknikal technical level     ٢٘ك ٟٞزَٓ9  
      دب٣ٞزَٓ7 – ط  
pendaftaran  registered, recorded َغَٓ 17  
      خِغَٓ3  
main play, drama  خ٤ؽوَٓ 4  
bersiri serial, seriate َََِٓ 6  
siri kemenangan series of victory    ا َََِٓ داهبٖزٗ6  
dikenakan, ditimpakan overload, authorise خطَِٓ 3  
jarak, jalan distance, walk حو٤َٓ 6  
      ٖ٣و٤َٓ4 - ط  
kontrovasi, pertengkaran, perbalahan controversy, altercation حكبْٓ 4  
penyelia, penjaga supervisor, superintendent فهبْٓ 3  
peserta, berkongsi participant, sharer ىِهبْٓ 6  
      خًهبْٓ13  
      ٖ٤ًهبْٓ7 – ط  
penyertaan participation خًهبْٓ 113  
      دبًهبْٓ9 - ط  
penyaksian, penglihatan seeing, viewing حلٛبْٓ 3  
bersama, berkongsi common, joint ىَوزْٓ 4  
      خًوزْٓ4  
penyokong encourager, promoter غغْٓ 6  
      ٖ٤ؼغْٓ13 - ط  
menegaskan intensifying, tightening حكلْٓ 4  
penyelia controller, supervisor فِوْٓ 12  
      خكوْٓ5  
program, projek program, project, paln عٝوْٓ 8  
      غ٣هبْٓ7 - ط  
rumit, sukar, kusut problematic, complex ٌَْٓ 3  
masalah problem خٌِْٓ 14  
      ًَبْٓ6 - ط  
perjalanan yang pendek journey هاْٞٓ 8  
membentuk, membina built, constructed ل٤ْٓ 3  
menunjukkan indicative of و٤ْٓ 26  
terkena hit by, attacked by ةبٖٓ 8  
      ٕٞثبٖٓ5 – ط  
pergelutan, gusti fighting, gusty ٓخػهبٖ 14  
gusti wrestling     حوؽ خػهبٖٓ3  
kebolehpercayaan credibility خ٤هالٖٓ 3  
sumber recourse هلٖٓ 14  
      هكبٖٓ3 – ط  
kematian death عوٖٓ 
      عهبٖٓ3 – ط  
pengaliran, jalan keluar drain, drainage, way out فوٖٓ 
      ق٣هبٖٓ4 - ط  
orang Mesir, berkaitan Mesir Egyptian ١وٖٓ 58  
      خ٣وٖٓ11  
kebaikan, kemaslahatan interest, benefit خؾِٖٓ 17  
      ؼُبٖٓ3 – ط  
kedudukan, tahap ranking خلٖ٘ٓ 11  
jurugambar photographer, painter هٖٞٓ 3  
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perjalanan, perubahan becoming, turning into و٤ٖٓ 6  
pukul, alat pemukul racket ةوٚٓ 4  
sambil menambah, pelayan in addition, steward ق٤ٚٓ 82  
      خل٤ٚٓ3  
lapangan terbang airport هبطٓ 11  
kejar, buru, menjejak pursue, chase, tracking حكهبطٓ 4  
permintaan, peminta claimant, claimer, liable تُبطٓ 3  
permintaan, rayuan claim, request, demand خجُبطٓ 5  
permulaan, awal beginning, start غِطٓ 12  
yang dituntut, diminta desire, in demand ةِٞطٓ 5  
persamaan, seri equality, equivalent خُكبؼٓ 3  
denda, hukuman  punishment خجهبؼٓ 6  
handikap, kecacayan handicapped, disabilities ٖٓ٤هبؼ 11 - ط  
rawatan, penyelesaian treatment خغُبؼٓ 6  
penderitaan suffering حبٗبؼٓ 3  
pemerhatian, pemeriksaan viewing, observation خ٘٣بؼٓ 6  
kriteria criterion, standard و٤٣بؼٓ 8 - ط  
yang menganggap consider, regard وجزؼٓ 9  
boleh dipercayai dependable, reliable لٔزؼٓ 4  
tersedia prepared, designed لؼٓ 3  
purata average ٍلؼٓ 3  
galian mineral ٕلؼٓ 3  
pengetahuan knowledge خكوؼٓ 4  
diketahui known فٝوؼٓ 5  
      خكٝوؼٓ4  
sambil mengukuhkan strengthening, reinforceing ىيؼٓ 3  
perkhemahan camping وٌَؼٓ 35  
kem latihan training camp     ٢ج٣هلزُا وٌَؼُٔا28  
kebanyakan most, majority ْظؼٓ 10  
yang memberi komen commentator, reviewer نِؼٓ 4  
yang mengumumkan announcer ِٖؼٓ 3  
maklumat, data information, data دبِٓٞؼٓ 3 - ط  
jiwa, semangat, moral morale, spirit ٓ١ٞ٘ؼ 4  
      خ٣ٞ٘ؼٓ3  
      دب٣ٞ٘ؼٓ5 - ط  
makna, erti meaning, sense ٠٘ؼٓ 6  
pemergian, perlepasan departure, leaving حهكبـٓ 8  
orang Maghribi, berkaitan Maghribi Moroccan ٢ثوـٓ 17  
tertutup, terkunci locked, shut, closed نِـٓ 3  
      خوِـٓ5  
tergempar, mengejut surprise, sudden خئعبلٓ 5  
      حؤعبلٓ7  
perundingan negotiation دبٙٝبلٓ 9 – ط  
kunci key ػبزلٓ 4  
diandaikan, mengganggap suppose, assume ٗوزلٓ 3  
terbuka opened ػٞزلٓ 3  
      خؽٞزلٓ3  
sepatutnya, diwajibkan required, dictated ٗٝولٓ 4  
terpilih, diutamakan favorite, preferable َٚلٓ 3  
berguna, bermanfaat useful, beneficial ل٤لٓ 3  
bertentang, berhadapan facing, opposite َثبوٓ 100  
      خِثبوٓ12  
perlawanan persahabatan friendly match     خ٣كٝ خِثبوٓ3  
perbezaan comparison خٗهبوٓ 6  
yang diadakan held خٓبوٓ 9  
masa hadapan next, future َجوٓ 57  
      خِجوٓ15  
kematian, pembunuhan death, killing َزوٓ 5  
kuantiti, bilangan quantity, amount هالوٓ 3  
pendahuluan introduction خٓلوٓ 19  
tempat, kediaman tetap sites, places ووٓ 11  
ditetapkan fixed, affirmed هووٓ 13  
      حهووٓ8  
dilaksanakan, dianjurkan carried out, executed خ٤ٚوٓ 3  
balasan, hadiah reward حؤكبٌٓ 3  
      دآكبٌٓ3 - ط  
tempat place ٕبٌٓ 9  
      خٗبٌٓ4  
meja, pejabat table, office تزٌٓ 5  
terdiri, kandungan formed, shaped ٌٕٞٓ 5  
pertemuan meeting, encounter حبهلآ 3  
malaikat, staf, kakitangan angel,staff ىلآ 5  
latihan kakitangan training of the staff     ٢ج٣هلزُا َىلا ِٔ ُا
5  
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tinju boxing خًٔلآ 7  
berbilion millions ٖ٤٣لآ 5 - ط  
jelas, dapat dilihat noticeable, clear, obvious ظٞؾِٓ 4  
padang field, pitch تؼِٓ 138  
stadium kelab club stadium     ١كبُ٘ا تؼِٓ8  
      تػلآ27 - ط  
fail, balutan file, folder, cover قِٓ 4  
Diraja Royal ٢ٌِٓ 19  
memiliki to posses, own  َيِٓ 
      ُِيِ ْٔ ُ٣
12  
      ِئِر3  
      ئِٗ3  
latihan practice, exercise خٍهبٔٓ 6  
perdana, cemerlang premier, excellent ىبزٔٓ 78  
      حىبزٔٓ8  
wakil representative َضٔٓ 11  
wakil kelab club representative     ١كبُ٘ا َضٔٓ3  
      ٖ٤ِضٔٓ3 - ط  
mungkin, boleh jadi possibility ٌٖٔٓ 6  
istimewa, hebat special, distinguish ٔٓي٤ 8  
pertemuan, pertembungan clashing with, encounter خُىب٘ٓ 6  
bersesuaian suitable, fit تٍب٘ٓ 9  
sesuai, bersempena suitability, on the occasion خجٍب٘ٓ 13  
peserta, pesaing competitor ٌِكب٘ٓ 39  
      َٕٞكب٘ٓ4 - ط  
persaingan, perlawanan competition ب٘ٓخَك 36  
perlawanan sukar strong compitition     خ٣ٞه خَكب٘ٓ5  
      دبَكب٘ٓ121 – ط  
perlawanan kumpulan groups competitions     خػٞٔغُٔا دبَكب٘ٓ11  
pusingan perlawanan round compitition     خُٞغُا دبَكب٘ٓ4  
perbincangan, perdebatan debate, argument خْهب٘ٓ 3  
pasukan kebangsaan national team تقز٘ٓ 432  
pasukan kebangsaan national team     ٢٘ٛٝ تقز٘ٓ23  
pasukan Olimpik Olympic team     ٢جُٔٝأ تقز٘ٓ17  
pasukan tempatan local team     ٢ِؾٓ تقز٘ٓ3  
      دبجقز٘ٓ33 – ط  
pasukan-pasukan kebangsaan national teams     خ٤٘ٛٝ دبجقز٘ٓ3  
      ٖ٤جقز٘ٓ5 - ط  
pertengahan middle قٖز٘ٓ 11  
yang dijangka expected, anticipated وظز٘ٓ 12  
menganugerahkan to grant, present, give  ََؼ٘ٓ 11  
      َُؼ٘ ْٔ ُ٣
8  
penganugerahan granting, presenting ؼْ٘ ٓ 16  
pemberian, penganugerahan grant, donation, gift خؾ٘ٓ 3  
dinisbahkan, dikaitkan related to, attributed to ٖ٤ثَٞ٘ٓ 3 - ط  
penggerak, perangsang activator, stimulant دبطْ٘ٓ 6 - ط  
jawatan post تٖ٘ٓ 11  
pentas  stage, platform خٖ٘ٓ 3  
pentas pemahkotaan crowning podium    خٖ٘ٓ/٣ٞززُا دبٖ٘ٓ ظ3  
yang telah lalu past, bygone ّوٖ٘ٓ 3  
kawasan area, region خوط٘ٓ 53  
kawasan penalti penalty area     ءايغُا خوط٘ٓ8  
      نٛب٘ٓ6 – ط  
bergegas, pelancaran rushing, launching نِط٘ٓ 3  
penganjur organiser ّْظ٘ٓ 4  
      خٔظ٘ٓ12  
      ٖ٤ٔظ٘ٓ5 - ط  
larangan prevention غْ٘ ٓ 8  
diserang oleh, dikenakan hit by, attacked by,  َ٢ِ٘ ُٓ 
6  
penyerang striker ِْعبٜٓ 77  
penyerang persatuan union striker     كبؾرا ْعبٜٓ5  
penyerang pasukan team striker     ن٣وك ْعبٜٓ4  
      ٖ٤ٔعبٜٓ7 - ط     
kemahiran skill, proficiency حهبٜٓ 4  
penting, utama important  ّبٜٓ 9  
      ْٜٓ8  
      خٜٔٓ36  
      ٖ٤ٜٔٓ3 - ّ  
arkitek architect ًلٜ٘ٓ 16  
pertembungan opposition خٜعاٞٓ 66  
      دبٜعاٞٓ6 - ط  
sumber-sumber resources كهاٞٓ 3 – ط  
perhubungan cintinuation خِٕاٞٓ 9  
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penduduk, rakyat citizen, national ٖٛاٞٓ 14  
      خ٘ٛاٞٓ4  
bersetuju, bersepakat approve, agree نكاٞٓ 4  
persetujuan, persepakatan approval, agreement خوكاٞٓ 8  
bakat, kebolehan gift, talent تٛاٞٓ 4 - ط  
  ١اٞٓ 6  
tomoi Thai kickboxing     ١بر ١اٞٓ6  
positif positive, affirmative تعٞٓ 3  
kewujudan present, found كٞعٞٓ 6  
      حكٞعٞٓ4  
yang diedarkan to be spread خػىٞٓ 3  
musim season ٍْٞٓ 164  
musim bola football season     ١ٝوً ٍْٞٓ5  
      ٍْاٞٓ9 - ط  
      ٖ٤ٍٔٞٓ9 - ّ  
yang menjelaskan explaining ؼٙٞٓ 14  
ditempatkan, perkara placed, subject عٞٙٞٓ 11  
masa yang dijanjikan appointment, date لػٞٓ 30  
penyerahan senarai pemain receive the player list     دبكًْٞ َِْر لػٞٓ3  
bernasib baik, berjaya successful, fortunate نكٞٓ 4  
      خوكٞٓ4  
tempat, alamat place, site, location غهٞٓ 4  
      خؼهٞٓ3  
pendapat, pendirian stand, stopping place قهٞٓ 9  
Piala Dunia World Cup ٍب٣لٗٞٓ 29  
berkaitan pingat medal خ٤ُال٤ٓ 60  
pingat emas gold medal    خ٤ُال٤ٓ / خ٤جٛم دب٤ُال٤ٓ25  
pingat perak silver medal    خ٤ُال٤ٓ/خ٤ٚك دب٤ُال٤ٓ 16  
pingat gangsa bronze medal    خ٤ُال٤ٓ/ خ٣يٗٝوث دب٤ُال٤ٓ16  
      دب٤ُال٤ٓ53 - ط  
      ٕبز٤ُال٤ٓ5 - ط  
dataran, lapangan square, field, domain ٕال٤ٓ 14  
bajet, belanjawan budget خ٤ٗاي٤ٓ 3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
pemangku, timbalan deputy, representative تئبٗ 15  
penolong ketua vice president      ٌ٤ئوُا تئبٗ8  
berjaya to succeed, to gain, win  َؼعبٗ 4  
yang berjaya, menang winner, successful خؾِعبٗ 3  
bahagian, haluan, arah side, direction خ٤ؽبٗ 17  
      ٢ؽاٞٗ4 - ط  
kelab club ١كبٗ 294  
kelab Afrika African club     ٢و٣وكلإا ١كبُ٘ا3  
kelab sukan sports club     ٢ٙب٣ه ١كبٗ4  
      خ٣لٗأ107 – ط  
kelab-kelab kelas pertama first class clubs     ٠ُٝأ خعهك خ٣لٗأ9  
      ٖ٤٣كبٗ19 – ط  
api fire هبٗ 5  
berkembang maju, pemuda rising, developing, youth ٖ٤ئّبٗ 8 - ط  
penyokong, pembantu supporter, helper  و ِٕ َبٗ 
      هبٖٗأ25 - ط  
persatuan penyokong  union supporters     كبؾراهبٖٗأ3  
mendapat, memperolehi gain, obtain ٍبٗ 9  
     ذُبٗ9  
      ٍُ ب٘٣3  
berita news ؤجٗ 
      ءبجٗأ14 - ط  
keputusan result, outcome خغ٤زٗ 104  
keputusan positif positive result    خغ٤زٗ/ خ٤ثبغ٣ا ظئبزٗ16  
keputusan perlawanan match result    خغ٤زٗ/ حاهبجٓ ظئبزٗ11  
      ظئبزٗ38 - ط  
      ٖ٤زغ٤زٗ3 - ط  
kejayaan, kemenangan success, prosperity ػبغٗ 23  
berjaya, menang to succeed, to manage  َؼَغٗ 35  
      ذؾغٗ5  
     ُؼَغْ٘ َ٣
7  
      ؼغْ٘ ر3  
ٌ 
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bintang, pemain harapan star, star player ْْغٗ 51  
      ٖ٤ٔغٗ3 - ط  
      خٔغٗ7  
      ّٞغٗ15 - ط  
kehebatan pemain player excellency خ٤ٓٞغٗ 4  
arah, terhadap direction, side ْٞؾٗ 17  
umpama, seperti such as, for example  َٞ ْؾٗ 13  
pilihan, elit choice, pick, elite خجقٗ 13  
keterbukaan, kebaikan generosity, liberality خ٣لٗ 3  
orang Norway, berkaitan Norway Norwegian ٢غ٣ٝوٗ 13  
      خ٤غ٣ٝوٗ3  
penurunan descending, coming down ٍٝيٗ 3  
wanita women ءبَٗ 3 - ط  
nisbah, dikaitkan ascription, attribution خجَٗ 14  
salinan copy خقَٗ 25  
      دبقَٗ3 - ط  
lupa to forget  َ٢َٗ 
      ٠َ٘ٗ3  
kelupaan forgetfulness ٕب٤َٗ 4  
aktiviti, perbuatan activity, energy ٛبْٗ 8  
      خطْٗأ6 - ط  
menjadi aktif to become active  َْٜٗ 
     ر ٜ ِْ ٘
3  
menyebarkan to spread, stretch دوْٗ 3  
separuh, sebahagian half, moiety قٖٗ 45  
separuh akhir semi final     ٢ئبٜٗ قٖٗ23  
nasib, bahagian part, share, portion ت٤ٖٗ 10  
sistem, undang-undang system, order ّبظٗ 10  
sistem liga league system    ك ّبظٗ ١هٝ3  
      خٔظٗأ3 - ط  
melihat to look, regard  َوَظٗ 
      وظ٘ر3  
penglihatan, pandangan sight, vision   وظٗ 32  
      هبظٗأ3 - ط  
menganjurkan to organise, hold َّْظٗ 
      ُْ ِّظَُ٘٣
4  
       ِّْظُ٘ر4  
lawan, selari, sama counterpart, parallel, similar و٤ظٗ 25  
bersih, tanpa balas neat, clean ق٤ظٗ 7  
      خل٤ظٗ12  
      ٖ٤ل٤ظٗ6 - ّ  
bernafas, diri, sendiri breath, self ٌلٗ 71  
      ًٞلٗ5 - ط  
bersendirian, mental,  psycho-, mental, spiritual ٢َلٗ 6  
semangat      خ٤َلٗ4  
petroleum, minyak petroleum, oil ٜلٗ 4  
menafikan disclaim, denial ٠لٗ 4  
titik, tanda, mata point, dot خطوٗ 172  
mata perlawanan match point     حاهبجٓ ٛبوٗ11  
mata beharga valuable point    خطوٗ/خ٘٤ٔص ٛبوٗ 4  
mata tunggal single point     حل٤ؽٝ خطوٗ4  
mata kemenangan winning points     ىٞلُا ٛبوٗ4  
      ٛبوٗ140 - ط  
      ٖ٤زطوٗ14 - ّ  
kenderaan, perubahan transporting, transferring َْوٗ 5  
contoh, bentuk sample, pattern طمٞٔٗ 4  
berkenaan akhir final, last ٢ئبٜٗ 92  
      خ٤ئبٜٗ20  
      دب٤ئبٜٗ54 - ط  
pusingan akhir piala dunia World Cup final round     ُْبؼُا ًؤً دب٤ئبٜٗ20  
tamat, akhir end, termination خ٣بٜٗ 60  
akhir separuh masa end of half time     ّٛٞ خ٣بٜٗ5  
jenis kind, sort عٞٗ 5  
niat, maksud intent, purpose خ٤ٗ 8  
orang Nigeria, berkaitan Nigeria Nigerian ١و٤غ٤ٗ 5  
kedapatan, kemenangan obtainment, winning َ٤ٗ 9  
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telefon telephone قِربٛ 
5  
berkenaan telefon telephonic ٢لربٛ 4  
penting, utama important, top خٓبٛ 6  
nota kaki, catatan margin, foot note ِٓبٛ 4  
kejatuhan, penurunan falling, sinking, slump ٛٞجٛ 7  
serangan attack, offensive خٔغٛ 5  
      دبٔغٛ20 - ط  
serangan balas counter-attack    خٔغٛ/ حلروٓ دبٔغٛ9  
serangan attack, offensive ّٞغٛ 26  
agresif, bersifat menyerang aggressive, offensive ٢ٓٞغٛ 3 
      خ٤ٓٞغٛ6  
penyerang tajam marksman فالٛ 8  
      ٖ٤كالٛ5  
bertujuan to aim at, drive at  َفَلَٛ 
      ُفِلْٜ َ٣
5  
tujuan, objektif target, aim فلٛ 238  
gol kemenangan winning goal     ىٞلُا فلٛ12  
gol penyamaan equaliser goal     ٍكبؼزُا فلٛ9  
gol pendahuluan early goal     ّلوزُا فلٛ4  
gol perlawanan goal of the game     حاهبجُٔا فلٛ3  
gol tunggal single goal     ل٤ؽٝ فلٛ4  
gol awal early goal     وٌجٓ فلٛ3  
      فالٛأ99 - ط  
gol tanpa balas  straight goal     خل٤ظٗ فالٛأ5  
      ٖ٤كلٛ53 - ّ  
hadiah, pemberian present, gift خ٣لٛ 3  
pelarian, menjauhkan to flee, run away ةٝوٛ 3  
penggegaran vibration, shaking  ّيٛ 4  
jaringan gol goal scoring     ىبجُْا يٛ4  
tewas, kalah to defeat, lost  َّ ِيٛ 3  
      ُّ ِي ْٜ َ٣
4  
nipis tipis lean, skinny, slight خِ٣يٛ 4  
kekalahan defeat خٔ٣يٛ 40  
      ْئايٛ5 - ط  
orang India, berkaitan India Indian ١ل٘ٛ 9  
orang Belanda, berkaitan Belanda Dutch ١لُ٘ٞٛ 21  
bahagian, kumpulan form, shape, group خئ٤ٛ 16  
kakitangan pentadbiran administrative members     خ٣هاكلإا خئ٤ُٜا10  
kehebatan, ketakutan fear, fright خج٤ٛ 5  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
bertemu, bersua  to face, front ٚعاٝ 7  
      ُِٚعا َٞ ُ٣
16  
      ٚعاٞر5  
perantara, medium means, medium خطٍاٝ 13  
menyambung to continue, go on  َ ٕاٝ 4  
      ذِٕاٝ3  
      َُ ِٕ اُٞ٣
13  
jelas, yang menjelaskan clear, lucid, explain ؼ ِٙ اٝ 
8  
      خؾٙاٝ13  
bersetuju, sesuai to agree to, consent to  َنكاٝ 4  
berlaku, jatuh falling, dropping, happen ِغهاٝ 14  
      خؼهاٝ3  
pentadbir, pemerintah ruler, governor ٢ُاٝ 5  
lompat jump تْصٝ 3  
lompat jauh long jump     َ٣ٞطُا تصٝ3  
document, kertas paper, document خو٤صٝ 4  
mewajibkan, menentukan become necessary, requisite  َتَعٝ  
      تغ٣14  
terdapat, ada to find, to meet with  َلعٝ 4  
      لغ٣10  
ـه 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
و
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      ُلغر5  
      لَعُٞ٣5  
      لعٞر4  
      لغٗ3  
mengarahkan, menujukan to send, dispatch  َٚ َّعٝ 
7  
      ذٜعٝ3  
muka, hadapan face, visage ْٚعٝ 13  
      ٙٞعٝ4 - ط  
kewujudan existence, being كٞعٝ 36  
kesatuan, berseorangan, unit alone, solitary, unite لْؽٝ 3  
      حلؽٝ8  
      دالؽٝ5 - ط  
modul latihan training modules     خ٤ج٣هلزُا دالؽُٞا4  
satu-satunya, tunggal sole, only ل٤ؽٝ 30  
      حل٤ؽٝ14  
persahabatan friendly ١كٝ 6  
      خ٣كٝ27  
kertas, dokumen paper, document خههٝ 7  
      ماهٝأ8 - ط  
kementerian ministry, department حهاىٝ 10  
timbangan to weigh, determine ٕىٝ 39  
Menteri Minister, secretary و٣ىٝ 12  
Menteri Sukan Minister of Sports     خٙب٣و٤ُا و٣ىٝ4  
Menteri Belia dan Sukan Minister of Youth and Sports     خٙب٣وُاٝ ةبجُْا و٣ىٝ3  
      ءاهىٝ6 - ط  
medium, wadah means, medium, agency َئبٍٝ 8 - ط  
media massa mass media     ّلاػلأا َئبٍٝ8  
pingat medal ّبٍٝ 6  
pusat, tengah middle, centre ٍٜٝ 56  
tengah padang midfield     تؼُِٔا ٍٜٝ8  
tengah padang middle of the field     ٕال٤ُٔا ٍٜٝ4  
bahagian tengah middle of the region     خوطُ٘ٔا ٍٜٝ3  
      ٠طٍٝ4  
menyifatkan, mewakili to describe, represent  َقٕٝ 3  
sampai to reach, arrive at َٕٝ 13  
      ذِٕٝ12  
      َُ ِٖ ٣
14  
      َٖر3  
kesampaian, ketibaan arrival, reaching ٍٕٞٝ 30  
orang gaji, naib johan servant, runner-up ق٤ٕٝ 7  
meletak to put, place  َغٙٝ 8  
      ذؼٙٝ4  
      ُغ َٚ َ٣
8  
      غٚر3  
      غٚٗ6  
perletakan, keadaan putting, placing, situation غ ْٙ ٝ 28  
keadaan keselamatan security situations    ٢٘ٓأ غٙٝ / خ٤٘ٓأ11  
      عبٙٝأ9 - ط  
negara homeland, fatherland ٖٛٝ 6  
kebangsaan national, native ٢٘ٛٝ 43  
      خ٤٘ٛٝ19  
kematian death, decease حبكٝ 3  
deligasi, kumpulan delegation لكٝ 37  
      كٞكٝ8 - ط  
berdasarkan, selaras fit, appropriate نكِٝ 
16  
waktu, jadual time, schedule ذهٝ 64  
masa tambahan additional time    ؾئبُٚا ٍلث ذهٝ 13  
jatuh, berlaku, tempat fall, occur, located  َغهٝ 9  
menandatangan to sign  َغَّهٝ 3  
berhenti to stop, halt  َقهٝ 3  
pemerhentian stopping, halting قْهٝ 3  
perwakilan, agensi representativeness, agency خُبًٝ 16  
agensi bebas independent agency     خِوزَٓ خُبًٝ13  
wakil representative َ٤ًٝ 3  
dibawah jagaan, negeri guardianship, state خ٣لاٝ 9  
mengikuti to follow  َ٢ُِ َٝ  
      ٢َِِ٣
8  
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tangan hand ل٣ 31  
      ٖ٣ل٣3 – ّ  
kiri left هبَ٣ 6  
      َٟو َْ ٣8  
yakin certainty, certitude ٖ٤ْو٣ 3  
kanan right ٠َ٘ ْٔ ُ٣ 
4  
hari day ّٞ٣ 214  
      ّب٣أ27 - ط  
      ٖ٤ٓٞ٣10 - ّ  
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